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Preface
The Baltica Conferences on Plant Life Management and Maintenance have been held triannually since
1988, often with profound changes between the occasions. In 1988 coal and Soviet Union appeared well
entrenched, SOx/NOx removal was an issue rather than CO 2, and just two years earlier Chernobyl had
changed the agenda for nuclear power. Again today we are living in a transition: in spite of some capacity
under construction, there are concerns about the sufficiency of electricity supply, as much of the conventional capacity has lost economic justification to subsidised renewables that could be minimally available at
the time of peak demand (Figure 1), and the increasing intermittency of renewable production is threatening the means to supply the balance with the existing fleets. In North America cheap shale gas (about 2
USD/MMBtu) helps to reduce such challenges through a shift from coal to gas, but in Europe the same
option is generally not available. Furthermore, the competitive position of conventional combined heat and
power (CHP) production is also under pressure like never before. These and many other concerns highlight the need for new solutions to manage not only the regular routines in plant operation and maintenance, but also the productive availability of ageing plants and the risk of unexpected events, developments and their consequences. Numerous related aspects consistent with the Baltica tradition can be seen
in the Proceedings, addressing e.g. the condition, life and integrity assessment of plant components, inspections and other characterization, and impact of materials and operating conditions on plant and component performance.
For their effort, the authors and presenters of the papers fully deserve our sincere appreciation. It is the
dedication producing the papers, presentations and discussions among professionals that has always
created the essential value to the Baltica Conferences. The organizers are grateful to the Baltica X sponsors (in alphabetical order) Fortum, Helen and TVO, as their kind support has helped much to facilitate
realising the occasion.
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Figure 1. Availability of wind power in Finland (January 2016, data source: Fingrid).
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Challenges for nuclear and CHP plants
Liisa Heikinheimo
Teollisuuden Voima Oyj
Helsinki, Finland

1.

Introduction

For a long time the energy sector was understood as a quite stable and profitable industry. Today this is no
more the case - stability has changed for unpredictability and profitable production for close to own cost
level?
A huge change has taken place during the last decade, both in regulation and energy market. Still in the
beginning of this millennium the trends were given as growth estimates of energy consumption and there
was space for new power plants and new technologies. Today, there are elements like politics, public
opinion, fluctuation of needs and fluctuation in production, weather changes and daily weather, and as a
consequence of these there is in the energy market a fluctuation of offering and prices.
There must be many reasons for these changes, out of which one can mention the strong support for
renewable energy production followed by increasing amount of distributed energy production. Also the
awareness of the climate change and pollution in general are today strong components in the political
decision making. The fact that the distributed energy production is mostly dependent on the weather: sun,
wind or rain, makes it difficult to predict the production rates over a long time. Last but not least there are
the negative news of nuclear energy production, Fukushima accident after the tsunami, slow progress in
developing the nuclear waste disposal solutions and the overall rigidity of NPP projects with delays. All of
these are working against the base load energy production, the image and long term planning of base load
capacity issues.
However, at the same time we all can list these factors in Europe and most probably also some in USA,
the development seems, however, to be different in Asia and in Middle East. This means that the reasons
are not caused by laws of natural sciences but are based on human activities and natural events. These
are not fully out of control, for example in China there is a vaste programme to build both large units for
electricity production but also a large number of renewable energy production units. Although much of it
may also be motivated by the rather uniquely strong need to clean air, the solution in China is a strong
national programme to match a huge need for energy and top level technology.

2.

Energy market in Europe

In Europe and more specifically in northern Europe there is also a high need for energy and electricity
because of the cold climate, technology oriented life style and the fact that many industries are based on
production demanding energy. Also the human habitation is relatively widely distributed and there is a
need for a stable energy grid and distribution for the scattered communities.
How can the energy companies and the base load production survive after the shut down of several
coal and oil based power plants with CHP-production? In Germany and Sweden the closure of NPPs is a
fact and a large number of base load electricity production will disappear from the Nordic grid. Moreover,
the Nordic countries have all different palettes of the energy production (Figure 1). In Sweden hydro and
nuclear have the biggest role while in Finland there is much more variation in the production and sourcing.
In both countries there has been a constant trend of decreasing electricity prices as a consequence of
support and taxing systems, and at the same time the CO 2 trading has not been successful. In the
discussions there is a serious struggle between regulation and free energy market.

Figure 1. Electricity Generation in Nordic market area 2014, ENTSO-E, Statistical Factsheet 2014.
The closure of nuclear power plants will have a negative effect on the reduction of CO 2-emissions. Sweco
in Sweden has estimated that the Swedish nuclear energy programme has saved 2 billion tons of CO 2emissions till today. This factor should be taken into account when decisions on energy solutions are
made. The present fleet has estimated to have capacity for another such a saving in its lifetime if the aging
management would be carried out properly and the nuclear power plants would be licensed till the
technological life time limits. A summary of the energy production environment is presented in Figure 2
(from a presentation by Sweco /1/). The fuel costs and the CO 2-prices have been the main drivers for
decreasing the power prices. In the future, however, increasing amount of RES can change the historical
connection between fuel and CO2-prices with the electricity price.

weather
driven

policy
driven

Demand

Supply

economy
driven
Fuel
price

CO2price

Figure 2. A change in the energy market has taken place after the growth of renewable energy production
and various political decisions. The picture is drawn after Johan Bruce, Sweco, 2016 /1/.

3.

Role and challenges for R&D

What would be the role of research and development in such a situation - is there any - is a question for
this Baltica X Conference to be discussed actively. The main question is can the big energy production
units operate in a reliable, safe and profitable manner when the boarder conditions for these arguments
are changing. In a modern language this means a demand of resilience for all the levels of organisations
and research supply chains.
As an example there is a model for organising R&D function at TVO, a nuclear power company in
western Finland with two 880 MW BWR units and a 1600 MW PWR (EPR) nearing the start of operation in
a few years /2/. The goal of TVO is to produce electricity with the power units in a climate friendly, safe and
efficient way. Figure 3 presents the capacity factor of units OL1 and 2 from the start of operation till 2015.
Today, due to the changing operational environment and new requirements for the safety research the
research has been organised in three programmes over the TVO organisation:
-

Nuclear safety research: covering all aspects of nuclear safety and carried out mostly in a national
research programme, SAFIR2018, in Figure 4 /3/. However, international research plays an important
role especially in post Fukushima co-operation and there is a constant need for in-house research to
support the operational licenses.

-

Nuclear power plant technology research: contributing to the needs of TVO nuclear power units in
maintenance, modernisations and in new build, especially focus on long term operation and life time
management. The development and application of new calculation and modelling methods is included
as well. New issues are e.g. fuel development and load follow practices.

-

Nuclear waste management research: covers a wide range of research and monitoring activities from
the waste handling and storing to the final deposition of LILW at the site in specific repository silos.
The support in technical matters and R&D co-operation with Posiva company is important to ensure
the final deposition of spent nuclear fuel in the 2020s from all of the TVO power units /4/. Today the
decommissioning issues have become topical as well and these could be handled best within the
international co-operation to share the expertise and experience.
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Figure 3. Production (MWh) and load factors of OL1 and OL2 units in 1978 - 2015, Teollisuuden Voima
Oyj, 2015.

Figure 4. The Finnish Nuclear Power Plant Safety Research Programme 2015-2018, SAFIR2018, has
three focus areas /3/.
These programmes are planned for a 5 - 10 years period with goals that are checked yearly with the strategic planning of the company. The programmes consist of projects and further on subprojects that are
rather flexible for changes if needed. Programme managers will take care of the project portfolios, the cooperation and experts needed. The project leaders, nominated case by case, will form research groups for
each programme. In all of the programmes different types of projects are needed: direct research orders
for the research organisations, co-funded projects often parts of international programmes and participation in programmes and projects based on public funding (e.g. national and EU funding).
The goal of R&D work is to serve the nuclear energy production and its full lifecycle. There is a high
need for research that can be utilised and benefited at the site. However, this does not mean that the
research will be done domestically only, in all of the programmes there is a strong component of
international co-operation to reach all the capabilities needed and to learn from the others and to share the
common topics and perspectives. As a result any fixed organisation structure inside the company or any
fixed long term sub contracting agreement are not needed because the resilience is build in both the

internal and external networks. One may consider this challenging for the experts, but also interesting and
offering always room for new needs and new ideas.
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Risk and resilience:
The concept of SmartResilience and its application
on energy infrastructure in Finland
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Abstract
The paper highlights the practical aspects of new EU project SmartResilience and its application in Finland. The basic idea of the project is that modern critical infrastructures are becoming increasingly “smarter” (e.g. cities). Making the infrastructures “smarter” usually means making them smarter in normal operation and use, but it has to be checked if these smart critical infrastructures (SCIs) will behave equally
“smartly” and be “smartly resilient” also when exposed to extreme threats, such as extreme weather disasters or, e.g., terrorist attacks. Similarly, the question is, if making existing infrastructure “smarter” is
achieved by making it more complex, would it also make it more vulnerable? Would this affect resilience of
an SCI as its ability to anticipate, prepare for, adapt and withstand, respond to, and recover? These questions are tackled by the project, which plans answer these questions in several steps: by (#1) identifying
existing indicators suitable for assessing resilience of SCIs; (#2) identifying new “smart” resilience indicators (RIs) – including those from Big Data; (#3) developing a new advanced resilience assessment methodology based on smart RIs (“resilience indicators cube”, including the resilience matrix); (#4) developing
the interactive “SCI Dashboard” tool; and (#5) applying the methodology/tools in eight case studies, integrated under one virtual, smart-city-like, European case study. One of these case studies will take place in
Finland, dealing with modern systems of energy supply.

1. Introduction – assessing resilience by means of indicators
In SmartResilience project, resilience of an infrastructure is understood as “the ability to anticipate, prepare for, and adapt to changing conditions and withstand, respond to, and recover rapidly from disruptions
[1]. Living organisms are resilient in their ability to persevere through injuries, infections or trauma. Even
through severe disease, critical life functions are sustained and the body recovers, often adapting by developing immunity to further attacks of the same type. Modern critical infrastructures (e.g. cyber, energy,
water, transportation and communication) generally lack the same degree of natural resilience, typically
losing essential functionality following adverse events. The society, therefore, needs a system of resilience
governance and resilience management going beyond conventional risk governance/management in order
to address the complexities of large integrated systems and the uncertainty of future threats, especially
those associated with climate change or adverse human actions. The way to reach this goal is to provide

new holistic approach to the resilience, addressing a broad variety of issues including human factors, security, geo-politics, sociology, economy, etc. and increased vulnerability due to changing threats. This
holistic approach has to be based on the new metrics and validated indicators that could be applied to
systems in order to assess their level of resilience.

Figure 1: A resilience management framework [1]
A resilience management framework includes risk analysis as a central component. Risk analysis depends
on characterization of the threats, vulnerabilities and consequences of adverse events to determine the
expected loss of critical functionality. The above definition of resilience places risk in the broader context of
a system’s ability to plan for, recover from and adapt to adverse events over time. In the system functionality profile, risk in a system is interpreted as the total reduction in critical functionality and the resilience of
the system is related to the slope of the absorption curve and the shape of the recovery curve — indicating
the temporal effect of the adverse event on the system. The dashed line suggests that highly resilient
systems can adapt in such a way that the functionality of the system may improve with respect to the initial
performance, enhancing the system’s resilience to future adverse events.
In the modern society, the systems decisively determining the overall resilience of the society are the critical infrastructures (energy grids, transportation, government, water, etc.). This is clearly recognized by the
EU in its call DRS-14 (Call: H2020-DRS-2015, DRS-14-2015) emphasizing the need for “… a better understanding of critical infrastructure (and)… for defining measures to achieve a better resilience against
threats in an integrated manner including natural and human threats/events (e.g. due to human errors or
terrorist/criminal attacks)…”. The overall goal of the project is, hence, to improve current approaches by
providing an innovative “holistic” methodology for assessing resilience of critical infrastructure. The proposed methodology is based on resilience indicators.

2. Practical problems addressed
The project will address in particular

1.

Smart critical infrastructures (SCIs)

2.

Emerging risks (primarily those related to New Technologies)

3.

Smart indicators (also these from Big Data)

4.

Cascading and ripple effects (among multiple SCIs, 8 of them in the project), and

5.

Insurance/re-insurance aspects.

In an era that has seen a multitude of high impact disasters ranging from natural events such as earthquakes, floods, tsunami’s, volcanic disruptions to man-made acts of terrorism and cyber-attacks, there is a
greater need than ever before to assess the resilience of modern societies to withstand and recover from
unexpected adverse events. Against this backdrop, concepts of resilience offering all-encompassing, integrated approaches to planning for, responding to and recovering from all manner of man-made and natural
disasters have dominated recent discourse on disaster and crisis reduction and management.
In this regard, the removal or suspension of critical infrastructure assets from normal service would significantly affect public safety, security, economic activity or environmental quality. A breakdown in any one of
these assets alone can bring about catastrophic consequences, but it is the interdependency of these
systems, and by extension, the cascading effects of a breakdown in one system on other interconnected
systems, which is of most significant concern [2].
Examples supporting the above statement are numerous. A fault in an electricity transmission network in
Northern Germany which resulted in a blackout for more than 15 million people across Western Europe in
2006 exemplifies the type of cascading effects on transport, healthcare systems, financial services and
societal security and safety that can quickly arise when there is a failure of critical infrastructure [3]. The
London Underground bombings of July 2005 and the commuter train attacks in Madrid in 2004 demonstrated the vulnerability of transport infrastructure to terrorist attack. An attack on transport infrastructure
can result in cascading effects on communications and power conduits that are generally located in proximity to transport routes. Damage to water supply infrastructure by natural or man-made disaster could
cause major public health and environmental impacts, including possible loss of life.
It is against this context that the concept of resilience as applied critical infrastructures is explored in the
project (“SmartResilience”). The project is inspired by the collective experiences of the consortium partners
engaged within resilience research, SCI operations, and the recognition of the growing importance of resilience in general. The consortium includes a number of SCI providers (8 cases of SCI are in the scope of
the proposed research), owners, operators and also municipal regional authorities with significant levels of
experience in the application of resilience. It will deliver enhanced concepts in resilience and risk management that will have the capabilities to address the issues targeted by the call.

3. “Smart(er)” infrastructures
Modern critical infrastructures are becoming increasingly “smarter” (e.g. the “smart cities”). Making the
infrastructures “smarter” usually means making them smarter in the normal operation and use: more adaptive, more intelligent… usually by means of enhancing the “IT aspects” of the respective infrastructure. In
this sense, the behavior of an infrastructure and its efficiency are generally improved, the infrastructure will
behave in a “smarter way”, become “smarter”. But will these smart critical infrastructures (SCIs) behave
“smartly” and be “smartly resilient” also when exposed to extreme threats, such as extreme weather disasters or terrorist attacks? If making existing infrastructure “smarter” is achieved by making it more complex,
would it also make more vulnerable? Would this affect resilience of an infrastructure as its ability to anticipate, prepare for, adapt and withstand, respond to, and recover? Proving clear and practicable answers to
the above questions, accepted by possibly large group of stakeholders, is the main specific objective of
this project.
The project results are supposed to bring-in a breakthrough innovation on both European and the worldlevel. In particular addressing the Smart critical infrastructures (SCIs – see Table 1) together with Emerging risks (primarily those related to New Technologies), and using Smart indicators, also for analyzing
cascading and ripple effects (among multiple SCIs – see Figure 1). The SCIs and related scenarios are the

key element of the project and they cover the SCIs shown in Table 2: , financial hot-spot infrastructure,
smart city infrastructure, health care system infrastructure, transportation infrastructure, productions supply
infrastructure, water supply infrastructure, urban flood protection infrastructure, energy infrastructure and,
last but least, a “virtual (fictitious) European infrastructure”. In the “virtual case study”, all the single SCIs
are exposed to a scenario binding them together and making them interact (Figure 2).

Table 1: Smart infrastructures in comparison with the conventional (“gray”) ones
Infrastructure
characteristics

gray/conventional CI

smart CI (SCIs)

Stakeholder
involvement

stakeholders are often engaged with the
aim to create local sup- port for the project,
but without active involvement in the project
design and operation traditional engineering

extended stakeholders are often required to
support the project and may have an active and
ongoing role in the project design and operation

Engineering
approach

solutions enable standardization and replication which can significantly reduce project
costs and delivery times

IC solutions require a custom- made, locationspecific design and do not lend themselves to
standardization and replication

Environmental
footprint

often increased environmental footprint due
to material and energy intensive processes
(manufacturing, distribution, operation)

often reduced environmental footprint due to
the solutions being nature-based and selfregenerating

Susceptibility
to external
factors

Gray IC is susceptible to power loss, mechanical failure of industrial equipment and
price volatility

the IC solutions are susceptible to extreme
weather conditions, seasonal changes in temperature or rainfall and disease and similar

Monitoring
and control

Conventional

the SCIs are living and complex systems that
can be monitored and effectively man- aged by
a deep understanding of the key control variables

Table 2: SmartResilience project infrastructures, integrated in a unique exercise EU-wise
Short Name

Name

City/ Country

finances

ALPHA: The City of London - Assessing resilience of a city hosting a
critical financial hot-spot of the world

London/ UK

smart city

BRAVO: Heidelberg (Bahnstadt) - Assessing resilience of a futureoriented and sustainable community (smart city, energy)

Heidelberg/ Germany

health care

CHARLIE: Assessing resilience of an Austrian cities' health care
system

Austria

transport

DELTA: Budapest - Assessing resilience of large embedded transportation infrastructure (airport)

Budapest/ Hungary

supply

ECHO: Assessing resilience of the city in a large industrial zone
(production facility / supply chain)

Pancevo/ Serbia

water

FOXTROT: Assessing resilience of drinking water supply in Swedish
cities

Sweden

government
(flood)

GOLF: City of Cork: Use of indicators and technologies developed
and lessons learned to assess resilience of critical infrastructure to
tidal and fluvial flooding events

Cork/ Ireland

energy

HOTEL: City of Helsinki - Flooding underground coal storage. Resilience of the energy infrastructure (city environment)

Helsinki/ Finland

cascading
effects

INDIA: Integrated European virtual Case Study - Framework Scenario “Tainted Flood” Cascading and ripple effects on combined scenarios on of resilience and its indicators

Europe

The project will answer the above questions in several steps, by addressing the following specific issues:
1.

identifying existing indicators suitable for assessing resilience of SCIs

2.

identifying new “smart” resilience indicators (RIs) – including those from Big Data

3.

developing a new advanced resilience assessment methodology based on smart RIs (“resilience
indicators cube”, including the resilience matrix)

4.

developing the interactive “SCI Dashboard” tool

5.

applying the methodology/tools in 8 case studies, integrated under one virtual, smart-city-like,
European case study. The SCIs considered (in 8 European countries!) deal with energy, transportation, health, water…
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Figure 2: Interaction between the SCIs in the project: Cascading and ripple effects

4. The solution concept
The “infographics” in Figure 3 provides, in a very condensed form, the complete overview of the technical part of the work proposed to be done in this project (dissemination, exploitation and project management activities excluded!). The solution – the case-study lens: As shown in Figure 2 the project if focused and “built” around the case studies (Table 2). The case studies are not a mere “verification/validation platform”, the, i.e. the partners involved in them are defining also the requirements for the
methodology and indicators development.
The solution – the approach lens: The approach of the project is to look (in the usual way) onto 2 main
phases/dimensions of the resilience analysis, including the Pre-event phase / exposure dimension, and the
Post-event phase / response dimension, as well as the 3 types of resilience, namely:
·

The STRUCTURAL resilience

·

The INTEGRATIVE resilience and

·

The TRANSFORMATIVE/ADAPTIVE resilience.

The solution – the indicators (RIs) lens: In order to cope with the issue, new methodologies and tools
are needed and the project will develop them, taking the “smart resilience indicators” as the basic element
of the methodology. The new smart resilience indicators will be built upon:

·

Indicators accepted in the related areas, such as risk, safety, business continuity, sustainability,
e.g. those proposed by OECD, GRI, API, HSE, IAEA and other organizations;

·

New resilience specific indicators proposed by the experts in this project (the “conventional way”
of creating and using indicators);

·

New resilience indicators derivable out of the Big Data and the Open Data.

Resilience: The ability to anticipate, prepare
for, attend to, and adapt to changing conditions
and withstand (absorb), respond to, and
recover rapidly from disruptions.
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Figure 3: The solution concept: Resilience indicators in different phases of the resilience
cycle and their link to the project WPs
The solution – the indicators (RIs) lens: In order to cope with the issue, new methodologies and tools
are needed and the project will develop them, taking the “smart resilience indicators” as the basic element
of the methodology. The new smart resilience indicators will be built upon:
1.

Indicators accepted in the related areas, such as risk, safety, business continuity, sustainability, e.g. those proposed by OECD, GRI, API, HSE, IAEA and other organizations;

2.

New resilience specific indicators proposed by the experts in this project (the “conventional
way” of creating and using indicators);

3.

New resilience indicators derivable out of the Big Data and the Open Data.

Two main categories of resilience indicators should be identified, namely the generic indicators, possibly
used across different Cis (SCI-specific indicators).
The solution – the methodology lens: New methodologies, such as web semantics and new tools such
as Watson, Cognos and others will be used in order to both identify/define the indicators and determine
their values. Special attention will be devoted to the use of these indicators for the quantification of resilience.

5. Overall methodology approach

SCIs

The principle: The quintessence of the propose methodology is shown in Figure 4. It shows that the
indicators characterizing the threats and the SCIs, respectively, are brought up together within the scenario. The indicators, as explained can be, e.g., “supervised” or “unsupervised”, lagging or leading, basic
(level 1) or more sophisticated (levels 2, 3…), include conventional sources or Big Data, etc.
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Figure 4: The SmartResilience Methodology: From indicators (SCIs and threats) to benchmarking and identification of the “hot spots” (deficits, issues, problems…)
It is a working assumption of this project that the “unsupervised” can be more dynamic and adaptive than
the conventional ones, and, hence, can be considered “smarter” and, as they are, hence, considered as
“smart resilience indicators”.
The collected set of indicators is then “checked”, in order to be sure that the whole resilience assessment
process is well covered, the indicators are then ordered within the resilience matrix. The matrix looks at the
4 phases of the resilience cycle (prepare, absorb, recover and adapt) and at the 4 types of indicators
(physical, information, cognitive and social) – see Figure 5. The Resilience CUBE is, then, used to “measure” the resilience along the three dimensions of the Cube: resilience matrix, “smartness” and complexity
(“the levels”). Once when the set is considered/accepted as representative, the dynamic/”smart” (!) resilience assessment “check-list” can be created and used for the assessment of the respective SCI (e.g.
water, energy, smart city,…).
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Figure 5: Resilience CUBE – the confidence in the resilience of an SCI increases with the
assessment of the more elements of (a) resilience matrix (after Linkov et al. 2014), (b) more
resilience indicators (obviously, increasing the number of “unsupervised” indicators possibly
derivable from Big Data increases the confidence) and (c) increasing level of details of “supervised” indicators
Deriving resilience indicators from big and open data: It is estimated that currently 2.7 zettabytes of
data exist in the digital data universe, that 571 websites are created every minute, 100 terabytes of data
are uploaded daily to Facebook. It has also been estimated that in Europe’s developed economies, governments could save more than €100 billion in operational efficiency improvements alone by using big
data, not including using big data to reduce fraud, tax evasion, and errors (McKinsey, 2011). In this context, the concept of data re-use is rapidly gaining increasing importance, i.e. the use of open data collections for other purposes than those for which the data was originally collected. Following the mantra that
“data is too expensive to waste”, data re-use is nowadays commonplace in many scientific research areas
such as in biomedicine to discover novel drugs and diagnostics, see e.g. (Butte, 2008). Another example
stems from the field of election forensics, where statistical tests have been developed to quantify the probability of certain types of electoral fraud based statistical irregularities in the published election results
(Klimek, 2012). In this project, we therefore propose to pursue a similar approach and to re-use and leverage existing, open, publicly available data to derive resilience indicators for critical infrastructures.

One of the most pressing challenges in this context is indeed to find trends and patterns in the large and
high-dimensional datasets that can be captured in intuitive indicators of high practical use. Many infrastructures lend themselves exceptionally well to be analyzed from a complex network perspective (Albert,
2000), where it was found that many real-world networks (such as communication networks, metabolic
networks, or social networks) have a surprising degree of robustness with respect to random errors or
perturbation that comes at the high price of extreme vulnerability to targeted attacks. Network science
methods have resulted in actionable information on network vulnerabilities in response to disruptive events
in the context of transportation (Guimerá, 2005, Barrat, 2004), power (Solé, 2008), and communications
(Doyle, 2005). An additional challenge in the design of resilient infrastructures is that multiple interdependencies between mutually dependent networks induce an additional component of fragility (Vespignani,
2010).

6. Application in Finland
A specific task in SmartResilience project is devoted to the case study “HOTEL”, where the energy
company Helen of the City of Helsinki is dealing with the impact of defined energy related threats and the
assessment and evaluation of resilience, by means of resilience indicators, for the energy infrastructure in
the city environment (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Salmisaari CHP plant of Helen: energy infrastructure in the city of Helsinki. Photo: Helen
Energy generation and consumption take ideally place in the same area, i.e. generation within the city
or in the vicinity, next to the consumers of households and peri-urban industry. Confined space such as
underground siting in a city environment requires resilience and security indicators, particularly mainly
leading ones, to help managing the risks at locations of limited access and status information. Cities have
limited area available, constraining the options to store energy feedstock, where for example underground
storage has special requirements in the inspection of status and security, and it is necessary to recognize
the possible consequences of disruption as early as possible. The energy infrastructure will be considered
in the test case of risk and resilience in severe disruption. The main aspects and scenarios taken into
account are:

·

Catastrophic wintertime loss of district heating

·

Impact of new technology and developing infrastructure on resilience

·

Potential impacts of man-made threats.

The case aims to address all essential aspects of resilience: risk anticipation, preparedness, attention,
impact absorbance, response, recovery and adaptation, and where relevant, the rates of the
event/response. VTT will lead the task and set up a stress test framework, as well as supervise the relevant aspects and specific expectations of the end-user (Helen in the City of Helsinki), whose data will be
needed provide the data considered to be relevant for criticality testing. The unsupervised indicators and
their application will be defined and aligned with other case studies.

7. Conclusions
In general, SmartResilience will significantly improve the resilience of critical infrastructure, such as energy & water supply, transportation and information and communication grids etc., by providing a uniform
and comprehensive methodology of risk and resilience assessment. SmartResilience will provide the basis
for proactive innovations. The project will therefore raise the future viability of critical infrastructure. As
SmartResilience will follow a holistic approach to resilience, not only technical issues will be addressed.
The project’s approach will also cover human factors, societal and economic aspects. SmartResilience will
therefore provide solutions that are suitable to enhance the societal resilience in European countries and
the organizational resilience among European infrastructure owners, thus allowing the stakeholders to
better prepare for the possible “Future Global Shocks” [13].
SmartResilience will develop a new advanced resilience assessment methodology based on a new set of
smart Resilience Indicators that enable end-users (authorities, operators and owners of critical infrastructures) to better assess the resilience of the respective infrastructure, especially with respect to future and
emerging threats, including those imposed by the enhancement and evolution of critical infrastructures
towards “smartness”. This improved assessment methodology will be supported by a model to identify
interdependencies, between infrastructures as well as between these infrastructures and other sectors.
The SmartResilience solutions will be delivered in form of a practical guideline and a supporting tool (“SCI
Dashboard”) for resilience assessment. SmartResilience is not only focused to technical aspects of resilience. The project covers security needs arising from disaster risks, including threats to life. SmartResilience will therefore also focus indicators of organizational and societal resilience. Devolving these indicators will help to assess the resilience of public authorities, infrastructure providers and the general public.
Identifying lacks of resilience will show vulnerability and related with that, needs for improvement. Therefore, the assessment of resilience will help to raise the ability to mitigate the effects of disasters to the
society and it will enable public authorities, infrastructure providers and the general public to recover faster
from adverse events. The main planned results of SmartResilience are a Resilience Assessment Guideline
and a tool (“Smart Critical Infrastructure Dashboard”), both aiming at supporting end-users (authorities,
critical infrastructure operators and owners) in improving the disaster resilience of respective critical infrastructures through indicator-based assessment of their resilience capabilities. The solutions provided by
SmartResilience are oriented towards practical needs of end-users and will be developed in close collaboration with all relevant stakeholders.
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Abstract
Condition management is a concept where diagnostic measurements and inspections, analysis methods,
expertise and planning are combined to produce high or adequate reliability with reasonable costs.
In practice the level of condition management depends on the importance and value of the equipment,
but also on traditions. In this article typical electrical and mechanical condition management and maintenance concepts utilized in Finland for turbine generators, transformers, turbines and process equipment
are presented, based on practical experience. Examples of important findings made by measurements,
analysis and inspections are also presented.
With on-line methods the condition of the equipment can be monitored, even continuously, during the
normal operation of the equipment, without disturbing the production. Regular measurements and trend
analysis and/or predetermined alarm limits are utilized for analysing the results. Measurements made in
different operational conditions give additional information on the prevailing aging mechanisms. Off-line
measurements and inspections are typically utilized during major overhauls or during unplanned production interruptions. Visual inspections can't be fully replaced with measurements.
Even though condition level can be well estimated and actual faults quite reliably detected, accurate
prediction of the remaining life time of the equipment is generally not possible.

1. Introduction
The goal of condition management and the resources available for it are various, as well as the utilization
of condition monitoring methods (measurements, inspections and analysis). The following coarse division
can be used for describing different maintenance philosophies or practices [1].
Breakdown maintenance is the simplest form of maintenance. There is no actual maintenance plan, but
actions are taken only after a failure of the equipment. Condition monitoring is not utilized to evaluate the
reliability and performance of the equipment. This type of maintenance is only suitable for components with
low value and low impact on the operation of the plant.
In preventive maintenance service actions are performed regularly, based on a predetermined program.
The goal is to schedule the service actions in such way that normal wear and aging of the equipment does
not cause outages. The service interval should be short enough to prevent major failures, but long enough
to keep the maintenance costs reasonable. The major drawback of this practice is that it does not immediately respond to any unexpected incidents and sudden changes in the condition of the equipment. Condi-

tion monitoring can be utilized to some extent, but the service actions are not primarily scheduled based on
the information obtained by condition monitoring.
In predictive maintenance the condition of the equipment is regularly or continuously monitored. The
service intervals and programs are mainly determined based on the analysis of the condition monitoring
results and production schedules, instead of predetermined programs.
Precision maintenance is the highest level of maintenance. It requires thorough analysis of the failure
mechanisms and the impact of each component of the systems. It does not cover only the maintenance,
but also e.g. investment procedures, commissioning testing, balancing and alignment, lubrication planning
etc. The purpose is to predict and prevent coming failures and the need of service by modelling the system
as well as possible. The goal is continuous improvement of reliability.
Typical maintenance practice in Finland for key power plant components is a combination of preventive
and predictive maintenance. The service intervals are preliminary predetermined, but service actions may
be advanced or postponed based on the information obtained by condition monitoring.
There are two main types of condition monitoring measurements. On-line condition monitoring measurements are performed during the normal operation of the equipment. They require no or very short production break, but often require permanently installed sensors. Off-line condition monitoring measurements
are performed for stopped, and in some cases also opened, equipment.
Even though developed condition monitoring methods are available for many purposes, there are fault
types and aging mechanisms that can't be reliably detected or can be detected only at a very late stage
with measurements. Therefore visual inspections, if applicable, are essential part of condition monitoring.
In many cases the remaining life time of an equipment is dependent on the condition of the weakest
point of the system rather than the average condition of the system. It is also typical that the failure is initiated by some abnormal situation causing additional stresses to the system, higher than in normal steady
state operation. For example the windings of a generator or a transformer are such systems. The above
mentioned factors are generally unknown (e.g. condition of the weakest point of the insulation system of
the winding) or unpredictable (e.g. grid fault), therefore accurate prediction of the remaining life time is not
possible.

2. Equipment specific maintenance practices
2.1 Turbine generators
2.1.1 Introduction
Here the term turbine generator refers to a generator whose prime mover is a steam or gas turbine. Turbine generators are typically operated at 3000 rpm speed (in 50 Hz system), in some cases 1500 rpm.
Some of the practices explained here are also applicable for hydro generators, however hydro generators
are quite different from turbine generators, regarding their structure and operation.
The maintenance schedule of turbine generators is mainly dictated by the service interval of the turbine.
The actions can be divided in three hierarchical levels: annual inspections - minor overhaul - major overhaul. Factors affecting the scheduling of the inspections and overhauls include: OEM recommendations for
overhauls and inspections, design features, duty cycle, costs of down time and importance of reliability,
availability of spare parts, environment, on-site maintenance capacity, experiences from operation, experiences from previous overhauls, operational parameters and the age of the equipment.
Special attention in inspections and measurements is paid on the following details:
- Condition of the connections and insulation system of the stator winding (high voltage), e.g. signs of
surface discharges.
- Condition of the connections and insulation system of the rotor winding (low voltage but very high
mechanical stresses).
- Condition of the mechanical support system of the stator and rotor windings and detection of possible
movements, vibrations and deformations in the windings.
- Condition of the retaining rings of the rotor, detection of possible cracks.
- Condition of the magnetic steel core, detection of hot spots caused by inter laminar short circuits.
- Condition of the bearings and lubrication system of the generator.

- Condition of heat exchangers, e.g. leakages or blockages.
- Condition of hydrogen sealing system in hydrogen cooled generators, leak level measurement.
- Correct alignment of the shaft line.
- Settings and performance of the excitation system.
- Settings and performance of the protection and synchronization system.
2.1.2 Annual inspections
Annual inspections are performed during scheduled annual shutdown. In CHP (combined heat and electrical power production) plants the natural window for this is late spring - summer - early autumn, when need
for heat production for central district heating is low.
For annual inspection usually only the main connections and the exciter covers are opened. Inspections
are made on e.g. to detect possible oil and cooling water leakages, condition of shaft grounding and excitation and rotor earth fault detection system brushes and slip rings, condition of bus bars and connections,
exciter (if brushless excitation) and air filters. Also the correct function of voltage and current transformers
is checked.
Typical set of measurements includes stator winding insulation resistance and winding resistance
measurements, rotor winding impedance (as a function of speed for static excitation machines), insulation
resistance and winding resistance measurements and exciter and PMG (if any) insulation resistance
measurements.
2.1.3 Minor overhaul
Minor generator overhaul is performed typically every 3 to 5 years, mainly depending on the turbine overhaul needs. In minor overhaul the rotor is not removed from the stator of the generator, which significantly
reduces inspection and testing possibilities. The ends of the generator are however opened and exciter
stator (if any) removed to make limited visual inspection possible.
The following inspections and measurements are typical for large generators, in addition to the ones
listed for annual inspections:
- Visual inspection, as far as possible without removing the rotor.
- Inspection of excitation generator and rotating diode bridge (if brushless excitation) or excitation brushes
and slip rings.
- Bearing metal penetrant and/or ultrasonic inspection.
- Testing of bearing insulation.
- Insulation resistance and resistance measurements of stator and rotor windings.
- Impedance measurement of the rotor winding stationary.
- Dissipation factor (tanδ) measurement of high voltage stator winding.
- Partial discharge measurement of high voltage stator winding.
- High voltage test of the stator winding.
- Secondary testing of the protection relay system, where fault situations are safely simulated and the
corresponding correct action of the relay is verified. Check of current and voltage transformers and wiring.
Check of alarm and trip circuits.
- Testing of excitation system, including check of auxiliary voltages and measurement circuits, inspection
of alarm and trip circuits and secondary test of excitation limiters and protection relays.
- Secondary testing of synchronizer, including check of auxiliary voltages and measurement circuits and
inspection of control circuits.
- Certain seals and gaskets are replaced.
2.1.4 Major overhaul
In major overhaul, typically every 6 to 10 years depending mainly on the turbine overhaul needs, the coupling between the turbine and generator is opened and the rotor is removed from the stator, which includes
also significant risks of damage. However, it enables the following measurements and inspections, in addi-

tion to what is listed above for annual inspections and minor overhaul. Also oil and water piping and coolers are usually removed.
- Full scale visual inspection for stator and rotor.
- Verification of the tightness of stator winding slot wedges.
- Slot specific partial discharge measurement to locate possible problem areas.
- Low flux or full flux stator core test to reveal possible hot spots caused by inter laminar short circuits. Also
the tightness of the laminated stator core is checked.
- Verification of tightness/condition of rotor slot wedges.
- NDT (e.g. penetrant test) of the rotor retaining rings and fan blades to detect cracks.
- Evaluation of the need of factory repair of the rotor, which typically includes e.g. removal of retaining
rings, complete or partial rewinding and rewedging.
2.1.5 On-line measurements
There are also on-line measurements that are typically performed between or in conjunction to the overhauls for running generator:
- Continuous vibration level monitoring.
- On-line partial discharge measurement is performed typically at least once per year, if there are permanently installed sensors in the machine.
- Shaft voltage and shaft grounding current are measured typically annually to verify the correct action of
the shaft grounding system.
- Detailed vibration measurement is especially important after the major overhaul and after all rotor repairs,
because the alignment of the shaft line or the balancing of the rotor may have been compromised. Simultaneous, detailed multi-channel measurement of the turbine and the generators gives much more information than simple vibration overall level measurement.
- Air gap flux measurement is typically performed once per year for generators which are equipped with
sensors. The main purpose of the measurement is to reveal possible rotor winding turn-to-turn short circuits.
2.2 Power transformers, oil filled
2.2.1 Off-line testing
Electrical off-line condition monitoring measurements are generally performed for power transformers only
after or also before a factory / service shop overhaul, which includes opening of the tank and removal of
active parts of the transformer. They are also often performed when commissioning a new or transported
serviced transformer or if there is any reason to suspect problems (gas generation, serious grid faults etc.).
Generally this kind of overhaul where the transformer is opened is performed only once or twice during the
lifespan (30+ years) of the transformer. The main actions performed during this are tightening of the support structures of the transformer, drying the insulation materials of the transformer, purifying the oil and
servicing the tap changer. It must be noted that most of the moisture, accumulated during the service, is
absorbed in the paper insulation of the transformer, and can't be removed by drying the oil alone.
Bushings belong to the most vulnerable components of a high voltage transformer. Failure of a bushing
in service is catastrophic and may lead both to loss of the transformer and also collateral damage. Testing
of dismounted bushings includes dissipation factor and partial discharge measurements and high voltage
test, preferably also at elevated temperature.
Example of an electrical condition monitoring test program:
- High voltage tests with power frequency and surge voltage.
- Winding resistance measurements.
- Turns ratio measurements.
- Insulation resistance measurements.
- No-load current measurements.
- Dissipation factor measurements.
- Partial discharge measurements.

- Bushing condition analysis (HV tests, dissipation factor and partial discharge measurements). Requires
dismantling of the bushings.
- FRA (Frequency Response Analysis) measurements to detect internal mechanical deformation e.g. due
to short circuit forces.
- Tap changer tests.
- Current transformer and wiring tests.
There are also new methods for estimating the moisture content of transformer insulation by measurements. They are based on low voltage dissipation factor measurement over a large frequency range. The
result can be used for scheduling a major overhaul, where the transformer is opened and dried.
2.2.2 On-line condition monitoring
Just like in the case of generators, the power transformers are continuously monitored by protection system (relays, including Buchholz gas relay), whose regular (e.g. annual) secondary testing is important part
of the condition management of the plant. However, these systems are made to react on fault situations
fast enough to limit the damage, they can't be used for actual condition monitoring.
Most widespread actual condition monitoring method for power transformers is the analysis of dissolved
gases in the oil. The purpose of oil analysis is to reveal local overheating and electrical discharges in the
winding and insulation structures. Local overheating can be caused by loose or degraded current connections, but also by e.g. induced circular currents in the tank. Overheating and discharges crack the oil molecules creating gases like hydrogen, acetylene and carbon monoxide.
The traditional method for performing dissolved gas analysis has been to take a small oil sample from
the transformer and to analyse it in a dedicated oil laboratory. The sample can be taken with caution even
while the transformer is on-line. In addition to the analysis of dissolved gases, also some other quantities
of the oil like electrical breakdown strength, moisture content and particle content can be analysed. Analysis of the results require expertize and also knowledge on the type and operational and service history of
the transformer, but basically an increasing trend in gas contents in oil indicates problems, unless the
increase can be explained by operational history. The type of the problem can be roughly estimated by
analysing the quotient of different gases, e.g. the chemical fingerprint of local overheating is different from
the fingerprint of partial discharges. Typical analysis interval is one to two years, depending on the importance of the transformer. However, fast developing faults can develop to failure faster than that.
There are also systems that are permanently installed on the transformer and perform continuous monitoring of the gas content and the ratio of certain gases in the oil. The range of analyses is limited compared
to laboratory analyses, but this kind of system can immediately give an early warning if problems start to
develop. This kind of systems are becoming more popular in large power transformers.
Systems for continuous partial discharge monitoring of bushings and also transformer windings are
commercially available, but quite rare in Finland.
2.3 Process equipment
For high voltage electrical motors similar condition monitoring measurements as for turbo generators can
be applied. However, actual regular overhauls are rarely organized, and the rotor structure of synchronous
and asynchronous motors differs significantly from turbine generator rotor structure, and does not require
similar attention. Condition of stator and rotor winding is monitored with measurements, and large important machines can be opened for visual inspection as well. Typically the interval is several years.
Vibration measurements can be performed for all rotating equipment: generators, electrical motors,
pumps, blowers, conveyors etc. in power plants and factories. The analysis of vibration measurements can
be based on trend analysis, predetermined alarm limits and on the recognition of typical frequency distribution and/or waveform shape of specific fault types. Frequency and time domain analysis gives additional
information compared to simple vibration overall level of displacement, velocity or acceleration.
The vibration measurement of process equipment is typically organized as a route measurement; the
expert measures at the same time a large number of machines defined in a specific route. In this way the
cost per machine is low, and even small machines can be included. A modern handheld analyser is a
powerful tool and it can obtain much more information, including frequency spectrum, phase angle etc.

analysis, than from permanently installed vibration sensors that generally only give one overall level reading such as velocity (mm/s) or acceleration (g) from a wide frequency range. The route measurement is
typically performed several times per year. Bearing faults can be quite fast developing; within months or
even weeks.
2.4 Steam turbines
2.4.1 Introduction
A steam turbine is a device that extracts thermal energy from pressurized steam and uses it to do mechanical work on a rotating output shaft. Because the turbine generates rotary motion, it is particularly
suited to be used to drive an electrical generator but it can also be used to drive pumps, compressors etc.
Steam turbines are made in a variety of sizes ranging from small <100 kW units used as mechanical drives
for pumps, compressors and other shaft driven equipment, to 1 500 000 kW (1500 MW; 2 000 000 hp)
turbines used to generate electricity. There are several classifications for modern steam turbines. For
example there are two blade and stage design, impulse and reaction types.
An impulse turbine has fixed nozzles that orient the steam flow into high speed jets. These jets contain
significant kinetic energy, which is converted into shaft rotation by the bucket-like shaped rotor blades, as
the steam jet changes direction. A pressure drop occurs across only the stationary blades, with a net increase in steam velocity across the stage. As the steam flows through the nozzle its pressure falls from
inlet pressure to the exit pressure (atmospheric pressure, or more usually, the condenser vacuum). Due to
this high ratio of expansion of steam, the steam leaves the nozzle with a very high velocity. The steam
leaving the moving blades has a large portion of the maximum velocity of the steam when leaving the
nozzle. The loss of energy due to this higher exit velocity is commonly called the carry over velocity or
leaving loss.
In the reaction turbine the rotor blades themselves are arranged to form convergent nozzles. This type
of turbine makes use of the reaction force produced as the steam accelerates through the nozzles formed
by the rotor. Steam is directed onto the rotor by the fixed vanes of the stator. It leaves the stator as a jet
that fills the entire circumference of the rotor. The steam then changes direction and increases its speed
relative to the speed of the blades. A pressure drop occurs across both the stator and the rotor, with steam
accelerating through the stator and decelerating through the rotor, with no net change in steam velocity
across the stage but with a decrease in both pressure and temperature, reflecting the work performed in
the driving of the rotor.
2.4.2 Minor overhaul
Minor turbine overhaul is performed typically every 3 to 5 years. In minor overhaul the turbine is not
opened, which significantly reduces inspection and testing possibilities. The following inspections and
measurements are typical in minor overhaul:
- Inspection of radial and thrust bearings.
- Inspection of turbine valves (emergency stop valves, control valves, extraction valves, etc.).
- Inspection of actuator cylinders.
- Inspection of control and protection devices.
- Endoscope inspection for turbine blades when it is possible (endoscope holes are available).
- Visual inspections for turbine (thermal insulation etc.).
2.4.3 Major overhaul
In major overhaul, typically every 6 to 10 years, the coupling between the turbine and generator is opened
and all the turbine parts are opened, whereby all the parts of the turbine (e.g. casing, rotor, bearings,
pipes, valves, etc) and all parts of the turbine accessories are subject to thorough checking, inspection and
overhauling.
There are several methods which are suitable and necessary for testing steam turbine:
- Functional test for controls, pumps, etc. normally before and after overhaul.

- Visual inspection usually for all parts when turbine is opened (sealings, division plane, blades, etc.).
- Suitable NDT testing (non-destructive material testing) for bearings, rotor, casing, etc.
- Different kind of measurements are also needed (clearances, natural frequency, etc.).
All this allows findings to be obtained about the condition of all the parts including those of auxiliary aggregates and systems. Defective or worn parts must be replaced by spare parts.
2.5 Gas Turbines
2.5.1 Introduction
Mixture of fuel and compressed air is used in the combustion process by the gas turbine unit to produce
the mechanical shaft power and, depending on the application, to drive certain accessories and ultimately
the driven equipment. The type of the driven equipment may vary to be a compressor, pump or as typically
in power plant applications, the electrical generator. Modern industrial type of heavy duty gas turbines
could be simplifying described to be composed of axial-flow compressor, combustion system components
and the turbine section. Both compressor and turbine are directly connected with an inline single shaft
rotor supported by pressure lubricated bearings. Depending on the design, the generator may be connected directly or via load gear either onto cold or hot end of the shaft line. Typical auxiliary systems consist of
air intake system with filtration, possible anti-icing or bleed heating, lubrication and control oil system with
heat exchanger, fuel-, exhaust-, acoustical enclosure and ventilation-, fire detection and extinguishing- and
control- / permanent monitoring systems.
Operating of the gas turbine, as of any rotating power equipment, must include a planned program of
periodic inspections with accompanying repair and replacement of parts as necessary to ensure the required availability and reliability of the unit. Operating factors affecting the maintenance are typically as
follows: type of fuel, starting frequency, load cycles and environment. Maintenance philosophy itself may
vary owner by owner and may also deviate from OEM recommendations, depending on the gathered information and long term experience from former operation of the unit. OEMs and also third parties have
had their own programs to research and develop advanced combustion and turbine parts to extend certain
maintenance intervals or eliminate some of the planned maintenance, e.g. combustion inspections, totally.
2.5.2 Borescope inspection
Borescope inspection is rather cost efficient and feasible method for condition based maintenance or for
follow up purposes of possible former detected defects. The extent of borescope inspection depends on
the amount and locations of inspection ports, which varies depending on the age and manufacturer of the
gas turbine. A common and also recommended practice is to perform borescope inspection once a year,
even though typically annual operational hours of gas turbines have recently significantly reduced in Europe, due to economic reasons.
2.5.3 Combustion inspection / Minor inspection
The terminology and the actual scope of work varies depending on the manufacturer, but originally when
8000 EOH was still commonly reached in one operational season, this meant in practice an annual inspection. With silo- or annular type of combustion section the minor inspection scope is focused on the
inspection of combustion section with relevant replacements of detected required parts, e.g. flame tube
tiles or tile holders. Additionally are performed also visual inspections of compressor and turbine sections
in applicable parts and time to time also repairs based on findings, like worn areas in the mixing chamber
cooling rings or adjacent areas in the inner casing.
With chamber type combustion section the combustion inspection originally meant disassembly, inspection and replacement of combustion parts, at least based on the findings. Visual inspections as applicable
to turbine and compressor sections were naturally part of the combustion inspection. This original 8000
EOH interval has been extended first to 12000 EOH and later on to 24000 EOH eliminating the combustion
inspections from planned maintenance. This has been made possible by advanced selection of materials
with improved creep and wear resistance, thermal sprayed hard face coatings against fretting or thermal

barrier coatings to reduce the surface temperatures of certain parts. In these cases the combustion inspections have been substituted by borescope inspections.
NDT is a necessary supplementary method when any deviations are found in the visual observations.
Borescope is also recommended to be utilized during the combustion inspection / minor inspection.
Certain measurements should be taken to evaluate actual condition of parts and to ensure correct installation of replaced parts.
Inspections tailored by experience for control system and auxiliaries are included to the scope of combustion inspection / minor inspection to ensure the reliability for the next planned operational season.
2.5.4 Hot gas path inspection / Hot section inspection
Typical interval of hot gas path inspection or hot section inspection, depending on the terminology of the
manufacturer, is 24000 EOH. By using advanced technology turbine parts this interval could be extended
case by case. Combustion inspection or minor inspection described above is naturally included to the
scope of work. In addition, a detailed inspection or replacement of turbine stationary and rotating parts is
performed. To perform this, the top half of the turbine casing needs to lifted off and parts to be inspected or
replaced need to be disassembled. In situ inspection methods can be used in certain cases, especially
when the history of the parts is well known.
NDT is a necessary method. Borescope device can be used as supplementary method during earlier
described in situ inspections as well as for cleanliness inspection prior to closing the casing. Cleanliness
inspection is one of the most important actions in reassembly.
A complete set of turbine clearances should be taken during disassembly and reassembly to be
checked against their original values, in order to evaluate the actual condition of the parts and to ensure
their correct installation.
Inspections tailored by experience for control system and auxiliaries are included to the scope in larger
scale than in combustion inspection / minor inspection to ensure again the reliability for the next planned
operational season.
2.5.5 Major overhaul / Major inspection
Interval of major overhaul / major inspection, again depending on the terminology of the manufacturer, is
typically 32000 EOH to 48000 EOH, but could be extended case by case by using advanced technology
parts in turbine and compressor sections. It involves the inspection of the flange-to-flange components of
the gas turbine which are subject to wear during normal operation. In addition to the scope of works described above, casings are inspected for cracks, erosion and the condition of stationary part hook fittings.
Compressor blades and vanes are cleaned free of fouling, inspected for cracks, rubbing and foreign object
damages. IGV hardware should be replaced with new to maintain clearances in the specified values for the
coming interval of the major overhaul. Bearings and seals are to be inspected for damages. In certain point
of total EOHs recommended by the manufacturer, full rotor inspection including de-stacking, re-stacking
and also balancing should be performed.
NDT is a necessary method. Borescope device should be used for cleanliness inspection prior to each
casing installation also in the compressor section.
A complete set of clearances related to compressor, turbine, bearings and shaft seals should be taken
during disassembly and reassembly to be checked against their original values to evaluate the actual condition of the parts and to ensure their correct installation.
Inspections tailored by experience for control system and auxiliaries are included to the scope in larger
scale than in hot gas path inspection / hot section inspection.

3. Case studies
Here some real cases, where further damage and production loss was prevented by detection of a fault by
measurements, are introduced. The photographs show the actual damage of the equipment.

3.1 Off-line partial discharge measurements, electrical motor
Visual inspection of the stator winding of a 10.5 kV 9500 kW compressor motor was performed due to high
partial discharge level in regular off-line measurement. It was found that a dislocated high voltage cable
was leaning on a sharp steel edge, and creating partial discharges.
After the repair the measurement was repeated, and the pulse magnitude was found to be only approximately 10 % of the original.
If the cable insulation had been punctured by abrasion or partial discharges, the result would have been
damage or even complete destruction of the important process machine and serious risk of fire or other
damages in the production area.

Figure 1. Partial discharge measurement pulse magnitude (in mV) as a function of voltage phase angle,
before repair (left) and after repair (right). Note the different magnitude scale (10 x in the left picture).
3.2 Winding resistance measurement, generator
A fault was detected by stator winding resistance measurement during a yearly inspection of a 276 MVA
steam turbine generator. The DC resistance was increased by 30% compared to initial values due to a
crack in a winding lead. A repair was executed before recommissioning.

Figure 2. Crack in the stator winding lead.

3.3 Winding resistance measurement, transformer
Fault was detected by resistance measurement in a generator transformer. Phase resistance of the faulty
phase was appr. 7 % higher than in the other phases. The fault was at first not detected by visual inspection of the opened transformer in scheduled overhaul, because it was hidden under thick insulation layers.
In this case there was no clear indication of the problem in the dissolved gas analysis results either.

Figure 3. Overheated connection in a transformer.
3.4 Vibration measurement, electrical motor
In regular vibration measurements of a production critical electrical motor of a power plant a clear increase
in vibration level and appearance of new peaks in the spectrum was seen. The bearings were changed,
and the old bearings were cut open for inspection. A clear case of bearing current damage, caused by
frequency converter drive, was found in both bearings.

Figure 4. Development of vibration spectrum within 15 months. Note the date on the right side.

Figure 5. Bearing current damage in the outer rings of the bearings.
3.5 Transformer oil analysis
Dissolved gas analysis (DGA) indicated overheating inside an oil filled transformer. The transformer was
taken to a service work shop and opened. An overheated connection was found. After repair the DGA
results returned back to normal.
Table 1. Dissolved gas analysis of a transformer, before and after repair
Gas type

H2
CH4
CO
C2H6
Total concentration of gases

Concentration (ppm) one year
before the appearance of the
fault (normal condition)
7
4
226
0
254

Concentration (ppm) before
the repair (fault condition)
1166
122
423
56
1802

Figure 6. Overheated connection in a transformer. Left: wrapped in insulation paper. Right: revealed.

3.6 Thermal condition monitoring of a steam turbine
Isentropic efficiency of high pressure turbine had reduced clearly for a few months. After one turbine shut
down and restart the drop of isentropic efficiency of HP-turbine was remarkable. Isentropic efficiency of
HP-turbine dropped 0,6 %-units to 89,1%.
HP-turbine was examined by endoscope and during examination it was found out that six blades in
Radax-stage were broken. Because blades in Radax-stage are stationary there wasn't any remarkable
changes in turbine vibration level.

Figure 7. Isentropic efficiency of high pressure turbine.

Figure 8. Six blades in Radax-stage were broken (arrow).
3.7 Gas turbine borescope inspection
nd

During the combustion inspection of a gas turbine quite severe coating failures in some areas of the 2
stage nozzle in certain vane leading edges were detected. It was recommended to follow up the progress
of the failure with borescope inspection in every 2000 EOH. In the first follow up inspection the progress of
the coating failure was detected to be rather limited, but much more severe defects were found in several
turbine first stage rotating blades. Cracks with length of 2-20 mm located in the first cooling holes counted
st
from the shank. The whole turbine section was earlier visually inspected and none of the 1 stage rotating
blade cracks was observed at that time. It is obvious that the progress of the cracking has happened during the 2000 EOH follow up period. Without this observation with borescope, which led to opening of the
st
unit for 1 stage replacement, the downstream consequences could have been fatal due to further prost
gress of 1 stage cracking until liberation of air foil.

Figure 9. Borescope view of 1st stage blade cracking, convex side (left) and cooling hole area (right).
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Abstract
Presently most structural integrity assessment procedures still allow the use of Charpy-V notch impact
tests as a measure of fracture toughness. The use is generally made through some more or less reliable
correlations between standard Charpy-V notch energy and fracture toughness or tearing resistance.
Common for the present correlations is that very few studies have been made with respect to their usability to Ultra High Strength Steels (UHSS) with yield strengths in the excess of 900 MPa. This is the topic
of this work. Focussing on novel directly quenched high performance steels, the applicability of the Master
Curve methodology with special emphasis on the temperature dependence is examined and the validity of
the standard T0-TCV28J transition temperature correlation is checked. Improvements to the criteria are
proposed for further considerations. Additionally, a new simple procedure for converting sub-sized Charpy
V data to full size specimens, that is in line with BS 7910, is presented.
The new interpretations of the Charpy V test presented here enable an extension of present design
rules like the ones in EN 1993-1-12 (2007) to steel strengths well beyond 1000 MPa. Providing a sufficient
toughness for the steel is up to the steel manufacturer, but there is no basic reason why UHSS cannot be
used based on an identical assessment procedure as for presently accepted steel strengths. Only 2 equations in EN 1993-1-12 (2007) needs to be changed, and the sub-size specimen conversion procedure
needs to be adopted.

1. Introduction
Presently most structural integrity assessment procedures still allow the use of Charpy-V notch impact
tests as a measure of fracture toughness. The use is generally made through some more or less reliable
correlations between standard Charpy-V notch energy and fracture toughness or tearing resistance.
There are two major concepts governing the assessment of fracture toughness of steels in e.g. EN
1993-1-12 (2007). They are: The Master Curve (MC) methodology [1] and the T 0-TCV28J transition temperature correlation [2].
The Master Curve methodology provides a description for the fracture toughness scatter, size effect and
temperature dependence both for the transition region as well as the lower shelf. It enables a complete

characterization of a material’s brittle fracture toughness based on only a few small size specimens. The
method combines a theoretical description of the scatter, a statistical size effect and an empirically found
temperature dependence of fracture toughness. The fracture toughness in the brittle fracture regime is
thus described with only one parameter, the transition temperature T 0 (Figure 1). At this temperature the
mean fracture toughness for a 25.4 mm thick specimen is 100 MPaÖm.
The Master Curve method is applicable for ferritic structural steels and it has been standardised by the
American Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM E1921-97, the present version being ASTM E1921-15
[3]. It is the first fracture toughness testing standard that gives advice on the use of the test result.
The fact that a single parameter (T0) fully describes the fracture toughness in the brittle fracture regime
has enabled the correlation between T0 and the 28 J Charpy-V transition temperature TCV28J. After subsequent wide validation, the correlation is presently included both in European standardisation like BS 7910
and in the structural integrity methods of SINTAP [4] and FITNET [5].
A problem arises if the structure has such dimensions that standard size Charpy-V notch specimens
cannot be used. Application standards contain some guides on how to converse sub-sized specimen data
to correspond to full size specimens, but these are often inaccurate and limited in their application range.
Procedures like ASTM A370, BS 7910 and API 579 give some advice on the use of sub-sized Charpy-V
specimens but none of them cover the whole Charpy-V transition curve.
Common for the basic Master Curve, the standard T0-TCV28J transition temperature correlation and the
sub-size specimen conversion is that very few studies have been made with respect to their usability to
Ultra High Strength Steels with yield strengths in the excess of 900 MPa. This is the topic of this work.
Focussing on novel directly quenched high performance steels, the applicability of the Master Curve methodology with special emphasis on the temperature dependence is examined and the validity of the standard T0-TCV28J transition temperature correlation is checked. Improvements to the criteria are proposed for
further considerations.
Additionally, a new simple procedure for converting sub-sized Charpy V data to full size specimens, that
is in line with BS 7910, is presented. It is shown that it is applicable over the whole transition curve, thus
enabling a point-wise conversion of sub-sized Charpy-V data to correspond to full size specimens. The
new procedure is applicable for steel strengths ranging from 200 MPa to 1400 MPa.

2. Advanced Master Curve temperature dependence [6]
The fracture toughness Master Curve (MC) method for the description of brittle fracture toughness [1],
which forms the test standard ASTM E1921, is included among others in the ASME code and the structural
integrity standard BS 7910. The MC has been widely validated for numerous different structural steels. The
MC can be divided into a theoretical and an empirical part. The theoretical part, derived from statistical
modelling of the cleavage fracture event, gives the scatter of fracture toughness as a function of specimen
thickness (crack front length) and median fracture toughness. This part of the standard MC has the form of
Eq. (1). B is the specimen thickness (crack front length). B 0 is the normalization thickness taken as 25.4
mm. K0 corresponds to a cumulative failure probability of 63.2% and is related to the median fracture
toughness (K0.5) through Eq. (2). The mean fracture toughness is slightly lower than the median, because
the fracture toughness distribution is non-symmetrical. The constant in Eq. (2) for the mean fracture toughness becomes 0.906. Kmin represents a lower limiting stress intensity factor, below which cleavage crack
propagation is impossible on a micro-scale [8].
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The size effect and the scatter are interlinked. If the scatter is described correctly, it automatically follows
that there will also be a statistical size effect, since both effects relate to the same weakest link nature of
cleavage fracture initiation.

The empirical part of the standard MC is related to the temperature dependence of K 0, in accordance
with Eq. (3), by which the fracture toughness is expressed in the form of a single reference temperature,
T0. It corresponds to the temperature where a 25.4 mm thick specimen has a mean fracture toughness of
100 MPaÖm. The dependence is based on a best fit to a number of large data sets available at the time.
The original data is reproduced in Fig. 2 [1]. The T0 values of the original data cover a temperature range
from -109 °C to +51 °C and yield strengths between 280 MPa and 620 MPa. The exponential shape of the
temperature dependence comes from the assumption that the events controlling cleavage fracture are
thermally activated and as such should follow an exponential trend.
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The standard MC temperature dependence does not contain the assumption that all structural steels would
follow Eq. (3). There are too many factors affecting the temperature dependence to assume a universally
constant behavior for all structural steels [1]. The ASTM E1921 temperature dependence given by Eq. (3)
is only an approximation to fracture toughness data in the temperature region between T 0-50 °C and
T0+50 °C. For applications outside this region, it is advised in the MC methodology [2] to perform tests at
the relevant temperature.
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Figure 1. Original data used to define the temperature dependence of the fracture toughness Master
Curve [1]. Each point denotes a K0 estimate based on more than three tests.
Recently, an advanced Master Curve (AMC) for fracture toughness has been developed in the form of Eq.
(4) [6]. It gives an approximate estimate of the exponential constant (C) that in the standard expression
o -1
has the value 0.019 C . The coefficient C for the AMC has the form given by Eqs. (4) and (5).
Eq. (5) is based on the fracture toughness temperature dependence of 86 different structural steels. Data sets each with at least 24 samples fulfilling the MC size requirement were fitted with the MC, with the
o
o
parameter C as a variable [6]. The materials covered a T 0 range between -172 C and 179 C and a yield
strength range between 248 MPa and 1082 MPa [6]. The equation should be considered only an approximation, because the temperature dependence is also affected by alloying elements like nickel and probably also to some extent by the microstructure, whereas Eq. (5) accounts only for yield strength and T 0
temperature.
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For a validation of Eq. (5) a larger number of UHSS data sets, most of which were not included in the fitting
of Eq. (5), were analyzed both by the standard MC and the general maximum likelihood method [6]. Only
materials with yield strengths in the range between 850 MPa and 1200 MPa were selected for the analysis.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameter C, together with the normalized log-likelihood values
are shown in Fig. 2. For nearly all data sets where the normalized log-likelihood values are in the expected
range from -4.6 to -3.6 [6], the values for C follow Eq. (5) within the expected theoretical statistical variabilo -1
ity (± 0.005 C ) [6]. It should be pointed out that a larger experimental variation is expected since the real
data sets are not covering the ideal temperature range as used for the estimation of the ideal loglikelihoods. Eq. (5) is thus well validated for UHSS. The apparent outliers to Eq. (5) in Fig. 2 all have either
exceptionally low or exceptionally high log-likelihoods. Generally, the outliers are not material-specific, thus
indicating that they are related to specific data sets, not to material type per se.
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Figure 2. Validation of eq. (5) for ultra high strength steel data [6].
The use of the best estimate instead of the standard MC does not dramatically change the T 0 estimates as
seen from Fig. 3. The difference is within 10 °C. It should be emphasized that the best estimate makes use
of all test results, whereas the standard estimate is limited to values in the range between T 0-50 °C and
T0+50 °C.
The small difference in standard and best-estimate T0 values implies that the standard MC can well be
applied if the application temperature is within the region between T 0-50 °C and T0+50 °C. If there are a
sufficient number of test results (> 20) over a 100 °C temperature range, a best fit of C can be made. For
smaller data sets the modified advanced Master Cuve (AMC m) can be used so that a first estimate for T0 is
obtained from the standard MC and then Eq. (5) is used to derive a case-specific advanced Master Curve.
The same number of specimens and other requirements in ASTM E1921 remains the same for UHSS.

3. Advanced T0-TCV28J correlation [7]
There are several basic differences between the fracture toughness test and the Charpy-V impact test
(CVN). The most important differences are presented in Table 1 [7].
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Figure 3. Difference in best estimate T0 and standard T0E1921 for ultra high strength steels.
Table 1. Main differences between fracture toughness and Charpy-V impact test [7].
DIFFERENCE

CVN

Specimen size

10 x 10 x 55 (standard
Variable
geometry)

Loading rate

Dynamic

Quasi-static

Flaw geometry

Shallow blunt notch

Deep crack

Event described in Fracture initiation +
test
propagation

KIC, KJC

Fracture
initiation

The effect of the differences is schematically presented in Fig. 4. The basis for a quantitative correlation
between CVN and fracture toughness is a minimizing of the effects of the differences, which affect the
correlation, by a theoretical treatment
Based on Table 1 and Fig. 4, it is clear that one cannot correlate the impact energy directly with the
fracture toughness. One must first clarify which parameters are realistic to correlate. In order to do this, the
basic features of each test must be examined separately to see which features are the same.
From the fracture toughness point of view, it is recommendable to choose the temperature corresponding to a particular fracture toughness describing brittle fracture. The chosen temperature must be below
the fracture toughness for ductile fracture initiation so that ductile fracture will not affect the result. At the
same time it must be clearly higher than the lower shelf in order to be in a region where the effect of temperature upon toughness is large. The T0 temperature is thus preferable since it removes the effect of
specimen thickness.

Figure 4. The effect of the basic differences between Charpy-V and fracture toughness tests on schematic
presentation of measured “toughness” [7].
If the temperature is chosen as the parameter to correlate in the fracture toughness test, it should also be
chosen in the Charpy-V impact test. The chosen temperature must, in addition to fulfilling the same requirements as in the case of fracture toughness, correspond to a low enough energy so that the impact
energy value will not depend on the applied testing standard. Also, because ductile crack growth is not
allowed, a temperature corresponding close to the lower shelf must be chosen. On the other hand, the
chosen temperature should correspond to the increasing part of the transition curve. It is also recommended to choose a commonly recognized energy level. This is why the transition temperature corresponding to
Charpy-V impact energy 28 J is a good choice. The energy 28 J comes from the French approximation of
the American 20 ft-lb energy. The French philosophy has been to select the closest energy in J units
above 20 ft-lb. This differs a little from the German approximation. The German philosophy has been to
select the closest energy for 20 ft-lb in J units. The Germans thus use an energy level of 27 J. This value is
also used in in e.g. ISO148-1 and EN 1993-1-12. The French value of 28 J is used here, but since the
difference between the two interpretations (and the original 20 ft-lb) is of the order of 1 °C, the same correlation can be used to describe all three CVN transition criterions.
The chosen impact energy level is practically independent of testing standards and at this energy level
the amount of ductile tearing is small. The remaining, strongly affecting, factors are the effect of the blunt
notch and the effect of loading rate difference.
An increasing loading rate shifts the toughness transition to higher temperatures and the magnitude of
the effect is partly inversely related to the materials yield strength. A blunter notch on the other hand shifts
the toughness transition to lower temperatures. Also, in this case the magnitude of the shift is partly inversely related to the materials yield strength. This is because the "singular" loading experienced by a
crack is directly related to the strain hardening exponent and inversely related to the yield strength. A high
strength material having a small strain hardening exponent does not "see" such a large difference between
a crack and a blunt notch. Even though neither difference can accurately be accounted for, their effects
were assumed to be of the same magnitude and opposite to each other. Their combined effect could
therefore be expected to be relatively small.

Interestingly enough, an adjustment for either one of the above effects, e.g. trying to correlate CVN with
dynamic fracture toughness, will produce strongly material dependent correlations because the combined
effect is lost.
The standard correlation has the simple form of Eq. (6).
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The standard T0-TCV28J correlation with offset of -18 C, is not capable of describing the UHSS materials
correctly as seen by Fig. 5. It is evident that the original correlation has underestimated the effect of the
yield strength on the correlation. Therefore, the data in Fig. 5 was combined with the data base in [8] complemented by new data [7] and a new three-dimensional regression-analysis were performed. The new
“combined” SE(B) data base consists of 181 different data sets with valid T 0 values. The result of the regression analysis is shown in Fig. 6. The new improved correlation has the form of Eq. (7). There is a clear
yield strength effect, but only a small effect of upper shelf energy, indicating that the 28 J energy level is
low enough so that ductile tearing only has a minimal effect on the Charpy-V transition temperature. If the
correlation would be based on a higher energy level, the upper shelf energy would be expected to have a
larger effect. Even if the effect of upper shelf energy is small, it is included for clarity and to be prepared for
any future findings.
.
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Fig. 7 shows the new correlation expressed for SE(B) specimens. The 10 C bias between SE(B) and
C(T) specimens that was found in [8] has been accounted for. Even though the new fit was specifically
made for SE(B) specimen data, the new correlation provides also an adequate description of the C(T)
specimen data. Thus, Eq. (7) can be used as a general T0-TCV28J correlation regardless of steel strength or
quality. This, combined with Eq. (5) and the Master Curve scatter and size effect expressions, enable the
estimation of low temperature fracture properties from Charpy-V impact test information, regardless of
steel strength.
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Figure 5. Applicability of standard T0-TCV28J correlation, Eq. (6), to describe UHSS data [7].
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4. Sub-sized CVN specimen conversion methodology
A problem arises if the structure has such dimensions that standard size CVN specimens cannot be used.
E.g. when the plate thickness is less than 10 mm, testing with standard full-sized CVN notch specimens is
impossible. In such cases the testing must be based on sub-sized or miniature specimens. Sub-sized
specimens are those where the specimen thickness is reduced, but the other dimensions, including the
notch, are kept constant. Miniature specimens are specimens where all dimensions are reduced, including
the notch geometry. Both specimen types are recognized by different impact test standards, but no testing
standard gives advice about the meaning of test results determined by such specimens.
The difficulty lies in converting the result from the sub-sized or miniature specimen to correspond to the
result from a standard sized specimen. Basically two different methodologies can be used. The conversion
can be based either directly upon the measured parameter e.g. impact energy (C V, KV) or on some transition temperature criterion.
The ideal situation would be to be able to extrapolate directly the impact energies from sub-sized or
miniature specimens to correspond to standard full-size specimens. In several manufacturing standards,
sub-sized specimens are correlated to full-sized specimen by a simple constant multiplier on the energy.
Sometimes, the same proportional energy is simply required for sub-sized specimens. This requirement is
often but not always also combined with a temperature compensation. Many codes require a higher proportional impact energy for sub-size specimens, but without a temperature compensation. Specifically, for
2
a 5x10 mm specimen, usually the energy is multiplied by 1.5 to make it correspond to a full-size specimen. The problem with the direct extrapolation lies in the fact that the specimen thickness yields different
effects in different regions of the transition range. This is highlighted in Fig. 7 where 5 mm sub-sized specimen energy is compared with full-size specimen energy, [8].
On the lower shelf sub-sized specimens yield proportionally higher impact energies as compared to
standard size specimens. They may even produce higher absolute energies than a full size specimen. On
the upper shelf the behavior is reversed so that sub-sized specimens yield either proportionally equal or
even lower impact energies than standard sized specimens. The reason for this controversial behavior is
that the different fracture micromechanisms yield different specimens thickness effects. In the transition
region there is a competition between ductile and brittle fracture micromechanisms thus yielding a very
complex combined thickness effect. This effectively invalidates the method of direct extrapolation which is

commonly used today. In the case of miniature specimens, the correlation is even more difficult, since in
this case, also the notch geometry usually changes from case to case.

2

2

Figure 7. Example of impact energy relations between sub-sized (5x10 mm ) and full-sized (10x10 mm )
CVN specimens [8].
The problem is highlighted in Fig. 8 which shows transition curves for different thickness sub-sized specimens [9]. Two things are apparent. First, the ductile-to-brittle transition is moving to lower temperatures
with decreasing specimen thickness. Second, the proportional upper shelf energy is reduced with decreasing specimen thickness.

Figure 8. Effect of specimen thickness (mm) on proportional Charpy-V impact energy as a function of
temperature [9].

Because of the problem with a direct energy correlation, usually the best correlations between different
specimen types are based on some transition temperature criterion.
Application standards contain some guides on how to convert sub-sized specimen data to correspond
to full size specimens, but these are often inaccurate and limited in their application range. Procedures like
ASTM A370, BS7910 and API 579 give some advice on the use of sub-sized CVN specimens but none of
them cover the whole CVN transition curve.
The brittle fracture is affected both by a constraint effect as well as a statistical thickness effect. Both effects act in the same direction so that a sub-size specimen will yield a lower transition temperature than a
standard full-size specimen. Thus sub-sized specimens must be “penalized” to fulfil the criterion at a lower
temperature than would be required for standard full-size specimens. If the constraint effects are predominant, the thickness effect upon the transition temperature should be dependent on the materials yield
strength. On the other hand, if the statistical size effect is predominant, yield strength should not affect the
thickness effect.
2
In order to determine the effect of specimen thickness upon the 35 J/cm transition temperature,
2
T35J/cm , data from the literature corresponding to a variety of steels have been assessed by Wallin [10].
The materials corresponded to yield strength levels in the range 200-1000 MPa and specimen thicknesses
in the range 1.25-20 mm. The analysis was limited to specimen thicknesses between 3 and 10 mm, because this thickness range is most relevant for brittle fracture assessment. From the data the difference in
transition temperature (ΔT), as compared with the standard full-size specimen size, was determined for the
different specimen thicknesses. The fitted data is presented in Fig. 9.
The mean thickness dependence has the form of Eq. (8).
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The yield strength was shown to have a negligible effect upon the thickness dependence in the thickness
range 3-10 mm. This indicates that the main contribution to the thickness effect, at this energy level,
comes from the statistical size effect. From Fig. 9 it is seen that Eq. (8), even though not developed for
thicknesses below 3 mm, yields a good description of the thickness dependence all the way down to a
thickness of 1.25 mm.

2

Figure 9. Effect of specimen thickness on the 35 J/cm CVN transition temperature [10].

Fig. 9 includes also two other relations for the effect of specimen thickness on the transition temperature. The relation by Towers [11] is nearly equivalent to Eq. (8) in the thickness range 3…10 mm, which
was the focus of the Towers work. The difference between the Towers relation and Eq. (8) is mainly that
Eq. (8) is based on a much larger data base. The ASME UG-84.2 relation, that is also included in e.g.
ASTM A333 and API 579, is much older and its background is not known. Based on the available data,
The UG-84.2 relation is non-conservative and should not be used.
As shown in Fig. 8, sub-size CVN specimens on the upper shelf absorb the same or less amount of energy per area as normal size CVN specimens. The reason for the size effect is related to shear lips. When
a Charpy-V specimen fractures by ductile tearing, part of the fracture surface (middle part) will constitute of
"flat" fracture and part (sides) of shear fracture regions. When the crack starts to grow, the shear regions
(lips) start to develop. Their size increases with crack growth and saturates towards a thickness that is
dependent on the tearing resistance of the material. This shear lip development is largely independent of
specimen thickness. This means that the proportional amount of shear lips on the fracture surface will
increase with decreasing specimen size. Below a certain thickness, the whole fracture surface will show
shear fracture. Since the energy absorbed in the fracture process is different for flat fracture and shear
fracture, reducing the specimen thickness will lead to a transformation from flat fracture description to
shear fracture description.
The fracture energy for 100% shear fracture is only about half of the energy for normal ductile tearing.
This is consistent with the differences between tensile and shear flow properties and elastic properties.
The description of the data requires thus a sigmoidal equation going from 1 to 0.5. In order to develop a
quantitative description of the upper shelf energy relation, all the data corresponding to steels, were normalised by KV10-US/B and simply fitted by a hyperbolic-tangent equation, resulting in the form of Eq. (9)
[12].
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The equation apparently has one basic flaw. For a specimen thickness of 10 mm, the right hand side of the
equation does not become unity. This is, however, not really a flaw, but a result of the physical meaning of
the equation. The equation does not directly relate the toughness of one specimen to the other, but relates
the toughness affected by shear lips to a case with no effect of shear lips. Thus, the equation can also be
used to examine the effect of shear lips on a standard full-sized specimen and it can be used to estimate
an upper shelf energy value corresponding to 0% shear lips.
4.1 Conversion methodology
The conversion consists simply of using Eq. (9) for each individual test result, over the whole transition
region and to adjust each individual test temperature with Eq. (8). Accounting for shear lip effects also in
10 mm thick specimens mean that Eq. (9) needs to be used twice. First, estimate the 10 mm thick specimen without shear lips (KV10planar) iteratively with Eq. (9) and then use this value to estimate the energy for
the 10 mm thick specimen with side grooves. As an example of the outcome of the conversion, the data in
Fig. 8 were analysed as described above. The result of the conversion is shown in Fig. 10. With the exception of the 1.25 mm thick specimens the conversion works extremely well. The behaviour of the thin specimens is due to that very thin specimens develop 100 % shear lips early and thus reduce the transition
region. This, however, generally has a significant effect only on specimen thicknesses below 3 mm.

Figure 10. Example of energy conversion for individual specimens. Data taken from McNicol [9].
In order to verify the procedure also for ultra high strength steels, two ultra high strength steels were tested. The steels were 10 mm thick Optim™ 960 QC (sy = 1090 MPa) and Weldox™ 960 (sy = 1016 MPa)
manufactured by SSAB Europe. These steels were tested in the T-S orientation to ensure a uniform microstructure along the crack front. The sub-sized specimens had a thickness of 6 mm. The converted 6 mm
data is present together with the full size data in Fig. 11. Considering the natural scatter in Charpy-V test
results, the conversion provides an excellent result. It is important to use an orientation where the notch
and subsequent crack lies in identical microstructures for both specimen types. Often orientations T-L or LT are used. In this case the through thickness toughness variations may affect the result and indicate misleading size effects.
The presented methodology provides the first simple reliable conversion of sub-sized to full size specimen CVN energies. The value compared to previous methods is that it is applicable over the whole transition region and provides a single value conversion, unlike a transition temperature adjustment or upper
shelf correction. Many of the previous attempts to develop corrections for sub-sized specimens have been
clouded by a lack of distinguishing between different fracture micromechanisms. Also, it is of utmost importance that the different specimens correspond to the same microstructure. Often, when specimens are
taken in T-L or L-T orientations, the full size and sub-size specimens may correspond to different depths
from the plate surface and this may cause apparent different relations between the specimens.
The conversion methodology is not affected by the materials yield strength. It is thus equally applicable to
all classes of structural steels showing a ductile to brittle transition. FCC metals that do not fail by cleavage, obviously are not affect by the temperature adjustment.

5. Conclusions
The new interpretations of the Charpy V test presented here enables an extension of present design rules
like the ones in EN 1993-1-12 (2007) to steel strengths well beyond 1000 MPa. Providing a sufficient
toughness for the steel is up to the steel manufacturer, but there is no basic reason why UHSS cannot be
used based on an identical assessment procedure as for presently accepted steel strengths. Only 2 equations in EN 1993-1-12 (2007) needs to be changed, and the sub-size specimen conversion procedure
needs to be adopted.

Figure 11. Example of energy conversion for individual specimens for ultra high strength steels.
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Abstract
In this paper a novel but simplified methodology for determining negligible creep temperature (T NEC) curves
from standard creep strength tables and tensile properties is presented. The methodology is not material
specific and has been applied for 15 non-alloyed and alloyed ferritic/martensitic steels from EN-10028-2
and 9 creep resisting austenitic steels from EN-10028-7. The curves are now assessed for inclusion in the
revision of the European standard EN-13445. In this paper the workflow, methodology and key assumptions for the definition of the T NEC curves are described. Verification calculations for time to 0.2% creep
strain are given for the steels P22, P91 and 316L/316L(N). The benefits and limitations of the methodology
are also discussed.

1. Introduction
The design of a component is simplified considerably if it can be shown that it operates below the Negligible Creep Temperature (TNEC). For instance in the case of nuclear components designed using the RCCMRx code [1], it is possible to disregard creep as design criterion during normal service operation if the
temperature, stress and time limits of negligible creep are respected. Moreover implementation of expensive surveillance programs and/or frequent inspections of (monitoring creep damage) can be avoided. It is
quite a challenge to define the limits reliably in the temperature range where creep behaviour (time to
strain and/or rupture) can be considered negligible, due to for instance that creep tests are normally performed well above this temperature. The methods and definitions for negligible creep differs between design codes (such as ASME NH and RCC-MRx), and there has not been a consistent way to derive the
negligible creep temperature curves from properties found in material standards. In the European FP 7
Project MATTER a methodology [2] based on the Wilshire equations [3] was developed that enables the
definition of TNEC curves from creep rupture data [4].
The CEN/TC 54, Work Group 59 (CREEP) is currently revising the European standard EN13445 "Unfired
Pressure Vessels" [5] and the above mentioned methodology is used for defining T NEC curves for the nonalloyed and alloyed ferrritic and ferritic/martensitic steels (hereafter F/M steels) in the material standard
EN10028-2 [6] and for the austenitic steels from EN10028-7 [7] are defined.

In the revision of the standard the following definition is given for the usage of the T NEC curve: "negligible
creep conditions prevail as long the sum of time fractions (time at specified service temperature ti divided
by the maximum time allowed tNEC at that temperature is lower than unity" as given in Eq.1.
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The method for determining tNEC is illustrated in Figure 1 together with the different time-temperature regions for creep, no creep and negligible creep.
The time frame at specified service temperatures where creep is still considered to be negligible (t NEC) is
defined from the material specific rupture time data (at temperature) calculated for the material type specific reference stress divided by a factor of 1000. For the X10CrMoVNb91 (Grade 91) steel this rupture time
correction factor (RTF=1000) corresponds to the time to reach 0.2% strain. The reference stress was chosen to comply with the RCC-MRx time independent design stress of 1/2.7·Rm , (where Rm is the ultimate
strength), with a safety factor of 1.5 [8]. This reference stress is almost identical to the EN13445 time independent design stress of 2/3·Rp02 for this steel [9], which simplifies the transfer of the methodology to suit
the needs of the standard [5, 11]. For other materials the accumulated creep strain at this RTF will differ
but it has been shown that RFT=1000 is conservative in time to stain (£0.2%) for 10CrMo9-10 (P22) and
nearly the same (~0.2%) for X2CrNiMoN17-13-3 (316LN) [10].
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Figure 1. Example of a F/M steel Negligible Creep temperature curve T NEC (black long dash) defined from
the creep rupture temperature curve T r (continuous green line) by dividing rupture time with RTF=1000 at
the reference stress (1/1.5·Rp02). The TNC (red horizontal long dash) limits the TNEC to a minimum value of
375°C at a material specific time. The maximum allowable time in negligible creep (t NEC) at 475°C is
3000h.
The material specific TNEC curves are influenced by four main variables: the material tensile strength (or
yield); the material creep strength; the chosen reference stress; and the chosen rupture time factor. This
means that a low-alloy steel can have the same TNEC curve as a creep resistant high-allow steel; the difference lies in the reference stress. Also the chosen tensile properties, i.e. average or minimum values

influence the curve. It is therefore important to anchor the curves to a specific set of tensile properties, i.e.
the standard values. For creep it is naturally more conservative to use the higher yield or tensile strength
as base for the calculations since a higher stress naturally results in shorter creep life and lower T NEC temperatures. In this work the yield properties acquired from the EN10028-2 and -7 are minimum values.

2. Materials and Methods
The materials of EN10028-2 (F/M steels) and EN10028-7 (austenitic) are presented in Table 1 and 2 respectively.
Table 1. F/M Steels covered in EN10028-2 in the order given in the standard. The maximum temperature
for which yield stress Rp02 values are given (TH-nc), the creep temperature range (Tmin and Tmax), stress
range (smin and smax) and the time minimum and maximum times of the creep rupture data (t min, tmax) are
given.

TH-nc

Tmin

Tmax

smin

smax

tmin

tmax

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(kh)

(kh)

P235GH

400

380

480

33

229

10

200

P265GH

400

380

480

33

229

10

200

P295GH

400

380

500

30

291

10

200

P355GH

400

380

500

30

291

10

200

16Mo3

500

450

530

45

298

10

200

18MnMo4-5

450

425

525

69

421

10

100

20MnMoNi4-5

400

450

490

194

290

10

100

15NiCuMoNb5-6-4

450

400

500

69

385

10

100

13CrMo4-5

500

450

570

26

285

10

200

13CrMoSi5-5

450

450

570

31

313

100

100

10CrMo9-10

500

450

600

28

306

10

200

12CrMo9-10

500

400

520

107

355

10

100

X12CrMo5

500

475

600

27

147

10

10

13CrMoV9-10

450

400

550

108

430

10

100

12CrMoV12-10

450

400

550

108

414

10

100

X10CrMoVNb9-1

500

500

670

35

289

10

200

Steel name

Table 2. Creep resistant austenitic steels covered in EN10028-7 in the order given in the standard. The
maximum temperature for which Rp1 values are given (TH-nc), the creep temperature range (Tmin and Tmax),
stress range (smin and smax) and the time minimum and maximum times of the creep rupture data (tmin,
tmax).

TH-nc

Tmin

Tmax

smin

smax

tmin

tmax

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(kh)

(kh)

600

550

800

27

164

10

100

600

550

700

29

290

10

200

600

500

700

22

250

10

200

600

550

800

7.5

160

10

100

600

600

910

9

137

10

250

600

500

700

38

290

10

200

600

500

700

26

315

10

200

X8NiCrAlTi32-21

600

700

1000

2.8

73

10

200

X8CrNiNb16-13

600

580

750

15

182

10

200

Steel name
X3CrNiMoBN17-13-3
(316LNB)
X6CrNiTiB18-10
(321H)
X6CrNi18-10
(304H)
X6CrNi23-13
(309S)
X6CrNi25-20
(310S)
X5NiCrAlTi31-20
(Alloy 800)
X5NiCrAlTi31-20 (+RA)
(Alloy 800 +RA)

The TNEC curves acquired using the RTF time correction can be tested against material creep strain data
for time to reach 0.2% creep strain. This strain limit is a good choice since it corresponds to the the smallest strain that can be reliably be acquired from creep testing by classical dead weight machines. Furthermore, the ASME design code [12] and the BS 7910 [13] use the time to 0.2% creep strain as a limit for
operating outside the significant creep regime.
In RCC-MRx and ASME the temperature below which the creep is considered negligible for the full design
life at any stress below the allowable stress (TNC) is 375 °C for both for non-alloyed steels and the more
creep resistant F/M steels. In RCC-MRx the TNC is 425°C for SS 316L and 450°C for 316L(N). These temperatures have been implemented as the lower bound temperatures for the TNEC determination as illustrated in Figure 1 for a F/M steel.

For the EN13445 standard the TNEC curves are constructed at reference stress using four material specific
parameters and the maximum time of negligible creep t NEC (see Eq.2-3). The parameters C1-C4 are simplifications of the Wilshire parameters (see Eq. 4) optimized from the rupture creep strength values provided
in the corresponding material standard. The reference stress sref used is 2/3 Rp02 for F/M steel and 1/1.2
Rp1% for austenitic steel.
In Eq. 4 the parameters Q, k and u are fitting parameters, R is the gas constant and A is a material specific
normalization parameter scaling yield stress Rp (Rp02 for F/M steels and Rp1 for austenitic) to mimic the
tensile strength, i.e. A·Rp»Rm. T is the absolute temperature and su/t/T the creep rupture strength taken
from the standard tables for specified rupture times (t r) at a given temperature. In Eq.1 C1=Q/R, C2=-1/k,
C3=1/A/F (normalized reference stress) and C4=-1/u. The parameter F in C3 is the design stress factor
F=1/1.5 for F/M steels and F=1/1.2 for austenitic steels.

T NEC=

C1
C
ln t NEC × RTF × [C2 ln(C3 )] 4
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The material specific Wilshire models (Eq. 4) for time to rupture are determined by fitting the creep
strength data su/t/T, i.e. the stress to cause rupture in 10,000 (10kh), 100,000 (100 kh) and in some cases
200,000h (200 kh) at specified temperatures (see Table 1 and 2). For each steel the activation energy Q is
optimized to give a minimal amount of data mismatch between the isotherms with isochronous data, i.e.
overlapping isotherms to a smooth curve in the Wilshire plot. For most steels a typical value of
Q=300kJ/mol fits the data adequately. For some steels Q had to be altered to avoid large differences between the creep strength isotherms given in the standard. The Wilshire time to rupture plot with NIMS [14]
and MATTER low temperature creep rupture and creep strain data [15] on X10CrMoVNb9-1 (Gr. 91) is
shown in Figure 2. The RTF=1000 complies with the time to 0.2% creep strain. The location of the arrow
indicates the point at which the TNEC curve (Eq.2) was calculated. The methodology has also been shown
to be conservative in relation to 0.2% creep strain for both 10CrMo910 (P22) and X2CrMoNiMo17-12-2
(316L) [10]. The predicted TNEC curves are shown in Figure 3A and B.
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Figure 2. X10CrMoVNb9-1 Wilshire plot for NIMS time to rupture, time to 1% and time to 0.2% creep strain
with JRC low temperature tests. The T NEC curve (based on 0.2% strain) is identical to a RTF=1000 corrected rupture time cure.
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Figure 3. 10CrMo910 (P22) and X2CrMoNiMo17-12-2 (316L) negligible creep temperature plots in comparison to A) time to 0.2% creep strain for 10CrMo910 steel at reference stress ± 10% in stress and B)
RCC-MRx TNEC curve and 0.2% strain predictions for X2CrMoNiMo17-12-2 steel. Note that here the reference stress is Rp0.2·1.35. [10].

3. Results
The material constants C1-C4 (Eq.2) for F/M and austenite steels are given in Table 3 and Table 4 correspondingly. The corresponding material specific TNEC curves are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5. As can
be seen TNEC is for some materials are limited at the high temperature end by TH-nc +50K, considered to be
a reasonable limit for extrapolation in temperature for the tensile properties. At the low temperature end the
curves are limited by the TNC temperature.

Table 3. Simplified model parameters C1-C4 for defining TNEC temperature (Eq.2) as a function of time
(tNEC) for non-alloy and alloy steels (EN10028-2). Note that the temperature calculated with these values is
in K.

Steel name

C1

C2

C3

C4

P235GH

30791

-2.04500E-03

0.23929

-5.5314

P265GH

30791

-5.39100E-03

0.23103

-6.7441

P295GH

36084

-7.14000E-04

0.25769

-5.6923

P355GH

36084

-1.25900E-03

0.29130

-6.2353

16Mo3

36084

-1.80000E-05

0.23929

-3.3794

18MnMo4-5

36084

-1.10000E-05

0.31905

-3.1669

20MnMoNi4-5

36084

-1.05440E-02

0.35263

-9.0754

15NiCuMoNb5-6-4

36084

-4.54800E-03

0.35263

-7.1623

13CrMo4-5

36084

-3.98600E-07

0.27917

-2.4228

13CrMoSi5-5

36084

-3.98600E-07

0.27917

-2.4228

10CrMo9-10

31273

-3.07131E-03

0.26800

-5.2380

12CrMo9-10

36084

-4.66457E-03

0.35263

-6.9899

X12CrMo5

31273

-1.70494E-02

0.29130

-8.5955

13CrMoV9-10

36084

-2.42116E-02

0.35263

-9.8558

12CrMoV12-10

36084

-1.46449E-02

0.35263

-9.3672

X10CrMoVNb9-1

36084

-1.52540E-02

0.39412

-8.1163

*Note that the yield properties of steels 13CrMoV9-10 and 12CrMoV12-10 are the same in
standard 10028-2.

Table 4. Simplified parameters for defining TNEC temperature (Eq.2) as a function of time (tNEC) for austentic steels ( EN10028-7). Note that the temperature calculated with these values is in K.

Steel name

C1

C2

C3

C4

X3CrNiMoBN17-13-3

36084

-0.001478151

0.32051

-4.5935

X6CrNiTiB18-10

32475

-0.015067609

0.27778

-6.651

X6CrNi18-10

24056

-0.039135456

0.26042

-5.2336

X6CrNi23-13

24056

-0.044833151

0.27778

-6.2863

X6CrNi25-20

36084

-0.005880624

0.27778

-6.0299

X5NiCrAlTi31-20

32475

-0.003974411

0.2193

-4.8841

X5NiCrAlTi31-20 (+RA)

42098

-0.01424023

0.26882

-9.7858

X8NiCrAlTi32-21

36084

-0.042505277

0.2193

-10.3965

X8CrNiNb16-13

38489

-0.009060362

0.28736

-7.3892
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Figure 4. TNEC curves for the F/M steels of EN10028-2 calculated at a reference stress of 2/3 Rp02..
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Figure 5. TNEC curves for the austenitic creep resistant steels of EN10028-7 calculated at a reference
stress of 1/1.2 Rp1.

4. Discussion
The main advantage of the method is its simplicity and the main potential uncertainty is the extent of extrapolation in time imposed by defining the Tr rupture temperature curve at the required low temperatures.
To better understand the benefits/capabilities of the different steels for design above the "no-creep" limit
the material dependent reference stress (at specified temperature) can be plotted against the Larson-Miller
time-temperature parameter LMP=(log(t NEC)+20)(TNEC+273), in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The potential design
benefit in stress can be estimated from its position in the plot. A material located in high-stress and high
LMP region has good strength and creep properties wheras a material in the with low-stress and low PLM
region should not be considered for high temperature purposes. It can be seen that there is a trade-off
between high tensile strength (or yield stress) and the TNEC. The conservativeness of the proposed TNEC
temperatures should be cross checked with any available low temperature low stress tests data to show
that the targeted maximum of 0.2% creep strain lies on or to the right of the RTF corrected Wilshire plot.
Also the proposed weld strength reduction could potentially be cross checked by simulated HAZ material
for the F/M steels and for the austenitic steels by assessing the all-weld material recommended for that
steel type.

F/M steels (EN 10028-2), sref=Rp0.2%/1.5 and LMP=(log[tNEC]+C)(TNEC+273)
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Figure 6. The F/M steels of EN10028-2 plotted as reference stress vs. the time-temperature parameter
LMP.
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Figure 7. The creep resistant stainless steels of EN10028-7 plotted as reference stress vs. the timetemperature parameter LMP.

5. Conclusions
With the simplified novel methodology for determining negligible creep temperature it is possible to calculate neglibible creep curves based material properties found in standards. The methodology has been
verified for for steels like X10CrMoVNb9-1 (P91), 10CrMo9-10 (P22) and X2CrNiMoN17-13-3 (316LN)
[11]. The usefulness for standardization purposes has been clearly shown. The presented

NEC

curves for

the non-alloyed and alloyed ferritic/martensitic steels as well as the creep resisting austenitic steels from
EN-1002 will be included in the next review of the European EN-13445 standard.
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Abstract
Elastic pipe stress analyses are frequently performed to check that the stresses in pipe systems are
allowed. For operation in the creep range such analyses may describe the stress distribution in the
beginning but not after creep relaxation starts to take place.
In the present work effects of creep are considered. A pipe system of P22 material that had been
analysed by software for elastic analysis was also modelled for creep. By use of tabled creep data the
following was studied:
·

Creep stress relaxation in the pipe system

·

The effects of starts and stops on stress and strain distributions

·

Creep in T-pieces with super imposed system stresses from the pipe system creep analysis

The creep properties of a virgin weld and a service exposed weld were determined by impression creep
testing. The tests were performed in the parent metal, different parts of the HAZ and the weld metal. A
weld was included in the model and analysed with these data. Resulting creep strain distributions from
analyses with tabled and present creep test data were compared to each other and also to actual creep
damage that was observed in components from the system.

1. Introduction
Main steam pipe systems in conventional power plants as well as combined power and heating plants are
typically operating at temperatures where the design criterion is creep. The criterion for creep design of
steam piping is creep rupture. Creep rupture involves a considerable amount of creep deformation. However, a safety factor of 1.25 and 1.5 on the rupture stress is applied for 200 000 and 100 000 hours design,
respectively. The stress dependence on creep life is strong with a power of 3 – 5 at conventional creep
design data. This means that the life time for a straight pipe that is fully utilized and built of an average
material would be much longer than the design life, typically 400 000 hours or longer. This applies for both
100 000 and 200 000 hours design because of the difference in safety factor.
The safety factor is primarily considered to take account for possible reduction in creep strength in
comparison to the average material, which the design stresses are based on. The lower bound in the

creep strength scatter for creep resistant steels is typically 20 % lower rupture stress than the average
material. Then, there are other factors in a pipe system that may reduce the life time: system stresses,
reduced creep strength in welds, stress concentrations in components with complex geometries that are
not caught by the design rules, etc. Hence, it is not possible to know the status with respect to consumed
creep life in any detail after long-term operation without inspection and monitor of the system. Established
test methods are magnetic particle testing for crack detection and replica testing for monitor of the development of creep cavitation that micro-cracks and finally macro-cracks.
One issue with replica testing is to find out where the critical positions are. Creep damage and creep
cracks typically appear locally where the stresses, and thereby the accumulated creep strains, are enhanced [1][2][3]. Up to date, test positions are frequently selected by experience. However, if not all possible critical components can be included in a testing program, it is often impossible to be sure of that the
representative ones can be selected by experience only.
Elastic pipe stress analyses are performed on new pipe systems by routine within the design review to
check that the stresses due to thermal expansion and dead weight in addition to the internal pressure do
not exceed allowed values. After long term operation it is crucial to update the in-data to such analyses
since hanger and support adjustments changes. It is also common that reconstructions of the pipe system
are performed during its lifetime. Reconstructions will in most cases change the boundary conditions for
the remaining part of the system, too. Therefore, updates of the analysis is needed in accordance with
results of inspections (walk downs) of the system hangers and supports (which should be performed at
least once a year) and any reconstructions.
Elastic stress analyses can be used to pinpoint areas with enhanced stresses at the start of the operation but the effect of creep relaxation is not considered. Stress redistribution due to creep relaxation
changes the stress levels and may also change or introduce new positions that are critical with respect to
creep damage development [1][4][5]. Thus, it is possible that the elastic analysis cannot fully determine
critical positions for replica testing. The elastic analysis will over-estimate the stress levels at some positions and under-estimate them at others and can therefore not be used for estimations of creep life.
By introduction of creep deformation in the analysis it would not only be possible to identify critical position. It would also be possible to calculate the creep strain as a function of time at such positions. This
would give at straight forward measure of the consumed life time. The remaining life can be estimated with
a high precision and the analysis can be verified by replica testing. Creep analyses of complex pipe systems require powerful hard and soft ware. Therefore, it is not until recently such analyses can be expected
to be performed acceptably readily. In addition to develop qualified tools for the analysis it is also crucial to
use proper and updated input data from the settings of system hangers and supports [6][7].
The purpose of the present study is to develop i) analyses that can pinpoint critical positions for testing
correctly and in detail, ii) analysis methods that can be used for creep life assessment in live steam pipe
system components, iii) use creep data of weld constituents from results of miniature creep testing iv)
make comparisons between analyses by use of tabled data and those where creep test data for the analysed component is used.

2. Pipe system modelling
The main steam pipe system in E.ON Heleneholmsverket was used for the modelling work, see Figure 1.
Elastic pipe stress analyses by use of Caepipe have been performed with regular updates since the middle
of the 1990´s. In an Energiforsk project in 1996 the system was partially modelled in Abaqus [8] to make it
possible to study creep effects in the system. More exactly, the influence of refurbishment of the system on
the remaining creep life was studied [5].
Since modelling of pipe systems is very time consuming in Abaqus and very convenient in Caepipe one
task in the present project was to produce a script that automatically can translate a Caepipe model to an
equal one in Abaqus. During this work the existing model from [5] was used for studies of effects of starts
and stops and also in the development of a method for superposition of system stresses from the pipe
system to the internal pressure in a T-piece. The system operates at 105 bars and 530°C. For a creep
analysis in pipe systems the Norton’s creep law is used that includes both elastic and creep response. See
equation (1) for the Norton’s creep law. The equation only includes secondary creep.
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Where e ij , s ij , s ij are the respective strain, stress and stress deviator tensor, s is the von Mises effectives stress, E and ν is the Young’s modulus respective Poisson’s number and B and n are the respective
constant and exponent in Norton’s creep law. The last term in equation (1) describes the creep response
of the material. Creep data for 10CrMo9-10 in EN10028-3:2009 was used for the evaluation of the Norton
parameters that were used in the analysis.

Figure 1. Caepipe model for elastic stress analysis of the steam pipe system in Heleneholmsverket.
To be able to define the parameters B and n in the creep law for the pipe system material, the creep law is
considered in one dimension, see equation (2).
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The equation is integrated, see equation (3)
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The parameters B and n can then be solved with an equation pair, equation (4) and (5). By use of tabled
values [5] of the stresses that result in 1% creep strain at time 10 000 and 100 000 for 10CrMo9-10 at
530°C the equations will read:

0.01 = B × 107 n × 10000

(4)

0.01 = B × 68 n × 100000
The resulting values are B=4.91*10

-17

(5)

and n=5.08.

3. Influence of creep relaxation and starts and stops
Figure 2 shows the stress distribution in the Abaqus model of the Heleneholmsverket steam pipe system
from [5] directly after the first start in service. The result is the same both for elastic and creep analyses
since creep relaxation not yet has started. In figure 3 the stress distribution at the end of the first service
period, i.e. one year in this case, is seen. A remarkable creep relaxation can be seen. Figure 4 shows the
strain distribution after 98 000 hours and one start/stop cycle each 7 000 hours. The highest strains are not
in the same positions as the highest stresses in Figure 2 and 3. Thus, the positions with the highest strains
in the system after long term base load service could not be fully predicted by the elastic analysis and not
by the creep analysis after creep relaxation either.
A recent Caepipe model of the system was then transferred to Abaqus by use of the script that was developed. In this case the actual service time and number of start/stops, 178 000 hours and 130 cold starts,
respectively, were used in the analysis. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 where it can be seen that
the starts and stops give different strain distributions and higher strains compared to a simulated service
period without starts and stops.

Figure 2. Elastic stress analysis.

Figure 3. Stress distribution after one year in service

Figure 4. Strain distributions after 14 years in service and one stop each year.

Figure 5. Simulated service without stops for 178 000 hours. Maximum equivalent creep strain = 0.5%

Figure 6. Simulated service with 130 cold starts for 178 000 hours. The maximum equivalent creep strain
is higher and in different locations compared to no starts.

4. Superposition of system stresses on component analyses
Analyses with different extensions of a T-piece in a pipe system showed that it is clear that the stiffness of
the T-joint in the piping system model is very important for the component analysis. A realistic stiffness in
the piping system leads to less sensitivity for the component analysis. But as a thumb rule at least a pipe
length of two diameters from each cone of the T-joint should be modelled in the component model. In
cases were the stiffness in the piping system is thought to differ much from the actual stiffness a sensitivity
analysis is suggested to determine the needed extent of the component model. Figure 7 shows the resulting equivalent strains in a T-piece that was chosen from the system after six years in service. The creep
strains are due to internal pressure, dead weight and thermal expansion.

Figure 7. Equivalent creep strains after six years in service.
The highest strain accumulation is in a small area at the right angel position of the T-piece. This indicate
that system stresses had a large influence on the strain level and strain distribution since internal pressure
only would have given the highest strains at the saddle point position of the T-piece. Any effects of starts
and stops were studied also in this analysis but there were no such effects in this position. The highest
strain is 2.6 % which is quite a lot after only six years in operation. A significant part, approximately half the
life time can be considered to have been consumed.

5. Creep damage in the studied main steam pipe
Three welds were cut from a part of the steam piping that was exchanged in Heleneholmsverket in the
summer 2014. Two of them, tagged MR15 and MR20, were butt welds from a straight part of the pipe,
circled in red in Figure 1, with a service time of 178 000 hours. The third weld. MR05, was a T-piece
branch weld that have had 73 000 hours in operation (it had been exchanged once before). The t-piece is
circled I blue in Figure 1. They were exchanged because the calculated life time was expired on bases of
elastic analyses and tabled creep data.
The condition of the welds was examined metallographically with respect to creep damage. Creep cavitation was found in all the three welds. In MR15 small amounts of isolated cavities were observed in two
thirds of the examined positions of the weld metal and the HAZs as well as the parent metals. One weld
metal position revealed a 2.3 mm long creep crack but no creep damage in the remaining positions. In
MR20 creep cavitation was observed in all examined positions and in higher amounts than in MR15 in
many of them. In MR05 there were even higher amounts of creep damage in the HAZs with oriented cavitation at the saddle point positions. In the weld and parent metals creep damage was found just in quite a
few positions. However, the total amount of creep damage in MR05 was higher than might be expected
after 73 000 hours in service.

6. Impression creep testing
So far, tabled creep data has been used for the analyses. The influence of the specific creep properties of
a component was studied by impression creep testing. This is a miniature creep testing method where an
indenter with constant load is pushed into the material at elevated temperatures. The creep deformation
during such a test is converted to a corresponding strain for a uniaxial test. Advantages with the impression creep are that only small quantities of material is required for the test, allowing for semi-destructive
testing and testing of weld constituents such as HAZs. A restriction is that only primary and secondary

parts of the creep curve are obtained by the testing. However, in creep analyses based on Norton´s creep
law, as in the present case, only secondary creep is utilized.
A new butt weld was produced from a pipe that was a spare part in Heleneholmsverket. It was also
possible to use a retired T-piece from Heleneholmsverket for the testing. Before the testing the T-piece
was investigated with respect to creep damage. Significant creep cavitation was found in the HAZs at both
the right angle and the saddle point positions. In the latter position cavities were found also in adjacent
parent and weld metals.
A new approach for impression creep testing of a weldment was conducted. A standard specimen is
10x10x2.5 mm but was in this case made thicker and covered parent metal in the top layer, HAZ in the
middle and weld metal at the bottom. Testing was performed on the parent metal, and then the specimen
was ground to the intercritical part of the HAZ and tested there. This procedure continued with 0.5 mm
grinding between each test. The specimen was turned 90° between each test to minimize any effects of
deformation from the indenter in the test area. The results are shown in Figure 8, where the creep rate at
500 hours testing and the creep strain after 300 hours testing are shown versus the test position in the
weldment. It can be seen that the creep rate is 2.6 times higher at the HAZ/parent metal borderline than in
the parent metal. The weld metal strain rate is about half of that in the parent metal. In addition the parent
metal was creep tested by use of conventional uniaxial specimens for comparison and verification of the
impression creep testing. The uniaxial and the impression creep test results agreed very well [5].
The test results of the retired weld are also shown in Figure 8. This weld was tested in weld metal and
in the parent metal adjacent to and remote from the HAZ (BM1 and BM2, respectively). It can be seen that
the weld and the parent metal creep rate is 6-8 and 2-5 times higher than in the new weld, respectively.

Figure 8. Linear creep rate and strain at 300 h vs. impression creep specimen thickness.

7. Evaluation of remaining lifetime of the main steam pipe system in
Heleneholmsverket
7.1 System analysis
The piping system that was translated with the script has been used for analyses with actual operational
data from Heleneholmsverket. In addition, the effects of starts and stops according to the service data
were studied. Five different parameter combination of the Norton creep material models have been tested
for the piping system and will be evaluated against observed creep damages found in welds MR15 and
MR20 in a straight part of the piping shown in the red circle in Figure 1. The five models have different
material parameters according to Norton’s law, presented previously, see Eq. 1 and the representing pa-

rameters B and n that vary between the models are shown in Table 1. A graphical presentation of the
material models is shown in Figure 9, where all material models are shown with minimum linear strain rate
vs. stresses amongst with the results of uniaxial creep of new material and data points for base material
BM1 and BM2 for the testing of the T-joint base metal.
Table 1. Parameters for Norton’s creep material model used for the piping analysis.
Model No.

Description

B

n

1

EN 10028-2

4.92E-17

5.08

2

EN 10028-2 – lower bound, 20 % lower rupture stresses at same
creep strain rate.

1.53E-16

5.08

3

LSCP data (logistic creep strain prediction [11].

2.16E-17

5

4

IC testing- new unused material, base material data. Modell is
assumed to have the same n value as evaluated from EN 100282.

7.46E-17

5.08

5

IC testing for a base material that has been in operation in
Heleneholmsverket for 73 000 hours of operation.

1.64E-16

5.08

At the end of operation after 178 000 hours the creep strain in element 5 (MR15) and 6/7(MR20) is compared for different material models and is shown in Table 2. In a large part of the welds there were creep
damages with index around 2a and 2b, respectively, according to Nordtest TR302 [11]. Locally both higher
and lower values were observes, but an average of 2a is estimated for the welds, with MR 20 having
slightly higher creep damage on the average than MR15. Creep damage index 2a is estimated to correspond to a creep strain in the range 0.5-1 %.

Figure 9. Minimum linear creep rates versus stress of parent metal for several Norton material models
(numbered 1-5) as well as for produced data of uniaxial creep on new material and of impression creep on
service exposed material (BM1 and BM2).
Table 2. Equivalent creep strain results from the model.
Model No.

1

2

3

4

5

0.085 %

0.26 %

0.029 %

0.13 %

0.27 %

0.1 %

0.29 %

0.042 %

0.15 %

0.31 %

Part in system
Element 5 (MR15)
Element 6/7 (MR20)

Table 3. Correlation between the Norton B factor and the amount of equivalent creep strain.
Norton B factor

2,16E-17

4,92E-17

7,46E-17

1,53E-16

1,64E-16

Model

3

1

4

2

5

Equivalent creep strain from

0.042 %

0.1 %

0.15 %

0.29 %

0.31 %

table 10 for MR20

8. Component analysis
The T-piece that was cut out for examination and impression creep testing was modelled by FEM. The
geometries were taken from the drawing of the T-piece. Also the T-piece branch weld geometry was included in the drawing. The HAZ was measured and modelled to 3.0 mm (Table 4) at the saddle point side
of the weld, which is of particular interest since significant creep damage was observed there. Creep rates
in weld metal and HAZ with the factors 0.5 and 3 times the parent metal creep rate, respectively, were
used in the analysis. These factors are rounded numbers of the relative creep rates of the impression
creep results of the new weld.
The analysis was first performed with materials data that correspond to tabled creep data. The creep
properties in the weld metal and the heat affected zone were in analogy with the present test results of the
new material, where the weld metal and the HAZ had approximately 2 and 3 times higher creep rate than
the parent metal, respectively. The same factors were then used in relation to the parent metal properties
evaluated from tabled creep data.
Since there was a significant effect of starts and stops on strain distributions in the system analysis,
starts and stops were evaluated in the same way also for the T-piece, i.e. each start/stop sequence is
1370 hours.
Figure 10 shows the creep strain distribution at the T-piece weld after the first 1370 hours in operation
of the system (the average service period between two start/stop cycles at Heleneholmsverket). Although
the T-joint that was received for creep testing and metallographical examination was the third T-joint at the
same place it is interesting to study the first period where the effect of creep relaxation is largest.
The highest strains present in the branch weld. The highest strains (red areas) started at the right angle
positions at the T-connection and expanded along the HAZs and at 1370 hours the relatively high strains
have spread half way to the saddle point, as can be seen in the figure. The maximum strain is 0.14 %
already after 1370 hours.

Figure 10. Detail of the T-piece showing the creep strain distribution after 1370 hours.
Finally, simulations that cover the actual life of the studied T-joint were performed. This is in 1990 when the
system has an accumulated service time of about 105 000 hours. Thus, the analysis starts with actual
system stresses at that time and continues for another 73 000 hours when it is taken out from operation.
The resulting strain distribution in the T-piece is shown in Figure 11. Creep data that was produced by
impression creep testing of the virgin weld was used in the4 analysis. Creep strains up to 1.5 % appear in
the HAZs at one of the right angel positions. Enhanced strains also appear close to the cone at the vertical
pipe. Strains in compression appears at the opposite right angel position. The analysis was performed by
2
use of This is consistent with observed creep damage, up to 2000 creep cavities/mm , in the real T-joint at
the position where the highest strains appear in the analysis. However, significant amounts of creep cavitation also appeared at the saddle point positions which did not have corresponding amounts of creep strain
according to the analysis. This can be explained by simplifications of the system model that was needed
for the verification of the translation script. The analysis was also performed with impression creep data for

the actual t-piece. Since the HAZ was not tested in this weld the same ratio in creep strength between HAZ
and parent metal as for the virgin weld was assumed, The resulting strain distribution was similar to the
analysis with data from the virgin weld but the strain levels were higher, up to 3.6 %.

Figure 11. Detail of the T-piece showing the creep strain distribution after 73 000 hours.

9. Result analysis
9.1 Impression creep
The impression creep test results of different parts of the HAZ show relatively small differences in creep
rates compared to parent metal. Results with significantly higher HAZ/parent metal creep rate ratio can be
found in the literature [13] where HAZ/parent metal creep rates ratios of 10 and higher is reported. These
results are based on tests of heat treated material. However, it is impossible to heat treat material in quantities enough for uniaxial creep testing in the same way as the thermal cycle of a HAZ. Although the heat
treated materials may have about the same grain sizes and hardnesses as different HAZ microstructures
the creep properties necessarily are not similar. The present results show that there is a significant difference between simulated HAZs by heat treatment and the ones.
The impression creep test results are overall consistent except one result of the service exposed parent
metal at the test position BM2 where one data point that has about two times higher creep rate than the
other five tests of the same material. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to find an explanation to this
deviation.
Finite element analysis of impression creep tests by use of the LCSP method gave similar creep curve
shapes but much lower creep rates than experimental results. The magnitude of the strain and strain rate
reduction is similar to the system analysis when experimental data and Norton data evaluated from the
LSCP method are compared, see Table 9-11. Since the LCSP method has been shown to work very well
for 10CrMo9-10 material elsewhere [2][11], further analyses are required to sort this out.
9.2 System analysis
Elastic pipe analyses are frequently used for steam piping operating in the creep range to check that the
stress levels due to thermal expansion are not higher than allowable. The results are often also used to

indicate critical positions in the system for non-destructive testing such as magnetic particle testing (MT)
and replica testing. Present work pinpoints that:
·

It is necessary to consider creep relaxations in the system with respect to allowable stresses.

·

It is necessary to consider effect of starts and stops on the distribution of accumulated creep
strain after long term operation.

Thus, elastic analysis on systems that operate in the creep range may overestimate the actual stresses as
soon they have creep relaxed. It is also evident that the results of elastic analysis not always can indicate
all critical positions for non-destructive testing.
Although the present analyses have been performed with very well documented background data the
system has been reconstructed a few times before the present model of the system. Thus, the effects of
thermal expansion for the first 90 000 hours of operation are different to what is shown in the model. However, it is considered that strains in the part of the pipe that include welds MR15 and MR20 should not
have been affected by thermal expansions from previously reconstructed parts of the system.
The results of the analyses with different creep data in Table 10 show that lower bound data, i.e. 20 %
creep strength reduction, gives about three times higher creep strains than average data (EN 10028-2) at
the analysed positions. The analysis with creep data from the new material gives somewhat higher creep
strains than average data whereas the corresponding analysis with data from the service exposed material
gives slightly lower creep strains than the lower bound data. Thus, it is clear that use of standard average
data may overestimate the real creep behaviour and that lower bound data can be considered as conservative enough.
The use of different data in the analyses is also a sensitivity analysis of the model. The 20 % strength
reduction and the corresponding 3 times higher creep strain can be compared to creep data in
EN13704:2008 which is represented as Larson-Miller parameter (i.e. a commonly used time-temperature
parameter for) versus stress. The results are a life time reduction with a factor of 3.2 for the 20 % strength
reduction at service data, 105 bar and 530°C. Thus, the agreement with the present results is very good.
The bend at the lower right hand side in figure 59 shows 10 % strain which likely is higher than in reality. This strain appears at the very end of the model. The model was simplified to be able to be verified with
[5]. I reality, as can be seen in Figure 8, the system continues and there is less constraint. This shows that
it is necessary to model the entire system to ensure that the results are fully accurate.
9.3 Component analysis
Simulations have been performed on T-pieces without and with a weld. Since the HAZ is associated with
lower creep strength than the parent metal it is not surprising that creep strains preferably accumulate in
these zones. The results show that:
·

HAZs are particularly sensitive to creep strain accumulation in case of system stresses. Thus, it is
a great advantage to include critical welds in a component model. However, since superimposing
system stresses require modelling of the entire component such analyses can be quite time consuming.

·

Areas where stress concentrations occur because of the geometrical shape of the T-piece are also sensitive to system stresses. Such areas often coincide with the location of welds, resulting in
significant life time reductions.

The simulation of service life of the T-piece in section 8 resulted in strain distributions that did not fully
conform with the observed distribution of creep cavitation. A possible explanation for this is that there is an
extension of the real system that was not modelled, see above. Instead there is a fix point at the stop of
the model which affects the boundary conditions and, unfortunately also seems to affect the displacements
at the vertical pipe into the T-piece. Again, modelling of the entire system is crucial also for a component
creep life assessment when system stresses are considered.
The critical strain levels are significantly higher in the analysis with the actual t-piece weld creep data
compared to the one with virgin creep data. The t-piece weld may also in its virgin condition have had

lower, but not that much lower, creep strength than the creep tested virgin weld. The results indicate that
component specific data is desirable for detailed analyses. Creep tests of service exposed material may be
used for remaining life assessments. In this case one should bear in mind that another 3.6 % creep strain
for the next 73 000 hours may be an underestimation since tertiary creep should be taken into account at
such high strains levels.

10. Discussion
Creep data from standards are based on long term testing. Conventional creep testing that is performed on
material from power plant components to assess the condition typically involves rather relatively short
testing times. It may be possible to compare such results roughly with each other by use of the LarsonMiller Parameter but it is likely that the specific test data is performed at so much higher stresses than
those at service that the deformation mechanisms are not exactly the same.
Instead, iso-stress creep testing at a representative stress is frequently used. The testing is performed
at a series of temperatures that are higher than the service temperature. The results are then extrapolated
the service temperature and a remaining lifetime is obtained. The disadvantage is that constitutive equations, such as the Norton creep law, cannot be used with this method and the results can therefore not be
used for creep analysis.
Impression creep testing allows significant lower stresses and the present results indicate that resulting
strain rates can be fully comparable with data from uniaxial creep testing. Thus, impression creep data is
very useful for creep analyses of pipe systems as well as for components where even welds can be included in the models.
The idea of creep testing of service exposed material can be discussed. First, the results are a measure
of the future creep behaviour. Thus, semi-destructive creep testing methods, such as impression creep
testing, can be used for determination of remaining life. However, creep testing of service exposed material may result in higher reductions of creep life at higher stresses than at lower. Thus, extrapolations will
give the longest creep lives for the service exposed material at service stresses since the stress rupture
versus time or stress versus linear creep rate curves will cross each other. In the present project tests on
service exposed material was performed at only one stress level. Then, the same slope of the curve as for
the new material was anticipated. This seems, paradoxically enough, to be a better approach than linear
extrapolation of test results at different enhanced stresses.
It is has been demonstrated that it is possible to model a T-piece in a pipe system including its welds
and simulate the development of the creep strain distribution over time. System stresses according to a
pipe system analysis are superimposed as well and the creep properties of the weld metal and the HAZ
are implemented by use of the results of the impression creep testing. This is a novel and an innovative
approach where 3D modelling is required. Only a few studies in this area can be found in the literature.
One example is [14], where creep simulations were performed by a 2D model on a straight pipe with a
weld under the loading conditions internal pressure with and without an extra axial load which. Simulations
with this approach have been performed in previous Energiforsk projects as well, e.g. [15].

11. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:
·

Significant creep cavitation was observed in two butt welds and in a T-piece from the main steam
pipe from a power plant that had been in operation for 170 000 hours and 73 000 hours, respectively. The damage in the T-piece can be considered as pre-mature.

·

Impression creep testing with an innovative approach was used by manufacturing a “sandwich”
type of specimen of the new weld which allowed the creep rates to be scanned from the base material across the HAZ to the weld metal by steps of 0.5 mm. The maximum creep rate in the HAZ
was in the intercritical part and was 2.6 times higher than in the parent metal. The weld metal of
the new weld was overmatching by a factor of two.

·

Impression creep testing of parent and weld metals with 73 000 hours service exposure showed 3
and 6 times higher creep rates, respectively, than for corresponding materials in a virgin weld.

·

The impression creep test results of virgin parent metal were consistent with uniaxial creep testing of the same material.

·

Creep analysis of a main steam pipe system showed significant stress relaxation occurs after a
relatively short service period. These effects cannot be covered by an elastic analysis, such as a
Caepipe analysis.

·

Creep analyses of a main steam pipe system including starts and stops resulted in higher levels
of creep strain than without the starts and stops. In addition, the positions where the highest
strains occurred were not the same. Thus, it is shown that a creep analysis that includes the effects of starts and stops can be needed to show actual creep strains as well as critical positions
for non-destructive testing. Identification of critical positions with critical positions by elastic pipe
system analysis, which is quite common today, should therefore be carried out with caution.

·

Creep analysis of the main steam piping was carried out with creep data from standards and from
the impression creep test results. Creep test results of new material and standard data gives similar creep strains in the system, approximately 0.1 % after 178 000 hours. The same analysis but
with use of creep tests results of service exposed material and with lower bound standard data
resulted in 0.3 % creep strain.

·

A component model of a T-piece where system stress can be superimposed to internal pressure
was developed successfully.

·

A branch weld was then included in the model of the T-piece. The relative differences of creep
rates between parent metal, HAZ and weld metal that was obtained by the impression creep testing was used in the model for simulations of service exposure.

·

There is a quite good agreement between simulated creep strain distribution after 73 000 hours in
service and observed creep damage in the real T-piece after the same time in service.
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Abstract
NUON Vattenfall operates power plants fired with blast furnace gas in IJmond and Velsen. The IJmond 1
unit experienced heavy corrosion of finned boiler tubes. As a result, the counter pressure of the gas turbine
increases, and the plant efficiency drops. Furthermore, the required temperature level of steam delivered
to an industrial customer cannot always be maintained. The air preheater (APH) of unit Velsen 24 experienced heavy corrosion and the efficiency of the APH has decreased over the last few years. Samples have
been taken from the finned boiler tubes and the APH, and have been analyzed with SEM and XRD. In
addition, thermodynamic calculations have been performed. Iron sulphate and iron oxide are formed during
operation and standstill. Hygroscopic iron sulphate forms iron sulphate hydrates, and crystal water is released due to load changes, during start-up, or standstill, creating an aqueous environment. Sulphuric acid
deposition (i.e. dew point corrosion) does not seem a relevant mechanism in the boiler or APH. The corrosion process during operation cannot be overcome while use of dryers and sealing of the boiler as much
as possible during standstill is regarded beneficial. Explosive cleaning of the finned tube boiler pipes was
successful while CO2-ice blasting only showed partly effective due to the boiler design.

1. Introduction
NUON operates plants IJmond 1 and Velsen 24 that are fired with a low caloric gas mix, including Blast
Furnace Gas (BFG). IJmond 1 (144 MW e and 105 MW th) was commissioned in 1997 and was designed by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. During normal operation, the fuel gas consists of blast furnace gas (BFG;
50% N2, 25% CO and the remainder is mainly CO 2 and some H2) and ‘oxy gas’ (mainly CO), which are
both gases resulting from the steel making process of TATA Steel. Natural gas and nitrogen can be added
to compensate for the variations in gas composition, so that the Wobbe index and heating value stays
within the required bandwidth. A gas with a higher calorific value is needed to start up the gas turbine for
which cokes gas is used, or as recently shown to be possible, natural gas (NG).

Heat from gas turbine flue gasses is partly recuperated in a boiler with heat exchangers with finned
pipes. A significant pressure drop exists over the heat exchangers, in some cases it has been measured to
be 140% higher compared to the design. This high pressure loss is caused by fouling of the pipes. Consequently, the plant efficiency is lower and the temperature of the steam that is delivered to TATA Steel
(510°C±5) can not always be maintained.

Figure 1. Process flow scheme IJmond 1. Legend: 1) Blast Furnace Gas + Oxy Gas 2) Cokes gas
3) Natural Gas 4) Nitrogen 5) Flue Gas A) Wet ESP B) Gas Compressor C) Bypass D) Gas Cooler E)
Compressor F) Combustion Room G) Turbine H) Boiler.
Velsen 24 (470 MW e) was commissioned in 1974 and was designed by N.V. Kon. Mij. De Schelde. The
unit is fired with natural gas and blast furnace gas, and consists of a two-pass boiler and steam turbine.
The unit is operated when units Velsen 25 and IJmond 1 are not operational or when market conditions
require operation. This results in 7 yearly starts and approximately 1,000 operational hours (2012). The air
preheaters (APH's) are heavily corroded. The cleaning system of the APH (water jets) is not in operation
since 2006. Damage of the heavily corroded plates of the APH is probably accelerated when the system is
used.
Initial investigations showed sulphur-rich corrosion products at the APH's and boiler pipes. Although
this might be explained by sulphuric acid dew point corrosion for the cold parts of the boiler and APH, the
corrosion mechanism for high temperature parts is unknown. Therefore, corrosion mechanisms are investigated and explained in this paper.

2. Experimental and modelling
2.1 Operational conditions
In IJmond 1, flue gasses from the gas turbine pass a number of heat exchangers before leaving the stack.
The design metal temperatures are indicated in Figure 2, and lie between 104 and 518°C. During standstill, steam from TATA Steel is supplied to the tubes for conservation.

Figure 2. IJmond 1 boiler with indication of design metal temperatures of heat exchangers. The degree of
fouling as observed during the inspection is also indicated, as well as the locations of where the samples
were taken (I to X).
The composition of the gas mixture fed to IJmond 1 varies as a function of time, due to process conditions
3
at TATA Steel. In five years the concentrations of H2S and COS (as S) were 2.12 – 3.71 mg/m 0 and 31.77
3
– 45.18 mg/m0 , respectively (yearly averaged values). On a weekly basis, the amount of COS (as S) can
3
3
vary between 25 mg/ m o and 100 mg/ mo .
Velsen 24 is fired with BFG and NG (35% NG). The air preheaters are regenerative counter flow heat
exchangers and are a Rothemühle design. In this design, the baskets are stationary while the air supply
revolves (0.8 rev min-1), see Figure 3. The upper baskets are about 1 m in height and the lower baskets
are about 0.37 m in height. The baskets are placed in 5 rings. Two air preheaters are installed.

Figure 3. Velsen 24 APH with indication of measured air and flue gas temperatures. Also indicated are
sampling locations (samples 1, 2C, 3A, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10).

Velsen 24 is fired with BFG and NG (35% NG). The air preheaters are regenerative counter flow heat
exchangers and are a Rothemühle design. In this design, the baskets are stationary while the air supply
revolves (0.8 rev min-1), see Figure 3. The upper baskets are about 1 m in height and the lower baskets
are about 0.37 m in height. The baskets are placed in 5 rings. Two air preheaters are installed.
Recent measurements show that flue gasses enter and leave the APH at a temperature of 302°C and
146°C, respectively; air enters at 24°C and leaves at 275°C.
2.2 Inspections and sampling
All heat exchangers of the IJmond 1 boiler were visually inspected, and samples were taken at positions
indicated in Figure 2. Samples II and III are flakes. Sample II is a flake coloured yellow at one side, and
coloured brown at the other side. Sample III is a flake coloured brown at both sides. Sample IV is a collection sample taken from the floor. Sample VII is a fin from the high-pressure economizer 1. Samples VIII
and IX are flakes that are collected at the high-pressure economizers 1 and 2, respectively.
Both APH's of Velsen 24 were inspected. The baskets have been inspected to the extent that they
were accessible. Complete baskets were removed allowing detailed inspection. Samples have been taken
from baskets in rings 3 and 5 (see Figure 3). All samples originate from APH 1. The corrosion products
(samples 5, 6 and 7) are very thin flakes. The colour is mostly red-brown while sample 7 also had a yellow
stain. The samples 1, 9 and 10 are parts of the remaining plates and have a red-brown colour. Plates were
removed from the baskets that were replaced recently (2012). The plates have a dark-brown colour, but
the bottom side is stained light-green. Both investigated samples have been obtained from the downside
(light-green stained) area of the plates.
2.3 Sample preparation and analyses
The samples were put in slow curing epoxy resin, and cross sections were grinded and polished (water
free, to preserve all water-soluble compounds). Light microscopy has been performed to get an overall
impression of the sample, and to locate areas fur further investigation. Carbon was deposited on the sample surface to overcome charging during SEM investigations. Backscatter images and secondary electron
images were made and the composition was analyzed on micro-scale level with EDS (Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectroscopy). Point analyses were made in combination with back scatter plots. KEMPhase images
were made in addition. KEMPhase is an in-house developed tool which enables the results of EDS analysis to be presented as false colour representations of the distribution of predefined phases. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) has been performed on selected samples. After analysis of the samples 'as received', the samples were dried and XRD was repeated (XRD analyses were performed by TCKI in Velp, The Netherlands).
2.4 Modelling
Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations were conducted with FactSage (see [1] for a general description),
using the functions ‘Predom’ and 'EpH'. Predom calculates and plots isothermal predominance area diagrams, i.e. it locates domains of stability of each phase as function of gas potential for a given temperature. Pourbaix diagrams were calculated using 'EpH' which maps out possible stable (equilibrium) phases
of an aqueous electrochemical system. Predominant ion boundaries are represented by lines. The stability
region of water is indicated by dashed lines.

3. Results
3.1 Inspections
The inspection results regarding fouling of IJmond 1 are shown in Figure 2. Little to no fouling was observed at the high temperature end of the boiler while sticky layers were present (see Figure 4), especially
at the 2nd and 3rd heat exchanger (numbered in flue gas flow direction). Most fouling was observed halfway at the 4th heat exchanger (HP eco 2), while also the coldest parts were fouled (dearator / evaporator).
Typically, flakes are present on the fins, while flakes collect on the flooring as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. IJmond 1 boiler inspection results. Left: sticky layers. Middle: flakes on fins. Right: flakes
collected on flooring.
Inspection of the Velsen 24 APH showed that seemingly the plates are in good condition when inspected
from above. However, when baskets were removed, dismantled and individual plates were inspected, the
plates showed to be in very bad condition. The top 5 cm of the plates are in reasonable condition (thickness: ~ 0.5 mm), while the rest has corroded away, see Figure 5. Corrosion products are present between
the plates. These results hold for both the upper and lower baskets.

Figure 5. Velsen 24 APH inspection results. Bottom and top of the plates are shown.
3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
In regards to IJmond 1: the cross sections of investigated corrosion products are quite alike: 200 – 300 µm
thick and up to several mm’s in length, while minimum and maximum thicknesses range between 50 and
800 µm. The flakes are solid on the inside with longitudinal cracks. The edge is porous with a ‘finger’
structure and on top of the edge is a porous phase with, in the backscatter images, a dark grey colour.
Examples are shown in Figure 6. The corrosion products from HP eco 2 are the thinnest (50 – 250 µm
thick) and differ in structure: the outer S-rich layer is non-porous.

The chemical composition of the corrosion products is quite alike. The lightest grey area in the middle
of the through-cut of the sample has the highest Fe content (36 – 38%), and contains < 1% S (in this
paper, all element concentrations are given in atom %). Slightly darker areas, adjacent to the lightest
areas, contain less Fe (33 - 35%) and more S (~2%). The dark (porous) areas at the outer surface contain
least Fe (13 – 16%) and most S (10 -14%). Between the centre and outer edge, different phases co-exist.
The areas with highest S-content are not only found at the outer surface, but also directly adjacent to the
lightest coloured centre area, and in transversal bands (< 5µm width). K and Na are only detected in areas
near the surface, especially with higher S content. In all cases, the sum of K and Na-concentration is < 1%.
Chlorine was not detected.

Figure 6. Backscatter images. Left: thin, long and porous flakes of sample IV. Middle: typical build-up of
flake, sample III. Right: fin, base material and corrosion layer, sample VII.
A backscatter image of a cross section of a fin with corrosion layer is shown in Figure 6, right. The outer
layer contains about 32% Fe, 66% O and 2% S. The layer between base material and outer layer contains
24 – 27% Fe, 68 – 71% O and 2 – 6% S. The outside layer contains hence less sulphur than the
intermediate layer. K and Na are sometimes present at areas with higher S concentration in a
concentration of Na + K ≤ 1%.
Regarding the Velsen 24 samples: the older plates vary in thickness and 0 – 50 µm to ~1 mm base
material is present, depending on the sample was taken from the bottom or top of the plate (also see
section 3.1). Newer plates (installed 2012) have ~1 mm base material. Corrosion layers of older and newer
plates are 25 – 100 µm thick. The thickness of the corrosion layer varies per location, as can be seen in
Figure 7 (left); the corrosion layer thickness does not correlate with the amount of thickness reduction of
base material. The S concentration in the corrosion layer is 1 – 2% near the outer surface and highest near
the interface of corrosion layer and base material. Highest measured concentrations are 17%, 11%, 5%,
17% and 4% for samples 1, 10, 9, 3A and 2C, respectively. In general, the S concentration can vary widely
over the cross section as is shown in Figure 7 (right).

Figure 7. Plate from lower basket, sample 3A. Back scatter image of overview (left) and S concentrations
of detail (right).

The corrosion products vary in thickness from ~ 250 µm to ~ 500 µm. All samples are porous and contain
cracks. So called ‘whiskers’ are sometimes present at edges (sample surface or pore edge), see Figure 8.
Highest S concentrations, of up to 19%, are present at the surface, and lowest further into the material (0 –
3%). The concentration of S is 7 – 8% at whiskers at the edge of pores directly under the surface (~ 50
µm), see Figure 8.

Figure 8. Detail of corrosion products in sample 6, back scatter image. Indicated are concentrations of Fe,
S and O.
3.3 X-Ray Diffraction
The compounds found in the samples from the IJmond 1 boiler, as established with XRD, containing iron
are hematite (Fe2O3), maghemite (Fe2O3) and jarosite (KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6). In addition, aluminosilicates
were found: plagioclase ((Ca,Na)(Al,Si) 2Si2O8) and yugawaralite (CaAl2Si6O16). An overview is presented
in Table 1.
The XRD-analysis of the Velsen 24 APH samples showed the presence of the following crystalline
compounds: hematite (Fe2O3), maghemite (Fe2O3) or magnetite (Fe3O4), goethite (FeO(OH)), jarosite
(KFe2(SO4)2(OH)6) and pyrite, (FeS2), see Table 1.
Table 1. XRD analysis results of samples from boiler (IJmond 1) and APH (Velsen 24). Results for 'as
received' samples and after drying the samples were identical.
plant
IJmond 1 (boiler)

component
HP eco 2

lower basket (top)

6

compound as identified with XRD
hematite, jarosite
hematite, maghemite, plagioclase
hematite, maghemite, jarosite
yugawaralite
no crystalline compounds
hematite, maghemite, jarosite
hematite, jarosite, yugawaralite
hematite, maghemite or magnetite
hematite, maghemite or magnetite, goethite,
jarosite, pyrite
hematite, maghemite or magnetite, pyrite

lower basket (bottom)

5

hematite, maghemite or magnetite, pyrite

HP eco 1
dearator / evaporator

Velsen 24 (APH)

upper basket

sample
X
IX
VIII
VI
V
IV
I
1
7

3.4 Thermodynamic modelling
Figure 9 shows the thermodynamic stability diagram of the system Fe-S-O-Cl for different temperatures
(25°C – 518°C). The O2 and SO2 activities are plotted on the axes. The green point reflects the flue gas
composition. At this point, Fe2(SO4)3 is stable and can be formed at the surface of the material for temperatures well below 518°C. Fe2O3(s) is stable at flue gas conditions at 518°C. Moreover, at temperatures
of 302°C and lower, both the O2 and SO2 concentrations in the flue gas can vary with several orders of
magnitude while remaining in the area where Fe2(SO4)3 is thermodynamically stable.

Figure 9. Thermodynamic stability of the system Fe – O – S – Cl with constant Cl concentration of 3 ppm
at 25°C, 104°C, 153°C, 231°C, 302°C and 518°C. Green circles indicate flue gas composition (9·10-5%
SO2, 11%O2).
An aqueous system can be represented by a Pourbaix diagram where pH is plotted against the electrode
potential E. Reactions in which oxygen is involved have a relatively high E and a well aerated, or oxidizing
environment is associated with higher E and reducing conditions are related to lower values of E.
Fe2(SO4)3, FeSO4, Fe2O3, FeS2 and FeSO4(H2O)7 are stable compounds.

Figure 10. Pourbaix diagrams of the system Fe-S-H2O for 260°C and 23°C.

4. Discussion
4.1 Interpretation of EDS analyses
Highest concentrations of the detected elements are of Fe, S and O. All the SEM-EDS results have been
plotted in a diagram showing Fe and S concentration, see Figure 11. For comparison, (hydrated) iron oxide, (hydrated) iron sulphates and jarosite (KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6) have been plotted. This suggests that based
on the relative concentrations, iron oxide, (hydrated) iron sulphates and jarosite are present in a certain
ratio in the IJmond 1 boiler and Velsen 24 APH samples. Hydrated iron oxide and pyrite may also be present in the Velsen 24 APH samples.

Figure 11. SEM-EDS results plotted in a ([Fe], [S])-diagram (Since the element hydrogen (H) is not
detected with EDS, the Fe and S concentration in stoichiometric compounds has been corrected for H).
The green and red-dashed area indicates where most results of analyses lie resulting from samples taken
from the IJmond 1 boiler and Velsen 24 APH, respectively.
4.2 Formation of (hydrated) iron sulphate
Since S is present in the flue gas and thermodynamically stable as Fe2(SO4)3, S will play a role in the corrosion process. During operation, iron sulphate is formed at the interface of metal oxide and flue gas where
iron diffuses outward through the oxide scale (unless the temperature is too high, such as the heat exchanger in the IJmond 1 boiler operating at 518°C, see Figure 9). However, also SO 2 will penetrate inwards through micro-fissures and micro-channels in the scale, see [2]. Water in flue gasses are attracted
by iron sulphate, e.g. iron sulphate will hydrate as Fe2(SO4)3 is very hygroscopic. The temperature region
whereby Fe2(SO4)3.5H2O loses its crystal water upon heating is 200°C – 300°C [3]), and for melanterite
(FeSO4.7H2O) this region is room temperature to 200°C [4]). Hence, during load changes, hydrates can be
formed and crystal water can be released. This can also occur when the boiler goes out of operation. At
room temperature (~300K), different configurations of hydration are stable, dependent on the air humidity,
see Figure 12. The change of different amounts of crystal water causes changes in density, and changes
of the microstructure. In turn, this will build up internal pressure, resulting in crumbling of the corrosion
layers. The corrosion layers fill up the room between the fins, and are the cause of the fouling, resulting in
an increased pressure drop and decreased heat transfer.

Figure 12. Phase diagram calculated by [5] of iron sulphate and different hydrates.
4.3 Aqueous systems
An aqueous system can exist under different circumstances. Upon heating of hydrated iron sulphates (or
during standstill, by changing air humidity), the crystal water is released, creating an aqueous system, and
possibly ‘rust’ (FeOOH) can be formed according to the reaction:
Fe2(SO4)3 + 4H2O → 2FeOOH + 3H2SO4

(1)

This is regarded as the mechanism forming sticky layers as observed during the inspection. The circumstance can exist in both the boiler and in the APH. In addition, if the boiler goes out of operation, water can
condense on heat exchanging surfaces. This can also be the case in the APH where relatively cold air is
entering.
It is unlikely that the dew point is underrun in the boiler or in the APH. With combustion of BFG or
cokes gas with 12% of oxygen in the dry flue gas, this amounts in a water concentration of 0.74% and
(assuming full conversion of SO 2 to SO3 as worst case) a SO3 concentration of 0.01 ppm (BFG) and 0.17
ppm (cokes gas). The dew point then lies in both cases somewhere between 80 and 90°C. This temperature is not reached in the IJmond 1 boiler or in the Velsen 24 APH when flue gasses are present. In case
that incidentally a fuel mix where the both sulphur and water content are approximately a factor of 5 higher,
the dew point can be underrun at the coldest part of the boiler (this would be an exception).
In an aqueous system of Fe-H2O, 2Fe(OH)2 is formed. In a further reaction with dissolved oxygen, oxidized ferrous hydroxide oxidizes into ferric hydroxide (4Fe(OH) 3). Amorphous iron(III) hydroxide hydrate is
thermodynamically unstable and gradually transforms to goethite (α-FeO(OH), alternatively written:
Fe2O3.H2O) and hematite (α-Fe2O3) [6].
In an aqueous system of Fe-S-H2O, Fe2(SO4)3(s) is stable at oxidizing conditions, whereas FeSO4(s)
(or FeSO4·7H2O(s), depending on temperature), Fe2O3(s) and FeS2(s) are stable at less oxidizing or re+
2+
ducing conditions. The Pourbaix diagrams also show that at pH < 3, FeSO 4 and Fe ions are formed, and
+
also FeOH at higher temperature. In this region, corrosion is a relatively quickly progressing process.
It was found in the studies of mine drainage that in Acid Sulfur Water (ASW) that there is transformation of ferrous sulphate minerals to iron oxyhydroxide minerals. This is explained by [7] as a series of
oxidation, dehydration and neutralization (hydrolysis) reactions. The mineralogy that develops at any particular site will be controlled by the relative rates of each of these types of reactions. Jarosite, schwertmannite (Fe8O8(OH)6SO4), goethite, hematite and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) are at the end of the pathway. These
minerals will precipitate whereby generally well crystallized minerals are formed that can be detected with
XRD, which is the case for jarosite, goethite, hematite and maghemite in our studies. Jarosite precipitates
at low pH (pH < 5.9, [8]) according to:

K+ + 3Fe3+ + 2SO42- + 6H2O ↔ KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 + 6H+

(2)

The identification of ferrihydrite (Fe5HO8·4H2O) and schwertmannite is complicated because they occur in
small particles close to or below 10 nm in size, so that physical parameters (e.g. X-ray diffraction peaks)
become “smeared out”. The identity of these minerals as individual species was consequently long not
recognized [9], and misinterpreted as being “amorphous iron oxide“ or “ferric hydroxide”. In general, hydration causes poor crystallization, and as a consequence many of the compounds that are formed, may not
be recognized with XRD.
The driving force for the formation of components is thermodynamic stability, and a review of the system Fe-K-S-H2O indicates what compounds are only stable under certain conditions. However, the database of FactSage is not complete and it doesn’t contain jarosite, schwertmannite and ferrihydrite. [10]
calculated a pe-pH diagram for the system Fe-S-K-O-H, see Figure 13. It shows that jarosite and goethite
are the phases that ultimately control the solubility of iron. The diagram shows precipitation of jarosite at
low pH (pH < 2), schwertmannite at less low pH, and ferrihydrite around neutral pH. Schwertmannite and
ferrihydrite are meta-stable phases that hydrolyze slowly, forming goethite.

Figure 13. (pe,pH)-diagram (pe = EH/0.0591V) for the system Fe-S-K-O-H at 25°C, calculated by [10]. Jt =
K-jarosite, Sh = schwertmannite, Fh = ferrihydrite, Gt = goethite, Py = pyrite. Fields of metastability shown
by dashed lines. Source: [10]
4.4 Present phases
The presence of (hydrated) iron oxide, (hydrated) iron sulphate and jarosite are explained by the (equilibrium) systems Fe-H2O, Fe-O-Cl-S, Fe-S-H2O and Fe-K-S-H2O. Iron sulphates and hydrates were not
detected with XRD (but present in the XRD database). In general, iron sulphates crystallize poorly, which
can be a reason that they have not been detected with XRD. As iron sulphates may have formed hydrates,
the XRD-analysis was repeated after drying the samples, the results remained, however, identical.
Ca-containing minerals plagioclase ((Ca,Na)(Al,Si) 2Si2O8) and yugawaralite (CaAlSi2O16) were detected with XRD analysis in the IJmond 1 boiler samples. These minerals were, however, not indicated by
SEM results. Therefore, it is likely that these minerals make up for a small part of the fouling. Yugawaralite
is a rare mineral which is a zeolite (that is for instance used in deNOx catalysts). Plagioclase is a group of
minerals, many of which are formed at high temperature similar, in a system where also slag is stable. It
can therefore occur as blast furnace dust, or coal fly ash (also resulting from the blast furnace). However,
mineral wool is produced by heating blast furnace slag with limestone, and plagioclase could be present in
the mineral wool. Mineral wool was found at the visual inspection at the heat exchangers and areas of
uncovered mineral wool of several square meters were present in the IJmond boiler. Hence, it will be difficult to distinguish between blast furnace dust and mineral wool.

4.5 Indications for cleaning
Off-line cleaning of boiler pipes and APH's with water is not advised. Upon water drying out, an aqueous
systems exist at very low pH in which corrosion is an ongoing process. On-line cleaning with water can
promote conditions for acid dew point corrosion, and is therefore also not advised. The on-line cleaning
system for the APH's has been taken therefore out of operation. Earlier experience with water-free cleaning of boiler pipes, such as with CO 2 ice grit blasting showed to be successful. However, when the pipe
configuration is such that pipes are close to each other and in front of each other, not all pipes may be
reached and cleaned with this method. Recent experience with explosive cleaning of boiler pipes has
shown to be successful for boiler pipes, and will be maintained by NUON Vattenfall. Explosive cleaning is
not advised for the APH's as they are in very bad condition, and corrosion products cannot be removed
from the narrow-spaced APH plates. Cleaning with soda and sodium hydroxide is currently under investigation. Since crystal water is taken up and released with varying air humidity and temperature (see Figure
12), it is key to keep the conditions as constant as possible. This can be done using dryers and by sealing
the boiler as much as possible.
4.6 Natural gas firing
In the Netherlands, no odorant is used in high caloric gas, and almost all sulphur is removed from the gas.
Nonetheless, some sulphur is present, and on the long term corrosion products will form on boiler tubes. It
is expected that corrosion will progress quicker with natural gas with higher sulphur content, i.e. with added
odorant.

5. Conclusion
Iron sulphate is formed on the surface of finned boiler pipes during operation, but not at the highest temperature heat exchangers with a metal temperature of > 500°C where iron sulphate is not stable. Iron
sulphates are hygroscopic and will attract water from flue gasses. Crystal water is released upon temperature changes between room temperature and 300°C, and upon changes of air humidity. The change of
different amounts of crystal water causes changes in density, and changes of the microstructure. In turn,
this will build up internal pressure, resulting in crumbling of the corrosion layers. The corrosion layers fill up
the room between the fins, and are the cause of the fouling, resulting in an increased pressure drop and
decreased heat transfer.
An aqueous system can exist on boiler tube surfaces and APH plate surfaces. This can be the case
when crystal water is released during standstill as a consequence of variations in air humidity or temperature. Also, water from air can condense on pipes. This will cause sticky layers on pipes. At low pH, corrosion is an ongoing process. It is unlikely that the dew point is underrun in the boiler or in the APH.
Explosive cleaning of the finned tube boiler pipes has shown to be successful while CO 2-ice blasting
only showed partly effective due to the boiler design. Explosive cleaning for the APH is not an option and
suitable cleaning options are currently under investigation.
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Abstract
Recurring waterwall leaks have been observed in a coal-fired boiler where subsequent inspections have
shown through-wall internal oxidation, mostly at butt welds of 16Mo3 boiler tubes. In several cases the
oxide had retained a thick pit plug even after local penetration of the tube wall. The original initiation site is
no longer visible as it was removed by oxidation, but away from the most severe damage the internal
oxidation appears to have initiated immediately downstream after a protruding weld root. This location,
estimated oxidation rate and oxide appearance suggest that the mechanism is related to locally intensive
heating in addition to flow turbulence. In the damage history of the same boiler wall, the first comparable
leaks were recorded at shop welds with strongly protruding root shape, presumably inducing particularly
strongly turbulent flow, and even then only after long term service. The most recent failures, however,
occurred at normal repair welds or even within parent material, and after much shorter time in service. The
characteristic features and causative factors of the tube failures are discussed in the paper, based on the
available evidence and experience from operation and maintenance.

1. Introduction
Waterwalls of conventional coal-fired boilers are mostly made of carbon or low-alloy molybdenum steels,
for reasons of low cost and ease of fabrication such as avoiding any heat treatments of large welded
membrane wall panels. To some extent this is a compromise in terms of corrosion and oxidation
resistance, both for external surfaces on flue gas side and for internal surfaces touched by water. When
these steels are not sufficiently resistant to corrosion, for example in some biomass fired or waste
incineration boilers, the boiler tubes that need additional protection are normally modified from the flue gas
side only, for example by ceramic tiles or metallic high-alloy overlay coating. This is because the
environmental attack, when it emerges, is usually more severe on the flue gas side that has much higher
temperatures and temperature gradients than the water side, and may include aggressive chemical
components in the flue gas and deposits. If water side damage such as corrosion does emerge, it is mostly
due to some deviation in the water chemistry.
However, there is an exception: even without any deviation from the normally acceptable water
chemistry, the internal surfaces can be attacked if the thermal and flow conditions are sufficiently severe to
dissolve the normally protective oxide films on susceptible steels due to the flow-induced increase in the
mass transfer at high-flow or highly turbulent locations. With suitable kinetic conditions the oxide front

remains reactive and able to grow even after reaching considerable overall thickness. Sometimes called
erosion-corrosion, such fast oxidation is usually recognized by the name flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC).
This mechanism typically attacks carbon steel or comparable grades of carbon-manganese and low alloy
molybdenum steels in fast flow of high temperature water or mixed water and steam. The phenomenon
can be divided into the coupled processes of the initiating electrochemical (corrosion) process and to
physical flow dynamics to accelerate metal loss [1-3].
The solubility for the dissolution of magnetite is limited by the thermodynamics of the equilibrium
reactions, but a strong adjacent flow will push the system away from equilibrium in two ways shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of flow-accelerated corrosion (oxidation) of steel [4].
The rate of the resulting corrosion is controlled by the rate of diffusion of iron species through the boundary layer into the bulk water. This diffusion depends directly on the concentration of soluble iron species at
the oxide surface and inversely on the thickness of the boundary layer. Therefore, a decrease in the
boundary layer thickness due to increased water flow rate or local turbulence causes an increase of the
corrosion rate. More generally, local hydrodynamics is also affected by surface roughness, geometry of the
flow path, fluid shear stresses at the wall, turbulence intensity, and the void fraction of two-phase flow at
the wall. Stability of magnetite depends on temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, oxidizing-reducing potential, iron concentration and impurities in the water [1,5,6].
The cases described below represent somewhat unusual waterwall leaks by internal or water side oxidation. In the boiler concerned, historically such leaks have been occasionally recorded at shop flash
welds, even then only after long term service. More recently, tube leaks have become more frequent and
appearing also in other welds, and most recently, even in locations outside welds.
The boiler and its similar sister boiler were originally designed for oil firing, but due to the 1970’s oil
crisis they were retrofitted to burn bituminous coal. Combining heat and power generation, the plant is
essential for district heating in the city of Helsinki. More recently, coal has been partly replaced by wood
pellets that naturally affect the firing characteristics.
The observed features and causative factors of the tube failures are discussed below, based on the
available evidence and experience from operation and maintenance.

2. Cases of leaks from internal oxidation
The earliest waterwall leaks of interest here were similar to one that occurred in January 2013 after about
230 000 service hours, in a membrane wall made of steel 16Mo3, at a location immediately trailing a
strongly protruding root of a shop weld (Figure 2). The remaining oxide near the leak position was thick
and showed a mixed microstructure behind the metal-oxide interface (Figure 3). Outside the welds the
internal oxide showed some growth but the tube microstructure little signs of thermal exposure (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Failure location in 2013 at a protruding root of a shop weld: outside (left) and internal/crosssection appearance (right); white arrow shows flow direction.

Figure 3. Oxide in the 2013 leak: location close to failure (left) and at an unfailed tube weld (right).

Figure 4. Internal oxide (left) and tube microstructure (right, 16Mo3) outside the failed area in 2013.

After the incident several tubes were replaced in an area where the tubes were showing clear wall thinning. In the fall 2015 a new leak (Figure 5) was observed in a repair weld of a waterwall tube that had been
replaced in 2013. Also local thinning at welds was observed in two similar tubes in the vicinity of the failure.
The sites of leakage and local wall thinning were located at the trailing sides of the weld roots, and again a
thick oxide layer was observed at the failure location (Figure 6). Next to the metal-oxide interface the oxide
shows a smooth microstructure with very variable thickness and narrow crack-like paths to the oxidation
front, and a coarser more porous oxide structure behind this front (Figure 7). The internal oxide outside the
leak region was similar but thicker than that in 2013, and the metal microstructure was similar to that in
Figure 4 (right side).

Figure 5. Location of the leak at a repair weld in 2015: internal (left) and external (right) appearance.
In spring 2016 yet again a leak occurred in the same waterwall, similar in structure as previously but this
time in parent metal, about half a metre away from the nearest upstream weld (Figures 8 to 10). Note that
while also in this case the weld root side suffered deep oxidation, it just did not show the first leak.
In all three cases the cross-sections at the failure locations showed a similar thick oxide at an internal
corrosion pit (Figure 11). There was little evidence for any significant deviations in the water chemistry
(Figure 12).

Figure 6. Oxide at a weld root next to the tube leak in 2015 (flow direction to right, etched).

Figure 7. A detail from the bottom left side of Figure 6 (unetched).

Figure 8. Parent metal leak in 2016 (left, lower tube), with shining black oxide on internal surface (right).

Figure 9. Oxide cross-section close to leak in 2016 (left) and outside the failure area (right).

Figure 10. Oxide section close to leak in 2016 (left) and microstructure outside the failure area (right).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 11. Unetched cross-sections from the leak locations in a) 2013, b) 2015 and c) 2016.

Figure 12. EDX linescan from the internal oxide to the tube (2016 leak).
The boiler is planned to be operated until 2024. Because of required high availability and high total cost of
unplanned wintertime shutdowns, even major repairs of the waterwall may be justified.

3. Conclusions
Recurring 16Mo3 tube leaks (Figure 13) have been observed in the same waterwall, initially mostly at the
side of protruding roots of circumferential welds, but in the latest case also in parent metal about 500 mm
from the nearest weld. By the time of leakage, the oxide has formed a deep pit up to a few centimetres
wide, filled by the oxide until local penetration resulted in a blowout at the pit centre. Also outside such pits
a relatively thick internal oxide (up to about 100-300 μm) was observed, suggesting higher than usual wall
temperatures during service. The metal-oxide interface showed on average a thin smooth layer and next to
it a thicker, coarser and more porous layer that appeared partially crystallised.
The thermal and chemical environment on the flue gas side was not challenging enough to cause most
significant wall thinning from this side. Instead, sufficiently high surface temperature, turbulent flow conditions at weld root and elsewhere to sustain adverse surface conditions, and tube material of modest oxidation resistance led to rapid internal oxidation on the hot side of the tube. The thickest oxides show both
surface appearance and cross-sectional structures similar to flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC), which has
been mostly reported from unfired piping at somewhat lower temperatures (closer to 150-250⁰C).
To avoid or reduce fast oxidation rates, there are at least following options:
- temperature reduction at hot spots by e.g. firing control, thermal shields and/or removal of the existing
thick internal oxides,
- change of waterwall material to a more resistant variety such as 13CrMo4-5;
- possible benefit could be obtained through a modified water chemistry.

Figure 13. Summary of the history of the observed waterwall leaks.
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Abstract
The influence of thermal aging on yield strength, tensile strength, ductility and J-Resistance behaviour for
Mod.9Cr-1Mo (ASME Grade 91) steel has been investigated. Service exposed Gr.91 steel materials sampled from a reheat steam piping system in an ultra-supercritical (USC) plant under operating condition of
569°C, 46.7 bar at rated power in Korea with accumulated operation time of 73,716 hours were used for
the present investigations. The test results of the service exposed material were compared with those of
the virgin Gr.91 steel. In addition, those test data were compared with the material properties in the design
codes, ASME Section III Subsection NH and RCC-MRx code that are being used for elevated temperature
design of generation IV nuclear energy systems.

1. Introduction
Mod.9Cr-1Mo (ASME Grade 91, hereafter ‘Gr.91’) steel has low thermal expansion, high thermal conductivity and high strength. Due to these characteristics, Gr.91 steel is widely selected as one of the promising
candidate materials in generation IV (hereafter ‘Gen IV’) reactor systems among the heat resistant materials. Gr.91 steel is a material for heat exchangers including steam generator and piping systems in a Generation IV sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR)[1]. However, Gr.91 steel has been reported to be degraded by
thermal aging more steeply than expected in design codes in terms of the material strengths and toughness [2]. It is also known that Gr.91 steel is affected by thermal aging more severely than austenitic stainless steel when it is exposed long time at high temperature in power plants [2].
Current elevated temperature design (ETD) codes such as ASME Section III Subsection NH[3] (hereafter ‘ASME-NH’ ) and RCC-MRx[4] do not take thermal aging into account yet as much as they are required
[2]. ASME-NH provides some guidelines on thermal aging effect in limited cases and the effect of thermal
aging has been taken into account in yield strength (YS) and tensile strength (TS) with the introduction of
strength reduction factors but it provides the reduction factors only in TS for Gr.91 steel. In case of RCCMRx [4,5], influence of thermal aging is taken into account only for austenitic stainless steel. In addition,
effect of thermal aging for J-resistance curve is available only for austenitic stainless steel and no property
is available yet for Gr.91 steel [6].
The effect of thermal aging on material strength, ductility and J-R behaviour for Gr.91 steel has been investigated in this study based on a series of material tests with virgin and service exposed Gr.91 steel
specimens. Service exposed Gr.91 steel specimens were sampled from a piping system of an ultrasupercritical(USC) plant with 73,716 hours service were used for material testing. The test results were

compared with those of the virgin materials and those data were compared with those of the ASME-NH
and RCC-MRx.

2. Material strength behaviour of Gr.91 steel with and without thermal aging
Gr.91 steel is a ferritic-martensitic steel and has excellent thermal properties of low thermal expansion and
high conductivity while having high material strengths compared to other heat resistant materials listed in
elevated temperature design (ETD) code of ASME-NH[3] as shown in Fig. 1. Gr.91 steel is a ferriticmartensitic heat resistant steel and one of the two main materials with austenitic 316SS to be used in an
intermediate heat exchanger(IHX), decay heat exchanger(DHX), secondary piping and steam generator(SG) in Korean Gen IV SFR[8].
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Figure 1. Comparison of material properties for Gr.91 steel in design code [3]

Figure 2. Schematic of Prototype Generation IV Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (PGSFR).

Figure 3. Gr.91 steel Tee part sampled from reheat steam piping after 73,716 h service in a USC plant

The fitting part of Gr.91 steel Tee shown in Fig. 3 has been sampled from reheat steam piping in a
Korean USC plant to investigate the effects of thermal aging.
The operating conditions of the reheat steam piping are shown in Table 1. The sampled Tee part with
outer diameter of 711.2mm and thickness of 25.4mm was subjected to the high temperature of 569°C and
high pressure of 46.7 bar as operating condition for 73,716 hours.
Table 1. Tee fitting specification, operating and design condition of reheat steam piping system.

material
A335-P91

Design Condition

Pipe Dimension
thickness
OD (mm)
(mm)
711.2
25.4

Operating Condition

T (°C)

P (bar)

T (°C)

P (bar)

574

54

569

46.7

The chemical compositions(wt.%) of the Tee fitting (forged Gr.91 : F91) in ASME Section II Part A, virgin
Gr.91 and service exposed Gr.91 steel are shown in Table 2. As a whole, the chemical compositions of
virgin Gr.91 steel were within the band or limit of ASME II-A[9]. Chemical compositions of the service exposed Gr.91 steel were analysed with EDS(Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy). The analysis results
showed that the chemical elements of Mn, Cr, Mo and V of service exposed Gr.91 steel were increased
during the service duration of 73,716 hours.
Table 2. Chemical compositions of Gr.91 steel in design code, before and after service at USC plant.
ID symbol
(Type)

C

Mn

P

S

Si

Ni

Cr

Mo

V

Others
Cb 0.03-0.07
Al 0.02
Ti 0.01
Zr 0.01

ASME
II-A
(Gr.91)

F91
(Fitting)

0.08
0.12

0.3
0.6

0.025
max

0.025
max

0.2
0.5

0.4
max

8.0
9.5

0.85
1.05

0.18
0.25

Virgin
Gr.91
(Mill sheet)

F91
(Fitting)

0.08

0.38

0.018

0.003

0.34

0.29

8.75

0.875

0.24

Aged Gr.91
(73,716h
service)

F91
(Fitting)

0.08

0.52

0.018

0.003

0.34

0.29

9.28

2.43

0.32

Figure 4. Stress distribution of a reheat steam piping in a USC plant
Yield strengths of Gr.91 steel in ETD codes were compared with those of the KAERI test results with
virgin and service exposed (73,716 hours) material specimens as shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that
YS of virgin Gr.91 steel has dropped as much as maximum 35.8% after 73,716h (8.4 years) service at the

operating condition of 569°C and 46.7 bar. It shows that the yield strengths (‘KAERI_P91 73,716h service’
in Fig. 5) dropped partly below the code properties [3,5,7] at some temperatures as shown in Fig 5. Therefore, it is clear from Fig. 5 that YS of thermally aged material should drop far below the code material properties as the plant operation time is accumulated further, say up-to 60 years which is the target design
lifetime of Gen IV reactor systems.
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Figure 5. Comparison of yield strength in design codes and test results for virgin and service exposed
Gr.91 steel
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Figure 6. Comparison of tensile strength in design codes and test results for virgin and service exposed
Gr.91 steel
Comparisons in yield strengths were made between service exposed Gr.91 specimens and virgin Gr.91
specimens [2]. It was shown that YS dropped maximum 31.1% at room temperature, and 30.4% at 550°C
as shown in Fig. 5, which means that strengths of the Gr.91 steel has dropped more rapidly than those of
the design codes.
In addition, it is worth noting that serration flow was observed at the temperature range of 350°C to
450°C in the test data for Gr.91 steel in Fig. 5 which is linked to dynamic strain aging (DSA) [10].
In case of tensile strength, degradation trends in terms of material strengths were found to be similar to
those of YS as shown in Fig. 6. TS of service exposed Gr.91 steel was shown to drop significantly from
that of the virgin Gr.91 steel. TS of service exposed Gr.91 steel dropped below the TS values of ASME
code over the temperatures higher than 200°C while they approached to TS of RCC-MRx as the
temperature is increased and TS value (338MPa) at 550°C dropped below RCC-MRx value (340MPa). TS
has dropped maximum 27% at 550°C. Therefore, similar to the case of YS, it is expected that TS after
around 10-year service could drop below the code properties of ASME-NH and RCC-MRx especially over

the operating temperature range at creep regime, which means that the TS properties of the codes might
severely overestimate the TS properties.
The above findings of thermal aging effects on YS and TS raise important issues of possibility of
overestimation in material strengths under long-time service. ETD codes should address those issues
because YS and TS properties in the design codes could overestimate those material properties in nonconservative way. Figs. 5 and 6 show the comparisons for the long-time service of 8.4 years from which
the strengths (YS, TS) of Gr.91 steel in actual power plant are expected to drop below code properties
even after only 10-year service. This means that although the design lifetimes of the Gr.91 piping systems
or components are targeted 60 years, the actual material strengths of Gr.91 material might drop below the
design code properties as early as 10-year operation from initial start-up of the power plants.
ASME-NH takes long-time service effects into account through introduction of ‘Reduction Factor’. In
case of Gr.91 steel, the reduction factor for YS is specified as 1.0 regardless of the temperature which
means no reduction in YS needs to be considered while reduction factors for TS are given depending on
the temperature and service time as shown in Table 3. In case of wall temperature 575°C, reduction
factors become less than 1.0 for the service time longer than 10,000 hours. Fig. 7 shows the location of TS
of Gr.91 steel before and after service at 575°C when they are compared with code properties. It was
shown that TS value (419.5 MPa) of virgin material was far higher than code properties but TS value
(310.5 MPa) of service exposed material was located in-between ASME-NH and RCC-MRx values as
shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, ASME TS property is non-conservatively higher than test result. This is the
result after 8.4 year service in USC plant, which means that the test result of TS should drop below the
RCC-MRx and possibly under ASME-NH values with reduction factors under long-time service because
the decreasing rate of TS from test results is steeper than the rate of reduction factors. Consequently the
code properties on TS in ETD codes were shown to be non-conservative in case Gr.91 steel is subjected
to long-time service.
Table 3. Tensile strength reduction factors of Gr.91 steel due to long-time service [3]
time(h)

3

1

1

0.94

0.92

0.89

575°C

1

1

0.95

0.92

0.88

0.83

600°C

1

0.96

0.92

0.89

0.85

0.84

Tensile strength (MPa)

10

5

1

420

3´10

4

3´10

Temp(°C)
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10
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1
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Figure 7. Comparison of tensile strengths with and without strength reduction factors.
The elongation behaviour of the Gr.91 steel before and after thermal aging was also investigated as well
because strength, ductility and toughness are important factors in integrity of high-temperature components. As part of investigation of fracture toughness for Gr.91 steel, J-R fracture curves were obtained from
material tests and their behaviours were described in next section of this paper.

When comparing the elongations of the Gr.91 steel before and after 73,716 h service, it is shown that
the elongation increased as much as maximum 23% while material strength becomes degraded due to
long-time service. The other thing of importance is that ductility becomes minimum over the temperature
range of 300°C to 450°C as shown in Table 4 that is the range of serration flow in Fig. 5, which means that
ductility minimum at the temperature range of serrated flow is one of the typical phenomena of dynamic
strain aging(DSA). Elongation properties are provided in RCC-MRx[5] only for austenitic stainless steel of
316L(N) and 316L but not for Gr.91 steel.
Table 4. Elongation of virgin and service exposed Gr.91 steel
Temp(°C)
material

20

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

Virgin Gr.91

24

18.6

17.8

18.4

18

18

18

22.4

26.4

28.3

29.3

24.8

23

22.3

22.7

21.2

22.1

26.8

30.5

34.9

Aged Gr.91
(73,716h service)

Therefore, it is certain from Fig. 5 that YS of thermally aged material should drop far below the code material properties as the plant operation time is accumulated further. In RCC-MRx thermally aged material
coefficients are not available for the material strength data, but thermal aging is explicitly considered in J-R
material properties for austenitic stainless steel. Depending on the hold time and wall temperature, thermal
aging has been classified as ‘moderate thermal aging’ or ‘advanced aging’ as shown in Table 1.
The test results on strength reduction (YS and TS) of thermally aged materials from virgin materials
were compared [7]. It was shown that the stress has been dropped maximum 31.1% at room temperature,
and 30.4% at 550°C as shown in Fig. 5, which means that strengths of the Gr.91 steel has dropped more
rapidly than the those of the design codes.
The elongation behaviour of the Gr.91 steel before and after thermal aging was also investigated as
well. It was shown that ductility increased as much as maximum 23% while material strength becomes
degraded due to thermal aging. The other thing of importance is that ductility becomes minimum over the
temperature range of 300°C to 450°C which is the range of serration flow in Fig. 3. This means that ductility minimum at the temperature range of serrated flow is one of the typical phenomena of dynamic strain
aging. Elongation properties are provided in RCC-MRx[5] but currently the properties are available only for
austenitic stainless steel of 316L(N) and 316L stainless steel.

3. Fracture behaviour
Fracture properties for austenitic stainless steel are relatively well provided in RCC-MRx [5,6] compared to
Gr.91 steel. J-R fracture curves are provided in A9[6] of RCC-MRx for austenitic stainless steel but no
material curves are provided yet for Gr.91 steel as of 2012 edition[6]. In addition, the material properties of
creep crack growth(CCG) rate and fatigue crack growth (FCG) rate for defect assessment are provided for
both Gr.91 steel and austenitic stainless steel in Tome 6 [11] of RCC-MRx but some modifications in the
material properties in RCC-MRx for Gr.91 crack growth assessment were shown to be necessary [12].

Figure 8. Schematic of Gr.91 steel standard Compact Tension specimen with 1 inch thickness.
Fracture behaviour of Gr.91 steel specimen before and after service has been investigated with the J-R
fracture tests in this study. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show KAERI’s test results on the J-R curve for virgin and
service exposed Gr.91 steel, respectively. When comparing the two J-R curves between Fig. 9 of virgin
Gr.91 steel and Fig. 10 of 73,716h service, it was shown that J-R curves after service have dropped as
much as 47.3% for 425°C curve and 16% for 400°C curve from those of virgin Gr.91 steel which are significant reduction in fracture resistance over the period of 8.4 years.
It is worth noting that the range of temperatures where maximum drop due to thermal aging occurs is
closely related to the dynamic strain aging temperature range when the strain rate of tension test and that
of J-R test over the gage length is the same. The degree of thermal aging depending on temperature is
classified as moderate thermal aging and advanced aging in J-R property and they are quantified as in
Table 5 for austenitic stainless steel 316LN[6]. Two J-R curves, one is for moderate thermal aging and the
other is advanced aging are provided for 316LN, but no J-R curves are provided for Gr.91 steel in A9.
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Figure 9. J-R curve of virgin Gr.91 steel.
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Figure 10. J-R curve of aged Gr.91 steel (73,716 h).

Table 5. Classification of thermal aging for austenitic stainless steel 316LN[6].

Moderate thermal aging

4

Crack Extension, mm

Crack Extension, mm

500°C

525°C

550°C

600°C

175,000h

64,000h

25,000h

4,000h

650°C
950h

-

280,000h

110,000h

19,000h

4,000h

4. Conclusion
The influence of thermal aging on the strength, ductility and fracture behaviour for Gr.91 steel has been
investigated with a series of material tests on material strengths and J-R curves, and comparison with
material properties in elevated temperature design codes. The test specimens were sampled not only from
virgin Gr.91 steel but also from Gr.91 steel Tee part of reheat steam piping system with 73,716 in service
in USC thermal plant under the operating conditions of 569°C and 46.7 bar.
It was shown that yield strength and tensile strength of service exposed Gr.91 steel have dropped maximum 35.8% and 27%, respectively from those of virgin Gr.91 steel due to long-time service for 73,716 h
(8.4 yr) while ductility has been enhanced up to 23% when compared with those of the virgin Gr.91 steel
specimens. ASME-NH takes thermal aging effect into account with reduction factors, but investigation with
test results showed that the reduction factors were not appropriate providing non-conservative values on
YS and TS under long-time service. In case of RCC-MRx, coefficients of thermal aging are not provided for
Gr.91 steel yet. Considering the findings of the present study on the effect of thermal aging on material
strengths, guidelines on taking thermal aging into account in design codes should be provided with concrete data and validation on the guidelines or material properties should be followed.
J-R test results for virgin and service exposed Gr.91 steel showed that J-R curves of service exposed
specimens have dropped as much as 47.3% at 425°C and 16% at 400°C from those of virgin specimens.
The range of temperatures where serrated flow observed in YS was the same as those where minimum
ductility and minimum J-R curves were observed.
Due to long-term service, YS and J-R curve of service exposed Gr.91 steel have dropped significantly
with maximum values of 35.8% and 51%, respectively from those of virgin Gr.91 steel while ductility has
increased maximum 23%. Since the YS and TS provided in ASME and RCC-MRx were found to be nonconservative under long-time thermal aging environments, revision of those properties is judged to be
necessary with a number of related test data.
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Failure of a production moulding machine
Iain Le May & Elisabeth Le May
MCS Limited
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Abstract
The case concerns the failure of a machine used to produce large plastic tanks by moulding, that failed in
service. The failure took place after the machine had been re-sited and sold to a new owner. It may have
amounted to potential fraud on the part of the former owners.

1. Introduction
When a failure occurs in a piece of equipment, it is usual to postulate the failure mechanisms or series of
events, and then to see how the component or structure would perform under the postulated conditions.
At times, and indeed often, there may be a gap in our knowledge of past events, particularly with old
equipment, and it may be necessary to postulate an event or series of events and then to see how they
would fit into the picture including the consequences. Such a break in the known sequence of events
amounts to an information horizon or knowledge horizon. It is commonly found with equipment for which
records of inspection are poor or missing.
It is sometimes possible to go back (in time) by means of records or other information obtained from
witnesses or reports. All too often, however, there is no (or incomplete) information available.
In some cases where repairs have been made it is possible to deduce the event sequence using a
forensic approach. The methodology is similar to that used as would be used in an archaeological study or
in the dating of fossils.
The use of the term “horizon” is because visually we are limited in distance vision by the earth’s
curvature, which can overcome by raising our vision point or looking for indicators beyond the normal
horizon, such as objects and indicators at greater distance rising above the normal horizon, such as a
shop’s mast, a distant hill or other feature.
In the particular failure case discussed here, a production line had been established for the
manufacture of large moulded plastic tanks, and the facility had been purchased from the former owner,
who had used the installation for some time.
The new owner had problems with the moulding machines from an early stage, with failure of many
components on them. The writer was contracted by the lawyers for the new owner to investigate the case.
A preliminary visit was made to determine the nature of the problem; subsequently the writer being
contracted to determine the source of the problems site, when it had been shut down to investigate
operating problems after failure of the main drive shaft at the left side in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The moulding machine as shown in manufacturer’s literature. The main drive shafts are at the
extreme left and right ends of the installation. Two molds are employed, alternately being put within the
centrally located heating furnace, each mold being carried by the two arms seen at the ends of the unit.
Figure 2 shows the unit as installed, but after it had been partially shut down.
Thus, when the writer visited the site only one mold was in use because of operating problems as noted
above.

Figure 2. Installation after failure and shut-down.

2. Operation
In operation, plastic in powder form is placed in a mould and the mould and contents are inserted into the
heating.
The mould is rotated in two directions to spread the powder evenly while it melts, and is withdrawn from
the furnace after the appropriate interval and allowed, to cool before the plastic container product is
removed. While it is cooling the other mould has is inserted into the furnace from the other end, allowing
an efficient production schedule, at least in theory.
The failure that took was fracture of the left-side drive shaft. Investigation disclosed that this was not
the first time that this had failed, the damage having been “repaired“ on the first occasion and information
not supplied to the purchaser of the production equipment. In this later case the failure was catastrophic
with repair not being possible on an economic basis.
The shaft that failed had been “repaired” after the earlier failure, the shaft sections having been welded
together with a fillet weld, and the major part of the shaft’s cross-section was occupied by the prior fracture
surface. The improper “repair” is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Although the prior failure and the “repair” had not been disclosed to the purchaser, he, as the owner in
this case, was very well aware of the problem as disclosed by the later non-performance of the equipment
after the present investigation was completed.
Action had been contemplated against the original designer and manufacturer of the equipment, but the
evidence was that the shaft had been ready to fail because of improper repair, so that action was not
taken.
After it was shut-down completely for repair, and to determine the cause of failure of the main drive
shaft, it was clear that complete dismantling was required
Now, with the second failure analysed, it is obvious that responsibility falls heavily on the original owner
and operator.
It is propriate now to review the history of the machine’s operation.
The machine was designed and constructed overseas and had been in use for some time. It had
subsequently been moved to a new site, and shortly thereafter it was sold to another company, which
encountered problems in operating it successfully. It remained on the site that it had been moved to,
nothing having been done to change the operating procedures at that time.
However the new owners found great difficulty in operating the machine successfully: there were
vibration problems leading on many fractures on the unit and shortly thereafter the main input shaft on the
left side failed.
When equipment fails it is normal practice to postulate some specific failure mechanisms or series of
events and then to see how the component or structure would perform under the postulated conditions. If it
would not fail under the postulated (severe) conditions it can be concluded as being unlikely to fail in
normal service, at least in the near future.
At times, and indeed often, there may be a gap in our knowledge of past events, particularly with old
equipment, and it may be necessary to postulate an event or series of events and then to see how they
would fit into the picture, including the consequences. Such a break in the known sequence of events
amounts to an information horizon or knowledge horizon. It is commonly found with equipment for which
records of inspection are poor or missing.
It is sometimes possible to go back (in time) by means of records or other information obtained from
witnesses or reports. All too often, however, there is no (or incomplete) information available.
All too often, however, there is no such (or incomplete) information available. However, when repairs
have been made, it may be possible to deduce the event sequence using the forensic approach.
In this case failure was of the main drive shaft, without this information being transmitted to the
purchaser of the installation. As this was not known to the new owner it was not immediately obvious what
the cause was, as the machine was not a simple one.
Thus, much time was wasted by the owner in looking for a cause, including the design of the machine
which had been built overseas, and its maintenance record was not disclosed. After all, from the record
that the fact that the machine had apparently been used successfully, it was not immediately obvious what

the cause was, as the machine had been reported to have operated successfully for some time before
being moved and re-installed.
The handwritten maintenance records kept by Acrylon with respect to the years from 2009 to 2012,
indicate that maintenance was conducted frequently. Apart from lubricating, there is (March 12, 2010) a
note “inspect offsets for cracks”; another note (June 22, 2010) “Change all main arm bolts and gearbox
bolts on Arm #2; another note (Jan 7, 2011) “ inspect all belts, chains, bolts and welds); another note
(March 25, 2011); grind and re-weld cracks in; Arm #1; further notes (April 26, 2011); “weld cracks on Arm
#1”; (August 12, 2011 “ weld cracks on Arm #1”; (Sept 2, 2011) “weld cracks on Arm #1”; (October 7,
2011) weld crack in weld #1 (Nov. 23, 2011).
When one of the authors first saw the unit, “repairs” had been undertaken and the machine was
operating, although production was slow.
However, a second catastrophic failure occurred requiring more detailed investigation, with legal council
appointed representing the owner’s insurance company.
It appeared that the unit had been shut down to disguise the repair.
Investigation showed the totally inadequate repair that had been done at some time prior to the
installation of the machine on its present site. This is shown in Fig. 3 in which the shaft shows clear visible
evidence of fatigue.

Figure 3. Detailed view of the fatigue fracture of shaft showing evidence of fatigue fracture.
This occurred over the centre of the shaft while additional fatigue fracture was present in a fillet weld at the
outside of the shaft (Figure 4).
This indicated two separate repairs one to the central drive shaft and another to the outer shaft that had
formerly been separate entities driving the mail furnace component and the rotation mechanism for furnace
to spread the powder and plastic within the mould.

Figure 4. Fatigue fracture of weld connecting repaired and joined inner and outer rotating shafts.

3. Conclusions
Obviously any claim against the manufacturer and or the design company would be pointless, as the
machine, as supplied to the new owner, was basically sound and the failure originated in service. To the
writer’s knowledge the information as to who specified the original repairs has not been determined, but
clearly the sale to the company who suffered loss and damage when catastrophic failure occurred was of
an actionable nature and constituted fraud. Also, the paper emphasizes the need to look out for disguised
repairs that may not be seen at the time of purchase.
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Abstract
Crack-like defects were found in a low-alloy 2.25Cr-1Mo-0.25V steel multipass welded heavy wallthickness component prior to its usage. After welding, the component had been subjected to local Intermediate Stress Relief (ISR) heat treatment at 600–650°C, with the aim at removing diffusible hydrogen and
enhancing partial tempering of the weldment microstructure before the final PWHT. The objective of the
present paper was to investigate the actual fracture micromechanism of the discovered damage associated with the manufacturing stage of the component, in order to explain the inherent causes of failure. The
metallographic and fractographic studies demonstrated (i) cracks propagating through the weld solidification structure as quasi-cleavage fractures, (ii) the presence of micro-cracks at thereby ‘opened’ solidification boundaries, as well as (iii) occasional appearance of ductile ‘ridges’ at the fracture surface; all that
were characteristic of hydrogen-induced cold cracking. In line with this, Vickers hardness measurements
revealed maximum hardness as great as 381–382 HV and 371–378 HV in cases of the CGHAZ and weld
metal microstructures, respectively. Furthermore, hardness traverses in the weld thickness direction revealed higher hardness values in the weld intermediate thickness than closer to the surface or the root,
which was ascribed to inadequacy of the thermal effects of the ISR heat treatment. The occurrence of
hydrogen cracking was attributed to simultaneous co-existence of several adverse factors: (i) excessively
high weldment hardness, (ii) accidentally high initial hydrogen content of the applied SMAW electrode and
(iii) inherently high structural rigidity and restraint of the component.

1. Introduction
Low-alloy CrMoV steels are frequently used in petrochemical industry for e.g. hydrocracker reactors processing hydrocarbons in refineries [1], as well as for power plant applications where components need to
withstand high service temperatures and therefore exhibit high creep strength and sufficient ductility.
Welded joints of CrMoV steels are known to be susceptible to cracking phenomena such as hydrogen cold
cracking and reheat (stress-relief) cracking, the risk being accentuated in thick-wall section weldments and
joints under severe structural restraint due to complex shapes and/or massive components. Thus,
weldability of low-alloy CrMo(V) steels is mainly governed by their cracking tendency, as well as by ductility

of the heat-affected zone (HAZ) and the weld metal. Owing to the relatively high contents of Cr, Mo and V,
rapid weld cooling cycles easily lead to hard bainitic-martensitic microstructures. Welding procedures
intended for practical service conditions must therefore contain the necessary safeguards against cracking,
which calls for appropriate preheating, controlled interpass temperatures and, often, also post-weld heat
treatments (PWHT). For power generation applications, the maximum allowable weld hardness is
generally limited to below 350 HV, whereas hydrogen containing environments tend to permit hardness of
no more than 248 HV [4].
Susceptibility to both hydrogen cold cracking and reheat cracking increases with the structural rigidity of
the component. The balance of suppressed cracking sensitivity and sufficient creep strength cannot be
considered fully solved particularly for thick-wall components, which curtails practical application of CrMoV
materials. Thick section welds generally require the use of also PWHT. For thick-wall applications and
multipass welds, welding consumables still require further development to improve creep strength and
ductility of weld metal. Welding consumables are mostly of roughly matching composition, with some compensation for arc burn losses, for instance, by adding Ti or replacing Ti with Nb [4, 9-11].
Low-alloy CrMo steels like T22 (10CrMo9-10) are widely used since 1940’s at steam temperatures up to
540–565°C. The steel shows fair weldability and ductility, but only modest creep strength. For strength
improvement at similar temperature range, modified low-alloy steels have been developed with small additions of elements that improve hardenability and form strengthening precipitates. Early versions of such
grades like 0.5CMV (14MoV6-3) steel were successful in considerably improving the uniaxial creep
strength at modest operating temperatures, but were also found to suffer from lower creep ductility than
CrMo steels, resulting in relatively short mean time to creep cavitation and cracking in the plant inspection
statistics [2]. More recently, newer modified grades P/T23 (7CrWVMoNb9-6) and P/T24 (7CrMoVTiB1010) have been introduced with higher hardenability, small additions of precipitation forming elements such
as V, Ti, Nb, W, B and/or N and more complex tempered bainitic to martensitic microstructure [3, 4]. Again,
limitations and operational setbacks have been observed when aiming to benefit from the improved creep
strength in waterwalls or steam lines. These have been associated with sensitivity to microstructure, weld
quality control and/or defects and operating environment, and have resulted in premature failures in service [5]. Any increase in parent material creep strength is hence of little use if it is not reasonably matched
by sufficient ductility and properties of welds.
It is a common observation that increasing material strength tends to reduce its ability to deform and
yield without damage like cracking or fracture. This certainly applies to low-alloy CrMo steels, and one of
the early lessons was with the steel 0.5CMV (14MoV63) that like P/T23 and P/T24 contains vanadium for
precipitate (MX) strengthening. In spite of showing better creep strength than P22, this steel has fallen into
disuse in new plants partly because of its propensity to creep cavitation and cracking in welded joints. The
difference to P22 appears as lower elongation and reduction of area (RA) under nearly any testing conditions including those in standard qualification tests [4]. However, detrimental features can include even
partially martensitic weldment microstructure that can be sensitive to hydrogen damage and stress corrosion cracking, simultaneously with the increased likelihood of crack extension from weld defects [3, 5].
Material’s low ductility can be indicated by high hardness, but the often quoted limit of 350 HV may not
be sufficiently restrictive to guarantee safe, crack-free welds. In practice this will frequently mean requirements to use preheating for welding (150–200°C), possibly followed by PWHT [5-8]. Unfortunately, PWHT
will compromise one of the major original advantages of low-alloy CrMo steels, i.e. the option to assemble
large-scale structures without mandatory PWHT. The complexity of optimising weld properties was clearly
demonstrated in previous work [9, 10] on thick-section P23 tube multipass welds: while the as-welded
condition exhibited excessive weld metal hardness (well above 350 HV) and poor impact toughness (less
than 10 J at RT), the subsequent PWHT resulted in reheat cracking in the weld metal irrespective of simultaneously improved toughness and decreased weld hardness. It was found that reheat cracking sensitivity
of P23 weld metal was reduced by selecting a filler material with its chemical composition more closely
matching to T/P24, and that T/P24 is obviously less susceptible to reheat cracking than T/P23 [9, 10].
Overall, low ductility makes material unforgiving against straining under constraint (e.g. in rigid, highrestraint structures), and against any crack-like defects. Low creep ductility may therefore translate into
poor performance of welded components that are subjected to more realistic loading conditions than the
same material in uniaxial creep testing. Time to failure in cross-weld specimens can correspond closely to
the 80% strength level of the mean parent material strength, but may fall slightly lower when compared to

the actual parent material strength. In addition to weld metal, also the coarse-grained heat affected zone
(CGHAZ) can show low ductility and significant sensitivity to damage [11].
In the present study, crack-like defects were found in a low-alloy 2.25Cr-1Mo-0.25V steel multipass
welded heavy wall-thickness component already prior to its usage. After welding, the component had been
subjected to local Intermediate Stress Relief (ISR) heat treatment at 600–650°C. The purpose of the ISR
treatment is to remove diffusible hydrogen and enhance partial tempering of the weld and the HAZ microstructures, in order to prevent any damage formation before the final PWHT. According to the available
information [1], welding had been carried out according to the appropriate Welding Procedure Specifications (WPS) using a preheat temperature of 250°C, interpass temperature of 250–300°C and post-weld
ISR treatment at 650°C (heating rate: 50°C/h). After completion of welding, the component had been transferred without delay into the ISR treatment by simultaneously keeping up a 250°C minimum maintenance
temperature during this time interval. The occurrence of cracking was, however, recognised after the ISR
treatment of the component. Later, it turned out that of the applied ’Phoenix CHROMO 2V’ SMAW electrodes (Ø4mm and Ø5mm), those having a 5mm diameter and used for depositing the weld filling runs
exhibited unexpectedly high initial hydrogen content of ≈ 7 ml/100g in Inert Gas Fusion hydrogen test (acc.
to ASTM E1447), whereas for 4mm diameter electrodes the corresponding value was 3.5 ml/100g [1].
The objective of the present paper was to investigate the actual fracture micromechanism of the discovered damage associated with the welding fabrication of the component. On the basis of metallographic
and fractographic studies, the inherent causes of failure are identified and explained.

2. Materials and Experiments
According to the background information [1], the steel in question was a low-alloy 2.25%Cr–1%Mo–
0.25%V grade creep resisting steel frequently used in petrochemical industry for e.g. hydrocracker reactors. The damaged components appeared massive, obviously having high structural rigidity and contained
heavy-section weldments with the thickness of 125–135mm.
The received two welded samples (Ø 235mm, thickness: 135mm) were subjected to the following investigations:
(i)

Visual inspection of the observed weld imperfections.

(ii)

Chemical analysis of the parent material and weld metal using optical emission spectroscopy (OES).

(iii)

Metallographic investigation of the polished and polished & etched weld cross-section specimens
using optical microscopy (LOM) and, for selected specimens scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX): characterisation of weld metal and HAZ microstructures, analysis of elements within and in the vicinity of cracks.

(iv)

Fractographic investigation of authentic fracture surfaces of intentionally opened cracks using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX): identification of
fracture micromechanism, identification of microcracks, analysis of possible elements on the
fractured surface.

(vi)

Hardness measurements across the weldment and in the weld thickness direction according to EN
ISO 6507-1 using Vickers HV10: weld metal and HAZ maximum hardness, hardness distribution in
the weld thickness direction.

3. Results and Discussion
According to the OES analysis, the chemical composition of the studied base material is equivalent to
conventional low alloy 2.25Cr-1Mo-0.25V grade steel showing an intermediate carbon content of 0.12%.
The weld metal complies with the chemical composition of the parent steel; the C content was somewhat
lower than in the base material and the weld metal contained Ti as microalloying element, see Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition (w-%) of the investigated base material and weld metal.
Chemical composition %
Sample
C

Si

Mn

S

P

Cr

Ni

Mo

Cu

Al

W

V

Ti

Base

0.12

0.05

0.37

.016

.008

2.09

0.09

0.93

0.10

.030

<.01

0.25

.004

Weld

0.072

0.17

0.82

.019

.010

2.22

0.06

0.95

0.03

.002

<.01

0.24

.009

Visual inspection revealed several transversal and longitudinal crack-like defects in the weldment area. Of
these, transversal weld metal cracks were bursting open to the surface, often extending across the fusion
boundary and into the HAZ side; see Figure 1. The longitudinal cracks, in turn, seem to have been typically
initiated from machined steep notches in the weld root side, from where they had grown into the thickness
direction up to the weld mid-thickness, often associated with crack branching, and sometimes even burst
open to the surface, see Figure 2. A longitudinal crack c.f. Figure 3 had been initiated in approx. 45° angle
orientation either from the weld surface or beneath the final weld bead layer, from where it has propagated
towards the fusion boundary and further across the HAZ into the base material.

Figure 1. Transversal weld metal cracks at the outer surface of the specimen (denoted with black arrows).
It appeared that crack formation had been very intense. A number of closely-spaced transverse and longitudinal cracks were observed; some of them even crossing each other, which is considered quite uncommon. The discovered cracks showed a meandering ‘zig-zag’ appearance, which implies that they’ve been
obviously propagating along the grain boundaries; see Figure 3. These features are known characteristic
of both (i) hydrogen cold cracking and (ii) reheat (stress-relief) cracking mechanisms.

Figure 2. Longitudinal weld metal/HAZ cracks initiated from the corner of a machined notch at the inner
surface (see: the top side) and grown into the weld mid-thickness area and finally the outer surface.

Figure 3. An example of typical appearance of discovered cracks: longitudinal crack in the HAZ region.

Material’s risk to reheat (stress-relief) cracking can be evaluated, for instance, using the well-known CS
index developed by Nakamura:
CS = Cr + 3.3 Mo + 8.1 V – 2

(1)

If CS ≥ 0 → risk of reheat cracking exists
For the base material studied here, CS = 5.18. This indicates that the steel itself is susceptible to reheat
cracking during PWHT. Thus, one cannot yet exclude the possibility of reheat cracking, until further metallographic and fractographic investigations.
Metallographic investigation using optical microscopy (LOM) revealed a crack starting from the steep
corner of a machined notch in the weld root side at the inner surface of the investigated sample; see Figure 4. The crack had been propagating inwards along the weld fusion boundary until it hit a lack-of-fusion
weld defect existing in the root area of a subsequent weld bead, c.f. Figure 4. After this, the crack had
continued to grow slightly (≈160 µm) within the weld bead. Relatively dense oxide layer was found within
the crack (see Figure 5), which indicates that it was presumably formed at a high temperature. The oxide
layer continued all the way up to the crack tip, along with a few small Mn-rich slag inclusions that were not
found elsewhere within the weld.

Figure 4. A crack initiated from a machined geometrical notch at the inner surface of the sample. A lackof-fusion weld defect (triangle shaped) in the weld root area.
Otherwise, there were no detectable oxides associated with the other cracks found within the weld metal or
in the HAZ. Small secondary cracks were frequently recognised with the LOM in the immediate vicinity of
the discovered primary crack; often these secondary cracks seemed to follow the prior-austenite grain
boundaries; see Figure 6. The microstructure of the weld metal and the coarse-grained HAZ consisted
mainly of bainite (with both aligned and non-aligned second phase, see Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 5. Oxide within a crack depicted in Figure 4. A bainitic HAZ microstructure (in the left side).

Figure 6. An example of small secondary cracks in the immediate vicinity of the primary crack.

Fractographic investigation of the surfaces of intentionally opened cracks using scanning-electron microscopy (SEM) confirmed that the fracture micromechanism was in all cases identical, irrespective of their
location and whether the crack orientation was transverse or longitudinal. As regards the weld metal, (i)
areas of transgranular quasi-cleavage fracture, (ii) several solidification boundary microcracks (i.e. locally
‘open’ grain boundaries), and to a lesser extent, (iii) occasional areas of ductile fracture (i.e. ductile ridges),
were discovered; see Figures 7–9. Similar features were found also from the fracture surfaces of those
cracks extending across the HAZ into the base material; both (i) transgranular cleavage fracture and (ii)
consecutive grain-boundary microcracks resulting in intergranular fracture were recorded from the HAZ.
It is noteworthy that the examined fracture surfaces appeared macroscopically brittle already after opening of the cracks by force in a screw vice at room temperature. No visible plastic deformation was associated with the fracture surfaces and very little force was required to fully open the cracks.
All these aforementioned features can be considered characteristic of hydrogen-induced cold cracking.
According to the microplasticity theory [12, 13], diffusible hydrogen in the lattice ahead of the crack tip
assists and promotes whatever microscopic deformation and crack growth process the particular microstructure will allow. Thus, hydrogen cracking is not associated with any unified damage micromechanism,
but cracking can occur as cleavage, quasi-cleavage, microvoid coalescence (ductile fracture) or intergranular cracking along the grain boundaries.

Figure 7. SEM image from the fracture surface of a transverse crack in the weld metal (specimen no 1.2).
No signs of intergranular cracks initiating from grain boundary ‘triple-points’ connecting several prioraustenite grains were found. The possibility of reheat (stress-relief) cracking as an alternative cause of
failure can therefore be excluded. Besides, reheat cracking would obviously have been propagating solely
intergranularly, i.e. entirely along the grain boundaries without any transgranular quasi-cleavage or occasional ductile ridges that, in the present study, were recognised from the fractured surfaces.
Neither were any traces of beachmarks or striations discovered on the fracture surfaces, which rules out
fatigue fracture. The fact that the component in question had not been in use prior to its damage precludes
failure by fatigue or stress-corrosion cracking, anyway.

Figure 8. SEM image from the fracture surface of a longitudinal crack in the weld/HAZ (specimen no 1.3).

Figure 9. SEM image from the fracture surface of a longitudinal crack initiated from the corner of a machined steep notch on the inner surface of the specimen (specimen no 2.3).

The fact that the examined welds fractured instantly without any notable plastic deformation already when
cracks were opened by force using, after all, a very slow deformation rate, implies that the weld metal must
have been fully brittle at room temperature. This is certainly uncommon even for low-alloy CrMoV weld
metals and hence obviously in contrast with the requirements set in the Pressure Equipment Directive
(PED), which specify the minimum required Charpy impact energy as 27 J (average) at room temperature
for welds in pressurised components complying with the scope of PED [9]. This brittle behaviour may be
explained by the results of the measurements which had shown that exceptionally high initial hydrogen
content of ≈ 7 ml/100g (DM) was associated with the SMAW electrodes of Ø 5mm applied for the weld
filling layers [1], even though the electrode was classified as H5, i.e. low hydrogen consumable. According
to previous numerical analyses [14], excessively high diffusible hydrogen contents in low-alloy steel weld
metal can accentuate its embrittlement via reduction of cohesion strength of grain boundaries with increasing hydrogen accumulation and local hydrogen concentration.
The results of the weld hardness measurements made horizontally on three different weld cross-section
specimens using Vickers HV10 showed that the maximum individual hardness values for the weld metal
and the CGHAZ were 356, 371, 378 HV, and 358, 381, 382 HV, respectively. The results of additional
hardness measurements made into the weldment thickness direction on (i) filling beads close to the surface, (ii) weld mid-thickness and (iii) weld root area are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of additional hardness measurements (HV10) made into the weld thickness direction.
Vickers hardness (HV) /
Weldment location
Weld surface area, filling runs
Weld mid-thickness
Weld root area
All measurements

Weld metal
HV(max)
HV(ave)
360
364
370
378

335
335
355
-

Coarse-grained HAZ
HV(max)
HV(ave)
332
361
343
382

295
339
327
-

For low-alloy steels the weld/HAZ maximum hardness levels around 370–380 HV clearly indicate a pronounced risk of a microstructure to hydrogen cold cracking. It is noteworthy that the highest individual
hardness value of 382 HV in the CGHAZ was immediately accompanied by a long neighbouring crack
starting from the weld root and extending into the weld mid-thickness area, as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, certain discovered features on this crack surface and at the crack tip, such as oxides (see Figure 5)
indicate that the crack must have existed already at the time when the ISR treatment was performed. All
these findings demonstrate that the high hardness measured for the investigated weldments is directly
linked to the occurrence of intense cracking in the present case. In fact, hardness level this high is generally considered typical of low-alloy CrMoV steel weldments in the as-welded condition rather than after
PWHT which usually results in around 250–300 HV hardness range. Taking account of the 250°C preheat
/interpass temperature according to the available WPSs for the present case [1], which should be adequate for low-alloy CrMoV steels, inevitably points to the performance of the ISR heat treatment. Although
the purpose of the ISR was not to relieve welding residual stresses, but to enhance partial tempering of the
weldment microstructure (before the final PWHT), it is no doubt that an ISR treatment at the 650°C temperature for several hours should in any case yield some reduction in weldment hardness and, if done
immediately after welding without letting the weldment to cool down to room temperature, also remove any
weld diffusible hydrogen, hence practically eliminating the possibilities of hydrogen-induced cold cracking.
Additional hardness measurements made into the weld thickness direction revealed that the highest
hardness values for the HAZ were recorded from the weldment mid-thickness areas, while lower values
were encountered for the surface and root areas, see Table 2. In cases of the weld metal, the root area
exhibited the highest hardness – obviously because of dilution; however, overall, the difference in the
hardness between the surface, mid-thickness and root areas was much less for the weld metal than the
HAZ. The observed variations in the through-thickness hardness distribution hence strongly suggest that
the thermal effects of the ISR treatment in the present case have not been consistent throughout the component thickness and had remained weakest in the weldment mid-thickness, in particular.
Consequently, all the aforementioned findings demonstrate that some accidental, aberrant features
must have been affiliated to the practical performance of the ISR treatment in the present case.

According to the results of the metallographic and fractographic studies, in can be concluded that an
unambiguous failure mechanism was responsible for the discovered damage, despite various orientations
and locations of an uncommonly great number of crack-like defects. The occurrence of (i) cracks propagating through the weld solidification structure as quasi-cleavage fracture, (ii) the presence of several microcracks at thereby ‘opened’ solidification boundaries, as well as of (iii) occasionally appearing ductile
‘ridges’ at the fracture surfaces are all characteristic of hydrogen-induced cold cracking. Similar features
were associated with cracks propagating from the weld metal across the HAZ towards the base material;
namely, both transgranular quasi-cleavage fracture and discontinuous intergranular microcracking at the
prior-austenite grain boundaries. In line with this, the Vickers hardness measurements revealed maximum
hardness as great as 381–382 HV and 371–378 HV in cases of the CGHAZ and the weld metal microstructures, respectively, thereby indicating an elevated risk to hydrogen cold cracking. Furthermore, hardness traverses in the weld thickness direction revealed higher hardness values in the weld intermediate
thickness, while the weld filling beads and root passes both were associated with somewhat lower hardness. After welding, the component had been subjected to local Intermediate Stress Relief (ISR) heat
treatment at 600–650°C, with the aim at removing diffusible hydrogen and enhancing partial tempering of
the weldment microstructure before the final PWHT. The hardness results, however, imply that the thermal
effects of the ISR heat treatment had been inconsistent and hence weaker in the weld mid-thickness than
elsewhere; consequently, the entire ISR treatment obviously was inadequate for the purpose in the present case, as it comes to sufficient reduction of the weldment hardness and removal of weld diffusible
hydrogen, which were the aims of conducting the ISR treatment for the investigated CrMoV steel component.
Additionally, (i) the unfortunate use of Ø5mm SMAW electrodes with unusually high initial hydrogen
content (≈7 ml/100g DM) to deposit the weld filling runs, in conjunction with (ii) the existence of deliberately
machined, yet obviously impermanent, steep notches in the weld root side of the studied component, have
certainly contributed to the present failure. There is no doubt that properly re-dried basic electrodes should
be able to more or less meet the H5 condition (≈ 5 ml/100g (DM) weld hydrogen). Thus, the high recognised weld hydrogen content associated with these electrodes in the present case is most likely a result of
somehow inappropriate handling of the consumable in question. Since cracking occurred also in the weld
root area and not only in filling runs, hydrogen in the Ø5mm SMAW electrode, however, cannot be the only
critical conclusive factor in this case. It is obvious that the presence of steep machined notches adjacent to
the weld root side in the inner surface of the component had contributed to damage formation by acting as
local geometrical discontinuities that created an elevated tri-axial stress state accelerating the solid-state
diffusion and accumulation of hydrogen in the vicinity of the root side fusion boundary, i.e. at the site where
the most severe cracks had initiated. The reason for these intentionally machined notches remained unclear. Nevertheless, the combination of (i) steep geometrical discontinuity, (ii) hardened microstructure and
(iii) incidentally high weld hydrogen content prevailing in the investigated component under high structural
restraint are, in fact, consider to a large extent represent critical conditions resembling many cold cracking
experiments, such as oblique-y groove Tekken test or Implant test. This is thought to largely explain the
occurrence of intense weld hydrogen cold cracking in the present case.

4. Conclusions
This paper deals with failure analysis of a low-alloy 2.25Cr-1Mo-0.25V steel heavy wall-thickness
multipass welded component, from which several crack-like weld defects were found already prior to its
usage. The objective of the present study was to investigate the actual fracture micromechanism and primary causes of the discovered damage associated with the welding fabrication. On the basis of the results,
the following conclusions were drawn:
The fracture micromechanism was identified as hydrogen cold cracking. The occurrence of cracking
was attributed to a simultaneous co-existence of several adverse critical factors, namely: (i) excessively
high weldment hardness (max. 382 HV) as a result of an inadequate ISR treatment, in the combination
with (ii) an accidentally high initial hydrogen content (≈7 ml/100g DM) of the SMAW electrode (Ø 5mm)
used to deposit the weld filling beads and (iii) inherently high structural rigidity and restraint state of the
welded component. Additionally, (iv) the existence of deliberately machined, yet obviously impermanent,
steep notches in the weld root side have undoubtedly contributed to damage formation by acting as local
geometrical discontinuities that created elevated tri-axial stress state accelerating the solid-state diffusion

and accumulation of hydrogen in the vicinity of the root side fusion boundary where the most severe cracks
had initiated.
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Abstract
This paper highlights some of the aspects of the new European standards on the risk based inspection
(RBI). This new standard is based on further developing the CWA 15740:2008 document and encompasses the risk based inspection framework (RBIF) and the basic guidelines for risk-based inspection and
maintenance (RBIM) in process, power, steel and other industries. The new European standard helps to
achieve the harmonization of the in-service maintenance activities that are still not harmonized throughout
the European Union (EU). Furthermore, the paper highlights some of the basic aspects of the risk based
inspection as set up in the CWA 15740:2008 document and the updated aspects in the new European
standard. The inclusion of factors for qualitative analysis, key performance indicators (KPIs) and the ageing model to the new European standards will be explained in this paper. The inclusion of these parameters enhances the optimization process of the RBI inspection and maintenance. This new European
standard will not only provide harmonization to the risk based inspection and practices but also improve
the overall process’s productivity by minimizing the un-planned shutdowns and by optimizing the inspection and maintenance process.

1. Introduction
Since the late 1990’s, the inspection and maintenance approaches in industry have been globally moving
from prescriptive, time-based towards the risk-based. This trend has been clearly driven by the wish to
increase the on-stream production time, to reduce unscheduled downtime due to breakdown maintenance
and/or to reduce equipment condition which could ultimately cause a shut down or have an undesirable
impact on the process safety. The CWA 15740:2008 [[1]] to [[4]], provides the essential elements of risk
based assessment of industrial assets according to the RIMAP approach which has been developed and
demonstrated in and by the European R&D project RIMAP (GIRD-CT-2001-03008 and the corresponding
RIMAP Network: “Risk-Based Inspection and Maintenance Procedures for European Industry”). One of
the main goals of the project, as well as of this CWA, has been to contribute to the harmonization of the
EU national regulatory requirements related to the inspection and maintenance programs in the industrial
plants and make them more cost-efficient while, at the same time, safety, health, and environmental performance is maintained or improved.

In order to record the current maintenance practices/regulations in various countries especially the European Member States, the RBI-Atlas had been developed. The RBI-Atlas has demonstrated the requirements for further actions in order to obtain the harmonization of maintenance practices/regulations. The
periodically maintained RBI-Atlas by dedicated editors from respective countries ensure that current practices/regulations are considered in this tool.
The new European standard provides the criteria for risk-based assessment according to the approach
which has been developed and demonstrated in and by the European pre-standardization document CEN
CWA 15740:2008 (validity prolonged in 2011) and the corresponding RIMAP Network: “Risk- Based Inspection and Maintenance Procedures for European Industry. Various elements of this new European
standard have been improved in order to effectively implement it across the European Member States
compared to the initial CWA 15740:2008 document.

2. The CWA Document of 2008/2011
The objective of the CEN workshop agreement (CWA) is to present a set of clearly defined and accepted
levels of risk related to safety, health, environment and business/production/operation. These objectives
are achieved using resource-efficient methods of inspection and maintenance. The methodology for RBIM
described here is based on that developed in the European project RIMAP (Risk-based Inspection and
Maintenance Procedures for European Industry) [[2]]. Within the RIMAP project, the RBIM methodology
has been developed and validated for chemical, petrochemical, power and steel industries in Application
Workbooks [[5]], [[6]], but the methodology as such is intended to be industry independent. The methodology addresses the following aspects:
·

Inspection and maintenance;

·

All types of equipment, e.g. pressure containing, rotating, electrical, instruments and safety devices;

·

Technical and managerial aspects of maintenance and inspection planning;

·

Asset management related to inspection, maintenance and life assessment for plants, systems
and components;

·

Production and operation.

2.1 The Principles
The key principle behind the risk-based approach is to improve the productivity by minimizing the unnecessary shut downs and downtimes in plants. In general terms, if a company wants to apply a simple
prospective maintenance/inspection approach then it is necessary to apply strictly conservative criteria for
the decision making process. A risk-based approach on the contrary needs a detailed multi-disciplined
engineering analysis to ensure that safety issues are not compromised by implementing a maintenance/inspection planning process. An appropriate risk-based methodology covers the following principles:
·

Plan the primary work products of RBIM assessments and management approach in a prescribed
way;

·

Define the RBIM methodology in a framework according to the good engineering practices or industrial reference standards;

·

Address a generic work flow and competencies needed to handle projects in an appropriate manner.

Define minimum requirements for performing and documenting RBIM assessments in order to comply with
legal or normative regulations and guidelines.

2.2 General requirements
The general requirements of RIMAP as applied to RBIM are as followed:
a)

The objectives and risk criteria should be clearly defined for the assessment;

b)

The assessment and the applied detailed procedure should comply with the locally applicable legal and regulatory framework;

c)

The required level of input information should be available for the assessment;

d)

The assessment should be performed in a multidisciplinary team by personnel with the required
competence, and using procedures and tools that can provide the required results on the selected
level of assessment;

e)

The assessment and the applied procedures should be able to provide results, which are:
·

Safe;

·

Conservative;

·

Representable in a risk matrix, auditable and consistent with both the objectives and applied risk criteria;

·

Supporting RBIM planning and decision making on the target system or component.

f)

RBIM should be based on a team approach.

g)

RBIM should reflect the prevailing conditions in the plant, i.e. RBIM needs to reach the “evergreen” status.

2.3 Requirements related to risk assessment
All requirements specified for personnel, PoF assessment and CoF assessment are also applicable to risk
assessment requirements [[11]]. In addition, the following requirements shall also be satisfied for conducting risk assessment:
a)

Development of a scenario for each failure mode is a critical step. Even though various techniques are available such as fault tree analysis, event tree cause-effect methods, etc. The bow-tie
modelling is recommended due to the simplicity of charting different scenarios and the ease with
which the result can be understood. When the help of bow tie approach (the fault and event tree
can be establish) different scenarios for the failure modes can be developed by following different
paths from root cause/damage mechanism to potential final consequences.

b)

It is not allowed to combine PoF’s and CoF’s related to different scenarios (e.g. different failure
modes) even if they refer to the same equipment.

c)

Efficiency of the risk mitigating activities shall be connected to identified failure modes and the
projected risk reduction shall be quantified.

3. New developments in the new European Standard (EN) –
prEN 16991: Risk-Based Inspection Framework
The new prEN 16991: Risk-Based Inspection Framework tackles a number of particular issues, among
which the three most important one are the following ones (in annexes of the new prEN):
·

The qualitative probability factor (probability of failure related)

·

The key performance indicators (KPIs)

·

The ageing model

The qualitative probability factors refer to factors that can influence the probability and consequences of
potential failures. However, in order to consider these factors into the qualitative risk assessment, it is
required to assign them a comparative level. These qualitative levels are different for screening and detailed assessment steps. Table 1 demonstrates the probability and consequences factors used in the new
standard for qualitative analysis and their respective levels.
Table 1: Probability and consequence factors for qualitative analysis
Risk analysis – Screening level
Probability
Factors

Age (since installed)

Assessment Criteria

High:
Less than 50k hours or
more than 150k hours of
operations
Low:
Between 50k and 150k
hours of operation

Risk analysis – Detailed level
Probability
Factors

Assessment Criteria

Age
(since installed)

Very low:
30k to 99k hours
Low:
100k to 149k hours
Medium:
150k to 199k hours
High:
200k to 250k hours
Very high:
<30k or >250k hours

Material issues

High: Known
Low: Not known

Total starts
per year

Very low:<10
Low: 10 to 49
Medium: 50 to 99
High: 100 to 200
Very high: >200

Last inspection

High: >6 years
Low:<6 years

Material
issues

Very low: No
Medium: Possible
High: Yes

Damage / Degradation present

High: Yes
Low: No

Repairs /
Damage

Very low: No repairs
Medium: Possible repairs
High: Known repairs

High: Burst
Low: Leak

Failure type

Very low: Pin hole leak
Low: Minor leak
Medium: Medium leak
High: Major leak
Very high: Burst

Safety

High: Likely fatalities
Low: Unlikely fatalities

Estimated
area affected by
failure

Very low: 5m diameter
Low: 6-10m diameter
Medium: 11-20m diameter
High: 21-40m diameter
Very high: Over 40m diameter

Health

High: Major implications
Low: Minor or No implications

No. of people in area

Very low: 1
Low: 2-3
Medium: 4-5
High: 6-7
Very high: >8

Time in area

Very low: up to 1 hour
Low: 1-2 hours
Medium: 3-4 hours
High: 5-6 hours
Very high: >6 hours

Failure type

Environment

High: Major impact
Low: Minor or No impact

The key performance indicators (KPIs) are the management tool to measure and to react on a specific
development within a plant. In general events, one can count events that have been occurred in the past
called “lagging indicators” (e.g. Loss of Primary Containment (LoPC) events). The indicators that are more
predictive are considered leading indicators.
The leading indicators are usually related to the organizational attributes that potentially have an impact on
the safety and safe operations of the plant. Therefore, the leading indicators can provide a strong judgment to optimize the safety and risk based maintenance /inspection. In API 754 [[12]], a hierarchy of lagging indicators downwards to leading indicators is shown using the process safety metric pyramid as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. KPI pyramid, adapted from API 754 [[12]]
Furthermore, examples of the KPIs and relevant template for developments are shown in the Figure 2 and
Figure 3, respectively. Figure 2 highlights some of the examples about KPIs. Further KPIs can be developed according to the plant/ operational situation. These KPIs and their relevant values should be coherent across the assessment section of a plant or the entire plant, since the follow up actions are generated
based on the KPI score. Additionally, most relevant/critical KPIs can be selected with preference for further
assessment in order to optimize the evaluation procedure. Therefore, with the help of KPIs, most critical
sections/units can be traced out, that required an immediate attention to maintain their operational integrity. The Figure 3 highlights the most relevant specifications of a single already selected KPI. The KPIs can
be gathered from different well known and acceptable sources. The prescribed template of the form illustrated in the Figure 3 can assist to remain coherent across the assessment section and to keep record of
the follow-up actions generated during this step.

Figure 2. KPI examples and objectives of selection

Figure 3: Example of KPI template

Figure 4. General concept of structural ageing
The ageing model: The risk based inspections are usually carried out in discrete time steps within the life
cycle of an equipment. In order to describe the changes within a component, structures or industrial systems, it required a mathematical formulation of degradation (i.e. ageing) of the asset. Within CWA 63:2012
“Ageing behavior of Structural Components with regards to integrated Lifetime Assessment and subsequent Asset Management of constructed Facilities” an exemplary mathematical formulation has been proposed and accepted. It directly fits into asset management activities where the changes to a system within
the period between two specific inspections are required to be determined.
The normal ageing prediction model involved certain uncertainties. Therefore, it is required to minimize the
uncertainties in the prediction process in order to optimize the maintenance interventions. The used model
inside the European standard is rather generic in order to enhance its application across various industrial
domains. However, this adapted model allows incorporating the new knowledge about the system into the
prediction process. The Figure 4 shows the generic ageing model for structures. This model can define the
range of service life for structures by incorporating the various uncertainties and system’s behavior into
consideration.
The ageing process in general depends on following major sources of impact:
·

Year of construction;

·

Static system;

·

Material;

·

Cross section.

To describe the individual deterioration process properly, the following additional aspects are of relevance
with regard to structural performance over time:
·

Direct loading frequency (e.g. freight traffic volume);

·

Direct loading intensity (e.g. level of freight traffic impact);

·

Quality in manufacturing;

·

Environment influences;

·

Chemical exposure.

The following equations describe the lifeline-progression within a stated service life expectancy. The socalled deterioration capacity “ ( )" for a structure is determined by the expression as shown in the Eq. 1.
with
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Eq. 1

Eq. 2

initial condition
slope of deterioration
current year of service life
initial year of service life
c

deterioration power exponent; empirical, constant value derived from sensitivity analysis
for bridge components c = 3 is established
final condition (early-warning level)
final (assumed) year of service life.

4. Mapping the RBI practices: The RBI-Atlas
As mentioned earlier that one of the purpose of the new European RBI standard would be to harmonize
the RBI practices/ regulations along with proving the RBIF and basic guidelines for the risk based inspections and practices. In order to collate the information about the RBI practices /regulations in various countries, the RBI-Atlas tool was developed. The RBI-Atlas is a web-based geographic information system
(GIS) tool, that helps to collect the information about the RBI practices/regulations and constantly update
them. The Figure 5 shows the initial screenshot of the RBI-Atlas highlighting the status of information related to RBI for a particular country. Further analyses have been carried out from the information gathered
in the RBI-Atlas about the status of RBI in a region or in a country.
The RBI-Atlas has helped to identify the RBI status in a particular country or in a region and allowing future
steps for their normalization. The three main equipment types are considered for each of the countries in
the RBI-Atlas: pressure vessels, steam boilers and piping. The considered equipment classes helped to
identify the differences in approach with respect to the inspection / maintenance activities. Moreover, three
main inspection types are usually considered (external, internal and the hydraulic pressure test).

Figure 5. RBI-Atlas tool (http://www.rbi.risk-technologies.com/)

5. Conclusions
The new European standard can fulfill the requirements for the RBI normalization by defining the steps and
procedures to carry out the RBI. The scope of this new standard is mainly the process, power and steel
industry. However, other relevant industries can also be considered. But, it is limited to the non-nuclear
application. The RBIM framework defined in the new Europeans standard is only applied to systems/equipment during the in-service phase of the operations. For the design or fabrication phase, the
relevant legislations and engineering standards should be followed. If RBIM principles or procedures are
used, it shall be ensured that all measures are in compliance with local and national legislation. The new
European standard prEN 16991 helps to achieve the harmonization of the in-service maintenance activities that are still not harmonized throughout the European Union (EU). The inclusion of factors for qualitative analysis, key performance indicators (KPIs) and the ageing model to the new European standards is
an important innovative element of the standard. The inclusion of these parameters enhances the optimization process of the RBI inspection and maintenance. Thus, the new European standard will not only
provide harmonization to the risk based inspection and practices but also improve the overall process’s
productivity by minimizing the un-planned shutdowns and by optimizing the inspection and maintenance
process. The approaches used in the standard are compatible with those of API [[13]], VGB [[14]], [[15]] or
ASME and intended broadly for similar purposes. The RBI-Atlas can provide a user-friendly tool to provide
the in-detailed and updated information about the RBI practices / regulation in various countries.
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Abstract
The paper presents results of the RBI study (risk-based inspection) concept on components and welds of
the main steam line of GKM (Grosskraftwerk Mannheim AG, Mannheim, Germany) Unit 8. The application
was taking into account the principles of the Standard “Condition Monitoring and Inspection of Components of Steam Boiler Plants, Pressure Vessel Installations and High-Pressure Water and Steam Pipes” of
VGB (VGB-S-506). The standard aims to provide guidance for implementing a concept to improve the
inspection planning process with respect to the new (national) regulations and technical rules. One of the
concepts (RBI/RBM-concept) based on the development in the European research project RIMAP – Riskbased Inspection and Maintenance Procedures for European Industry. On this basis, GKM started to study
possible advantages/benefits of a combination of methods already used at GKM with RBI. The paper highlights the scope and practical aspects of the preliminary RBI assessment, the technical RBI process performed in the single phases of the process (the “multilevel” risk analysis), as well as decision-making procedure. It also shows possible contents of the Risk/RBI Report. One of the major outcomes of the study is
the conclusion, independently of all the “usual” advantages of RBI related to safety and economy, that the
RBI analysis significantly improves transparency of the component life assessment and management.

1. Introduction
Grosskraftwerk Mannheim Aktiengesellschaft (GKM) with a current installed gross capacity of
2,146 MWe has been operating one of Europe’s most efficient coal-fired power stations in the South of
Germany for over 90 years (Figure 1). GKM generates electricity for over 2,5 million people, trade and
industry, as well as district heating for around 120,000 households via the environmentally sound and costeffective principle of combined power and heat (CPH). GKM is also an important supplier of single-phase
railway power for the DB Energie GmbH.
In 2015, Unit 9 with a capacity of 911 MWe was commissioned. Beside this new highly efficient ultrasupercritical unit, also rather old units are in operation. For these units - some of them already have
reached end of designed lifetime – the inspection and maintenance of GKM is based on the long-term
experience of own experts, but also on TÜV and/or other third party experts. Inspection is done using

adequate inspection methods according to the state of art and relevant German standards and guidelines,
thus fixed inspection intervals are used [5].
Another cornerstone of the GKM strategy is the supervision of the quality of design/material/manufacturing
during erection of power plant and - if needed - during repair and replacement of damaged/failed components.

Figure 1: GKM Mannheim site, at the beginning in the 1920s and today
with an installed gross capacity of 2,146 MWe
Aim of the RBI study presented here [6] is the investigation of possible advantages/beneﬁts of a combination of methods already used at GKM with the RBl approach, as concerning:
·

the documentation of risk with increasing operation time, changing of operation modus and damage mechanisms,

·

ranking of critical components,

·

establishing of adequate inspection intervals and inspection tools,

·

maintaining and managing expert knowledge.
1

It is in line with relevant German standards and guidelines (e. g. the VGB guideline [1], and other related
documents [7]) as well as new PED guideline 2014/68/EU [8] and the German Operational Safety regulation [9].

2. Scope of the RBI assessment
For carrying out this RBI study, the main steam line from Unit 8 / Boiler 19 was used, Figure 2. Unit 8
was put into operation in October 1992. It has approx. 150,000 operating hours. Inspections for the monitored components were carried out in accordance with the applicable rules and regulations and with the

1

VGB PowerTech e.V. as a technical association for power and heat generation is a non-profit organisation and a voluntary association of companies of power plant operators and manufacturers

notified body (TÜV SÜD). Consequently, the detailed documentation was made available for the inspections carried out, and it was fully integrated into the RBI-based approach.

Figure 2: Design and operating data of GKM unit 8 (boiler 19) and the main steam line (A-System)
For the implementation of this RBI study following 110 components and welds of the main steam pipe (Asystem) were assessed, Figure 3:
·

80LBA01 BR010 (16 welds, 7 bends)

·

80LBA02 BR010 (16 welds, 7 bends)

·

80LBA03 BR010 (6 welds, 3 fittings)

·

80LBA04 BR010 (15 welds, 6 bends)

·

80LBA05 BR010 (14 welds, 7 bends)

·

80LBA11 BR010 (6 welds, 7 bends)

Data collected for the chosen components and welds for this RBI study:
·

Material properties (e.g. average creep rupture strength for the component material and fatigue
strength at given temperature)

·

Previous inspection records (NDT), [10-15]
o

Ultrasonic wall thickness measurements on bends and straight sections at 12, 3, 6 and 9
o’ clock positions (UWT).

o

Ovality checks acc. to VGB-R 508 L (Dim).

o

Hardness tests of base material on either side of the weld, and consumable weld material (HT).

o

Magnetic particle inspection (MP).

o

Replication on weld, and heat affected zone and base material upstream and downstream (Rep).

·

Data from the on-line monitoring system (e.g. pressure, temperature)

·

Performed calculations data (e.g. TRD codes 300/301/508) derived from
o

component geometry (e.g. inside diameter, wall thickness, design wall thickness, …)

o

design temperature and pressure

o

operating temperature and pressure

o

service time of the component (operational hours)

As a part of the Level 2 risk assessment, one of the factors considered is the calculated exhaustion of the
individual elements or components, according to TRD 508 [16]. During the project, MPA Stuttgart has
performed calculations on components belonging to Unit 8.

Figure 3: Main Steam Line (A-System)

3. The VGB-S-506 and RBI principles
The Standard “Condition Monitoring and Inspection of Components of Steam Boiler Plants, Pressure
Vessel Installations and High-Pressure Water and Steam Pipes” from VGB PowerTech e.V. (VGB-S-506)
aims to provide guidance for implementing a concept to improve the inspection planning process with
respect to the new (national) regulations and technical rules. One of the concepts (RBI/RBM-concept)
based on the development in the European research project RIMAP – Risk-based Inspection and Maintenance Procedures for European Industry. The RIMAP procedure [1] is applicable to many industries and to
different types of equipment (for example static equipment, rotating equipment, safety systems, and elec-

trical/instrument equipment). The steps in the procedure are the same for all cases, even if the models and
tools for assessing probability or consequence of failure may vary from one application to another [4]
The main results contained principles of the following sources:
·

German regulation „Betriebssicherheitsverordnung“ [9]

·

VGB-S-506 Condition Monitoring and inspection of components of steam boiler plants, pressure
vessel installations and high-pressure water and steam pipes [1]

·

CEN CWA 15740 Risk-Based Inspection and Maintenance Procedures for European Industry
(RIMAP) [3], [17]

·

RIMAP-based new EN, Risk-Based Inspection Framework [2]

·

Good practice applied by GKM in this area [5]

4. Multilevel RBI assessment and results
The technical RBI process is performed in distinct phases as follows:
Data gathering
Level 1 – screening assessment
Level 2 – intermediate risk assessment
Level 3 – detailed risk assessment
This RBI study at GKM was limited to Level 1 and Level 2 of RBI. The level of risk is determined by means
of a scorecard process with various risk influencing criteria, which are used to establish the relative risk of
the components, Figure 4. Level 0 risk ranking of components represents an initial assumption of the risk,
based on selecting a Generic Failure Frequency (GCC) and a Generic Consequence Class (GCC), from
literature (statistics) and experience in the industry, Figure 5.
After the initial Level 0 assumptions, the assessment moves to Level 1 (screening) analysis. At this level,
each component (or sub-component) is assessed (score assigned) according to a set of probability modifying and consequence defining factors, adapted from VGB S-506, see Chapter 3. The probability-affecting
factors modify the initial GFF assumed on Level 0, to obtain a more accurate Probability of Failure (PoF).
The initially assumed GCC is superseded by a Consequence of Failure (CoF) score obtained by answering
the consequence factor questions. The combination of this PoF and CoF gives the relative risk of the component on Level 1, Figure 6.
Based on the assessed risk of the components an action is selected, in accordance with the screening
matrix and procedure adapted from DNV RP-G-101 [18], shown in Figure 8 below. The action for Level 1 is
typically to subject the high risk components to more detailed Level 2 assessment, in order to better ascertain the risk and determine the appropriate actions. Medium risk components fall into two groups:
1.

Level 1 components which have a medium risk resulting from a combination of very low or negligible consequences, and a higher probability generally fall into the category of nuisance events.
Inspection can be applied to these components to reduce the risk, but it is unlikely to be cost effective, and the cheapest solution is often to carry out corrective maintenance when they fail.
They may be assessed on Level 2, in order to obtain a more accurate risk score, but it is not absolutely necessary.

2.

Level 1 components which have a medium risk resulting from a combination of non-negligible to
severe consequences, and a low probability of failure should be considered for inspection and
preventive maintenance, to ensure continued low probability. The consequence of failure for
these components is high, and changes in conditions can increase the PoF and result in high risk.
These components have to be subjected to Level 2 assessment, in order to determine the correct
course of action.

The typical results of this analysis include:

·

Risk matrix, as shown in Figure 10.

·

Risk maps of the assessed system, showing the risk of individual components and component parts on an operator-provided drawing, as shown in Figure 11.
Level “0”

Level 1

Level 2

PoF = GFF x Modification Factor
P.L1-1. Damage/failure statistics

Level 3

PoF = GFF x Modification Factor
P.L2-1.1 Indust ry exper ience
P.L2-1.2. Component age since installed
P.L2-2.1. Design conc erns

P.L1-2. Damage related to design,
material or assembly

Probability/Likelihood
(of failure, PoF)

P.L2-2.2. Potential material prob lems
P.L2-2.3. Corrosion susceptibility d ue to material type
P.L2-2.4. Repairs / damage
P.L2-3.1. Quality of water/steam c hemistry

GFF – Selection from table

P.L2-3.2. Potential for mech an ical fatigue stress

GFF – Generic Failure Frequency

P.L2-3.3. Potential for thermal fat igue stresses

P.L1-3. Damage caused by
operating conditions

P.L2-3.4. Local mechan ical over-stressing
P.L2-3.5. Local ho t spots
P.L2-3.6. No minal operating temperature (relative to design o perating
temp erature)
P.L2-3.7. Corr osion susceptibilit y d ue to operatin g cond itions
P.L2-3.8. Temperature excursion s

Detailed analysis
based on (e.g.):
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Risk
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Creep
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Fatigue
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> strain measurements
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> FE Analysis
> crack assessment
>...
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P.L2-4.3. Pressu re testing status
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P.L2-4.4. Qualitative insp ection effectiveness category
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C.L1-3. Economic consequences

C.L2-3.2. Estimated cost in the area affected by failure
C.L2-3.3. Rep air c ost

Factor-Based CoF
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Figure 4: Multilevel risk analyses of GKM RBI procedure (overview)

Level “0”

Probability/Likelihood
(of failure, PoF)

GFF – Selection from table
GFF – Generic Failure Frequency

Consequences (of
failure, CoF)

GCC – Selection from table
GCC – Generic Consequence Class

Figure 5: Level 0 with initial expert-based assumption of Generic Failure Frequency (GFF) and Generic
Consequence Class (GCC) for component or location (e.g. weld)

Level 1

Ø

5 Factors modifying Probability of Failure

P.L1-2. Damage related to design,
material or assembly

Ø

3 Factors defining Health & Safety, Environmental and Economic
Consequences of Failure (VGB-S-506)

P.L1-3. Damage caused by
operating conditions

Ø

Quick screening of many components

Ø

Depending on the answers,
the risk assumed on Level 0
can increase or decrease.

PoF = GFF x Modification Factor

PoF = GFF x Modification Factor

P.L1-1. Damage/failure statistics

Factor-Based CoF

P.L1-4. Inspection status & findings

C.L1-1. Health and safety
consequences

C-L1-2. Environmental
consequences

C.L1-3. Economic consequences

Factor-Based CoF

Figure 6: Level 1 (screening) based on Level 0 risk assumption by modifying PoF and CoF

Figure 7: Examples of action resulting from Level 1 (screening) assessment

Action as for High Risk, consider
Repair/Replacement. Assess on
Level 3.

very
high
high
medium
low
negligible

Extensive inspection, Remnant
Life Assessment. Assess on
Level 3.

Extensive spot tests and
inspection. Review existing
scope and add inspections as
necessary

Spot tests, continue with
present scope

No action

Figure 8: Decision making procedure Level 1, 2 and action planning Level 2

Action as for High Risk, consider
replacement

Medium Risk

High Risk

High

Low

PoF

High

V.High

Medium
Low Risk

Low

Medium Risk
Negligible

Low

CoF

Level 3
(detailed analysis, based on e.g.)
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Detailed NDT
Strain measurements
Hardness measurements
A-parameter
FE analysis
Crack assessment
...

High

Decision making /
Action Plan
Execution and Reporting
Performance Review /
Evergreen Phase

Figure 9: Decision making procedure Level 1, 2 and action planning Level 2 and Level 3

Figure 10: Example contents of a Risk Report (overview of all components)

Figure 11: Example contents of a Risk Report (individual component summary)

5. Conclusions
The RBI study presented in the paper shows that RBI is a useful tool to structure data and knowledge
needed to complete the already existent and proven inspection strategy and methods at GKM in a meaningful way. Combining the RBI approach with the standard practice at GKM and conventional life management and inspection methods, it was possible to identify, rank and analyze the critical components in a
more transparent and structured way. The “good practice wisdom” and in-house expertise applied so far
have been extended in a meaningful and useful way. RBI, as a quantitative and systematic approach
bridges the gap between the qualitative principles of good asset management, on one side, and the structured, quantitative and IT-oriented data management. Most importantly, this RBI study has shown that the
results of the RBI analysis are compatible with the approach applied so far in GKM and the position of the
notified body. Another major outcome of the study is the conclusion, independently of all the “usual” advantages of RBI related to safety and economy, that the RBI analysis significantly improves transparency
of the component life assessment and management.
Possible future application of RBI should include the analysis of the GFFs (Generic Failure Frequencies),
for the plant components that could be possibly improved based on the data available in the KISSY data2
base of VGB .
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Abstract
The paper presents results of the implementation of an integrated RBI/RCM (Risk-Based Inspection / Reliability-Centered Maintenance) system on a large scale, covering one entire refinery (Pančevo, Serbia). An
integrated RBI-RCM software system was custom-developed, to accommodate the requirements of the
user, based on the principles of API Recommended Practices for Risk-Based Inspection (API 580, API
581) and the European document RIMAP - Risk Based Inspection and Maintenance Procedures for European Industry (CEN CWA:15740:2008/2011). The paper highlights the elements of the full-scale application of the integrated RBI-RCM tool to analyze large amounts of data (about 15,000 components) and
enable risk-based and risk-informed decision making related to inspection and maintenance optimization
and prioritization. The system was applied in the conjunction with a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) and, apart from providing the direct benefits of RBI/RCM, brought additional benefits
related to better structuring and organizing large amounts of asset data from different sources centrally.

1. Introduction
The Petroleum Refinery in Pančevo (RNP – Rafinerija Nafte Pančevo) is the largest producer of crude oil
products and the largest refinery in Serbia, with a crude oil processing capacity of 4.8 MTY. The main
construction work on the refinery was carried out in the period between 1968 and 1975 in two phases:
Crude Distillation Unit I was commissioned in 1968, and Crude Distillation Unit II was commissioned in
1975. Since then, several extensions have been carried out, with the aim to increase capacity and process
complexity and the main are FCC complex – 1984 and MHC/DHT – 2012. The refinery contains an integrated truck-loading terminal, a railway station with facilities for crude oil delivery and dispatch of products
and jetties.
The refinery has been mainly supplied by crude oil through a pipeline connection from the island of Krk
(Croatia) to Pančevo, with a capacity of 6 MTY, and by ship on the Danube River. The majority of processed crude oil is imported, and the refinery units are predominantly designed for Russian (Ural) and Iraq
(Kirkuk) crude oil. The main products groups of the refinery include Liquefied Petroleum Gases, Gasoline,
Paraffin Solvents, Aromatics, Kerosene, Diesel Fuel, Fuel Oils, Bitumen and Other products (liquid sulfur,
solvents, diluents). In 2015, the total refinery staff numbered approximately 800 people.

During the 1999 bombing of Yugoslavia, the refinery was damaged, causing a stop of production until the
second half of 2001, when processing was rebuild and restarted with a production of approximately 3-4
MTY of products.

Figure 1: NIS Gazprom Neft Petroleum Refinery Pančevo
As part of the contract with the refinery, the consultant (Steinbeis R-Tech) developed and implemented the
iRiS system (integrated Risk Management System,, applied for Petrochemical Plants (“iRiS-Petro”) and for
power plants (“iRiS-Power”), [1], [2], [3]), comprising of 3 main elements/modules:
·

The RBI module, which allows the user to perform qualitative, semi-quantitative and fully quantitative risk assessment of static equipment and pressure vessels, in accordance with API580 [4],
RIMAP [5] and API 581 [6], [7]

·

The RCM module, which allows for reliability-centred assessment and maintenance of rotating
equipment, in accordance with the guidelines and procedures specified by NIS Gazprom Neft

·

The NDT module, which allows for the assessment, monitoring and prediction of corrosion rates
and remaining life of piping and process equipment, in accordance with NIS Gazprom Neft internal guidelines [8]

2. Scope of the implementation
The scope of the implementation encompassed the entire refinery, including approximately 15,000 components. In addition to the further development and customization of the tool, the project foresaw the data
collection, input and Level 1 (screening) RBI analysis actions. The data collection and import action of
pressure equipment and piping for the RBI, RCM and NDT modules resulted in the following numbers of
components, tied to the respective modules, in the system database:
·

approx. 9,600 components, as well as all process, steam/water and auxiliary piping tied to the
NDT module

·

approx. 1,500 components, including pumps, compressors and turbines tied to the RCM module

·

approx. 15,000 components, including equipment also covered in RCM/NDT, tied to the RBI
module

The RBI (screening), RCM and NDT (remaining life based on wall thickness) analysis of these components
was automatically performed in the respective modules where possible, depending on the amount of data
provided/collected, following import into the database. An overview of the component types covered (at the
moment) in relation to the total sum is given below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Breakdown of component types uploaded into the system database, by number and percentage
The integrated system provides:
·

A hierarchical “tree” overview/organization of the refinery, areas, individual process units and
components (and their respective analyses)

·

A search and compare function which allows the identification of components by design, operating and analysis-related criteria, and the comparison of any number of components

The hierarchical “tree” view might be the most obvious and practical solution for navigation and locating
individual components and their associated analyses. Starting from the whole refinery (RNP, Figure 3), it is
possible to focus onto the area of interest (e.g. GP2, Figure 3), and then select the respective process unit
with its components (e.g. S2300, Figure 3). Once when the target component is found, the analyses performed for that component, and the attached documents are visible (e.g. DC-2301, Figure 3).

Figure 3: Organization of the refinery, areas, process units and components in the tree structure.
The Search and comparison function could be the most practical solution, if a component is searched for
according to any design, operating or analysis-related criteria (or any combination thereof), including the
items such as name, type, commissioning date, temperatures and/or pressures (design/operating), risk
(e.g. only “high risk”), etc.
If more components corresponding to the input criteria are found, they can be compared. This can be
beneficial for the analysis of any new components, when similar (by type, service) already assessed components can be used as a starting point.

Figure 4: Comparing searched components.

3. Assessments and results
The main goal of the risk-based methodologies such as RBI is to classify the components in classes according to their risk level and define the inspection and maintenance activities according to this level. Practically it means to map the components in the risk matrix according to the predefined risk levels (in the
case of NIS into 4 categories: “low risk”, “medium risk”, “high risk” and “very high risk”, Figure 5). For Level
1, a basic qualitative inspection plan was automatically generated for the assessed components, providing
suggestions for inspection intervals based on the risk level, in accordance with API 581 (Figure 6). Following more detailed analysis of screened “high risk” components, it is possible to semi-automatically generate a more detailed suggested inspection plan, following the principles of API 581 ([6], [7])

Figure 5: Example of the distribution of all components in the risk matrix (here: example Level 1)

Qualitative Inspection Planning:
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Figure 6: Qualitative inspection planning according to API 581 (numbers represent suggested inspection
intervals in years).

Figure 7: Example inspection plan based on Level 2 and Level 3 (quantitative) assessment in the system.

Figure 8: Corrosion rate and remaining life prediction in the NDT module.

The main goal of the assessments in the NDT module is the prediction of equipment remaining life based
on corrosion rates derived from consecutive wall thickness measurements, as per NIS guidelines [8]. The
corrosion rate results obtained from measurements and prediction can be the basis for more accurate
inputs for the calculation of time-dependant corrosion-type damage mechanisms (Figure 8) in RBI.

Figure 9: Determination of optimal replacement time in the RCM module

The goal of the RCM analyses is to determine Mean Time Between Failure/Maintenance (MTBF/MTBM)
from collected intervention and replacement records, according to standing NIS guidelines, as well as to
suggest an optimal replacement time, based on planned and unplanned repair/replacement costs associated with the equipment, derived from Glasser’s optimal replacement equation [9].

4. Risk-Based Decision Making
RBI and RCM represent optimal maintenance concepts. The various functionalities of the Financial Risk
Module in the integrated system can be used to aid the operator in the decision making process, related to
the planning and prioritization of inspections and maintenance at the plant.

Figure 10: Overview of risk in the risk map (red component – the most critical one)
A high-level overview of the risk or damage progression is possible through the application of appropriate
maps tied to the results obtained in the modules. In the case of RBI, it is possible to plot the risk associat-

ed with individual pieces of equipment (or entire process units/areas) in overlays on refinery arrangement
drawings (Figure 10). Similarly, in the case of wall thickness results in the NDT module, the criticality of
individual measurement locations can be indicated on attached equipment/piping isometric drawings
(Figure 11).

Figure 11: Overview of measurement location criticality in the NDT module

Figure 12: Optimizing inspections through the Financial Risk Module
The Financial Risk Module of API 581, as implemented in the system, allows the operator to view the financial impact of the risk of all of the components covered by an analysis, as well as the financial impact
(gain) which can be obtained through the reduction of risk by taking the appropriate action on individual
components (Figure 13). The Financial Risk chart, as implemented in the system (Figure 12), allows for
the optimization of actions/inspections. This diagram considers that cumulatively, the cost of actions always increases, as more components are added to the scope of work. On the other hand, the cumulative
risk decreases through actions taken to reduce the risk in individual components. The sum of the cumula-

tive risk line and the cumulative inspection/action cost line gives a function which can have a minimum
(Figure 12), in the vicinity of the point where the cumulative inspection cost line intersects with the cumulative risk line. The minimum of this function represents the optimal inspection limit.

Figure 13: Diminishing risk reduction through inspection of additional components

Figure 14: Basic concept of Gain-Loss and Net Present Value

The most common representations of risk in API 581 are Area-Based Risk [m 2/year], and Financial-Based
Risk [€/year].The Financial-Based Risk representation provides the possibility to express a component’s
Net Present Value (NPV) in the function of risk (Figure 14). This Gain-Loss diagram (Figure 16), serves as
another tool to aid in the decision making process, when prioritizing and planning inspections/actions. The
Gain-Loss diagram works on the basis of the calculation of risk from the current RBI Date to the Plan End
Date, and shows the potential benefits obtained through risk reduction by inspection, and the potential
losses incurred through increase in risk, with no action taken, for each component. The difference between
the gain and loss represents the component Net Present Value. As shown in the Gain-Loss diagram
(Figure 15), several cases can be distinguished:
1.

Components with high gains though inspections performed until Plan End Date, and high losses,
if no inspection are performed

2.

Components with losses at Plan End Date, no matter whether inspected or not. These are components with increasing risk, regardless of inspections, e.g. components approaching the end of
their useful life

3.

Components with very little gain through inspection, and small losses, if no inspections are performed. These are components with a stable risk level, and additional inspections before Plan
End Date may not be worthwhile, when a prioritized plan is required.

Figure 15: Gain-loss diagram

Figure 16: Implementation of Gain-Loss in the integrated system
The S-Factor (Figure 18) gives the return on the investment (cost) of the inspection/action of equipment by
taking into account the calculation of the future risk for the component (at the defined Plan End Date) without any additional inspections/actions, the future risk of the component with actions/inspections, and the
cost of the planned actions/inspections.

Figure 17: S-Factor – application in the integrated system

Figure 18: S-Factor – return on investment of action through reduction of risk

5. Conclusions
The RBI study presented in the paper shows benefits which can be obtained from implementing an integrated computerized RBI-RCM system, especially when dealing with large amounts of data. The advantages include the possibility of structuring and centralizing data and knowledge in one location, the
possibility to complement the existing in-place inspection strategies and methods with recommendations
from industry accepted recommended practices ([6], [7]). Another advantage of the implementation of
these systems is the flexibility and possibility they provide as concerning visualizing large sets of data from
a decision making standpoint, allowing for the creation of risk-informed and risk-optimized action prioritization.
The benefits of the implementation and integration of a computerized RBI and RCM solution at the refinery
have included:
·

The centralization of relevant component-specific input data (design, operating, inspection) into
one database/source for the whole plant

·

The ability to rank areas and equipment by risk, identify and rank critical components and present
these results in a clear, easily understandable manner

·

The ability to establish optimum inspection intervals, scopes and techniques, using recognized
industry guidelines as a basis [7]

·

The ability to make risk-informed decisions with regards to inspection and maintenance prioritization

The system has been applied in the conjunction with a computerized maintenance management system
(CMMS) and, apart from providing the direct benefits of RBI/RCM, brought additional benefits related to
better structuring and organizing large amounts of asset data from different sources centrally.
The possible future development of the integrated system should focus on tighter integration with the existing Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) in order to further automate the process
from the monitoring, analysis and decision-making steps to the automated issuing of work orders. These
will take into the consideration also the further developments taking place in the area, e.g. those referenced in [10] and [11].
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Abstract
Risk assessment and Risk Based Inspection (RBI) are well established within the refining and
petrochemical industries. The fossil fuel power generation industry, however, has not generally used a
formalised RBI process for managing the integrity of its pressure equipment. Due to legislative changes in
South Africa (SA) the national electricity producer (Eskom) has embarked on what is perhaps the largest
roll-out of an RBI process in power generation in the world (more than 80 units totalling more than
40,000MW). The Eskom RBI process RBI was based on the European RIMAP process. This paper will
describe some of the challenges faced in the development and implementation of the process.

1. Introduction
In 2009 the South African Department of Labour revised the pressure equipment regulations [1]. The
revision requires that all pressurised equipment must be subject to hydraulic testing every 3 years unless
an RBI process is used to demonstrate that the level of risk associated with continued service of the vessel
is at an acceptable level. Historically Eskom had an exemption from the 3 year pressure vessel hydraulic
test rule and only needed to test every 6 years i.e. in alignment with the Eskom’s major outage frequency.
Eskom consequently decided to initiate the development and implementation of an RBI process not only to
meet regulatory requirements but to also to also focus on, and improve, plant safety. This process will
eventually become the basis of all future inspection planning. This paper describes some of the main
aspects of the development and implementation of at Eskom.

2. Background
During the life cycle of a plant, inspection, testing and maintenance programs are established to detect
and evaluate deterioration and damage arising from operation. Regular inspection is generally
implemented to provide a periodic assurance of integrity, and thus safety and reliability and is particularly
important for plant that are subject to time dependent degradation. Historically the high frequency and
consequences of failing pressure vessels resulted in the development of design rules [2] and eventually
statutory inspection requirements for many countries. Over and above these requirements many strategies
were developed within the various industries utilizing pressure equipment for these activities and
traditionally they have been based on general and specific experience, reinforced by statute, requirements,
consensus view within the industrial sector and perceived company need, according to the criticality of the

item. Naturally, concepts such as failure likelihood and failure consequence are implicit in the thinking
behind common practice, but it is only recently that they have been treated as a defined process
The value of inspection as a means of detecting incipient plant failure is well known. There are
numerous examples where inspection has identified cracking which, if not detected, would have led to
failure with potential for loss of life and commercial penalties through lost production and the costs of
covering/repairing consequent damage. However, the costs of inspection and maintenance related
activities are increasing being examined, particularly in competitive markets, in order to find areas in which
savings can be made.
The risk based approach to defining plant inspection programs possibly has its origins in the nuclear industry in the late 1970’s [3], and the off-shore industry’s work on structural integrity. These were developing hazard based inspection methods which became reasonably well established in these industries. This
approach has found ready acceptance in the refinery and chemical industries, as a means of optimizing
the cost of inspection whilst ensuring safety, health and environment. The approach developed for these
industries is detailed in API 580 and 581 [8]. Many of the larger companies have also developed their own
in-house based procedures.
The potential benefit of application of risk based methods within the fossil power industry has attracted
much interest but, even though a fossil fuel related process was developed [4], to date, application has
been limited as statutory requirements with defined inspection intervals, have been slow to change. The
recent change in the South African (SA) pressurised equipment legislation [1] has led to an increased
interest in RBI within SA as a means of ensuring safe operation of such equipment without the need to
conduct hydraulic pressure testing.
Risk based inspection (RBI) is a process that uses an assessment of a component’s risk to determine if
the component needs to be inspected and if so to what extent. Risk is the product of the likelihood or
probability of a component to fail and what consequences will result if the failure occurs i.e.
Risk = Probability of Failure (PoF) X Consequence of Failure (CoF)
Consequences are typically defined in terms of safety, commercial, environmental etc.
A risk based approach is generally applied in a progressive manner such that all equipment is identified
and addressed by qualitative methods and only the most critical items are analyzed quantitatively. At all
levels, both the probability and consequences of failure are determined to calculate the risk exposure. At
the quantitative levels, the variation of risk with service time is also determined where relevant.
The main objective of this approach is to focus inspection activities where risk is high. This obviously
has the potential to reduce inspection related costs without increasing the overall level of risk. A number of
risk assessments have indicated that risk follows the Pareto principle or 80:20 rule in that typically about
80% of risk is associated with about 20% of the components on a site [6] which indicates that correct
focussing of inspections can be cost effective.
1.

Process Development at Eskom

2.

Technical Requirements

The principle requirements for the Eskom process were as follows:
·

Alignment with RIMAP process

·

Needed to be simple and robust

·

Focus on safety

·

Repeatability and consistency of results

·

6 year look ahead for PoF

·

Alignment with existing Eskom plant life and integrity management processes

·

Certified by designated RBI auditors

·

Sustainable

3. Project requirements
In addition to the technical requirements Eskom required to control the implementation of the process via
detailed project management involving several key areas including:
·

Steering committees

·

Training of staff

·

Weekly and monthly feedback reporting

·

Change management

·

Internal audit checks

·

Communications between various departments within Eskom

·

Project risk management

Eskom ensured a dedicated team of resources with the necessary skills were made available to the
project. Project risks where assessed, reviewed and mitigated on a regular basis by a dedicated team
using the Eskom integrated risk management process.

4. Eskom RBI process
The Eskom RBI process is based on a European multi-industry based process (RIMAP) [14] which allows
flexibility in the methodology used to determine risk provided specific aspects of the process are included.
The Eskom process covers all of the essential aspects required by the RIMAP process as shown in
Table 1 below.

Table 1. Comparison of RIMAP process requirements with Eskom RBI Process.
RIMAP

Eskom RBI Process

Policy statement and commitment of Senior management
Initial analysis and planning
Data Collection

Integrated into existing SHEQ policy and signedoff
Detailed in Process manual
Detailed process documented within process
procedures
Validation and sign-off process developed

Data Validation
Risk Analysis
Critical equipment List
Damage Mechanisms
Develop risk matrix and criteria
Screening
Identify Hazard

Procedure for determining Consequences
Procedure for determining Likelihood
Screening process (level 1: Qualitative) –
conservative
Escalation criteria (to detailed assessment
(level 2: Semi-Quantitative)
Detailed Assessment
Bowtie Assessment of Risk
Mitigation procedures
Procedure for determining Consequences
-(level 2: Semi-Quantitative)
Procedure for determining Likelihood –
(level 2: Semi-Quantitative)
Escalation criteria
Integrity Risk register
Decision making
Action Plan
Execution

Reporting

Performance review

Evergreen Status/Sustainability

All equipment listed and screen based on SANS
categorisation
Developed within project based on ASME PCC-3
[12]
Eskom RBI risk matrix (5x5) and risk level action
criteria developed
Component specific defaults developed for the
type of failure and the Generic Failure Frequencies for each degradation mechanisms.
Simplified calculation developed for Safety,
Commercial and Environmental
Simplified assessment procedure developed
Checks on the screening process indicated it is
conservative in the vast majority of cases.
Conservative risk level basis for escalation to
Level 2 documented.
Not used* except for consequence mitigation
Some available
Level 2 CoF mainly qualitative – moves to quantitative at Level 3
Some detailed procedures available for some
components e.g. HP piping
Defined in terms of risk levels
Available under existing Eskom procedures
(IRM) [13]
Procedures developed for short term high Risk
items and for assessment of as – found degradation during an outage
The inspection plan is passed to the outage
Team for implementation in accordance with
Eskom procedures
Detailed component specific Risk assessment
summary sheets prepared as part of the overall
report
The process is Certified at each station via an
independent audit, with follow-up audits each
year
Ongoing

*During the pilot study it was found that aggregating the PoF of different potentially active damage
mechanisms with the highest CoF resulted in unrealistically high risk scores.

Initially the scope of the Eskom RBI was all pressure equipment operating at 50kPa or over, as well as
turbine centreline components, but was later reduced to primarily focus on the pressure equipment
o
operating at 50kPa and 100 C and above. As such, up to 4000+ components per unit are required to be
screened. With this in mind the Eskom RBI was developed using a novel scorecard based process which
allows relatively rapid assessment. In keeping with most risk assessment methodologies the process is
team based i.e. representatives from operations, system engineers, maintenance, metallurgist, plant
specialists etc. are required to be present at the risk assessment meetings.
The Eskom RBI process involves several main stages as follows:
·

Definition of scope

·

Component data gathering (design, operating etc.)

·

Categorisation of components according to SANS 347 [7]

·

Pre-outage Risk Assessment
o

Level 1: high level screening (qualitative) assessment for SANS Cat 2, 3 and 4 components) – medium and high risk components go forward to next stage

o

Level 2: semi – quantitative assessment – identifies components required to be inspected at next outage.

o

Development of RBI plan

·

Level 3.1: If required conduct a refined assessment of components that are high risk before the
outage occurs. This is largely expert opinion based and aligns the Eskom expert view of risk level
with the process determined risk level. If required critical high risk components are escalated via
Corporate Integrated Risk Management system to force critical inspection outages.

·

Perform RBI plan at outage

·

Post-outage risk assessment
o

Repeat Level 2 assessment with new inspection data

o

Evaluate risk at different timescales as required

o

Identify re-inspection intervals as required

o

Perform Levels 3.1 and/or 3.2 for high risk components as required

o

Update corporate Integrated Risk Management system

The basic assessment process flow diagram is shown in Fig 1.
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Figure 1. Eskom Risk assessment flow diagram.
The level 1 assessment uses 10 criteria to determine the PoF and 3 criteria for safety CoF. At Level 2,
which requires a more detailed assessment, 19 criteria are used to determine the PoF and 5 criteria for the
safety CoF. The results of the RBI assessment are plotted on a risk matrix as shown in Figure 2. The
process currently focusses on safety related risk with commercial risk a secondary factor.

Figure 2. Example output of Level 2 Boiler Component Risk levels.
Once the RBI plan has been implemented at the outage the Level 2 assessment is repeated (i.e. a post–
outage risk assessment with the new inspection findings) to establish the risk profile over the next 6 years
and identify any components requiring inspection before the next major outage.
The Eskom RBI process was initially trialled on a pilot unit and after some modifications has been implemented on one unit at almost all 14 coal fired power stations. In addition, the process was implemented
at the nuclear power station’s secondary cooling system and other non-primary cooling related compo-

nents. Due to outage deferrals many of the post-outage assessments have yet to be undertaken. The first
post outage assessment was completed early in 2016 with others now ongoing.
As mentioned above a key objective of the EskomRBI is to establish the risk associated with pressure
equipment. Once established it can be used to justify not pressure testing pressure vessels. This has
potentially significant time and cost savings for Eskom and avoids the statutory requirement to pressure
test every 3 years, and maintaining (and potentially extending) the historical 6 year hydraulic test interval.

5. Challenges
Developing a new RBI process and implementing it is not without its challenges. A few of the challenges
faced, and how they were overcome, are discussed below.
5.1 Generic Failure Frequency (GFF)
In a similar fashion to the API process the Eskom process uses a GFF to determine the PoF. Indeed, in
Level 2 a GFF is required for each potentially active degradation mechanism. In API there are some data
on the frequency of occurrence of damage relating to hole size [8]. These data predominantly relate to
corrosion degradation mechanisms many of which are rarely found in power generation plant equipment
and as such the use of such data was considered questionable. Unfortunately, within power generation,
there is no similar database of failure frequencies for most components types (Eskom, along with other
large utilities, have detailed information on the failure frequency and associated degradation mechanisms
associated with boiler tubing but not on other component types). Whilst some information is available from
NERC generation availability reports [9] there is often insufficient detail on specific components. A detailed
review of the literature was also carried out but the majority of information came from small sample sizes
and did not relate to specific degradation mechanisms. These data were therefore considered not to be
appropriate. It was therefore decided to use an indicative GFF and apply a concept of “relative” PoF rather
than “absolute” PoF.
Due to the size of the Eskom fleet (more than 80 units) it is envisaged that, over time, Eskom specific
component failure frequencies will become available and will eventually be used in place of GFF. This
should ultimately improve the estimate of the probability of failure.
5.2 Consistency of assessments
The determination of the relevant GFF was initially left to the various RBI teams but review of the results
indicated significant variations in risk levels for the same component. This could obviously arise merely
from different responses to the assessment criteria but on closer examination much of the variability
stemmed from different inputs for some key CoF criteria and GFF. It is not uncommon for risk assessments carried out by different teams to yield significantly different results. A result of one such comparison
[10] is shown in Table 2. These results are based on assessments carried out by different companies
(A, F, E, G) using their RBI process on the same vessel with same operating information. Similar comparisons with other vessels types in this study yielded similarly variable results.

Table 2. UK Health and Safety Executive RBI comparison (taken from Ref).

As can be seen there is a large difference in degradation mechanisms considered by the various practitioners and in the proposed inspection that is required.
It is important for Eskom to be able to compare component risk levels between units and between
different Stations. To improve the comparability of results a set of “default” component specific degradation
mechanisms, expected failure type and GFF’s was developed. It is considered that if the same starting
point is used for a potentially active degradation mechanism of a specific component, then the various
assessment criteria will change the PoF making comparison between the same components in different
units directly comparable. In the main the results have been consistent with industry expert expectations
and tend to confirm and justify the existing Eskom integrity management programmes currently in place.
For example, the current high temperature piping programme [11] is comprehensive in application of
inspection techniques to monitor creep related degradation and the existing programme has been seen to
integrate well with the RBI process.
5.3 Certification of process
A critical element of the project was to ensure that the process would be certified by independent auditors.
This required the preparation of a suite of RBI related documents detailing all technical and procedural
aspects of the RBI process. In total 13 documents have been produced covering a variety of topics ranging
from qualifications of RBI engineers, meeting attendance requirements, system definitions as well as the
technical assessment procedure etc. In order to prepare for the independent audits a team of internal
auditors reviewed all aspects of the risk assessments in advance and highlighted any areas for improvement both at head office and at the individual stations. This proved to be extremely successful with all
Stations assessed to date being certified.
5.4 Process development
As with any new process there will always be some areas for improvement. As more results become available areas for improvement have been highlighted and after detailed consideration by the technical steering committee have been introduced into the process manual. In some instances, changes were made to
weighting factors of specific criteria e.g. the weighting associated with one of the PoF criteria which deals

with design aspects of components was increased to ensure that both operational and mechanical design
aspects were more accurately accounted for. Elsewhere definitions have been improved and aspects of
procedures clarified. In keeping with Eskom’s own philosophy and the “evergreen” requirement of RIMAP,
the process will continue to be modified and enhanced over the coming years.
5.5 Transition
It is always difficult for seasoned staff to accept changes in the way that things are done. Moving from a
long established expert based integrity management culture to an RBI based process, has, as expected,
not been without some challenges. A comprehensive programme was developed to manage this
challenge. This consisted of an extensive communication programme, training (>100 staff trained to date),
workshops and involvement of both plant experts, metallurgists and station engineers in the development
of the process and creation of its supporting documents. The RBI related training has improved staff
understanding of the various degradation processes that can affect their plant. This approach has allowed
a gradual move towards ownership of the new process. Indeed, some of the staff that were initially reticent
to the change have now become staunch advocates of it.
Looking to the future, Eskom has already focused on the sustainability of the process by continued development of training programmes including “training of trainers” for the future. Whilst there is still much
work to be done to fully embed the process throughout all of the stations and the supporting technical
departments the current evidence is that Eskom will become the first power utility to fully adapt RBI as the
primary tool for ensuring plant integrity and safety.

6. Concluding remarks
The Eskom RBI process has been successful in fulfilling all of the original requirements of the process.
The process has been independently Certified according to the SA statutory requirements of the
Occupational Health and Safety act. In several instances the process has highlighted some areas which
had been overlooked by the current programmes and has identified some areas where inspection
programmes can be reduced. Such factors, together with the increased staff awareness of degradation
related risks, the increased focus on safety, and the ability to continue with or even extend the 6 year
inspection interval for pressure vessels are clear benefits to Eskom.
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Abstract
Risk-Based Inspection (RBI) approaches, anchored in a number of national and international standards
and regulations, are becoming an unavoidable part of modern asset management in power and process
industry. However, especially in large projects, the end-users face the problem of quick assessing of huge
amounts of data, ensuring the consistency of assessment and ensuring that the effort invested in the RBI
is bringing in the benefits announced and expected at the initialization of the projects. Current approaches
(e.g. API, ASME, VGB, CEN/EN, etc.) generally rely on the multi-level qualitative and quantitative approaches that suggest to “drill-down” with the analysis on the spots indicating higher risks. However, practically few of these approaches proposes how to benefit from the analyses already made and none proposes the way how to do it practically. In principle, the more one knows about the plants/components already analyzed by RBI, the more efficient the analysis of the new, not yet analyzed components should be.
This paper proposes to solve this issue by means of the continuous and dynamic data mining over the
data already acquired and results already achieved. Practically it means that the components are dynamically clustered (e.g. “all superheater outlet headers”) according their characteristics and associated risks.
Based on their characteristics, the new, yet to be analyzed components (e.g. a new superheater), can be
than pre-assigned to the corresponding clusters and a preliminary, “automatic” risk assessment made (e.g.
“medium risk”). The approach can provide the following main benefits: (a) speeding-up the assessment
process, (b) ensuring more consistency in the RBI process and (c) allowing assessing the technical benefits of the RBI process better. The assessment of benefits is partly covered by the existing approaches, but
it is mainly based on economic considerations. The above extension of the basic RBI concept has been
test-applied onto the sample data from large RBI projects in Finland, Germany and South Africa, targeting
over 40,000 MWe of installed capacity and these results indicate the great potential for the practical use of
the proposed extension of the basic concept.

1. Introduction
The acceptance of risk and risk-based approaches in inspection, maintenance and management in power
and process plants has increased nowadays. Technical risk has become economic, public relation and
political issue. Who invests both risk management and in risk mitigation or reduction, expects an economically and otherwise measurable benefit. This paradigm means in the practice that it is important to know
and manage the risk, to not only re-duce or eliminate it “by all means”. In the particular area of the existing
often very aged plant (power/process) the risk-based approaches play a special role.

The approaches to risk propose solutions requiring to:
·

assess risk/cost (statically, i.e. for one given set of conditions)

·

establish the “distance” between the current level of risk/cost and the limit one, and

·

propose/introduce measures for risk/cost reduction.

In the case that the measures have been successful, the plant can be kept in operation for longer time.
Much of the consideration in this classical approach is devoted actually only to the internal plant costs, e.g.
those of maintenance. Therefore, the main issue appears to be finding of the right balance between
gain/profit obtained by risk-reduction measures (e.g. life extension, higher availability and similar), and cost
of the risk reduction measures. In the conditions of the liberalized market, the above approach is not sufficient, because it does not take into account the fluctuation of market prices. Therefore, the new marketoriented approaches advocate on-line dynamic analysis of the price cost ratio.
Including risk considerations into the daily practice of maintenance was not a straightforward and easy
process. In order to come to its current state, the practice has passed through a number of phases, which
can be described as
·

corrective (“repair upon failure”) maintenance

·

scheduled (“time-based”) maintenance and

·

risk-informed inspection and condition-based maintenance, leading nowadays to concepts known
as reliability-centered maintenance (RCM), risk-based inspection (RBI) and similar concepts.

These risk-aware solutions mean that it is necessary to move away from the traditional (officially prescribed) and time based practices, and to adopt strategies based on the condition state of the component
and related risk. Thus, the overall safety, reliability and economy of the plant can be improved and the
resources optimally used by ensuring that inspection is focused onto the critical components. Two elements of risk have to be assessed separately: probability (likelihood) of occurrence and nature of consequences. To derive the probability, a detailed knowledge of the continuing degradation mechanisms, which
can affect each item of equipment, is required. This must be based on a thorough evaluation of the component itself (“condition assessment”), its operating conditions and the process in the plant. Similarly, assessment of the consequence requires a full understanding of the mode of failure and its con-sequent
effect.
The interest for assessing risks in aged plants can be different. For instance, it is often the lack of other
options available – e.g., lack of free space and/or time for building completely new ones. The need to use
the existing infrastructures, networks and plants as reserve or fallback position during the introduction of
new technologies – e.g., in the case of renewable technologies requiring “reserve” supply in the stand-by,
is a common reason, too. Aged infrastructure and plants often need to operate beyond their design lifetime
or in combination with other heterogeneous systems. An example of the latter could be the use of aged
plants in energy systems as a “smart” reserve for the renewables. The effective agreed strategies to address aging issues are yet to be developed and consistently applied.

2. Identifying and using the patterns in data
In the case of independent search, user wants to filter all criteria independently. Figure 1 depicts an example to get the sub set of component where they are in the two stations belonged to main steam piping
system (LBA). The advantages of this search are All list items are seen, User is free to select , Works
faster because it reads the list items only once at start whereas the disadvantage of independent search is
that it might bring empty results or too many results.

Figure 1: Selection of criteria independently to narrow down to a component or to a set of
components.

Figure 2: Selection of criteria independently to narrow down to a component or to a set of
components.
Furthermore, other important problem in databases is, showing different risk status despite similarity of
components. In order to understand the reason of this difference, clustering methods are proposed to be
used. After creating clusters, there is another problem which should be solved: placing new components
into the right clusters. Because components contain different types of characteristics (such as design pressure, operational temperature, diameter, etc.), they can take part in different clusters at the same time. An
example representation of clusters and new component positioning can be seen in Figure 2. In order to
figure out the reason of different results from similar components in a database, first of all, the problematic
data should be eliminated. In order to do that, a comprehensive “search” should be realized. After selecting
the problematic data from the pool, some data analysis methods (such as FCM (Fuzzy C Mean)) can be
used for clustering and grouping the data. With this approach, influential factors can be detected. After
figuring out the factors, prediction methods (like neural network multilayer perceptron) can be implemented
in order to emplace new components into the current clusters truly. Between clustering and prediction
steps, life cycle cost analysis methods can also be used in order to help prediction process (Figure 3).
Analytics is generally used to find meaningful patterns in data. In valuable areas like rich with recorded
information, analytics use application of statistics, computer programming and operational research in
order to quantify performance [4]. Data analytics methods can be separated in three section: classical data
analysis, fuzzy logic and neural networks.

Figure 3: Selection of criteria independently to narrow down to a component or to a set of
components.

3. Application example (power plants)
3.1 RBI analysis
Risk based inspection and maintenance management requires experienced personnel at all levels as well
as appropriate routines for the execution of the work. Current relevant standards do not set fully comprehensive formal requirements for the qualifications of people that perform inspection and maintenance
planning, even if the execution of inspection and maintenance activities is partly regulated through qualification schemes, such as e.g., ISO standards such as 17020 [1], 17025 [2], and European standard EN
473 (International Standard ISO 9712, since 12-2012) requirements [3]. RBIM planning requires a multidisciplinary team with engineering competency within:
·

Inspection and maintenance

·

Specific equipment disciplines (e.g. materials, corrosion, electrical, fixed and rotating equipment)

·

Safety and health issues

·

Plant operation and process

·

Reliability and risk assessment

The failure probability (likelihood) is calculated based on modelling of influencing factors, e.g. corrosion,
fatigue, fracture toughness, extreme loads, etc., and including reliability of input data, especially data coming from inspections. The approach as such is often reaching the limits of its applicability when confronted
with large number of components for which the data are not available and the time available for analysis
limited. For instance, in a large utility company, with say 40,000 MWe of installed power, the number of
components needing the RBI analysis can go in hundreds of thousands. In a practical example taken here,
the amount of installed power is distributed over 14 large power stations with approx. 80 units and over
4,000 components in each unit, ending up to be over 300,000 components (internal pressure over 50kPa).
Performing detailed quantitative analysis for such a large number of components can be a challenge. Possible solution can be recurring to the more qualitative approach, and in such a case, e.g. for power plants,
it is important to structure the quantitative analysis as much as possible. New EN standard being developed within the CEN TC 319 Maintenance has provided an extension exactly in that sense (Table 1).

Table 1: Example of assessment of damage susceptibility

Very High

High

Low

Medium

H&S factors influence consequence
PoF / CoF

Very Low

Questionnaire

Damage statistics, failure statistics
Q1.1

Shows no evidence of failure

Q1.2

Isolated cases only (internal or external statistics)

*

Q1.3

Damage after occurring in similar components
(internally or externally)

Q1.4

Damage regularly occurs on similar components

Q1.5

Statistics not available

**

Damage related to design, material, or assembly
Q2.1

Not expected

Q2.2

Not expected under known operating conditions
and design

*

Q2.3

Could rise under known operating conditions
and design

Q2.4

Increased damage could rise due to known
operating conditions and design

**

Damage caused by operating conditions, including process fluids
Q3.1

Not expected

*

Q3.2

Not expected under known operating conditions
and design

Q3.3

Could rise under known operating conditions
and design

Q3.4

Increased damage could rise due to known
operating conditions and design

**

Health & Safety
Q4.1

None possible

Q4.2

None expected

Q4.3

Minor or negligible effects

Q4.4

Minor injuries with non-productive time losses

Q4.5

Major injury, fatality possible

3.2 Advanced analytical methods
In this example, a case study is generated. For realizing clustering and predicting approaches, a commercial program called Data Engine was used. Totally, 1134 valve data are selected from similar components,
which has different risk status, in the project database and 261 of them are used in order to generate clustering process. In this phase, 7 characteristics of valves are used as inputs, namely
·

Design pressure

·

Design temperature

·

Nominal diameter

·

Cr%

·

Operating pressure

·

Operating temperature

·

Risk

Clustering process realized by Data Engine Program’s Fuzzy C-Means model. Regarding valve characteristics and data, cluster centers were identified as Table 2. After that, the distribution of characteristics for
each cluster are found and given. After finding distributions of characteristics and naming the clusters, a
positioning for possible new cases are created. According to 7 characteristics of components, positions of
4 clusters are given with a 3-D diagram in Figure 4. In order to create the figure, design pressure, design
temperature and nominal diameter are selected as XYZ chart inputs. The cluster centers and new data
points are shown in Figure 5. In the diagram, red color refers to “cluster centers” and blue color refer to
“new cases”. The new case 1 is quite related to Cluster Center 1. From this point of view, it can be mentioned that, New Case 1 is a small but critical valve according to its high design temperature and pressure
data as given above.

Table 2: Cluster centers for given characteristics data
Cluster Centers
Design

Design

Nominal

Pressure

Temp.

Diameter

Operating

Operating

Pressure

Temp.

25850,401

312,616

89,979

0,749

18819,224

274,327

0,076

11377,388

516,103

101,974

1,477

9563,869

498,621

0,125

13862,614

267,932

96,588

0,878

10368,124

235,766

0,055

5732,171

349,437

85,160

0,415

3058,279

296,933

0,038

Cr%

(a)
Figure 4: Cluster centres in 3-D diagram (a) and the single valves (b).

Risk

(b)

Figure 5: Comparison between current clusters and new cases (blue).
3.3 RCM analysis
During the component lifetime, components loses their value. All the costs (planed repairs, unplanned
repairs, regular check-outs…) are cumulated during the time and due to this situation the main question
arrives: “When is the best time for component replacement? When can we expect the best results (outputs) for the minimum investments (inputs)?”

Figure 6: Optimal replacement time - solution of U-Curve Calculation.
The LCC (Life Cycle Cost) analysis is considered more as a guideline of the costs of the as-sets (land,
building, computers, industrial components …). It takes into considerations all the costs through the complete lifetime of the asset. Due to the repetition of the curve through time, usually for the first lowest value
is considered as an optimal replacement value in time. As one of the examples for the usage of this methodology dictates from the 1990 and the purpose was for the Federal Energy Management so it is shown
that methodology is not only usable for the assets with the physical dimensions. For industrial components
the life-cycle cost, is calculated based on the predefined component parameters. In this sense the starting
point for the methodology has to be a predicted component life and also the component starting date
(year). During this lifetime, there are phase in the components “growth”. Until the component reaches the
“adolescence” phase in the “bathtub curve” the interventions are certain. During the steady life-time, number of the interventions are common during time, and in the latest period of the component life, this number
grow. The number of interventions is used for calculating MTBF/MBTM (Mean Time Between Failures /

Mean Time Between Maintenance). Based on this parameter, parameter β (shape factor) which shows
where is the component on her “adolescence” life. If β<1 and β=1 will not have an effect in optimum replacement time, the period what is relevant is when β>1 when component gets into her “failure mode”. One
of the examples for the predictions is that the optimal replacement time is a summary of the decreasing
value of the component over time and the cumulative costs (planned / un-planned interventions / repairs /
inspections) over time. Early replacement and also late replacement can cost you a lot. No matter what
methodology is selected, savings are savings and every company policy depends on it (Figure 7).

Figure 7: U curve with the minimum costs – a practical example from a power plant.

4. Conclusions
The approaches presented here can provide the following main benefits:
·

speeding-up the assessment process,

·

ensuring more consistency in the RBI process and

·

allowing assessing the technical benefits of the RBI process better.

The assessment of benefits is partly covered by the existing approaches, but it is mainly based on economic considerations. We, therefore, suggest improving the assessment of the technical benefits by the
use of the “U-curves” over the single clusters of components, indicating the optimal time of replacement/intervention for each of the clusters. The test-application onto the sample data from large RBI projects targeting over 40,000 MWe of installed capacity indicate the great potential. The experience and the
practical examples confirm that importance of aligning and agreeing qualitative approaches, such as those
anchored in the new EN standard should be emphasized.
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Life time extension project to high pressure
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Abstract
This paper describes the Lifetime extension project phases, which will be executed in several steps to
guarantee safe and reliable lifetime to Borealis two high pressure autoclave unit Porvoo, Finland.

1. Introduction
The LDPE -process with autoclave reactor was estimated to fade out over the years. Process with tubular
st
reactor was seen to be the future at the beginning of 21 century. This led to reduce investments to autoclave processes. Last decade has shown that there still is a need for polyethylene produced by autoclave
reactor because of special properties of product portfolio.
Two high pressure ethylene plants were built 1972 in Porvoo, Finland. The third LDPE -plant was built
in 1978 next to two existing plants. The first plant (called line A) was closed and dismantled 1997. Nowadays Borealis operates two LDPE –plants in Finland. Since the plants were taken into operation no major
repairs or equipment upgrades are executed, except main compressor foundation renewals 2005-2006.
In 2012 it was decided to start up Porvoo LDPE life time extension project, where several risk based selections were evaluated from three different categories. This paper will highlight some of the key phases of
selection process and criteria for selection.

Photograph 1. Borealis Porvoo Polyolefin production plants [1].

Process:
Start-up:
Licence:
Combined:
Applications:
Reactors:

High pressure autoclave
Units A&B 1972 (unit A was closed 1997)
Unit C 1976
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation
150 000 t/a
LDPE film & extrusion coating
Two high pressure autoclave, pressure area 1200-2000 bar

Figure 1. Simplified High pressure polyethylene process [2].

2. Methods used
The Risk Based Maintenance (RBM) methodology was performed into both units between 2006 - 2009.
Risk Centred Maintenance (RCM) was executed to all major rotating equipment. Risk Based Inspection
(RBI) methodology was used for main static equipment. Safety Critical Instrumentation Systems (SCIS)
evaluation was also executed. One of the key elements for evaluating the plant risk was Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA), which is semi-quantitative risk analysis technique. LOPA is a common analysis for
process industry. Every Borealis process units will execute Retrospective hazard review timely. This is a
team based risk assessment technique that enables continuous improvement in process industry. The
units were built at beginning of 1970’s and some of the systems are not according to today’s engineering
standards, e.g. ATEX, instrument and electrical systems. These weaknesses were identified during retrospective hazard reviews.
On top of all risk ranking analysing methods, expert values and benchmarking to similar high pressure
production units failure history were used as a reference.
Borealis is using risk scenario mapping, called Risk Register, where all possible risk scenarios are
stored and evaluated. Each and every risk scenario is evaluated and categorized into OPEX (related to
operability), HSE and End of Life (EOL). Additionally, if risk scenario would be materialized the possible
media attention was evaluated. It is vital for all hazardous chemicals using company to evaluate risks and
media attention if a hazard will occur. Negative media attention may lead to lose key customer and remarkable economical losses.

Figure 2. Risk evaluation steps [3].
All different risk ranking systems were collected and after several expert sessions it was concluded to have
totally 37 risk scenarios, which were taken into Porvoo Lifetime Extension –program. The identified risk
was rated and each case was separately approved by management.
The risks were categorized to instrumental and automation, static equipment and piping, rotating
equipment, high pressure valves, electrical and civil. By doing this the ‘owner’ of the case was easy to
define. Every case owner was responsible to create necessary study and apply the approval from management.
2.1 Risk evaluating organization
The risk evaluation process stared with a small group of people. Project Manager had a long background
from Porvoo process units and project management. Other group members were from Plant Availability,
LDPE -process unit, Technical development & Engineering and Project execution organization. Each
group member had a special competence and responsibility. It is essential to have competent knowledge
in a team when risk scenarios are evaluated.

It is up to company’s risk tolerance, which risk matrix is used and what is company’s accepted residual
risk. These values are the key decisions which are required to be accepted in all organization levels.
Table 1. Common risk matrix without and with mitigation actions [4].

Parallel with Risk evaluation the Borealis Business Unit (BU) was evaluating the possible plant production
scheme and customers’ needs. Close contact with BU and evaluation team is vital to fix dates for plant
shut down.
The main risk driver was selected to categorize the risk. There could be several different risk categories
for one risk scenarios, but it was selected to categorize the main contributor to the risk score to increase
visibility and transparency.
When the equipment falls into category EOL, certain criteria has to be fulfilled. Bath tub curve [4] is
widely known and accepted to be a basis for evaluation. Every equipment or system which was evaluated
as EOL needed in depth study for justification. The study included a basic justification and additionally
strategic justification. Without transparent and proper justification EOL- case would be rejected or postponed.

Figure 3. Bath tub curve [5].

3. Execution
After detail studies and approval levels the risk reduction implementation phase was divided into three
steps. BU and LTE -project management estimated necessary time needed for major equipment repairs or
renewals. High pressure equipment is engineered for special purpose and most of them are tailor made.
Those equipment delivery times are normally 12 to 24 months. This had to be taken into account when
evaluating earliest implementation window. Long lead time items were prioritized and commercial and
technical negotiations started immediately.
3.1 Implementation Step 1
The first implementation phase was planned to execute to B-line. At line B there was no such high risk
scenarios identified, which would require long lead time equipment repairs or renewals. After official management approval the detail engineering started. The first step of LTE project was executed on April 2015.
During this step 1 several plant improvements were implemented. These were e.g. emergency isolation
valve renewal, rotating equipment condition monitoring upgrade, centrifugal pellet drier and main steam
and condensate system piping. These were selected due to highest score of risk matrix and earliest possible implementation time.
3.2 Implementation Step 2
The step 2 was originally planned to execute in October 2015, but due production challenges in other
units, it was decided to postpone the Step 2 implementation phase to April 2016. Borealis Porvoo
production units are fully integrated, so challenges in one unit may influence rapidly to whole production
chain.
Step 2 was executed to Line C. During this implementation phase several major equipment were
renewed. Most complex renewals were Hyper compressor electrical motor and three Hyper compressor
intercoolers. The 6,8MW synchronous motor was needed to renew due to old motor stator deterioration.
Todays’ ATEX-requirements were taken into consideration when new motor was ordered. To fulfil
European legislation only few manufacturers could be considered. Lifting almost 77 tons electric motor
from far distance required in depth safety planning.

Photograph 2. Installation of new Hyper compressor E-motor [6].
The old intercoolers suffered high vibration level. Due to inadequate cooling water chemistry control during
early 80’s, jacketed high pressure tube supports suffered intergranular stress corrosion cracking. Constant
failures in high pressure pipe supports led to fatigue failures in high pressure pipe. Ethylene leakage from
approximately 1000 bar gaseous ethylene to 4 bar cooling water circulation is not acceptable, even if
implemented mitigation actions indicated ppm level ethylene in coiling water circulation.

Photograph 3. Old intercooler removal [7].

Photograph 4. One of the new intercooler installations [8].
3.3 Implementation Step 3
Execution Step 3 is planned to execute during Porvoo Site turnaround 2017. The majority of the projects
are already executed but still a number of sub-projects will be implemented. Renewal of electric distribution
substations and common instrumental systems like DCS and plant ESD system will require both units
shutdown. These activities are only possible during Site turnaround. Recently finalized LOPA will also
rd
bring some requirements to 3 Step.

4. Discussion
High pressure plants maintenance costs are higher compared to low pressure polyethylene plant regardless of licenced technology. This is mainly due to requirements of high operating pressure and temperature, and their requirements from equipment.
The executed investments in Porvoo LDPE units have shown their benefits. Operability at line B increased clearly. Maintenance cost comparison is not reliable yet, but the future will show if executed investments were effective. It is clearly seen in all process industry that improving reliability will reduce
maintenance costs. The total investment cost in Porvoo LDPE-plants will be over 15M€. This investment
will enable safe and reliable production years far to the future.

5. Conclusions
To implement a proper investment plan to aged process unit will require several in-depth analyses. There
is no single tool or analysing method, which would give clear image of plant risks and investment requirements. Continuous postponing investments will eventually hinder the plant reliability, operability and safety.
If the decision of the plant closure will be made only based on maintenance cost and plant age will several
opportunities be unused. Continuous plant maintenance and well planned investments would be the optimum strategy to keep plant in sustainable condition. If a clear step change has to be done, only proper
evaluation to all plant risk scenarios will bring the best result.
It is usually forgotten the importance of investment to human. Company investments to an old production plant will motivate plant operators, supervisors, plant availability and plant management.
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Abstract
Risk-based inspection (RBI) has become common approach to support asset management in e.g.
refineries, chemical industry in general and a few other industrial sectors. Although there are regionally
established traditions to use RBI also in power plants, recently the interest has been spreading to include a
widening base of common power plants. This is partly due to increasingly established standard practices,
tools and availability of the techniques also for smaller scale users, and partly due to the generally
established benefits and needs for safety and optimization of resources. In this paper we show how RBI
was applied in a small scale for the main steam line of a CHP (combined heat and power) plant in Finland.
The experience showed some typical features of initiating RBI, for example how important and beneficial
(although at first somewhat tedious) it is to systematically gather and handle the required background
information of design, fabrication, inspections, maintenance and operational history for RBI of an ageing
plant. In the case of the example plant, the steam system had been significantly modified because of
process changes, and the level of documentation was not equally thorough everywhere. Existing
conventional guidelines and experience were found to be useful to support relatively lean RBI by
suggesting typical areas of elevated probability of failure and therefore recommended areas to be
inspected, for example at welds of large branches, locations of high strains in thermal system
displacement or deviations in the function of the piping supports. Observed indications in the inspections
were largely consistent with expectations and only resulted in repairs within the planned outage period.
The resulting risk-based (or -informed) inspection and action plans are the main outcomes of the RBI
exercise, aiming to produce the best justification and return on the maintenance investment, and to support
safe operation and long-term lifecycle performance of the plant.

1. Introduction
The Joensuu (Iiksenvaara) power plant (Figure 1) of Fortum is a combined heat and power (CHP) plant
from 1980's that in addition started to produce pyrolysis oil from biomass in 2013. This plant, and
specifically its main steam line, has been subjected in 2015 to a small pilot scale risk-based inspection
(RBI) exercise, conducted in cooperation between Fortum, VTT and Steinbeis R-Tech. The exercise is a
part of the project where the life of the main components will be assessed for the investment planning
purposes. All this is aiming to assure safety and optimize maintenance and investment actions during the
life of the plant.

Figure 1. The Joensuu (Iiksenvaara) CHP plant with the integrated pyrolysis plant (picture Fortum).

2. Risk based inspections (RBI) – principles
A common definition of risk of an unwanted event (failure) is simply the probability of failure (PoF) times
the consequence of failure (CoF). Even when one can estimate the consequences with reasonable
justification, for example as foreseen monetary losses in euros, it can be harder to estimate PoF. This is
partly because PoF can vary within a wide range, and partly it may be challenging to obtain sufficient clues
on reasonable direct values of PoF. Fortunately there are ways to help and support the human expertise
by interpreting the numbers as what they really are, or combinations if influencing factors. It is often
possible to obtain some idea of a general industry experience on the failure rates or “generic failure
frequence” or GFF for a given type of component and service conditions from certain public or proprietary
databases [1-5]. Even when this is the case, it is generally not enough for proper risk assessment of a
particular component in a given plant for two reasons: first, the component in question does not need to
represent the average industrial experience in terms of type, design or material. Secondly, its operational
and maintenance history also does not need to reflect this average, and in the general case the condition
is also a moving target, in other words PoF (and risk, and RBI related inspection plans) are necessarily
time-dependent.

To manage this complexity and fully benefit from the expertise of the people responsible for the plant,
operation, maintenance and inspections, the modern guidelines and tools for supporting RBI activities
often recommend using an approach where the estimated GFF is modified by additional factors related to
for example the details and experience on design, operation, maintenance and inspections to either
reduce or increase the likely value of GFF at present, and its development in future operation [3-5]. When
doing this it is important to consider different essential aspects of risk, such as safety, environmental and
financial (business) aspects, and consider the potential consequences of failure (CoF) for each of these.
In practice, RBI exercises happen in phases where much of the decisive work is conducted by teams of
people with the relevant expertise, somewhat similarly as in RCM (reliability centred maintenance) that
concentrates on functionality while integrity is the focus of RBI. The important initial phases of RBI work
include system definitions, initial data gathering, and a screening phase to find the essential focus points
where the effort of inspections and maintenance is likely to give best return on investment. Example risk
matrices for screening and later phases of assessment are shown in Figure 2.
There is an emerging European RBI framework standard prEN 16991, based on concepts from the
former European RIMAP project that aimed to develop industry-independent principles for RBI, with
application workbooks including one for power plants [5,6]. The framework standard is being introduced in
more detail elsewhere in this conference. The procedure and application tool used in the present exercise
aimed to follow the same standard approach, first for screening (level 1) and then for a somewhat more
detailed (level 2) risk assessment. Finally, in a few particular cases where damage required it, more
attention was paid to evaluate the detailed condition, residual life or needs for further action like repair. The
results are to be implemented in inspection and maintenance planning and subsequent schedules of
maintenance actions.

a)

b)

Figure 2. RIMAP type risk matrices for a) screening level and b) more detailed risk assessment [6].

3. Inspections: main steam line and locations of interest
The main steam piping had accumulated about 220 000 service hours for the old parts of the system,
except for the newer section that after modification had clocked about 100 000 hours. Some of the details
on main dimensions, design and service temperatures and materials are summarized in Table 1. An example piping section is shown in Figure 3.
In the steps of RBI, the first assessment is the screening level, and this is to be conducted with sufficient
conservatism to avoid missing items associated with significant risk, and in the same time avoiding so
much conservatism that endanger the purpose of screening, i.e. censoring of less important items away
from further assessment. An example is shown for a spherical Y-piece made of 10CrMo9-10, where the
screening assessment has taken it to red, suggesting need for further assessment (Figure 4a). The subsequent more detailed assessment was successful to reduce the risk back to tolerable levels for all risk items
considered (Figure 4b). Less prominent risk reduction was shown for the branch to reduction valve (X20,
red arrow in Figure 3) as can be seen from Figure 5.
Even more detailed assessments may be needed at some stage when aiming to ensure safe and economically justified performance of ageing structures. In case of high temperature equipment, such an as-

sessment is already done in design, and also later life assessment can use similar principles, or “inverse
design”. To satisfy a design code, the uncertainties in the information on materials properties, structural
geometry, impact of fabrication and future operation are dealt with a combination of minimum requirements
and standard safety factors based on general experience.

Figure 3. Lower section of the piping; red arrow shows the branch for the line to the reduction valve.
Table 1. Brief summary of design, service and maintenance information of the piping
Item/issue
Dimensions

Branch (max)
Supports
Time in service

Information
273 x 36 mm (initial part)
323,9 x 42 mm (initial part)
260 x 18 mm (the rest)
245 x 29/16 mm
Constant load hangers
220/100 kh (old/new part)

Steam temp/pressure 540/535⁰C // 130/110 bar
Startups
Cold starts 3-4 / year

Notes
Partly old, from SH header to spherical piece
From sphere to cone, 10CrMo9-10
X20CrMoV11-1 after cone
To reduction valve (and one blind branch)
No slides, one fixed point
New part includes partly old sections
Design / service

Latest piping inspections were conducted in 2014 and 2015. In 2014 there was a crack indication in the
saddle point position of the reduction line branch (in X20 material), and the indication had been removed
by grinding. A similar indication reappeared in the 2015 inspection, and this time a boat sample was ex-

tracted at the defective region (Figures 6 to 8). The crack was found to be growing by creep in the type IV
position in the heat affected zone of the branch weld, on the main pipe side, rather similarly to some earlier
experience on X20 saddle point weld damage [8]. The results of the analysis led to a decision that the
recurring damage justified a weld repair but no component replacement was necessary. The repair was
conducted during the planned outage (Figure 9).

Figure 4. Assessment results of a spherical Y-piece: on left screening, suggesting further assessment,
and on right side more detailed assessment, suggesting tolerable risk (here financial risk dominates).

Figure 5. Assessment results of the branch to reduction valve: on left screening, suggesting further
assessment, and on right side more detailed assessment, suggesting reduced risk (financial risk
dominates).

Figure 6. Outline of the branch to reduction valve, showing the saddle point position (left); and the
extracted boat sample with a surface crack in the marked area (right).

parent material

HAZ
weld metal

Figure 7. Cross-section of the boat sample, showing the position the creep crack (arrow).

Figure 8. Cross-section surface of the boat sample in the type IV HAZ region, with creep cavities.

Figure 9. Repair welded branch to reduction valve (photo: Ville-Veikko Kylliäinen, Fortum).
In addition, a few crack indications were observed in smaller tube attachment welds close to the main stop
valve, towards the right hand end of the piping section of Figure 5. Based on the findings it was suggested
that more of such attachments are included in the future inspections. Apart from the observed local
damage at the attachment welds as noted above, the steam piping appeared to be in fair condition for
extended future service. This is also supported by the CHP operation, meaning essentially base load
service.

4. Discussion
In the present case the selected RBI procedure was applied on a relatively small pilot scale but in parallel
with conventional inspection, assessment/analysis and maintenance routines. From the current experience
it can be concluded that the applied methodology and support tool are in no way contradictory to the
approaches otherwise used, but appear helpful in keeping track and then using the necessary information
that otherwise exists, was stored or is being created at disparate sources or supporting systems/expertise.
Although RBI may show much of its strength only from repeated inspection cycles, the limited first
experience from the small scale pilot study also suggests that the approach can promote the transparency
of life assessment and related activities. In the present case the few cases of observed significant damage
were dealt with during the planned outage, and with some recommended additional locations included in
the inspection plans, the assessment results suggest that the overall piping is in fair condition for extended
further service. The participation of the plant personnel and the experience from the plant was useful and
well utilized in the level 1 session where experts and the best practical plant experts work together. The
lessons learnt from the project include the need to highlight the importance of the good data management
at the plant.

5. Conclusions and summary
RBI is well established in certain industrial branches nearly worldwide but in some industries the penetration remains partial, regional or is only applied by very large operators. Very partial it is for European
smaller power plants, where lack of resources could be a reason to avoid non-mandatory activities. However, with progress in European standardisation, increasing availability of guidelines, tools and external
help, RBI could become much more widespread. The advantages and benefits should be clear from the
systematic means to justify the best return to the inspection and maintenance investments.
A small scale pilot study was conducted on RBI application for the main steam line of a CHP plant in
Finland. The experience showed typical features of initiating RBI, such as the importance of available
background information of design, fabrication, inspections, maintenance and operational history. In the
example plant the steam system had been modified and the level of documentation was variable. The
conventional guidelines can apparently support relatively lean RBI, to suggest typical areas of elevated
probability of failure and recommended areas to be inspected, but the applied supporting tool can provide
further help. The observed indications in the inspections were consistent with the general expectations and
only resulted in repair within the planned outage. The resulting risk-based (or -informed) inspection and
action plans are the main outcomes of the RBI exercise, aiming to produce the best justification and return
on the inspection and maintenance investment for safe operation and long-term lifecycle performance of
the plant.
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Abstract
Carbon and Carbon-Molybdenum steels have been utilized in high temperature applications throughout
the world. These steels have been in-service at elevated temperatures for a significant amount of time,
sometimes well past their original design life. A substantial lack of information has been identified with
regards to long term overheating (creep) and graphitisation both as separate and combined mechanisms
with regards to carbon steels. A tentative interaction has been witnessed on large bore high temperature
and pressure pipework recently. Of particular interest to this paper is the microstructural features and
detection thereof.

1. Introduction and Background
1.1 Graphitisation Nucleation and Growth
During the solidification process free carbon precipitates in the form of cementite (Fe 3C) which is metastable. However, the decomposition of cementite does not occur easily [2]. Given enough time and a suitable
temperature, cementite will either spheroidise or graphitise.
Graphitisation is defined as the formation of free carbon in iron or steel [3]. Primary graphite forms
during the solidification process and can mainly be found in cast irons. Secondary graphite occurs when
cementite decomposes to iron and graphite at elevated temperatures and is the primary concern of this
paper [3]. Spheroidisation is the process where carbides precipitate and coarsen over time at elevated
temperatures. The steel composition and microstructure as well as the exposure temperature determines
whether carbide spheroidisation or graphitisation will occur [3]. Spheroidised cementite is the most stable
of all the ferrite and cementite aggregates, with graphite being the most stable in the Fe-C system.
Graphite rarely appears in steels because the rate of decomposition at normal operating temperatures is
extremely slow. The formation of spheroidised cementite is the slowest when the starting structure is
pearlite and the coarser the pearlite structure the more difficult it is to spheroidise [2]. It has been reported
that spheroidisation will more readily occur above 552˚C and that graphitisation will occur below 552˚C [2].
This transition temperature is variable in practice and sometimes a combination of spheroidisation and
graphitisation can be observed.
Foulds and Viswanathan characterise two basic forms of chain/ planar graphitisation: “weld heat
affected zone (HAZ) graphitization” and “base metal graphitization” hereafter referred to as parent material
(PM) graphitisation [3]. In-service failures have mostly been reported on HAZ related graphitisation with

only recent occurrences of non-weld related graphitisation [3]. Both types of graphitisation have been
documented in main steam pipework of old South African power stations [7].
Graphitisation is affected by two factors: the existence of an appropriate nucleation site (which will be
discussed first) and the availability of free carbon to produce the required nucleus size. The two types of
graphitisation, mentioned above, follows two distinct nucleation processes [3].
Weld HAZ graphitisation occurs primarily in the Over Tempered Heat Affected Zone (OTHAZ) and is
associated with carbon supersaturation caused by the formation of austenite [3]. It is theorised that this
part of the OTHAZ experiences peak temperatures during the welding cycle, that are slightly above the
lower critical Ac1 temperature (730˚C). Graphite nucleation sites are then produced by the decomposition
of cementite to Fe and the carbon rich carbide (Fe2.2C) to cementite [3]. The primary driving force for the
transformation is the carbon activity gradient between the austenite (which has a high carbon solubility)
and the ferrite matrix (which has a low carbon solubility) [3,7]. This results in the aggravation of age-related
secondary graphitisation by providing the pre-existing nuclei to facilitate graphite growth. Nucleation sites
can take the form of grain boundaries, inclusions and strain induced defect clusters which are in abundance in the OTHAZ within a thin band which is parallel to the welding gap.
It has been suggested that Cottrell atmospheres associated with dislocations may be instrumental in
PM related graphitisation. When two dislocations move towards each other on their glide planes, and meet
at an intersection they will react and form a new partial dislocation which reduces the strain energy. This
results in three partial dislocations called Cottrell-Lomer dislocations that have three different glide planes.
These dislocations are called super-sessile because the combination cannot move without disassociating,
and this blocks the motion of dislocations on either side of the two intersecting glide planes [5]. A cold
worked metal can have 10,000 times more dislocations as its soft annealed counterpart [2]. Strain aging is
due to diffusion of carbon atoms in solution, to dislocations that have been generated by plastic
deformation. This may produce carbon supersaturation which aids graphitisation [3,6].
In order to establish the rate of graphitisation one needs to understand the growth kinetics of graphite
nodules. The rate at which such growth occurs is essentially controlled by the rate at which free carbon
can be created and transported to the graphite particle and where the volume changes of graphite
nucleation can be accommodated as described by equation 1 and Figure 1 [3]. The large volume
difference between cementite and graphite acts as an impeding force for the nucleation of graphite. This is
one of the main reasons why graphitisation only occurs after extended exposure to service temperatures,
even though cementite is a metastable phase and there is a free energy decrease when it transforms to
iron and graphite.
(-Q’/RT) m
tg

y = Ae

(1)

where
y: Fraction of transformation (0-1)
Q’: The activation energy for the controlling process, is approximately equal to Q, the activation energy for
diffusion of carbon in ferrite
A: Constant
T: Exposure temperature in absolute units
R: Universal gas constant
tg: Exposure time after incubation
m: Time dependence power

Figure 1. Schematic of graphite growth kinetics. Sigmoidal growth is represented by the dashed line, while
the solid line represents a power-law approximation for the major portion of the curve. Note that the
definition of an incubation period is as a consequence of the approximation [3].
The time dependence power (m) of the growth rate in carbon steels is not a function of material chemistry,
microstructure or original heat treatment. However, the incubation period and actual graphite growth rate
is dependent on material chemistry, microstructure and the initial heat-treatment condition [3].
The rate controlling process is established through the measurement of the activation energy. Table 1
summarises the published or, derived from published data for activation energy for selected diffusing
species [3].
Table 1. Activation energy, Q as published or derived from published data [3].

Activation Energy Q kcal/mol
(kJ/mol)

Material

Process

α-Fe(ferrite)

Diffusion of C in α-Fe

20 (84)

α-Fe(ferrite)

(Self/ vacancy) Grain boundary core
diffusion

41 (174)

α-Fe(ferrite)

(Self/ vacancy) lattice diffusion

60 (251)

According to Foulds and Viswanathan it has been proven that chemistry has very little effect on the activation energy of graphite growth for carbon steel [3]. The author would argue that aluminium above a certain
value will promote graphite nucleation, thereby sensitizing the material to graphitisation. A similar correlation was found during a failure investigation and outage of a South African power plant more than 20 years
ago [7].
Attempts have been made to determine what the rate controlling process would be by measuring the
activation energy. Quenching from just above the Ac1 temperature, as in the case of the HAZ of a weld, the
graphite growth activation energy is lowered to 20kcal/mol, that of diffusion of C in α-Fe (ferrite) [3].
As-normalised steel has similar graphite growth characteristics to that of vacancy/ self-diffusion along
grain boundaries and dislocation cores with an activation energy of 41kcal/mol. Cold-work induced by the
forming process can however reduce the as normalised activation energy by half (20kcal/mol), the activation energy of diffusion of C in α-Fe [3].

From the three points discussed above it has been concluded that the activation energy for weld HAZ
graphitisation of diffusion of C in α-Fe can be used (20kcal/mol). For PM graphitisation it has been proposed that the activation energy for grain boundary and core diffusion (41kcal/mol) be used to calculate
the growth rate of graphite as there does not exist sufficient data on the effect of cold work and plastic
strain on graphitisation [3]. Weld HAZ graphitisation thus requires a lower activation energy than PM
graphitisation, which is the general trend seen by the author. However, the presence cold working (from
the forming process), lowers the required activation energy to similar values as that of weld HAZ graphitisation.
1.2 Creep Formation and Propagation
Creep is a time dependant and thermally activated deformation process that occurs at stresses below the
yield strength [1]. Creep can technically occur at any temperature above absolute zero, however the strain
developed in the process is a function of time, temperature and stress. As a result, the higher the
temperature and stress the more significant the creep phenomena becomes. It is generally accepted that
carbon steel objects that operate at temperatures above 370°C (700˚F) are subject to creep [12]. It should
be noted that creep has been documented at temperatures between 300-420°C (~570-790°F) and is
associated with very high stress [6].
The creep resistance of a material is dependent on the microstructure. A creep resistant steel will
contain a very large number of very fine precipitates. The purpose of precipitates is to impede the motion
of dislocations. It should however be noted that most precipitates will coarsen with time and during
welding, and their distribution will become less dense and subsequently less effective at resisting creep
deformation [1].
A fine grained microstructure will impede dislocation movement at low temperatures, but at a creep
initiating level they provide the process with sources of atoms and vacancies which allow for dislocation
climb. The temperature at which this transition occurs is called the equicohesive temperature [1]. Crystal
lattice diffusion occurs which includes vacancy diffusion and dislocation climb and mobility. For this
process to occur an atom must possess an energy greater than the activation energy in order for it to
break away from its neighbouring atoms. At the creep initiating level, the increased thermal energy allows
increased dislocation mobility, allowing them to climb, jog and side-step obstacles in the material which
would normally impede their motion. During the movement of these dislocations, vacancies and atoms fill
the voids, allowing the dislocation to climb out of its initial slip plane and continue steady state creep.
Therefore, a fine grained microstructure will reverse its role at high temperatures from resisting creep
deformation to aiding creep deformation [1].
High stresses will drive dislocation movement, resulting in faster creep rates and higher strain levels.
High initial stresses, primarily residual stresses from forming, may be sufficient to initiate cracking. Two
effects of pre-straining have been noted with regards to creep crack propagation. The first is an increase in
immobile dislocation density which will slow the relaxation of crack tip stresses and favour cavitation and
micro-cracking. The relaxation of stress concentrations at microstructural features such as carbides,
inclusions and grain boundaries will also be inhibited. The second effect is the generation of internal stress
fields due to the formation of dislocation pile-ups. These initial stresses will relax with operating time,
however service stresses, will continue to drive the cracking and result in failure in later years [6].
Operation at a temperature 10°C above the intended temperature consumes the component twice as
fast, while operation at a temperature 10°C below increases the life of the component by double [1,8]. High
temperatures will coarsen impediments to dislocation movements and also result in a fast creep rate and
high strain [1]. Once plastic deformation starts in a given area, the metal will be softened which in turn
leads a relatively large plastic deformation. The material in the adjoining region will then yield because of
the stress concentration at the boundary of the deformed and un-deformed areas.
After a sustained period of time under creep conditions, cavities will start to form on the grain
boundaries. These cavities will initially be isolated, but given enough time they will start to align and link
together to form micro-cracks. These cracks act as stress concentrating features which generate a highly
stressed area ahead of the crack tip. This in turn, leads to relatively large strains that develop in small
areas, resulting in ductility exhaustion and the growth of the crack by the link up of cavities [1].

The basic equation to describe creep rate is:
-q/kT

ἐ = Ae

.

(2)

where
: Creep strain rates
q: The activation energy per atomic scale
T: Absolute temperature
-24
4
k: Boltzmann’s constant (13.8X10 J/K)

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the three stages of a typical creep curve [2].

2. Microstructural features
The microstructural features of aged steam piping affected by creep and graphitisation fall into the two
major categories identified above. Weld HAZ related damage and PM related damage. Ideally carbon
steels, in the form of high pressure pipework, have not been designed to operate within the creep regime
for extended periods of time.
Table 2 was taken from Dooley and McNaughton shows the maximum oxidation limit for different
carbon steels [6]. It has been noted that extended operation above 800˚F (427˚C) may lead to
graphitisation and/or spheroidisation.
Table 2. Maximum Metal Temperatures (Oxidation Limit) 6.

Steel Type

Carbon Steel

1

ASME Spec.
No.
SA-178 C
SA-192

ASME
Max.1
°F (°C)
1000 (538)1,2
1,2
1000 (538)

Mfr
#1
Max.2
°F
(°C)
950 (510)
950 (510)

Mrf
#2
Max.3
°F
(°C)
850 (454)
850 (454)

Mfr #3
Max.4
°F (°C)
850 (454)
850 (454)

SA-210 Al

1000 (538) 1,2

950 (510)

850 (454)

850 (454)

Prolonged exposure to temperatures above 800˚F (427˚C) may convert the carbide phase of carbon to
graphite
2
Only killed steels shall be used above 850˚F (454˚C)

2.1 Microstructural Features of Weld HAZ related Graphitisation
The mechanisms for graphite nucleation and growth is better understood with regards to HAZ related
graphitisation and has been the topic of multiple failure investigations over the years. As discussed above,
graphite nucleation is bolstered by carbon supersaturation directly as a result of the welding process. The
IC/ OTHAZ is particularly rich in nucleation sites with an abundance of grain boundaries (fine grain
structure), inclusions and strain induced defect clusters. Graphite growth is further encouraged by a
lowered activation energy of the HAZ. Figure 3 is a micrograph depicting the relatively early stages of HAZ
graphitisation, with a lot of fine graphite nodules nucleating on the spheroidised pearlite grains of the over
tempered zone.

Figure 3. Micrographs of HAZ graphitisation. Taken at a magnification of 100x and 500x respectively.
2.2 Microstructural Features of PM related Graphitisation
Parent material related damage has been observed in two distinct planar forms. For the purpose of this
paper they will be referred to has longitudinal planar graphitisation and angled planar graphitisation. Both
types of planar graphitisation have been noted in main steam components of South African power plants
[7].
The longitudinal graphitisation originates from the HAZ and runs into the PM, more or less
perpendicular to the direction of the weld. This phenomenon has to date only been observed in carbon
steels that have not been fully normalised. The partial normalisation of the material is believed to be the
underlying reason for this kind of graphitisation. Normalising establishes a more uniform carbide size and
distribution. Large banded carbides might be responsible for this kind of graphitisation. Partial
normalisation also means that the internal stresses created when forming the component i.e. rolling has
not been fully relieved. A requirement for graphitisation is a nucleation site or rather the presence of
volume-change accommodating defects [3]. These defects can take the form of vacancies and dislocations
which are associated with grain boundary inclusions and strain induced defects. Once plastic deformation
starts in a given area, the metal will be softened which in turn leads a relatively large plastic deformation.
The material in the adjoining region will then yield because of the stress concentration at the boundary of
the deformed and un-deformed areas [6]. This explains why the planar longitudinal graphite has a higher
concentration and appears to originate at heat affected zones or high strain areas associated with the
forming process. Further graphite then nucleates on areas that require less activation energy – like the
rolling direction of a pipe that was not properly heat treated or fully normalised or the fact that the carbide
size and distribution is not uniform. Residual stresses also lower the activation energy required for graphite
growth. The green arrows in Figure 4 highlights an example of longitudinal planar graphite.

Figure 4. Micrograph showing longitudinal planar graphitisation. Taken at a magnification of 50x.
The second type of graphitisation, angled planar graphite, has only been observed in formed T-pieces and
manifolds thus far [7]. The residual stresses induced during the forming process and the complex
geometry of the T-piece results in a large number of defects. Bands of angled planar graphite nucleate and
grow on in the direction of principle residual stress induced during the forming process – similar to that of
longitudinal planar graphite. An example of angled planar graphite can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Micrograph showing angled planar graphitisation. Taken at a magnification of 50x
2.3 Microstructural Features of Creep
Creep has been well documented and studied over the years because of the large amount of catastrophic
failures associated with this phenomenon. It should be noted, however, that carbon steel was never meant
to operate in the creep region for extended periods of time and that the information available is therefore
not as extensive as the low alloy and stainless steel counterparts.
Creep void formation and graphitisation are similar in that voids also prefer to form in the HAZ of a weld.
This is in a large part due to the stress and strain redistribution that takes place in the weldment envelope
which is referred to as “off-loading” [8]. The damage however is more consistently spread through the
thickness of the component and can often extend 10mm into the PM (PM10). Only when the damage has
progressed to such an extent that void alignment and linking occurs, will the distribution of voids become
preferred, usually ahead of a stress front. Carbon steel shows an alarming tendency to only form creep
cavitation very late in the service life of a component. It is largely believed that when creep does appear
that it is already within the tertiary creep phase, and subsequent cavitation, linking and crack growth is
exponential with time. The micrograph in Figure 6 is an example of micro-cracking.

Figure 6. Micrograph of replica taken on the HAZ of a severely creep damaged surface
2.4 Microstructural Features of Creep and Graphitisation as a Combined Mechanism
During the course of multiple investigations, it has been found that graphitisation and creep are not
mutually exclusive, and often the one accompanies and augments the other.
Replication of a component seen in Figure 7 revealed not only the presence of graphitisation, but also
the presence of aligned and linking creep voids – the early stages of micro-cracking. The intercritical heat
affected zone (ICHAZ) and OTHAZ is an area that is prone to void formation because of the coarsening of
precipitates. The fine grained microstructure also provides the process with sources of vacancies (by the
intersection of dislocations) which allow for dislocation climb. During the movement of these dislocations,
vacancies and atoms fill the voids, allowing the dislocation to climb out of its initial slip plane and continue
steady state creep [2].

Figure 7. Micrographs of creep and graphitisation taken on the same location as the micrographs of Figure
3. Taken at a magnification of 50x and 500x respectively.
From observation of multiple failed and un-failed samples in various stages of degradation it has been
found that creep and graphitisation appear to follow a similar pattern of growth. The micrograph seen in
Figure 8 is of a rather large graphite nodule in the PM of a carbon steel sample. The microstructure directly
adjacent to the nodule is slightly deformed with multiple aligned creep voids surrounding the nodule. High
stresses, caused by the volume change associated with graphitisation, will drive dislocation movement,
resulting in faster creep rates and higher strain levels.

Figure 8. Micrograph of a graphite nodule with surrounding creep cavitation. Taken at a magnification of
200x.
Of the two mechanisms graphitisation takes longer to develop enough aligned nodules to progress into a
through-wall crack. In the micrograph of Figure 9 it can be seen that the graphite nodules become linked
by voids. Creep cavitation is affected by the size of the precipitate/graphite nodule. The larger the size of
the nodule, the more creep strain accumulation takes place at the matrix-particle interface. A large amount
of aligned graphite nodules decreases the load bearing area, thereby also increasing the effective stress.

Figure 9. Micrograph of graphite nodules linked by creep cavitation. Taken at a magnification of 200x
Micro- and macro-cracking will soon follow, similar to the crack seen in Figure 10. These cracks act as
stress concentrating features which generate a highly stressed area ahead of the crack tip. This in turn,
leads to relatively large strains that develop in small areas, resulting in ductility exhaustion and the growth
of the crack by the link up of cavities [1]. The final result is a through-wall crack as seen in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Micro and macro-crack formation through a graphite nodule. Taken at a magnification of 200x.

Figure 11. Through-wall crack, showing linked cavities and graphite nodules. Taken at a magnification of
50x and 200x respectively.

3. Detection methods for creep and graphitisation
Non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques for the detection and evaluation of creep damage have been
well established in the industry and will be touched upon in the paragraphs below. Graphitisation detection
and evaluation is, however not as well established and researched.

3.1 Surface replication
Surface replication is a NDT technique that can be used in the detection of both creep and graphitisation.
This technique is limited in that only surface damage is detected.
For the purpose of detecting creep, it has been proven that replication is adequate – sometimes (where
possible) deeper grinding is required in order to establish a more accurate picture of the damage profile
[8]. Extensive damage models have been developed in order to quantify creep damage both in homogenous materials as well as in butt welds. These models have been refined over the years with post and preexposure creep tests [8,9,10].
Graphitisation does not have established damage models and still much uncertainty exists with regards
to the nucleation and growth kinetics of PM related graphitisation. However, replication can be used for the
detection of graphitisation. HAZ related graphitisation has proven to be the most consistently detectable
form of graphitisation with regards to replication. Surface replication might miss angled planar graphitisation, which will appear to be a cluster of random graphite nodules when viewed on the surface plane. It
might also be that the angled planar graphite remains undetected by replication because the damage does
not extend all the way to the surface of the component. Longitudinal planar graphitisation might also remain undetected, depending on the depth of replication.
A fairly safe and conservative approach would be to assume that wherever creep nodules are detected
in carbon steels, graphitisation is sure to be present. Where graphite nodules are detected without the
presence of creep, additional NDT techniques must be utilised in order to gauge the extent of the damage.
A carbon steel component that is subject to graphitisation is very close the end of its service life and
should be replaced wherever possible.
3.2 Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI)
MPI will not detect graphitisation or creep damage, but will detect surface indications. If creep or graphitisation is detected on a component with a linear surface indication, the life of the component must be reassessed. If the minimum wall thickness is compromised by the removal of the indication, or if it is found that
the indication is actively growing by either mechanism, the component should rather be replaced. Failing
replacement, the component must be operated under less severe conditions and, where possible, monitored by use of capacitive strain gauges. The interval for replacement and inspection is at the discretion of
the relevant engineer.
3.3 Ultrasonic Testing (UT)
UT is not only used in the industry to determine the wall thickness of a component but also to detect if
there are any volumetric flaws. UT cannot detect creep damage, but is often used to screen for subsurface
defects which may develop into creep cracks in aged materials.
Graphitisation has however been detected more than 20 years ago by use of ultrasonic testing at a
South African power plant, by the identification of laminar inclusions next to a butt weld. This butt weld was
removed and sectioned due to the size and orientation of the inclusions and it was confirmed to be graphitisation [7].
Recently more advanced techniques like time of flight diffraction (ToFD) and phased array ultrasonic
testing (PAUT) have been developed for the detection of volumetric discontinuities.
ToFD utilises a transmitter and receiver probe in order to detect volumetric defects. During recent trials
ToFD consistently picked up weld related or manufacturing defects, but showed no conclusive evidence of
detecting graphitisation.
The recent increase in computing power has allowed for new ultrasonic processing techniques based
on full matrix capture (FMC) acquisition method, such as total focusing method (TFM) and multi-mode total
focusing method (MTFM). FMC is based on the theory of firing on a single element in an ultrasonic array
transducer and receiving on all elements – this is referred to as “fire on one and receive on all”. This
process then repeats itself until all elements in the array have fire once. A TFM algorithm is used to fully
focus all points within the insonified area in order to provide an image [11].

PAUT TFM showed promise of detecting severe graphitisation, with particular success in detecting angled planar and weld HAZ related graphitisation. Further research and formal trials are however necessary
to validate this method.
3.4 Chemical analysis – aluminium
An extensive sampling program, undertaken more than 20 years ago, established a correlation between
aluminium content and graphitisation. It was decided to use the percentage acid-soluble aluminium as a
measure of graphitisation potential. A threshold value of 0.005% was chosen and any value above this
was classified as being susceptible [7]. In recent sampling, it has been found that butt welds with an
aluminium composition of less than 0.009 mass% tended to form only random graphite nodules, while butt
welds with more aluminium content tended to be more severely graphitised. More sampling is being
undertaken to map the exact amount of aluminium required for graphitisation.

4. Conclusions & Recommendations
The following conclusions and recommendations, based on the review and analysis of published literature
and field data on creep and graphitisation of carbon steel high pressure pipework, have been reached:
·
Graphitisation and creep are similar in that both mechanisms show a propensity for forming in the
IC/OTHAZ of a component. Though the mechanisms by which they form might differ slightly, the root
causes are the same. An abundance of grain boundaries (fine grain structure), inclusions and strain
induced defect clusters as well as the coarsening of precipitates.
·
The longitudinal planar graphitisation originates from the HAZ and runs into the PM, more or less
perpendicular to the direction of the weld. This phenomenon has, to date, only been observed in carbon steels that have not been fully normalised. The fact that this kind of planar graphitisation runs
perpendicular to the weld, makes it less likely to fail catastrophically, however this kind of graphitisation is invariably associated with weld HAZ graphitisation.
· The second type of graphitisation, angled planar graphite, has only been observed in formed T-pieces
7
and manifolds thus far . Bands of angled planar graphite nucleate and grow in the direction of
principle residual stress and like failures seen in high pressure tubing, this might lead to catastrophic
failures. Whether creep cavitation is likely to link the graphite nodules have not yet been established,
however the possibility exists.
·
Creep cavitation for carbon steels show very late in a components life and a large uncertainty exists
over how to accurately predict the rate at which creep cracks may appear and grow. A creep model
can be established by means of post exposure creep testing and accelerated creep testing.
·
The various forms of planar graphitisation are not as easy to detect as creep. However, a fair amount
of accuracy has been established for the detection of weld HAZ related graphitisation. For formed
components miniature specimen test approaches should be used on areas of highest stress.
· Further testing and qualification of PUAT TFM should be explored as a means of detecting
graphitisation.
·
Quantification of aluminium content and graphitisation should be undertaken as future work.
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Abstract
Corrosion of metals in the presence of high temperature flue gases and deposits has long been a
challenge in boilers, furnaces and industrial process plants. The maximum achievable operation
temperature and pressure are usually limited by corrosion. The repair actions due to corrosion failures are
often highly expensive. Monitoring gives valuable information of the operational parameters (temperature,
pressure, fuel etc.) of the plant and thus allows for proactive control of parameters to possibly extend the
life of tubes and pipings. In-service experiments can be also utilised for wider scope in the life assessment.
Increasing operational parameters promote the growth rate of nearly all damage mechanisms, e.g.
corrosion, creep and aging mechanisms are accelerated to shorten the expected lifetime. Systematic
monitoring provides a cost-effective way to improve reliability of critical components, reduces unscheduled
breakdowns and increases overall business profitability.

1. Introduction
Corrosion of key components is one of the major challenges in many process plants. It is one of the most
serious damage mechanisms impacting the equipment and assets. The substitution of fossil fuels through
alternative fuels (e.g. waste and biomass) is of great interest not only for the environmental but also for the
economic aspect. The properties, e.g. energy density, slagging and corrosion potential, of alternative fuels
are usually the reason for increasing operational costs. To limit and assess corrosion risks in advance, it is
essential to know the behaviour and effects of fuels on the process equipment and components. At the
moment the most challenging in preventing corrosion assessment seems to be the limited knowledge of
simultaneous effects of different corrosive components, such as heavy metals, chlorides, sulphates and
oxides, on corrosion. Uncontrolled corrosion can cause leaks and component failures, leading to reduction
of both the performance and reliability of equipment. In extreme cases, corrosion can lead to unexpected
failures that can be costly in terms of repair costs, environmental damage and also potential harm to people working around. And thus different monitoring systems are needed to follow and estimate the progress
of corrosion phenomena in the processes. [1-4] The most accurate steps to assess corrosion is done during maintenance shutdowns but that is a rather late stage, and thus different kinds of in-service monitoring
systems based on metal loss and/or electrochemical measurements have been developed and are still
under further development. [5-7]
At the same time with larger variety of fuels, there is the pressure to improve efficiency by higher steam
values. Increasing operation parameters promote the growth rate of nearly all damage mechanisms. The
rate of steam side oxidation is promoted by increasing temperature that will also continuously increase with
the growth of the insulating oxide layer, when an approximately constant heat flow is extracted through the

heat transfer surfaces. The loss of load bearing wall thickness and the temperature increase resulting from
decreased heat transfer due to forming oxides may lead to creep failures. [8-10] Many material options
used in conventional power plants have failed in the waste to energy and even in biomass plants; even
with the decreased steam temperatures and pressures component failures occur. Alloy modification, the
use of higher alloyed materials, is one way to mitigate corrosion and other failure modes, and improve the
efficiency of energy generation.
Next chapters describe the ways used to assess corrosion and lifetime of high temperature components, and give some general examples of studies carried out on-site.

2. Inspection and offline monitoring
Typically corrosion inspection and measurements are performed during maintenance breaks with applicable NDE methods (ultrasonic, eddy current etc.), when the damage has already occurred or at least is in
progress. The challenge of NDE methods is that they are manpower intense and quite slow. Thus thickness measurements are often taken over a relatively small percentage of the total boiler wall and statistical
analysis is used to determine the overall condition of the boiler tubing [8].
The simplest metal loss inspection type is a destructive inspection with the weight loss sample, which is
the most commonly used technique in corrosion research. The sample can be either a simple coupon or
clamp (Figure 1), which is anchored on the area of interest. Another option is the use of sample
tubes/panels (Figure 2.) or sample loops. A sample, with known weight, is installed during the overhaul,
exposed to the process for a known period (e.g. to the next overhaul) and the weight loss is measured as a
function of time. Although this test is simple, the life prediction according to the obtained results might be
challenging. The sample requires a relatively long exposure to the studied process to yield accurate results. In addition, some corrosion modes occur with a small mass change (i.e. pitting) and thus it is difficult
to detect from weight loss. The parallel samples and visual inspection of cross sections are needed to
verify a prevailing corrosion mode and remnant load carrying thickness. [12,13] To study internal oxidation
of tube materials, the tube samples need to be removed from the interest area, no coupons or clamps can
be utilised in the case.
In the case of steam loop, the separate sample coil next to the interest area, the advantages compared
to a coupon or clamp sample are that the test conditions are real operation conditions for materials and
there is possibility for longer exposure times. The loop allows material testing in several temperatures at
same time due to temperature gradient along the loop. Test sections can also be longer allowing the identification of possible variations in material quality along a tube, and both steam-side oxidation and fireside
corrosion properties can be tested at the same time [14].

Figure 1. Schematic picture of clamp specimen around a heat exchanger tube
Creep is the primary life limiting mechanism on high temperature and pressure power station components.
Creep evaluation is currently achieved by surface inspection of microstructure (replicas) during maintenance breaks; a methodology is quite time consuming and considered inadequate. Creep deformation can
be monitored using offline and online measurement techniques. Offline techniques, such as ARMAC [15],
allow manual data collection during plant shutdown. Whilst these technologies are generally cheap to

install, technicians and equipment (access to sensors) are needed to take measurements. The frequency
of measurements is low and not periodically spaced (will only detect tertiary creep after significant running
time in this regime). [16]

Figure 2. Material testing in heat exchanger tube, new test material in the left hand side of weld, in the
right hand side current tube material
The inspection result obtained during maintenance break has limited value for pro-active corrosion management because it provides historical data, and thus monitoring methods obtaining continuous data has
been developed.

3. Monitoring during service
Corrosion monitoring with the different types of probes measure process stream conditions. The probes
are inserted into the process stream and are continuously exposed to the process environment. There are
various corrosion probe systems available in the markets; besides corrosion the probes can be used to
monitor various phenomena of combustion processes, such as the gas flow and ash composition. Roughly
probes can be divided to mechanical probes (fouling, metal loss), which are analyzed after removal from
the process, and those ones continuously collecting data (electrochemical probes). Typically online measurement results are compared to results obtained from calibration rings (weight loss samples), which are
installed in the same probe with electrochemical system [12].
Corrosion probes either with an air or water cooling system are used for monitoring corrosion in boilers
and chemical process industry. Probe testing enables long term material testing in real boiler conditions.
Probes provide valuable information on the nature of the corrosion attack and forming corrosion products,
and the behaviour of alloys in real boiler conditions [17-19]. The benefits of corrosion probe compared to
coupon samples or clamps are an accurate temperature control of probe and a shorter testing time; the
probe can be removed when sufficient exposure time is reached without a maintenance shutdown.
Electrochemical online corrosion measurements are based on determining the corrosion current within
a confined system. Corrosion rate can be calculated according to Faraday’s law, when the corrosion current is known, stating that the amount of dissolving material in electrochemical reactions is directly proportional to the current between anode and cathode. An electrochemical online corrosion probe system can
be used to validate materials for boiler parts e.g. superheater and economiser tubes or to study the effects
of boiler operation and fuel quantity on service life. Electrochemical corrosion monitoring can be applied in
boiler applications when specimens/tubes are covered with ash deposits as the ash serves as the electrolyte for electrochemical measurements. The probe does not see oxidation or other mechanisms where
electrochemical reactions are not involved and for this kind of purposes electrical resistance (ER) probe is
one possible to increase the reliability of measurement. [12,20]

Figure 3 shows the principle of an air-cooled probe used in the measurement campaign in a waste to
energy boiler [21]. Typical fuel mixture during the campaign was the recycled and waste wood from construction sites, forest residues and recovered fuel mainly from the packing industry. The measurement
campaign was carried out with three different materials TP347H, HR3C and Sanicro 28. A temperature
controlled, air cooled probe was placed in the superheater area in the second pass where the mean gas
temperature was about 850°C. The probe was cooled to a surface temperature of 550°C, and the temperature of the test probe was adjusted by pressurized air. PID-controller, connected to one of the thermocouples, adjusted the cooling air flow with a pneumatic control valve. The temperatures of the other thermocouples were monitored and logged by an online datalogger during testing.
Figure 4 shows an overview of the probe after the testing campaign. A continuous deposit was formed
on probe surface during the test. After exposure a section was taken from each specimen and moulded in
plastic after which the prepared and polished sample cross-sections and alloy microstructures were characterized. Assessment of material performance was based on the estimation of the depth of the material
degradation and oxide thickness measurements.

Figure 3. Schematic presentation of the air-cooled corrosion probe

Figure 4. Overview of corrosion probe head after testing campaign
Figure 5 presents the close-up from the online probe head showing sample and calibration (weight loss)
rings separated with ceramic insulation rings. The deposit accumulating on the sample rings forms the
electrolyte for electrochemical measurements between reference and corrosion rings. The summary of

online measurement data is illustrated in Figure 6 showing the increase of corrosion rate during the campaign, and also temperature variation due to soot blowing.

Figure 5. Close-up from the probe head before measurement campaign

Figure 6. Summary from the probe data, collected during the measurement campaign
Probes can be also used to define the critical temperature ranges of materials for example during the
planning of foreseeing changes in operational parameters. In that case, a single material is used in the
probe, and the operation-dependent temperature gradient is applied to the probe, Figure 7. According to

the measurement results the optimal conditions and the critical temperature limits can be determined for
the tested material. The gradient probe can be utilised e.g. for dew point corrosion measurements. [4]

Figure 7. Principal of gradient probe [22]
Utilising a real time measurement with probe it is possible to follow fouling and corrosion tendency of tube
surfaces and the influence fuel changes on process parameters and corrosion. The monitoring supports
the operability during material and fuel changes, and also gives information for more accurate maintenance planning and optimisation of soot blowing intervals (Figure 8). Systematic corrosion monitoring
provides a cost-effective way to improve reliability of critical components (information for remaining life
assessment and aging management), plant uptime and increase overall business profitability.

Figure 8. The effect on soot blowing, short term measurement
Online techniques for creep, such as strain gauges or potential drop methods, have been developed, but
are not very commonly used. These techniques allow continuous and automated data collection during
plant operation. Online measurements allow earlier and robust detection of accelerated creep, although
are more expensive to install due to instrumentation and cabling costs [21].

4. Discussion and conclusions
Corrosion monitoring is used to measure material losses and/or corrosion rates in industrial process systems. Both direct and indirect measurement systems are available for the measurements. Indirect systems
are usually based on e.g. chemical or process data analyses, and direct systems are mainly based on
either coupon samples or clamps anchored on component surfaces (delay of results) or corrosion probes.
The benefits of corrosion probe compared to coupon samples or clamps are an accurate temperature
control of probe and a shorter testing time; the probe can be removed when sufficient exposure time is
reached without a maintenance shutdown. Table 1. compares the benefits and drawbacks of coupon/tube
samples and online monitoring.
Table 1. Comparison of usability of corrosion samples (exposure testing) and online probes

Exposure samples

On-line measurements

Applicability

Environment

- All corrosion modes
- Average corrosion
rate
- Joints, welds
- Indication of corrosion risk
- Momentary corrosion rate
- Cumulative corrosion rate
- Corrosion mode

All conditions

Resistance – all
conditions
Electrochemical
– conductive
solutions &
process medias

Reaction rate for
process changes
Slow

Availability of
results
Long exposure
times (accuracy)

Fast

Fast

Corrosion monitoring can be used to evaluate material performance in real service conditions, to evaluate
and control process conditions (e.g. plant measurements; the corrosion risk with different fuels / fuel mixtures) and to obtain the Information for life assessment and material selection. The on-site experiments
can be used e.g. for the demonstration of materials to improve the expected life of boiler tubes under severe corrosive/erosive service conditions.
By combining data from the online monitoring with process data (steam values, fuel and flue gas compositions etc.) more detailed information of the variation of process conditions and process disturbances
on material corrosion behaviour can be obtained.
In future new probe systems with better temperature control and more reliable online measurements are
needed for more accurate corrosion monitoring. Hybrid probes combine the advantages of fouling and
online probes, and thus could be the next development stage.
In-service experiments can be also utilised for a wider scope in the life assessment [23]. The lifetime of
the various process plant components will be shortened by corrosive substances at different operation
temperatures. Power and process plant pipes, tubes and other components will also experience the
mechanical loads affecting e.g. creep and fatigue properties of components. Creep is often one designlimiting mechanism in high temperatures, but also gradual material aging or microstructural changes are
shortening the lifespan. Temperature and load fluctuations can also accelerate the formation of creepfatigue failures. The daily based degradation of plant components can be seen as in-service experiments,
and life assessment is based on the inspection of these components utilizing process history (T, p, design
& material data). If the temperature history is not monitored at the worst locations with high risk of failures,
it can be estimated by microstructural inspection and relatedmeasurements of e.g. hardness and/or the
condition of theinternal oxide. Such assessments may be used for predicting the remaining life or the safe
time to the next in-service inspection for critical components, e.g. in the case when
·
component or plant is approaching design life
·
process disturbance has occurred (overheating or -loading), or
·
changes in the process parameters or type of service are required (base load to cycled use).
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Abstract
Different types of corrosion phenomena present a threat for economical, uninterrupted and safe operation
of both conventional and nuclear power plants. Many types of corrosion damage are induced by impurities
that tend to accumulate in crevices or beneath corrosion product deposits. Especially important phase for
corrosion protection is during different transitions, shut-downs and at two-phase regions.
Several efforts for decreasing general corrosion rate and thereby also corrosion product accumulation
on power plant surfaces have been done by changing the plant water chemistry. One very promising protecting method is treating systems with film-forming amines (FFA), such as octadecylamine (ODA). FFAs
form a thin, some nanometers in thickness, film on metallic surfaces. Application of ODA decreases the
rate of flow assisted corrosion (FAC) in the feed water line and thus reduces the amount of iron oxide that
is available for deposition. ODA has also been observed to decrease the amount of crevice corrosion and
stress corrosion cracking by hindering the enrichment of chloride ions and changing electrochemical properties of the surface.
Recent studies at VTT show that at high temperatures (T=228-300°C) under ammonia water chemistry,
ODA reduces carbon steel corrosion rate by a factor of three and that the once-formed film also remains
stable at surfaces at high temperatures.

1. Introduction
The economical and continuous operation of a power plant can be compromised by different corrosion
phenomena. Many corrosion processes in the secondary side of a pressurized water reactor and also in
conventional power plants are initiated or enhanced by deposition of corrosion products. These corrosion
product particles mainly originate in carbon steel feed water lines and other components, from where they
are removed by flow accelerated corrosion. Particles are transferred by water and deposited on e.g. steam
generator (SG) surfaces. These deposits, consisting mostly of magnetite (Fe3O4), tend to deposit on the
SG tubes, tube sheets and tube support structures and they can be difficult to remove. Once formed, the
deposits accumulate impurities, hinder heat transfer and cause thermal-hydraulic instabilities through
blockage of tube supports. The economical usage of a steam generator is compromised both by formation
of an insulating scale and through removal of tubes from service and by increase of plant down-time.

One common method for decreasing corrosion is to use alternative water chemistry, e.g. by using oxygen-free water with elevated pH (9.6<pH<10), in which pH-range the dissolution rate of carbon steel is at
minimum. Conditioning for high pH can be achieved by using ammonia alone or a combination of different
amines. They both decrease flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC) and deposition of magnetite particles on the
surfaces. [1] Even better results can be achieved by using film-forming amines (FFA), such as octadecylamine (ODA) in addition with pH-altering amines. ODA forms a thin, some nanometers thick, film on surfaces. This film is capable for both protecting surfaces from FAC and decreasing the deposition rate of iron
oxides. [2].

2. Properties and effects of octadecylamine
Aliphatic amines are generally used as filming amines. They belong to oligo-alkyl-amino fatty amine family
and their general chemical formula is R1-[NH-(R2)-] n-NH2, where n is an integer between 0 and 7, R1 is an
unbranched alkyl chain with 12 to 18 carbon atoms and R2 is a short chain alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon
atoms. Octadecylamine (ODA) belongs to this group, and is the simplest of them with n=0 and R1=C 18H37.
ODA is commonly used as a filming amine for the protection of industrial condensate and boiler systems.
Usually pH controlling amines are used together with filming amines. [3] ODA addition changes pH of the
system, because it releases ammonia and also acts itself as an alkaline medium. [4]
The amine nitrogen of ODA has a free electron pair which makes ODA to have a strong affinity to metal
surfaces. While amino groups bond with the metal surface, the carbon chains protect the surface (see Fig.
1). [5] Because of its active group, ODA can also be absorbed on surfaces of individual colloidal particles.
The adsorption-desorption equilibrium is adjusted by temperature and concentration of ODA. [4] Film
formed by ODA molecules protects surface from corrosive substances like oxygen, carbon dioxide and
carbonic acid and the hydrophobic alkyl group makes the surface to repel water [6]. ODA can also chemically bound chlorides, decreasing corrosion rates. [4] Once formed film is quite stable and remains intact if
the dosage of ODA is interrupted for a short while. [5].

Figure 1. Adsorption of amines on a structural material surface in high-temperature water. [5]
Steam volatility, i.e. distribution coefficient, of the ODA is greater than one, so higher concentration of ODA
is always expected to be at steam-condensate line during constant dosage of ODA in the steam-water
cycle. Likewise to other long-chained surfactants, the solubility to water of ODA has three characteristic
areas: area of real solubility, area of micelle formation and 2-phase area. These areas depend on temperature, ODA concentration and presence of other ions. In general, ODA is not very soluble to water at room
temperature, but at least one commercial aqueous lipo-amine emulsion of ODA is available (ODACON®
by Reicon GmbH). ODA reduces strongly the surface tension of the water. This causes better wettability of

the component in water phase, smaller droplet diameter in wet steam region and decrease of vapour bubbles in the evaporation. [4]
Several properties of ODA decrease the corrosion rate. Local corrosion is hindered, because ODA decreases enrichment of chloride ions in crevices and under deposits. This however is only achieved with
constant availability of ODA. Chloride enrichment is prevented because ODA forms ODA-chloride compounds and also the ODA-film forms a diffusion barrier for impurities. ODA can even remove already enriched chloride. [4]
ODA also reduces erosion corrosion processes. ODA reduces droplet erosion because of its surface
tension of water lowering properties, which changes droplet size and distribution in the wet steam region.
Erosion corrosion in wet steam is lowered to a quarter of the initial value. In feed water, plain carbon steel
is better protected with an ODA addition than Cr-alloyed steel without inhibitor, when complete coverage
with ODA-film is achieved. ODA film also protects from cavitation, but only if it is constantly present in the
medium. [4]

Figure 2. Effect of ODA concentration (exposed for 3 h in steam at T = 220°C) and exposure temperature
(exposed for 3 h at 5 mg/l ODA) on corrosion inhibition efficiency of carbon steel. Modified from [7]
The ODA film formation occurs at temperatures above about T = 120°C, Fig. 2. In the example given in
Fig. 2, the best protection is achieved if the concentration is higher than about 5 mg/l. The amount of ODA
in the system is controlled by colorimetric determination of the free film forming amine concentration in the
cooling water and a concentration above 1mg/l is usually recommended. Because the intention is that
ODA is absorbed onto the surfaces, there is no simple correlation between added ODA amount and the
concentration of free ODA in the water. ODA can have an effect on different sensors used for conductivity,
pH or dissolved oxygen monitoring, and this must be taken into account.

3. Experimental studies concerning corrosion preventing properties of
octadecylamine
Several studies concerning properties of octadecylamine have been recently performed at VTT. Experiments have been performed in a static autoclave, i.e. no external water chemistry preparation loop was
connected to the autoclave. NH3-additions were used together with ODA to control water chemistry. Octadecylamine was added either in a form of powder manufactured by Merck Schuchardt OHG or in a form of

emulsion of ODACON® by Reicon GmbH. ODA was added either straight to the autoclave at the beginning of the experiment or with a LC-pump. Studied material in carbon steel experiments was carbon steel
type 22K with a composition (in weight percent) as follows: 0.19-0.26%C, 0.7-1.0%Mn, 0.17-0.4%Si,
<0.04%P, <0.035%S, <0.3%Cr, <0.3%Ni, <0.3%Cu, balance Fe. Experiments were conducted in an oxygen-free environment. Both electrochemical measurements and weight gain/loss measurements were
conducted during the experiments and the thickness of the formed oxide was estimated also from the
cross-sections of the coupons using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In some cases also Tafel slopes
were measured in order to estimate corrosion rates.
Autolab PGSTAT302F was used to measure electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of carbon steel
samples using controlled distance electrochemistry (CDE) arrangement (Fig. 3) in the two electrode arrangement. In this arrangement the other specimen is used as a working electrode and the other both as a
counter and a reference electrode. In the-CDE arrangement, the distance of the specimens is controlled by
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a loading rod, moved with a step motor, allowing distance controlling with an accuracy of about 10
m/step. Used distance was 55μm between the electrodes. The mixed potential of the carbon steel specimens was measured against an Ag/AgCl/0.01M(or in some cases 0.05M) KCl-reference electrode and
recalculated to the Standard Hydrogen Scale (SHE).

Figure 3. Schematic picture of the Controlled Distance Electrochemistry (CDE) arrangement. FRA =
Frequency Response Analyser, WE = Working Electrode, CE = Counter Electrode, RE = Reference
Electrode.
Experiments have been performed in a temperature range between 25°C and 300°C, initial ODA concentration varying between 0 and 25 ppm and ammonia controlled pH varying from 9.2 to 9.8. During these
measurements, several observations have been made: Addition of ODA to the secondary side water treated with NH3 decreases corrosion rate of the studied carbon steel (22K) at T = 228°C [9] and at T=300°C
[8] by a factor of 3 (0.07-0.28 mm/y without ODA, 0.02-0.09mm/y with ODA). Also, ODA-film once formed
at T=228°C remains stable at T=300 °C for a prolonged period of at least a week [8]. Furthermore, ODA
addition has the same effect on the corrosion rate whether it has been added at the beginning of the exposure (fresh surface) or after a period of pre-oxidation of the carbon steel surface during which a stable
magnetite film was grown. This indicates that ODA would effectively slow down also the corrosion of carbon steel at locations where flow assisted corrosion (FAC) takes place. [9]

One example of a set of experimental results gained at T = 228 oC is shown in Fig. 4. The three repetitions without ODA show roughly three times lower magnitude of impedance than the four repetitions with
ODA. Magnitude of impedance at the end of each data set (the length of the vector from zero to the the
last data point) is a measure of corrosion resistance – the lower the magnitude the higher the corrosion
rate. Repeatability of independent experiments is rather good.

Figure 4. Compilation of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data. Carbon steel in ammonia water
with pH = 9.2, T = 228°C. Three repetitions without ODA show roughly three times lower magnitude of
impedance than the four repetitions with ODA.
Figures 5 and 6 are scanning electron microscope pictures taken after experiments. The surface morphology of these samples show a typical double layer structure where the inner layer is presumed to be ingrown whereas the outer layer is formed by crystals deposited back onto the surface from the solution. The
average crystal size is clearly higher for the experiment with ODA and longer exposure time than for experiment without ODA and shorter exposure time. [8] However, as the surface morphology is essentially the
same with similar double layer structure, it can be said, that the corrosion protective effect of ODA cannot
be seen from SEM pictures but electrochemical measurements are needed for corrosion protection evaluation.

Figure 5. Surface morphology of the carbon steel sample after experiment without ODA
(T = 300°C, [ODA] = 0 ppm, t = 147 hrs). [8]

Figure 6. Surface morphology of the carbon steel sample after experiment with ODA
(T = 228°C ->300°C, [ODA] = 20 ppm, t = 48 hrs at 228°C+242 hrs at 300 °C). [8]

4. Conclusions
Film forming amines can be used for corrosion protection of surfaces of power plants because they form a
thin, protective film on surfaces. These amines are typically aliphatic amines and are used together with
pH controlling amines. Most common of these amines is octadecylamine (ODA). Application of ODA decreases the rate of flow assisted corrosion (FAC) in the feed water line and thus reduces the amount of
iron oxide that is available for deposition. ODA has also been observed to decrease the amount of crevice
corrosion and stress corrosion cracking by hindering the enrichment of chloride ions and changing electrochemical properties of the surface. The protective properties of ODA can be explained by the fact that the
amine nitrogen of a film forming amine has a free electron pair which makes amine to have strong affinity

to metal surfaces. This film protects surfaces from corrosive substances like oxygen, carbon dioxide and
carbonic acid and the hydrophobic alkyl group makes the surface to repel water.
Several studies concerning properties of octadecylamine have been recently performed at VTT. In
these experiments it has been shown that at high temperatures (T=228-300°C) under ammonia water
chemistry, ODA reduces carbon steel corrosion rate by a factor of three and that the once-formed film also
remains stable at surfaces at high temperatures.
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Abstract
A trial weld joint of CB2 and P92 steels was produced using the GTAW method and a filler
metal of Thermanit MTS 616. Creep testing was carried out at temperatures from 575 °C to 650
°C and stresses from 60 MPa to 180 MPa. Creep data were evaluated in relation to the LarsonMiller parameter. Ruptured bars underwent fractographic and microstructural analyses. To date,
six creep tests have been completed with the longest time to rupture of 6,661 hours. All
fractures occurred in P92 steel: in the base material after tests at higher stresses, and in the
heat affected zone after tests at lower stresses. All structures corresponded to tempered
martensite with a high density of chromium carbides at grain and subgrain boundaries and fine
intragranular vanadium nitrides. Fine grained and critically reheated heat affected zones
revealed the highest susceptibility to creep failure. Bands of fine grains/subgrains with coarse
carbides were formed along prior austenite grain boundaries and adjacent large
grains/subgrains with very low dislocation density and low density of fine nitrides. Plastic
deformation under creep conditions was concentrated in the large grains. Fast growing Laves
phase particles precipitated during creep, especially in the heat affected zones, serving as
nucleation centres for cavities and cracks.

1. Introduction
A significant portion of worldwide energy production will be based on fossil fuels in the coming decades.
However, the increase in fuel costs on the one hand and the required limitation of emissions on the other,
have led to strong pressures to push the service temperatures and pressure parameters of steam in fossil
fuel-fired power plants to their limits. The increase of these parameters needs new advanced materials
operating under severe service conditions for several decades. In order to minimize investment costs,
which also influence the effective cost of electricity generation, use must be made of ferritic-martensitic
steels for all major components in both boilers and turbines. The class of 9-12% Cr steels is currently used
for critical components in plants operating at ultra-supercritical conditions of steam. These steels show
high mechanical strength, high long-term creep strength and oxidation resistance in steam, along with
ease of welding and fabrication of large forgings, castings and pipe sections. Additionally, they still offer
some further potential regarding their creep strength, although oxidation resistance must be carefully taken
into consideration if higher temperatures are targeted.

Welded joints are the most critical parts of plants operating at high temperatures, and are commonly
susceptible to fracture. A rupture usually initiates in a specific region as a result of structural heterogeneity
of the weldment formed either during fabrication or during service. Since cyclic thermal and stress loading
after each weld pass affects the steel structure, great attention has to be paid to welding technologies and
the selection of appropriate filler materials.
Doosan Škoda Power Ltd. has recently established a new station for vertical welding of turbine rotors
supplied by Polysude which enables automated welding of rotors for single-casing turbines intended for
high-temperature steam input (600 °C) as well as for low-pressure components of the highest output rating
turbines with rotors up to 135 tonnes in weight, rotor discs of a maximum diameter of 2.2 m, and a
maximum length of 12 m. The maximum permissible weld thickness is 135 mm for diameters ranging from
400 mm to 1,200 mm. Several projects concerning welding of heavy turbine parts have been started. One
of the testing programmes deals with the optimization of the welding procedure for forged pipes and cast
parts of turbines made of steel P92 and steel CB2 respectively.
Grade P92 (X10CrWMoVNb9-2, ASME SA 335) is ferritic 9Cr - 1.75W - 0.5Mo steel micro-alloyed with
vanadium and niobium and with controlled boron and nitrogen contents. Due to its excellent creep
properties and high corrosion/oxidation resistance, which are equal to other high chromium ferritic steels, it
is used for production of headers, boiler superheater and reheater tubes and main steam pipes for
extremely severe steam conditions (temperatures exceeding 600 °C and pressures of over 25 MPa) in
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advanced power plants [1]. Steel P92 has a creep strength from 110 to 120 MPa at 600 °C for 10 hours.
This steel contains only a small amount of nitrogen to reduce its bond to boron. The slow speed of
coarsening of M23C6 particles positively influences the microstructural stability of this material. During
tempering and/or creep exposure an intensive precipitation of Laves phase occurs, which leads to
tungsten depletion of the solid solution. However, there does not tend be a more prominent decrease of
creep strength. Despite the number of MX particles being rather low, only a moderate recovery as well as
slow growth of subgrain occurred.
Cast steel CB2 (GX13CrMoCoVNbNB 10 1 1) developed in the European COST Projects is one of the
most promising alloys for the production of steam turbines operating at temperatures up to 620 °C [2]. Its
chemical composition is balanced with the aim of improving oxidation and creep properties. It is a variation
of P91 steel (GX12CrMoVNbN 9-1). In contrast to P91, which contains up to 9% chromium and 1%
molybdenum, CB2 is also alloyed with cobalt and boron. Limitation of nickel content improves creep
strength. Addition of cobalt compensates for the low Ni content and restrains the formation of δ-ferrite.
Nitrogen, together with vanadium and niobium, can increase precipitation strengthening and boron can
restrict the coarsening of chromium carbides that pin grain and sub-grain boundaries and causes an
increase in sub-structural strengthening. A balanced content of molybdenum and tungsten increases solid
solution strengthening and long-term structural stability. It is currently used for the production of various
parts of high efficiency power plants.
This paper deals with the study of creep properties and microstructure evaluation in samples from a trial
of a dissimilar weld joint of steel P92 and COST CB2. This weldment was prepared in the same conditions
used for welded rotor production.

2. Experiments
2.1 Materials and welding procedure
The dissimilar weld joint was prepared from pipes with an external diameter of 310 mm and thickness of 60
mm. The cast part of CB2 was supplied by SAFAS. Heat treatment was: 1100 °C/5 h/AC + 755 °C/10h +
730 °C/(8.5 h)/FC. Forged steel was produced by FORGITAL Fmdl; heat treatment consists of 1040
°C/5 h/AC + 780 °C/6 h/AC. Böhler Thermanit MTS 616 (W-ZCrMoWVNb 9-0.5-1.5) was used as filler
material. Chemical compositions of both the base materials and consumables are shown in table 1.
The experimental weld was carried out using automated welding method 141+111 (TIG HOT WIRE)
into a narrow gap with internal protection by argon. The thickness of the welded walls was 60 mm.
Inductive heating with thermal insulation ensured a preheating temperature ranging from 200 to 250 °C.

The welding interpass temperature was kept below 300 °C. Pipes were joined in PC position (longitudinal
axis of tubes was vertical). A post weld heat treatment (PWHT) was applied. The ultrasonic testing TOFD
method as well as standard NDT surface inspection were used for examining the welded zones after
PWHT.
The weldment was cut into four segments that were used for fabrication of samples for testing the
structural and mechanical creep properties.
Table 1. Chemical composition in weight %.
Part
Base material
CB2
Weld metal
MTS 616
Base material
P92

C

Mn

Si

0.12

0.82

0.41

0.11

0.79

0.11

0.52

P

S

Element
Co

Cr

Ni

Mo

V

W

Nb

Ti

N

B

Al

Sn

0.019 ˂ 0.001

9.00

0.18

1.00

0.18

0.92

˂ 0.01

0.04

˂ 0.01

0.007

0.013

0.007

0.005

0.005 ˂ 0.001

As

Sb

0.23

0.008

0.007

1.00

0.63

0.50

0.20

0.02

1.89

0.04

˂ 0.01

0.042

0.004

0.001

0.006

0.007 ˂ 0.001

0.36

0.017

0.005

1.00

0.38

1.00

0.19

0.02

1.68

0.04

˂ 0.01

0.033

0.002

0.001

0.007

0.007 ˂ 0.001

2.2 Sample preparation and methods used
Smooth cross-weld specimens with a length of 92 mm and a diameter of 8 mm were fabricated from the
weld joint. Creep tests to rupture of these specimens and of specimens machined from both the base
materials were carried out. However, only a few samples prepared from the base material have been
broken so far. Fracture surfaces of ruptured samples were observed using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM).
The specimens were cut along their longitudinal axis. Macrostructure was revealed using Vilella-Bain´s
reagent and the position of the fracture in the weldment was located. Hardness measurement along the
specimen axis was carried out.
The microstructure of longitudinal sections was observed using light microscopy (LM) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The substructure was evaluated using a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). The foils were thinned by jet polishing in 6% solution of perchloric acid in methanol at -40 °C.
Energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) and electron diffraction were used to identify secondary
phases.

3. Results
3.1 Mechanical properties
The integrity and mechanical properties of the weld joint were evaluated according to the welding
standards EN 288-2,3. All results were satisfactory.
The mechanical properties of the segment which was used for creep test sample preparation are summarised in Tables 2a, 2b, and 2c.
Table 2a. Basic mechanical properties of the weld joint.

Mechanical properties Temperature [°C] Rp 0.2 [MPa]
CB2

P92
Weld joint
Weld joint
Weld joint
Weld joint
Weld joint
Weld joint

20
600
600
20
600
600
20
20
20
20
20
20

566
329
339
524
308
298

Rm [MPa]

A [%]

Z [%]

725
383
381
676
326
315
675
686
673
694
685
686

20.2
23.6
22.0
23.0
21.0
21.8

54
81
79
70
88
87

Fracture
location
CB2
CB2
CB2
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92

Table 2b. Mechanical properties of the weld joint - results of impact tests.
Temperature
[°C]
CB2
20
HAZ CB2 - face of weld
20
CFB2 - weld root
20
P92
20
HAZ P92 - face of weld
20
HAZ P92 - weld root
20
WM- face of weld
20
WM- root of weld
20
Impact test

1
29
36
25
51
107
81
55
53

2
31
25
27
60
64
62
64
49

KV [J]
3
30
35
32
95
83
51
62
38

Average

FATT
[°C]

30
32
28
69
85
65

36.6

60
47

16.9

14.9

Table 2c. Mechanical properties of the weld joint – results of hardness measurements.

Hardness HV10
FB2 - face of weld
HAZ FB2 - face of weld
WM - face of weld
HAZ P92 - face of weld
P92- face of weld
CB2 - weld root
HAZ CB2 - weld root
WM - weld root
HAZ P92 - weld root

Temperature [°C]
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

1
221
212
236
218
222
230
225
270
224

2
215
227
249
225
225
227
238
274
205

3
222
245
254
233
224
225
249
268
205

P92 - weld root

20

219

213

224

Average
219
228
246
225
224
227
237
271
211
219

3.2 Creep tests
Creep rupture testing was carried out in air at temperatures ranging from 575 °C to 650 °C and stresses
from 80 MPa to 160 MPa. The longest time to the rupture of samples so far is about 7,000 hours. A list of
specimens investigated is given in Table 3.
Table 3. Creep testing conditions, time to rupture in hours (brackets mean testing is in progress) and fracture position.

Temperature [°C]

60

80

100

Stress [MPa]
120
140

575

(27 117)

600

(6 338)

625

(27 140)

(6 338)

650

(6338)

2 530
FG/CG HAZ of P92

6 661
OH/FG HAZ P92

(6 338)

160
7 759, 5 051
P92 near HAZ P92
471
P92 near HAZ P92,
crack in HAZ of P92

180

115
P92 near HAZ P92,
contraction of HAZ CB2

118
P92 near HAZ P92

The creep data were evaluated using the Larson-Miller parametric equation:
LMP = T * [C + log t],

(1)

where T represents temperature in Kelvin, C is a specific constant for a given material (value of 36 was
used) and t means time to rupture in hours.

Results from creep tests compared with the creep rupture strength data of CB2 and P92 steel are
shown in Fig. 1. Creep rupture strengths of COST CB2 as well as P92 steels were used as reference data
because only two samples prepared from the base materials P92 used in this experiment have ruptured so
far. Open symbols in Fig. 1 indicate creep tests which are still running.
Creep strengths of all ruptured samples tested are in the permitted scatter band ± 20 % of the creep
strength of the base material P92. Six samples are still being tested.

Figure 1. Creep rupture strength vs. LMP.
3.3 Fractographic analysis
Fractographic analysis of broken samples was performed. Firstly, it should eliminate the influence of
possible defects formed during the welding process on creep results, and secondly it should find the
growth mechanisms of the cracks.
This analysis and observation of longitudinal sections of the ruptured crept samples showed that
locations of fractures depended on the creep conditions. These positions are summarised in Table 3. The
samples tested at lower temperatures and higher stresses failed in the base material (BM) of steel P92
unaffected by welding, while those tested at higher temperatures and lower stresses ruptured in various
regions of the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the base material of steel P92 - coarse grained part (CG), fine
grained part (FG) or in the intercritically reheated part (IC). Ductile fracture in the BM usually occurred after
short durations of creep tests, however this type was exceptionally found also after duration of 5,000
hours. The fractures were transcrystalline ductile with considerable macroplastic deformation and with the
dimple morphology of the fracture surface (Fig. 2a, 2b). Its appearance is similar to ductile rupture during
tensile testing at the same temperature. Other samples ruptured by transgranular creep fracture in the
HAZ of the base steel P92. Elongations of these specimens were usually a few percent. Individual small
cracks formed of growing cavities joined in cracks and spread step by step across the body of the test bar
(Fig. 3a, 3b). The exact positions of the fracture change from the IC part of the HAZ to the boundary
between the fine grained and coarse grained part of the HAZ with increasing temperature and decreasing
stress (see Table 3).

Figure 2a, 2b. Fracture surface of sample tested at 600 °C, 160 MPa, rupture of 471 hours.

Figure 3a, 3b. Fracture surface of sample tested at 625 °C, 100 MPa, rupture of 6,661 hours.
3.4 Hardness profiles
Hardness HV10 profiles across the weld joints were determined for the weld joint before and after creep
testing. Before creep testing, the average hardness of the base material CB2 was about 220, of the base
material P92 205 and of the weld metal (WM) about 240. Local minima were found in the fine grained or in
the overheated part of the HAZs – 205 in CB2 steel and 190 in P92 steel. Figure 4a shows one of the
measured profiles – the base material CB2 is on the left and the base material P92 on the right; the zero
position of the x-coordinate is in the middle of the weld metal.
During creep testing (up to about 7,000 hours) the most significant decrease of hardness occurred in
the FG part of the HAZ of P92 steel. After the creep test at 625°C and 100 MPa the hardness falls to about
180. A decrease of hardness of both the base materials by about 15 and of the weld metal by about 20
was found. The hardness of the sample tested at 625°C/100 MPa, duration 6,661 hours is shown in Figure
4b.

Figure 4a. Hardness profile after PWHT.

Figure 4b. Hardness profile after test 625°C, 100 MPa.

3.5 Investigation of the weldment microstructure
The macrostructure of the cross-section of the weld joint is shown in Fig. 5. The thickness of the heat
affected zone (HAZ) on the side of steel CB2 is about 2.5 mm. The widths of the coarse grained region
(CG) and the fine grained region (FG) are 0.5 mm and 2.0 mm respectively); the width of the HAZ on the
side of steel P92 is about 3.0 mm (the CG region is indistinct – it shows only slight coarsening of the
microstructure). The microstructures of the base materials and the weld metal were formed of heavy
tempered martensite.
Steel CB2 showed rare larger pores, and common small pores containing clusters of small oxides of an
irregular shape and a size of about several micrometres (Fig. 5). Larger non-metallic inclusions, especially
aluminates of globular shape and size of several tens of micrometres, occur relatively rarely. Steel was
practically without δ-ferrite and without coarse BN nitrides. Laves phase particles were often present
together with non-metallic inclusions in interdendritic spaces (Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Macrostructure.

Fig. 6. Microstructure of CB2, LM.

Fig. 7. Microstructure of CB2, SEM.

The density of precipitates was relatively high and particles were homogeneously distributed. The main
precipitates are M23C6 carbides rich in chromium. Particles of Laves phase Fe2Mo and fine precipitates of
MX ((V,Nb)N) were also identified using TEM.
The microstructure of the weld metal was similar to the microstructure of the base materials, but was
more heterogeneous and coarser (Fig. 8). WM contained fine pores and defects. Small inclusions of
silicates of about 1 μm were found (Fig. 9). Particles of M23C6 predominantly precipitated at the boundaries
of prior austenitic grains (PAG) and ferritic laths. The density of fine MX precipitates was uneven.

Fig. 8. Microstructure of WM, LM.

Fig. 9. Microstructure of CB2, TEM-extraction replica.

Lines of small non-metallic inclusions of aluminates and manganese sulphides were found in the base
material P92. The microstructure consisted of heavy tempered martensite; it was free of islands of δ-ferrite
(Fig. 10). The content of particles of M 23C6 was higher and the size is rather smaller than in CB2 steel.
Particles of Laves phase were not found. The distribution of fine precipitates of MX was not uniform. They

occupied the boundaries of the PAG in some regions, while they formed fine dispersions inside grains in
others.
The microstructure of the HAZ on the side of steel P92 close to the fusion line is similar to that of steel
P92 (Fig. 11). Small particles of δ-ferrite, a relatively low density of intragranular precipitates and coarser
particles of M23C6 at boundaries were found in this CG region. The content of fine MX precipitates
increased as the distance from the fusion line increased. Some martensitic laths are subdivided into welldeveloped subgrains with low dislocation density (Fig. 12). On the other hand, some subgrains contained
many partly arranged dislocations (Fig. 13).
The FG part of the HAZ of steel P92 was formed of polyhedral-like grains and subgrains (Fig. 15). The
dislocation density and the carbide distribution were inhomogeneous. M23C6 carbides (diameter from 50 to
600 nm) are coarser than the carbides in steel P92 and in the HAZ close to the fusion line. Relatively small
grains/subgrains (several micrometres) with a low dislocation density were found in inside areas with a
high density of coarse precipitates. These grains appeared close to the PAG (Fig. 15). The different
crystallographic orientation of these grains gives evidence for the occurrence of partial recrystallization.
The density of fine MX precipitates is smaller than outside the HAZ.

.

Fig. 10. Microstructure of P92, LM.

Fig. 11. Substructure of P92, TEM-thin foil.

Fig. 12. Substructure of HAZ P92, TEM-thin foil.

Fig. 13. Substructure of HAZ P92, TEM-thin foil.

Fig. 14. Substructure of HAZ P92, TEM-thin foil.

Fig. 15. Substructure of HAZ P92, TEM-thin foil.

After creep tests of samples ruptured in HAZ of steel P92, cavities were concentrated in the FG regions
of both the base materials. However, fractures occurred in the HAZ of steel P92, in the FG and/or IC
regions. Cracks were formed by cavitation coalescence and they propagated parallel to the fusion line (Fig.
16a, 16b). A significant increase in the number of particles occurred inside the HAZ of P92 in comparison
with the conditions after PWHT (Fig. 17). In addition to Cr-carbides, relatively coarse particles of Laves
phase Fe2(W,Mo) were present (Fig 18). They usually nucleated at carbides situated at the boundaries.
This increase was not prominent in the base material P92. Precipitation of fine particles of MX and M 2X,
only slight coarsening of M23C6, and sporadic precipitation of Laves phase, occurred close to the fusion
line. Higher temperatures and stresses promoted nucleation and growth of Laves phase. Dislocation at
boundaries, which were occupied with large particles and clusters, formed pile ups and stresses in their
surroundings and initiated cavitation. Recovery and recrystallization of the matrix were in progress at the
same time. Cavities nucleated at clusters and coarse particles of Laves phase were surrounded by a ‘soft’
region of recovered/recrystallized subgrains/grains. Thus, space distribution of cavities depended on the
number of initiation centres of new particles, the rate of their growth and extent of recovery. These
phenomena also control the position of the maximum concentration of cavities in the HAZ.

WM

Fig. 16a. HAZ P92, LM-bright field,
sample 625 °C/ 100 MPa/ 6,661 h.

Fig. 17. HAZ P92, TEM-replica,
sample 625 °C/ 100 MPa/ 6,661 h.

HAZ P92

Fusion line

Fig. 16b. HAZ P92, LM-dark field,
sample 625 °C/ 100 MPa/ 6,661 h.

Fig. 18. HAZ P92, TEM-replica,
sample 625 °C/ 100 MPa/ 6,661 h.

4. Conclusions
Doosan Škoda Power Ltd has successfully completed structural welding of cast-forged turbine parts made
from steel types COST CB2 and P92 to meet the recent demands of customers.
From results gained so far, the following conclusions can be made:

The critical part of the weld joint in terms of creep strength is steel P92. The samples tested at lower
temperatures and higher stresses failed in the base material of steel P92 by a ductile mechanism, while
those tested at higher temperatures and lower stresses ruptured in the grain refined part or in the intercritically reheated part of the heat-affected zone of the base material of steel P92 by creep rupture.
The creep strength of the examined weld joint falls into ±20% scatter band of the creep strength of the
corresponding base material P92.
After post-weld heat treatment, the hardness of the weld metal was 240 HV10; local minima were situated in the fine-grained parts of the heat affected zones in both the base materials. During creep testing
the greatest decrease in hardness occurred in the intercritically reheated part of the HAZ of steel P92,
where samples failed after testing at higher temperatures and lower stresses.
Crystallographic slip was the main damage mechanism when high stress was applied during creep
tests. Stress activated many sources of dislocation and several slip systems were activated in each grain.
This resulted in plastic deformation similar to tensile testing at elevated temperatures. Failure was
concentrated in steel P92, which showed lower strength. The heat-affected zones were stronger owing to
dislocation strengthening in the CG part of the HAZ and grain boundary strengthening in the FG part of the
HAZ.
The stress drop caused a decrease in the number of dislocation sources and active sliding systems.
The failure was controlled by dislocation creep – recovery and grain boundary sliding. Cavities originated,
then grew and formed cracks. Development of cavitation damage was promoted by the occurrence of
coarser particles of Laves phase. The critical part of the weldment is the FG region with a large surface of
grain boundaries, high density of coarser particles at the boundaries and low density of fine precipitates
and dislocations. The majority of cavities originated in the IC part of the HAZ under specific conditions,
where bands of fine subgrains/grains with a high density of coarse particles were formed. On the
boundaries of these bands there are fine, newly recrystallized grains and large subgrains formed by
moving subgrain boundaries during recovery. Deformation was concentrated in these bands, and grain
boundary ledges were formed; pile-up of dislocations occurred at obstacles formed by clusters of coarse
particles. These barriers inhibited the grain boundary motion. Cavities were formed at these sites. On the
other hand, intensive recovery and precipitation of Laves phase occurred at higher temperatures.
Dislocation density decreased in the HAZ, and the difference between the dislocation strengthening and
the matrix strengthening dropped. The distribution of cavities was more uniform and the cracks were
formed at the boundary between the FG and CG regions.
Creep testing of several samples of the weldment as well as the base materials is still ongoing. A more
detailed evaluation of the microstructure will be done when samples broken after longer times are
available.
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Abstract
Steam driven turbogenerator units with size up to nearly 2 GW provide large fraction of the electric power
in the world. Steam turbines may show good reliability, but their disturbances tend to be associated with
significant cost so that preventive and corrective maintenance is generally easily justified. However, it is
often not simple or convenient to implement repairs or replacements when unexpected damage is found at
the time of opening the casing. This is because many turbine components are large in size or unique by
design, and possibly only available from a limited number of suppliers and even then with a long lead time.
Fortunately alternative measures can be often taken, and two types of steam turbine damage are considered here: steam erosion of inner casings and other stationary components subjected to flowing wet
steam, and steam leaks of the main flange surfaces.
From the user point of view, it may matter that much of the manufacturers’ knowledge on turbines resides far away, partly because unlike some decades ago, the number of manufacturers in the world is now
small. Together with low number of comparable machines, this may to some extent limit the local availability of expertise and experience for successful maintenance. It helps however that many features such as
materials and operating conditions in steam turbines are not particularly daunting in the required
knowledge accumulation, and that today the manufacturers may agree to offer help in the turbine maintenance regardless of the original manufacturer. Challenges may appear when outsourced turnkey maintenance implies shipping of major turbine sections or components to factory, to correspondingly extend the
shutdown period because of the geographic distance involved, even if the maintenance project were to
stay within schedule. It is demonstrated in the paper that successful on-site repair is often a viable and
attractive alternative to conventional full repairs or replacements.

1. Introduction
Steam turbines provide the rotary motion to generators for conversion to electric power, and also bled
steam for e.g. preheaters, industrial processes and district heating. Steam turbines are available at a very
wide range of power ratings up to nearly 2 GW, and essential for the power systems of nearly all countries
of the world. Although steam turbines are among the most reliable subsystems of a power plant, requiring
only infrequent full overhauls, perhaps about once in 6-12 years, troubles or shutdowns because of the
turbine disturbance tend to be associated with significant cost [1-5]. This cost depends on components
involved and may not be accurately counted for all turbines (Figures 1 and 2) but the worldwide total must
be annually hundreds of millions if not billions of euro (and USD). Hence successful mitigation of the
related trouble is likely to be economically justified (Figure 1). It is also worth noting that even when the
observed deviations do not end up in insurance claim statistics, steam leaks are among the most frequent
items to monitor in the maintenance role of the operating personnel (Table 1). Turbine flange leaks are
major causes of concern in maintaining the health of the machine.

a)

b)

Figure 1. a) Average operating hours for components of reaction turbines without damage; data from [1];
b) sources of power related claims in a multinational insurance group in 2012 [2]
Table 1. Principles of scheduling typical maintenance tasks of steam turbines [1,3]
Frequency
Up to daily
Up to weekly

Up to monthly

Maintenance tasks (typical)
Visual inspection for leaks, unusual vibration/noise, plugged flow, abnormal
operation
Trending of vibrations, testing emergency backup, aux lube oil pumps and tank,
oil pressure alarms, simulated overspeed trip, cycling of main stop & throttle
valves, control & extraction/admission valves (if steady)
Sampling & analysing lube oil, conducting deferred weekly tests/cycling

Visual & functional testing of valves for wear, damage or leakage, internal inspection of non-return valve actuators, visual inspection of seals, bearings &
lubrication systems, drain systems, and any thermal or mechanical distress;
visual/mechanical/electrical inspection of instrumentation, protection & control,
including alarms, backup lubrication & cooling systems; overspeed testing, gearbox testing
Minor outages every Visual inspection or endoscopy of nozzle inlet/exhaust stages for damage, inter2-4 years
nal inspection of major valves for weak, leakage and damage; checking for
alignment of gearbox with turbine/generator; calibration of alarms, trips & protective systems; foundations, slides and anchoring
Major outages up to Overhaul of the turbine and its main components, with full opening of casings;
about every 12 years timing and extent depend on e.g. turbine service and case-by-case requirements
Annually

However, it may not be simple or convenient to implement significant repairs or replacements for steam
turbines when unexpected damage is found at the time of overhaul. This is because the components tend
to be large in size and unique by design, and possibly only available from few suppliers in the world and

even then only with long lead time. Fortunately there are often alternative measures that can be taken
faster and at lower cost, and examples of such measures are given in this paper. In these examples we
consider two relatively common types of steam turbine damage: steam erosion of inner casings and other
stationary components subjected to flowing wet steam, and steam leaks of the main flange surfaces.
In a small country like Finland, from the point of view of user, operation and maintenance (O&M) provider or an individual wishing to learn from the existing experience, it matters that steam turbines have
never been made in the country, and unlike about 40 years ago today there are not very many original
engine manufacturers (OEM’s) left in the world. Together with smallish total number of turbines in the
country, this tends to limit the local knowledge base on e.g. design, materials, and other experience relevant to the condition, maintenance and ageing. However, many features such as materials and operating
conditions in steam turbines are very conventional in comparison to e.g. those in gas turbines, and as
steam turbines are relatively long-living equipment, the required knowledge accumulation rate is also
somewhat modest. Even that can become challenge if outsourced turnkey maintenance implies component shipping to the factory and hence extended shutdown periods because of the geographic distance
between the plant and the factory, even if the maintenance project were to stay within its schedule.
It is demonstrated below that successful on-site repair is often a well justified alternative to conventional
full repairs or replacements. The advantages include the ability to restore local damage with minimally
intrusive approach, adding or removing material only where and when necessary to simultaneously limit
the time of restoration, cost and lead time of replacement or spare parts, and associated maintenance
effort.
In case of certain components of an ageing plant it not unusual that some clear improvements have
been introduced to newer plants or equipment, for example by upgrading the controls and instrumentation.
Although implementing such changes may not be always justified in an older plant, all modifications are
not excluded there either. One common option is seen in internal coatings that can be used to build up
missing material where material is lacking or lost, and where the composition of such replacement coating
can be made to sustain the service loads better than in the original arrangement. Such “improving maintenance” is in the general case so rare that it is not widely used (in English) in the maintenance vocabulary.
The concept of “cheaper, faster, better” is attractive, although it cannot be fully generalized for the simple
reason that in any serial process the system performance only improves by removing or streamlining all
comparable bottlenecks. Yet by removing a clear weak spot by improved replacement material can result
in a clearly better performing component, equipment, and plant.
Turbines of the same size, model and type are not in reality identical, and it can be challenging to find a
fitting spare part stored at the OEM or elsewhere. This can extend the replacement part lead times that
tend to be long anyway. It is then very attractive to restore – and possibly improve - the dimensions and
performance of the original part, as such modification can be initiated more or less immediately. Also,
many steam turbine components are large and challenging to dislodge from the machine and transport for
external repairs. In contrast, local maintenance operations will only require minimal storage space around
the machine. Restoring ad improving original components in new ways is an example of activities that in
the generally conservative atmosphere of power plants can encourage the habits to seek and benefit from
new opportunities. Positive attitudes towards technical development can be seen particularly useful in a
country where no turbine fabrication has ever taken place, and also generally in the current environment
where equipment manufacturing business has strongly consolidated and is now dominated by relatively
few companies worldwide, unlike the situation few decades ago.

2. Maintenance of steam turbines
Maintenance in general aims to retain an optimal level of availability, productivity and asset value of the
turbine plant, but the optimal strategy may depend on the characteristics of the equipment, business environment and available resources. Rather extreme examples of maintenance and operational strategies
could be relatively short term operation at high rate of life exhaustion, and on the other hand repeated
restoration of the equipment to an as-new condition.
With the delivery of a steam turbine, the owner will receive (and should request for) the user’s manual
that includes drawings, dimensions, tolerances and materials information of the machine. The details
should include a description of the guaranteed and tested machine performance at the time of delivery and
acceptance, because this will indicate the originally achieved level of machine condition. Such details are

essential information for planning and implementation of any repairs, but the available data can be incomplete and may require OEM or comparable support. The maintenance actions and outcomes must be
carefully documented together with the original data and those on any changes to the machine assembly,
to properly support the later cycles of maintenance and its planning [6,7].
When the timing of major overhauls is based on machine condition rather than expired time in service,
the guiding causes for maintenance action are often efficiency loss or increasing other deviations from the
required condition, such as indicated leakage, defect growth, vibration, or deformation. It is nevertheless
common that some fraction of such significant and growing deviations remain undetected until the machine
is opened at the time of the overhaul, so that also some unexpected damage need to be addressed by the
maintenance action. Such hidden damage often includes corrosion, deposits, wear/erosion, or distortion of
the internal surfaces that may lead to efficiency losses through e.g. increasing seal clearances and steam
bypass or leakage. Some accumulating damage is eventually to be expected (Figure 2), but the damage
can be markedly accelerated by e.g. poor water chemistry and corrosion. Another natural source of common damage in steam turbines is the cyclic loading (vibration) of the rotating machine (less often by flow
excitation). Therefore the most common damage modes are loss of surface material by wear, erosion or
corrosion, and surface cracking by fatigue. The damage can be also promoted by thermal gradients or high
temperature.

Figure 2. Surface damage of a turbine main flange (width ca. 150 mm; photo T. Tenkula, Telatek Service)
Some of the most important in-service indications of the turbine condition, apart from steam leaks, are
provided by the sensors for vibration monitoring. Such monitoring is usually able to indicate e.g. shifting in
the base plate or foundations under the turbine (and generator), loosening of attachments, blade and seal
damage, growth of clearances, and casing and rotor distortion as characteristic changes in the vibration
patterns that can be utilized in preventive and predictive maintenance. Even when damage is not indicated
in this way, there can be reasons to suspect some damage for example at locations that operate within the
creep regime: high temperature bolting, inlet hot components of HP and IP turbines.
Nevertheless, some of the damage may remain hidden until it becomes obvious through leakage or
easy visual observations during the maintenance campaigns. For example in the case of wet steam
erosion damage of a casing, shown in Figure 3, such damage can be locally repaired in a manner that
protects better against erosion than the original material, as demonstrated by the very limited damage at
the previous layer of thermal spray coating and extensive erosion damage outside the protected area.

Figure 3. Steam erosion of a turbine casing body below a 35 mm layer of thermal spray restoration that
did not suffer erosion and protected the flange surface (photo: J. Rintala, Telatek Service).
When aiming to restore or improve the component condition during a maintenance campaign, it is naturally
important to avoid introducing damage from the maintenance operation itself, for example through
incomplete drying, corrosion protection, or bending of a stationary rotor.
The foreseen maintenance requirements, timing and methodology are usually described at the planning
stage of the original turbine delivery, and possibly already in the preceding specifications. These
descriptions and their later adjustments will include recommendations on setting the timing and action in
the overhauls, but the details will be tuned according to the results from measurements and other
information from maintenance and condition monitoring. Typical targeted components regarding machine
health and life are hot end section parts such as inlet steam piping, control and stop valves, blading, rotor
and disks, seals, and components operating in the creep regime, and other parts that may need repair,
replacement or stocking of spares for trouble-free performance in the next service period.
In the regime of saturated and wet steam the requirements for flanges are relatively tighter that for dry
(superheated) steam in the sense that fast moving liquid water droplets of the steam leak can erode the
flange joint faster, and especially so when the flange is made of unalloyed (carbon, carbon-manganese or
low alloy molybdenum) steel. However, leakage of superheated high pressure steam through a flange can
be dangerous to personnel because it is in practice invisible. Any flange leak tends to grow in time, so that
the related hazard will also increase if not properly intervened.
Turbine casings are mostly built in two parts so that the larger and more massive outer casing resides
at considerably lower temperature than the inner casing that carries the turbine vane elements. Both are
normally made as steel castings as two halves connected by bolting at the main flange. The only exceptions are some seamless bottle-type HP turbines made without longitudinal flanges. At the steam inlet side,
the stop and control valves and the steam piping are connected to the casings by welds or with flanges.
With wear and tear of ageing turbine, its overall equipment efficiency (OEE) will decrease, but
successful maintenance can restore the original or even better condition and performance regarding
dimensions, material properties, and life. Wide range of techniques can be applied for this purpose,
including e.g. thermal spray and welding methods, and material to be added by threaded/bolted joints [810].

3. On-site repair of steam turbines: procedure, benefits & limitations
The experience from turbine overhauls has shown that most of them involve damage that requires unplanned repair [4-6]. Many of these are due to slowly developing damage that could have been prevented
or deferred by better condition monitoring and inspections. The improvements in the monitoring and inspection techniques are providing opportunities for preventive means to avoid adverse consequences.
Nevertheless, turbine overhauls commonly take longer than expected because of unplanned repairs.
In general, on-site repair can be recommended when the targeted components are inconveniently large,
complex or expensive to fully dismantle for off-site maintenance, or when repair is faster and more economical to conduct on-site. Restoring old parts for example by coating (Figures 4 and 5) is often the faster
alternative in case of old or otherwise special components, or when it is a challenge to find a relevant
spare part, or when the lead time is long for a replacement part. It also easily happens that the “original”
replacement part does not fit because a nominally similar turbine is not identical in reality.

Figure 4. Carrier flame of high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process for on-site restoration coating; the process requires about 500 mm free space in front of the surface to be coated; nozzle diameter about 40 mm
(photo: J. Sipilä, Telatek Service).

a)

b)

Figure 5. Vertical sealing surfaces of turbine top casings: a) after long term service; b) after restoration to
improve alignment, tightness, erosion resistance and turbine efficiency (photos: J. Rintala, Telatek
Service).
Field machining equipment have been designed to be transported to the site for milling, turning, boring,
grinding, honing, etc. Machining on site is the cheapest alternative when the part of interest cannot be
separated from the turbine mainframe, and the maintenance work must be conducted in shortest possible
downtime. The advantages can be usually easily demonstrated even in urgent cases, when the cost of lost
production is known. The advantages also easily compensate for e.g. the somewhat lower rigidity and

machining rates (cutting speeds and forces) than with conventional shopfloor machine tools. A typical
restoration on-site process of a major flange then proceeds to weld coating of edges, grit blasting of the
surfaces and thermal (e.g. arc) spray coating, coarse machining and grinding to rough dimensions, and
finally scraping and fine grinding until achieving satisfactory contact, tested by blue contact colour inspection to minimum of 80% of surface width (Figures 6 to 9).

Figure 6. Flange surface after edge welding (photo: J. Sipilä, Telatek Service) .

a)

b)

Figure 7. a) Surface restoration by thermal spray; b) machining of the flange surface after coating
(photos: J. Sipilä, Telatek Service).

a)

b)

Figure 8. a) Restored flange surface after milling; b) grinding after coarse machining (photos: J. Sipilä,
Telatek Service).

Figure 9. Scraping combined with surface colour inspection for achieving good surface contact (photos: J.
Sipilä, Telatek Service) .
When needed, internal repairs can be done by similar methods of machining, thermal spray coating and
final dimensional adjustment to achieve leak-tight fitting of e.g. nozzle/vane elements. In all cases the last
phase is the assembly of the machine, final inspections and test operation for overhaul acceptance.
One limitation for on-site repair can be access to information on the machine and component dimensions and tolerances.
A number of factors can promote flange distortion in turbine casings, largely related to design but also
fabrication and operation. Examples are asymmetric repeated heating and cooling, relaxation of residual
stresses, vibration, incomplete support or movement of foundations, and fast cooling and load reduction
due to turbine trips. It may be challenging to influence some of the root causes, but for example when
technically feasible, residual stresses could be reduced by suitable stress relief heat treatment that can
reduce stresses up to the point of the corresponding yield stress. It is also important to make sure that the

condition of the turbine (and generator) foundations (bottom plate and its ground support) work in an appropriate manner, with adjustment to the resonance frequencies and compensation for movement or any
misalignment of the machine.

4. Discussion
Steam turbine is using water in its liquid and gaseous phases for mediating energy conversion. Although
we do not call it a water turbine or hydropower, much of the potential trouble in a steam turbine is related
to the characteristic behaviour and properties of water when it flows and transforms in the machine.
For example, valve seals, fittings and flange surfaces can suffer from erosion by both flowing steam and
water, and their mixtures, and increasingly with growing velocity of the medium, growing percentage (and
size) of liquid water droplets, and decreasing content of protective oxide forming elements in the affected
metal. The hot end of turbine is subjected to steam oxidation and erosion by oxide particles carried by
steam flow, and also affected by deposit formation by decreasing pressure and solubility of solids in steam.
Some significant fraction of these solids can originate from the boiler or piping, when thermal expansion (or
contraction) descales oxide flakes that fly with steam to impact turbine blading and adjacent surfaces.
Towards the low temperature end, decreasing pressure results in both solid and liquid particles to precipitate and impact the turbine internals. Such high velocity impacts have potential to cause erosion, but the
solids can also build up deposits and liquid layers can facilitate corrosion, stress corrosion and corrosion
fatigue. In the LP turbine the environmental (corrosion) effects are exacerbated near the Wilson zone
where water droplets start to form and may create conditions where impurities become enriched to corrosive concentrations in a liquid surface film [11-14]. It may be of interest and importance that the insurance
terms can often have exclusion clauses for example on stress corrosion and other slowly and predictably
developing types of damage.
To repair the resulting damage, there are in principle the options of conducting the required work on-site
or to take the affected components off-site, for example to be repaired at the works of OEM. Overall comparison and characteristics of the two options are shown in Table 2.
In general, on-site repair by the above described procedures have the distinct and rather major advantages of requiring less time and cost when the approach is established and applicable, like it is for
example in restoring flanges and other sealing surfaces, shafts and bearing surfaces, local defect repairs
and local heat treatments. Also, under favourable conditions on-site restoration can improve the material to
a better than as-new state, and avoid the need for spares, foreign specialists, and travel for QA abroad, or
any associated delays. Further benefits are expected when major outages can be deferred to a more favourable time by quick on-site repairs.
Table 2. Comparison and characteristics of typical on-site and off-site repair or overhaul of steam turbines
On-site repair: facilitates

Off-site repair: may facilitate better

· Restoration of flanges and other sealing
surfaces (see above)

· Full size machining of the sealing surfaces,
possibly with design modification

· Repair of cracks
(solution case by case)

· Complex repairs, replacements or design
modifications

· Repair or restoration option

· Major component replacement if necessary

· Local heat treatment

· Full heat treatment of main components

Nevertheless, there are also cases where off-site effort can bring benefits, either as such or in combination
with on-site work. These include cases where design modification is applied, for example when the blading
and the flow paths are improved for better efficiency, and other design modifications or complex repairs or
replacements of major components, or full heat treatments of such parts.
Cases where it is most likely that at least some support may be needed from the manufacturer (OEM,
licencee or comparable) include detailed materials information, and local distributions and effects of service stresses and temperatures, particularly during in-service transients. Support may also be needed for
details in dimensions, tolerances and fabrication drawings, design information on the effects of changes
and safe limits, experience on operation and changes made elsewhere in the world.

When the turbine is needed as a part of a process, for example in providing district heating for a city or
steam for an industrial process, high dependability is important during the high load production of the main
process. The techniques of on-site repairs can help to restore production with minimal delays and to defer
more extensive overhaul to a more favorable time if needed, or to apply permanent restoration to keep the
machine running.
One of the involved parties with an interest in the performance of a steam turbine may be an insurance
company. In general, an insurance company is aiming to the shortest solution to a problem or a challenge,
and while some large customers may have preferred relying on the insurance and longer routes with offsite work at the OEM, today the few manufacturers that are left are happy to repair the turbines regardless
of the origin. The attitudes can be affected by the increasing responsibilities and decreasing number of the
persons in charge. Typically before, during and after overhaul, much attention and effort is needed on one
hand to ensure safe service for the next period of operation, and on the other hand to justify the required
spending on the maintenance investment. Under the current squeeze on pricing of electricity and other
forms of energy like district heat, it helps if maintenance, repairs and restoring or even improving the condition of steam turbines can be done in a cost-effective manner through on-site services.

5. Conclusions and summary
Steam turbines are generally quite reliable, but shutdown due to turbine disturbance is often costly and
relatively easily justifies the usual modest regimes of maintenance. However, it can be less convenient to
implement full repairs or replacements when unexpected damage is found at the time of opening the casing. This is because the components tend to be large in size and unique by design, and possibly only
available from few suppliers in the world and even then only with long lead time. Fortunately there are
often alternative measures that can be taken faster and at lower cost, and examples of such measures are
given in this paper. In these examples we consider two relatively common types of steam turbine damage:
steam erosion of inner casings and other stationary components subjected to flowing wet steam, and
steam leaks of the main flange surfaces.
In a small country like Finland, from the point of view of user, O&M operator or even an individual wishing to learn from the existing experience, it matters that steam (or gas) turbines have never been made in
the country, and unlike about 40 years ago today there are not very many original engine manufacturers
(OEM’s) left in the world. Together with smallish total number of turbines in the country, this tends to limit
the local knowledge base on e.g. design, materials, and other experience relevant to the condition,
maintenance and ageing. However, many features such as materials and operating conditions in steam
turbines are very conventional in comparison to e.g. those in gas turbines, and as steam turbines are relatively long-living equipment, the required knowledge accumulation rate is also somewhat modest. Even
that can become challenge if outsourced turnkey maintenance implies component shipping to the factory
and hence extended shutdown periods because of the geographic distance between the plant and the
factory, even if the maintenance project were to stay within its schedule.
The above described on-site repairs of steam turbines are often feasible, and due to cost and
scheduling reasons provide attractive alternatives to conventional full repairs or replacements.
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Abstract
One of the most critical components of ageing thermal power plant is a steam turbine. To date the service
time of steam turbines at Narva power plants is about 300 thousands hours that exceeds the design lifetime three times. In this case, the metal inspection and assessment of durability and reliability of turbines is
highly significant. Long-term exposure of steam turbines causes inevitable degradation of the structure and
properties of materials due to creep and cyclic fatigue. This paper presents the experience in assessment
of metal conditions of steam turbine K-200-130 rotors fabricated from steel 25Ch1M1F. The results of FEM
of stress and temperature distribution in high-pressure and intermediate-pressure rotors are presented.
Tensile properties of rotors metal have been determined by testing of miniature specimens fabricated from
samples extracted from post-exposed rotors. The creep deformation of rotors bore has been analyzed
based on diameter measurements. Creep deformation for the next 100 thousands hours of operation are
estimated on the basis of cumulated deformation by use of empirical equations.

1. Introduction
More than 90% of electrical power consumed in Estonia is produced in Narva power plants where 200 MW
condensing steam turbines К-200-130 are operated. Turbines are manufactured in 1960-70 at LMZ in
Russia. Today the service time of turbines is about 300 thousands hours that exceeds the design lifetime
three times. Ensuring the reliable and safe operation of such ageing units is impossible without continuous
monitoring of metal conditions. It is necessary to increase continuously the amount of inspection and to
involve all possible methods.
Steam turbines К-200-130 were designed for a live steam 565 °C/12.75 MPa and reheat steam
565 °C/2.28 MPa. Turbine К-200-130 consists of three parts, high-pressure (HP), intermediate-pressure
(IP) and low-pressure (LP). Turbine rotors shafts are connected via coupling. LP rotor is exposed at low
temperature that is out of the creep range and therefore is not considered in this paper. Longitudinal crosssection of HP and IP rotors of turbine is presented in Figure 1. HP and IP rotors are integrated bored rotors
fabricated from steel 25Ch1M1F. The chemical composition of this steel is presented in Table 1. Rotors
are centrally bored out in order to remove poor quality material and impurities that are formed in the centre
during forging process. Rotor bore is also needed for metal inspection. Based on measurements of rotor
bore diameter cumulated creep deformation can be determined.

Figure 1. Longitudinal cross-section of HP and IP rotors of steam turbine K-200-130.

Table 1. Chemical composition of steel 25Ch1M1F in wt.%.
C
Si
0.21-0.29 0.25-0.5

Mn
£0.7

Cr
1.4-1.8

Mo
V
0.9-1.05 0.22-0.32

Ni
£0.3

Cu
£0.2

S
£0.025

P
£0.03

The nominal design lifetime of turbine K-200-130 is specified in standard [1] as 100 thousands hours.
However, at Narva power plants the steam temperature at the turbines inlet is lower and amounts 502–
516 °C. Industrial standard [1] defines the park lifetime of turbines operated under such lower temperature
as 220 thousands hours and allowable number of startups/shutdowns as 600. According to standard [2],
the lifetime of further operation can be repeatedly extended, but not more than for 25 thousands hours
each time. The next lifetime extension is allowed only in case if the results of the metal inspection meet all
requirements concerning detected defects, metal structure, hardness, mechanical properties, creep deformation etc. These parameters are used for assessment of current condition of metal and set the time till
the next mandatory inspection. This approach of steam turbine rotors metal condition assessment is implemented at Narva power plants.
This paper presents the experience in assessment of metal conditions of steam turbine rotors. The results of finite element modeling (FEM) of stress and temperature distribution in HP and IP rotors are presented. Moreover, small samples have been extracted from post-exposed rotors and subjected to tensile
testing and structure investigation. The experience in monitoring of rotors creep deformation and the assessment of the ability for further reliable and safe operation of steam turbines rotors based on measured
creep deformation is presented in this paper as well.

2. Experiments
2.1 FEM of stress and temperature distribution in rotors
In order to estimate the current state of metal creep degradation the distribution of stresses and temperature in the rotors is required. Stress and temperature distribution has been analysed for HP and IP rotors
by means of FEM in COSMOS/M. The problem has been solved as 2-dimensional model using axissymmetrical elements.
Stresses in the rotor are caused by centrifugal forces, steam pressure and temperature gradient. During
the stationary operation mode, the stresses are formed basically due to centrifugal forces. Thermal
stresses are quite low because temperature gradient in radial direction is negligible. During turbine startup
the radial temperature gradient appears that leads to significant increase of total stresses. Thermal
stresses during strartup depend mainly on rate of metal warming-up. Real startup curves obtained from
power plants have been used for FE analysis.
2.2 Mechanical properties determination
Small samples have been extracted from post-exposed rotors for mechanical properties determination.
Metal has been sampled mechanically from the surface of the rotor bore at the distance of 100 mm from
the first stage of HP and IP rotors. Sampling has been performed by sampling machine developed in
Thermal Engineering Department of Tallinn University of Technology (Figure 2). The location of the
sampling area has been approved by turbines manufacturer LMZ. Samples have been subjected to
microstructure investigation and then miniature specimens have been fabricated from samples and tested
in tension at room temperature according to ISO 6892-1:2010.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Sampling machine (a) for sampling from bores, cutting element (b) of the machine and remained cavity with sample (c).
2.3 Creep deformation measurement
Steam turbine rotor is exposed at high temperatures and stresses that causes a plastic deformation of
material. Plastic or creep deformation monitoring has been carried out by measurements of diameter of
rotors bores. Bore micrometer is presented in Figure 3. The diameter has been measured every 100 mm
along the length of rotors.

Figure 3. Bore micrometer for measurement of bore diameter

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Stress and temperature distribution in rotors
The results of FE analysis are shown in Figures 4 and 5 where temperature and von-Mises stress
distribution in the two initial stages of HP and IP rotors at the stationary operation mode are presented.
Temperatures and stresses in the critical positions during startup are presented in Table 2. It is seen, that
the highest stresses are in the areas of fillets between rotor and disks. During startup of HP rotor the
maximal stress is on the surface of the bore. In all cases, the highest stresses on the surface of bores are
in the area of the first stage where the highest creep deformation of bores occurs.
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Figure 4. Temperature (a) and stress (b) distribution in the two initial stages of HP rotor at stationary
operation mode
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Figure 5. Temperature (a) and stress (b) distribution in the two initial stages of IP rotor at stationary operation mode
Table 2. Temperatures and stresses in the metal of HP and IP rotors at stationary and startup modes in
different critical positions.

Position
A
1B
1C
2B
2C
D
E
F

HP rotor
Stationary mode
Startup
Temperature, °C
Stress, MPa
470
123.9
212.2
461
134.1
211.0
473
122.1
202.6
463
114.4
180.3
462
98.2
165.7
461
99.2
86.9
473
87.2
91.2
461
182.9
205.7

IP rotor
Stationary mode
Startup
Temperature, °C
Stress, MPa
497
137.5
268.3
497
95.8
428.7
493
87.6
349.5
470
190.1
276.8
465
175.5
258.4
497
111.9
155.4
493
119.4
153.8

3.2 Metal structure and mechanical properties
The results of metal structure investigation and tensile properties are presented in Table 3. The results
have shown that tensile properties at room temperature of two rotors do not satisfy requirements for new
material. Allowable decrease of properties for ageing material is not specified in standards. It should be
mentioned that the ratio of yield strength to tensile strength Rp0.2/Rm is quite high (over 0.8) for rotors of
units No.3 and No.5. Although this ratio is not limited for rotor material it is limited for the boiler
components manufactured from the same class of materials operated at lower temperatures and it shall
not be greater than 0.75 for piping and 0.8 for drums [3]. Increased ratio Rp0.2/Rm indicates the tendency of
material to embrittlement that increases the risk of brittle fracture during cold startup.
Table 3. Tensile properties and metal structure degradation of steam turbines rotors at Narva power
plants.
Unit

Service time
kh

Startups/
shutdowns

No.1

244

420

No.2

243

404

No.3

232

328

No.4

256

336

No.5

222

301

No.6

237

290

No.7

239

280

Required for new material

Rotor
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP

Rm,
MPa
614
589
653
670
659
654
662
703
659
659
732
662
716
717
³618

Rp0.2,
MPa
446
390
487
486
568
570
466
517
543
533
433
503
542
570
409-667

Rp0.2/Rm

Structure damage

0.726
0.662
0.746
0.725
0.852
0.872
0.704
0.735
0.824
0.809
0.592
0.760
0.757
0.795

Isolated cavities
Isolated cavities
No cavities
Isolated cavities
No cavities
Isolated cavities
No cavities
No cavities
No cavities
No cavities
No cavities
No cavities
No cavities
No cavities

Summarizing the results of mechanical properties measurements it could be concluded, that further
operation of rotors is not restricted in terms of tensile and yield strength. However, since it is not possible
to determine the degree of embrittlement by non-destructive methods, the rotor should be inspected
regularly (visual inspection by endoscopy in the axial bore, magnetic particle inspection etc.) for cracks and
hardness in critical points should be measured as well.
Metal microstructure investigation of samples has shown that 10 of the 14 microstructures are
undamaged by creep cavities and four structures are damaged by isolated creep cavities that also does
not impose additional restrictions on further operation of the rotors.
3.3 Creep deformation
According to industrial standard [3] the cumulated creep deformation shall not be greater than:
·
0.7 % till 100 thousands hours of operation,
·
0.9 % till 200 thousands hours of operation,
·
1.0 % for operation over 200 thousands hours.
The results of creep deformation measurements of rotors at Narva power plants are presented in Figure
6 and Table 4. As it could be seen, the creep deformation of rotors does not exceed 0.55 % and therefore
the requirements [3] are fulfilled.
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Figure 6. Creep deformation of HP and IP rotor of unit No.2

Table 4. Cumulated creep deformation of steam turbines rotors at Narva power plants.
Unit

Service time
kh

Startups/
shutdowns

No.1

289

461

No.2

302

471

No.3

294

381

No.4

280

No.5

294

384

No.6

294

367

No.7

284

341
Required

Rotor
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP
HP
IP

Creep deformation,
%
0.155
0.198
0.209
0.411
0.144
0.472
0.331
0.18
0.194
0.552
0.203
0.371
0.436
0.375
£1.0

Creep properties of rotor steel 25Ch1M1F have been investigated in details in [4]. Based on great number
of laboratory creep tests with duration of 10-40 thousands hours and statistical analysis of initial creep
curves the authors have been obtained the equation for creep process characterisation as follows:
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Equation (1) has been used in the given paper for analysis of creep process of steam turbine rotors at
Narva power plants taking into account the stresses and temperatures obtained from FEM for real
conditions. Figures 7 and 8 represent the results of creep deformation measurements and creep curved
obtained on the basis of equation (1) and taking into account the temperatures and stresses in the area of
the first stage of HP and IP rotors. It is seen in the Figure 7, that all measurements of cumulated creep
deformation are in a good agreement with calculation curves for metal temperatures in the range of 467477 °C (which correspond to live steam temperatures 516-526 °C) with exception of unit No.4. The
prediction of creep deformation of HP rotor till 400 thousand hours of operation could be done by using
these curves. As it could be seen from Figure 7, the maximal creep deformation could be estimated as
0.35 %.
The results of creep deformation measurements in the IP rotors bores (Figure 8) are in a satisfactory
agreement with calculated curves for metal temperatures in the range of 460-492 °C (which correspond to
reheat steam temperatures 484-516 °C). The maximal creep deformation of IP rotors for 400 thousands of
operation can be predicted as 0.7 % (Figure 7b) that is steel below the allowable deformation.
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Figure 7. Measured creep deformation of HP rotors of Narva power plants and prediction for 400 kh.
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Figure 8. Measured creep deformation of IP rotors of Narva power plants and prediction for 400 kh.

4. Conclusions
Finite element modeling of stress and temperature distribution in HP and IP rotors has been carried out on
the basis of real operating parameters of steam turbines K-200-120 at Narva power plants. The results
have shown that the highest stresses are located in the area of fillets and on the surface of the axial bore
under the first stage.
Metal microstructure have been investigated by testing the small samples taken from post-exposed
rotors. Tensile properties of rotor have been measured by testing of miniature specimens fabricated from
taken samples. The results have shown, that tensile and yield strength of two rotors are below the
minimum required for new material. Tensile properties of the rest of the rotors satisfy requirements for new
material. It was found, that the ratio of yield to tensile strength is quite high for some rotors and exceeds
0.8. It might indicate that the material becomes brittle and the risk of brittle fracture increases. The analysis
of microstructure has shown that four rotors of fourteen are damaged by isolated cavities and the rest of
them are undamaged. According to valid standards, such changes in structure and mechanical properties
of metal do not restrict rotors further operation.
Creep deformation of the rotors has been determined based on rotors bore diameter measurements.
The results have shown that the maximal creep deformation occurs under the first stage. Taking into
account the measurement results and empirical equations creep deformation of rotors has been predicted
for 100 thousand hours of further operation. According to the results the maximal measured creep
deformation was 0.55 % and after 100 thousand hours of operation it will not exceed 0.7 % that is steel
below the maximal allowable deformation of 1 % specified in industrial standard for this material. Thus it
could be concluded that further 100 thousand hours of operation is safe in terms of creep deformation.
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Abstract
Steam turbine is a rotating machine and therefore fatigue is an important damage mechanism to consider
already in turbine design, and it is remains necessary to consider the risk of initiation and growth of fatigue
cracks in the later in-service inspection and maintenance activities. With successful design and fabrication,
and operation within the intended limits, the expected fatigue life is relatively long but nevertheless finite
and variable. The design features and materials of steam turbine blades are generally well established,
and conventional methods of inspection and maintenance are widely applied to monitor and limit the evolution of in-service damage. As the fatigue performance of a blade is simultaneously sensitive to material
characteristics, structural/loading geometry and surface condition, the combined potential range of these
factors explains in principle the observed wide scatter in turbine blade life. In this paper, examples on
reduced blade life are discussed based on recent experience with a case example.

1. Introduction
Fatigue is a damage mechanism that initiates and grows cracks by fluctuating stress. It commonly sets the
design criteria for rotating parts of machinery such as steam turbines, for example for the rotor blading, but
also means that the risk of initiation and growth of fatigue cracks must be considered in the in-service
inspections and maintenance. Fatigue strength decreases with increasing number of comparable cycles
and with increasing temperature. Although fatigue strength is characteristic for a material, fatigue life is
strongly reduced by stress raising local features of component geometry or defects, to such an extent that
particularly high cycle fatigue (HFC) performance is relatively less influenced by material or temperature
when compared to creep [1]. The progression of fatigue damage can be broadly classified into the following stages:
·
Initiation to nucleate permanent damage from structural features such as surface defects, corrosion pits, manufacturing or other defects (possibly microstructural), or high stress concentrations
like sharp corners
·
Growth of microscopic cracks and coalescence to macroscopic size (several mm or more)
·
Stable propagation of dominant macroscopic crack(s)
·
Structural instability or complete fracture.
The initiation stage is often important in turbine blades as it tends to make a large contribution to the total
fatigue life. Even when the design is appropriate, early fatigue cracking and failure can occur due to a

defects related to manufacturing, operational or other damage to create or enhance stress concentrations.
As a result, fatigue alone or in combination with other mechanisms such as corrosion is the most common
failure mechanism of steam turbine blades [2]. A case example is considered below with observed blade
cracking after 45000 h of service.

2. Case example
Crack indications were observed in the surface and UT inspected rotor disk rims and blades during an
outage (Figure 1). At this IP6 stage of the turbine the steam temperature is approximately 380°C and
pressure about 17 bar. The blades have been in operation for 45000 h, and the blade material is X12Cr13,
i.e. tempered martensitic steel nominally with 13% chromium.

a)

b)

Figure 1. Cracks in a) the rim of a rotor disk and b) root groove of blade (108)
In one of the blade root grooves (blade 45) a corner piece was already missing (Figure 2). The fracture
surface was oxidised and visually relatively smooth. In another blade (blade 108) a crack was observed at
the root groove (Figure 1b and 3).

a)

b)

Figure 2. Fracture surface at the blade root of the blade with the detached piece (blade 45).

a)

b)

Figure 3. a) Crack in blade 108 and b) opened fracture surface (grinding on the right for opening)
The fracture surface was oxidised most extensively in the vicinity of the initiation site (Figure 4-7). The
microstructure of the blade was tempered martensite consistent with the chromium steel X12Cr13 (Figure
6 and 8). The measured blade hardness was in accordance with the certificate provided by the blade
manufacturer (Table 1). Also the chemical composition was similar to that in the certificate for the blade
material (Table 2). There was hence no indication of the mechanical properties of the bulk blade material
deviating from those stated in the material certificate of the manufacturer.
The fatigue crack of both cracked blades has initiated from the root groove, and the fracture surfaces
(Figures 2 and 3) indicate growth by relatively steady high-cycle fatigue (HCF). The cracks grew in an
oblique manner across the groove corner and not along the groove bottom. In addition, the crack centre at
the initiation (groove side) front showed in blade 108 some surface anomaly that turned out to be a
relatively thick oxide at the crack mouth (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 4. Detail from Figure 2b, near the fracture initiation (blade 45).

Figure 5. Crack of blade 108 as seen from the top side of Figure 3a.

Figure 6. Cross-section with surface oxide at the fracture initiation site of blade 108.

Figure 7. Surface of the fracture initiation site of blade 108.

Figure 8. A detail of the tempered martensitic microstructure of blade 108.
Table 1. Hardness of the blade samples
Blade

Hardness

No. 45

244 ± 5 HV5

No. 108

241 ± 2 HV5

Certificate

239 - 245 HB

Table 2. Chemical composition (wt-%) of the sample blades

1)

Ni

Blade

C

Si

Mn

S

P

Cr

Cu

Al

0,45

45

0,12

0,27

0,71

-

0,018

12,3

0,22

0,009

0,45

108

0,12

0,27

0,71

-

0,016

12,2

0,22

0,011

0,45

100b

0,12

0,27

0,71

-

0,016

12,3

0,22

0,009

0,44

Cert.1)

0,120

0,26

0,75

0,009

0,020

12,41

-

-

According to the manufacturer’s certificate

It was not possible to check the dimensional tolerances between the blade root and the attachment of the
disk rim for the sample blades. Loose attachment and subsequent vibration is one possible source of additional HCF loading.
The blade 45 appears to have initiated cracking close to the bottom groove corner but the initiation site
has suffered some local indentation or impact at this location after failure (Figures 2 and 4). After initiation
much of the crack front has proceeded to grow in an oblique manner with respect to the groove bottom,
and therefore stress concentration at the groove corner was significant only close to the initiating side of
the root.

The groove corner geometry had even less influence in the initiation of the crack of blade 108, since
the crack does not pass through this corner (Figures 3a and 5). Instead, an oxide slab 85 μm in thickness
at the crack mouth, well away from the groove corner (Figure 6), is the likely first major initiation point.
Such an oxide cannot have arisen in the service conditions on X12Cr13 steel and may rather indicate a
fabrication defect.
In blades operating in dry steam, i.e. outside the low pressure section where mechanisms such as corrosion, stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue can be active, about 40% of blade failures can be related to
fatigue and another 40% to unknown mechanisms [2]. The observed fatigue cracking is therefore not overly unusual, considering the expired time in service of 45000 h and the conventional experience that some
blade failures could be expected by about 40000 to 50000 operational hours [5]. Nevertheless, the fact
that this only applied to some of the blades, possibly with fabrication defect, indicates potential for improvement.

3. Conclusions and summary
The chemical composition, hardness and microstructure of the investigated turbine blade samples were
generally in accordance to the information provided by the blade manufacturer. The fractures in the
investigated blades have initiated from a region close to the mounting groove and the fracture surfaces
indicate a slow long term high frequency fatigue fracture. In one blade (108) a thick oxide was observed
near the initiation site of the fracture. This oxide cannot have arisen from the operation hours (45000 h) at
about 380⁰C in X12Cr13 steel. Therefore, a manufacturing defect of some sort can be considered at least
in blade 108.
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Abstract
This contribution is based on the experiments and assumptions which have been described in the previous
authors’ works. The experimental programme, which deals with the issue of blade steel T671 fatigue
damage, has been extended for another comparison. The specimens were taken from a reference material
delivered for blade production and from the low pressure blade body of L-0 stage of a turbine generator
set. Since this is the area of the steam condensation (phase transition zone), the specimens were also
tested in the corrosion cell under pre-stress of 300 MPa. The chloride solution of 35 ppm was chosen as
the environment at the temperature of 80°C. Such an environment can be considered as the limit state that
should not occur during the operating regime. The results were compared with previous experiments and
the conclusions were summarized.

1. Introduction
This study is strictly concerned with fatigue behaviour of blade steel Böhler T671 in the air and in an aggressive environment. Nevertheless, this material is used especially for last stage blades manufacturing
such as it corresponds with [1]. The meaning of these tests is an effort of life extension. According to [2]
the cost varies from 20 to 30% of cost of constructing a new plant and thus the benefit-to-cost ratios are
very high. In [3] the results of specimens taken from the fir tree root of low pressure steam turbine blade
were published. They were tested in the air and with pre-stress 450 MPa. Fatigue limit came to value of
360 MPa for this case. Afterwards the tests in a corrosion cell were released in [4]. These experiments
were carried out for the same pre-stress 450 MPa in solution of 22 % NaCl at the temperature of 80°C.
The results revealed that in such an aggressive environment no fatigue limit occurs since lifetime values

7

8

according to [5] in range of 5x10 up to 10 cycles were not achieved for any specimen. The tests were
performed for frequency 80 Hz and the testing machine Electropuls E10000 by a company Instron was
used.

2. Experiments
2.1 Test materials
The experimental programme was extended in order to specimens taken from the body of low pressure
steam turbine blade. Furthermore tests were performed on a material heat treated as a last stage blade
(reference material). And also extension included the tests in aggressive environments such as NaCl
solution at different concentrations. Pre-stress was chosen for all subsequent tests to 300 MPa. This value
should reflect the real operating loads more accurately.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the steel T671. [6]
Cr

Ni

Cu

Mo

Mn

Nb

Si

C

14.23

6.33

1.29

0.64

0.47

0.41

0.40

0.04

The steel Böhler T671 was used as a reference material. The chemical composition of the specimens is
mentioned in Table 1. It is a high strength martensitic precipitation-hardened steel which exhibits a
ferromagnetic behaviour.
Table 2. Heat treatment of the steel T671. [6]

Quenching
Tempering
Stress relieving
Heat
treatment n°:

Target
temperature
[°C]
1040
510
500

Heatup rate
[°C/h]
103±5
95±5
95±5

Soaking time @
target temperature
[min]
60
240
120

Cooling
time
[min]
360
>240
>240

Cooling rate
[°C/min]

Coolant

14±2
2,5±0,5
1,5±0,5

Air
Air
Air

5396

The material was quenched at the temperature of 1040°C, tempered at 510°C and then stress relief
annealed at 500°C. Heat treatment is described in Table 2. The mechanical properties (see Table 3)
should correspond with the hardness higher than 341 HB, the yield strength higher than 1103 MPa and the
ultimate strength higher than 1172 MPa. All these properties were verified on the given material.
Table 3. Mechanical properties of the steel T671. [6]
HB
Orient.
Long.
Trans.
Long.
Trans.

≥ 341
401
401
388
388

Re
[MPa]
≥ 1103
1171.9

Rm
[MPa]
≥ 1172
1199.1

As
[%]
≥ 10
15.5

Z
[%]
≥ 40
64

1134.2

1172.7

18.5

65

89
174
165
166

KV
[J]
≥ 75
155
162
154
151

175
161
153
149

2.2 Fatigue test equipment
The resonant testing machine TESTRONIC 250 made by a Switzerland firm RUMUL was used for all
following experiments (see Fig. 1). It is a dynamic testing machine which works in full resonance for loads
up to 250 kN. The maximal oscillating stroke extension is available up to 4 mm. The resonant operating
frequency is given in ranging from 40 up to 250 Hz by the oscillating masses and among others by the
stiffness of the specimen. The load of specimen is a combination of a static and a dynamic force. Both
parts are controlled separately. Measuring accuracy is better than 0.5 %. The dynamic drive with springs,
masses and driving magnet is located in the upper part of the machine. The dynamic drive operates as a
mechanical resonator and is excited by an electromagnet. Maximal dynamic load is ± 125 kN. The main
inertia on the upper part and the lower part of the machine oscillate against each other. The resulting
elasticity, which mainly determines the operating frequency, is being built out of the specimen and the
spring rods. The main inertia can be varied in 8 steps. The static drive to apply the mean load is placed in
the lower part of the machine and consists of a ball screw spindle with preloaded nuts, which are mounted
in a cross bar. The cross bar, the columns and the upper part build the load frame. The ball screw spindle
is being driven by a gear from the servo-motor controlled in closed loop. Maximal static load in tension or
compression is 150 kN. Speed of the static drive is from 0 to 150 mm per minute. The power units for both
static and dynamic drive are also located in the lower part of the machine. The main board of the control
unit with amplifiers and processor is placed outside the machine below a cover. The load frame and the
whole lower part of the machine are built to be the counter mass. The machine is designed to consume
electrical power below 1 kW. This is a more economical advantage compared to servo-hydraulic systems
(likewise maintenance for pumps, valves and cooling is not necessary).

Figure 1. The resonant testing machine TESTRONIC 250 with corrosion cell set-up.
2.3 Experiments in the air
The specimens for the next experimental programme were taken from body of low pressure steam turbine
blade. In the Fig. 2 these specimens are marked by red colour. The roughness of the samples was chosen
as 0.2 which is better value than in standard ČSN 42 0363 dealing with fine turning. The blade was made
as a forging which was subsequently machined on CNC machine.

Figure 2. Cut the blade up to individual specimens.
Dimensions and shape of the sample are shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the specimen was chosen because of the possible application of corrosion cell on a straight work area. Since it is a high-strength material, it was found that when such dimensioned specimen leads to cracking in the clamping threads and
subsequent damage to the clamp insert.

Figure 3. Specimen shape and dimensions. Specimens (red colour) taken from blade body.
For other tests, specimens were taken from the material provided for the manufacture of blades (reference
material). Dimensions and shape of specimen are shown in Fig. 4. The test section was machined in the
form of hour-glass. The tests again showed that due to a large diameter of the working part a substantial
part of the specimens cracked again in the place of a threaded clamping, especially at levels close to the
fatigue limit.

Figure 4. Specimen dimensions for another tests in the air.
2.4 Experiments in corrosion cell
The corrosion measuring cell was designed, engineered and manufactured for tests in a corrosive
environment. The cell is made of an inert material, Teflon, glass and silicone rubber. Its appearance is
shown in Fig. 5. The cell has a flow volume of 1 litre, the entire electrolyte solution is about 1000 litres per
hour and electrolyte is tempered to a required temperature with an accuracy of 1 °C. The bubbling an inert
gas enables to control the content of dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte. It is also possible to adjust the
pH. The control of electric conductivity is performed continuously. During the test of corrosion fatigue the
electrode potential of specimen is also recorded.

Figure 5. Corrosion cell.
The specimens of 240 mm length with a straight working part and a diameter of 8 mm were tested in the
flow cell. (See dimensions in Figure 6).

Figure 6. Specimen dimensions.

3. Results
The specimens taken from the body of the blade were tested in the air at 300 MPa pre-stress. Ten specimens have been tested and 2 tests were invalid due to a fracture in the threaded attachment. The results
are shown in Table 4. The frequency was chosen intentionally low to prevent heating of the specimen.
Table 4. Results of fatigue tests for specimens taken from blade body (pre-load 300 MPa).
Specimen
A_1
A_2
A_3
A_4
A_5
A_6
A_7
A_8
A_9
A_10

Ø [mm]
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

σa [MPa]
460
455
465
470
475
480
440
470
460
490

f [Hz]
63.8
63.8
63.9
63.8
63.7
77.6
69.6
69.5
69.7
69.7

Na
3 369 905
8 989 651
484 650
16 041 210
604 034
10 726 097
15 502 731
10 409 059
20 018 803
673 283

comment
fracture in thread

fracture in thread

The slanted branch of the S-N curve was fitted by a Fletcher's version of the Levenberg-Maquardt algorithm for the minimization of a sum of squares of equation residuals. The program was created in numeri-

cal computing environment and programming language MATLAB. This regression line curve is defined by
an equation that was found by a probabilistic approach as
log Na = 74 – 25 log σa.

(1)

The S-N curve is depicted in Fig. 7. The red points are valid, green arrows indicate invalid points which
were not taken into the linear regression.

Figure 7. S-N curve for steel T671 for specimens taken from the blade body with pre-stress in a normal
component σm = 300 MPa tested in the air.
The reference material was inspected in the following tests. The specimens’ diameter was 7 mm. Cracking
occurred frequently inside the insert threads as Table 5 shows. The frequency ranged from 70 to 80 Hz.
Table 5. Results of fatigue tests in the air for specimens made of steel T671 (pre-load 300 MPa).
Specimen
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Ø [mm]
7,04
7,05
7
7,07
7,07
7,06
7,05
7,07
7,07
7,08
7,04
7,07
7,07
7,08
7,02

σa [MPa]
450
430
470
490
510
540
530
520
515
505
500
495
485
475
465

f [Hz]
74.25
74.04
73.89
74.23
71.94
74.08
74.13
74.05
73.9
74.2
74.2
74.2
74.1
74.1
73.8

Na
541 421
12 697 695
10 000 006
11 842 493
520 610
196 262
257 138
7 513 730
822 640
1 333 318
170 255
195 594
466 660
346 784
858 854

comment
without fracture
without fracture

fracture in thread
fracture in thread

fracture in thread

Specimen
17
18
20
21

Ø [mm]
7,05
7,05
7,06
7,04

σa [MPa]
460
445
440
440

f [Hz]
74.2
74.1
80.5
80.3

Na
389 704
10 239 646
3 149 942
13 857 227

comment
fracture in thread
fracture in thread

The formula for slanted branch of S-N curve was determined by the linear regression in the form:
log Na = 13 – 3 log σa.

(2)

The S-N curve is depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. S-N curve for steel T671 with pre-stress in normal component σm = 300 MPa tested in the air.
A subsurface fatigue crack initiation called "Fish-eye" occurred within the tested sample on level of 490
MPa. This phenomenon is predominantly observed at high-strength steels. It appears when surface
defects are significantly removed. The initiators of fatigue cracks are usually precipitates, inclusions, and
other microstructural heterogeneity. In this case, the active crack initiator was a globular inclusion of Al 2O3
of diameter 20 micron, which was located 1.2 mm under the surface of the sample. The crack spread in
the radial direction to the sample surface and created flat and circular surface. The appearance of the
fracture surface, including the dominant inclusions, is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. The fracture surface of the sample 5 with subsurface initiation (on the left) and focus of fracture
surface with Al2O3 inclusion (on the right).
The NaCl solution with concentration of 35 ppm chlorides was chosen for testing in a corrosive environment at the temperature of 80°C. The content of oxygen was not controlled.
Table 6. Results of fatigue tests for steel T671 (reference material) with pre-stress in normal component
σm = 300 MPa tested in a corrosion cell for an aggressive environment (solution of 35 ppm chlorides) at
the temperature of 80°C.
Specimen
B1a
B1b
B2a
B2b
B3a
B3b
B4a
B4b
B5a
B5b
B6a
B6b
B7a
B7b
B8b

Ø [mm]
8.06
8.06
8.04
8.07
8.06
8.09
8.05
8.03
8.05
8.06
8.08
7.77
8.06
7.79
8.01

σa [MPa]
400
300
200
150
250
150
250
200
250
270
240
220
290
200
150

f [Hz]
66.6
66.7
115.2
113.9
115.2
113.7
115.2
114.0
115.2
114.5
114.6
114.7
114.4
114.6
114.6

Na
87 349
165 867
85 766 253
200 000 000
38 017 532
104 512 004
960 726
45 296 313
2 266 746
3 689 014
48 843 537
23 096 113
265 808
100 000 000
120 000 000

comment

fracture in reducing part
without fracture
without fracture

fracture in thread

without fracture
without fracture

The formula for slanted branch of S-N curve for a corrosive environment was determined by the linear
regression in the form:
log Na = 33 – 11 log σa.
The S-N curve is depicted in Figure 10.

(3)

Figure 10. S-N curve for steel T671 with pre-stress in normal component σm = 300 MPa tested in a
corrosion cell for an aggressive environment (solution of 35 ppm chlorides) at the temperature of 80°C.
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The value of 10 cycles was established for fatigue limit in accordance with standards. If this value is
substituted for the slanted branch equation (3) it refers the stress amplitude value of 191,9 MPa. That
means that under this value the steel could endure more than 100 millions of cycles. Since it is obvious
from the graph that no fatigue limit exists the stress stage around 188.7 MPa should be investigated
further. The reason is that this is a relatively appropriate cycle amount for a testing machine. The test at
stress amplitudes 150 MPa were finished after 200 millions of cycles without a damage. If this value is
substituted for the slanted branch equation (3) a specimen should endure almost 1.5 billion cycles. If the
test should be completed under 200 millions of cycles the stress amplitude is limited by 180 MPa.

4. Discussion
It is possible to compare the results with regard to performed tests with several points of view. Initially, the
first from this aspects could be the strength characteristics for specimens taken from the fir tree root (the
results presented in [3]) and from the body of low pressure steam turbine blade. These results can be
compared with experiments performed on a reference material which is used for blade manufacturing. In
case of corrosive tests performed on specimens taken from the fir tree root (published in [4]), the results
could be compared with new experiments performed on a reference material for different pre-stress and
concentration of chlorides. Finally these results can be compared with tests in the air.
4.1 Tests in the air
The specimens taken from the fir tree root were tested for pre-stress 450 MPa and correspond with the red
line (1) in the Fig. 11. New experiments for pre-stress 300 MPa and for specimens taken from the body of
low pressure steam blade are identical with the blue line (2) in the Fig. 11. Although the difference between
pre-stress is 150 MPa in the graph, it is evident that the results are moved from each other of 100 MPa.
The directions of both lines are very similar, as it is the same material. Nevertheless, if the blue line (2) is
compared to the reference material (in the Fig. 11 it corresponds with the green line (3)), which is used for
blade manufacturing and which was tested for the same pre-stress, it is possible to realize that under the
dynamical level of 520 MPa the material from real blade indicates much longer lifetime.

Figure 11. Comparison of S-N curves for steel T671 for specimens prepared from the fir tree root with
pre-stress in normal component σm =450 MPa – red line (1), from blade body with σm =300 MPa – blue line
(2) and reference material with σm =300 MPa – green line (3) tested in the air.
Since the tests were performed on specimens taken from blade for two different values of pre-stress, it is
possible to construct Haigh diagram using the formula
kH

é s ù
s cm = s c ê1 - m ú ,
ë sF û

(4)

where σF is so called fictive stress and coefficient kH is used for experimental determination. For kH = 1 the
previous function becomes a straight line that goes through the points (0, σc ) and (σF, 0), where σF is often
defined as strength limit Rm . [7, 8] If the safe area of tenseness could be obtained, it is necessary to
accomplish intersection of this line with line σm + σa = Re, where the amplitude is given as σa = (σmax σmin)/2. [9] Tenseness given by point under both lines is safe from the point of view of fatigue life and no
fatigue cracks should occur within thus designed constructions. [10]

Figure 12. Haigh diagram for tensile mean stresses is plotted in normalized coordinates.

It was necessary to determine the ultimate strength for construction of Haigh diagram. The value was
determined to 1320 MPa based on Brinell hardness measuring (HB 2.5/187.5) according to ISO 18265
(A1). The average hardness on specimens taken from the blade refers to approximately 390 HB. The
fatigue limit for zero pre-stress was determined to a value 627 MPa. The vector of residuals was defined
as an anonymous function in the program. The estimated value p0 of a number 0.5 was selected as an
initial solution. The final result was obtained in five iterations as a parameter p multiplied by initial solution
p0. The final value for coefficient kH of curve in the Haigh diagram for points of normal pre-stress
components was computed as 1.3326 as shown in Fig. 12.
4.2 Tests in a corrosion cell
The corrosive test was performed on reference material. As it is shown in Fig. 11, the next comparison for
the corrosive environment is not suitable between reference material and specimens taken from completed
low pressure steam blade due to different directions. However, if the results mentioned in [4] are compared, the life curve will be the closest to the initial of coordinates. Extremely low lifetime is caused by a
significantly aggressive environment (solution of 22 % NaCl) and as well as higher pre-stress 450 MPa.
This state is depicted in Fig. 13 via blue line (1). The curves of a reference material are compared in the
same graph. These curves are obtained for the same pre-stress of 300 MPa. The green line (3) is identical
with Fig. 11 and is valid for the air and room temperature. The red line (2) then corresponds with the 35
ppm chloride environment at the temperature of 80°C. This comparison is strictly hypothetical because the
slanted branch of S-N curve for testing in the air ends in the surroundings of a point of 440 MPa.

Figure 13. Comparison of S-N curves for specimens taken from the fir tree root of a low pressure steam
turbine blade, tested inside the corrosive 22% solution of NaCl at the temperature of 80°C - blue line (1).
Specimens from reference material T671, σm =300 MPa tested in a corrosion cell with the NaCl solution of
35 ppm chlorides at the temperature of 80°C – red line (2) and tested in the air – green line (3).

5. Conclusions
The results of high cycle fatigue tests are summarized in the article. These tests were performed on blade
steel Böhler T671 in the air and in a corrosive environment in a flow cell. The cell was designed,
engineered and manufactured for these purposes. The chloride solution of 35 ppm was chosen as the
environment at the temperature of 80°C. Such an environment can be considered as the limit state that

should not occur during the operating regime. The specimens were taken from the low pressure blade
body of L-0 stage of a turbine generator set and from a reference material delivered for blade production
as well. The results were compared with previous experiments published in [3, 4]. Haigh diagram for
tensile mean stresses was constructed in normalized coordinates with the value for coefficient kH
computed as 1.3326.
Another experimental programme for this steel includes corrosion fatigue tests on specimens with improved surface corrosion resistance. There are several techniques available for such kind of surface
treatment like shot peening or laser peening.
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Abstract
Degradation of the properties of metal materials can lead to loss of reliability and safety of machines and
metal structures in power plants during their operation. However, a number of these machines or metal
structures (e.g. turbines, boilers and steam lines) could be used for longer time than has been predicted by
their designed lifetime. A component’s residual life can be evaluated with standard mechanical test techniques, such as the tensile test, the fatigue test, the Charpy or the fracture toughness test. However, for
these tests there is usually insufficient material to sample non-invasively from the component. Therefore,
non-destructive techniques are being developed as well as testing methods using mini-samples.
One of the widely used methods of mini-samples testing is the Small Punch Test (SPT). The SPT is
usually based on conversion of the obtained results into conventional mechanical characteristics. However, it requires known correlation parameters determined for the specific material and must be verified for
each new material. On the other hand, there exist small specimen testing techniques (e.g. the microtensile test, the miniature fatigue test and the mini-Charpy test) respecting the same loading mode as in
the case of standard samples and maintaining minimal material requirements without requiring previously
established correlations.
This paper focuses on the applicability and reliability of these testing techniques for determining current
mechanical properties of components in service. Therefore, material degradation can be correctly and nondestructively determined.

1. Introduction
The current paper presents the potential of small size samples application to mechanical materials
properties determination. The aim of the application of these methods is the residual service life
evaluation, evaluation of local material properties, and material properties assessment in cases when
limited volume of the experimental material is available (e.g. development of nanostructures materials by
sever plastic deformation methods, development of special thermo-mechanical treatment with the use of a
physical simulator, etc.). Several non-destructive or semi-destructive methods such as the Small Punch
Test (SPT) [1], [2] or the Automated Ball Indentation (ABI) [3] used for considered purposes have been
developed. The disadvantage of these methods is the fact that, for the material of interest, they require a
previously established correlation relation between the considered property and these non-standard
testing techniques. Moreover, these correlations have limited validity and higher tolerance bounds
stemming from the measurement and evaluation uncertainties due to different loading modes between

these methods and standard testing methods (e.g. SPT x Charpy impact notch toughness, ABI x fracture
toughness, etc.).
Therefore, the development of small size specimen techniques using miniaturized standard size samples is important because these tests maintain a very important advantage – the same loading mode as
standard test samples [4]. The main problem with samples miniaturization is the availability of appropriate
measuring devices suitable for testing samples of the volume of a few cubic millimetres. Load transducers
are not so critical, but for example direct strain measurement on mini-tensile sample requires special optical methods, such as the Digital Image Correlation (DIC), that have become widely available only recently.
Using the newest measurement equipment and techniques using miniature samples derived from standard
samples provides much more reliable data than presently used methods using the correlation approach.
This paper will present several methods using mini-samples for mechanical properties evaluation: the
micro-tensile test, the miniature fatigue test and the mini-Charpy test for evaluation FATT and fracture
toughness.

2. Methods
Though various types of tests are presented here, all tested specimens are possible to produce from small
sampled pieces taken by electric discharge sampling equipment. Further, these tests will be compared
each other and their reliability will be discussed:
Standard tensile test vs. Micro-tensile test
Fracture toughness determination using standard 3PB samples vs. mini-Charpy specimens
FATT determination by standard Charpy samples vs. mini-Charpy test
Standard high cycle fatigue test vs. miniature fatigue test
2.1 EDSE
A portable electric discharge sampling equipment (EDSE) features easy handling, low-pressure coolant
circuit (minimize spatter), quick electrode release and replace and a possibility to design own geometry
and last but not least high sampling efficiency. Due to this facts, the device is suitable for an in situ sampling out of in-service components. Figure 1 presents sampling on roller (for rolling mills) and part from
steam turbine generator as an example.
The device enables to adjust a wide range of work-piece thicknesses whereas the work-piece (boat
sample) width of 20 mm is given by the electrode geometry. The thickness of the extracted material can be
from 1 mm to 5 mm. In most cases, the depth was set to 3 mm using the adjustment screw. Used electrodes were customized in order to reduce a stress concentration on edges and were made of W-Co alloy.
Extraction takes approximately from 1 to 3 hours depending on the material and surface curvature.
The influence of electro-erosive machining on the work piece is demonstrated in the Figure 2. The
depth of the affected layer is about 10μm in thickness.

Figure 1. The set-up of EDSE
generator

left: sampling from roller, right: sampling from a part of steam turbine

Figure 2. Influence of EDS machining on microstructure – affected depth is less than 10µm the
2.2 Micro-tensile test (M-TT)
There has been paid lot of attention to development of SPT within last two decades. Sampling devices
were developed as well as testing procedures. Recently thanks to proposed code of practice (CWA 15627
[5]) sample size was also standardized and recommended disc geometry is diameter 8 mm and thickness
0.5 mm. There are already many applications using this sample size for example for surveillance program,
thus this geometry was used as a base for newly developed testing procedure. The target was to run real
tensile test, free of any necessary correlations, on specimens using the same material volume as SPT.
Some FEM calculations were performed and sample geometry shown on Figure 3 was proposed. Subsequently, the comparison of triaxiality development during tests between SPT, standard and micro-tensile
test were done using FEM calculations, see Figure 4. Therefore, SPT loading mode is completely different
and the reliability is limited for narrow selection of material as was shown in many works (for example in
[6]).
There were carried out tests of several various materials with wide range of tensile properties. Namely,
Al-alloy, Ni-alloy, Titanium Gr. 5, and several steels were compared while tested on standard size specimens and with the use of M-TT. Standard size samples were round with diameter ranging from 5 to 10mm
and in one case steel segment of pipe was tested.
Deformation of the specimens was measured by ARAMIS. The grips for M-TT and an example of
measurement of the deformation during the M TT by ARAMIS can be seen in Figure 5. The ARAMIS system tracks the grey value patterns in images recorded during the test. Images are compared to each other
to detect the displacement of a selected point. As a single point is too difficult to find, an area of several
points, in ARAMIS called facets, is tracked instead. Each facet has a unique distribution of grey levels (i.e.
light and dark pixels of varied light intensity). Based on assumption that grey level of each facet does not
change during the test, individual facets are located in reference images and all following images. Strains
and other quantities can be calculated from changed position of tracked facet displacements.

Figure 3. M-TT specimen

Figure 4. Comparison of triaxiality between SPT, standard and micro-tensile test

a)

b)

Figure 5. a) Grips for M-TT, b) Measurement of deformation during M TT
The resulting curves of these tests are graphically summarized in Figure 6 and the results is summarized
in
Table 1. There can be found excellent agreement for all materials investigated between standard size
specimens and M-TTs for whole range of strength levels from about 250MPa up to 1250 MPa.

Figure 6. Comparison of tensile records obtained with DIC for M-TT measurement of various metallic
materials

Table 1 Standard and micro-tensile test results

Material

Specimen

Experimental Low
Carbon Steel
Low Carbon Steel
(segments)

LCS_Standard
LCS_M-TT
Steel_Standard
Steel_M-TT
Ti_Standard
Ti_M-TT
COST F _Standard
COST F _M-TT
P91_Standard
P91_M-TT
Al_Standard
Al_M-TT
Cu_standard
Cu_M-TT

Titanium Gr.5
X14CrMoVNbN10-1
P91
Aluminium Alloy
EN AW 6005 T6
Copper 99.99%

Rp0,2
[MPa]
1143.4
1133.0
964.1
990.1
913.5
892.3
622.1
592.3
540.7
520.9
264.4
264.1
234.6
235.7

Tensile tests results
Rm
Ag
A
[MPa]
[%]
[%]
1258.0
3.6
15.6
1255.3
2.4
13.9
1051.6
4.0
15.9
1061.9
2.7
20.3
965.1
5.2
16.3
981.2
5.9
18.6
762.3
8.0
20.7
769.2
7.0
21.7
696.2
9.3
20.0
710.4
9.5
22.8
309.3
7.6
11.3
311.0
5.6
8.2
260.0
16.3 34.2
254.5
4.4
35.4

M-TT is powerful methods also for other applications:
investigation of local properties in heterogeneous weldment [7]
strain rate sensitivity [8]
anisotropy on thin components [9]
calibration of fracture locus [10]

Z
[%]
71.1
74.4
62.7
64.2
42.0
35.8
63.9
62.8
74.3
74.4
13.5
11.4
73.7
70.5

2.3 Fracture toughness determination by mini-Charpy samples
Fracture mechanics in particular has attained high significance in establishing ultimate load limitations
and assessing the integrity of a large number of engineering structures of multifarious types. Standard
mechanical tests used to determine the fracture toughness involve extraction of large blocks of material
and therefore are not applicable to in-service components.
There is a chance to produce mini-Charpy specimen from boat sample, see sampling plan in Figure 7
as an example.

Figure 7. Sampling plan from boat sample with dimension of 20 x 20 x 3 mm
Verification of applicability was done on widely used 34CrNiMo6 steel. Both standard geometry of 3PB
samples and mini-Charpy samples were used for fracture toughness determination. The evaluation was
done according to ASTM E 1820. Samples were machined then fatigue pre-cracked with the final stress
1/2
intensity factor of about 20 MPa.m . Test pieces were side-grooved after pre-cracking and subsequently
tested. Tests were performed according to the multiple specimen method. Crack lengths after tests were
measured by digital image processing and the fracture toughness value was determined for the material
investigated. The J-R curve was determined and the fracture toughness value, defined as the intersection
of the 0.2 mm offset construction line with the J-R curve, was calculated. Due to small size of mini-Charpy
samples, the dimension criteria for size independent fracture toughness given by ASTM E1820 standards
were not fulfilled. Therefore, this test is denoted as JQ in the results table. Test results obtained from miniCharpy specimens and compared with standard test results are shown in Table 2. J-R curves of both
geometries are depicted in Figure 8. The deviation between both fracture toughness values is only 1.7 %.
Table 2 Fracture toughness results

Material
34CrNiMo6
state-as delivered

Sample size JIC,JQ
mm
kN/m
15x30
189,9

Error
%

3x4

1.7

193,2

Figure 8. J-R curves of 34CrNiMo6, state as delivered

2.4 FATT determination by mini-Charpy test
The Charpy impact test is performed to determine the ductile–brittle transition temperature (DBTT) of
the material. As the specimen size is reduced, the value of the DBTT is also reduced compared to the full
size specimen. The relationship (3) is used in the test to estimate the DBTT [11].
DBTTfull size = DBTTsubsize + C

(3)

Where C is a material constant (a shift of DBTT due to specimen size) in °C
Hence, in order to estimate the absolute value of DBTT, it was necessary to establish the value of the
constant C by testing full sized and sub sized specimens. Chosen material was experimental weldment
consisting of two chromium-molybdenum heat-resistant steels and weld metal. This type of weldment is
widely used in the oil and gas industries and in fossil fuel and nuclear power plants. Macroetching of the
weld is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Macroetching of the weld investigated
Instrumented Charpy standard and mini-Charpy impact tests (according to ISO 14556:2000) were performed for all five investigated zones. Tests were carried out at the instrumented Charpy pendulum with
the impact energy of 300J and at the instrumented Charpy pendulum with the impact energy of 15J. For
samples geometry see Figure 10. Testing was performed at various temperatures in order to determine
transition temperatures FATT. Transition curve for BM2 is depicted in Figure 11 as an example, transition
temperatures FATT and the value C are summarized in Table 3.

60°
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Figure 10. Geometry of standard (left) and Mini-Charpy (right) test specimens
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Figure 11. Transition curves of BM2

Absorbed energy (J)

Brittle fracture (%)

120

Table 3 Results of Charpy and mini-Charpy impact test

Material

FATT [°C]
Specimen size [mm]

Constant C

BM 1
HAZ 1
WM
HAZ 2
BM 2

10x10
13.1
-11.7
52.1
21.1
30.6

°C
61.5
58.2
60.8
60.5
60.6

3x4
-48.38
-69.90
-8.70
-39.37
-30.03

2.5 Miniature fatigue test
Applicability of miniature fatigue samples will be shown on 11CrMo9-10 steel alloy that is widely use in
energetics (water boilers or super-heater tubes). The microstructure consists of tempered martensite, see
Figure 12. Average grain size evaluated according to ASTM E112 was 41.1 µm.

Figure 12. Microstructure of 11CrMo9-10 steel at 500x magnification
Both standard geometry of fatigue samples and mini-fatigue samples were used for fatigue limit evaluation. Standard samples were tested according to the standard ASTM E466 with load ratio of R= -1 at RT
and evaluated according to ASTM E739.
For mini-fatigue samples dimensions and geometries were developed on the basis of extracted piece of
the experimental material. Cutting scheme within the extracted piece of material can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Specimens cutting scheme within EDSE extracted material
The following specimen geometries was proposed for a HCF test (Figure 14). Specimens were produced by wire-cut electric discharge machine. A surface roughness of the specimens after ED machining

didn't exceed 1.1 µm. After machining, a fine grinding was applied to reach the average roughness of
0.3 µm by means of wet sanding with 600 and 1200 grit silicon carbide sandpapers.

Figure 14. The geometry and dimensions of fatigue specimens
HCF tests on miniaturized specimens were conducted on servo-hydraulic testing machine MTS Bionix
with load-carrying capacity of 25kN in tension-compression mode. Tests were carried out in load control
with load ratio of R= -1 at frequency of about 50 Hz. Dimension of samples were measured using an optical measuring system to avoid scratching. If a scratch occurred the surface was additionally regrinded and
measured. Wedge grips are attached to the testing machine in appropriate way to avoid bending stresses
that was done with the use of alignment fixtures. After this, a fatigue specimen was put in jaws of the testing machine and the pre-load was set at zero. Size comparison with a standard HFC specimen can be
seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Comparison of HCF specimens
This test results are presented as the number of cycles to failure which are plotted against the stress
amplitude in the semi-logarithmic scale and two separate linear regressions were used. Dots represent
non-standard HCF tests and the continuous horizontal line denotes its fatigue limit. Those of specimens
7
which survived 10 cycles are denoted by arrows. Both fatigue test results are widely scattered, this corresponds to R squared of 0.582 and 0.638, respectively. Therefore, the fatigue limit sC mini-fatigue and sC stand7
ard were evaluated as the maximum stress amplitude at which the sample didn’t crack even after 10 cycles. At this stress level, at least two valid tests had to be conducted. The summary of fatigue limits is
shown in Table 4. Results of non-standard and standard fatigue tests are shown in Figure 16.

Table 4 Results of standard and sub-size HCF tests
Type of test

Fatigue limit [MPa]

Mini-fatigue HCF
Standard HCF

385
395

Figure 16. Comparison of HCF specimens

3. Conclusions
The study presented here documents potential of small size specimens testing, comparability to results
obtained on standard size specimens and its wide application potential.
For type of tests have been presented in this paper:
1. Standard tensile test vs. Micro-tensile test
2. Fracture toughness determination using standard 3PB samples vs. mini-Charpy specimens
3. FATT determination by standard Charpy samples vs. mini-Charpy test
4. Standard high cycle fatigue test vs. miniature fatigue test
Tests 1, 2 and 4 does not need further correlation and the results can be directly used for application.
The obtained stress – strain curves (test 1) and results of M-TT are fully comparable with the results of
the standard ones. The crucial factor for determining of yield strength is the elastic modulus. Its determination was carried out using DIC system which employs the ARAMIS system and very good agreement with
typical values for this kind of the material is found, even for this kind of very sensitive measurement.
Multiple-specimen method (test 2) using mini-Charpy specimens (3x4x27 mm) was used for fracture
toughness determination. Though the J-R curve could not exceed 0.5 mm, the evaluated fracture toughness JQ was in a good agreement to the standard one JIC.
Results of fatigue tests (test 4) provided also very promising results. As it could be expected, a higher
data scatter is obtained with small size samples. However, fitted trend curves closely follow each other and
good agreement is found between small and standard test pieces for both material investigated.
Test 3 (FATT determination) needs to determine coefficient C, which can lead to slight uncertainty.
However, in our case, the transition temperatures were shifted to 60 ±2 °C in all cases.
All these applications show possibility to obtain reliable and repeatable results with the mini specimens.
Moreover, some applications are rather difficult or impossible on large samples that make techniques
using min-specimens even more attractive and further development of these techniques is essential for
deeper insight into material behaviour.
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Abstract
The integrity of the fuel cladding in present and future nuclear fuel concepts is critical for the safe performance of the power plants. The material performance of 15-15Ti (1.4970) thin walled fuel cladding tubes
are presently being evaluated in the EERA JPNM pilot project TASTE. The TASTE objectives are to compare existing testing methodologies for claddings and to determine the tensile and creep properties of the
15-15Ti (1.4970) steel in the final product form. In this paper the small punch (SP) test technique is assessed in more detail for testing the 24% cold worked cladding provided by SCK·CEN. The SP test results
are compared with results from tensile (axial) tube tests and ring tension (hoop) tests. It is shown that the
SP tensile test can produce robust estimates on the tensile strength in the temperature range from room
temperature to 800°C. The presented equation for transfering maximum force to engineering stress is
shown to work for all the three test set-ups of the participating laboratories. For creep it is shown that the
SP tests do not provide comparable results to internal pressure of classical creep test due to low creep
ductility and premature creep cracking already at low deflections imposed at by the testing technique.

1. Introduction
The integrity of the fuel cladding in present and future nuclear fuel concepts is critical for the safe performance of the power plants. Presently the material performance and mechanical properties of thin walled
fuel cladding tubes are evaluated through a number of testing techniques and evaluation methodologies.
To improve the understanding of the limitations and usefulness of these methodologies a round-robin was
launched in the EERA JPNM pilot project TASTE. The main project material is the 15-15Ti (1.4970) cladding steel in its final product form, i.e. 24% cold worked (24% cw) thin-walled tube provided by the Belgian
Nuclear research Centre (SCK•CEN).

The testing in TASTE incorporates old, classical and new promising methods for material property determination such as sub-sized and micro specimen axial testing, Ring Tension and Ring Compression, internal pressure, small punch and cone mandrel testing.In this paper the test results from the Small Punch
(SP) tensile tests and SP-creep tests are mainly assessed.
SP-tensile test have been performed in a temperature range from room temperature to 800°C. The SP
tests were performed at three laboratories, the Structural Materials Division in Spain (CIEMAT), the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf in Germany (HZDR) and at The Joint Research Centre (JRC-IET) in
The Netherlands. Creep SP-tests were conducted at JRC-IET in the temperature range 550-700°C.
For comparison, Ring Tension tests (RT) were conducted in Romania by the Institute for Nuclear Research
(INR) and axial tensile tube tests were performed by CIEMAT, HZDR and SCK·CEN.

2. Materials and Methods
For TASTE the nuclear grade Titanium stabilized DIN 1.4970 ‘15-15Ti’ stainless steel cladding was chosen
as reference material to be tested by all partners and test methologies. The 15-15Ti is the primary choice
for fuel cladding of several current fast spectrum research reactor projects [1-3]. The bulk of the tests were
performed on 15-15Ti cladding tubes manufactured by Sandvik on behalf of SCK•CEN [4]. The specifications for the fabrication of the cladding tubes are based on past production of similar tubes for sodiumcooled fast reactor projects in Europe [5]. The tight quality specifications include stringent composition,
grain sizes and mechanical properties (yield strength, tensile strength and elongation at rupture), product
tolerances (diameters, straightness and ovality), roughness and defects control. 10t of steel were melted at
Sandvik (Sandviken, Sweden), cast into billets and transformed into ‘hollows’ (‘thick’-walled tubes) by
extrusion of billets followed by cold-pilgering. Thin-walled tubes were obtained at Sandvik-Précitube
(Charost, France) by several passes of cold-drawing following by short annealing (1100°C). The last colddrawing determines the degree of cold-work of the cladding tubes. The "standard" cladding tubes were
24% cold-drawn (24 wt.%). A smaller batch with a cold-work level of 46% cw was also produced. At this
deformation level, one approaches a work-hardening saturation as demonstrated by the small difference
between YS and UTS and the reduction in total elongation. This mimics irradiation hardening that presents
similar stress-strain curves [6]. The cladding tubes produced have an external diameter of 6.55 mm and a
wall thickness of 0.45 mm. The material properties (axial) at room temperature performed on full tubes (no
waist) are given in Table 1 and the manufacturer chemical composition determined by XRF (X-ray fluorescence), ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry) and OES (Optical Emission Spectroscopy) depending on the element is given in Table 2.

Table 1. Room temperature (manufacturer) tensile properties of the 15-15Ti test materials for two levels of
cold work (cw) obtained by tensile testing for full tube section.
CW level

Rp02

Rm

Total elongation

(MPa)

(MPa)

(%)

24% cw

690

810

25%

46% cw

950

925

10%

Table 2. Chemical composition in wt. % of the fuel cladding tubes

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Co

Mo

0.10

0.56

1.83

0.013

<0.001

15.08

15.04

0.02

1.21

B

N

Ti

V

Ta

Cu

Ca

Fe

0.0028

0.011

0.49

0.034

<0.005

0.026

<0.010

Bal.

The importance of minor alloying elements for the precipitation behaviour of this steel at high temperature,
under stress and under irradiation has been shown in several studies [7-9]. The resistance of the DIN
1.4970 steel to thermal creep and irradiation-induced phenomena (swelling, irradiation induced creep,
embrittlement) compared to other austenitic steels [10,11] lies in the fine-tuning of its minor alloying element that will allow the nucleation of specific phases during operating conditions.
2.1 SP test set-ups
The specimen grips for the SP test sampels used by HZDR and JRC are presented in Figure 1 A and B.
CIEMAT used a smaller specimen extracted from the tube by wire erosion (see Figure 1C). The specimen
sample holders were designed to comply with the different specimen sizes, receiving hole and ball diameters (see Table 3). The tensile tests to be used for comparison were conducted on sub-sized tensile specimen as shown in Figure 2. The Ring Tension tests (RT) that give estimates on the hoop direction properties were performed with special grips for the specified cladding tube inner diameter (Figure 3). The estimated tensile properties from the RT tests do not take bending into account.

A

B

C

Figure 1. A) HZDR sample holder, Receiving hole radius R=1 mm, B) JRC-IET sample holder, R=2 mm,
C): CIEMAT; left over tube after EDM specimen extraction.

Figure 2: A) HZDR sub-sized test specimen for determining axial material properties.

Figure 3: A) INR test specimen for determining hoop properties by Ring tension test.

Table 3. Test-setup specifics and test programme for the participating small punch testers.

Spec. thickness

Receiving hole
Ball radius. r

Testing lab / set-up

h0

radius. R

Test temperatures

(mm)
(mm)

(mm)

CIEMAT

0.2

1

1.5

22, 300, 500 °C

HZDR

0.4

1

2

Cryogenic to 22 °C

JRC-IET / A

0.45

2

4

22-800 °C

JRC-IET / B

0.45

2.5

4

22-800 °C

2.2 Load to stress conversion for SP test set-ups
As a testing technique the Small Punch (SP) test is a relatively simple test well suited for material ranking
and material property estimation in situations where standard testing is not possible or considered too
material consuming. An interesting question is however how well the method suits for testing thin walled
tube material such as fuel claddings.
It has been shown that for SP-tensile tests [12-14] that the (true) uniaxial tensile strength Rm is directly
proportional to the maximum force Fm of the SP load-deflection curve.

R ' m ( Fm , Dm ) = a ×

Fm
F
u ×h
Þ m = m 0
um × h
Rm
a

,

(1)

Where a is a correlation factor, h0 is the specimen thickness, um the deflection at maximum force. Note
that in this work the um is not measured but the theoretical value calculated by Chakrabarty membrane
stretching equations are used [12].

u
tan(q 0 / 2)
= (1 - cosq 0 ) + sin 2 (q 0 ) × ln(
)
r
tan(q / 2)
sin(q ) =

r
sin 2 (q 0 )
R

(2)

(3)

The theoretical value is being used since different test set-ups, specimen thicknesses and the curvature of
the specimen in relation to the SP puncher ball influence the measured u m.
To determine the correlation factors a of Eq. 1, the optimized ratio for F/s from the SP Code of Practice
[15] intended for calculating the nominal creep stress, is used, Eq. 2. This equation accounts for all the
test-setup parameters; specimen thickness (h 0), puncher ball (r) and receiving hole radious (R).

F
r 1.2
= 3.33 × k SP × 0.2 × h0
s
R

(4)

By analysing both SP-tensile and SP-creep tests JRC-IET has shown [15] that the ductility parameter kSP
(Eq. 2) is force (and temperature) dependent. The kSP reaches a maximum value of (1+h0/r) at the very
short duration creep tests, i.e. tests that are comparable to SP-tensile tests. Using this value for kSP the
Fm/Rm ratio can be determined by combining equations 1 and 4;

a
0.3 × R 0.2
= 0.2
um r × ( h0 + r )

(5)

The above equation enables comparing the SP tensile test results of HZDR, CIEMAT and JRC-IET. The
calculated Fmax/Rm ratios for the laboratory specific test-setups are given in Table 4.
It is to be noted that Eq. 5 can be applied when the material response in the SP-tensile tests is ductile, i.e.
the measured um is close to the Chakrabarty theoretical value. In the case of the 46% cw test material this
is not necessarily the case. For the 46% cw tensile strength estimates the ultimate tensile strength has to
be "true-stress" corrected. How this correction is performed will be covered in future papers.
Table 4. Calculated nominal "free space" (2R-2r-2h 0) for deformation, kSP, Fmax/Rm ratios and the theoretical deflection at maximum force um for the different SP test setups.

2R-2d-2h

1+h0/r

Theor. Max

(mm)

kSP

defl. um

(mm)

(mm)

Theor.
Testing lab - set up

Fm/Rm

CIEMAT

0.1

1.5

0.609

0.434

HZDR

0.2

1.8

0.703

1.04

JRC-A

1.1

1.45

1.406

1.89

JRC-B

0.6

1.36

1.574

2.32

The calculated Rm estimates from the SP testing can now be compared to the hoop strength estimates
acquired from the ring tension tests performed at IRN and the axial strength values acquired from sub-size
wasted tube test specimen test performed by HZDR and CIEMAT.
For creep, Eq. 4 has been used, with an initial value of 1 for the ductility parameter kSP.

3. Results
3.1 SP-tensile test for ultimate tensile strength
All the laboratories performed room temperature tests. The measured tensile strength from the axial tests
and the estimates from both ring tensile and SP tests are presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Comparison of room temperature tensile strength estimates from sub-sized axial specimen, RingTension and SP tests.
The high temperature results from the tensile tests by HZDR, INR, CIEMAT and JRC-IET are presented in
Figure 5. It can be seen that the SP-tests results and the Ring Tension test estimates are similar at the test
temperatures 300 and 500°C.
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Figure 5 Comparison of RT-800°C tensile strength estimates from sub-sized axial specimen, Ring-Tension
and SP tests.
3.2 SP-creep test
SP creep tests were conducted at temperatures between 500 and 650°C. The loads were estimated using
Eq. 2 and stress to rupture estimates from 15-15Ti creep-rupture tests (pressurized tubes) by SCK•CEN.
Six SP tests were performed with a 2 mm ball (JRC-A) and four using the larger diameter ball of 2.5 mm
(JRC-B) as shown in

Table 5.
For SP creep test results the high load test with the test-setup JRC-A comply with the behaviour predicted
by the multiaxial burst test by SCK•CEN. However the at lower forces and with the larger ball diameter
(JRC-B set-up) the measured rupture times (t r) were alarmingly low. The Wilshire [17] plot in Figure 6
shows deviation from the predicted creep behaviour. The explanation of the poor behaviour was found in
the post-test assessment of the failed samples. It is evident that there is a change in failure mode (see
Figure 7) for the JRC-B tests at lower load ratios (F/Fm ) in relation to the fracture type found in SP-tensile
tests or at higher load load ratios (JRC-A set-up).

Table 5. 15-15Ti creep test results at 500, 600 and 650°C with two different puncher ball diameters.

Temperature

Load F

Test set-up

Time to rupture
F/Fm

(°C)

(N)

(h)

JRC-A

500

1000

0.83

68

JRC-A

600

900

0.85

0.13

JRC-A

600

850

0.81

0.43

JRC-A

600

800

0.76

0.7

JRC-A

600

750

0.71

2.33

JRC-A

600

700

0.66

2.77

JRC-B

600

700

0.55

2.35

JRC-B

600

550

0.43

4.61

JRC-B

600

400

0.31

22.33

JRC-B

650

550

0.43

3.12

1
0.9
0.8
0.7

F/Fm

0.6
0.5
0.4
SCK estimates

0.3

2.5 mm ball 650°C BAR
2.5 mm ball 650°C cracking

0.2

2.5 mm ball 600°C cracking
2 mm ball, 600°C high load
Linear (SCK estimates)

0.1
0
-10

-8

-6

-4

ln(tr·exp(-Q/RT))

-2

0

2

Figure 6. SP-creep tests results plotted as normalized force against temperature compensated time. The
reference flat specimen on cold worked bar material (green triangles) behaves as the curved cladding
samples. An annealed flat sample (red triangle) that was interrupted (140 h) showed promise of reaching
the predicted rupture life.

Figure 7. Fractured creep specimen A) Æ2 mm ball 600°C / 700N, tr=2.8, B) Æ2.5 mm ball, 600°C / 700N.
tr=2.35

4. Discussion
The SP tests seem to give good estimates for tensile strength. The estimated high temperature SP tensile
strength of the 24% cw 15-15Ti tube is close to the ones estimated from ring tension tests. The shape of
the temperature – tensile strength plots correspond with the uniaxial results for the whole high temperature
range.
To further strengthen the claim to use the same correlation factors for transferring maximum force to ultimate tensile strength FEA simulation [18] of flat and curved test samples were performed using the HZDR
room temperature true stress-strain tensile curve as material property input. The simulation has been done
for the JRC-B test setup configuration as shown in Figure 8. The FEA simulated Force-Deflection curves
are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 8: Quarter symmetry FEA model of the SP test on curved (cladding tube) specimen.

Figure 9: FEA computed force-displacement responses for 15-15Ti curved (cladding tube) specimen and
standard flat specimen. Simulations with Friction coefficients µ=0.1, 0.15 and 0.2, specimen thickness
0.45 mm.
The simulated Fm values for the curved tube specimen are 4-6% higher than that from the corresponding
flat specimen. Also the um at maximum force is decreased by a factor of about 1.5.
To established the limits of use for the SP creep tests of low ductility or "creep brittle" materials it is of
significant importance to define the limit loads / deflections / test setups that are likely to initiate creep
cracking at an early stage of the test. X-Ray Computer tomography (XCT) images of a tensile specimen
and a creep brittle specimen are shown in Figure 10, both performed with the 2.5 mm puncher ball (JRCB). The XCT measurements performed on an interrupted creep tests (650°C / 400N) is shown in Figure
11. The image clearly shows extensive cracking at a low deflection (0.18 mm) and a "nominal" calculated
strain (according to the Code of Practice).

A

B

Figure 10: Difference in fracture mode of A) SP tensile specimen after test at 600°C and B) SP creep
specimen ruptured after 22 h at 600°C/400N.

Figure 11: X-ray tomography scan of interrupted creep test (after 382 h at 650°C / 250N). The calculated
"nominal" local strain when cracking has occured is below 9%.

5. Conclusions
A round robin has been performed for determining the tensile and creep material properties for 15-15Ti
fuel cladding material with different testing techniques. The interlaboratory small punch tests shows that
good estimates on the tensile strength can be acquired by the SP technique with curved test specimen.
The estimated high temperature SP tensile strength of the 24% cw 15-15Ti tube are close to strength
values acquired by ring tension tests. The creep low ductility of the test material causes cracking and
premature failure for the JRC-B test setup configuration and reliable creep rupture results can not be acquired.
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Abstract
The need to determine the mechanical properties of materials of machine parts working in operating
conditions without shutdown of the entire unit and disintegration machine parts in the past led to the
development of miniaturized specimens associated with the generation of special test procedures and
methods. During many years the developed methods have been refining, the results are compared with
conventional testing methods, the shape and dimensions of specimens are modified. The enormous
development of information technologies in the last decades enabled the emergence of a new field of
science - mechatronics - a multidisciplinary field of engineering that includes a combination of systems
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, telecommunications engineering, control
engineering and computer engineering. Progress in the field of mechatronic together with development of
new materials, new CNC machining methods for metallic and non-metallic materials, miniaturization of
sensors of physical quantities, fast, accurate data sampling and recording significantly influenced the
development of the testing devices and allowed to construct machines which was not possible in the past.
Content of this paper presents the latest design, features of a test device for determining the residual
life of machine components working at elevated temperatures (SPUTT500®), equipment for tensile and
fracture testing small samples under the normal and low temperatures (CRYOSET®) and the scoop sampling machine (ESTIM®) used not only for further research but also for development and evaluation of
small samples testing technology. The final part of this article comprises the proposal for improvement the
Code of practise for small punch testing (CEN Workshop Agreement 15627).

1.

Introduction

Estimates of the remaining service life of mechanical structures and devices are unthinkable without the
knowledge of the state, respectively the degree of degradation of the structural materials due to the effects
of long term exposure in operating conditions. For nearly half a century material engineers have been
trying to develop a method for testing materials, which would use the minimum amount of removed material preferably without damaging the machine components and at the same time without stopping the operation of a working unit and could determine the current mechanical properties.
Over the years several test methods with different sizes and shapes of specimens have been examined
The method of penetration tests became one of the most promising methods suitable for determining the
mechanical properties, in which the test sample is a disc with the diameter of 8 mm and the thickness of
0.5 mm (Fig.1). The method was originally designed to determine the residual life of structural components

operating at elevated temperatures [17], later it was extended for determining the tensile and fracture
behaviour of the material.

Figure 1. Dimension of the sample intended for penetration tests.

2.

Development of testing machines and equipment

2.1 The history of the penetration test development at MATERIAL AND METALLURGICAL
RESEARCH Ltd. (MMV)
Today‘s MMV (up to 2001 Vitkovice - Research and Development Ltd.) began working with penetration
tests in the 90s of the 20th century thanks to close cooperation with the University College of Swansea [1].
Based on the first experiences the first simple mechanical test equipment were built in the MMV company.
Correlations between classical methods and penetration tests were made on the basis of obtained results
[2]. During many years the method was used in MMV and obtained correlations were refined. Results of
research and development in this field have been published continuously at various conferences or in
professional journals [2-15].
The test methodology of penetration tests was formulated in the document – CEN WORKSHOP
AGREEMENT “Small Punch Test method for Metallic Materials” (CWA 15627) by standards body CEN
and an international group of material specialists in 2004. It serves as Code of Practice for penetration
tests performing. The document was issued in December 2007 [16].
2.2

SPUTT 500

SPUTT 500 is a testing machine for residual life determining of structural components operating at elevated temperatures using a miniaturized test samples and the penetration test. The first version (V1.3 – Fig.2)
based on Code of practice (CWA 15627) started to develop in 2010. At the end of the year the machine
was built and its testing started. The device was semiautomatic, the temperature measurement wasn´t
carried out directly on its surface, but in the possible closest point (about 10 mm from the sample). The
temperature of the sample was recalculated based on the mathematical dependence created by an automatic calibration process. Using the arm and LVDT sensor (Fig. 3) dependence of the punch displacement
in time was measured and recorded. The punch and the lower die were made of a creep resistant nickel
alloy and the sample penetration was made using the ceramic ball. Protection of the sample was ensured
by argon, which was controllably (10 ml/min.) injected into the cartridge with specimen (Fig. 4).

Figure 2. SPUTT 500 V1.3.

Figure 3. Meas. of punch displacement. Figure 4. Sample protection.

During testing of the machine it has been found that although the resultant curve had the correct shape
(Fig. 5), the punch was occasionally “jammed” in upper die guiding (mostly at long-term tests). This fact
was accompanied by an extension of the test duration and difficulties associated with the cartridge opening at the end of the test.

Figure 5. Dependence of the punch movement vs. time (SPUTT500 V1.3).
In 2011 we replaced the original version V1.3 with version V1.4 (Fig. 6), where we changed the load
measurements, including sensors, further we replaced the existing temperature measurements for more
accurate and changed the design of cartridge together with its imposition to the test thorn (easier removal
after test).
During 2012 we built three test machines in which were control SW redesigned (V1.7). Since the end of
2012, extensive testing was carried out wherein it was found that each device has its own characteristic.
This fact led to deeper reflection. The main causes were seen in the punch deformation (Fig. 7) during the
test, respectively the ball indentation into the punch and the possibility of inaccurate measurement of the
sample temperature.
The idea of a new design solution has been brought due to the 3rd International Conference SSTT in
Graz, Austria. Originally we considered the idea of Mr. Juhani H. Rantala (VTT) to measure the sample
temperature and simultaneously its deflexion of its bottom side to be technically impossible. Finally, after
several attempts, we managed to find a design solution for the existing version V1.7 - changing indirect
measurement of sample temperature for the direct one and add measuring deflection. As a result we
obtained a smoother curve deflection sample vs. time. Unfortunately the curve of the creep rate vs. time
(Fig. 8) remained still unacceptably shaky.

Figure 6. SPUTT 500 V1.4.

Figure 7. Punch deformation. Figure 8. Creep rate (SPUTT500 V1.4).

A deeper analysis of the problem resulted in the following possible reasons:
1) Friction of guiding parts (during beginning of loading the arm is pushed by a spring of LVDT sensor
and causes a misalignment of the drawing fork)
2) Imperfect protection of the sample (argon flow around the sample and it ensures only partial
protection)
3) Deformation of the lower die chamfer (0,2x45°) under load (nickel alloys are not sufficiently
resistant against deformation at certain load)
4) The use of the testing ball (possibly punch deformation (Fig. 7) causes misalignment of the load
axis with respect the center of the sample)
Next further negative effect which should be also necessary to consider is the sample preload that is given
by dead weight of the testing fork, cartridge and arm.

The removal of all causes could not have been done by modifying the existing machine, it was
necessary to create a completely new design. Development was conducted during 2015. An entirely new
version V3.1 SPUTT500 (Fig. 9) was the result of development conducted during 2015.

Figure 9. SPUTT 500 V3.1.

Figure 10. Gas-tight chamber of SPUTT500 V3.1.

The new version (V3.1) differs from the previous in all directions - complete new design (Fig.10)
guarantees 100% full argon protection of the sample via gas-tight chamber with bellows (tested by helium
-9
3 -1
test with allowable leakage rate 1x10 Pa.m s ), accurate temperature measurement directly on the
sample surface (thermocouple type S, class 1), entirely smooth line load (ball bearings), direct load
measurement under the sample (measurement accuracy 0.1% of MR), a new construction of the cartridge
with the ceramic punch and the lower die and the new control software (Fig.11,12,13) for fully automatic
system with nine user-programmable cycles (Fig. 12). The preload of the sample has been eliminated
completely. Minimum torque of the cartridge was set to preserve the initial diameter of the sample
throughout the test. The resulting dependence of sample deflection vs. time is entirely smooth (Fig.14,15).
Three stages of creep can be clearly identified from the curve of the creep rate (Fig.16,17).

Figure 11. Setting the main parameters of the test.

Figure12. Nine automatic stages of the test.

Figure 13. Calibration of main measured values.

Figure 14. The resulting curve.

Figure 16. Three stages of creep.

Figure 15. Results comparison.

Figure 17. Three stages of creep (zoom).

The machine evolution still continues. Team of designers strives to increase the maximum testing
temperature from current 800°C to 1000°C by selecting appropriate materials and construction. Even more
accurate load measurement, reducing the resistance of the bellows and new linear guidance of deflection
stick will provide the most accurate test results. The new version SPUTT 500, due to its original design,
recently represents the most sophisticated device for creep testing of small samples by penetration
method in the world.
2.3 CRYOSET
CRYOSET is equipment for tensile and fracture material properties determining using a miniaturized test
samples and the penetration test.
In 2011 MMV started with innovation of the old system for performing penetration tests in normal and
low temperatures. The developed equipment was built according to CWA 15627 Part B (tensile and
fracture behaviour) and was called “CRYOSET”. The principle of sample cooling is in the automatic
dispensing system - a special probe inserted into a Dewar container with liquid nitrogen (Fig. 18). Nitrogen
is extruded from container by the help of regulating the pressure and conducted into the chamber with the
test sample (Fig. 19), which is connected to the loading frame. The sample temperature is measured
directly on its surface and maintained by a control unit (Fig. 20, 21). As soon as the required temperature
is reached, it is possible to perform a test. Excellent geometry of the punch and the lower die together with
excellent material toughness and abrasion resistance provides very good measurements repeatability. The
device contains elements for safe operation and rapid exchange of the sample. The control system
(Fig. 22) enables to heat the critical parts of the system (top side of the chamber and test housing). The
innovation took more than two years and during that time two versions have been developed. The
equipment was delivered to several testing laboratories.

Figure 18. Special probe in Devar container.

Figure 20. Control unit.

Figure 22. Control Software.

Figure 19. Test chamber.

Figure 21. Control unit (back side).

Figure 23. Measured values.

Figure 24. Tsp determination.

2.4 ESTIM
Traditional sampling method by in-service equipment represents besides necessary shutdowns also inappropriate interference into the integrity of the tested part. Referred destructive methods require the repair
of sampled place, mostly by welding with heat treatment and many of non-destructive inspections. The
sampled place, which has undergone a series of temperature cycles during welding, very often becomes a
source of other problems, including the possibility of cracking during subsequent operation.
These apparent disadvantages are eliminated by using of scoop sampling system, which removes
material to a depth from 0,5 to 4 mm without affecting the structural component, virtually without notch [23].
The principle of sampling, which is schematically shown in Fig. 25, comprises a grinding of the interlayer
between the sample and a part using a rotating tool of a spoon shape, thickness about 0,3 mm and
diameter about 50 mm (Fig. 26). The cutter is coated with diamond or CBN grit. The tool is moved to cut
very slowly by the help of simple lever mechanism.

Figure 25. Scoop sampling system.

Figure 26. Tool and sampled place.
The entire process of collection lasts approximately 1-3 hours. It allows getting the sample in the shape of
a spherical cap with radius about 25 mm, flat surface of about 3 cm 2. High peripheral speed with low
movement of the grinding tool to cut and intensive cooling ensures absence thermal and deformation effect.
Collected sample allows to provide besides ordinary chemical, metallurgical, or electron microscopic
analysis also determination of mechanical properties, creep resistance, fracture toughness etc.
MMV company has been using the sampling machine Rolls-Royce SSAM-2 since 1996. Over the years
the equipment was repaired by our staff, reviewed and improved. Based on gained experience MMV has
developed own sampling machine called ESTIM (Fig. 27, 28, 29). Its design is built on the principle spoon

sampling. The unique method of swivel head attachment ensures an accurate and efficient cut. The result
is the minimization of the cutting time and smoother surface of the cut on sample parts - smaller notch. The
control system (Fig. 30) allows rotation of the tool up to 16,000 rpm, selection of cutting direction and
programming of the cutting angle. For easy and quick clamping the machine to sampled components we
have developed a fixture called “SPIDER”. Cooling of the sample provides two-headed peristaltic pump,
one head leads the coolant to the cutting area, the second one transports the coolant from the cut to the
reservoir. A new version is being developed for use at higher temperatures. Examples of realized
samplings in operating conditions are shown in Fig. 23.

Figure 27. Estim.

Figure 28. Estim transport package.

Figure 29. Suitcase with accessories.

Figure 30. Estim control system.

Figure 31. Examples of realizations.

3.

Proposals for improvement of CWA 15627

The method for detecting the mechanical properties of material by penetration tests of miniaturized samples is not only indispensable in the industry, but also economically very advantageous. Unfortunately, the
small amount of test material is an extremely rigorous for compliance and testing methodology.
Critical points of the method rely primarily on:
Compliance with precise geometry of the sample (tolerance of the sample thickness, parallelism
and surface roughness)
Compliance with precise geometry of punch and lower die
Ensuring the least possible friction emerging by load application
Ensuring complete protection against the oxidation of the sample
Setting an accurate sample temperature and maintaining it throughout the testing process
Setting the load sample (elimination of forces acting against load as the resistance of the bellows,
necessary pressure sensors)

-

Ensuring the correct and accurate measurement of the sample deflection (mounting, coaxiality of
the punch and the lower die).

Although the test method is used in laboratories around the world, testing standard has been adopted only
in Japan [1] (only for SPC). In Europe (eventually in the USA) was accepted only implementing legislation
CEN Workshop Agreement CWA 15627. There is more than desirable to create from this document test
standard, then the method would become sufficiently credible for wider utilization in the industry. The results of previous comparative tests have shown that the existing legislation (CWA 15627) is insufficient and
it is necessary to revise.
Based on knowledge acquired by machine and equipment construction intended for penetration tests
and many years of testing, we propose to specify CWA 15627 as follows:
Part A (creep testing):
1) utilize punch (Ø2 or Ø2.5mm) with tolerance ± 0.005mm, made of ceramic Al 2O3, respectively ZrO2
- material with coefficient of Thermal Expansion (7÷9 10–6/°C), testing ball is not recommended
because of possible misalignment of center axis between punch and lower die, punch should be
marked for further inspection
2) utilize lower die with hole Ø4H6 (+0.008
,) radius R0.2± 0.05mm instead of chamfer, made of ceramic
−0.000
Al2O3, respectively ZrO2 - material with coefficient of Thermal Expansion (7÷9 10–6/°C). The edge
of chamfer at nickel alloys is deformed at ceramics during the test, the edge is sometimes chipped.
Lower die should be marked for further inspection
3) The measurement of temperature is necessary to have directly on the sample and the device must
allow an occasional checking by the second independent thermocouple - preferably on the opposite
side of the sample (Fig. 32)
4) the load should be measured directly below the specimen (opposite the loading force) to eliminate
friction between the punch and the guidance, pressing force of deflection rod and stiffness of the
bellows in the gastight chamber. It is recommended to have occasional possibility of checking the
applied load by second independent strain gauge during all the test.
5) measure the sample deflexion instead of punch movement - because of different toughness of
each testing system, possibility of creep of punch or load thorn
6) in the testing protocol is recommended to register exact thickness of the sample, the hole diameter
of the lower die and the diameter of the punch for correct determination of the resulting strain.

Figure 32. Checking the sample temp. measurement.

Part B (tensile and fracture behaviour):
1)
2)
3)
4)

measure the sample deflexion instead of punch movement - different stiffness of each testing
machine (Fig. 26)
utilize one size punch - Ø2 with tolerance ± 0.005mm, hardness > 55HRC, made of material with
coefficient of Thermal Expansion (7÷9 10–6/°C)
use lower die with hole Ø4H6 (+0,008
,) hardness >55HRC, radius R0.2± 0.05mm instead of chamfer,
−0.000

made of material with coefficient of Thermal Expansion (7÷9 10–6/°C)
temperature measuring directly at the surface sample, pressing force <2N

Obr. 26. Influence of load frame rigidity.

4.

Conclusions

Even slight inaccuracies in the above various critical points due to their potentially large number may result
in quite different results of testing. This fact leads us to the idea of having several classes of etalons. With
these etalons the entire metering system of the testing machine could be validated very easily a reliably.
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Abstract
Impression creep testing was applied in a research project funded by Värmeforsk, Sweden, in order to
study the creep rate in a HAZ of a girth weld in a P22 (10CrMo910) power plant piping. In the project a
special routine was developed to transfer the results of a global piping stress analysis into a detailed 3D
FE model of an individual piping component. In the 3D analysis the real HAZ creep rates were modelled on
the basis of the impression creep tests.

1. Introduction
Elastic pipe stress analyses are performed on new pipe systems by routine within the design review to
check that the stresses due to thermal expansion and dead weight in addition to the internal pressure do
not exceed allowed values. After long term operation it is crucial to update the input data to such analyses
since hanger and support adjustments change. It is also common that refurbishments of the pipe system
are carried out during its lifetime.
Elastic stress analyses are normally used to pinpoint areas with enhanced stresses at the start of the
operation but the effect of creep relaxation is normally not considered. Stress redistribution due to creep
relaxation changes the stress levels and may also change or introduce new positions that are critical with
respect to creep damage development [1-3]. Thus, it is possible that the elastic analysis cannot fully determine critical positions for replica testing. The elastic analysis will over-estimate the stress levels at some
positions and under-estimate them at others and can therefore not be used for estimations of creep life.
By introduction of creep deformation in the analysis it would not only be possible to identify critical
position. It would also be possible to calculate the creep strain as a function of time at such positions. This
would give a straight forward measure of the consumed life time. The remaining life can be estimated with
a high precision and the analysis can be verified by replica testing. Creep analyses of complex pipe
systems require powerful hardware and software. Therefore, it is not until recently such analyses can be
expected to be performed in a reliable manner.
The purpose of the Värmeforsk project was to develop i) analyses that can pinpoint critical positions for
testing correctly and in detail, ii) analysis methods that can be used for creep life assessment of live steam

pipe system components, iii) use creep data of weld constituents from results of miniature creep testing iv)
make comparisons between analyses by use of tabulated data and those where creep test data for the
analysed component are used.

2. Impression creep experiments
For impression creep (IC) testing a non-standard test procedure was chosen. Because the purpose of the
IC testing was to provide material parameters - strain rates particularly - for the HAZ of the T-piece for the
FE analysis by Inspecta, it was decided to deviate from the practice in terms of the specimen thickness.
While the standard specimen is 10*10*2.5 mm in size, an “oversize” specimen was made with thickness of
10 mm in such a way that the HAZ was parallel with the surface to be indented. After each 500 h test cycle
a 0.5 mm layer was ground off from the indented surface, rotated by 90° in order to reduce the effect of the
deformation from the previous test, and then the testing was continued with the same specimen until all
layers of the sample were tested, starting from the base material (BM), across the HAZ, and finally ending
up in the weld metal (WM). The corresponding uniaxial stress in these tests is 110 MPa.
After each 500 h test cycle the minimum displacement rate was calculated and this was converted to a
corresponding uniaxial strain rate by using a simple analytical equation established by Nottingham
University for impression creep to uniaxial conversion. Also the displacement curves (indentation depth)
were converted to uniaxial strain curves as shown in Fig. 1 where the curves of the nine first tests are
shown. The continuous strain rate curves were calculated by moving a 100 h “calculation window” from the
beginning of the test to the end as shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that towards the end of each test the scatter
increases when the strain rates become very small. In another project it was defined that below a strain
-6
rate of about 3*10 the accuracy will reduce. This is also partly due to the fact that towards the end of the
test the number of data points in the 100 h calculation window reduces and in fact the last rate is
calculated by a window of only 50 h. A linear trend line was fitted through the data of the last 100h of each
test in order to calculate the corresponding uniaxial minimum creep rate of each test. These creep rates
are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Corresponding uniaxial strain curves calculated from the impression creep test series for P22 at
110 MPa and 530°C.

Figure 2. Continuous strain rate curves from the impression creep test series for P22 at 110 MPa and
530°C.
Table 1. Minimum linear strain rates at each specimen thickness.
Specimen
min. strain
thickness rate (corrected)
[mm]
[1/h]
9.91
1.75E-06
8.91
3.26E-06
8.41
3.90E-06
7.88
3.70E-06
6.86
4.58E-06
6.34
2.74E-06
5.85
1.65E-06
5.34
1.44E-06
4.85
1.79E-06
3.88
1.22E-06
3.09
9.47E-07
2.5
5.29E-07

The creep rate varied when moving from BM across the HAZ to the WM. The useful illustration of this
behaviour is shown in Fig. 3 where the brown curve shows the corresponding uniaxial strain at a constant
time value of 300 h, being a rough relative measure of the amount of primary creep at each material layer.
However, the quality of the initial contact between the specimen and the indenter is not necessarily perfect
in each test, so there is some uncertainly associated with this strain parameter. However, the strain value
(brown curve) and the calculated minimum creep rate (blue curve) for each test seem to go roughly hand
in hand. Standard deviation values were added on the strain rate curve as calculated at the same time
period as the minimum strain rate.

Figure 3. Calculated minimum linear strain rate and the corresponding uniaxial strain at 300 h for each
impression creep test at 110 MPa and 530°C.
The test series was started with the specimen thickness of 10 mm and at that thickness the tested surface
was in base material. After the first test 1 mm was ground off and in the second test the measured minimum strain rate increased. After the following tests only 0.5 mm was ground off. In the third test the highest minimum strain rate achieved as shown in Fig. 3, which initially indicated that this layer would be the
inter-critical zone, which has the weakest creep strength and the highest creep rate. However, this particular test with the highest creep rate and another test (at thicknesses 8.41mm and 4.85mm) were run to only
about 300h instead of intended 500h test duration. Based on the general trend in Fig. 2 it was estimated
that the creep rate at 500h would be 0.544 times the rate at 300h. When these two test results are corrected the figure changes especially at the location which was thought to be the inter-critical zone, see Fig. 4.
The brown curve does not change as all the strain values have been measured at 300h.

Figure 4. The minimum strains corrected as compared to Figure 3.

Hardness was measured from the new weld and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The locations of the hardness measurements are indicated in Fig. 6. The hardness measurements in Fig. 5 suggest that the width
of the HAZ is about 4 mm, which does completely coincide with the measurements taken from Fig. 6. The
WM has a much higher hardness (250 HV1) than the BM (160 HV1), which means that the WM is overmatching. The high hardness of the WM is in line with the finding that the creep rate of the WM in Fig. 4 is
lower than the creep rate of the BM although the correlation between hardness and creep strength is not
universal. It is well known, however, that a good correlation exists between hardness and tensile strength
of steels.

Figure 5. Hardness measurements across the HAZ of the new weld.
Based on the measurements from the cross-section of the new weld in Fig. 6 it can be estimated that on
top of the 10*10mm hole the location of the fusion line is at 3.7 mm and at the bottom at 5.1 mm. The
location of the IC-HAZ/BM transition is more difficult to define but is located roughly at 6.3 mm on top of
the hole and at 7.0 mm at the bottom. From these measurements it can be estimated that the width of the
HAZ is 2.6 mm on top of the hole and 1.9 mm at the bottom, which seem like rather small values. The HAZ
location has been sketched into Figs. 3 and 4. The CG-HAZ is the strongest zone and has the lowest
creep rate. The minimum creep rate results in Table 1 and in Fig. 4 show that the highest strain rate of
-6
-6
4.58*10 is only about 2.6 times higher than in the base material (1.75*10 ). However, it was expected
that the strain rate in the coarse grained zone would have been considerably lower than in the base material, but this is not the case. The low creep rates measured from the WM as shown in Fig. 4 indicate that
the creep strength of the WM is slightly higher than of the BM. The weld is therefore overmatching.
The reported minimum strain rate values did not necessarily hit the lowest and the highest values in the
test specimen as the selected grinding thickness of 0.5 mm was a compromise between two factors. First,
the smaller the grinding thickness, the smoother the curve in Figs. 3 - 4 would have been (but would have
increased the number of test cycles needed to scan through the specimen). Secondly, the smaller the
grinding thickness, the more the deformation from the previous cycle would have influenced the following
test. The FE analysis of the IC test specimen had shown that the deformation below the indenter does not
progress deeper than 0.5 mm. However, this is of course dependent on the stress level.
When testing a HAZ specimen as described above one has to recognise also the fact that the sample is
a sandwich structure in terms of material properties. At this point it is not known how the underlying
different microstructures will affect the testing of the microstructure on the surface. This would require FE
analysis which was not foreseen in the current project.

Figure 6. Cross-section and the locations of the impression creep specimens and the hardness measurements across the HAZ, mm-scale at the bottom.
Uniaxial creep tests were carried out for the P22 base material at 530°C at stresses 140, 160 and 180
MPa. The results are shown in Table 2 and are compared with the impression creep data in Fig. 7. It can
be seen that strain rate correlation between the uniaxial creep testing and impression creep test results is
good. The impression creep rates measured from a service-exposed P22 T-piece indicate higher creep
rates than for the P22 base material.
Table 2. Uniaxial creep test results for P22 base material.
Stress

Temp

elongation

tr

min. rate

Specimen

[MPa]

[°C]

ef [%]

RA [%]

[h]

[abs]

VF-A y433M9
VF-B y439M9

180
160

530
530

62.4
59.7

87.7
82.6

500.2
1371.5

3.32E-04
1.07E-04

VF-C y432M8

140

530

47.8

96.3

4386.6

2.95E-05

Figure 7. P22 minimum creep rates measured from the new weld at 530°C and the corresponding strain
rates of the impression creep tests for the WM and BM taken from a P22 weld.

3. Conclusions
An innovative way of applying impression creep testing was used by manufacturing a “sandwich” type of
specimen of a welded joint which allowed the creep rates to be scanned from the base material across the
HAZ to the weld metal. The highest creep rate in the inter-critical zone of the welded joint was, however,
not as high as was expected: only 2.6 times higher than in the base material. The weld metal is slightly
overmatching as compared to the base material. The measured creep rates from the impression creep
tests correlate very well with the minimum creep rates measured in the uniaxial creep tests of the base
material of the welded joint.
The creep rates measured from the service-exposed T-piece indicate elevated creep rates which are
most likely due to the creep damage.
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Abstract
Advanced NDT-techniques create new ways to efficiently map and visualize the critical locations of corrosion in boilers. As traditional NDT-techniques are restricted to a limited number of measuring points and
lines, there is risk of missing the area of most severe wall thinning “by half a meter”. Advanced NDTtechniques are not restricted to pre-set locations but produce data from all over the boiler furnace and
revealing unsuspected critical locations. When carried out repeatedly and combined with examination of
corrosion mechanisms it is possible to predict the corrosion rate and in some cases even to prevent or
slow down the corrosion by paying attention to fuel and boiler operation.

1. Introduction
Boilers are pressure equipment and safety is a key issue regarding boiler operation. Legislation is thus
governing the manufacture and the use of boilers. In the viewpoint of boiler owner also availability and
economical use of boiler is important – unpleasant surprises and unexpected investments are not wanted.
Regular inspections are in key position when maintaining safe and economical operation and also planning
the future investments and major repairs in a controlled way. Naturally inspections reveal the needs of
urgent repairs that have to be carried out right away. The components and surfaces in boilers are numerous. The access might be restricted and it can be challenging how and where to inspect possible “failures”.
Non-Destructive Testing, NDT, is vastly used during boiler shutdowns. Traditional NDT techniques are
in major role in inspection and are the good basis. The time of the shutdown can be, however, very limited
and sometimes there is no time to carry out all the inspections needed and thus advanced techniques may
be applied to get efficiently the information needed. In addition, it is important to know where to look so
understanding the corrosion mechanisms is essential when planning the boiler inspections.
This paper reviews corrosion mechanisms in boilers, NDT-methods and techniques and finally how to
apply them in the boiler components in order to get information for controlling the corrosion.

2. Corrosion in Boilers
Corrosion and related mechanisms are one of the critical issues regarding the boiler availability. This paper
is concentrating on corrosion of black liquor recovery boiler and fluidizing boilers in furnace and superheaters - as they are the most critical parts of boilers.
Before getting into corrosion high temperature oxidation needs to be discussed. High temperature
oxidation occurs in all boiler components at the temperatures above 300°C if oxygen is present in the
atmosphere. When formed under favourable conditions, the oxide layer protects metal from further
corrosion. The rate of oxidation increases with increasing temperature. In boilers also the flue gases and
moisture increase the oxidation rate. When material selection has been done correctly oxidation is not
normally considered to be a problem, even though it does cause some wall thinning in the long run.
Typically 0,1 mm per year wall thinning is allowed. [1, 2]
2.1 Corrosion in Furnace
In boiler furnace material temperature is typically around 350°C. The corrosion mechanisms are highly
dependent on the fuel and the type of boiler.
In power boilers the furnace atmosphere is in most cases oxidizing. Traditional fuels like coal based
fuels and biomass are not very corrosive in the furnace area as the temperature is rather low. However,
erosion-corrosion is a mechanism where corrosion (oxidation) and erosion mutually enhances the wall
wastage of the component even though corrosion on its own would not cause problems. Erosion-corrosion
is encountered especially in fluidized bed boilers e.g. wall tubes and primary air nozzles. After erosioncorrosion the tube surface can be smooth or rough or bare or covered under deposits, so it may be challenging to identify visually.
In cases where recycled fuels (e.g. industrial or household waste, demolition wood, recycled wood etc.)
are co-combusted with traditional fuels, the heavy metals combined with chlorine may cause severe corrosion in furnace tubes. Corrosion can either be caused by solid phase particles like PbCl 2 and ZnCl2 or
molten phase as heavy metals, chlorine and alkalis decrease the melting point of the deposit. Some examples of melting points: The melting point for PbCl 2 is 501°C but when combined with KCl the melting
point decreases to 406°C. With ZnCl2 the melting point is as low as 318°C but combined with FeCl 2 the
temperature lowers even down to 300°C. Molten salts can be very aggressive and lead to high corrosion
rates. [3, 4] The heavy metal induced corrosion can be general and leaving uneven heavily corroded surfaces. But with highly alloyed steels and nickel base alloys the corrosion can be pitting which can be difficult to detect.
Sometimes wall wastage had been observed related to low-NOx burner change. The corrosion is concluded to be caused by reducing atmosphere and progressing by sulfidation mechanism. Typically the
corrosion is associated with thick and porous scales. If moderate fatigue loading is present it can lead
together with sulfidation to corrosion fatigue cracking. [5]
Black liquor recovery boiler acts both as a chemical reactor and a power generator. Thus the furnace
environment and also the structure are somewhat different to power boilers. In the lower part of the furnace sodium sulphate is to be reduced to sodium sulphide. The atmosphere is reducing which enables
corrosion process to take place via sulfidation mechanism [6]. Also the black liquor can burn on the tube
surface and aggressive smelt may cause severe corrosion when getting in contact with tube material. To
resist the sulfidation corrosion composite tubes with two-layer structure have been used in recovery boiler
floors and lower furnace. In composite tube the outer layer is corrosion resistant material, typically AISI
304 type stainless steel or nickel base alloy. However, the AISI 304 type composite tubes had a tendency
to crack as floor tubes. The mechanism is not fully understood but main mechanism is considered to be
stress corrosion cracking. During the operation of a boiler the tensile stresses may develop in the cladding
of composite tubes and sulfur-bearing compounds can form a corrosive environment, especially during
operation as a result of thermal cycling or during shut-down in the water wash. High-levels of polysulfides

may contribute to lowering the melting point of the bed material, disturbing the protective frozen smelt layer
on the floor tubes [7, 8]. In some cases thermal fatigue has also had a role in floor tube cracking. [7, 8]
In the composite tube to non-alloy steel change line a special form of corrosion occurs. The wall thinning is concentrating on the non-alloy steel side for very short distance. The mechanism is not fully understood, but as it is located within only few centimeters from the change line, some galvanic corrosion mechanism is likely to take part.
2.2 Corrosion in Superheaters
Superheater is the most critical part of the boiler. The hottest superheater defines the temperature of the
steam and thus the efficiency of the boiler. As the superheater is the hottest component in the boiler it is
also vulnerable to corrosion. Typical locations of the corrosion are the hottest parts of the superhater,
lower bends that are under radiation, tubes near the sootblowers etc.
Several corrosion mechanisms act in superheater area:
Gas phase corrosion is not very common in superheaters. Chlorine gases like hydrogen chlorine can
cause corrosion of superheaters at high temperature when the concentration of corrosive gas is high.
However, in black liquor recovery boilers gaseous hydrogen sulphide (H 2S) may cause gas phase corrosion causing sulfidation. [9]
Solid phase corrosion can take place when solid deposits react with a tube material. Some typical corrosive particles are KCl, NaCl, PbCl2, ZnCl2. [3, 4, 10]
“Active oxidation” is a commonly used theory related to chlorine-induced corrosion. The chlorides in the
deposits accelerate oxidation via formation of FeCl 2(g) which further oxidizes to hematite Fe2O3(s). This
process leads to the formation of a porous non-protective oxide layer while chlorine still partially remains in
the oxide layer continuing the corrosion cycle. In recent years, the role of potassium in corrosion process
has also been investigated. In high chromium steels potassium chromate has been detected and the corrosion process has been suggested to progress via formation of chromates [10]. With low alloy steels the
corrosion causes wall thinning and rough surface visual to eye. However, with stainless steels the corrosion may progress via grain boundaries and is not causing wall thinning in the first stage.
Traditionally 450°C has been considered a threshold temperature for superheater corrosion if corrosive
species exists in the boiler. [2] With material selection and controlling fuel (additives) the superheater temperature can be increased.
However, during last few years there has been lot of research activity regarding heavy metal chloride
induced corrosion which may also occur in solid phase [3, 4] In waste application the corrosion can start at
the lower temperatures range, 350…450°C, when induced by heavy metal chlorides. [3, 4] This may happen at the low temperature superheaters (primary superheaters).
In molten phase corrosion the molten deposit reacts with the tube material typically leading to high
corrosion rates. This corrosion rate is dependent on the amount and aggressiveness of the melt. The main
components causing this kind of corrosion in recovery and biomass boilers are alkali chlorides (KCl and
NaCl), which initiate corrosion by lowering the first melting temperature of the deposits. In black liquor
recovery boilers sulphides also decrease the T 0. The first melting temperature T0, is defined as a temperature when the first melt appears in the deposit. One of the design criteria has been to keep the tube metal
temperature below the temperature where the first melt appears in the deposit [10]. Heavy metal chlorides
also decrease the first melting temperature of the deposits to even lower level than alkali chlorides. [3]
In recovery boiler carry over corrosion may occur at the first superheaters in the direction of flue gases.
Carry over particles, which are mostly unburnt black, hit the superheater tube and may cause severe material wastage if molten. [2] The carry over corrosion creates typically deep craters on the tube surface. It is
fairly easy to visually detect but the depth may be difficult to measure with NDT-methods.

2.3 Water-steam circulation
There is another life of the boiler components when looking from the water-steam side. The water quality
and treatments are essential when a protective magnetite layer needs to be formed inside the tubes. Thick
films and deposits may increase the metal surface temperature and expose the component to corrosion.
Also the deposits itself may cause corrosion. Hydrogen attack is a mechanism where due to a corrosion
process inside the tubes atomic hydrogen penetrates into the steel and forms CH 4 gas. The gas expands
and cause micro cracks and may lead to thick walled ruptures. Typically the corrosion is very local and
often concentrating on locations where the heat load is high and the water circulation is disturbed, like
opening tubes. [11]
Other water-side corrosion mechanisms are oxygen corrosion where oxygen dissolved in water corrodes deep hemisphere holes. Oxygen corrosion is most typical in idle boilers. Caustic corrosion results
from NaOH in water and is causing local gouging and deposits. [11]
Also stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel has been encountered.
The internal deposits and corrosion on water-steam side are not visible to the eye and their detection
can be challenging.

3. Non Destructive Testing
The inspection of the boiler is done mainly by NDT, Non Destructive Testing methods. There are many
different methods so it is important to understand the capability of different methods for each component
and probable failure mechanisms. In recent years there has been a lot of development with NDT- techniques. Even brand new testing techniques have been developed but also a lot of development has been
carried out by combining different methods. There had been also development with the measurement
probes, increasing their number and combining the probes with crawlers. One important development area
has been the user interface, measurement data can be processed with computer enabling better visualization of the test results.
3.1 Traditional NDT-methods and advanced techniques
In this chapter the traditional NDT-methods and the advanced techniques developed based on them are
discussed.
Visual Inspection, VT
Visual inspection is the corner stone of NDT-methods and it is based on the eye of an experienced inspector. Visual inspection is used to get the overall picture of the condition of the boiler or for just a single component and to determine other inspection methods for the components. Typical targets for visual inspections can be color changes, welding defects, dimensional changes/bulging, internal and external deposits,
geometrical discontinuity and of course corrosion damage. Typical accessory equipment includes lights,
endoscope and piping camera.
Magnetic Particle Testing, MT
Magnetic particle testing is used to detect cracks in ferritic materials. It is based on flux leakage of magnetic field. A magnetic field is typically created with a magnetic yoke. There are two techniques to reveal the
discontinuities – color and fluorescent techniques. In color technique a contrast color (white) is applied to a
metal surface before spraying iron particles to the surface. In fluorescent technique no contrast color is
needed. The iron particles are applied in fluorescent form and ultra violet lamp is used to see the discontinuities. In both techniques the surface needs to be cleaned proper way e.g. by grinding before inspection.
Typical locations for magnetic particle testing are welds, especially fittings, ends etc.

Liquid penetrant test, PT
Liquid penetrant test is alternative for magnetic particle testing and is typically applied to non-magnetic
materials like e.g. austenitic stainless steels. In this method a colored liquid is applied to the inspected
surface. The liquid penetrates capillary in to discontinuities. Excess liquid is removed from the surface and
a developer is applied to reveal the cracks, defects or other discontinuities. It can be applied only to the
defects that open into the surface. It is applied to welds, tanks and e.g. recovery boiler floor tubes and
openings.
Ultrasonic testing, UT
Ultrasonic testing, UT, is nowadays a well-established inspection method: an ultrasonic pulse is transmitted to the component via couplant and by detecting the returning echo information is gained from the component. The information in question could be wall thickness, internal defects or other discontinuities. The
basis of method lies in the velocity and reflection of the sound. The signal received depends on material,
temperature, geometry of the components and the orientation of the defect. Thus reference samples, multiple measurements and experienced personnel are needed to receive reliable results.
Phased array UT
An advanced UT technique is phased array UT. The main differences to traditional UT are the use of multiple measurement probes, possibility to modify the sound beam and save the encoded data. Also the
display of the reflecting sound is more informative and thus the discontinuities of different orientation are
easier to detect, see figure 1. Commonly data evaluation is done on computer with dedicated software.
Detection of internal oxide films
The detection of internal oxide films e.g. from superheaters, is possible with UT. The technique is based on
traditional UT-method but there are special requirements for the ultra sound, probe and the couplant.

Figure 1. Example of the use and display of a defect by phased array UT.
Radiography
In radiography an image is formed on the film using a radiation source. Different wall thicknesses pass the
radiation differently and show as intensity differences on the film. Radiography is a good at detecting wall
thickness wastage, volumetric discontinuities, weld defects and deposits.
DDA – Digital Detector Array
Advanced technique of radiography is Digital Detector Array, shortly digital x-ray. It is a fast and real-time
inspection technique for corrosion mapping and welding defects. No removal of insulation is needed for
corrosion detection. In digital x-ray technique the x-ray image is produced in a digital form. The image can
be modified to bring out the details of interest and also the storing of images is easier. No time consuming
development is needed.

Eddy current testing, ET
Eddy currents are loops of electrical current created by changing the magnetic field in a conductive material. The currents are concentrated on the surface of the material. Discontinuities change the loops and are
detected by receiver. The technique is used to find discontinuities without thoroughly cleaning the surface.
The verification of defects is usually done by other methods like liquid penetrant testing.
Array ET
An advanced technique of eddy current method is array ET. It consists of multiple probes that are arranged
in the measurement head modified specially to the inspected component. It enables relatively fast and
extensive inspection of challenging components, e.g. recovery boiler floor tubes, see figure 2.

Figure 2. The special measurement heads for recovery boiler floor tubes and fins, array ET.
3.2 Other Advanced NDT Techniques
In recent years new NDT techniques have been developed by creating new ones or combining old traditional methods.
Crawlers
Different crawlers are developed to extent the NDT examination to location of difficult access. The crawlers
have typically magnetic attachment to the surface so their use is restricted to ferro-magnetic materials. The
crawlers can be used combined to several different techniques.
EMAT – Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer
One of the most interesting innovations from recent years is EMAT. It is an ultrasonic testing method with a
special feature that no contact or couplant is needed between the probe and the inspected body since the
sound is directly generated within the material by using changing electromagnetic fields. The surface of the
inspected body can be slightly dirty and grinding is not needed as is the case with traditional UT. EMAT
can be used to detect wall thickness, especially gradual thinning. The advantage is that it can be easily
applied for larger areas than traditional UT.
T-Scan
T-Scan is a brand name for tube scanning method that combines EMAT, crawler and a client view, C-scan.
Basically in T-Scan the crawler with three probes measures the tube wall thickness from fin-to-fin and the
crawler moves the probes through the whole furnace from bottom to top of the boiler, see figure 3. The
special C-Scan client view displays the results in 3-D form and the customer gets the software for adjusting
the color scheme appropriate to the purpose, e.g. red color for locations where the wall thickness is below
the minimum allowed value. T-Scan is developed specially for inspecting of straight furnace tubes with
membrane structure, but it can also be applied for superheaters in the areas were accessibility is possible.
No grinding is needed for the surface. For opening tubes and lower bends manual EMAT can be applied.

Figure 3. T-Scan crawler scanning the boiler membrane wall.
SLOFEC
SLOFEC (Saturation Low Frequency Eddy Current) is a technique where flaws are detected with eddy
currents and magnetic fields. Important feature of the technique is the software for analyzing the signals
and 3D imaging of the data. SLOFEC is very good detecting e.g. pitting corrosion and the location (depth)
of defect can also be determined, see figure 4. No thorough cleaning is needed.

Figure 4. Example of detecting pitting corrosion on boiler membrane wall.

4. Destructive testing
NDT-methods are in essential role when inspecting and finding the possible corrosion or other damages in
the boiler. However, sometimes it is needed to take a sample tube and carry out destructive testing to find
out the real extent and mechanism of the damage in question. Destructive testing includes mechanical
testing (e.g. strength, hardness, impact toughness), cross-sectional metallographic sample that is examined with optical microscopy for microstructure, depth and characterization of corrosion and/or cracks, eg.
grain boundary corrosion is detected from cross-sectional samples, see figure 6. The cause of corrosion
can be examined with a help of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) EDS-analyzer. It can be used to
analyze the chemical composition of corrosion products and deposits as well as corrosion front, see figure
5. Erosion-corrosion damage can also be identified with SEM. Combining the results with the knowledge of
location in a boiler, fuel and temperature data this gives information of the reasons that have led to corrosion/material wastage.

Figure 5. SEM image (magnification X1700) and EDS-analysis of corroded superheater tube. Based on
the analysis of corrosion product (Fe, Cl and small amounts of S and K) active oxidation is the most probable corrosion mechanism.

Figure 6. From the cross section a minimum wall thickness and oxide layer thickness can be measured.

5. Inspection of boilers
In previous chapter the corrosion mechanism and their locations in the boiler as well as different NDT
methods and advanced techniques are discussed. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize which
methods are suitable for examining different boiler components and areas.

Figure 7. Sideview of a recovery boiler manufactured by Valmet.
5.1 Furnace Wall Tubes
Visual inspection is the most important method to start the inspection due to corrosion damage. Uneven
surface, craters and non-typical deposits can be signs of corrosion. To verify the wall thinning the most
common method is traditional UT. Typically measurement lines are defined and they are measured year
after year thus following the development. This gives a good knowledge and understanding of possible
corrosion and even possibilities to predict the future, provided that the boiler operation and fuel remains
the same. The restriction of the method is that the inspected area is narrow and surface preparation is
needed (grinding). There had been cases where the corrosion has been outside the anticipated area. To
get the information of the whole furnace T-Scan technique can be applied since it enables scanning the
whole furnace without thoroughly cleaning the boiler. The opening tubes and discontinuities should be
inspected with manual EMAT or traditional UT. T-Scan has been applied to many boilers all around the
world for both recovery and power boilers, see figure 8.

Figure 8. C-Scan 3D image of T-Scan results from a boiler with local wall thinning (red areas) from the
water side and a picture of a sample tube.
Other techniques for furnace wall tubes are SLOFEC which is good scanning method for detecting pitting
corrosion, see figure 4. Liquid penetrant or magnetic particle testing is often carried out for opening
tubes for detecting cracking phenomena. Digital X-ray may be used to detect hydrogen attack by finding
internal deposits and local wall thinning associated with it. The final verification of hydrogen attack, however, needs to be done by metallographic analysis. Also for detecting the cause and real depth of corrosion
damage, grain boundary corrosion, internal deposits or other mechanisms destructive testing is needed.
Opening tubes cannot be inspected with T-Scan and they are usually inspected by traditional UT for
wall thickness. Also magnetic particle or liquid penetrant tests are used if cracking are suspected at the
area. An alternative to UT is manual EMAT, since larger areas could be easily detected as grinding is not
needed before testing.
One special location in recovery boilers is the Non-alloy steel and composite tube change line. The
best way to inspect this is visually. Since the occurrence is very local on the non-alloy steel side and the
weld disturbs different techniques, the depth is very challenging to measure accurately. Traditional UT or
slide gauge may be applied.
5.2 Floor tubes in recovery boiler
Recovery boiler floor tubes are usually inspected with traditional UT for wall thinning. The special feature of
recovery boiler environment and materials creates a need for inspection also for cracking. This is usually
carried out by liquid penetrant testing. However, the method needs careful cleaning of the surfaces before inspection. Advanced techniques may be applied here as well. With array eddy current recovery
boiler floors can be scanned with less cleaning. A special measurement probe has been developed for
separately floor tubes and fins, see figure 2. The indications produced by this technique are verified with
liquid penetrant testing. A lay out picture of findings with hyperlink to crack photograph can be produce to
help quickly visualize the extent of damage, see figure 9. The technique is fast compared to only PT testing and thorough cleaning was only done for the locations where array ET gave a signal.

Figure 9. Map of detected defects with array ET and example of a crack verified by PT.
5.3 Superheaters
In superheater area visual inspection and traditional UT are widely used for pre-set locations – typically lower bends and areas near the sootblowers. Manual EMAT could be applied here to increase the
inspected area. T-Scan has also been modified to inspect the whole length of horizontal superheaters.
However, this has been only applied to the top and bottom row of superheater due to restriction of space.
Internal oxide layers can be detected with special UT if the oxide scales are thick enough.
Every now and then a metallographic examination for sample tubes may be needed to examine the
cause and real depth of corrosion damage, grain boundary corrosion, internal deposits or other mechanisms. As superheater is the hottest component in boiler also the aging of tube material is recommended
to be checked at the same time.

6. Conclusions
Controlling the corrosion in boilers means in an ideal case prevention of corrosion or keeping the corrosion
rate in acceptable level. Usually this is taken into account when designing the boiler for certain fuel and
capacity; selecting materials, setting temperatures, possibly using additives in fuels etc. However, in real
world this is not always the case since there might be changes in process and fuels that had not been
anticipated. In any case, it is important that at least the corrosion rate of critical components can be predicted in order to plan the maintenance and major repairs.
With the help of traditional and advanced NDT-techniques the corrosion rate can be followed and ensure that unpleasant surprises are not developing without noticing. As the time for shutdowns is limited
advanced techniques can be applied to efficiently get the inspection data needed. Then combining the
information from NDT-inspections, knowledge of different corrosion mechanisms and examined tube sam-

ples the reason for excess wall thinning can be found – fuel, air-distribution, increased temperatures, water
chemistry etc. This information is needed to find a solution how to control the lifetime of the boiler.
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Abstract
Pulverised fuel (PF) firing of biomass is becoming increasingly important to meet legislative targets to
reduce net carbon emissions within the power generation sector. Although co-firing of biomass with coal in
PF combustion systems has become relatively common, particularly at low levels, it is rare for PF
combustion systems to be fired on 100% biomass, with just a handful of plants worldwide in operation and
in all known cases there has been little information published regarding the success of these conversions
or the extent of any negative impacts on the boilers. As part of a recent Innovate UK project (ASPIRE), a
number of laser clad and HVOF coatings have been subjected to laboratory and plant exposures with the
aim of developing understanding and data on the relative performance of candidate coatings under 100%
biomass firing conditions. This paper provides a qualitative account ofthe relative performance of FeCrAl,
NiCr and NiCrAlY coatings during exposures designed to simulate the combustion of eucalyptus and
wood.

1. Introduction
There exist many projections on future global energy demand based on a wide range of assumptions.
However, recent predictions made by the International Energy Authority (IEA),published in 2015, suggest
that the global energy demand will continue to grow by nearly one-third between 2013 and 2040[1]. The
decarbonisation of the energy industry continues in the UK in an attempt to reduce emissions of CO 2 and
other greenhouse gases (GHGs). For power generation systems, there are several potential routes to
reduce CO2 emissions (all of which have both advantages and disadvantages) that are being developed,
these include increasing the efficiency of plant by increasing steam temperatures and pressures,
increasing the use of biomass firing and co-firing, carbon capture and storage and through increased use
of renewables[2].Over recent years, the rise in renewables has been unprecedented in the UK, but with
government subsidies and incentives coming to an end, the rate of installation is likely to slow. Whilst there
has been an increase in renewable sources, there remains a role in the UK energy portfolio for more
traditional forms of power generation to provide grid balancing and energy security to underpin the
increased use of renewables. There is a growing appreciation that biomass combustion has an important
role to play in the future energy market and consequently 100% fired boilers or lowlevel co-firing boilers
are of interest to the industry. A report by the Environment Agency compares the greenhouse gas

emissions from a range of biomass fuels and discusses the implications of land use, transport cost and
production routes on the net carbon emissions[3]. When considering the reduction in emissions it is
important to consider the whole lifecycle of the fuel, this subject is beyond the scope of this paper, suffice
to say that by choosing the best biomass fuel with the lowest carbon overhead, in terms of production and
transport, significant reductions in emissions can be made, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1. Comparison of emission from biomass normalised against a gas turbine [3].
Whilst the co-firing and firing with biomass clearly has the potential to lower emissions, there are
implications to the materials used within the boiler due to the potential for increased levels of fireside
corrosion due to changes in the flue gas composition and chemistry. Fireside corrosion occurs as the
name implies at the interface between the furnace/tube walls and the gaseous and molten and/or solid
combustion products. This form of high temperature corrosion is a major threat to the integrity of boiler
materials. This form of corrosion has been fairly well characterised in the past, with the principle impurities
responsible for the accelerated corrosion being identified as chlorine, sulphur, sodium and potassium.
There are two main regimes within the boiler where fireside corrosion occurs, namely at the furnace wall,
where the gas temperature in the furnace can be above 1500 °C and the tube metal temperature in
normally maintained below 450 °C; and in the Superheater and Reheater zone, where the metal
temperature maybe 650 °C [4].
Fireside corrosion of Superheaters and Reheaters in coal-fired boilers occurs as a result of the deposition
of alkali metal sulfates on to the tubing surfaces. With surface metal temperatures in excess of 550ºC, the
alkali metal sulfates such as sodium and potassium sulfate can lead to the formation of molten alkali iron
trisulfates [(Na,K)3Fe(SO4)3], shown schematically in Figure 2. These are generally stable over a fairly
limited temperature range determined by the ratio of sodium to potassium. Once formed, the molten
trisulfate dissolves the normally protective oxide scale formed on the tubing. The scale dissolved in the
melt diffuses away from the metal surface into the hotter region of the ash where the melt becomes
thermodynamically unstable, releasing the iron to form porous, un-protective iron oxides[5,6]. The
mechanism sets up a continual transport of iron and sulphur leading to rapid metal loss and the recycling
of the active corrodent species.

Figure 2. Schematic showing the corrosion mechanism associated with superheaters and reheaters.
There exists a wide range of fuels that are being considered for use in biomass co-firing energy
generation, consisting of specifically cultivated biomass crops such as coppiced willow and miscanthus,
waste biomass like straw, wood waste and forest residues, and world traded biomass products such as
palm nut residue, olive residues and cereal co-product. Such a range of biomass will inevitably have a
wide range of combustion properties, emission characteristics and implications for fireside corrosion. In
general biomass contains less sulphur than coal, but often has increased levels of chlorine. Figure 3
shows the range of sulphur and chlorine generally found in world traded coal and biomass[7].

Figure 3.Variation of fuel chlorine and sulphur contents for a range of biomass and coals[7].
Although co-firing of biomass with coal in Pulverised Fuel (PF) combustion systems has become relatively
common, particularly at low levels, it is rare for PF combustion systems to be fired on 100% biomass, with
just a handful of plants worldwide in operation and in all known cases there has been little information
published regarding the success of these conversions or the extent of any negative impacts on the boilers.
PF firing of biomass may raise several technical challenges such as flame stability and burnout, ash
deposition and corrosion. A number of these issues are linked to the inorganic constituents of biomass.
Compared to coal, biomass is characterised by a relatively large content of inorganic elements that are
easily vaporised during combustion, these released elements – particularly the alkali metals and chlorine,
may form compounds that lead to boiler tubing fireside corrosion. With higher metal temperatures it
becomes possible for the sulfatic deposits to become molten and begin to dissolve or flux the normally
protective corrosion scales.

Chloride-containing ash phases can be deposited with the ash on to boiler tubing. These usually take the
form of alkali or heavy metal chlorides. At relatively low temperatures these may be in solid form and
serve to moderately increase the corrosion rate through increasing the concentration of chlorine in the
environment local to the tube surface. In this case, the chlorides inhibit the growth of the desired dense
and protective oxide corrosion scale that would otherwise form on the tube surface. The scale formed in
these circumstances is less dense, more defective, mechanically weak and does not provide an effective
diffusion barrier to limit further corrosion damage. Coupled with high gas velocities this leads to the
phenomenon of corrosion-erosion in which the mechanically worn scales are easily removed and carried
away by the gas stream revealing fresh, un-protected metal to be corroded by the aggressive combustion
environment.
At higher tube metal temperatures, the alkali or heavy metal chloride ash deposits can be molten. In this
instance, the corrosion rates can be dramatically increased as the molten ash deposits actively dissolve
the protective corrosion scales that would ordinarily have formed on the tube surface. This effectively
removes any diffusion barrier that might have existed between the tube metal and the combustion
environment, allowing free access for the corrosive environment to interact with the bare tube metal. Such
molten chloride attack can result in catastrophic wastage rates (>200nm/h) causing tube failures in less
than one year of operation.
The purpose of this work and the results reported herewith was to determine the effectiveness of different
coatings to the protection from corrosion caused by biomass combustion. Within the work programme
ASPIRE, HVOF and laser clad coatings were evaluated for two different fuels at two different
temperatures. The work reported here focuses on the laser clad coatings at 650°C.

2. Method
2.1 Experiment Setup
Two biomass fuel compositions were chosen to simulate the firing of both eucalyptus, a relatively clean
fuel with low HCl, and waste wood, a potentially dirty fuel with high HCl. The fuel analysis is shown in
Table 1 and the ash analysis in
Table 2.
Table 1. Fuel analysis, dry, ash free (weight %)

Wood (yard waste)
Eucalyptus

C
51.93
50.28

H
5.61
6.17

N
1.06
0.29

S
0.30
0.01

Cl
0.38
0.03

O
32.21
43.20

Table 2. Ash matrix (weight %)
Wood
(yard waste)
Eucalyptus

Al2 O3

BaO

K2 O

MgO

Na2O

P2 O5

SiO2

TiO2

MnO

CaO

SO3

3.1

-

CaCO3 Fe2O3

-

2.0

3.0

2.2

1.0

2.0

56.7

0.3

-

23.8

2.5

8.9

0.2

25.6

6.0

12.0

6.9

3.0

2.9

21.1

0.4

2.0

-

-

An isothermal test campaign was initiated using a fixed chemistry deposit of KCl and K 2SO4 (2:1 by
weight) and a flowing simulated combustion gas consisting of 15ppm SO 2, 13.6% O2, 16.7% CO2, Bal N2 +
Low HCl (3wt %). The HCl was added to the gas mixture by bubbling the dry N 2through acid/water
saturators maintained in a thermostatic water bath at 63°C, this is shown schematically inFigure 4. The

concentration of HCl could be adjusted so as to produce the required vapour pressure at 63 °C given a
gas flow rate of N2 at 23 ml/min.

Figure 4. Schematic of the HCl/water vapour delivery system for the isothermal furnace exposures.
Samples were manufactured by applying the laser clad coatings to lengths of Super 304H tubing.
Exposure coupons were then cut from the coated tubes by spark machining the coupons as schematically
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Schematic showing the dimensions of the coated samples used in the isothermal exposures.
The isothermal tests were conducted at 450 and 650 °C using simulated conditions as described
previously. Tests were conducted for 1000, 2000 and 3000 hours with the deposit being replacedevery
250 hours. For the purposes of this paper only the tests at 650 °C will be considered. The deposit was
prepared and mixed with propanol and pipetted onto the coupons surface. If necessary, further drops of
propanol wereused to disperse the deposit. The propanol was then allowed to evaporate. Any excess salt
was brushed from the edges of the coupons to reduce the substrate attack and to avoid undercutting of the
coating. Figure 6 shows a selection of samples with the salt deposit applied. Once prepared, the alumina
boat was positioned in the hot zone of the preheated tube furnace at 150 °C. The furnace was then
subsequently sealed and the exposure cycle initiated.

Figure 6. Example of samples with deposit applied.
After each250 hour interval,the furnace was cooled to 150 °C and the samples removed and allowed to
cool to room temperature in air. Once cool the samples were weighed, lose deposit brushed off and
reweighed before having new deposit applied and the final mass recorded prior to the next exposure cycle.
On exposure of the samples to elevated temperatures, it was often observed that regions of the loose KCl
and K2SO4 deposit became fused to the sample surface making removal difficult during the weighing
phase. If it was not possible to remove a region of fused deposit by brushing alone they were left on the
sample.
After a number of predetermined exposure cycles, the samples were cut and mounted in a conductive
polymer before being polished using diamond suspensions up to a 0.25 micron finish. To avoid leaching of
any water soluble chlorides during sample preparation both cutting and polishing phases were performed
using nonaqueous diamond suspensions and lubricants and cleaned using ethanol. After the samples had
been polished they were carbon coated and stored in desiccator cabinets. Uncoated samples left for
longer than a couple of days in humid atmospheres required their final polishing phases to be repeated as
corrosive products were observed to be evolved from the salts within the oxidation region, which,
subsequently wetted and etched the polished surface. The carbon coating also provided a conductive
layer to prevent charging of the samples during the analysis phase. The analysis was performed on crosssection micrographs using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)fitted with an energy dispersive x-ray
spectrometer (EDS)to allow for imaging and relative chemical distribution mapping respectively.
2.2 Materials
The purpose of these exposures were to generate understanding of the corrosion mechanism and rates for
potential coatings to mitigate against fireside corrosion in biomass combustion. Within the ASPIRE
project,a number of different coating chemistries were investigated using two different coating
methodologies, laser cladding and high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coating, however,for the purposes of this
paper only laser clad FeCrAl, NiCr and NiCrAlY coatings are discussed. The compositions of the three
coatings under investigation and that of the substrate are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Coating name and composition.
Material
Name
FeCrAl
NiCr
NiCrAlY
Substrate
S304H

Fe
70.5
10.5
18.34

Ni
2.3
42.7
44.6

Cr
20.5
42.9
20.6

68

10.5

19

Composition, Wt% (from EDS analysis)
Al
Si
Mn
Nb
Cu
3.5
1.2
0.8
0.7
3.6
13.1
0.003

0.3

1

0.6

3.5

Y
0.5
-

Trace*
P, S, B,
W

* Nominal composition form literature, values below EDS detection limit
Laser cladding makes use of the high energy densities achievable using modern laser technology to melt
metallic powders with a portion of the substrate thus creating a region of bonded coating material. Figure 7

shows a simple schematic of the laser cladding process detailing the formation of a clad layer, bonding
zone and a heat affected zone.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the laser cladding process.
The samples featured in this paper were cut from sections of laser clad tube. Laser cladding of the external
surface of the tubes prior to sectioning was performed with a stationary coating assembly by rotating the
tube. To ensure continuity of the coating, successive passes of the beam are overlapped, consequently,
slight variations in coating thickness are observed undulating along the length of the tube. To homogenise
the surface finish across all samples the tubes, once clad, were ground on a lathe. Although grinding of the
tubes after laser cladding resulted in a consistent OD the undulating boundary of the clad layer and
bonding zone still resulted in a varied coating thickness making metal loss measurements problematic.

3. Results& Discussion
3.1 Deposit
Figure 8showsa cross-section through a region of deposit that formed on NiCr exposed for 3000 hours at
650°C in a high chlorine environment. Potassium is common throughout the deposit but a distinction can
be made between the KCl and K2SO4 from the chlorine and sulfur concentration. The chromium EDS map
also shows the presence of chromium within the sulfur-rich regions of the deposit suggesting presence of a
chromium potassium sulfate compound.

Figure 8. Low mag images of laser coated NiCr exposed to a) simulated eucalyptus (low HCl) and, b)
simulated wood (high HCl) combustion atmospheres for 3000 hours at 650 °C.
Upon completion of the test the exposure furnace and acid delivery system was disassembled and visually
inspected revealing significant attack of the heated316 tubing that supplied acid/water vapour to the

furnace. 316 resists chemical attack by forming chromium(III) oxide, it is conceivable that some chromium
was introduced into the gas stream from this source. It is, therefore, uncertain whether or not the chromium
present within the deposit was supplied solely by the underlying alloy.
3.2 FeCrAl
Heavy spallation of both the substrate and coating made deconvolution of the mass change data
pertaining to coating performance difficult. Consequentially a qualitative approach has been adopted
making use of SEM and EDSanalysis. The OD of the tubing was ground prior to sectioning into coupons
and subsequent exposure which resulted in a smooth curved face. Figure 9 shows a cross-section of the
FeCrAl coating after exposure to both high and low HCl concentrations.The observable departure from the
original smooth face is indicative of material loss, corroborating the observation of scale spallation during
the test.

a

b

Figure 9. SEM micrographs of cross-sectioned laser clade FeCrAl exposed to a) simulated eucalyptus
(low HCl) and, b) simulated wood (high HCl) combustion atmospheres for 3000 hours at 650 °C.
Figure 10 shows the oxide scale which formed on FeCrAl coating after exposure to eucalyptus simulated
atmospheres for up to 3000 hours. At 1000 hours a thick layer of K2SO4 can be observed to have fused to
a thin layer of chromia. The chromia exhibits a laminated structure with successive layers being lifted off of
the alloy and incorporated into the K2SO4. The mechanical interlocking between the chromia layer and the
potassium sulphate explains the tendency for the salt to become fussed to the alloy surface. The fused
layer of potassium sulfate may have acted as a barrier for the direct access of potassium chloride to the
oxide surface. After 2000 hours of exposure the outer layer of oxide has been further incorporated into the
potassium sulfate with a thicker more dense oxide has formed underneath. The dense oxide exhibited
numerous laminar voids. Some internal attack is also observed within the alloy. The 3000 hour exposed
coupon featured a thick oxide scale with a large cavity separating it from the alloy. The lack of any
observable oxide layer on alloy surface within the cavity suggests that the scale was pulled from the
surface during the mounting of the sample. Alternatively volatile chlorides could set up a gas phase bridge
across the cavity. The oxide scales of the coupons exposed in the high HCl environment for both 2000 and
3000 hours detached whilst being prepared for analysis suggesting that the scale is poorly adhered and
increasing the HCl increases the likelihood of spallation. Furthermore, portions of thick oxide scale can be
observed within the fused potassium sulfate in Figure 10c suggesting that the coupon had undergone prior
spallation events.

b

a

c

Figure 10. SEM micrographs of laser clad FeCrAl exposed to simulated eucalyptus combustion
atmosphere at 650 °C for a)1000, b) 2000 and c) 3000 hours.
Figure 11 shows an EDS map of the cross-sectioned oxide scale of the low-HCl exposed sample. The
majority of the external scale was comprised of iron oxide with a thin discontinuous band of chromium and
aluminium on its outer surface and a slightly thicker but similarly discontinuous chromium rich band on its
inner surface. Some nickel oxide was also observed on the inner surface of the oxide scale. The alloy
surface features a region of nickel enrichment which is severely denuded of chromium and aluminium and
exhibits an iron-rich internal oxide up to a depth of ~30 µm.
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Figure 11. EDS analysis of the laser clad FeCrAl coating exposed to simulated eucalyptus combustion
atmosphere for 3000h at 650 °C.

Figure 12provides EDS spot analysis showing that small amounts of chlorine were observed to have
penetrated the scale and were associated with the regions of internal attack.

Figure 12. EDS analysis of the laser clad FeCrAl coating exposed to simulated eucalyptus combustion
atmosphere for 3000h at 650 °C.
3.3 50:50 NiCr
The NiCr coating did not spall, developing instead a thin external oxide with regions of deep internal
attack. Figure 13 shows low magnification SEM micrographs of the high and low HCl exposed coupons
after 3000 hours at 650 °C. The smooth outer surface, when compared to the FeCrAl coating, is indicative
of less material loss. The large fissures observable in Figure 13bwere pre-existing defects introduced
during the cladding process. A layer of fused potassium sulfate can be observed to cover both coupons.
Figure 13b also exhibits lightly contrasted regions above the potassium sulphate which were confirmed
using EDS to be potassium chloride. The potassium chloride is prevented form coming in physical contact
with the oxide by the potassium sulfate layer.

a

b

Figure 13. Low mag images of laser coated NiCr exposed to a) simulated eucalyptus (low HCl) and, b)
simulated wood (high HCl) combustion atmospheres for 3000 hours at 650 °C.
Figure 14 shows the oxide scale which formed on the NiCr coating after exposure to eucalyptus simulated
atmospheres for up to 3000 hours. The scale morphology after 1000 hours is similar to that observed on
the FeCrAl coating with the addition of minor internal attack. After 2000 hours the oxide scale exhibits two
distinct regions consisting of an outer porous region that has been incorporated into the potassium sulfate
and an inner dense layer featuring some laminar voids observable both at the alloy/scale boundary and
within the oxide scale. Internal attack is observed which tended to intrude into the coating along preferred

paths. The extent of the internal attack was not homogenous across the surface instead exhibiting regions
of enhanced ingress. The laser cladding process is knows to produce regions of dissimilar grain structure,
some of which can form large columnar grains. It is conceivable that the preferred paths exhibited by the
internal attack were grain boundaries and the inhomogeneous rate of ingress was a consequence of
dissimilar grain structures. The 3000 hour exposed coupons were similar to the 2000 hour exposed
coupons with the addition of thick oxide scale associated with regions of extensive internal attack. The
thick oxide scale had a tendency to become detached though it is unclear whether this occurred during the
exposure cycles or during post exposure sample preparation.
Figure 15 provides EDS maps of the scale and underlying alloy and confirms that the external oxide scale
comprises of chromia and the regions of internal attack are associated with chlorine. The EDS maps also
show that the internal chloridation is associated with a chromium depletion region which is accompanied
by the relative enrichment of iron and nickel. The enhanced chromium depletion within regions of
chloridation is necessary to form the thick oxide observed on the 3000 hour exposed coupons, however, it
is unclear whether it is the grain structure that facilitates greater mobility of the chromium or a
consequence of the chloridation. The chromium concentration within the depletion zone is independent of
depth correlating instead with the presence of chlorides. The average chromium concentration is ~45% of
its original value within the alloy.

a

b
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Figure 14 SEM micrographs of laser clad NiCr exposed to simulated eucalyptus combustion atmosphere at
650 °C for a)1000, b) 2000 and c) 3000 hours.
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Figure 15.EDS relative chemical distribution maps of laser clad NiCr exposed to simulated wood (high
HCl) combustion atmospheres for 3000 hours at 650 °C.
3.4 NiCrAlY
The NiCrAlY coating differed from both the FeCrAl and NiCr coating by the absence of fused potassium
sulfate on its outer surface. The absence of potassium sulfate allowed physical contact of potassium
chloride with the surface, as observed in Figure 16b, and may have facilitated greater chlorine attack. The
coatings exhibited a relatively smooth surface when compared to the FeCrAl coating indicative of less
spallation, however, close inspection revealed regions of thick oxide extending inhomogeneously into the
coating; most notably for the high HCl exposed coupons.

a

b

Figure 16. Low mag SEM micrographs of laser clad NiCrAlY exposed to a) simulated eucalyptus(low HCl)
and, b) simulated wood (high HCl) combustion atmospheresfor 3000 hours at 650 °C.
Figure 17shows the absence of an outer potassium sulfate layer. The observable oxide scale displays
numerous defects and an irregular outer surface, which, in conjunction with the absence of an external
scale in regions that do not exhibit enhanced attack suggests that some of the scale has spalled during the
post exposure sample preparation.

a

b

Figure 17. SEM micrographs of laser clad NiCr exposed to simulated eucalyptus combustion atmosphere
at 650 °C for a) 2000 and b) 3000 hours.
EDS analysis of the oxidation affected zone for the low-HCl environment shows the outer scale to consist
of chromium and aluminium. Yttrium was not observed to play an obvious role in the oxidation process,
however, yttrium is known to segregate to the coating surface during the cladding process which was
removed during the sample preparationby grinding of the tube exteriors. The internal oxide adjacent to the
alloy/scale boundary is comprised of alumina which formed preferentially down grain boundaries. The
region underneath the alumina is not associated with oxygen but instead with chlorine featuring a band of
chromium chloride over a region or aluminium chloride.
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Figure 18. EDS relative chemical distribution maps of laser clad NiCr exposed to simulated eucalyptus
(high HCl) combustion atmospheres for 3000 hours at 650 °C.

4. Discussion
Simultaneous oxidation and chloridation has been the subject of work relating to fuel gasification and has
shown that upon exposure to HCl in atmospheres with high p(O) both oxides and chlorides form at the
alloy surface, these oxides quickly overgrow the chlorides resulting in a continuous oxides scale with
chlorides at the alloy/scale boundary [8,9]. Oxides which form under these condition are greatly affected by
chloride volatilisation resulting in porous morphologies. The transition from porous morphologies to the
more dense protective scales presented in this paper could be attributed to a reduction in chloride
concentration at the alloy/scale boundary partially due to internal ingress of chlorine and partially as a
consequence of continued scale growth i.e. chlorine could become trapped within the laminar bands of the
growing oxide observable after 1000 hours and is thus removed from the alloy/scale boundary. Chlorides
may also volatilise and be transported to regions way from the alloy/scale boundary before being oxidised.
The formation of internal alumina within the NiCrAlY sample could explain the absence of the laminar
chromia bands and resultant fused potassium sulfate layer by facilitating enhanced chlorine migration into
the alloy thus reducing chlorides at the alloy/scale boundary. This also has the deleterious effect of
enhancing internal attack.
In nickel based alloys chromium diffusion is known to be enhanced down the interphase boundary
between the alloy matrix and internal alumina which would result in the observed chromium denuded
region beneath the external scale in the NiCrAlY sample. The internal alumina may also potentially
facilitate the inward transport of oxygen and chlorine. Chlorine within the alloy reacts with chromium to
form a band of chlorides under the internal alumina. As oxidation progresses and the alumina extends
further into the alloy the chlorides are destabilised by the rising oxygen potential. The chlorine is then free
to migrate further into the alloy. This effectively sets up a reaction front analogues to the external scale
consisting of a band of chromium chloride with associated chromium depletion region and sub-band
aluminium chlorides. The undulating alloy/scale boundary observed for the high HCl coupon can be
attributed to the rapid oxidation of the denuded region associated with the internal aluminium oxide.

5. Summary and Conclusions
All coatings provided a level of protection delaying the onset of spallation and reducing the rate of
chemical attack. Differences were observed in coating performance which manifested as both extensive
scale formation and subsequent spallation and extensive internal chloridation.
The iron based, FeCrAl, coating initially formed a thin layer of chromia and exhibited minimal internal
chloridation, however, after 3000 hours significant spallation had occurred associated with the formation of
iron based oxides. The tendency for spallation to occur appeared to increase with increasing HCl
concentration.
The NiCr coating arguably provided the greatest protection when comparing the observable scale
thickness and internal attack although chlorine was still observed to have penetrated the scale and
enhanced chromium diffusion and some mitigating factors must be considered for the NiCrAlY coating.
The NiCrAlY coating formed internal alumina which may have facilitated the transport of chlorine into the
alloy resulting in extensive internal attack. Potassium sulfate was observed to fuse to the surface of both
the FeCrAl and NiCr coatings but not on the NiCrAlY coating. The absence of the fused potassium sulfate
may have allowed for greater access of both the potassium chloride and hydrochloric acid to the oxide
surface thus increasing attack. Furthermore, the performance of this coating system may have been
influenced by the pre-exposure sample preparation in which the outer surface of the coated tube was
ground down potentially removingyttrium that is known tosegregate to thecoatings surface during the
cladding procedure.
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Abstract
When aiming to decrease of greenhouse gas emissions and higher cost-efficiency, power plants would
benefit from increased efficiency. Advanced power plants are aiming for up to 750°C steam temperatures.
Higher steam temperatures will set higher requirements to tube materials, as especially difficult fuels can
cause severe corrosion conditions. Biomass and waste include chlorides, sulfates and heavy metals, such
as NaCl, KCl, K2SO4, Pb and Zn, that can substantially accelerate the corrosion even at lower temperatures.
Corrosion protection properties of thermal spray coatings were validated in a co-fired boiler using biomass, coal and solid recovered fuel. Material testing was performed with a temperature controlled probe at
550 and 750°C for 3000 hours. Corrosion performance of six high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coatings, FeCr,
Ni46Cr, Ni26Cr, NiCrAlY and Al 2O3, were evaluated, and a ferritic steel T92 and a nickel based alloy 740H
were applied as reference materials. Maximum corrosion rates varied from 0.01 mm/y of Ni-based coatings
to 0.4 mm/y of T92 at 550°C and from 0.1 mm/y of A740H to 0.5 mm/y of Fe-based coating at 750°C. The
nickel-based coatings and the ceramic Al2O3 coating gave excellent protection to the ferritic steel at 550°C
and sufficient protection at 750°C.

1. Introduction
Energy consumption and supply has been growing globally and the trend is upwards, Figure 1. Despite of
emerging renewable energy sources, large amount of world’s energy is still produced with fossil fuels.
Towards meeting EU2030 targets [1] and low carbon economy, and further by 2050, when the EU should
achieve an overall 80% reduction in domestic emissions, energy production should be efficient and clean.
In accordance with the EU’s goals regarding the grand challenges (“20-20-20” targets) [2], the share of
renewable energy sources continues to grow. Therefore, future power plants should be designed for higher steam parameters and higher share of renewable fuels (biomass and waste). Carbon capture and storage (CCS) should also be contributing to the goal of decreasing emissions.
Several materials and structures designed for operating in very severe environments are required to
display thermal stability and enhanced oxidation/corrosion resistance at high temperature. Fireside corrosion occurs in the high temperature gas phase, high temperature gas and liquid phase or low temperature
liquid phase, mainly by sulfur and chlorine species or low melting point salts forming in the deposits [3-5].
In order to overcome future challenges in more efficient energy production with utilisation of biomass,

novel material solutions must be developed and validated. In this study, corrosion performance of thermal
spray coatings was tested and analysed in co-fired biomass boiler conditions.

Figure 1. World total primary energy supply from 1971 to 2012 by fuel (Mtoe) [6].

2. Experiments
High temperature corrosion resistance of several thermal spray coatings in biomass firing conditions was
tested in a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler. The test exposure was performed with a controlled probe
measurement with duration of 3000 hours. Two material test temperatures were set to 550 °C and 750 °C.
The probe was in the boiler during two shutdowns, hence the total duration inside the boiler was 3540 h.
2.1 Materials
The tested coating materials were high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) sprayed Ni- and Fe-based high chromium
alloys and an aluminium oxide coating with a bond coat. The coatings were sprayed on ferritic steel T92
(550 °C) and nickel super alloy A740H (750 °C) substrates, which were applied as reference materials in
the exposure. Chemical composition of the coating materials are presented in Table 1 and reference materials in Table 2.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the Ni- and Fe-based coating materials and reference materials.
Material
NiCr
Ni21Cr
NiCrAlY
FeCr

Ni
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
...

Fe
1.1
0.9
...
Bal.

Cr
46
21.2
22
18.6

Mo
...
9.0
...
3.6

Nb
...
...
...
7.1

W
...
9.3
...
8.6

C
0.1
0.8
...
2.1

B
...
0.7
...
< 5.0

Mn
...
...
...
1.1

Si
2.1
...
...
1.6

Cu
...
4.2
...
...

Ti
...
...
...
...

Y
...
...
1.0
...

Table 2. Chemical composition of the substrate / reference materials.
T92
A263
A740H

Ni
0.3
Bal.
Bal.

Fe
Bal.
0.5
0.7

Cr
9
20
25

Mo
0.3
5.7
0.5

Co
...
20
20

Nb
...
...
2.0

W
2
...
...

Ti
...
2.1
1.8

V
0.2
...
...

Mn
0.5
0.4
0.3

Si
0.2
0.2
0.5

Al
0.2
0.7
0.9

The thermal spray coating was performed with HVOF torches DJ Hybrid (DJ), carbide jet spray (CJS) and
HV2000 (HV). The used coating powders were Ni-980-1/1260F from Praxair for NiCr, Diamalloy 4006 from
Sulzer Metco for Ni21Cr, Amperit 413 from H.C.Starck for NiCrAlY, SHS9172HV1 from Nanosteel for
FeCr and A1-1110-HP from Praxair; purity min. 99.3 % for Al2O3. Process parameters for the coatings are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Process parameters of the HVOF coating [l/min]. Spraying distance was 250 mm for DJ and CJS,
and 150 mm for HV2000.
Material

Method/Nozzle

Feed rate [g]

H2

FeCr
FeCr

CJS 140 mm

50

100

1000

12

DJ 2701

40

62

290

12.5

400

NiCr

DJ 2701

40

62

290

12.5

400

Ni21Cr

DJ 2701

40

62

290

12.5

400

NiCrAlY

DJ 2701

40

62

290

12.5

400

300

20

NiCrAlY+ Al2O3 HV2000 22 mm

10

750

Kerosene Propane
20

O2

N2

Air

2.2 Material testing probe
VTT has developed an advanced water- and air-cooled probe, which can be used for controlled material
testing in boiler conditions. The probe is approximately two meters long and has two sections with six test
rings in each. One section is water- and air-cooled and was exposed to metal temperatures of
approximately 550 ºC and the second is air-cooled with metal temperatures around 750 ºC. The probe with
the two separate sample regions is presented in Figure 2. The temperatures were measured on windward
side (the control temperature) and leeward side and they were recorded once a minute throughout the
exposure. The flue gas temperature was measured in the tip of the probe with one covered thermo-couple.
Process data was collected from the plant’s reporting systems after the exposure together with monthly
fuel data. The amounts of sulfur dioxide SO 2 and hydrogen chloride HCl were monitored during the
exposure.

Figure 2. The test probe with two temperature regions: lower temperature (550 °C) with water- and
air-cooling, and higher temperature (750 °C) with air-cooling.
2.3 Plant exposure
The material testing was conducted at Alholmens Kraft power, in a 550 MWth circulating fluidised bed
boiler which has live steam parameters of 194 kg/s, 165 bar, 545 °C. The probe was inserted into superheater area after the cyclones, as presented in Figure 3. The facility is in one of the largest biomass fuelled
power plants in the world producing electricity, district heating and process steam and heat for the UPMKymmene pulp and paper mill. The plant is combined condensing and combined heat and power (CHP)
plant. The plant capacities are: power 240 MWe, process steam 100 MWth and district heating 60 MWth.
The boiler efficiency is about 92%. Combustion of different fuel mixtures or single design fuel is possible.
Fuel mixture has strong influence on the deposit formation and hence corrosion of the boiler tubes [7].
Optimal fuel for this boiler design is biomass. Valmet Power was in charge of the design and manufacturing of the boiler. In the design minimum slagging, fouling and corrosion risk is expected with optimal fuel
mixtures and material selection. During the material testing period, the boiler was fired with varying shares
of peat, coal, biomass (forest residues, industrial wood and bark etc.) and solid recovered fuel (SRF). The
minimum and maximum shares were 16-36% for peat, 32-39% for coal, 21-40% for biomass and 5-8% for
SRF. Average values of fuel ratios are shown in Figure 3. Daily fluctuations in the fuel shares can be wide
as well as the fluctuations in the whole process parameters due to changes in production rates.

Figure 3. Schematic of the Alholmens Kraft power plant and average fuel ratios during the materials testing period (peat, coal, biomass and solid recovered fuel).
2.4 Characterisation
Microstructure of the as-sprayed coatings was characterised from cross-sections of reference specimens
that were sprayed alongside the probe specimens. The cross-sectioning was performed using standard
metallography methods. After the exposure in boiler, the specimens were removed from the probe and
embedded in resin on-site. The specimens were cross-sectioned by grinding and polishing. Ethanol was
used in grinding instead of water to preserve water soluble compounds. The cross-sections were first
studied with an optical microscope and subsequently with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped
with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS). For the SEM studies, the cross-sections were
washed in ethanol in an ultrasonic bath and carbon coated for electric conductivity. A separate deposit
sample was detached from the probe near the sample material rings and it was analysed with X-ray
fluorescence analysis (XRF).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 As-sprayed coatings
The coatings showed a typical lamellar structure for thermal spray, Figure 4. Ni-based coatings were thick
and dense, with some oxidation of lamellar boundaries, Fig.3 a) and b). The aluminium oxide coating layer
was thin in order to reduce thermal expansion differences and prevent strong thermal isolation effect. CJS
sprayed FeCr coating was thinner than targeted (about 250 µm) and uneven, with some porosity. Quality
of FeCr coating sprayed with DJ was not sufficient; it was very thin and showed loose lamellas. Reason for
poor quality of FeCr coatings, DJ sprayed in particular, was studied, and based on chemical and powder
size distribution analysis together with previous studies [8-9] it was concluded that the particle size of the
coating powder was too large. That prevented sufficient heating of the powder particles during spraying
and caused poor bonding of the particles and low accumulation of the coating.

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of the cross-sections of the as-sprayed coatings before the boiler exposure.
a) NiCr, b) Ni21Cr, c) NiCrAlY, d) NiCrAlY-Al2O3 (Al2O3 layer darker grey), e) FeCr (CJS) and f) FeCr (DJ).
3.2 Boiler conditions
The probe had a thick, light brown deposit in the windward side of the lower temperature (550 °C) region,
Figure 5. In the higher temperature region (750 °C), the deposit was thin throughout the probe rings, and
the deposit had mainly pealed-off on one sample ring.

Figure 5. The corrosion testing probe after the boiler exposure.
The mean/max temperatures of flue gas side were 549/551 °C at the lower temperature region, and
700/749 °C at the higher temperature region. The measured temperatures are shown as stability curves in
Figure 6. The temperature measurements reveal that the boiler was not operated with full load the whole
time, as the targeted control temperatures were reached only 1600 h (550 °C) and 1100 h (750 °C) out of
the 3000 h the exposure. This reflects well with the plant electricity output that varied a lot in short intervals
depending on the electricity markets, Figure 7.

Figure 6. The measured temperatures during the 3000 (3400) h exposure presented as stability curves.
Red line presents flue gas temperature, upper blue line windward side temperature and lower blue leeward
side temperature at higher temperature region; yellow line presents windward side and green leeward side
temperature at lower temperature region.

Figure 7. Electric output [MW] and flue gas temperature [°C] measured in the cyclone area during the
exposure, x-axis presenting the test dates.
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Maximum measured values for SO 2 and HCl in the flue gas were 210 and 338 mg/Nm , respectively,
3
3
Figure 8. The average values were 76 mg/Nm for SO2 and 144 mg/Nm for HCl, including also values
during the shutting down and starting of the boiler.

Figure 8. SO2 and HCl content in the flue gas during the measurement period. Black line represents SO2
and blue line HCl contents.
3.3 Deposit composition on the probe specimens
The probe had a thick deposit layer on the flue gas side, on the lower temperature area in particular.
According to the XR Fanalysis, the deposit contained high amounts of sulphur, calcium, potassium, silicon,
sodium, aluminium and iron, Table 4. Small amounts of e.g. copper, lead and chlorine were detected in the
deposit. SEM images and EDX analyses of the deposit on A740H alloy at 750°C are presented in Figure 9.
In the flue gas side, the deposit was more uniform compared to the side of the probe, with solidified
deposit between porous areas.
Table 4. Chemical composition of the deposit samples from the lower and higher temperature region of the
probe [w.%; oxygen excluded].
Element
Sulphur, S
Calcium, Ca
Potassium, K
Silicon, Si
Sodium, Na
Iron, Fe
Aluminium, Al
Magnesium, Mg
Phosphorus, P
Titanium, Ti
Zinc, Zn

550°C
12
11
7.6
9.0
3.9
4.6
4.5
1.2
0.80
0.68
0.30

750°C
14
11
8.2
7.0
4.2
4.1
4.0
1.3
0.83
0.74
0.33

Element
Manganese, Mn
Barium, Ba
Copper, Cu
Lead, Pb
Strontium, Sr
Chromium, Cr
Rubidium, Rb
Chlorine, Cl
Nickel, Ni
Zirconium, Zr

550°C
0.28
0.28
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02

750°C
0.31
0.33
0.14
0.08
0.1
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.05

Figure 9. SEM images (back scattered electrons - BSE) and EDX analyses of the deposit on A740 material in the flue gas side (5°) and in the side of the probe ring (66°).
3.4 Corrosion performance of the materials
During the exposure at 550°C, the reference material T92 ferritic steel had formed a uniform, multi-layer
oxide on the surface. Thermal spray coatings NiCr, Ni21Cr and Al 2O3 showed high corrosion performance
and had a very thin corrosion layer on their surface. The aluminium oxide coating had endured the exposure in principle intact. Both FeCr coatings protected the substrate material in the exposure. However,
FeCr coating sprayed with DJ contained horizontal cracks, which probably had led to spalling of some of
the coating making it very thin in some regions. FeCr coating sprayed with CJS was thicker, but showed
porosity. Corrosion of the materials was strongest in the flue gas side (0-45°). Images of the materials
tested at 550°C are presented in Figure 10.
After the 750°C exposure, the nickel alloy 740H had a uniform, thin oxide layer and internal grain
boundary attack up to 35 µm. The oxide layer in the surface contained aluminium in the outer layer and
chromium and titanium in the inner layer, Figure 11. Sulfur was present in the upper oxide layer.
NiCr coating showed excellent corrosion resistance all other areas of the probe ring except at the side
area at 36°. A thin chromium oxide layer had formed on the surface of the coating, Figure 12. Small
amounts of zinc and copper were detected in the oxide layer. In the corroded area, nickel had diffused
from the coating and reacted with e.g. oxygen and sulfur.
NiCrAlY coating showed adequate corrosion resistance in the flue gas side (0°) and the opposite side
(180°), where corrosion layers of about 40 µm 10 µm were detected. In the side areas, however, it had
corroded strongly during the exposure. The corrosion started as a localised pitting and extended to a uniform, about 160 µm thick corrosion layer, Figure 13. Aluminium, and nickel had diffused from the coating
and chromium had formed a thick oxide layer.

Figure 10. Optical micrographs of the materials after the 3000 h exposure in co-fired boiler at 550°C. a)
T92 steel, b) NiCr, c) NiCrAlY-Al2O3 (Al2O3 layer darker grey), d) Ni21Cr, e) FeCr (CJS) and f) FeCr (DJ).

Figure 11. SEM image (BSE) and EDX analyses of A740H after the boiler exposure in the flue gas side.

Figure 12. SEM image (BSE) and EDX analyses of NiCr coating after the boiler exposure in the flue gas
side (0°) showing excellent corrosion resistance and local severe corrosion at 36°.

Figure 13. SEM image (BSE) and EDX maps of NiCrAlY coating after the boiler exposure in the side areas
of the probe ring (45° and -96°).
Al2O3 coating showed very good corrosion resistance in the exposure, Figure 14 a). However, the coating
had cracked from the bond coating in some areas. Because corrosion products were not detected below
the detached coating, it was assumed that the coating had broken in the removal of the probe ring. The
positive remark of the aluminium oxide coating was that the deposit was not attached to the coating and
hence could perform well as a non-sticking coating in the boiler conditions.

FeCr coatings showed adequate performance in the exposure, because they had protected the substrate material, Figure 14 b) and c). Both coatings had thick corrosion layers: DJ sprayed 23…66 µm and
CJS sprayed 57…171 µm. The coating quality should be improved by proper powder size and careful
spray process selection, in order to ensure their long term corrosion resistance.

Figure 14. SEM images (BSE) of a) Al 2O3, b) FeCr (CJS) and c) FeCr (DJ) coatings after the test at 750°.
Maximum corrosion rates of the materials varied from 1.3 µm/1000h of the Ni-based coatings, to 46
µm/1000h for T92 steel at 550°C. In the higher temperature exposure of 750C, corrosion was considerably
harsher for the materials; corrosion rates were 12 µm/1000h for A740H and Al 2O3, and 57 µm/1000h for
FeCr coating. The maximum corrosion rates are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Maximum corrosion rates of the tested materials in the boiler exposure at 550°C and 750°C.
NiCr

Al2O3

T92

A740H

550°

46.1

-

Ni21Cr NiCrAlY Fe19Cr (CJS) Fe19Cr (DJ)

1.3

0.7

0.7

-

21.3

21.3

µm/1000h

550°

0.40

-

0.01

0.01

0.01

-

0.19

0.19

mm/y

750°

-

11.7

50.0

11.3

-

53.7

22.0

57.0

µm/1000h

750°

-

0.10

0.44

0.10

-

0.47

0.19

0.50

mm/y

4. Conclusions
Corrosion performance of six thermal spray coatings and two reference metal alloys were evaluated in cofired biomass boiler conditions for 3000 hours in superheater area at two test temperatures, 550°C and
750°C. Following conclusions can be drawn from the results.
·

The conditions were not very severe, as corrosion rates stayed moderate. Maximum corrosion
rate was 0.40 mm/y for T92 ferritic steel at 550°C and 0.50 mm/y for FeCr coating at 750°C.

·

All the tested coatings, NiCr, Ni21Cr, Al2O3 and FeCr, showed high or sufficient corrosion resistance at 550°C in the exposure conditions, corrosion rates being 0.01-0.19 mm/y.

·

Best performing corrosion resistant materials at 750°C were nickel alloy A740H and Al 2O3,
though the ceramic coating had cracked, probably during removal of the probe. The corrosion
rate was 0.10 mm/y.

·

NiCr and NiCrAlY had high overall corrosion resistance, but suffered from localised corrosion,
which caused corrosion rates of 0.44 mm/y and 0.47 mm/y, respectively.

·

FeCr coatings protected the substrate material despite their insufficient quality, with corrosion
rate of 0.19 mm/y for CJS sprayed coating and of 0.50 mm/y for DJ sprayed coating.
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Abstract
Corrosion problems have arisen in the furnace walls area due to an increasing use of recycled wood in
power plants. Used wood often contains high amounts of chlorine, alkali and heavy metals which causes
more corrosion than fossil and forest fuels. One method suggested to reduce the attack is coating the
furnace walls. Nickel-based alloys are shown to reduce the corrosion but these alloys are expensive and
still corrode. FeCrAl alloys have successfully been tested and shown to reduce the corrosion rate of
superheaters. However, no tests have been done in the furnace walls area where the oxygen level is very
low.
In this work two specimens of FeCrAl alloy, one Ni-base alloy together with a 16Mo3 alloy were exposed in a recycled wood-firing commercial boiler at the furnace walls for 6 weeks. Corrosion rates of the
samples were measured. The corrosion behaviours were evaluated by SEM and EDS. The corrosive environment was thermodynamically modelled.

1. Introduction
The use of used wood (also called waste wood and recycled wood) as a fuel in power plants is becoming
more widespread in northern Europe, since it is a renewable energy source and also a CO 2 neutral energy
source [1].
However it is more corrosive than coal and forest fuel [2]. It contains chlorine, alkali and heavy metals
[3] which can lead to severe corrosion problems [4-5].
A part of boiler which is subjected to a high corrosion risk is the furnace wall or water walls, made of low
alloyed carbon steel [6]. The area usually has low oxygen amounts, as low as 0.2%. This leads to corrosion problems, because no or less protective oxide can be formed.
One strategy to reduce high temperature corrosion attack in waterwalls, is to coat the waterwall tubes
with more corrosion-resistant alloys. Nickel-based alloys are commonly used as a coating [7]. However
nickel-based alloys are expensive and still corrode in used-wood firing boilers. FeCrAl alloys have successfully been tested to reduce the corrosion rate of superheaters [8]. But few tests have been done in the
furnace walls and corrosion mechanisms are usually studied in laboratories. Research results on commercial power boilers are less frequently reported.
To fill in the gap, in this work Kanthal® APMT© FeCrAl alloy specimens along with a nickel-based alloy
are exposed to a real boiler environment. The samples are analysed metallographic and chemically.

2. Experimental protocols and methods
In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, two specimens of Kanthal APMT FeCrAl alloy, one Nibased Alloy 625 and one 16Mo3 steel (as a reference material) were exposed in a real boiler environment.
A specially designed air-cooled probe was used to perform the exposure.
2.1 Field exposure
The Idbäcken plant consists of a bubbling fluidised boiler (BFB) for CHP operation and is located in Nyköping, Sweden. The boiler, since 2008, is operated on 100% used wood. The final steam data is around
535 ºC and 140 bar, which gives the water temperature of 343 ºC and walls material temperature of 393
ºC.
A specially designed air-cooled probe was used for long-term corrosion testing, Figure 1. It contains
four coupons with the dimensions of 48 mm length, 7 mm width and 6 mm thickness. Air can flow in the
probe to control the temperature. Temperature was measured by a thermocouple inserted centrally at the
back of each specimen.

Figure 1. A fin wall probe after exposure, Specimens are shown in the figure. A slit is made between two
tubes where the probe is exposed.
The probe is vertically inserted into a slit made in the fins between two tubes at the furnace walls area. The
insulation was removed. The total exposure time was six weeks and the probe temperature was set at
400°C.
The samples tested are listed below in Table 1. The samples were a16Mo3 steel as reference material,
an Alloy 625 as a popular coating material and two Kanthal APMT specimens as a potential coating material. Kanthal APMT is delivered preoxidised by the material supplier to form a 1 µm protective alumina
layer on the sample. The heat treatment process is to heat up the sample for 8 hours in circulating heated
air at 1050 ºC.

Table 1 Nominal chemical compositions of probe test samples (wt%) [9]
Alloy
16Mo3
APMT
A 625

C
0.16
0.08
0.008

Mn
0.55
0.4
0.35

Si
0.22
0.7
0.2

Ni
63

Cr
21.0
21.0

Mo
0.3
3.0
9.0

Other
Cu 0.3%
Al 5%
Na+Ta 3%

2.2 Corrosion rate
The thickness of each coupon was measured by a micrometer at four equally spaced distances along the
centre line, see Figure 2. After exposure in the boiler, the specimens were cut at the measuring point. The
top part was cut without water. Four parts of each specimen were mounted in the bakelite. Each part was
measured at 5 points. The thickness loss results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. A sketch of the sample after exposure. The vertical lines are the cuts and the numbers 1-4 are
showing the measuring points before exposure, the black dots are the measuring points after exposure.
They are at ± 0.5 and ± 1 mm positions.
The top part of each sample was left unmounted for EDS analyses, section 2.3.
2.3 Chemical analyses
The deposit on the top of the un-mounted part of each sample was analysed with help of energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS). Three different areas with the size of 2 mm x 2.5 mm were analysed under
SEM/EDS. The average results are shown in Table 2.
The edge of each sample was polished without water to avoid washing away the corrosion products,
see Figure 3. The interface between deposits and substrate was analysed under SEM with an EDS.

Figure 3. Schematic figure of un-mounted part of the sample, the polishing method. Polishing in this way
facilitates the analyses of the substrate, oxide and interface.

3. Results and discussion
Figure 4 shows the thickness loss from the tests from 20 measurement points. The results show that
16Mo3, as expected, has the highest corrosion rate.

Kanthal APMT samples showed very low corrosion rates and were comparable with Alloy 625. This indicates that APMT alloy could potentially be an alternative to Alloy 625 to reduce the corrosion rate. The
material supplier now has overlay welded APMT to a waterwall tube planned for installation in a boiler [10].

Figure 4. Thickness loss for tested alloys, the results are normalised to 1000 h.
Table 2 presents the average chemical composition of the deposits on the samples. Chlorine, potassium
and calcium are found in all the deposits but lead was not present in the deposits of Kanthal APMT .
One possible reason could be the thickness of the deposit. The deposit thickness on the APMT is lower
than one the Alloy 625, due to different formation mechanisms [11]. Lead is a heavy element and needs a
thicker deposit to be detected under EDS. It can also be seen that Pb was found together with K in the
elemental mapping of the corrosion front in Alloy 625 shown in Fig. 6.
Table 2. Average chemical composition in wt% of the deposits on the all the samples, the results are normalised to 100%. The carbon amount is excluded from the results; however the amount was 5-10 wt%.
Alloy
16Mo3
APMT
APMT
A 625

O
22
23
23.8
38.1

Na
1.7
2.3
1.4
5.6

Mg
0.7

Al
2.8
2.6
2.4
3.1

Si
0.4
2.6

S
1.9
1.1
11

Cl
7.5
6.5
6.3
2.3

K
1.9
2.5
1.4
9.5

Ca
0.4
0.5
0.4
10.4

Cr
11.4
14.8
14.9
0.4

Fe
50
41.4
44.3
1.7

Ni
0.7

Mo
2.2
3.4
-

Pb
0.4
13.5

In a used wood firing boiler alkali metals, chlorine and heavy metals are present in both the flue gas and
deposits (Table 2) and can take part in the corrosion process. To have more information about the corrosion product the deposit/ substrate interface is mapped with SEM equipped with Inca EDS detector. The
results are shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5. Elemental mapping of 16Mo3 sample, the left side of the figure is substrate. Chlorine is found in
the corrosion front and is penetrated to the iron.
Figure 5 shows that corrosion product in the 16Mo3 sample is mainly iron, chlorine and oxygen. One
mechanism suggested is chlorine cycle [12] which occurs by the diffusion of the gaseous chlorine through
a defect oxide and attack of the metal iron to form iron chloride. The Iron chloride formed is volatilised and
diffuses outward and reacts with the oxygen and releases chlorine. The chlorine can again participate in
the process. However the vapour pressure of the iron chloride is insignificantly small under a thick deposit
at lower temperatures [13]. It also has been shown than [14] gaseous chlorine is not thermodynamically
stable at 400 ºC and HCl (g) is more thermodynamically favoured. Other mechanisms proposed for chlorination include diffusion of chloride ions through the oxide scale or oxide grain boundaries [15].
Results from this work (Figure 5) shows that the main causes of corrosion are associated with chlorine
attack. As shown in the Figure 5, the corrosion front underneath a thicker iron oxide later is governed by
iron chloride formation. It is a thin chloride layer and seems not to grow continuously in thickness with time.
On the other hand Alloy 625 result (Figure 6) does not show the presence of chlorine. Corrosion mechanism is dominantly governed by potassium and lead, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Elemental mapping of Alloy 625 sample, the right side of the figure is substrate. Chlorine is not
found in the corrosion front, however lead and potassium are found. Chromium is enriched in the corrosion
product.
Nickel-based alloys are expected to be less prone to chlorine/chloride induced corrosion. But it has been
shown that [16] lead can attack nickel based alloys and form lead chromate. Potassium [17] and sodium
[18] have also shown to attack the protective chromia scale and form non-protective chromates. Results
from this work shows that lead together with potassium can attack the chromia layer. X-ray diffraction in
other work [19] has shown the form of potassium lead chromate [K2Pb(CrO4)2].
Figure 7 shows the elemental distribution of Kanthal APMT. It can be noted that the alumina layer
formed by pre-oxidation is not maintained. Previous laboratory studies, simulating a biomass/waste fired
atmosphere at 600 ºC lasting for 860 hours showed that pre-oxidising did not have any positive effect on
the corrosion rate [20]. Results from our own research showed that the alumina layer appeared to be destroyed after only 14 hours exposure in a used wood fired boiler [21]. Lead was not found in the corrosion
product (in contrast with Alloy 625), but Cl and K are present.

Figure 7. The Elemental mapping of an APMT sample, the right side of the figure is substrate. Chlorine
together with potassium is found in the corrosion front, however lead is not found. Chromium is enriched in
the corrosion product. The other FeCrAl sample showed a similar elemental distribution.
Figure 7 shows that the dominant corrosion mechanism is chloride attack. Potassium is also present (see
Figure 7). It seems likely that potassium attacked part of the protective oxide layer and that chloride corrosion also occurred, albeit at a very low rate.
Used wood is a heterogeneous fuel and contains lead. Thermodynamics calculation by Thermo-Calc ®
show that the solution attack of lead is much higher in Nickel-based alloys compared to iron-based alloys,
see Figure 8.

Figure 8. Solution attack of lead in iron and nickel. Both Kanthal APMT and Alloy 625 have 21%Cr
amount. So the Cr amount is excluded. The actual temperature of wall material is shown by a vertical line.

This means that Kanthal APMT can be an alternative to Nickel based alloys, especially when burning a
high lead-containing used wood.

4. Conclusions
The results from this work showed that 16Mo3 exhibited the highest corrosion rate. Alloy 625 and Kanthal
APMT had the lowest corrosion rates. Kanthal APMT is produced by a powder metallurgical route and
cladding procedures have been developed by the material supplier for full scale furnace tube tests.
Although the deposits on the four probe specimens had similar chemical compositions, they are attacked with different mechanisms. The dominant corrosion in 16Mo3 was found to be chloride attack leading to the formation of a continuous layer of iron chloride. Attack by a potassium-lead combination seemed
to be the main mechanism in the Alloy 625. Kanthal APMT alloy was attacked by potassium and chloride.
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Abstract
The performance of materials in critical high temperature components of power and process plants is one
of the major technical reasons limiting both the component life and process efficiency. New structural
materials can be attractive in principle, but it has been challenging to simultaneously achieve good
mechanical strength, oxidation resistance and cost-effective composition in the candidate alloys. The
optimal material solutions for a given component depend on multiple factors, but one typical limiting factor
is the waterside oxidation resistance at highest operating temperatures and pressures that extend to the
supercritical (SC) or even ultra-supercritical (USC) range. To facilitate development of improved alloys for
the new demanding applications, the methods of materials modelling can be useful to explore the effects
of new ranges of chemical composition and fabrication routes. In the current paper oxidation modelling
based on the concept of Cr and Ni equivalents is presented and applied to long term operation of
superheaters made of nominally similar 11%Cr steel. The model quantifies the impact of the alloying
elements on steam side oxidation to facilitate prediction of the oxide growth according to the alloy
composition. The model can be used to predict the effect of variation of particular alloying elements, to
explore the effects of alloying modification on performance for alloy development, and for life prediction
when life is limited by water/steam side oxidation. The model prediction shows generally good agreement
with the observed oxide layer thickness and also with prediction from conventional parabolic expressions
when available for the alloy.

1. Introduction
Elevated temperature and pressure levels to improve steam plant efficiency can be justified if it is more
than compensated by return on investment and other benefits like reduced emissions. The development of
production in thermal power plants has shown the systematic improvement by elevating the maximum
temperature and pressure of the process, Figure 1.

Figure 1. Heat rate development in (European) thermal power plants; data from [1,2].
New structural materials can be attractive in principle, but it has been challenging to simultaneously
achieve good mechanical strength, oxidation resistance and cost-effective composition in the candidate
alloys. The optimal material solutions for a given component depend on multiple factors [3]-[6], but one
typical limiting factor is the waterside oxidation resistance at highest operating temperatures and pressures
that extend to the supercritical (SC) or even ultra-supercritical (USC) range. The formation of internal oxide
scales can impair the material and component performance through lost load-bearing wall thickness,
matrix depletion of protective elements when these are oxidising, and increasing material temperature due
to the thermal insulation by the growing oxides, leading to faster rates of creep and other temperaturedependent damage mechanisms to significantly shorten the component life [7]-[8].
Further challenges arise from future production tendencies; the increasing share of renewables, wind
and solar, will enhance the fluctuation of supply, with the consequence that the balancing thermal power
plants that were designed and used as base load plants will have to operate in a more demanding cyclic
and ramping mode to maintain grid stability [9]-[10]. Cyclic use will increase the wear and tear of
components, also leading to higher oxidation rates among other consequences. The spallation of internal
oxides of tubes might increase due to increasing frequency of start-ups and shutdowns.
The critical high temperature components for steam plants, apart from turbines, are pressurized steam
piping and headers, and superheaters and reheaters. Currently highest rated standard ferritic steels (like
P92, X10CrWMoVNb9-2) for piping and headers can be used to metal temperatures of up to about 620°C
from purely creep point of view, and corrosion/oxidation may limit their use to below 600°C [11]-[12]. There
are currently no obvious new ferritic candidate steels for future service in thick-wall components, with simultaneously improved creep strength, also in welds, and steam oxidation resistance. Austenitic steels are
less suitable for the purpose, and nickel alloys are expensive. However, at service temperatures of about
600-650°C austenitic steels such as 347 or 310 are widely used in superheaters. At these temperatures
chromium no more dominates but Ni (or a Ni equivalent together with a Cr equivalent) is important for
corrosion and oxidation resistance. What unfortunately will partly compensate for the higher protective
capability of the composition is the high coefficient of thermal expansion of austenitic steels, resulting in
spalling of thinner oxide layers than in ferritic steels. Unlike in the case of ferritic materials, the spallation of
austenitic steels usually concerns the outer layer of internal oxide.
In this paper, a parametric oxidation model is presented and applied for components where waterside
oxidation can limit the service life.

2. Methods
For modelling purposes, steam oxidation resistance of selected ferritic, martensitic and austenitic alloys
was tested in a supercritical water autoclave up to 675°C/250 bar with 150 ppb dissolved oxygen in the
inlet flow and a pH of 7 (measured at room temperature in the low pressure part of the recirculation loop).
The test duration was up to 3000 h. The autoclave is connected to a recirculation water loop, Figure 2. The
high pressure loop consisted of a high pressure pump, a heat exchanger and a preheater. The flow rate
during the exposure was around ~5 ml/min resulting in refresh time of the autoclave roughly every 2 hours.
Specimens were hung up on the specimen holder rack using electrically insulating ZrO 2 rings.

Figure 2. A schematic presentation of the supercritical water autoclave system with water recirculation
loops [13].
Some of the typical alloying elements of steel, like Si, Mo, Al, Ti, can be more or less beneficial for providing protective oxide at the surface and/or microstructural defects to help such elements to diffuse to the
surface. In the parametric oxidation model (P OX) they are combined as a Cr equivalent. On the other hand,
another set of alloying elements (such as Co, Mn, Cu, combined as a nickel equivalent) can be beneficial
in retarding diffusion of unwanted elements from the environment into the metal.
In the Schaeffler diagram (Figure 3) the positions of some common boiler steels are shown with the
values of chromium and nickel equivalent [14]. Such diagrams have been used for e.g. welds and castings
to estimate ferrite content and austenite stability. In the parametric oxidation (POX) model these equivalents
have been adapted and modified to correspond to the influence in steam oxidation resistance.

Figure 3. Test materials plotted in the Schaeffler diagram according to the P OX model.
The simplified modelling approach (POX) is used to explicitly account for the alloy performance according to
its chemical composition, so that for the oxide layer thickness (Δx) in time t and temperature T

log Dx = a + bT (log t + C ) + dPOX

(1)

where

POX = a1Creq + a2 Nieq + a3Creq Nieq

(2)

with

Creq = Cr + b1Si + b2 Mo + b3V + b4 Al + b5 Nb + b6Ti + b7W

(3)

and

Nieq = Ni + c1Co + c2C + c3 N + c4 Mn + c5Cu

(4)

where α, β, δ, C, a1…a3, b1…b7 and c1…c5 are fitting constants, and the element names correspond to
their concentrations in the alloy. The fitting constants may also depend on the alloy class, due to their
specific ranges of oxidation kinetics.
The current model is based on empirical data on material composition, time and temperature. In the
case of austenitic steels the model basically includes the inward growing oxide, and in the case of ferritic
and martensitic steels the total grown oxide.

3. Comparison to conventional parabolic estimates for X20 superheaters
The principal uncertainty in the observed alloy performance arises from the high temperature sensitivity of
the process of oxidation. Also, considerable sensitivity can occasionally arise to the composition of the
alloy. A good example is 11%Cr steel X20CrMoV11-1 that shows a transition in the oxidation resistance
within its standard range of chromium content (Table 1). Therefore in superheater service it may matter
whether the steel is selected with a lower bound Cr content of about 10% that would perform clearly worse
than an upper bound batch with about 12% Cr.

Table 1. Chemical composition of X20CrMoV11-1 (EN 10216-2, wt-%).
C

Si

Mn
(max)

P
(max)

S
(max)

Cr

Ni

Mo

V

Cu
(max)

Al
(max)

0.170.23

0.150.50

1.00

0.025

0.02

10.012.5

0.3-0.8

0.801.20

0.250.35

0.3

0.04

To compare the POX model predictions with those from conventional parabolic ones, the effective
temperatures of four superheater tubes made of X20CrMoV11-1 were evaluated from the internal oxide
using both oxidation models. The first example superheater (SH1) has been in service for 117000 h, the
second superheater (SH2) for 177800 h and the third and fourth (SH3, SH4) for 220000 at the time of
sampling.
The microstructure of the SH1 tube is of expected type, i.e. tempered martensite with limited features
from long term use at high temperature, showing only slight coarsening of the substructure (Figure 4a). In
service an approximately 145 µm thick somewhat uneven oxide had grown on the internal surface (Figure
4b) due to the location/use of the component.
The microstructure of the SH2 tube is also tempered martensite but with clearer features of significant
thermal coarsening of the substructure and precipitates (Figure 5a). The internal oxide was up to 288 µm
in thickness and shows clear porosity in both inner and outer layers (Figure 5b).
The microstructures of the SH3 and SH4 tube samples were also tempered martensite but with some
features of thermal coarsening of the substructure and precipitates (Figures 6a and 7a). The internal oxide
was up to 375 µm in thickness in SH3 (Figure 6b) and 295 µm in SH4 (Figure 7b), and especially SH3
shows significant porosity in both inner and outer oxide layers (Figure 6b).
Because of the thermal insulation provided by the oxide, with constant heat transfer the growing oxide
will increase the wall temperature of the superheater. The general experience across several superheater
materials suggests that as long the inside oxide is relatively even and dense, the effective temperature
estimated from assumed isothermal growth is surprisingly similar to the corresponding estimate that takes
into account the accelerating oxide growth. However, this apparent equivalence may not hold for thick and
porous oxides with worse thermal conductivity.

a)

b)

Figure 4. The observed a) microstructure and b) internal oxide of SH1 tube.

a)

b)

Figure 5. a) Microstructure and b) internal oxide of SH2 tube.

a)

b)

Figure 6. a) Microstructure and b) internal oxide of SH3 tube.

a)

b)

Figure 7. a) Microstructure and b) internal oxide of SH4 tube.

In the efficient temperature evaluation with the P OX model, mean standard composition (Cr 11.25%) was
used. The estimates form the two oxidation models and microstructural model were made with the actual
time in service assuming steady operation, because the respective plants were operated effectively in
base load mode. In addition, a design-type estimate was added by taking the recorded mean steam
temperature at superheater outlet and adding 35⁰C to it, i.e. assuming convective heat transfer. The
estimated effective metal temperatures are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Estimated effective material temperatures from conventional parabolic and P OX models.
Method

SH1

SH2

SH3

SH4

(615⁰C)

(649⁰C)

(662°C)

(644°C)

570°C

598°C

607°C

594°C

559-583°C

586-610°C

595-619°C

582-606°C

Microstructural degradation

-

590°C

570°C

560°C

Steam temperature + 35⁰C

570⁰C

586⁰C

570⁰C

575⁰C

Oxide scale (conventional parabolic)
Oxide scale (POX model)
Oxide scale (POX, full Cr range )

The two different oxide scale based estimates of the effective metal temperatures for all superheaters
show a consistent difference of about 45-50⁰C, so that the conventional parabolic estimate is higher. The
ranges of temperature estimates from the P OX model corresponding to the full range of the standard Cr
content are symmetric around the mean content.
The temperature estimates based on microstructures are in turn lower than from the P OX model, and
probably affected by the initial microstructure and showing no clear effect of service in case of SH1.
The coarse design-based estimates from the measured high-end steam temperatures plus 35⁰C for a
convective superheater are the same for SH1 as from POX model but 12-37⁰C lower than from the POX
model for the other superheaters.
The predicted effect of uncertainty in the chromium content of the standard range of X20CrMoV11-1 on
the resulting oxide thickness is seen from Figures 8 and 9 for all four superheaters when using the P OX
model.

a)

b)

Figure 8. Effect of Cr content on oxide thickness in the example cases of a) SH1 and b) SH2.

a)

b)

Figure 9. Effect of Cr content on oxide thickness in the example cases of a) SH3 and b) SH4.

4. Conclusions
The presented parametric oxidation (POX) model describes the steam/water side oxidation of boiler alloys
for the high temperature end of the plant according to alloy content. The model applies equivalence
expressions by collapsing the multi-variable problem of chemical composition, time of exposure and oxide
growth to a set of equations where the required fitting constants have been experimentally determined. For
comparison, the measured in-service steam oxide data has been compared with the model predicted oxide
growth using various model assumptions in case of four superheaters after long term boiler service. The
results from the case examples showed considerable variation in the estimated effective material
temperatures, but comparison to e.g. design type of bounding and measurements from steam and surface
temperatures suggest that the POX model is likely to provide reasonably conservative temperature
estimates. Considering the simplicity of the model, it appears to provide good potential for further
optimisation for predictions beyond the conventional range of alloy compositions that limit the application of
the conventional models.
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Abstract
Some three years after the first detection of (thousands of) “hydrogen flaws” in its Reactor Pressure Vessel
(RPV), the Belgian nuclear power reactors Doel 3 and Tihange 2 were restarted at the end of 2015. However, the potential problem of (hydrogen-related) cracks in the RPV and the related longer-term aging
problems of the reactor are still imminent, probably more than ever. This paper briefly elaborates on some
reported findings and identifies possible mechanisms and risks for further growth of these defects in the
reactor pressure vessel wall.
The current study shows that – despite a number of counter-arguments – there are, for instance,
significant potential risks or uncertainties about process-generated hydrogen problems. These are
sufficiently grave to raise concerns about the fitness-for-service of the affected reactors, and also about
similar reactors world-wide. Just one example of the latter is the finding of similar “UST-indications” in the
Swiss nuclear power plants Beznau 1 (and 2).
From a life-management and safety point of view, it has to be recommended that meticulous inspection
and continuous monitoring or surveillance programs be set up and implemented when keeping these aging
reactors into operation.

1. Introduction
The inner surface of most western PWR reactor pressure vessels (RPV) is cladded with austenitic stainless steel in order to reduce corrosion rates and CRUD formation. Some of instances have been reported
of this lining developing cracks, which will create direct contact of the base RPV metal (a ferritic low-alloy
steel) with the high-temperature water of the primary circuit and possible progress of the cracks into the
base material.

In June 2012 ultrasonic in-service inspections (UST), using a new technique/instrumentation, were
performed at the Belgian Doel 3 nuclear power plant, in order to check for such under-clad cracking in the
reactor pressure vessel, as had e.g. been found at Tricastin 1 in France.
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the Doel 3 RPV. The total height of the vessel is approx. 13
meters (incl. the spherical top lid), with a diameter of 4.4 meters and a wall thickness of the cylindrical part
of 205 mm. The primary water side of the RPV is cladded with a stainless steel Type 308/309 lining of
approx. 7 mm thickness. The RPV base material is a SA 508 Cl. 3 low-alloy Mn-Mo-Ni steel (i.e. 1.2-1.5%
Mn, 0.45-0.60% Mo, 0.40-1.00% Ni, max. 0.25% Cr, max. 0.25% C).

Figure 1. Illustration translated from FANC, showing the original forged steel ring sections of the RPV
separated for clarity. These rings are welded together and cladded internally with a stainless steel lining to
form the reactor pressure vessel.

2. Experimental findings
No under-clad cracking defects were detected. However, unexpected a-typical UST-“indications” in the
RPV shells were found in the first 30 mm of the material depth of the irradiated part of the Doel 3 RPV core
shells. Hence, the operator ordered a full thickness RPV shell inspection in July 2012, which confirmed
high numbers (thousands) of similar “indications” [1, 2, 3] down to a depth of 120 mm into the material,
measuring from the reactor’s primary water side. It appeared that flaws were particularly dominant in the
bottommost and upper core shells. The bulk of them are located in the base metal, outside the weld regions. Flaw densities as high as 40 indications per dm 3 had been found, with an initially reported total of
7776 indications in the core lower shell (core upper shell showed 931 indications).
The flaws appeared “almost circular in shape” with a reported average diameter of 10-14 mm, “although
some had diameters as large as more than 20-25 mm” (some available data, however, showed
significantly higher values, cf. infra – See Figures 2 and 3) [4, 5]. It was also observed that the detected
defects are oriented laminar or quasi-laminar [2, 6, 7] and that their position and orientation showed a
pattern similar to the pattern of a zone of assumed macro-segregations [8]. Bridging was found to occur
only between flakes that are very close to each other.
At that time, FANC (national Federal Agency for Nuclear Control) apparently also declared that similar
UST inspections of the RPV head and upper rings in the 1990s found only a few indications [1]. Old USTinspection records, dating from the time of fabrication of the forgings, also did not mention the significant
presence of “indications”.

Figure 2. Doel 3 – Size of indications [max (x,y)] versus depth into the RPV steel wall (data 2012) [4].

Figure 3. Tihange 2 – Size of indications [max (x,y)] versus depth into the RPV steel wall (data 2012) [5].
In September 2012 the same type of “indications”, but to a lesser extent, was also found in the Tihange 2
RPV shells during a similar inspection [5] (Figure 3). Both RPV forgings were produced by the same fabricator with steel from the same supplier.

3. Discussion
3.1 Causes of the cracks
Different investigations have been carried out since the flaws were first discovered [e.g. 2, 6, 8, 9]. They
have highlighted so-called 'hydrogen flakes' as being the root cause of the problem. These hydrogen
flakes might arise during the fabrication of large steel ingots [10]. Solidification of a large mass of steel is
characterized by significant development of micro- and macro-defects in the ingot structure and a changing
solubility of different elements during cooling. For example the solubility of hydrogen (e.g. originating from
thermal dissociation of water molecules from damp scrap, fluxes, atmospheric humidity, etc.) decreases
during solidification and cooling down of the steel ingot. The solubility of hydrogen in steel at room temperature is approx. 0.1 ppm, compared with 30 ppm in the steel melt.

Hydrogen atoms possess a high mobility in the steel matrix, but are collected at internal voids, such as
non-metallic inclusions (sulfides, oxides), shrinkage pores, cracks caused by internal stresses, etc.
Hydrogen atoms collected at such internal micro-voids combine and form gaseous hydrogen molecules H 2,
which may cause formation of cracks (“flakes”, in the traditional steel jargon) when the gas pressure
exceeds the steel strength. In fact, the “hydrogen flakes” are internal cracks extending radially in all
directions from a center (e.g. inclusion), with the typical characteristics of a hydrogen-induced
(transcrystalline) brittle fracture.
Hydrogen flakes (sometimes also called ‘shatter cracks’: internal fissures seen in large forgings due to
segregated hydrogen) were well-known from the past and their possible formation is particular dangerous
for parts fabricated from large ingots. A potential remedy is to use vacuum ladle degassing methods to
decrease the content of hydrogen to 2 ppm, which should avoid or mitigate flake formation.
Not all forged components of the Doel 3 and Tihange 2 RPVs contain the same amount of flaws. Based
on an analysis of the ingot size and the combined sulfur and hydrogen content, there appears to be a good
correlation with the intrinsic susceptibility to hydrogen flaking and the amount of flakes found in each
forged component.
The key question remaining is about the possible evolution over time of these so-called “hydrogen
flakes”. The position of the regulatory authorities and the operator, so far, has been that the defects found
in the Doel and Tihange RPV “are usually associated with manufacturing and are not due to aging” and
that it is “improbable” that the flaws have evolved since their formation. The only theoretical propagation
mechanism still considered is ‘low cycle fatigue’ [6]. Also the limited experience about the influence of
irradiation on flaw propagation in zones with hydrogen flakes is, however, recognized.
One of the main reasons for concluding that it is unlikely there has been a significant evolution of the
voids over time is the claim that “there is currently no source of hydrogen anymore” which could cause
propagation of the cracks. Recognizing that the inner surface of the RPV is in contact with an aqueous
solution (primary coolant), this is clearly an erroneous conclusion.
3.2 Water chemistry, corrosion effects and hydrogen sources
3.2.1 Hydrogen from cathodic partial corrosion reaction
The flaking phenomenon described above is very reminiscent of the well-known ‘hydrogen blistering’,
‘water blistering’ or hydrogen-induced fracture phenomena from corrosion in the chemical and
petrochemical industries. Hydrogen blistering can occur when hydrogen enters steels as a result of the
reduction reaction (hydrogen evolution via water and/or proton reduction) on a corroding metal surface. In
this process, single-atoms of “nascent” hydrogen diffuse through the metal until they react with another
atom, usually at inclusions or defects in the metal. The resultant diatomic hydrogen molecules are then too
large to migrate through the metal lattice and become trapped. Eventually, a gas blister or internal crack
builds up and may split the metal as schematically illustrated in Figure 2. Practical examples are shown in
Figure 3.
In the presence of already existing cracks (cf. the “hydrogen flakes”) the newly generated hydrogen may
be responsible for further crack growth in two ways: either through the pressure build-up by molecular
hydrogen, or through the concentration of hydrogen atoms and embrittlement phenomena at the crack tips.
Both processes will have the same deleterious effect on the metal structural properties.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of hydrogen diffusion and blister formation.

Figure 3. Typical hydrogen induced cracks (source: MTI Atlas of Corrosion and Related Materials Failures
– electronic ed.)
Hydrogen blistering or cracking is controlled by minimizing corrosion and is normally not a problem in neutral or alkaline environments and with high-quality steels that have low impurity and inclusion levels. Nevertheless also under the primary water chemistry conditions of the reactor coolant system (RCS) of PWRs,
with a typical pHT of approx. 6.9 to 7.4 (corresponding to a room temperature pH around 10), the primary
cathodic corrosion reaction will be:
-

-

H2O + e à H + OH

Even for very low corrosion rates of the stainless steel cladding (e.g. 0.1 to 1 micron/yr) this will result in
significant quantities of corrosion-generated hydrogen atoms that will evolve and may enter into the base
metal of the RPV (> 1024 - 1025 atoms/yr). In this respect, Tomlinson [11] has shown that in oxygen-free
high-temperature water more than 90% of the hydrogen generated in the cathodic corrosion reaction is
indeed absorbed by the steel.
The austenitic stainless steel cladding is sometimes considered to prevent hydrogen diffusion and potential
hydrogen-induced cracking problems in the pressure vessels. This, to our knowledge, has never been
proven experimentally in an adequate way [12] and, at most, the cladding probably has only a “delaying”
effect in transferring the nascent hydrogen to the cladding/base metal boundary, and further into the RPV
steel matrix. The presence of flaws in this matrix (cf. “hydrogen flakes”) represents ideal sinks (traps) for
the hydrogen injected into the metal from the cathodic corrosion reaction.
3.2.2 Hydrogen from coolant radiolysis
In addition to the corrosion-generated hydrogen, there is also the issue of hydrogen radicals being formed
as a result of the radiolysis of water and the reactions of H2 with the radiolysis products [13] (e.g. OH⋅ +

H2 → H⋅ + H2O); hydrogen is used in the RCS to suppress radiolytic oxygen and hydrogen peroxide formation. More details of all these effects are discussed elsewhere [14].
3.3 Earlier international observations
Finally, there are earlier observations of hydrogen-induced blister cracking which have been reported in
nuclear structural materials [15], and in the past there has been considerable debate about the issue. A
very old, specific, example of failures attributed to hydrogen occurred in retaining rings used to connect
inlet assemblies to the reactor process tubes in a Hanford water-cooled production reactor. Failures occurred in carbon steels and Type 420 stainless steel. The reported hydrogen sources were the fabrication
process, hydrogen generated during corrosion of the ring by the process water, and from galvanic coupling
[16].
3.4 Aging risks and crack growth
In view of all of the above, the “trapping” of cathodically-generated hydrogen (due to primary water corrosion reactions), or from radiolytic hydrogen, inside existing “hydrogen flakes” is not improbable. Moreover,
the (original) flakes may act as a stress raiser, which will enhance the diffusion of the hydrogen to the
stressed areas in the metal.
Also, the additional effect of irradiation is still largely unknown. Traditionally it has been assumed that
hydrogen significantly affects the fracture properties of pressure vessel steel in both the unirradiated and
irraditated states at hydrogen contents above 2 ppm. Some studies have measured the hydrogen content
of the cladding and found it to be 3 - 4 ppm after prolonged irradiation in PWR water [17]. This can also be
assumed to be the equilibrium content at the cladding/base material interface. Although hydrogen diffuses
quickly in the RPV steel at high temperatures the presence of efficient hydrogen traps, such as the
“hydrogen flakes” poses a severe threat. The effect of irradiation and the importance of hydrogen in some
observed low fracture toughness values clearly requires further research. More details will be discussed
during the presentation.

4. Conclusions
At this point in time, it remains unclear if the cracks found in the Belgian NPPs Doel 3 and Tihange 2 are
"only" manufacturing artefacts, or if there is also an "operational component" contributing to the current
problems and operational risks; i.e. whether the cracks are still progressing and whether there are other
phenomena, e.g. similar to 'hydrogen blistering' processes, contributing to the problem. Additional hydrogen might indeed come from the cathodic corrosion reactions occurring on the primary water side of the
reactor pressure vessel, or from radiolytic hydrogen of primary water decomposition. During operation,
there is a permanent flux of (corrosion-originating or radiolytic) atomic hydrogen – although the flux might
be small – and this hydrogen could easily get trapped into the voids that are present in the wall of the RPV.
An eventual pressure build-up in the flakes will result in growing cracks and other materials degradation
phenomena.
It is also not just Doel 3 and Tihange 2 in Belgium that could be affected [18]. The RPVs were fabricated
by the now bankrupt RDM (Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij, Netherlands), which also
manufactured RPVs for at least 20 other reactors that are operating in seven countries around the world,
including some 10 in the United States. Also, more recently similar phenomena as in the Belgian reactors
have been detected in the Swiss reactor Beznau 1 and, to a lesser extent, Beznau 2. These RPVs have a
different manufacturer, which demonstrates that other factors, like steel supplier, cladding process and
final assembling, may also have played an important role in the development of the observed damage.
This being said, it should be recognized that a pressure vessel with a density of fault “indications” as
they were found in 2012 in both Belgian RPVs would not have been accepted at the time of construction.
If some of the hypotheses discussed above were to be proved to be true, there might be a huge impact
on currently operating PWRs.
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Abstract
Long Term Operation (LTO) of nuclear power plants (NPPs) requires an ageing management review and a
revalidation of Time Limited Ageing Analyses (TLAAs) of structures and components important for nuclear
safety. An important ageing effect to manage is fatigue. In this paper, the methodology for the revalidation
of fatigue TLAAs is demonstrated for LTO of NPP Borssele in the Netherlands.
The LTO demonstration starts with a scope, which was defined by assessment against international
practice and guidelines and engineering judgment. Next, a methodical review was performed of all existing
fatigue TLAAs. This also includes the latest international developments regarding environmental effects. In
order to reduce conservatism, a comparison was made between the number of cycles in the analyses and
the number of cycles projected to the end of the intended LTO period. As a result of the review, further
fatigue assessment or assessment of environmental effects was necessary for certain locations. New
analyses were performed using state-of-the-art calculation and assessment methods. Fatigue management of the NPP is ensured by means of the fatigue concept where load monitoring, transient counting and
fatigue assessment are coupled through an integrated approach during the entire period of LTO.

1. Introduction
NPP Borssele is one of the first NPPs in Europe whose originally planned operation time of 40 years has
been extended to 60 years. In the original Safety Report of the plant, which is in commercial operation
since 1973, ageing stressors for 40 years of operation were assumed. Over the last few years, NPP
Borssele has carried out an LTO demonstration programme to demonstrate safe operation until 2034. The
programme was set up according to IAEA guidelines of Safety Report No. 57 [0] and Safety Guide No. NSG-2.12 [0]. A schematic overview of the adopted approach is depicted in Figure 1.
One of the steps in the demonstration of safe LTO is the revalidation of fatigue TLAAs (marked red in
Figure 1). It has to be demonstrated that the fatigue TLAAs have enough safety margin until the end of the
intended period of LTO and that fatigue ageing effects are adequately managed. In this paper, the
methodology is presented that was jointly developed for this by NRG and utility EPZ. Based on the LTO

assessment, the license of NPP Borssele was revised comprising operation until 2034 (60 years of
operation).
A schematic overview of the LTO fatigue programme of NPP Borssele is shown in Figure 2. In the
schedule the following items can be identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Scope
Methodical review of fatigue TLAAs
International developments
Further assessment measures
Load monitoring
Fatigue management

In this paper, these items will be addressed in the same order. A picture of NPP Borssele is shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of LTO fatigue programme within LTO demonstration programme.

Figure 2. Schematic overview of LTO fatigue programme of NPP Borssele.

Figure 3. NPP Borssele, The Netherlands.

2. Scope
The first step in the revalidation of fatigue TLAAs is to determine the components and locations for which
fatigue assessments are relevant. For completeness, this was done independently of the available existing
fatigue analyses which are part of the current design base. A first definition of the scope was made by
assessment against international practice and guidelines and engineering judgment. Then, the scope was
verified by comparing it to the scope of a similar NPP in Germany and the set of fatigue analyses available
at NPP Borssele. The four steps that were taken are summarized as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify components
Identify component locations
Additional existing fatigue analysis locations
Comparison to scope of similar NPP

In the first step, the scope of fatigue relevant components was defined. This was done based on the safety
functions of Systems, Structures and Components (SSCs) as defined in IAEA Safety Reports Series No.
57 [0]. As a result, the following set of components was selected:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Reactor pressure vessel
Steam generator
Pressurizer
Main coolant pumps
Main coolant piping
Surge line
Spray lines and auxiliary spray lines
Feedwater piping
Main steam piping

Then, the locations of the selected components were determined that require a fatigue assessment. This
selection was made based on assessment against international practice and guidelines and engineering
judgment. Examples of international guidelines that were used are IAEA-TECDOCs on ageing of different
components, NUREG 1801 [0], NUREG/CR-6260 [0], ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and KTA
standards. Also, design and manufacturing specifications of the components and the results of the 10yearly periodic safety review were included in the survey.
In the third step, locations with existing fatigue TLAAs were added to the scope, in line with US nuclear
guidance on license renewal NEI 95-10 [0]. Finally, the scope consisted of 50 component locations that
had to be assessed for fatigue.
As a last step, a verification was made by comparing the scope of NPP Borssele with the scope of a
similar NPP in Germany. Herewith it was demonstrated that the scope of NPP Borssele is in line with international practice.

3. Methodical review
For all component locations in the scope, a methodical review of the fatigue analyses was performed. With
these reviews, the safety margins for LTO were identified. The reviews were performed in a systematic
way by applying a list of evaluation criteria on a wide range of topics to each analysis. The topics include:
geometry, material properties, boundary conditions, analysis method, loads, fatigue analysis method, conservatism/margins, relevant operating experience, fatigue monitoring, and environment.
To assess the fatigue status of the different locations for LTO, the loads applied in the fatigue analyses
were revalidated until 2034. First, a thorough survey was made of the applied load cases. Next, the numbers of cycles associated with these load cases were projected until 2034.
In most cases, the projected numbers of cycles until 2034 are based on numbers of cycles that actually
occurred in the plant so far. Figure 4 shows an example of such an extrapolation. The slope of the
projected line was determined by averaging the counted number of cycles, without the higher frequency of
occurrences during the start-up phase of the reactor (i.e. the first two years). In the case no counts were
available, e.g. for emergency cases, a projected number of cycles of at least 1 was taken into account.

Most of the components of NPP Borssele are in operation since the commissioning of the plant. During
a modification project that has taken place at the plant in 1997, various components have been (re)placed
or changed. This means that fatigue analyses were performed for different operation times and that also
the numbers of load cycles experienced by the components differ.
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Figure 4. Extrapolation to determine projected number of cycles.
Depending on the specifications of the components, the fatigue assessments were performed using different codes. Over the years, different versions of the German safety standards KTA and the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code were used. For the revalidation of the fatigue analyses, a comparison was
made between the most recent versions of these codes and the versions used in the analyses. Since no
major differences were found in the assessment methods for fatigue, guidelines used in the original analyses were found to be adequate for LTO.
As a result of the methodical review, all existing fatigue analyses were assessed and, if possible, usage
factors were revalidated until 2034. For 44 of the 50 component locations it was demonstrated that the
cumulative usage factors until 2034 are within the regulatory limits. For 6 component locations further
fatigue assessment was necessary. In the section "Further Assessment Measures", the approach followed
for the new analyses of these components is presented.

4. International developments
In addition to the items addressed in the methodical review, there is a number of topics that is still under
international discussion. The two most important are high-cycle thermal fatigue and environmentally
assisted fatigue. Both are discussed in this section.
4.1 High-Cycle Thermal Fatigue
Worldwide, cracking events due to (high-cycle) thermal fatigue phenomena, which were not included in the
initial design, have occurred at several NPPs. At NPP Borssele, structural integrity regarding most of the
thermal fatigue phenomena (low-cycle fatigue) is covered by the design analyses and the fatigue monitoring system FAMOS. High-cycle temperature fluctuations (for example in a mixing tee, see Figure 5), however, are too fast to be detected by common plant instrumentation systems and are generally not included
in the design analyses.
To assess the possibility of high-cycle fatigue damage at NPP Borssele, an overview was created of international high-cycle thermal fatigue events. In literature various overviews of such events are given
(IAEA-TECDOC-1361 [0]; Gosselin et al. [0]; Hirschberg [0]; Paffumi and Radu, [0]). At NPP Borssele,
feedback on external events related to ageing issues is recorded in an ageing management database.

Most literature cases were therefore already documented. Events requiring a more extensive analysis are
subsequently discussed in separate reports, where the influence on NPP Borssele components is assessed. Based on the available information, none of the reported events appeared to be applicable to NPP
Borssele. International developments in this field will be followed until the end of the intended period of
LTO.

Figure 5. Example of high-cycle thermal fatigue event.
4.2 Environmental fatigue
Another topic that is addressed world-wide is the effect of the reactor coolant environment on fatigue life.
To define an adequate procedure for incorporating environmental effects in the fatigue assessment for
LTO, first a survey was conducted on the latest international developments in this field. At the time of the
survey, most developments were taking place in the US and Germany. Since NPP Borssele was designed
by Siemens/KWU (Germany), it was decided to follow the environmental fatigue guidelines of the German
safety standards KTA 3201.2 [0]. The first step in these guidelines is to perform a screening with awareness thresholds of 0.2 for austenitic materials and 0.4 for ferritic materials. If the cumulative usage factor is
smaller than these thresholds, no additional measures have to be taken regarding environmental effects. If
the cumulative usage factor exceeds the awareness thresholds, one of the following measures has to be
taken (KTA 3201.2 [0]):
·
·
·

Including the component into a fatigue monitoring programme according to KTA 3201.4 [0]
Performing appropriate experiments
Detailed fatigue analyses taking into account environmental fatigue correction factors

At NPP Borssele, the last option was applied. A new detailed fatigue analysis was performed including
environmental fatigue correction factors (Fen factors). The Fen factors were calculated according to NUREG-CR/5704 [0] for austenitic steels and NUREG-CR/6583 [0] for ferritic steels. To calculate the Fen
factors under conditions where temperature and strain rate are changing over time, the so-called modified
rate approach (Chopra and Shack [0]) was used.
By screening the component locations, it was shown that for a few of these locations environmental
fatigue correction factors had to be applied.

5. Further assessment measures
As discussed in the previous sections, for certain component locations further fatigue assessment was
required to demonstrate safe operation for the period of LTO. For these locations, new fatigue analyses
were performed including the assessment of environmental fatigue.
The first step in the further assessment measures was a reassessment of the load specifications. In the
load specifications, the temperature transients are defined that have to be taken into account in the fatigue
analyses. In some cases, the design transients as used in the original fatigue analyses are very conservative with respect to the actual transients. To reduce this conservatism, a set of new temperature transients

was defined based on FAMOS measurements. Before incorporating them into the updated load specifications, the effects of the measured transients were assessed by the NRG fatigue model.
After updating the load specifications, new fatigue analyses were performed using state-of-the-art calculation techniques and assessment methods. Depending on the level of detail needed, different fatigue
assessment methods were applied. Figure 6 summarizes these methods in order of increasing complexity.
The level of detail needed depends on the necessity to reduce conservatism in the assessment. The more
conservatism is allowed, the less time consuming the calculations. All fatigue analyses were performed
according to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1 or equivalent methods described in the KTA safety standards. In method 1 and 2, plastic effects are taken into account by multiplying the alternating stress intensities resulting from an elastic analysis by so-called Ke or Kv factors. In
method 3, usage factors are determined by performing elastic-plastic analyses. Fatigue assessment method 1 is available in the finite element (FE) software ANSYS that was used. For the other two assessment
methods, NRG developed a fatigue analysis module that can be used in combination with any FE program.
If the resulting cumulative usage factors were larger than the awareness thresholds for environmentally
assisted fatigue, environmental fatigue correction factors were applied as presented in the previous section. Also for this, the NRG fatigue analysis module was used.

Figure 6. Fatigue assessment methods.
With the results of the new fatigue analyses, it has been demonstrated that for the pressure boundaries of
all locations, the cumulative usage factors until the end of the intended LTO period are within the regulatory limits. The results of the measures taken for the locations that needed further assessment were presented before entering LTO.

6. Load monitoring
Temperature fluctuations at the fatigue sensitive locations of NPP Borssele are monitored by the Fatigue
Monitoring System FAMOS (installed by Areva). The monitoring system was implemented during the
annual refuelling outage in April 2010. A total of 25 measurement sections were installed at different
locations. At locations where stratification was expected (14 out of 25), the measurements sections contain
7 thermocouples. An example of this are the 3 measurement sections on the surge line, as shown in
Figure 7. At the other locations, 2 thermocouples are present.
The temperature measurements registered by FAMOS are used for two different purposes (see also
Figure 2). First of all, they were used for verification and update of the load specifications and load catalogue. The updated versions of these documents form the basis of the fatigue analyses until 2034. Five
cycles of measurements were used for verification of the load specifications and load catalogue to have a
statistical representation of the thermal transients associated with the different load cases.
Secondly, FAMOS will be used for fatigue monitoring. During the entire period of LTO, temperature
measurements will be made to register thermal transients at the different locations. Based on these transients and the underlying fatigue analyses, the fatigue status will be reported annually.

Figure 7. FAMOS measurement sections on surge line.

7. Fatigue management
The basis of the fatigue analyses until 2034 is formed by the load catalog and the load specifications of the
different components. In the load catalogue a description is given of the possible load cases and the
projected numbers of cycles until the intended end of the LTO period. The load specifications defined for
each component are the temperature and pressure transients that are associated with the different load
cases.
To ensure that the assumptions that were made in the fatigue analyses remain valid during the entire
period of LTO, fatigue management is an important aspect. The implemented fatigue management
approach couples load monitoring, transient counting and fatigue assessment in a sophisticated way.
The fatigue management approach follows the Plan, Do, Check, Act cycle, as shown in figure 8. The
fatigue basis (central part), consisting of the scope, load catalog, load specifications and fatigue analyses
is described in the previous chapters. Fatigue management is subsequently carefully planned and data is
collected during operation (Plan and Do). The projected numbers of cycles are verified by load case
counting, and the thermal transients are verified by evaluating temperature measurements with the load
evaluation application LEAF, a software tool developed for fatigue (Check). If necessary measures can be
taken to manage the fatigue effects (Act). In addition, international developments are followed and fed into
the PDCA cycle. Based on the results of the approach, the actual fatigue status of the various components
can be monitored and reported, to demonstrate management of fatigue during LTO.

Figure 8. Fatigue management by PDCA cycle.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, the methodology is presented for the revalidation of fatigue TLAAs for LTO of NPP Borssele
in the Netherlands. The different steps of the developed programme are in line with the international
standards and guidelines. Based on the LTO assessment, the license of NPP Borssele was revised
comprising operation until 2034 (60 years of operation). Fatigue management of NPP Borssele is ensured
by means of the fatigue concept where load monitoring, transient counting and fatigue assessment are
coupled through an integrated approach during the entire period of LTO. A sound basis was developed for
the prevention of crack initiation by fatigue.
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Abstract
This study concerns Finnish safety factor definitions applied to structural integrity analyses of nuclear power plant (NPP) piping components. On global level, International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) provides
information and definitions on safety margins and safety factors of NPP components. In Finland, the significant documents concerning the safety factors of NPP components are YVL Guides. However, they do not
give the actual safety factor data, but instead refer to certain applicable standards. These are mainly
ASME code Sections III and XI. Both deterministic and probabilistic crack growth analyses were performed
for two representative BWR piping components. For comparison purposes, the analyses were carried out
both with and without safety factors. Due to various kinds of safety factors and conservative assumptions,
it is difficult/ impossible to define what is the total safety margin of a structure or component. Structural
integrity analyses of structures and components would benefit from such more specific definitions of safety
factors that would give a more accurate assessment of the total safety.

1. Introduction
This study concerns collection and review of Finnish safety factor definitions applied to structural integrity
analyses of NPP piping components as well as representative analysis examples showing the effect and
underlying uncertainties concerning the safety factors.
IAEA publishes internationally important documents concerning safety of application of nuclear energy.
The top level IAEA documents are the safety standards, which are or will be adopted by all European
regulators as the basis for their assessments of NPPs. The INSAG reports are complementary reports but
are not adopted by the national regulators and, therefore, are not fully followed in the national safety assessments. IAEA publishes also other important documents, such as TECDOC series reports. These documents are presently not adopted by national regulators.
The following IAEA safety standards have connections with safety assessment and safety margin assessments:
·
NS-R-1 Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Design [2],
·
SSR-2/2 Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Commissioning and Operation [3],
·
SSG-2 Deterministic Safety Analysis for Nuclear Power Plants - Specific Safety Guide [4],
·
NS-G-2.14 - Conduct of operations at nuclear power plants [5],
·
NS-G-2.2 - Operational limits and conditions and operating procedures for nuclear power plants [6],
·
NS-G-2-12 - Ageing management for nuclear power plants [7].

Instead of specifying what safety margins actually mean, the covered IAEA documents use terms limits
and levels. In addition, there exist several kinds of margins. Some of these represent demanded margins
to be used in safety assessment, others represent uncertainties concerning knowledge of methods/data
that are included in the assessment. There exist almost always margins that are remaining margins for
which there exist no demands in the safety guides or by the regulators. Only in IAEA report NS-R-2 - Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Operation [8] are safety factors mentioned. Therein it is mentioned in connection to safety assessment that the strategy for the review and the safety factors to be evaluated shall be
approved or agreed by the regulatory body. However, presently the report SSR-2/2 [3] supersedes report
NS-R-2 [8], and in the former report nothing is mentioned concerning safety factors.
The demands on never passing safety limits have to be fulfilled by the NPPs independent of the age of
the plant. Guides and standards specify methods to be used in performing safety assessments and in
ways to determine safety limits. These guides and standards specify that conservative approach is to be
used in such assessments. The conservative approach represents different kinds of margins. Used data
and calculation methods include certain degree of uncertainty. The uncertainty part of the margins will be
decreased when knowledge concerning the issue in question is increased.
There exist no specified values for safety margins in safety guides or regulatory demands. Safety margins consist of margins from several different structures, systems and components. It is not possible to
calculate an overall value for safety margins with the commonly used deterministic methodology [9].
In every safety assessment, there exists a remaining margin between the output from the safety assessment and the safety limit. This remaining margin, which can only be quantified with best estimate
analyses, is not part of the safety margin and there are no quantitative requirements for it [9].
Establishment of a value that could represent the total safety status (safety margin) of a NPP has to be
done by probabilistic terms with risk analysis approach. Distances to different risk limits can give insight in
the total safety margins of the plant. This also allows ranking different safety issues against each other.

2. Safety margins and limits associated with safety factors
To provide technical background for safety factors, a short summary of safety margins and limits concerning NPP components and their relation to safety factors is described in the following. This is carried out in
international level, as based on documents published by IAEA. The detailed definitions of the safety factors are a country specific issue, mainly as presented by the local regulators.
In performing deterministic safety assessment, several kinds of margins can be used with high confidence to support that specified limits are not violated. In each assessment, the following margins exists:
·
Margins between safety limit and incorrect function or failed barrier, M1; This margin is specified
in international standards or regulatory demands, by specifying the safety limits. Deterministic safety
assessments have to prove that this margin exists for all initiating events and barriers by never exceeding the specified safety limits.
·
Margins between conservative and non-conservative safety assessment, M2; Performing safety
assessment includes that certain methodology is used, as steered by guidance or regulatory demands. The methodology specifies certain conservatism to be used. This includes the application of
safety factors. The desired degree of conservatism affects the choice of analysis codes, procedures
and data to be used in the assessment. This margin is represented by the difference in outputs between realistic assessment and conservative assessment. The degree of conservatism depends on
the knowledge of the phenomena in question and on the ability of the analysis procedure to represent
a certain phenomenon. By research and other developments, the demands on used conservatism can
be changed. When more knowledge and analysis procedures are available, it is in most cases accepted to reduce the conservatism. Some types of conservatism are specified in different guidance or
regulations and cannot be reduced without change in regulations.
·
Margins on operating position or effects of ageing on material, M3; In performing safety assessment, the current condition of systems, structures and components needs to be specified. For this
purpose, ageing effects to material properties shall be specified in a conservative way, so as to represent a broad group of initiating positions of the events and material conditions. With operating experiences and with modern knowledge on material ageing, the conservatism used for the initiating parameters represent the M3 margin in the safety assessment. Deterministic safety assessments have no

·

·

specific demands on the M3 margin itself for any initiating events and barriers. It is important that a
positive margin exists for all operational modes.
Remaining margin, R; The output value of safety assessments shall be shown not to override the
specified safety limits for the specific event/case. The differences between the output value of the assessment and the value of the safety limit represent the remaining margin. There exist no specific demands on the value of this margin. It can be zero or very large. In some cases, the methodology defines how to assure that this margin is large enough to cover the uncertainty in the assessment. In
most cases, the uncertainty is included in the output value from the assessment. The change in remaining margin can be evaluated when modifications are performed at the plant. In most cases, a
change in remaining margin does not affect the other margins.
Uncertainties, U; The margins M1 to M3 include effects of chosen conservatism and uncertainties.
The basic demand in the safety assessment is to assure that the specified limit is not exceeded. Uncertainties exist in all parts of a deterministic safety assessment. Especially the analytical margins of
type M2 include a certain degree of uncertainty, e.g. based on how well the used thermo-hydraulic
code can represent a certain scenario. This uncertainty is part of the margins but has to be included
only as long as the uncertainty exists based on lack of knowledge, code validations or data. It is important that the degree of uncertainties is quantified or at least positioned towards used conservatism
in the assessment. The uncertainties shall be part of the value for the margin and may never exceed
the value of a specific margin.

Each NPP component has to fulfil demands specified in the final safety analysis report (FSAR) and in
some cases specified in national or international norms/standards. On the component level, these demands can vary in different event classes. Safety cases are evaluated with different load combinations.
Concerning piping components, different load combinations will, as based on the frequencies of occurrence, be evaluated against different acceptance criteria, i.e. safety limits. To have different acceptance
criteria in different event classes is also valid for other components. For instance, US NPP code ASME
prescribes different stress limits for different event classes.
The safety limits are developed in such a way that demands on system level and plant level will be fulfilled. Concerning NPP piping, the criteria are set to certify that the loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) frequencies support the event frequencies on these different events specified in the FSAR. For certain assessments of components, specific demands are specified for data conservatism (M3 safety margins) and
on methodologies (M2 safety margins) to be used for the evaluations. For instance, the ASME code identifies specific data and methodologies to be used in the assessment of stresses on piping or maximum
pressure in structural systems.
In these assessments for each component, there are safety margins in:
·
The conservatism in specifying the acceptance criteria for the different components in each event
class (M1 safety margins).
·
The conservatism in data and methodologies used in the assessment (M2 and M3 safety margins).
·
The conservatism of the selection of material (including specified material properties), which is part of
the M3 safety margin value.
The existing margins in categories M1, M2 and M3 can be changed by changing the method for specifying
the acceptance criteria or by altering the definition of the conservatism in used assessment methodologies.
Uncertainties U exist in all margins. The M2 margins include uncertainties in the used methodologies
and their validation levels. The safety factors belong mainly to the M2 safety margins. As for the M3 margins, they include uncertainties in the initial material properties. The remaining margins R can be changed
by ageing, plant modifications and changes in operating procedures. The overall integrity margin or component margin is therefore the following sum: M1+ M2+ M3.
An overall presentation of the various types of NPP safety margins is shown in Figure 1. An illustration
of the NPP design margins is shown in Figure 2. An illustration of the NPP safety margins associated with
the acceptance criteria is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. The various types of NPP safety margins [10].

Figure 2. Illustration of NPP design margins [10].

Figure 3. Illustration of the NPP safety margins associated with the acceptance criteria [10].

3. Review of safety factors concerning degradation analyses of NPP
components
A review of safety factors concerning degradation analyses of NPP piping components is presented in the
following. The scope is limited to domestic safety factor definitions, mainly given by STUK in the YVL
Guides. The acronym YVL corresponds to Finnish words that as translated to English stand for: regulatory
guides on nuclear safety. However, in a number of cases the YVL Guides refer to international standards,
so those are mentioned too with presenting the relevant definitions therein. The issues considered in this
chapter are:
·
YVL guides on safety factors and safety margins,
·
YVL guides on analyses requiring application of safety factors,
·
relevant international standards on analyses applying safety factors.
The YVL Guides and most relevant international standards covered in this study are:
·
GUIDE YVL A.8, Ageing management of a nuclear facility [11],
·
GUIDE YVL B.3, Deterministic safety analyses for a nuclear power plant [12],
·
GUIDE YVL E.3, Pressure vessels and piping of a nuclear facility [13],
·
GUIDE YVL E.4, Strength analyses of nuclear power plant pressure equipment [14],
·
GUIDE YVL E.5, In-service inspection of nuclear facility pressure equipment with non-destructive
testing methods [15],
·
ASME Section III, Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components [16],
·
ASME Section XI, Rules for In-service Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components [17],
·
IAEA Safety Standard NS-G-2.6, Maintenance, Surveillance and In-Service Inspection in Nuclear
Power Plants [18],
·
WENRA Reactor Safety Reference Levels, Issue K [19],
·
Standard ASTM E 1921-11 [20],
·
Standard ASTM E 1820-11 [21],
·
Standard Review Plan 3.6.3, Rev.1, Leak-Before-Break Evaluation Procedures [22].
YVL Guides that contain no information on the safety factors and safety margins, but do contain classifications and other important data are:
·
GUIDE YVL A.6, Conduct of operations at a nuclear power plant [23],
·
GUIDE YVL A.7, Probabilistic risk assessment and risk management of a nuclear power plant [24],
·
GUIDE YVL B.2, Classification of systems, structures and components of a nuclear facility [25],
·
GUIDE YVL B.5, Reactor coolant circuit of a nuclear power plant [26].

3.1 YVL guides on safety factors and margins
To summarise for safety factors, YVL guides refer to applicable standards and nuclear codes, e.g. it is
stated in GUIDE YVL E.5 [15]: “A calculation method that complies with ASME Code, Section XI [17] Subarticle IWB-3600 shall be used to calculate pressure equipment crack growth during the inspection interval
or during its remaining service life. The standards list the service loading safety factors in question.”
To summarise for safety margins, YVL guides present the following definition. According to chapter “1
Introduction” of GUIDE YVL A.8 [11], chapter “1 Introduction” of GUIDE YVL E.3 [13] and chapter “1 Introduction” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14]: “The design, construction, operation, condition monitoring and maintenance of a nuclear power plant shall provide for the ageing of systems, structures and components (SSCs)
important to safety in order to ensure that they meet the design-basis requirements with the necessary
safety margins throughout the service life of the facility.”
3.2 YVL guides on analyses requiring application of safety factors
For NPP piping components, the main YVL Guide on design and other analyses requiring application of
safety factors is YVL E.4 [14]. Other YVL Guides do not contain anything significant on that issue.
In general, it is stated in chapter “5 Stress analysis” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14] that: “A stress analysis in
accordance with the present Guide shall be conducted on pressure equipment or their parts which are to
be constructed in accordance with the highest safety and quality requirements applicable to a nuclear
power plant. Items of special importance include Safety Class 1 primary circuit components including main
circulating pumps”.
According to chapter “5.4 Acceptance limits” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14]: “Stress analysis shall demonstrate the fulfilment of the service limits set by the applicable standard for the item of pressure equipment
in question or its part in accordance with its classification, service load grouping, number of pressure tests
and the analysis methods used. The states of stress calculated by stress analysis shall, therefore, be classified into stress types which are significant for the maintenance of integrity and operability and relative to
which each service limit is set. This procedure shall be repeated for all analysed structural parts and loads
of the item of pressure equipment.”
According to chapter “6.3 Qualification input information” of GUIDE YVL E.5 [15]: “A calculation method
that complies with ASME Code, Section XI [17] Subarticle IWB-3600 shall be used to calculate pressure
equipment crack growth during the inspection interval or during its remaining service life. The standards list
the service loading safety factors in question.”
According to chapter “2 Scope of application” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14]: “Loadings comprise the mechanical and thermal stress factors arising in the nuclear power plant’s normal operation, and design basis and
design extension operational conditions, against which the pressure equipment design shall present adequate safety margins, demonstrated by strength analyses. The strength analyses include stress analysis,
brittle fracture analysis and analyses demonstrating the implementation of the leak before break principle
(LBB). To be analysed are also loadings when their values are to be derived by calculations from the operation of systems, behaviour of buildings or loading conditions exerted on pressure equipment by local
phenomena. The LBB principle is presented as a procedure for excluding pipe break induced impact loads
from the design bases.”
According to chapter “6.6 Operational occurrences and accidents” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14]: “The acceptance criterion shall be in accordance with the safety margin required in the applicable standard as
regards the growth of a postulated crack. An analysis of the safety margin provided by crack arrest may be
considered as an additional justification on a case-by-case basis.”
According to chapter “7.7 Analysis methods” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14]: “LBB analysis shall demonstrate
by analysis of fracture and fluid mechanics the safety margins required in reference [22] as regards leak
detection and critical defect size.”
According to chapter “7.7 Analysis methods” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14]: “Determination of critical defect
size shall be based on crack growth resistance values representing the materials and welding procedures
used in manufacturing, which are determined by testing in accordance with an applicable standard [21] at
a temperature corresponding to normal operation. The crack growth resistance values must be valid for the
stable crack extension, based on which critical defect size and the safety margin for it are determined. In
using extrapolation, the method applied and its qualification data shall be presented.”

3.3 Relevant standards on analyses applying safety factors
The relevant standards containing safety factors applicable to NPP piping components are considered in
the following. The YVL Guides do not give the actual safety factor data, but instead refer to these standards. These are ASME code Sections III [16] and XI [17].
In chapter “5.2 Applicable standards” of GUIDE YVL E.4 [14] it is stated that: “In conducting a stress
analysis of pressure equipment and pumps in accordance with the present Guide, the standard ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Division 1 [1616] shall apply as a general rule. The mandatory regulations stated in its Articles NB 3200 and NB 3650 as well as in its Subsections NF and NG apply in
these cases in so far as STUK has not presented more detailed requirements.”
After that the YVL E.4 [14] moves on to state that another design and strength analysis standard for
Safety Class 1 pressure equipment can be applied too, on the condition that it has been applied previously
in the construction of NPPs of the same type.
To provide technical background associated with the application of the safety factors, the definitions of
the safety classes of the NPP components, service level loads and necessary stress components are
summarised first. This description is limited to metallic components.
According to YVL B.2 [25] the NPP components divide into safety classes, corresponding to criteria
ensuring structural resistance, integrity and leak-tightness, as follows:
·
Safety Class 1 shall include nuclear fuel as well as structures and components whose failure could
result in an accident compromising reactor integrity and requiring immediate actuation of safety functions. Safety Class 1 includes the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and those components of the primary
circuit whose failure results in a primary circuit leak that cannot be compensated for by systems relating to normal plant operation.
·
Safety Class 2 components include main components and piping of the emergency core cooling
system, structures of the core support and reactor shutdown system, primary circuit piping supports
and brackets, fuel storage racks, certain less risk significant small-diameter piping and components,
as well as components which can be isolated from the reactor coolant system.
·
Safety Class 3 includes mainly structures and components relating to barriers to the dispersion of
radioactive substances or structures relating to the handling of radioactive materials not assigned to
higher safety classes.
The four service level loads A, B, C and D are defined in Appendix H of ASME Section XI [17] as follows:
·
Level A service loadings are any loadings arising from system start-up, operation in the design power range, hot stand-by, and system shutdown, and excepting only those loadings covered by other
service level loads.
·
Level B service loadings correspond to incidents of moderate frequency. These loadings are deviations from Level A service loadings that are anticipated to occur often enough that design capability
should withstand them without operational impairment. The events causing Level B service loadings
include transients resulting from any single operator error or control malfunction, transients caused by
a fault in a system component requiring its isolation from the system, and transients due to loss of
load or power. These events include any abnormal incidents not resulting in a forced outage and also
forced outages for which the corrective action does not include any repair of mechanical damage.
·
Level C service loadings correspond to infrequent incidents. These are deviations from Level A
service loadings and require shutdown for correction of the loadings or repair of damage in the system. The conditions have a low probability of occurrence, but are included to provide assurance that
no gross loss of structural integrity will result as a concomitant effect of any damage developed in the
system. The total number of postulated occurrences for such events may not exceed 25.
·
Level D service loadings correspond to limiting faults. These are combinations of loadings associated with extremely low probability, postulated events whose consequences are such that the integrity
and operability of the nuclear energy system may be impaired to the extent that only considerations of
public health and safety are involved.
For NPP piping components, the necessary stress components are defined in Article NB-3000 of ASME
Section III [16] as follows:

·

·

·

·
·

·

General primary membrane stress, Pm, is any normal stress or a shear stress developed by an
imposed loading which is necessary to satisfy the laws of equilibrium of external and internal forces
and moments. The basic characteristic of a primary stress is that it is not self-limiting. A thermal stress
is not classified as a primary stress. A general primary membrane stress is distributed so in the structure that no redistribution of load occurs as a result of yielding. An example of primary stress is general membrane stress due to internal pressure or to distributed live loads.
Local primary membrane stress, PL, corresponds to membrane stress produced by pressure or
other mechanical loading and associated with a discontinuity that would cause excessive distortion in
the transfer of load to other portions of the structure. When the size of the more severely stressed region remains within certain limits, it can be considered local, with the limiting stress value being membrane stress intensity of 1.1 times the design stress, Sm.
Primary bending stress, Pb, is the variable component of normal stress, which in turn is the stress
component normal to the plane of reference. The variation may or may not be linear across the thickness. The loads causing the primary bending stress are the same as those causing the general primary membrane stress.
Expansion stress, Pe, results from restraint of free end displacement of the piping system.
Secondary stress, Q, is a normal stress or a shear stress developed by the constraint of adjacent
material or by self-constraint of the structure. The basic characteristic of a secondary stress is that it is
self-limiting. Local yielding and minor distortions can satisfy the conditions which cause the stress to
occur and failure from one application of the stress is not to be expected. Examples of secondary
stresses are general thermal stress, and bending stress at a gross structural discontinuity.
Peak stress, F, is that increment of stress which is additive to the primary plus secondary stresses by
reason of local discontinuities or local thermal stress, including the effects of stress concentrations.
The basic characteristic of a peak stress is that it does not cause any noticeable distortion and is objectionable only as a possible source of a fatigue crack or a brittle fracture. Examples of peak stresses
are thermal stress in the austenitic steel cladding of a carbon steel component, the stress at a local
structural discontinuity, and surface stresses produced by a thermal shock.

The use of safety factors applicable to NPP piping components are often associated with local crack like
flaws and their allowable sizes. The maximum sizes of such NPP piping flaws that need not be analysed
further are defined in Subarticle IWB-3514 of ASME Section XI [17], in Subarticle IWB-3514.2 for ferritic
piping and in Subarticle IWB-3514.3 for austenitic piping. For surface flaws detected by in-service inspection (ISI), the maximum depth of these flaws varies between 5.5 and 14.8 % of wall thickness. Thus, NPP
piping flaws deeper than that need to be analysed.
According to Subarticle IWB-3640 of ASME Section XI [17], NPP piping containing flaws exceeding the
acceptance standards of IWB-3514.1 may be evaluated by analytical procedures to determine acceptability for continued service to the next inspection or to the end of the evaluation period. A pipe containing
flaws is acceptable for continued service for a specified evaluation time period if the criteria of Subarticles
IWB-3642, IWB-3643, or IWA-3644 are satisfied.
This corresponds to the statement given in GUIDE YVL E.5 [15], that “A calculation method that complies with ASME Code Section XI [17] Subarticle IWB-3600 shall be used to calculate pressure equipment
crack growth during the inspection interval or during its remaining service life.”
The above mentioned Subarticles IWB-3642, IWB-3643 and IWA-3644, in turn, refer to Appendix C or
H of ASME Section XI [17] on determining the maximum allowable flaw sizes.
According to Appendix C of ASME Section XI [17], the flaws in a NPP piping component are evaluated
by comparing the maximum flaw dimensions at the end of the evaluation period with the maximum allowable flaw size, or by comparing the applied pipe stress with the maximum allowable stress for the flaw size
at the end of the evaluation period. The following maximum allowable flaw size and stress component
definitions are used:
·
aallow is maximum allowable flaw depth,
·
lallow is maximum allowable flaw length,
·
Sc is maximum allowable bending stress for circumferentially flawed pipe,
·
Sa is maximum allowable hoop membrane stress for an axially flawed pipe,
·
St is maximum allowable membrane stress for a circumferentially flawed pipe.

The evaluation for maximum allowable flaw size or maximum allowable stress requires the application of
the safety factors. According to Appendix C of ASME Section XI [17], the safety factors are applied individually to membrane and bending stresses as SFm and SFb, respectively. The safety factors depend on the
service level and flaw orientation. The considered loading conditions are those associated with Service
Levels A, B, C, and D, for the piping system design. Test conditions are evaluated as Service Level B.
According to Appendix C of ASME Section XI [17], the maximum allowable stress for the flawed pipe is
a function of pipe stresses, the required safety factors, pipe material properties, end-of-evaluation-period
flaw length and depth, flaw orientation, and pipe failure mode.
The safety factor values for primary membrane and primary bending stresses when calculating the
maximum allowable depths for circumferential and axial flaws for piping components are as presented in
Tables 1 and 2, as according to Appendix C of ASME Section XI [17].
Table 1. For circumferential flaws in Class 1, 2, and 3 piping, the safety factors to be applied on primary
membrane and primary bending stresses in calculating maximum allowable flaw depth [17].
Service Level
A
B
C
D

Membrane Stress, SFm
2.7
2.4
1.8
1.3

Bending Stress, SFb
2.3
2.0
1.6
1.4

Table 2. For axial flaws in Class 1, 2, and 3 piping, the safety factors to be applied on primary membrane
stress in calculating maximum allowable flaw depth [17].
Service Level
A
B
C
D

Membrane Stress, SFm
2.7
2.4
1.8
1.3

To start a structural integrity analysis of NPP piping components with safety factors on maximum allowable
flaw size or/and maximum allowable stress, the sequence used to determine the failure mode and analysis
method for NPP piping components are needed first. These are determined in Article C-4000 of ref. [17].
Therein it is stated that for flaws in wrought base metal, non-flux welds, weld metal, or cast product in
which ferrite content is less than 20 %, plastic collapse is the controlling failure mode. For flaws in flux
welds of wrought pipe, elastic-plastic analysis methods shall be applied.
The next step is to use the procedures described in Articles C-5000, C-6000 or C-7000 of ref. [17], as
applicable to the failure mode, to determine the maximum allowable flaw depth, aallow, or the maximum
allowable applied stress, Sc or Sa, and the maximum allowable flaw length limit, lallow:
·
Article C-5000 gives a limit load criteria based procedure,
·
Article C-6000 gives an elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) criteria based procedure, and
·
Article C-7000 gives a linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) criteria based procedure.
Article C-5000 of ref. [17] contains:
for circumferential flaws tabulated solutions with safety factors for maximum allowable flaw depth, and
analytical solutions for maximum allowable applied stress,
·
for axial flaws both tabulated and analytical solutions with safety factors for maximum allowable flaw
depth.
·

Article C-6000 of ref. [17] contains:
for circumferential flaws tabulated solutions with safety factors for maximum allowable flaw depth, and
analytical solutions for maximum allowable applied stress,
·
for axial flaws both tabulated and analytical solutions with safety factors for maximum allowable flaw
depth.
·

Article C-7000 of ref. [17] contains for both circumferential and axial flaws analytical solutions with safety
factors for maximum allowable mode I stress intensity factor, KI, which is to be compared to corresponding
fracture toughness, KIc. Actually, the fracture toughness of the material is determined by two properties KIa
and KIc, which represent critical values of the stress intensity factor KI. Whereas KIa is based on the lower
bound of crack arrest critical KI values measured as a function of temperature. KIc is based on the lower
bound of static initiation critical KI values measured as a function of temperature.
Concerning conducting a stress analysis of pressure equipment and pumps, GUIDE YVL E.4 [1414] refers to ASME Section III, Division 1 [16], and therein in particular to Subarticles NB-3200 and NB-3650.
These both are parts of Article NB-3000, which concerns Class 1 components. Actually, Article NB-3000
refers to safety margins or safety factors only in one subarticle. This is in NB-3222.4 Analysis for Cyclic
Operation, where it is stated that: “The fatigue curves are obtained from uniaxial strain cycling data in
which the imposed strains have been multiplied by the elastic modulus and a design margin has been
provided so as to make the calculated stress intensity amplitude and the allowable stress intensity amplitude directly comparable. Where necessary, the curves have been adjusted to include the maximum effects of mean stress, which is the condition where the stress fluctuates about a mean value that is different
from zero.” Thus, ASME Section III [16] does not refer to safety margins but design margins. This corresponds to the purpose of ASME Section III [16], which concerns the design of NPP components. Whereas
it is ASME Section XI [17] that concerns the operation of the NPP components. According to NUREG/CR6909 report [27], the safety factor values of 2 on stress and 20 on load cycles have been used in defining
the fatigue curves. These safety factors intend to cover the effects of variables that can influence fatigue
life in air and light water reactor (LWR) environments, and they are broadly classified into the following
three groups:
·
material variability and data scatter,
·
loading sequence,
·
environment.

4. Description of NPP piping integrity analysis examples
As for the performed NPP piping integrity analyses in the associated VTT study [1], two representative
boiling water reactor (BWR) piping cross-sections were considered, denoted as BWR-1 and BWR-2. The
outer diameter and wall thickness of BWR-1 are 168 mm and 14 mm, and those of BWR-2 are 273 mm
and 22 mm, respectively. Their material is austenitic stainless steel SA-376 TP304. The applied pressure
and temperature are 7.0 MPa and 286 °C, corresponding to normal operational conditions in Finnish BWR
units [28]. For comparison purposes, the process load induced stresses were applied in the analyses both
with and without safety factors. The weld residual stresses (WRSs) used in the analyses are the recommendations in the R6 Method, Revision 4 [29] and the SSM handbook [30]. The WRSs are the governing
stress component, varying in axial direction for BWR-1 and BWR-2 at inner surface approximately from
250 to 300 MPa, while the axial stresses induced by pressure and temperature vary from approximately 40
to 65 MPa, respectively. The considered degradation mechanism is stress corrosion cracking (SCC), and
the considered flaw postulate is a circumferentially oriented crack opening to inner surface. The fracture
mechanics based model to describe the propagation of SCC is the rate equation, see refs. [31, 32]. Both
deterministic and probabilistic crack growth analyses were performed, using VTTBESIT code [33, 34, 35,
36, 37] developed by VTT and Fraunhofer-Institut für Werkstoffmechanik (IWM) as well as using the Markov application [38] developed by VTT. For detailed description of the used input data and applied analysis
procedures, see the associated VTT study [1]. The results for the deterministic analysis cases are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5, where in the legends R6 and SSM mean the respective WRS recommendations, whereas SFs means safety factors.

Figure 4. Deterministic VTTBESIT crack growth analysis results for BWR-1 cases [1].

Figure 5. Deterministic VTTBESIT crack growth analysis results for BWR-2 cases [1].
According to the deterministic crack growth analysis results, the use of safety factors clearly has an effect
to the crack growth analysis results. For the analysed cases the increase in tensile stress due to using
safety factors varies approximately between 60 to 100 MPa. For the analysis cases with WRSs, the cracks
grow through wall approximately 20 years sooner for cases with safety factors as compared to those without. On the other hand, for the analysis cases without WRSs, the cracks grow very slowly, and during 60
years the maximum growth is less than 3 mm. These latter results reveal the significant role of WRSs in
SCC growth analyses. This corresponds to the experienced SCC behaviour, as the tensile stresses must
be relatively high before SCC becomes significant. The effect of wall thickness to the analysis results is
such for the cases with WRSs, that for cases D7 to D10 with 8 mm thicker wall than that of cases D1 to
D4, the time for cracks to grow through wall is approximately 10 years longer.

5. Summary and conclusions
This study concerns collection and review of Finnish safety factor definitions applied to structural integrity
analyses of NPP piping components as well as representative analysis examples showing the effect and
underlying uncertainties concerning the safety factors.

On international level, IAEA provides information and definitions on safety margins and safety factors of
NPP components. The detailed definitions of the safety factors are a country specific issue, mainly as
presented by the local regulators. The top level IAEA documents are the safety standards, which are or will
be adopted by all European regulators as the basis for their assessments of NPPs. The INSAG reports are
complementary reports but are not adopted by the national regulators and, therefore, are not fully followed
in the national safety assessments. IAEA publishes also other important documents, such as TECDOC
series reports. These documents are presently not adopted by national regulators.
Instead of specifying what safety margins actually mean, the IAEA documents use terms limits and levels. In addition, there exist several kinds of margins. Some of these represent demanded margins to be
used in safety assessment, others represent uncertainties concerning knowledge of methods/data that are
included in the assessment. There exist almost always margins that are remaining margins for which there
exist no demands from the safety guides or the regulators.
The demands on never passing safety limits have to be fulfilled by the NPPs independent of the age of
the plant. Guides and standards specify methods to be used in performing safety assessments and in
ways to determine safety limits. These guides and standards specify conservatism to be used in such
assessments. The conservatism represents different kinds of margins. Used data and calculation methods
include certain degree of uncertainty.
There exist no specified values for safety margins in safety guides or regulatory demands. Safety margins consist of margins from several different structures, systems and components. It is not possible to
calculate an overall value for safety margins with the commonly used deterministic methodology [9]. Establishment of a value that could represent the total safety status (safety margin) of a NPP has to be done
with probabilistic terms by risk analysis approach.
In performing deterministic safety assessment, the following margins exist:
·
Margins between safety limit and incorrect function or failed barrier, M1,
·
Margins between conservative and non-conservative safety assessment, M2,
·
Margins on operating position or effects of ageing on material, M3,
·
Remaining margin, R,
·
Uncertainties, U.
In component level or structural integrity level assessments there are safety margins in:
·
The conservatism in specifying the acceptance criteria for the different components in each event
class (M1 safety margins).
·
The conservatism in data and methodologies used in the assessment (M2 and M3 safety margins).
·
The conservatism of the selection of material (incl. specified material properties), which is part of the
M3 safety margin value.
·
The overall integrity margin or component margin is therefore the following sum: M1+ M2+ M3.
In Finland, the significant documents concerning the safety factors of NPP components are:
·
Finnish YVL guides by the authority STUK (Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland,
Säteilyturvakeskus in Finnish),
·
relevant international standards.
The YVL Guides that contain information on safety factors and safety margins are:
·
GUIDE YVL A.8, Ageing management of a nuclear facility [11],
·
GUIDE YVL B.3, Deterministic safety analyses for a nuclear power plant [12],
·
GUIDE YVL E.3, Pressure vessels and piping of a nuclear facility [13],
·
GUIDE YVL E.4, Strength analyses of nuclear power plant pressure equipment [14],
·
GUIDE YVL E.5, In-service inspection of nuclear facility pressure equipment with non-destructive
testing methods [15].
However, the YVL Guides do not give the actual safety factor data, but instead refer to certain applicable
standards. These are ASME code Sections III [16] and XI [17]. Some main definitions for safety factors
given in these refs. are summarised in the following.

According to Appendix C of ref. [17], the evaluation for maximum allowable flaw size or maximum allowable stress requires the application of the safety factors. These are to be applied individually to membrane and bending stresses as SFm and SFb, respectively. The safety factors depend on service level and
flaw orientation. The considered loading conditions are those associated with Service Levels A, B, C, and
D, for the piping system design. Test conditions are evaluated as Service Level B.
According to Appendix C of ref. [17], the maximum allowable stress for the flawed pipe is a function of
pipe stresses, the required safety factors, pipe material properties, end-of-evaluation-period flaw length
and depth, flaw orientation, and pipe failure mode.
The safety factor values for primary membrane and primary bending stresses when calculating the maximum allowable depths for circumferential and axial flaws for piping components are as presented in Tables 1 and 2, as taken from Appendix C of ref. [17].
Article C-7000 of ref. [17] contains for both circumferential and axial flaws analytical solutions with safety factors for maximum allowable mode I stress intensity factor, KI, which is to be compared to corresponding fracture toughness, KIc. Actually, the fracture toughness of the material is determined by two properties
KIa and KIc, which represent critical values of the stress intensity factor KI. Whereas KIa is based on the
lower bound of crack arrest critical KI values measured as a function of temperature. KIc is based on the
lower bound of static initiation critical KI values measured as a function of temperature.
Fatigue end-of-life curves are applied for design of NPP components against cyclic loading. According
to Article NB-3000 of ref. [16] the fatigue curves are obtained from uniaxial strain cycling data in which the
imposed strains have been multiplied by the elastic modulus and a design margin has been provided so as
to make the calculated stress intensity amplitude and the allowable stress intensity amplitude directly comparable. The safety factor values of 2 on stress and 20 on load cycles have been used in defining the
fatigue curves. These safety factors intend to cover the effects of variables that can influence fatigue life in
air and LWR environments.
According to the pipe break probability results, the use of safety factors has an effect to the break
probability analysis results, though it is much less visible than for the deterministic analysis results. For the
analysis cases with WRSs, the pipe break probabilities are less than half a decade higher than for cases
with safety factors as compared to those without. As for the effect of WRSs, the pipe break probabilities
are approximately 10 decades higher with them than for those without. Again these latter results reveal the
significant role of WRSs in SCC growth analyses. The effect of wall thickness to the analysis results is
much less visible than for deterministic crack growth analysis results. For the covered analysis cases the
effect of inspections is hardly visible. This is outcome is not according to expectations, but is explained by
the used applied loading. Namely, the used as-welded state WRS recommendations are quite high, often
of the scale of material yield stress or higher. Thus, it is recommendable to use more accurate WRS data
in the analyses, obtained with finite element (FE) simulations and/or from experiments.
Based on the results of this study, in the structural integrity or fitness-for-service (FFS) analyses, safety
margins are maintained by introducing various kinds of safety factors and conservative assumptions. This
makes it difficult, or even impossible, to define what is the total safety margin of a structure or component,
e.g. how much more loading it could bear beyond that caused by plant operation, including experienced
and anticipated transient loading events. Further, possible new degradation mechanisms and unexpected
local loading conditions challenge the structural safety margins in ways that are difficult to predict.
Structural integrity analyses of structures and components would benefit from such more specific
definitions of safety factors that would give a more accurate assessment of the total safety. This is
suggested as a future research and development issue. For the time being, establishment of a value that
could represent the total safety status (safety margin) of a structure or component has to be done with
probabilistic terms by risk analysis approach.
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Abstract
Improved endurance in fatigue tests with intermediate holds and annealing to roughly simulate steady
state normal operation between fatigue transients in nuclear power plant (NPP) components has been
reported [1]. Similar effect is expected in plant components – e.g. in a pressurized water reactor (PWR)
surge line or in pressurizer spray lines. Quantification of this effect is a topic of continued research on
fatigue performance of niobium stabilized austenitic stainless steel.
Holds affect cyclic stress strain response. Stress amplitude, tensile mean stress and apparent elastic
modulus are increased immediately after a hold, while decreased by cycles in between. A decrease of
volume is measured during hot holds at zero external stress and a stress is generated, when applying a
constant temperature hold in strain control. This all suggest cyclic accumulation of lattice defects and recovery during holds. Recovery may occur through thermally activated dislocation migration together with
diffusion, grouping and annihilation of lattice defects.
A mechanism informed explanation and thermodynamic model is sought for to improve transferability of
laboratory data to real plant components and accuracy of fatigue usage assessment. Anticipated
mechanisms behind gradual changes in material responses are discussed in relation to quantitative effects
of holds.

1. Introduction
Fatigue assessment of nuclear components – and also other pressure equipment – is based on a local
strain approach, codified stress analysis and design curves. The design curves to be used for fatigue
assessment according to ASME Code Sections III and VIII division 2 shall be derived based on strain
controlled low cycle fatigue (LCF) data in room temperature. [2]
1.1 Test method for fatigue design relevant data
The ASME Code design by analysis philosophy assumes that the designer has relevant material data
available. The designer needs to know how the material data has been generated and the limits of its
applicability. When providing data to support codified fatigue assessment, the test laboratory shall follow
the standard test methods. Strain controlled axial fatigue testing of solid specimens is performed according
to ASTM E-606 or similar procedure. This gives the basis for follow-up of cumulative fatigue usage and
design of risk informed inspection programs for the primary circuit components in NPP’s.

Different types of experimental data are also needed for case specific analyses assessing growth rates
of found or postulated cracks and to exclude alternative failure modes such as embrittlement of reactor
pressure vessel (RPV), brittle fracture or stress corrosion cracking. Non-standard material tests and component testing are also used for research and verification, e.g. to demonstrate leak before break (LBB), but
the design and monitoring of applicable service life of critical pressure piping in new reactors such as the
European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR) for Olkiluoto 3 and Flamanville 3 is based on fatigue design
rules based on material performance in standard LCF tests. Therefore, the ASTM E-606 procedure is the
basis of all work reported in this paper.
1.2 Transferability of laboratory data
Transferability of laboratory data to the operational conditions is of high concern in nuclear industry. This
was carefully considered already, when the ASME Code Sections III and VIII division 2 were developed.
Even “environmental effects” affecting the material performance were included in the transferability
1
margin of the design. [2]
But new data on environmental effects have been reported and applicability of design curves has been
questioned for components subjected to primary coolant water [3]. However, the most severe reductions in
fatigue endurance have been measured at highest operational temperatures combined with very slow
strain rates, which do not occur during the fatigue relevant cycles. In addition, this alarming data was
determined using non-standard test methods, stroke controlled or using thin walled tubular specimens.
Adopting standard test methods also for tests in hot water, VTT has not been able to measure similar
environmental effects [4]. It seems fair to assume that the concern on environmental effects is partially due
to overly conservative test data, and partially because the original principles and assumptions included in
the design by analysis philosophy and assessment rules have been forgotten or ignored by many
researchers. [5]
In addition to environmental effects, another concern on transferability of laboratory fatigue data to the
operational conditions has been thoroughly discussed in recent conferences, in particular in the Fourth
International Conference on Fatigue of Nuclear Reactor Components in 2015 [5]. This concern arises from
the long periods of normal operation in elevated temperature between the fatigue transients in NPP primary circuit. The standard fatigue tests are continuously conducted until failure, but normal operation without
fatigue relevant cycles often continues for months. It has been shown that already short hold periods in
normal operation temperatures may extend fatigue life of laboratory specimens and this effect is assumed
even more effective in long term operation of NPP components [1].
This paper aims to discuss the hot hold effects and in particular, what happens during the holds. It is
assumed that part of the “damage” and energy accumulated in metal lattice by cyclic strain can relax at
rates controlled by thermal activation, i.e. depending on temperature and time.

2. Normal operation between fatigue transients
Periodically used spray lines introducing cold water in the pressurizer and the surge line connecting the
pressurizer with the primary loop are typical locations for time-dependent temperature changes and fatigue
accumulation in a PWR primary circuit, Fig. 1. Fatigue transients at the surge nozzle in bottom of the
pressurizer are schematically shown in Fig. 2.
A thermal gradient within the nozzle wall is abruptly created, when a surge event begins. The gradient
slowly decreases during a continued surge. This creates a half cycle strain transient on the inner surface of
the nozzle. A reversed direction surge completes the full cycle. The strain amplitude of the fatigue cycle
depends on the temperature difference between the water flows during the transients. Thermal transients
occur always when the water temperature inside a piping component changes. However, the thermal
gradients and plastic strains within the component remain small, when the temperature changes are small
or slow.
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The margins applied between the mean curve of laboratory data and the design curve are often called
safety margins, but this is misleading. To respect the code basis and avoid misunderstanding, the current
author proposes consistent use of term “transferability margin”.

Major thermal transients occur during start-up or shut-down phases. Temperature gradients across the
piping walls are also created, when the steady state operation is disturbed by relevant power adjustment,
valve operation or other action causing a change of local water temperatures. But the NPP’s are designed
for base load power generation and in such use the normal operation between transients may continue for
months, in maximum occupying most of the interval between outages. This keeps the number of fatigue
2
cycles low and allows the strained metal good time to relax in between . Until recently, the damage
relaxation during normal operation periods has been ignored. The mechanisms and consequences of
relaxation are not yet properly studied. The following will not provide a conclusive explanation, but selected
experimental observations and discussion on possible mechanisms involved.

Figure 1. Fatigue critical components, spray and surge lines in a PWR primary circuit pressure boundary.

Figure 2. Fatigue transient at the surge nozzle in bottom of the pressurizer.

3. Experimental
3.1 Test material and specimens
Solution annealed niobium stabilized austenitic stainless steel (X6CrNiNb1810 mod) was received as a
f360x32 mm pipe, which fulfils all German KTA material requirements for primary components in LWR.
The chemical composition and strength properties are given in Tables 1-2. The material report classified
50 % of grain sizes in this pipe to ASTM 0-1 and 50 % to ASTM 2-3.
2

In Finland the NPP’s are still used for base load only, but this is not the case everywhere. For example in
Germany the share of unpredictable wind power and temporary overproduction has grown high enough to
force part of the NPP’s to operate in load follow mode. In addition to increased risk of problems in reactor
core, also fatigue usage of critical primary circuit components is increased. But adjusting the blades of
windmills is still considered more harmful. Confidence in safe and economic operability of NPP’s is so high.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the test material (wt %).
C

N

Si

Mn

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

P

S

0.031

0.021

0.235

1.885

17.30

10.29

0.405

0.357

0.030

0.004

Table 2. Monotonic strength properties of the test material.
data source

E

Rp0,2

UTS

minimum of 5 tests

195 GPa

224 MPa

535 MPa

maximum of 5 tests

201 GPa

249 MPa

559 MPa

average of 5 tests

197 GPa

238 MPa

544 MPa

material report / pipe
material report / melt

-

239 MPa
251 MPa

548 MPa
544 MPa

Smooth round bar specimens were turned from longitudinal samples of the pipe. All fatigue specimens had
a polished gauge section with diameter of 8 mm. See Fig. 3 for two alternative geometries. The geometry
shown on the right hand side was used only for tests, where the specimens were repeatedly disconnected
from the test rig for annealing in a separate oven during the holds.

Figure 3. Specimen geometries. On left for standard LCF tests and tests with holds in fatigue rig. On right
for hold tests with annealing in a separate oven and remote strain control using a 25 mm extensometer.
3.2 Experimental methods
LCF Tests in air were performed in MTS 100 kN and 250 kN rigs with precision alignment grips and
MTS 653 furnace. Alignment of load train was adjusted with strain gauged specimens according to the
ASTM E 1012-05 procedure. Strain controlled low cycle fatigue tests were performed according to the
1
ASTM E 606 procedure. Triangular waveform (R = -1) with constant strain rate of 0.005 /s was used for
1
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tests in elevated temperatures and with holds. Lower rates 0.000 1 /s or 0.000 01 /s were used to study
combined effects of temperature and strain rate.
A simplified and conservative definition of fatigue life (N25) was adopted to avoid practical problems with
variable cyclic softening and hardening behaviour typical for stainless steels. A 25 % drop of peak stress is
measured from its absolute maximum. This selected failure criterion was not decisive to the obtained lives.
3.3 Procedures for tests with holds
In this paper “hold” refers to a pause between fatigue cycles. The tests with holds aim to simulate typical
fatigue transients in NPP components subjected to temporary cold flow between periods of normal operation at a higher temperature. In such cases, the holds occur in higher temperatures than cyclic straining.
In laboratory tests the two basic options are to perform holds load-free at a greater temperature than
used for cyclic loading, or fixed-strain holds at a constant temperature. Fixed strain holds at a higher
temperature than used for cycling are not recommended because thermal expansion during heating and
cooling would cause significant fatigue loading cycles. Different positions for holds according to Fig. 4a
were used for comparison. In situ holds in the test rig make removal of the specimen and detachment of
the extensometer unnecessary, allowing also monitoring of the strain during the hold.

Load-free holds according to Fig. 4b are very convenient because each set of fatigue cycles can finish
at zero strain, as assumed in standard LCF procedures. After the cyclic straining is paused at (e=0; σ>0)
the load is removed to (e<0; σ=0) and the hold sequence is started. The hold can be performed at elevated
temperatures either in an oven installed in the fatigue rig or in a separate oven after disconnecting the
specimen from the test rig. Annealing in a separate oven is more effective, when long duration holds are
applied for a large number of specimens.

Figure 4. Alternative hold positions within a hysteresis loop (a). Practical sequence for performing a load
free hold (b).
Holds at peaks of the hysteresis loop (min/max) are often applied in creep-fatigue testing, but they are not
recommended in this case, because the relevant fatigue transients in NPP’s are different. However, our
experiments with 347 and 304 L stainless steels have shown similar hold-hardening occurring irrespective
of the hold position, even when holds are applied at the peaks.

4. Results
4.1 Stress response and life extension
We have measured changes in cyclic stress response and fatigue life when simulating normal operation
between fatigue transients by simplified laboratory tests composed of cyclic straining blocks and holds in
elevated temperatures [6,1]. The effects in stress response and life are notable, when low strain
amplitudes are applied, Figs. 5-6. Based on thermodynamics, in these tests applied 16 hours in 420 ºC
corresponds to a few months at about 300 ºC.
Annealed austenitic stainless steels normally experience cyclic softening after a short cyclic hardening
phase. At low amplitudes – and long enough fatigue lives – a secondary hardening phase follows the softening, Fig. 5. Part of the energy stored in metal lattice during cyclic straining relaxes during the holds, but
this also causes hardening. In this case the stress amplitude is increased by about 40 MPa, almost 20 %.
Part of this hardening is removed by subsequent cyclic softening, but in various similar tests it shown to be
repeatable for more than 80 times and depending on strain amplitude, the hardening can remain effective
for tens of thousands cycles. In other words, the hardening cannot be explained by a simple edge dislocation pinning mechanism, like strain ageing.
Extension of fatigue life has been demonstrated using different fatigue test and hold parameters. The
effect is pronounced for low strain amplitudes, Fig. 6. Hold hardening reduces plastic strain amplitude and
it can be assumed that this reduces fatigue damage accumulation after the hold. Hardening and life extension coexist consistently, but hardening is still not necessarily the only and direct reason for life extension.

Figure 5. Change in stress response caused by holds in elevated temperature. [6]

Figure 6. Extension of life and increase of endurance limit caused by holds in elevated temperature. [1]
4.2 Relaxation during a load free hold
A load free hold is performed free of external stress in the hold position shown in Fig. 4b. This allows nonconstrained thermal elongation during increase of temperature to accelerate relaxation processes. Heating
for the hold was done in the fatigue rig without removing the specimen or extensometer. This allowed
monitoring of thermal expansion and relaxation during the temperature cycle. Time dependent changes
during a hold are shown in Figs. 7-9.

The first hold preceded 25 000 cycles, which accumulated a notable amount of driving force for the
relaxation processes. The hold applied for 72 hours in 420ºC is estimated to correspond about one year of
normal operation in a PWR surge nozzle [1]. Quantitative changes depend on test parameters, but they
are well repeatable. Figs. 7-9 can be considered more or less typical for cases, where good amount of
driving force is provided by the preceding cyclic deformation and the combination of hold temperature and
time provide sufficient thermal activation. Less driving force or thermal activation would result to slower
relaxation processes.
The oven was programmed to reach the desired hold temperature in ten minutes, but stabilization of the
specimen temperature takes couple more minutes. After having reached the peak thermal elongation, the
specimen begins to contract, Fig. 7. In linear time scale the rate of contraction reduces but continues for
the three days and results to about 0.1 % change in length.
The same data in terms of change of strain since the peak elongation is shown in logarithmic time scale
in Fig. 8. The relaxation begins before the temperature through the specimen is fully stabilized. This mixed
phase is excluded from regression of relaxation rate and the hold period is divided into two phases. We
have measured similar data for many specimens annealed in temperatures ranging from 200 ºC to 420ºC.
A double rate response is consistently observed with a transition in 1 to 3 hours of hold.
As the specimen is cooled down after completion of the hold, the reversed thermal elongation leads the
strain to a compressed value in comparison of the value before the hold. This is shown in form of
hysteresis loops before and after the hold in Fig. 9. Also the result of hardening can be seen in Fig. 9.

Figure 7. Contraction of the specimen during a hold in elevated temperature. [1]
4.3 Relaxation during a strain controlled hold
The previous example showed the strain response, when external stress is controlled and kept as zero.
Next we will see what happens, if the strain controlled and kept constant during a hold. For this purpose
we select an elevated temperature also for the phase of cyclic straining, because the temperature shall be
kept constant during the whole test.
Increase of stress during the hold for three days with hysteresis loops before and after the strain controlled holds are shown in Figs. 10-11. Straining was stopped during the rising or decreasing strain ramps
near zero load position to monitor the stress response during the holds. In both cases, external stress
ranging over 100 MPa was created. Qualitatively, this reaction is identical to the contraction measured
during the load-free holds.

Figure 8. The same data as in Fig. 7, but in reversed strain and logarithmic time scale. [1]

Figure 9. Hysteresis loops before and after the hold shown in Fig. 7. [1]

Figure 10. Hysteresis loops before and after a strain controlled hold. Straining is stopped for three days
during the rising strain ramp.

Figure 11. Hysteresis loops before and after a strain controlled hold. Straining is stopped for three days
during the decreasing strain ramp.

4.4 Changes of elastic modulus
As previously reported [7], the apparent elastic modulus ( E*) gradually drops during cyclic straining,
Fig. 12. Recently it was also shown that the modulus can be restored during a hold, Fig. 13.

Figure 12. Modulus drift during fatigue tests at several strain amplitudes. [7]

Figure 13. Modulus drift during cyclic straining and a shift during the hold shown also in Figs. 7-9. [1]

5. Discussion
So far, we have no proof on the detailed mechanisms responsible for damage relaxation. Figures 7-11
strongly point in direction of removal of lattice defects. Probably not physically correct, but for modelling
purposes good assumption might be accumulation of point defects (vacancies, voids) during cyclic straining followed by their migration, agglomeration and/or annihilation during holds. Also, changes in modulus
(Fig. 13) are explainable with such simplification. In simplest form, both dimensional and modulus changes
could be explained through density changes by accumulation and removal of vacancies.

Diffusion of vacancies (and interstitial solute atoms) towards grain boundaries, dislocations and other
disarrays in the lattice would be controlled by thermally activated processes and result to trends similar to
that shown Fig. 8. Amount of vacancies accumulated during cyclic straining has been estimated high e.g.
in the German team of Max Plank Institute [8]. However, explanation of the generation of external stresses
and changes in material density and modulus solely in terms of vacancy migration and annihilation would
require very high densities of vacancies. Vacancies may play an important role, but we must assume that
other thermally activated processes can also contribute to the measured changes.
Further research is needed to explain the mechanisms involved. But from engineering point of view, we
already have experimental evidence on relaxation of stored energy and lattice damage accumulated
during cyclic straining. This has introduced a new concern on transferability of laboratory fatigue data to
fatigue assessment of NPP primary circuit components, which experience periods of normal operation
between fatigue relevant transients. Such transferability factor was first introduced in 2013 into the German
KTA Standard No. 3201.2 for design and analysis of reactor coolant pressure boundary components [9].

6. Conclusions
Fatigue of Niobium stabilized austenitic stainless steel (X6CrNiNb1810 mod) has been comprehensively
studied using specimens extracted from a relevant NPP primary piping material batch. The following
conclusions and recommendations are derived from results related to relaxation of damage during normal
operation:
1. Accelerated tests simulating the effect of normal operation between fatigue relevant transients reveal
consistent hardening behaviour. This can be linked to extension of fatigue life.
2. Detail mechanisms responsible for extension of life have not been identified, but for engineering
purposes they can be modelled as thermally activated processes similar to diffusion.
3. Careful evaluation of the existing data and prediction models, together with development for refined
fatigue analysis methodology is recommended to determine both the life reducing and extending
factors needed for transferring the laboratory data to the components in NPP operational conditions.
4. Effects of environment, temperature and loading patterns including hold times at operational
temperatures shall be considered together with the design procedure. This approach has been
adopted into the German KTA Standard No. 3201.2 and similar improvements are recommended also
to the other international codes.
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Abstract
Spanish nuclear industry is preparing LTO of the complete fleet. For this reason, an important number of
activities are being currently developed in order to achieve the safe and economical life extension of the
operational life of the plants.
In the paper main activities and work performed to meet the licensing requirements in order to be granted
with an operating license for LTO will be described, as follows:
Engineering work to develop AMPs and TLAAs
Development of databases and software tools to support LTO
Execution of AMPs: NDT, NDE, etc.
Research projects to increase knowledge, supplementing international R&D programs
Examples of the R&D Spanish programmes (e.g. cables, concrete, etc.) will be also defined.

1. Introduction
Since 80s year, Spain Nuclear Industry has been working on Ageing Management, preparing Long
Term Operation of the plants. In July, 2009, the regulator published the Safety Instruction 22 (IS-22) for the
development of Lifetime Management in the Nuclear Power Plants within Spain. This new regulations
applies during the period of normal operation based on equipment design life, and also for the Long Term
Operation period as well as for the application to justify this LTO. The mentioned IS-22 is mainly based on
the USA regulations 10CFR54, NUREG-1800, NUREG-1801 and the technical guide NEI 95-10.
As results of this issue, the plants have performed a convergence process, adjusting their previously
existing Lifetime management plants to the new requirements, taking into account specificities of each
plant. The documents generated and the work performed has been re-adapted following the publication of
revision 2 of GALL, NUREG-1801 and IAEA iGALL report and attachments.
This paper tries to present a perspective of such processes status, the work performed to achieve the
goal of guarantying the safety Long Term Operation of the plants and the future activities to complete the
implemented effort.

2. Framework
2.1 NPPs in Spain
Currently, there are seven plant in operation.
Spanish NPPs are near 30 years old and there are not any plans for building new plants. These aged
plants generate more than 20 % of the electricity consumed in Spain.
It is evident the interest of the nuclear industry to accomplish all requirements for safe Long Term
Operation of existing plants.
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Figure 1. Spanish NPPs: age and model.
Nowadays, all the Spanish NPPs are preparing the life extension, including Sta Mª de Garoña, which
has operated more than 40 years and is performing work to fix post-Fukushima requirements.
2.2 Previous activities
Spanish NPPs begin ageing management programmes since the beginning of the operation. The plants
formally develop and adopt a methodology in years 90’s. This methodology was well considered by Spanish regulator and applied in all Spanish plants at the first 2000’s. This former methodology included economical and availability aspects jointly with safety requirements.
This methodology has never converted in a legal framework. After publication of the 10CFR54 and the
Spanish IS-22 based mainly on it, the plant programmes were adapted to the new rules. Subsequent modifications in the methodology applied by the plants were following publication of new revisions of NUREG1801 and IAEA documents, particularly iGALL Specially, Spanish Nuclear industry have an active involvement in the development of iGALL.
2.3 Legal framework
The Spanish Nuclear Safety Council (CSN - Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear) regulates the operation of
nuclear and radioactive facilities in Spain to ensure that they uphold safety criteria. The CSN proposes
rules and regulations to the government and adjusts domestic legislation to comply with international one.
Legislation usually comes from the technology origin country.
At present, in Spain there does not exist any legal limitation in the operational live of the plants. However, in the case of NPP of a western design, like the Spanish ones, 40 years is usually considered the plant
design lifetime due to the analyses supporting the plant safety assessment were carried out using that
hypothesis.
Spanish NPPs are obliged to undertake a PSR, at least once every 10 years according to the Safety
Guide 1.10 “Revisiones periódicas de la seguridad de las centrales nucleares” in order to renew its license.
The scope of the PSR includes the assessment of programmes under way to improve safety in the facility or the establishment of new programmes. After assessing the results of the PSR carried out by the
facilities, the CSN sets additional safety requirements for the licensees if it considers needed.
CSN Instruction number IS-22, of July 1st 2009, summarizes the process to be followed by the licensees of Spanish NPPs to implement a process for management of ageing of the components including
LTO beyond the design lifetime defined for each plant. This instruction includes the reference contained in

standard 10CFR54 and its enacting documents and other from the nuclear industry, such as NUREG1800, NUREG-1801 and NEI 95-10 of the American Nuclear Industry Association. The requirements laid
down in the Instruction are applicable to all plant operating conditions.

3. Implementation of AM programmes
The following paragraphs are based on IS-22 rule:
3.1 Development of AM programmes
The licensee shall perform AM activities to cover the facility design lifetime and beyond it:

Within the design lifetime: The licensee shall carry out the necessary plant SSC AM activities,
such that these include measures for the surveillance, control and mitigation of the ageing mechanisms to identify the proposals for improvements incorporated to detect these mechanisms and
control their effects. The conclusions of this periodic review shall be included in the Lifetime Management Plan;

LTO period;

Within the LTO period.
The licensees of the NPPs shall draw up periodic reports based on the activities mentioned above.
The scope and content of the Lifetime Management Plan shall be based on the methodology of the
standard 10 CFR 54 “Requirements for renewal of the operating permit”, articles 54.3, 54.4 and 54.21, until
the end of its design lifetime, with the exception of the requirements of articles 54.3a and 54.21c on specific time limited analysis (TLAA) of components.
The scope of the Life Management Plan is provided in Tab.1
Table 1. Scope of Lifetime Management Plan.

Period
Design lifetime

Reports
Lifetime Management Plan
a)

LTO

During LTO

Integrated Ageing Assessment

b)

TLAA

c)

Final Safety Analysis
report supplement

d)

Technical Specification
revision

Long term AM Plan

Timeframe
First six months of each
calendar year.
Three years prior to the
date for renewal.
Updating shall be submitted a year before the date
of renewal.
First six months of each
calendar year.

3.2 Scope setting and screening
Safety-related SSC’s that are required to continue operating during and after any design basis event
that might occur, in order to guarantee the following functions:

The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

The capacity to shut down the reactor and maintain it in safe shutdown conditions; or

The capacity to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents, such that off-site radioactive exposures are kept below the established limits.
SSC’s within the scope shall be:



Passive components since the application of the Maintenance Rule (regulated in CSN Instruction IS-15 [32]) to active components guarantees that the critical functions of components are
within the acceptance levels.

Not included in any replacement programme based on qualified lifetime maintenance or any
other replacement programme.
As a reference, check-list type documents for each SSCs are developed in order to support and compile
this process.
The SSC scope Check list is presented in Fig. 2.
Figure 2. SCC scope Check list.

3.3 Identification of relevant ageing mechanisms
For each component included within the scope defined, the potential ageing mechanisms and their possible causes and consequences should be analysed. Then, they may be analysed individually or as families,
considering their design and/or functional similarity.
As a result, the ageing effects and mechanisms considered to be significant and requiring surveillance,
control or mitigation activities to ensure that the functionality of the structure is not limited during its service
lifetime, will be determined.

3.4 Mitigation and prevention of ageing effects
The causes and consequences of significant ageing effects and mechanisms shall be duly overseen, controlled and mitigated by the maintenance practices, bearing in mind that these do not include only predictive and preventive maintenance practices themselves but also inspection, testing, control of operating
parameters, surveillance, etc..
Maintenance, inspection and testing activities required by the current licensing basis will be valid for the
AM of the affected SSC, with respect to the ageing effects and mechanisms dealt with therein.
Evaluation of the maintenance practices will consist of a comparison between the sur-veillance and mitigation activities suitable for each ageing effect and mechanism (significant for each structure or component)
and the actual content of the maintenance practices performed on that structure or component. The result
of the evaluation will include the improvements to the maintenance processes necessary to establish an
adequate AM and, where required, the implementation of new maintenance practices.
3.5 Review of AM process
Within the scope, content and period for submittal of the documentation relating to the PSR of the facilities,
a revision of the Lifetime Management Plan shall be included:

The ageing and degradation mechanisms of safety-related and safety relevant elements;

Unexpected ageing mechanisms and effects;

New relevant information;

The most adequate methods and tools available for AM;

The effectiveness of maintenance management, in accordance with the results of the practices
implemented.

4. LTO applications in Spain
In the case of LTO, all the analyses and calculations performed by the licensee shall fulfil the following
conditions to classify as a TLAA:
1. SSCs considered within the scope of AM;
2. Take into account the effects of time and LTO;
3. Adhere to hypotheses of limited design lifetime;
4. Conclude with the capacity or not of the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) to continue to operate, in
accordance with their defined functions, after having exceeded the limited design lifetime hypotheses;
5. The calculation or analysis was considered relevant in a safety assessment;
6. The calculation or analysis is part of the current licensing basis of the facility.
4.1 Plant programmes status
All the Soanish NPPs are developing the Long Term Operation programmes according to IS-22 requirements and all of them has ageing management programmes running based on PRS GS.1.0 requirements.
Table 2 show the relevant dates for each plant,
Table 1. Spanish NPPs, RPS.

NPP

Type

Electric
Power
(MWe)

Garoña

BWR

466

1971

--

2011

2031

Almaraz I

PWR

1049,5

1983

2017

2021

2041

Commissioning
year

Next
RPS

40
years

60
years

NPP

Type

Electric
Power
(MWe)

Almaraz II

PWR

1044,5

1984

2017

2023

2043

Ascó I

PWR

1032,5

1984

2018

2023

2043

Ascó II

PWR

1027,21

1985

2018

2025

2045

Cofrentes

BWR

1092

1984

2018

2024

2044

Vandellós II

PWR

1087,14

1988

2017

2027

2047

Trillo

PWR

1066

1988

2021

2028

2048

Commissioning
year

Next
RPS

40
years

60
years

4.2 Approach
As previously described Spanish NPP LTO processes are performed mainly in agreement with USA
10CFR54 (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. LTO process.
A typical PWR plant has an average of 50 to 60 AMPs most of them identical to GALL AMPs and more
than 120 possible TLAAs are analysed of which around 40 need to be solved. Only one or two are usually
plant specific.
4.3 Review of LTO processes
The Spanish NPPs, to verify the effectiveness of AMPs, for each programme, perform every 3 years the
following activities:

Analysis of results;

Compliance with the requirements of the programme;


Identification of activities performed and their results;

Acceptance criteria compliance;

Corrective actions performed, if needed;

Monitoring and trending analysis;

Verification of qualification of inspectors.
The results of these activities contribute to the identification of gaps, including: activities not performed
as scheduled and real frequency compliance, incomplete, no adequate or inexistent inspection records
and AMP results not evaluated or treated properly. Remedial actions are proposed to avoid these gaps.
Continuous improvement of programmes is implemented based on Operating Experience review and
analyse as well as international organizations recommendations:

Cause evaluations and extent of condition are performed;

Inspection frequencies are adjusted when needed;

Sample size is expanded when required;

Review of operating experience related with the programme, internal and external (EPRI,
INPO/WANO, NEI (Nuclear Energy Institute), US NRC…). Changes to activities if applied. Detailed analysis and identification of recurring failures (example: leakage in containment penetration valves testing).
The aim is the identification of proposals for improvement, if needed, included in the corrective action
programme of the plant. The correct resolution of previous improvements is studied as part of this continuous improvement process.
4.4 Other work performed
In addition to the required analysis and studies, an important support work has been performed. This
work includes the development of databases and other software tools linked with plant existing applications The new tools are providing support in the different process described but also for future revision of
the components:.
Moreover this specific tools, upgrade of some existing applications to support inspection has been performed, i.e fig 4.

Figure 4. Inspection support tool: WebISI.
The Spanish Fleet is still in the process of refining the scope of the Aging Management Programs.
Some of the inspections related to the implementation of the AMPs have already been performed to address specific operating experiences of the Plants (e.g. a plant performed Guide Card Wear measurements and inspections, most plants have performed extended cables testing programmes) or to accomplish with regulator requirements.
Other inspections are expected from 2017 on, starting with the first Reactor Vessel Internals Inspections
based on EPRI MRP-227/228 guidance for Long Term Operation.

5. Research activities
Spanish Nuclear sector is developing some specific research project but also contributing in a wide number of international research projects in order to acquire and disseminate the Nuclear Knowledge from
Long Term Operation. The most relevant are:

National project: Cable ageing management: on going set of projects to determine main degradations, monitoring and surveillance techniques and influence of different stresses on cable
long term performance.

National project: Irradiation concrete characterization, taking advantage of Zorita NPP, a decommissioned PWR plant with high irradiated concrete.

International project examination: Cut and remove part of the Zorita NPP Internal Reactor Vessel, for laboratory testing, and evaluating the extracted materials degradation and aging properties.

Euratom/H2020 projects: Soteria, Safe Long Term operation of light water reactors based on
improved understanding of radiation effects in nuclear structural materials; Adfam. ADvanced
FAtigue Methodologies to optimize fatigue assessment of critical components, etc.

6. Conclusions
In summary, in the process for Long Term Operation is well established with regulations fully developed. The requirements are in agreement with the international (IAEA) recommendations and the process
follows the state-of-art and international best practices.
All the Spanish NPPs are developing the Long Term Operation programmes according the regulator requirements and all of them has ageing management programmes running.

Acronyms
AMP - Ageing Management Programme
CSN – Nuclear Safety Council (Spanish Regulatory Body)
LTO - Long Term Operation
NDE - Non Destructive Examination
NDT - Non Destructive Test
NEI - Nuclear Energy Institute
PSR – Periodic Safety Review
R&D - Research and Development
SCC – Stress Corrosion Cracking
SSC – Systems, Structures and Components
TLAA - Time Limited Ageing Assessment
ZIRP – Zorita Internals Research Project
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Abstract
Managing “In Service Inspections” includes an important number of activities. For this reason, it is
necessary to implement in power plants, applications and tools to improve these activities in order to help
the engineers to know their status. In addition, these systems allow the power plant staff to develop
inspection and maintenance plans and provide inspections data of the facility in an user friendly way.
Moreover, it is necessary to have a specific module to schedule and to survey all the activities performed
at power plants in order to reduce the inspection time requirements.

1. Introduction
All systems, components and structures, depending on their design, construction and environmental and
operating conditions, are affected in different degrees, by some form of degradation and ageing. This
makes the life operating equipment, very different from each other. Deterioration due to ageing suffered by
main components should be controlled and mitigated by implementing non-destructive testing and life
management plans.
Moreover, the inspection outages are being determined by two important factors:
·
·

Minimization of outages time
Reduced budgets for inspection and maintenance

In order to improve the in service inspection processes, Tecnatom has developed different tools to support
the power plant engineers to perform and survey their activities saving time and costs. In this paper two

systems, extensively used by most Spanish utilities will be described. These applications are used to
improve the inspection and maintenance process:
·
·

Web ISI, system developed to plan and store, inspections performed at nuclear power plants.
GIWE, system developed to plan, manage, store and analyze inspections performed at fossil
power plants.

2. Inspection process optimization
Previously to the outage, it is necessary to plan the scope of the inspection taking into account all the
related activities. It is necessary to know what to inspect, the scope, when to inspect, and how to perform
the inspection. Using these tools, maintenance staff selects the areas to be inspected. This process
includes the following activities:
·

·

·

Inspection Manual: the areas are selected based on the plan described on the manual. This
manual is included in the system in order to know the scope of each inspection and moreover to
have an updated of the results of each inspection.
Available inspection results: All the previous results are consulted in order to identify which areas
have experienced previous defects and have to be inspected. In addition, these systems allow to
check which areas were inspected in the previous inspections and to change them for others that
never have been inspected.
Automatic preprogramming inspection: based on the Inspection Manual recommendations,
previous results and additional information, the system generates a preliminary inspection which
has to be approved by the maintenance staff. This plan can be modified.

Figure 1. Inspection process.
·

·
·

Once the inspection plan is approved a Gantt diagram based on the inspection management
module is generated, in order to plan each task related to the inspection. This Gantt diagram is
used to survey the inspection progress. Each task will be updated by the respective responsible
and by the system after storing once the data worksheet is stored. The information related to the
inspection can be analyzed after the inspection in order to improve the inspection management.
Data storage. These systems generate the worksheet in order to store directly the information
generated during the inspection.
Data Analysis. Once the information is stored, it is possible to check the following:

·
·

o Status of each equipment
o Flaws
o Areas inspected
o Remnant life
o Repairs
Inspection reports. These systems generate different reports about inspections such as,
inspection progress, results, etc.
Post-Inspection manual update. Using the information obtained during the inspection, the manual
has to be updated after having including the necessary recommendations and subsequent
calculations.

Using these systems, it is possible to optimize time and budget for the in service inspections.
The features and benefits of each system are described below.

2.

WEB ISI

Tecnatom performs inspections at nuclear power plants. Moreover, our engineering department provides
the required support to plan and manage these inspections. In order to plan, store, analyze and manage
all the activities and information generated during the inspection process, Tecnatom has developed the
“Web ISI”.
The main system capabilities are:
·
·
·
·
·

Management of the refueling outage Inspections Plans (10 years intervals plan), including in
service inspections (ISI) and in service testing (IST) scope.
Storage of historical data of all performed inspections and tests, (based on the information of
every inspected component or area).
Data Worksheets storage.
Survey the inspections plan and requirements for every refueling outage program.
Generation of Inspections Reports, for refueling outages, periods or intervals

Figure 2. Web ISI main page.

The system includes several modules in order to survey the inspection process performed at power plants.
The main modules are:
·
·
·
·

Non Destructive Testing techniques.
Valves.
Snubbers & Supports.
Erosion / Corrosion (FAC).

·
·
·

Containment Dome, Visual Inspection.
Components leakages.
Wire testing.

In addition, the Web ISI includes all the information related to each component of the plant and the
required information to perform the inspections:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Inspection areas.
Materials.
PID’s.
Codes & Standards.
Prcedures.
Results.

Each module has a dashboard in which it the main information related to the module is displayed. This
dashboard allows consulting the information related to previous inspections, the status of the plant,
detected flaws, etc.

Figure 3. BI page.

This system allows optimizing the inspection process management surveying the required areas in orde to
meet the nuclear regulatory body requirements.

Figure 4. Module Dashboard.
All Spanish and Argentinian NPPs are using this software to manage the outages.

3. Inspection Management Integrated System (GIWE)
As inspection requirements are different for nuclear and fossil power plants, Tecnatom has developed a
specific tool to manage the inspection process at fossil power plants. This system has the following
capabilities:
·
·
·
·

Inspection data of the facility available in an easy way.
Access to all the information that is arises during inspections.
Schedule inspections considering all degradation processes and failures that are affecting the
facility.
Set the scope of the plan inspection.

This system includes the following features:
·
·
·
·

·
·

Inspection plan programme.
Inspection Manual in electronic format.
Drawings, including inspection areas.
Double navigation:
o Drawings.
o Power plant codes.
Data worksheets generation.
Data worksheets storage.

Main modules included:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Programming module.
Reports generation.
Eddy Current.
Thickness surveillance.
Inspection plan management. Gantt diagram.
Longitudinal welding surveillance.
Remnant life calculation.

Figure 5. GIWE Main screen.
The system includes the inspection manual in electronic format, so that the inspection can be programmed
directly by means of manual. There exists a specific module to programme each area.
The drawings include all the represented areas which can be programmed directly inside the drawings.
Clicking on a component all the related information is displayed

Figure 6. Drawings including represented areas.
This tool includes an advanced feature in order to manage the inspection process. The generated Gantt
diagram is based on the inspection scope. After that the user includes the information related to the timing
for each task. The responsible for each task uploads the information related to the task progress and the

system automatically updates the information related to the inspections and tests performed, based on the
stored results.

Figure 7. Gantt diagram.
This system has been developed with the collaboration of Endesa (Technical Service Department).

Conclusions
The optimization process of the maintenance activities during power plant outages begins with a suitable
inspection plan in order to guarantee that the inspection plan is according to the updated information of the
power plant component status, in service inspection manual and the results obtained from previous
inspections.
Due to the present tendency to extend the power plants lifetime it is necessary to implement
management tools which allow us to manage an important amount of inspection data in order to analyze
the component status. Based on that information it is possible to focus on critical components. At present,
maintenance budgets are being reducing in order to maintain profit margins. This situation forces the
power plants to optimize their inspection and maintenance strategy.

Nuclear plant:
Spent fuel management &
ageing

Relaxation behaviour of copper in disposal canisters
Juhani Rantala, Rami Pohja, Pertti Auerkari, Anssi Laukkanen & Tom Andersson
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Abstract
A full 3D creep FE analysis has been performed for the nuclear waste disposal canister with a cast iron
insert and a copper overpack under external pressure. The FE mesh of the canister contains a model of
the joint line hooking and the oxide particle zone, where the strength of the material is assumed to be zero.
The material model includes elastic, plastic, creep and relaxation models. The total strain distribution after
predicted 1000 years of exposure are presented.

1. Introduction
In the repository for spent fuel, the temperature of the canister surface is expected to peak at about 7590°C before the first hundred years [1], with gradual cooling to the level of the bedrock environment. The
top temperature will depend on the rate of wetting in individual disposal holes, which might vary a lot, depending on the flow of water in the bedrock. The development of the bentonite swelling pressure will also
depend on the rate of wetting.
For the protective copper (Cu-OFP) overpack of the canister, creep and corrosion are included as potential damage mechanisms under the repository conditions [1]. Although relatively mild in usual engineering terms, the repository conditions imply a technical challenge to life estimation for ensuring the integrity
of the overpack. This is because of the discrepancy between the longest achievable laboratory tests (dec5
ades) compared to the design life that is of the order of glaciation cycles (about 10 years) to reduce the
4
radioactivity of the contents close to the background level. The time difference by a factor of almost 10
also exceeds the usual range of extrapolation from laboratory experiments to real service conditions in
most (or any) comparable engineering applications.

2. Experimental work
At areas of stress concentration in the canister, especially at the area around the natural notch high
stresses will develop, but these will relax quickly [2] increasing the stresses elsewhere slightly. In the previous report [2] the relaxation behaviour predicted by the LCSP creep model [3] and a relaxation model
was compared, showing a clear difference. Experimental data had been generated by using two testing
facilities: a servo-hydraulic material testing machine and a pneumatic bellows system. More detailed description of the test facilities are given in [2].

The available experimental data set has been re-fitted by using the Kohlrausch relaxation model [4]:

(1)

where

The experimental data and the fitted model are shown in Figs. 1 - 2.

Figure 1. Experiment and fitted relaxation data of Cu-OFP at 60°C and 80°C on linear time scale.

Figure 2. Experiment and fitted relaxation data of Cu-OFP at 60°C and 80°C on logarithmic scale.

3. FE analysis of the canister
The stresses and strains in the canister were analysed by approximating the FSW geometry as shown in
Fig. 4. The oxide particle zone (Fig. 3) and the joint line hooking were both modelled as 0.5 mm height and
1 mm wide ”box”. Distance between them is 8.3 mm. The FS weld metal was modelled with a weld
strength reduction factor of 0.95 and the joint line hooking and oxide particle zone with strength of 80 % of
the strength of the weld.
In order to simplify the analysis constant temperature of 80°C and instant pressure of 14 MPa were
used. The material model was LCSP primary + secondary and a relaxation model. The additional notches
at the joint line hooking and oxide particle zone caused some time-consuming numerical problems during
the analysis, so in the future the material model needs to be developed further to be more robust around
regions with large stress gradients. One possibility would be to use elements that can be damaged (i.e.
elements are deleted when certain damage criterion is achieved) to avoid too high stress (and thus strain
rate) levels.
In Figs. 5-6 the total strain distributions after 100 and 1000 years have been plotted (on top of the undeformed mesh). It can be seen that the maximum strains of 25% (after 100 years) and 30% (after 1000
years) are much bigger than what has been reported before. In [2] the maximum principal strain predicted
was about 3 % located near the FSW joint tip after 56 100 years. It is likely that the omission of tertiary
creep model in the present analysis plays a role here. If tertiary creep is included then there will be high
strains at the tip of a crack, but they are contained in a rather limited area around the crack tip.
This rather simplified analysis seems to suggest that stress levels around the oxide particle zone are
low enough that this zone could be disregarded in the future. It seems that the oxide particle zone doesn’t
play a significant role especially if the joint line hooking is included in the component model. The current
practice in the FSW process is to use a protective atmosphere, so in the future it is probably not necessary
to include the oxide particle zone at all in the analysis.
However, most likely the joint line hooking will still be present, and more realistic assumptions have to
be made about its shape, size and strength. The stress concentration at the tip of joint-line hooking governs the weld’s (failure) behaviour.

Figure 3. Oxide particle zone in a CT specimen after 50.000 h of testing at 175°C at 35MPa√m.

Figure 4. Detail of the FE mesh at the FSW root with cracks at the locations of the joint line hooking and
oxide particle zone.

Figure 5. The total strain distribution after 100 years, plotted on top of the un-deformed mesh.

Figure 6. The total strain distribution after 1000 years, plotted on top of the un-deformed mesh.

As this analysis was performed with a material model which takes plasticity, creep and relaxation into
account it would be essential to compare the results against a similar analysis where relaxation is not
considered. However, because of the different weld geometry and the modelling of the joint line hooking
and the oxide particle zone, there is no analysis of this particular geometry with plasticity and creep models
omitting relaxation. Therefore a simple comparison was made by using a single element with two different
material models:

1)
2)

Plasticity and creep with LCSP model
Plasticity, creep with LCSP model and relaxation

The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 7. The results show that with the relaxation model the
stresses relax much faster in the beginning than with the LCSP creep model.

Figure 7. Comparison of strain rates predicted by FE by using the LCSP creep model (red curves) and the
Kohlrausch relaxation model (blue curves).

4. Conclusions
The initial results indicate that in the analysis of the copper canister it is essential to use an appropriate
relaxation model. The amount and quality of relaxation data is still rather limited, but the stress analysis
with the current relaxation model has shown that the stresses relax much faster when a relaxation model is
included in the analysis.
It has also been proposed by VTT that a simple model component test should be performed in order to
test the capability of various material models (or combination of models including or omitting a relaxation
model) to predict the load history when a model component is subjected to a forced displacement and the
load is measured. A suitable model component could be for example a ring which is compressed in the
radial direction to a fixed displacement. In a ring shape component there are stresses from compressive to
tensile and this would provide an appropriate test for the capability of different material models to predict
relaxation. One particular material model could produce very accurate predictions at a limited stress range,
but the situation could be different when the range of stresses in the test component is very wide.
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High temperature mechanical properties of a 17wt%Cr High
Performance Ferritic (HiperFer) steel strengthened by
intermetallic laves phase particles
Michal Talík & Bernd Kuhn
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany

Abstract
Application of Advanced Ferritic-Martensitic (AFM) steels, like P91, P92 or Save 12, allowed an increase of
working parameters of Ultra Super Critical (USC) power plants. Utilization of AFM class materials at
temperatures above 620 °C seems to be doubtful because of limited steam oxidation resistance of 9 wt %
Cr steels [1] and decreasing long-term creep strength of 12 wt% Cr steels [2]. Presented HiperFer steel
exhibits superior steam oxidation resistance and creep strength at 600 °C beyond P91 steel [3]. Creep
properties of HiperFer steel are significantly influenced by its initial thermomechanical treatment state. The
influence of different rolling procedures of HiperFer steel on creep properties in the temperature range
from 625 up to 675 °C will be presented.
Keywords: creep, Laves phase, thermomechanical treatment, modeling

1. Introduction
State of art 9 wt% Cr ferritic martensitic steels with tempered martensite structure, e.g. E911 or P92, are
commonly used materials for construction of thin- and thick wall components of modern Ultra Super Critical
power plants [1, 2]. Creep strength of these steels is governed by fine precipitation of MX particles in
subgrain interiors, M23C6 particles on subgrain boundaries, solid solution strengthening, and, in the initial
stages of creep, by high dislocation density [4, 5]. The application temperature of these 9 wt% Cr steels is
restricted to 620 °C, because of their limited steam oxidation resistance [1]. 12 wt% Cr ferritic martensitic
steels like VM12 have higher corrosion resistance [3, 6], but these materials do not have sufficient long
term creep strength because of the formation of coarse Z-phase particles at the expense of fine MX
precipitates [1, 7].
Newly developed ferritic stainless (18 – 23 wt% Cr) steels strengthened by intermetallic Laves phase
particles exhibit creep strength at 600 °C comparable with modern ferritic martensitic steels [Kuhn1], and
have substantially better oxidation resistance in steam compared to 9-12 wt% Cr steels [Kuhn1]. Creep
strength of this type of steel is ensured by fine precipitation of (Fe, Cr, Si) 2(Nb, W) Laves precipitates;
oxidation resistance by sufficiently high chromium content at levels of 17 – 18 wt%.
HiperFer steel is an age hardenable creep resistant steel like most of austenitic steels and nickel-base
alloys for high temperature application. The beneficial influence of enhanced dislocation density, resulting
from increased rolling deformation will be discussed.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials and Preparation
The experimental material was vacuum melted by the Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy, RWTH Aachen. The
nominal chemical composition is given in Table 1. The ingots 17Cr1_1, 17Cr1_2, 17Cr1_3 and 17Cr2_4
were hot rolled down to 16 mm thickness at with systematic variations in rolling temperature and
deformation per rolling step to yield variations in grain size and dislocation density after rolling.
Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the experimental steel (wt%).
C

S

N

Cr

Mn

Si

Nb

W

Fe

<0.003

<0.001

<0.003

17-18

0.2-0.5

0.2-0.3

0.5-0.6

2.4-2.6

R

2.2 Annealing experiments
Cube specimens of 4 – 5mm in lateral length were precipitation annealed in a tube furnace at 650 °C. The
samples were kept in alumina crucibles. Temperature was controlled by K-type (Ni/CrNi) thermocouples
placed in vicinity of specimens.
2.3 Mechanical testing
Standard cylindrical specimens with a gauge diameter of 6.4 mm and a gauge length of 32 mm were used
for creep testing. Dead weight loaded lever arm type, single specimen creep machines were used for
testing. 3 type S (Pt/PtRh) thermocouples were placed along the gauge section of each specimen.
Temperature varied less than ± 3 °C during testing. Creep deformation was recorded continuously by a
pair of electronic extensometers, which were attached to the specimens gauge lengths.
2.4 Microstructural evolution and investigation
Metallographic specimens were prepared by standard metallographic methods. Samples for SEM
observations were electrolytically etched at 1.5 V for 3 – 5 sec in 5% H 2SO4 to increase the particle/matrix
contrast. Micrographs were captured utilizing a Zeiss Supra 50 VP SEM and the commercial software
®
package AnalysisPro was applied for quantitative microstructure evaluation.
2.5 Thermodynamic modelling
MatCalc version 6.00 using database mc_fe_v2.057.tdb was employed for thermodynamic modelling of
experimental steel.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Thermodynamic modelling
Experimental HiperFer steel is based on the development of Crofer ® 22H steel – an intermetallic particle
strengthened, high chromium Solid Oxide Fuel Cell material [3, 8]. The HiperFer steel development is an
ongoing effort focused on the increase of creep resistance in the temperature range from 550 to 650 °C for
the application in steam power plants and chemical plants.
A phase diagram of trial HiperFer steel (nominal composition in wt%: 17.5Cr, 2.5W, 0.55Nb, 0.475Mn,
0.25Si) modelled in MatCalc is given in Figure 1. The modelling result predicts formation of a strengthening

Laves phase from 900 °C and its content to be at around 2.2 – 3 vol% in the application temperature range
from 550 to 650 °C. Formation of the undesirable (Fe,Cr)–σ phase is suppressed down to temperatures
less than 600 °C.
3.2 Initial microstructure
The rolling structure of the experimental steel batches is presented in Figure 2. Large, equiaxial grains
were observed in the 17Cr1_1 material (Figure 2a), finer grains were observed in the 17Cr1_2 batch
(Figure 2b). Significantly deformed and coarsened grains were encountered in the 17Cr1_3 material
(Figure 2c). Fine grains elongated along the rolling direction were observed in the 17Cr2_4 batch (Figure
2d).

Figure 1. Phase diagram of trial HiperFer steel modelled by MatCalc.

(a) 17Cr1_1

(b) 17Cr1_2

(c) 17Cr1_3

(d) 17Cr2_4

Figure 2. Macrostructure of differently rolled HiperFer batches.
3.3 Microstructural development
Limited applicability of advanced ferritic – martensitic steels is caused by a lack of corrosion resistance [3],
rapid coarsening of MX and M23X particles [4], and coarsening of the martensitic lath structure [9, 10] at
temperatures above 600 °C.
Microstructural of HiperFer steel (batch 17Cr1_1) during stress free isothermal annealing is presented
in Figure 3. In the initial state, fine Laves phase particles were observed at grain boundaries (Figure 3a). A
fine distribution of Laves phase particles in the subgrain interiors and densely decorated subgrain
boundaries were observed after 3 h of annealing at 650 °C (Figure 3b). Coarse particles at grain
boundaries without distinct particle free zones were observed after 1,000 h annealing at 650 °C (Figure
3d). The average subgrain diameter increased from 1.5 μm in the as received state (Figure 3a) up to 2.2
μm after 1,000h of annealing (Figure 3d). The mean Equivalent Circular Diameter of the Laves phase
particles in the grain interiors was below 70 nm after annealing at 650 °C for 1,000 h (Figure 3d).

a) as received

b) 3 h

c) 10 h

d) 1,000 h

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of 17Cr1_1 steel during isothermal annealing at 650 °C; a) as received,
b) 3 h, c) 10 h, d) 1,000 h.

3.4 Creep properties
HiperFer steel is age hardenable, and for this reason its creep properties are significantly dependent on
processing. Creep strength of hot rolled HiperFer steel is ensured by a) fine distribution of
thermodynamically stable Laves phase particles, and b) stable subgrain structure.
650 °C creep strength of the four material batches is presented in Figure 4. There was observed no
significant difference of creep strength of the 17Cr1_1 and 17Cr1_2 batches. Times to rupture of the both
batches were shorter than of P91 steel [11] at stress levels of 120, and 110 MPa; but at 100 MPa, lifetime
of the both batches was longer than in case of P91 and close to VM12 [6], nevertheless still shorter than
the lifetime of P92 [12] steel. Creep life of the 17Cr1_3 batch is comparable to the properties of P92 at 120
and 100 MPa. The 17Cr2_4 batch exhibited slightly longer creep life than P92 at stresses of 120 and 100
MPa. Experiments of all the four batches are still in progress at lower stress (70 MPa). None of these
samples has reached the minimum creep rate yet. The 125 MPa specimen of the 17Cr2_4 batch entered
the tertiary stage of creep (in March, 2016).

Figure 4. Creep strength of different batches of HiperFer Steel compared to state of the art ferriticmartensitic steels at 650 °C [6, 11, 12, 13].
Because of the positive interim results the 17Cr2_4 batch was chosen for a broader testing program and
the results compared to P92 steel are given in Figure 5. The rupture times of the finished experiments at
650 and 675 °C are comparable to the rupture times of P92 steel. Currently, tests are still in progress at
625 °C / 150 MPa, and at 650 °C / 125 MPa with expected rupture times between one and two thousand
hours. Both the experiments already entered the tertiary stage. Another experiments running at 650 °C /
70 MPa is still in the primary stage of creep after more than 4,000 h.

Figure 5. Creep strength of the 17Cr2_4 batch at various temperatures in comparison to P92 steel [P91].

4. Conclusion
The creep properties of novel, fully ferritic, high chromium, Laves phase strengthened HiperFer steel were
presented. The creep strength of the recent HiperFer 17Cr2_4 batch is comparable to the creep strength
of P92 steel at temperatures from 625 to 675 °C and rupture times up to 6,000 h (Figure 5).
Creep strength of hot rolled HiperFer steel is ensured by dense precipitation of thermodynamically
stable Laves phase particles in subgrain interiors. After 1,000 h of annealing at 650 °C their size was
below 70 nm (Figure 3). The subgrain structure, which results from rolling, is stabilized by dense
decoration of subgrain boundaries by the Laves phase particles. The average subgrain diameter increased
from 1.5 μm in the initial state up to 2.2 μm after isothermal annealing at 650 °C for 1,000 h (Figure 3).
Creep strength of HiperFer steel is dependable on thermomechanical treatment history (Figure 4).
Optimized initial microstructure and in consequence increased creep strength was achieved by an
improved optimized rolling procedure, which not only influences grain structure, but has an impact on
dislocation strengthening and accelerated heterogeneous precipitation of the (Fe,Cr,Si) 2(Nb,W) Laves
phase particles.
HiperFer steel does not just offer superior creep performance, it furthermore exhibits superb corrosion
resistance [3]. This is guaranteed by comparatively high Cr content (17 – 18 wt%). The chemical
composition of HiperFer trial steel was based on thermodynamic modelling (Figure 1). Formation of the
undesirable, potentially embrittling (Fe.Cr)–σ phase was successfully restricted to temperatures below
600 °C. The expected content of strengthening Laves phase particles was modelled to be 2.2 – 3 vol% in
the application temperature range from 550 to 650 C.
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The Materials Ageing Institute: R&D programme and scientific network to understand
and anticipate the ageing phenomena of the main NPP components
By A. Al Mazouzi and R. Nhili
EDF Lab. Les Renardières, Materials Ageing Institute, Avenue des Renardières-Ecuelles, 77818 Moret
sur Loing, France
By 2020, one third of the world’s nuclear fleet will be 40 years old or more. In 2030, this figure will
increase to 80%. Since short term replacement of current generation capacity without a massive
increase in CO2 emission is not technically feasible, ensuring the safety of nuclear plant operations
beyond 40 years is currently considered to be the best option. In 2008 EDF proposed to other plant
operators to found the Materials Ageing Institute (MAI), on the belief that sharing research,
experimental results, feedback and scientific information on materials degradation can contribute
significantly to the long term operability and life extension of power plants and, more specifically,
nuclear plants. Management of nuclear power plant ageing is increasingly considered to be a key
energy challenge worldwide.
The MAI addresses this crucial issue from an applied research and development (R&D) perspective. By
teaming up with utilities and related industries as well as academic partners, the MAI is able to
combine operational expertise and theoretical knowledge, and to apply experiments and computer
modelling to the understanding of the ageing process in materials and components. Since
establishment of the MAI in 2008 by the world’s largest nuclear power plant operator, EDF, other
nuclear plant operators and organizations have joined the Institute. In 2013, eleven members include
the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO, Japan), Kansai Electric Power Company (KEPCO, Japan),
the US Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), EDF Energy (United Kingdom), CGN (China),
Rosenergoatom (REA, Russia), Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI, Japan), Central Research Institute of
Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI, Japan), Areva (France) and the French Atomic Energy Commission
(CEA, France).
In addition scientific partners are brought together through the MAI Scientific Network, MAI-SN. This
network consists of 25 partners, including prominent universities from the USA, Japan, UK and France
as well as several research institutes. Its purpose is to create a strong and permanent link between
academic researchers and the MAI. This link fosters the development of a shared knowledge base with
a focus on methods and approaches required to address the scientific questions on ageing involving
metallurgy, mechanical properties, chemistry, applied mathematics and numerical modelling, to name
a few. Scientific seminars and workshops are organized on a regular basis allowing partners to share
perspectives, information on new developments and innovations in the field of materials behavior.
This presentation will highlight the main research topics under investigation within the MAI and the
link established with the academia via the MAI-SN.
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Abderrahim.al-mazouzi@edf.fr

Introduction
Materials issues have the largest impact on Nuclear Plant safety and plant performance and can lead
to significant costs. Several utilities around the world have the objective to extend the lifetime of their
nuclear fleet (up to 60 years or even 80 years). Long Term Operation of NPPs requires a deep
understanding of the key ageing processes to be able to predict and anticipate any types of
degradation. It is more than ever necessary for Utilities to share required effort at international level
and to develop large collaborative research programme.
The Materials Ageing Institute (MAI) is an international research institute founded in 2008. Sharing
research, experimental results, operating experience and scientific information on materials
degradation significantly contribute to the safe long term operation of nuclear power plants all over
the world. By teaming up with utilities and related industries as well as academic partners, the MAI is
able to combine operational expertise and theoretical knowledge, and to apply experiments and
computer modelling to the understanding of the ageing processes in materials and components. Since
its establishment in 2008 by EDF, EPRI and TEPCO, 8 other nuclear plant operators and organizations
have joined the MAI. Current members are EDF (France), EDF Energy (UK), Kansai (Japan), EPRI (USA),
CGN (China) and REA (Russia). As such, the MAI represents over two-third of the World’s installed
nuclear power and benefits from close to 5000 combined years of reactor operating experience. In
addition, industrial organizations involved in nuclear engineering and specifically in the maintenance
of components or materials research also participate in MAI activities as associate members. Current
associate members are Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), TEPCO and Central Research Institute of
Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) from Japan, and CEA and AREVA from France.
Members are actively engaged in the development of the MAI (strategy, research priorities,
education and training…). In particular, all members contribute technically to the MAI research
programme according to their key areas of expertise.
The major objectives of the MAI are to understand, model, predict and anticipate the ageing of
materials used in the electricity generating plants, to develop knowledge about the behavior of
materials to be used in future plants, and to capitalize on shared resources, maintain and share
knowledge and skills to help plant operators incorporate the highest standards of safety.

Working scheme
The MAI is established and owned by EDF as a division of EDF and not as a separate legal entity. Each
Member participates and acts based on its own interest and retains its full autonomy as a separate
organization. A member’s participation in the institute does not constitute the formation of a
corporation, company, consortium, partnership or joint venture.
The MAI has financial support of Full Members and Associate Members, collectively referred to as the
MAI “Members”. Furthermore, The MAI has partnerships with academic organizations (Scientific
Partners).
Full Members are companies owning and/or operating energy generation facilities or scientific
research organizations whose membership includes such companies and wish to participate in and
benefit from the MAI Program. Full Members provide human, technical and/or financial resources.
Full Members have a seat on the Governing Board, are represented on the Program Committee and
have voting rights proportional to their overall financial and technical contribution to the MAI.

New Members may be admitted to the MAI at any time. Expressions of interest for joining the MAI are
received by the MAI Director who shall negotiate the conditions and fee and keep the Governing Board
informed of the progress on discussions.

R&D programme
Research areas of the MAI cover a wide range of materials: stainless steels and alloys (reactor vessel
internal structures, primary and secondary circuits), polymer materials (electric cables, coatings and
insulator materials) and concrete structures such as reactor containment and spent fuel pools. Key
processes studied are stress-corrosion cracking, thermal and irradiation induced embrittlement,
fatigue, chemical corrosion, flow assisted corrosion, fouling and wear. Experiments, modelling and
operational feedback are the 3 pillars of the MAI.
The MAI R&D programme is developed and carried out in a truly collaborative approach with the
active contribution of all members. Members bring their own knowledge and technical expertise:
they provide technical (in-kind) contributions to the MAI programme. They send also dispatched
researchers to the MAI to work as one team with MAI staff for several months up to several years.
Currently, around 100 researchers and technicians are working on MAI projects for a total budget of
11 M€ in 2016. This long-term collaborative effort is vital in actively supporting long term operation
of NNPs. In the following, the objectives and the scope of the on-going projects are briefly described:

Lifetime of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)
Objective
• To provide tools and data for the demonstration of the safe operation of the RPV
significantly beyond 40 years of operation
Scope
• Benchmark of the atom probe analysis procedure
• Development of an annealing procedure to assess the contribution of each irradiation
mechanism (hardening and non-hardening)
• Assessment of long term ageing effects on vessel material
• Crack arrest phenomenon modeling
• Crack front length effect (size effect) characterization
• Evaluation procedure considering constraint effect
• Sensitivity of 3D mechanical calculation to mechanical properties
• Nozzle integrity justification

Stress Corrosion Cracking in primary water
Objective
• Improve models to predict stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of austenitic Ni alloys (Alloys
600/182/82) and cold worked or aged stainless steels (AISI 304L/316L) exposed to the
primary water
Scope
• Characterization and testing of a wide variety of materials, manufacturing processes and
environmental parameters, with focus on SCC initiation, effect of cold-work, dissolved H2
and Zn concentration;
• Validation of underlying mechanisms of degradation, including oxidation, deformation,
resistance to failure of oxidized grain boundary using simulation.
• Coupling calibrated behaviors (oxidation, deformation, cracking) to deliver a new
engineering SCC model (Ni alloys and stainless steels).

Lifetime of the Reactor internal structures
Objectives
• Loadings: determine the neutronic and thermal gradients on the internal structures.
• Material properties: advance in our understanding of material degradation mechanisms
to better predict ageing kinetics and justify safe long term operation.
Scope
• Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of loadings calculated for internal structures.
• Benchmark: dose and Temperature profiles in heavy reflector geometries
• Determine PWR conditions leading to void swelling through simulations and observations
• Understand swelling mechanisms due to neutron irradiation through microstructure
investigations
• Improve understanding of IASCC through both experiments and microstructure analysis
of decommissioned components.

Thermal & environmental fatigue
Objectives
•

•

Give a scientific support to Industry for a new codification in fatigue issue for austenitic
stainless steels
• Fatigue life curves
• Parameters (Environment) effects on fatigue life
Improve the advanced method to assess the fatigue damage
• Cyclic behavior modeling
• Crack initiation criteria assessment
• Effects of parameter on fatigue-life at in-service conditions
• Transfer of results from specimens to structures (upscaling)

Scope
• Experimental tests on standard specimens and mock-ups
• Thermal-mechanical numerical simulations and modeling

Behavior of materials and chemical species in the primary circuit of NPP
Objectives
• Optimization of the chemistry of the primary system
• Reduction of the personal exposure of the primary circuit through a better control of the
contamination
• A better knowledge of the phenomena which reduce the plant’s availability
Scope
• Experimental studies with MAI experimental Loops
• Numerical development

Improvement of the secondary circuit chemistry
Objectives
• Predict fouling kinetics evolution which allows to determine the periodicity of soft
chemical cleanings
• Determine the origin of the hard sludge formation which is necessary to set convenient
cleaning procedures
• Limit fouling and hard sludge formation
Scope

•
•
•

Understand corrosion products and impurities behavior in feedwater system to limit
their accumulation in Steam Generators
Understand fouling and hard sludge formation mechanisms
Test new chemical conditionings

Concrete degradation
Objective
•

To better understand and characterize concrete ageing to support long term operation of
civil infrastructures. The general and long-term aim is to replace “consultant expert
advice” and purely empirical based decisions

Scope
• Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) leakage effects on structural integrity of the reinforced concrete
substructure.
• 3-D Materials Modeling to predict carbonation and Corrosion in reinforced concrete
using electrochemical approaches
• Non Destructive Testing of Chloride Migration in Concrete

Vibrational wear
Objective
• Have a better estimation of wear kinetics of 690 alloy Steam Generator (SG) tubes and
better understand wear mechanisms
Scope:
• wear experiments with 690 tubes
• Design and construction of a wear test bench
• Benchmark of wear test benches
• Parametric study of wear kinetics
• Metallurgical analyses to assess wear mechanisms

Cable ageing
Objectives
• Provide scientific insight in the degradation process of polymer materials
• Identify a suitable non destructive methodology for on-site inspection of cables
• Validate lifetime expectancy of nuclear cables
Scope
• Refinement, application and extension of the kinetics model of polymer ageing
• Identification of relations between the polymer evolution at the molecular or
macromolecular scales and its macroscopic properties
• Comparison of experimental results obtained on cables removed from sites with simulated
results

Non Destructive Examination
Objectives
• To obtain validated, operational tools and methods to justify the performances and
limitations of NDE techniques in support of plants needs.
• To solve physical problems exhibiting complex requirements (anisotropic and
heterogeneous structures, irregular component geometry, damaged surface condition,
complex flaw detection,…).
Scope

•
•
•

Development and validation of NDE codes and innovative methods: MODERATO code for
Radiography Techniques, ATHENA code for Ultrasonic Testing, Code_Carmel3D for Eddy
Current Testing
Training sessions for all three codes offered periodically to the MAI members
Evaluation of NDE codes by comparisons with physical experiments and third party NDE
simulation software.

Experimental facilities
Experimental research is based on observation and tests on specimens specifically developed by and
for the MAI. The MAI cannot handle in-house irradiated or contaminated materials. Irradiation is one
of the most significant processes that contribute to the ageing of metals and alloys, and hence a major
factor in limiting overall reactor lifespan. Members extend MAI’s capabilities with access to hot
facilities for studying irradiation-induced ageing of materials.
The Microstructural Laboratory allows for metallographic analysis and observation down to the
atomic scale which are necessary to study ageing mechanisms. The MAI holds the latest generation of
scanning electron microscopes (SEM, ESEM) and a dual-beam nanolab, providing two or three
dimensional images of damaged areas down to the nanoscopic scale. The ultrahigh resolution TITAN
microscope is the flagship technology of the microstructural laboratory with a resolution of 70 pm,
below the atomic scale. The MAI also holds APT capabilities via some members.
Figure 1: FEI TITAN 80-300 kV FEG STEM electron microscope of MAI

The Chemistry and Corrosion Laboratories provide equipments which contribute to the fundamental
understanding of chemically induced ageing mechanisms and therefore to safety, availability,
radioprotection, and environmental impacts. There are several experimental loops to study corrosion
under primary and secondary circuit conditions as well as many commonly used chemical analysis
apparatus (e.g. ICP-AES, ICP-MS, CPL, etc.) and around 60 autoclaves. Examples of the newly installed
corrosion loops are illustrated in figure:
Figure 2: CAMELIA loop for corrosion under primary water conditions and ENERGIE loop for diphasic
water circulation to simulate steam generator conditions.

The Mechanical Laboratories provide experimental tools and analysis to study components and
material integrity, mechanical degradation, fatigue and creep. Specific constitutive laws of materials
are established to feed numerical models to simulate micro-mechanical behaviour at the crystalline
scale. The laboratory contributes significantly to component lifetime assessments.
Modelling is one of the central activities of the MAI. Mathematical models do not only allow to test
the understanding of fundamental processes such as stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue and
creep, they also enable to capitalize knowledge on databases through parametric studies.
Furthermore, they are of key importance in assessing the durability of components and materials for
periods beyond reasonable duration and under conditions beyond experimental reach. The MAI
performs complex numerical simulations, including dislocation dynamics, molecular dynamics, ab initio
modelling, Monte Carlo simulations, as well as simulation of complex 3D structures of materials.
As an example of the newly installed facility: VERCORS A real containment at 1/3 scale drying effects
are about 9 times faster on the mock up because of scale effects A 10+ year research program to
federate an international network of scientist and experts
Figure 3: VERCORS facility constructed in 2015

Education and training
A core mission of the MAI is education and training. Courses on materials ageing are developed and
offered to graduate and postgraduate students as well as to working engineers in the nuclear industry.
In addition, seminars and workshops are organized by the MAI to promote discussions and knowledge
sharing on technical subjects.
The MAI organizes events, courses, seminars, workshops and conferences for students and engineers
seeking basic or advanced training in materials ageing in nuclear plant components. Some MAI courses
are given by members in their countries. The Institute has conference facilities which allow to host
events.
The MAI collaborates in an international educational programme with universities in France based on
the needs expressed by utilities. This programme provides students with a deeper understanding of
materials engineering science and the fundamentals of the mechanics of solids to improve their
knowledge of recent developments in these fields. The programme is organized into specific modules
given by MAI members.

Scientific network
Scientific and academic partners allow the MAI to benefit also from fundamental scientific studies and
provide expertise and support to improve the quality and credibility of its research results. Scientific
partners are brought together through the MAI Scientific Network (MAI-SN). This network consists of
approximately 25 partners including prominent universities from the USA, Japan, UK and France as
well as several research institutes.

The purpose of the MAI-SN is to create a strong and permanent link between academic researchers
and the MAI. This link fosters the development of a shared knowledge base to address scientific
questions on ageing. This involves metallurgy, mechanical properties, chemistry, applied mathematics
and numerical modelling, to name a few. Scientific seminars and workshops are organized on a regular
basis to share perspectives, information on new developments and innovations in the field of materials
degradation.
In addition to the needed in-depth knowledge of the materials under consideration, many ageing
phenomena are still not well understood and necessitate a substantial effort both experimentally and
theoretically. In the following, some of the main ageing issues that have been identified:
 Under irradiation (RPV, Internal, Zr-alloys, polymers), the main challenge is to identify the role
of the nano-features produced by irradiation on the micro/macroscopic behaviour of the
material. These very localised “defects” have not only to be thoroughly characterised and
simulated/predicted using the right tools but most importantly their direct or indirect effects
on the integrity of the material under consideration. This issue has been and being the subject
of many investigations (at EDF and worldwide) using appropriate materials (model alloys when
needed) that have been subjected to irradiation under controlled conditions followed by indepth characterisation in terms of microstructure and mechanical behaviour. Remain to be
investigated are the effect of the initial material state (in terms of microstructure, chemistry
...) on the evolution of radiation damage. Within 2013-2014 work programme of MAI-SN, few
projects have been initiated to figure out how to deal with this issue but many questions are
still open, such as, the role of P/bainitic laths/... in RPV steels, precipitation versus swelling in
stainless, hydridation versus growth in Zr-alloys and degradation of polymers. The effects of
these local microstructural changes on the meso/microscopic mechanical behaviour will have
to be investigated as well
 Thermal ageing at representative temperatures and durations affect the thermodynamical
stability of the materials as some deleterious phases/precipitates may appear. Their prediction
needs a relevant thermodynamic database.
 The understanding of the corrosion/erosion of the materials in contact with water
necessitates among other fundamental knowledge of the diffusion processes as well as the
interaction between the various ionic elements (elemental or molecules) with the formed
oxide layers
 Preferential oxidation/corrosion depends on many external and internal parameters and in
fact most of the investigations within MAI-SN are dealing with this issue. Remaining still to be
understood the interaction between the internal/external loads and the oxidation kinetics in
different representative media. Importantly as well, the quantification of the local stress and
strains introduced by the formation of the oxides along specific paths.
 Ageing does not affect only the materials in contact with water but also the composition of
the latter. One of the challenges identified is how to deal with the corrosion products in terms
of formation, distribution as function of the local gradients and their interaction with the
neighbouring materials.
 As for environmentally assisted cracking prediction (SCC), efforts are being ongoing to build
models combining elementary behaviors (crystal plasticity, oxidation and cracking) and rely on
quite basic principles (incubation, crack initiation, slow crack growth then fast growth). The
robustness of these models will need further development of physically based criteria and local
laws, and also on the relevance of the assumed ageing scenarios (coupling between
deformation, oxidation and failure). In addition to the on-going actions regarding the
intergranular oxidation, the failure of oxidized grain boundaries, the effects of H and the
mechanical gradients it deemed necessary to investigate the electrochemical conditions in
cracks and occluded areas more precisely.

 In concrete, given the important role played by water, it is necessary to take into account the
coupling between hydraulics and mechanics to develop relevant behavior laws. As for Creep,
which physical source within the CSH gel, progress is needed on the morphological, physical,
mechanical characterization at this scale (magnitude of heterogeneity: some nm).
Characterization today remains partial and difficult, due to the small scale and the presence of
water. At the level of the cement paste, no reference model describing the evolution of the
morphology is available as the area is occupied by the different phases: anhydrous, hydrates,
liquid, and gas. The behaviour of the concrete -steel bonding, corrosion in particular, remains
poorly modelled today.
 The influence of irradiation on the behaviour of the storage-materials (retaining galleries or
cells MAVL) is another open issue similar to the RAG (swelling of the aggregate). An estimation
model of the evolution of this swelling remains to be developed.
 As for the aging of concrete due to water / heat / corrosion / erosion, models are lacking that
could give precise estimates (now results a few tens of percent). This requires both a transport
model of chemical species in the concrete, a prediction of time to corrosion initiation and
precise description of the chemical reactions leading to corrosion.
 As for Polymers, the main topics that have been identified are:
o Multiscale study of thermal aging of PE / PEO using various experimental methods.
o Permeability measurements during aging of polymers, to determine the evolution of
these properties with time.
o Improvement of the homogenization of mechanical properties of polymers.
o Characterization of support / polymer interfaces: assessment of existing experimental
techniques.

Conclusion
The MAI is a very original and unique collaborative institute that gathers 11 members worldwide with
an annual 11M€ joint R&D programme. The 40 years of operating experience and plant life
management expertise represented by the MAI members constitute a unique and valuable resource
for the study of materials ageing mechanisms. Operational feedback data are obtained using samples
of material that are made available by utilities after replacement of specific components.
MAI members greatly benefit from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A worldwide collaborative R&D programme driven by utility needs and supporting long term
operation and plant performance
An access to world class expertise and state-of-the-art experimental capabilities
The development of common methods and approach with key nuclear industry players,
reinforcing the credibility of their own research results
A significant leverage of technical and financial resources
An excellent way to promote skills, knowledge and know-how at international level
An access to a renowned education and training programme supporting technical skills
development
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Abstract
A method for repair welding a VVER 1000 pressure vessel was developed using the tempered bead welding technique. Trial welds were produced and their structures were investigated using light, scanning and
transmission electron microscopy. Two filler metals (Inconel 52 and Inconel 52M) were deposited on the
materials used for production of the pressure vessel: the base material of 15CHMNFA steel, the weld
metal of the circumferential weld joint and the austenitic cladding of the inner surface of the pressure vessel. This paper concentrates on the microstructural study of the heat affected zones (HAZ) beneath the
repair weld of Inconel 52. Microhardness was measured along the fusion line and in selected areas up to
2 mm from the fusion line. Special attention was paid to triple points, where three different materials were
joined. Microhardness was correlated with the microstructures. All the structures observed in the HAZ
corresponded to tempered bainite and martensite. Carbon depleted zones along the fusion line with the
Inconel alloy were narrow and fine separated ferritic grains occurred only in specific areas. Various bainitic
structures were observed – upper and lower bainite, acicular ferrite with cementite and chromium carbides
at grain boundaries and fine precipitates inside grains. No fresh martensite or M-A constituent were found.
All areas beneath the fusion line with the repair filler metal were tempered.

1. Introduction
Reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) are the most critical component for the safe, long term operation of a
nuclear power plant. The reliability and operability of an RPV are the limiting factors for the safe operation
of the whole plant.
An RPV is the only pressure boundary component that operates in the field of strong reactor radiation,
mostly of fast neutrons, which induce defects in the material of the vessel and could cause its gradual
embrittlement. Degradation continues over the course of further irradiation as a consequence of lattice
defects, crack nucleation and propagation. As the RPV deteriorates over time, there is an ever-increasing
chance that the vessel would fail in an emergency or extreme operation situation.
The proper inspections of each RPV are carried out during regular shut-downs. Inner as well as outer
surfaces of the vessel are scanned using ultrasonic, eddy current and visual tests. Detected defects have
to be removed and repaired by welding. An appropriate welding method has to be developed, which does

not deteriorate the base material and includes filler metals resistant to radiation damage in operation
conditions.
Light water VVER type reactors are used in all nuclear power plants in the Czech and the Slovak
Republics. VVER 440 have been in operation for between 15 and 30 years, VVER 1000 for 15 years. The
method for repair welding of VVER 440 was qualified more than 10 years ago as a result of the EU “Smart
Weld” research project [1]. Up until now, no defects have been detected which have needed repairing.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to modify this method for repair welding, as VVER 1000 is being produced
from other materials and operates under more severe radiation.
Repair welding has been successfully applied in the USA for repairs of RPVs [2,3,4] using filler metals
based on Inconel alloys, which provide sufficient corrosion and irradiation resistance in service conditions.
Trial repair welds were deposited on materials which were not irradiated, as well as materials after
irradiation, which simulate current conditions in real service. The tempered bead welding technique (TBW)
was applied, which is defined as follows: ‘A weld bead places at a specific location in or at the surface of a
weld for the purpose of affecting the metallurgical properties of the heat affected zone or previously
deposited weld metal’ [5]. This results in stress release and transformation of undesirable hard structural
components of high carbon or low alloyed steel in heat affected zones (HAZ), which can initiate cracking,
into more tough structures. It also causes refinement of the coarse grained heat affected zone (CG HAZ)
adjacent to the fusion line. TBW is normally used in lieu of performing post weld heat treatment after repair
welding carbon and alloy steels. It is not done to austenitic stainless steels, aluminium, copper, nickel or
titanium alloys [6].
The microstructures of repair weldments were investigated; i.e. the microstructures of the welding overlays of Inconel alloys as well as changes in the base materials and the heat affected zones. This paper
deals with the study of the weldments of unirradiated materials and concentrates on the base materials
beneath the repair welds. The microstructures of the weld metals, Inconel 52 and 52M have been described in the proceedings of another conference [7].

2. Experimental procedures
2.1

Experimental materials

Repair welding was carried out using GTAW without preheating and post-weld heat treatment. Repair weld
overlays (RW) of Inconel alloy 52 were deposited on flat specimens made of different materials, which
were used for production of VVER 1000 pressure vessels: 1) low alloyed 15Ch2MNFA steel used for production of the rings and cover (BM); 2) weld metal of a circumferential weld joint used for joining individual
rings (WM) and 3) austenitic cladding used for the protection of the inner surface of the vessel (AC). Test
coupons were machined out from different parts, which also included the heat affected zones of a circumferential weld joint and austenitic cladding. The chemical compositions of all the above mentioned materials are given in Table 1.
The welding overlay consisted of several layers, from 1 up to 5 (Fig. 1a). Step-by step investigations of
specimens with different weld layers were carried out including mechanical testing, hardness measurement and metallographic analyses [8]. Numerical simulations were used for the optimization of the welding
process. Different combinations of heat inputs of different weld layers were used in order to obtain suitable
microstructures in the heat affected zones. The bead side shift depth and the shape of root penetration
were taken into account. Tempering occurs in the first layer when successive weld beads overlap previous
weld beads by 30 to 70%. The energy from each bead of the second layer affects not only the neighbouring beads just like in the first layer, but that energy penetrates into the weld layer below the second layer,
where it further tempers that weld metal and some of the HAZ beneath the layer. It is desirable that the
second layer HAZ overlaps the coarse-grained regions of the first layer completely as well as a large portion of the fine-grained regions. A criterion for maximum permissible hardness of 350 HV along the interface between the weld metal and repair filler metal at a distance of 0.5 mm beneath the fusion line was
defined in compliance with welding standards and results from the research project [1,9].

This paper deals with the investigation of specimens containing the base material, the weld metal and
austenitic cladding, which were covered by 5 layers of Inconel alloy 52 using the same optimized welding
method (Fig. 1b).
Table 1. Chemical composition of materials [wt-%].
Material
Inconel 52
BM-15Ch2MNFA
WM - Sv12Ch2N2MAA + FC16A, requirements
Aust. Cladding - 1st layer
requirements
Aust. Cladding – 2nd layer
requirements

C
0.026
0.16
0.05
0.12
max
0.09
max
0.04

Mn
0.24
0.46
0.50
0.90
0.80
2.00
1.30
2.20

Si
0.14
0.30
0.15
0.45
0.30
1.20
max
0.80

Material
Inconel 52
BM - 15Ch2MNFA
WM - Sv12Ch2N2MAA + FC16A, requirements
Aust. Cladding - 1st layer
requirements
Aust. Cladding – 2nd layer
requirements

Mo
0.01
0.58
0.45
0.75
-

V
0.11

AL
0.38
-

Fe
8.59
bal.

-

Cu
0.01
0.05
Max
0.08
-

-

-

-

-

-

a

P
0.0004
0.009
max
0.010
max
0.030
max
0.030

S
0.001
0.010
max
0.015
max
0.020
max
0.020

Cr
29.19
2.18
1.40
2.10
22.00
26.00
17.50
20.50

Ni
61.00
1.29
1.20
1.90
11.00
14.00
8.50
11.00

Co
0.007
0.012
max
0.025
max
0.05
max
0.05

Ti
0.38
-

Nb
0.01
-

Ta

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.45
0.70

-

-

b

Figure 1. Inconel alloy 52 deposited on 15Ch2MNFA steel: a) specimen covered by 1(A), 2 (B), 3(C) and
5(D) layers, b) macrograph of cross section in part D.
2.2 Experimental methods
Metallographic examination was carried out using specimens of repair weld deposited on the following
materials: the base material (specimen 7A26), the base material and austenitic cladding (specimen 1/4
with a triple point TP1 of RW/BM/AC), the base material with circumferential weld joint and austenitic cladding (specimen TP 23/4 with triple points TP2 of RW/WM/AC and TP3 of RW/BM/WM) shown in Fig. 2.
Metallographic samples were prepared using etching in 3% nital solution and observed using light optical
(LM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDS).
Vickers microhardness measurement was performed along the fusion line between Inconel 52 and the
base material or the weld metal and along the normal lines to the fusion line in selected areas beneath
welded overlayers. The step of measurement was usually 0.1 mm.
Thin foils used for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were produced using jet electropolishing in
6% solution of perchloric acid in methanol at a temperature range from -60°C to -50°C and a voltage of

21 V and 30 V for low alloy and austenitic steel respectively. Phases were identified using EDS microanalysis and selected area electron diffraction (SED). Dislocation density was evaluated using the KehWeismann intersection analysis [10]. Thin foils were prepared from the following areas: the base material
of 15Ch2MNFA steel, austenitic cladding, the weld metal on the basis of low alloyed steel, the repair weld
metal of Inconel 52, HAZ of BM and HAZ of WM in 0.5 mm from the fusion line with Inconel 52, HAZ of
WM close to the triple point TP 2 of RW/WM/AC materials.

RW
BM

RW

AC
BM
WM

BM

AC

a
b
Figure 2. Specimens for metallographic study: a) TP1/4 with TP1 triple point of RW/BM/AC and b) TP 23/4
with TP2 triple point of RW/WM/AC and TP3 triple point of RW/BM/WM.

3. Results
3.1 Microhardness measurement
The areas in the heat affected zones selected for microhardness measurement are shown in the following
figures. They included the interface between the repair weld and other materials. Vickers microhardness
HV 0.1 is plotted in relation to the distance from the fusion line. Individual curves are numbered in compliance with the lines in the micrographs. A gradual decrease of micro hardness with increasing distance
from the fusion line can be observed in all localities. In the HAZ of BM close to the fusion line up to a distance of 0.7 mm hardness values exceeded the permitted limit 350 HV (Fig. 3). The highest value of 370
was determined in regions adjacent to the fusion line.

a
b
Figure 3. Specimens 7A26: a) SM micrograph with indentations, b) microhardness profiles across the heat
affected zone.

Almost the same curve profiles were obtained in another locality of the HAZ BM along lines 6 and 7 (Fig.
4). The hardness along Line 7 in the heat affected zone beneath the austenitic cladding, which was again
reheated during repair welding, was rather lower and satisfied the requirements. The hardness in the austenitic cladding was not influenced by the repair welding (line 8).

a
b
Figure 4. Specimens 1/4: a) SM micrograph with indentations, b) microhardness profiles across the heat
affected zones along lines indicated from 6 to 8.

a
b
Figure 5. Specimens 23/4: a) SM micrograph with indentations, b) microhardness profiles across the heat
affected zones along lines indicated from 9 to 12.

a
b
Figure 6. Specimens 23/4: a) SM micrograph with indentations, b) microhardness profiles across the heat
affected zones along lines indicated from 13 to 17.

Microhardness of the weld metal heat affected by the repair welding shown in Fig. 5 satisfies the requirements – it is below 350 HV across the whole measured interval. The heat affected zone of the base material which was again reheated during repair welding revealed too high hardness close to the fusion line and
satisfactory hardness at more than 0.25 mm from the fusion line.
3.2 Microstructure of the base material of 15Ch2MNFA steel (BM)
The microstructure of the base material corresponds to tempered bainite (Fig. 7a). Particles of precipitates
decorate the boundaries of previous austenitic grains, packets of laths and desks and boundaries between
individual ferritic laths and/or desks (Fig. 7b). The mixture structure consists of lower bainite of ferritic
desks with intragranular lath-like particles of cementite and sparsely spread globular particles of chromium
rich M23C6 and upper bainite of ferritic laths with cementite at the lath boundaries. Fine precipitates – lathlike Cr7C3 carbides and equiaxed VC carbides were identified inside the grains.

a
b
Figure 7. Microstructure of BM: a) LM micrograph and b) SEM micrograph. Microhardness 230 HV 0.1.

UB

LB

Figure 8. Substructure of BM - a mixture of lower (LB) and upper bainite (UB). TEM micrographs.

3.3 Microstructure of heat affected zone of the base material (HAZ BM)
All structures in HAZ BM correspond to highly tempered bainite. Different structures were observed in the
coarse grained (CG HAZ) and the fine grained zones (FG HAZ). A ferritic matrix with fine precipitates was
observed in CG HAZ close to the fusion line, while conspicuous coarse particles 1 mm in size, together
with fine precipitates were spread all over the band of FG HAZ from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm from the fusion line.
The fine particles were new particles which precipitated during the welding process, while the coarse particles were present in the base material before welding and they grew as a result of heating during the welding process (Fig. 9).
Thin foils were prepared from two localities of HAZ BM at distances of 0.5 and 0.7 mm from the fusion
line. There is an unclear substructure of acicular ferrite with high dislocation density, relatively coarse
M23C6 carbides and cementite at the grain boundaries and fine Cr 7C6 and VC carbides within grains
(Fig. 10)

a
b
Figure 9. Microstructure of HAZ BM along line 4: a) at a distance of 0.1 mm and b) at a distance of 0.5 mm
from the fusion line. SEM micrographs. Microhardness of 370 HV 0.1 in both localities.

a
b
Figure 10. Substructure of HAZ BM at a distance of 0.5 mm from the fusion line: a) overview and b) dislocation net. TEM micrographs.
3.4 Microstructure of the weld metal of the circumferential weld joint (WM)
The microstructure of the weld metal is heterogeneous; bands of columnar grains alternate with fine
grained grains. The structure is again tempered bainite with a relatively low density of precipitates and
globular silicon oxides (Fig. 11). The dislocation density in the lath-like ferritic matrix is relatively low; some

of the laths are subdivided into subgrains (Fig. 12). Cementite and M 23C6 carbides occupy the grain and
subgrain boundaries. Fine particles within the grains were detected and identified as Cr 7C3 and M2C carbides using electron diffraction.

a
b
Figure 11. Microstructure of WM: a) LM micrograph and b) SEM micrograph. Microhardness 200 HV 0.1.

a
b
Figure 12. Substructure of WM: a) overview and b) subgrains. TEM micrographs.
3.5 Microstructure of the heat affected zone of the weld metal (HAZ WM)
The heat affected zone of the weld metal close to the fusion zone was decarburized. A narrow discontinuous band of ferritic grains adjacent to the fusion line (Fig. 13a) is followed by tempered bainite with acicular
ferritic matrix and fine carbides (Fig. 13b). The fine grain HAZ at a distance of 0.5 mm from the fusion line
revealed a similar structure to that shown in Fig. 9b. The dislocation density increased in comparison with
the weld metal non-affected by repair welding (Fig. 14). Different substructures were observed in HAZ,
which contained or coarse columnar or fine equiaxed grains before deposition of repair weld overlayers.
The coarse grains contained higher dislocation density and a lower density of precipitates; in contrast, the
finer grains had a lower dislocation density and more relatively coarse M23C6 and Mo6C carbides. Globular
silicon oxides were spread over the whole weld metal.
A heavily tempered structure occurred in HAZ WM close to the triple point TP2 (Fig. 15). The tempered
bainite consisted of a ferritic matrix (acicular ferrite or packets of laths) with coarse particles of cementite
and Mo6C carbides (up 200 nm in size) at grain boundaries, chromium carbides » 50 nm inside grains and
fine intragranular precipitate that was not identified. A disordered dislocation net with high dislocation density and warped grain boundaries were observed.

RW
WM

a
b
Figure 13. Microstructure of HAZ WM along line 9: a) area adjacent to the fusion line, microhardness
256 HV 0.1, and b) at a distance 0.1 mm, microhardness 314 HV 0.1. SEM micrographs.

a
b
Figure 14. Substructure of HAZ WM at a distance of 0.5 mm from the fusion line: a) overview and b) dislocation net. TEM micrographs.

a
b
Figure 15. Microstructure of HAZ WM near triple point TP2, line 10, at a distance of 0.5 mm from the
fusion line: a) SEM micrograph and b) TEM micrograph. Microhardness 297 HV 0.1.

4. Discussion
Microstructural investigation was carried out in selected areas beneath the weld deposit together with
microhardness measurement. The main results are summarized in Table 2. Not all areas satisfied the
criterion for maximum Vickers hardness in HAZ, which should be 350 HV 0.1 at a distance of 0.5 mm from
the fusion line. From this point of view, the areas of the base material of 15Ch2MNFA seem to be critical.
Some differences were found between localities beneath the overlaps of adjacent beads of the 1st overlay
and the central parts of individual beads. These conditions are shown schematically in Fig. 16, which corresponds to the micrograph in Fig. 3 and was drawn from the observed microstructures.
Three zones are distinguished in HAZ: CG HAZ, FG HAZ and IC HAZ (intercritically reheated zone). In
this scheme only two layers were taken into account. Structures below the fusion line were tempered by
heat input from adjacent beads from the same layer or from the beads of the subsequent layer. Coarse
grain twice highly reheated structures below the bead overlaps were reaustenitized and structures was
refined. In addition, structures beneath the fusion line underwent tempering in consequence of heat input
rd
from the 3 overlayer. All observed structures were tempered. The microstructures corresponded to
tempered bainite and/or martensite. No hard structures such as fresh martensite or M-A constituent were
detected, which serve as stress raisers and can initiate cracking below the weld deposit. Nevertheless,
microhardness in this area slightly exceeded the stated hardness limit of 350 HV beneath the overlapping
beads at distances of 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm from the fusion line as a result of the high density of fine carbides and high dislocation density in the tempered martensite.

st

Figure 16. Scheme of HAZ BM. Zones from the 1
nd
overlay and the 2 overlay indicated by black and red
lines respectively. Green marks with numbers correspond to microhardness HV 0.1 at a distance of 0.5
mm from the fusion line.
overlap

centre
st

Unexpected increase in hardness was measured beneath the central parts of the beads in the 1 overlayer at distances from 0.5 to 0.7 mm from the fusion line. A high density of carbides with bimodal distribution of their size and high dislocation density were typical features in these areas. Coarse carbides were
those which occurred in the bainitic structure before the weld deposit. They were not dissolved during
repair welding as the heat input from welding was not sufficient; it caused growth of the particles. The fine
carbides Cr7C3 and VC precipitated as new particles during heat input from the deposition of subsequent
beads. The same processes occurred in HAZ WM, however the density of the fine precipitates was significantly lower. VC carbides were not present.
The highest hardness values were found in the narrow band of HAZ BM close to the triple point TP3.
However, at 0.5 mm from the fusion line hardness dropped below the required limit. Depletion of carbon
close to the fusion line was low and therefore tempered martensite with a high density of fine carbides and
high dislocation density occurred there, resulting in relatively high hardness. The region at a distance of
0.5 mm from the fusion line with Inconel alloy belonged also to the HAZ of the circumferential weld joint of
the RPV that could cause a reduction of hardness.

Table 2. Summary of the microstructural study.

The microstructure of HAZ AC was also investigated. As welding deposits of Inconel alloy did not influence
the structure of austenitic steel, the results were not included in this study.

5. Conclusions
The method of repair welding for reactor pressure vessels developed for VVER 440 was modified for
VVER 1000. GTAW and tempered weld bead technique was applied to trial weld deposits on all the materials which are used for pressure vessel production. Results from hardness testing and microstructural
analyses demonstrated adequate tempering of the heat affected zones in all the materials, including the
heat affected zones from the circumferential weld joint and austenitic cladding of the inner vessel surface.
The stated criterion of maximum hardness of 350 HV 0.1 in areas below Inconel 52 deposit was exceeded
by approximately 20 units of HV 0.1 in the fine grained heat affected zones beneath the central parts of
st
individual weld beads of the 1 overlayer. High dislocation density and high density of fine precipitates,
namely vanadium carbides, are reasons for the increased hardness in these areas.
It can be concluded, on the basis of previous experiments which used various welding methods under
different conditions and the results from microstructural studies, that it is hard to satisfy the above mentioned criterion. Slightly higher hardness seems not to be a decisive factor in the deterioration of the mechanical properties of the repair welds. A direct relation cannot be established between the hardness and
the toughness of the materials being investigated. In addition, microstructural analyses did not reveal any
occurrence of brittle phases in the heat affected zones, which could initiate cracking.
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Abstract
Alloy 690 is used in critical components of nuclear power systems. It has a high intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) resistance, but questions remain concerning its long-term primary water stress
corrosion cracking (PWSCC) resistance during the service life of pressurized water reactor (PWR)
components. To study the effect of thermal ageing, four conditions of Alloy 690 (solution annealed, coldrolled and/or heat-treated) were aged at 420, 475 and 550 °C for 10 000 h and characterized by SEM,
EBSD and nanoindentation. Thermal ageing of Alloy 690 triggered intergranular (IG) carbide precipitation
and all conditions showed evidence of short-range ordering (SRO), with the start of a disordering reaction
at 475 °C. Prior heat treatment induced ordering prior to thermal ageing, as compared to water-quenched
specimens. IG carbide precipitation increased with increasing ageing temperature, as well as diffusioninduced grain boundary migration (DIGM).
Keywords: Alloy 690, thermal ageing, short-range ordering, Ni 2Cr, carbide precipitation, heat treatment,
cold work.

1. Introduction
Alloy 690TT (Ni-30Cr-10Fe) is replacing Alloy 600 for critical components in nuclear power systems,
mostly to improve the primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) resistance of components in
pressurized water reactors (PWR) 0. The alloy has an austenitic matrix, with annealing twins, large TiN
particles and mostly intergranular Cr-rich M23C6 carbides 0-0. Due to the long service life of PWR
components, the evolution of the PWSCC resistance of Alloy 690 after long-term thermal ageing is a
concern. Especially, high levels of cold work (CW) significantly increase the PWSCC susceptibility and
result in IG cracking [0]-0 and thermal ageing of Alloy 690 can increase the PWSCC susceptibility to

similar levels 0. The reason why thermal ageing of Alloy 690 affects its PWSCC resistance is still unclear.
The main microstructural changes noticed after thermal ageing of Alloy 690 are IG carbide precipitation
and atomic ordering 0. IG carbides can produce inhomogeneous strain localization at GB 0]-0, 0, 0-0,
while lattice contraction due to ordering increases the hardness and reduces the mechanical properties 0,
0. It is a concern for the long-term operation of PWRs, especially when considering higher operating
temperatures and longer service times 0. The ordering reaction in Alloy 690 during thermal ageing is
based on the formation of the Ni 2Cr phase under a critical temperature, above which a disordering reaction
occurs 0, 0. The critical temperature is composition dependent. Notably, increasing the Fe content to more
than 9 wt.% decreases the critical temperature from 550 °C to less than 420 °C 0, 0. Under 350 °C, the
nucleation of the ordered phase is more difficult and requires long ageing times. As such, the occurrence
of long-range ordering (LRO) in a commercial Alloy 690 component is unlikely, but the formation of shortrange ordering (SRO) during the service life of PWRs is expected and may affect the PWSCC resistance 0
as even small lattice contractions due to SRO are reported to cause IG cracking under applied tensile
stress 0. Concerning the occurrence of SRO, the prior condition of the material has a great influence.
Water quenching after solution annealing retains a disordered structure, unlike furnace cooling which
allows the ordering reaction to occur prior to ageing. CW destroys the ordered structure and leads to
initiation times similar to that of a water-quenched condition 0. CW, however, promotes the formation of
SRO by generating vacancies in the lattice, while carbon in solution can trap excess vacancies, therefore
suppressing the formation of SRO nuclei 0. The presence of SRO is, however, more difficult to assess
than that of LRO and has to be studied with indirect methods. In addition, most studies have been
conducted on model Ni-Fe-Cr alloys, and there is a need of data on the effects of thermal aging on
commercial Ni-based alloys, notably on the combined effects of ordering, CW and IG carbides. The aim of
this study is therefore to observe the influence of cold work and previous heat treatment on the ordering
levels in Alloy 690 aged for 10 000 h at 420, 475 and 550 °C.

2. Experimental methods
Alloy 690 samples were prepared from a commercial melt from INCO to produce different levels of SRO.
The composition of the alloy used in this study is given in Table 1, with notably 9.18 wt.% Fe. All samples
were solution annealed and water quenched. The first batch of samples was kept as-received solution
annealed (SA). The second batch was 20% cold-rolled (SACW). The third batch was heat treated at
700 °C for 17 h (TT). The fourth batch was heat treated at 700 °C for 17 h and 20 % cold rolled (TTCW).
Samples were then kept in the original conditions or aged at 420, 475 and 550 °C for 10 000 h,
corresponding to the temperatures highlighted in the introduction: 550 °C is considered the upper critical
temperature for any melt of Alloy 690, while 420 °C is expected to be the critical temperature for Alloy 690
with 9 wt.% Fe. All 16 samples shown in Table 2 were ground with Struers SiC grinding papers up to 4000
grit and then polished with 3 μm and 1 μm Struers DiaPro diamond solutions. The last deformation layers
were removed in a colloidal silica alkaline suspension for 16 h. The microstructures were observed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The ordering levels were
assessed by nanohardness measurement. The assumption was that the changes in the lattice parameter
or hardness are related to the changes in the fraction of the ordered phase. For that reason, matrices of
20x20 nanoindentations were done with 1.5 mN load and 5 μm steps, omitting measurements close to the
grain boundaries to avoid the influence of IG carbide precipitation, as illustrated in Figure 1. The hardness
levels were calculated with the Oliver and Pharr method 0 from the nanoindentation measurements and
were found to have a standard deviation of 6 % in average.
Table 1. Chemical composition of Alloy 690 used in this study.
Element
wt. %

Ni

Cr

Fe

Mn

Si

P

Cu

C

S

62.6 28.7 9.18 0.21 0.12 0.08 0.0048 0.037 <0.001

Table 2. Summary of the 20 conditions of Alloy 690.
As-received conditions

SA + WQ
SA + WQ + 20 % CW
SA+ WQ + TT

Ageing temperature (°C)

Code

420

475

550

SA

SA420C10H

SA475C10H

SA550C10H

SACW SACW420C10H SACW475C10H SACW550C10H
TT

TT420C10H

TT475C10H

SA + WQ + TT+ 20 % CW TTCW TTCW420C10H TTCW475C10H

TT550C10H
TTCW550

HVI

120 μm
Figure 1. Hardness mapping of the TT condition after 10 000 h at 475 °C (TT550C10H), generated from
the nanoindentation matrix. Hardness variations are clearly visible in the GB regions, in contrast to the
more homogeneous grain interiors.

3. Results
3.1 Microstructures
Figure 2 shows the differences in microstructure between the original conditions of the alloy. The SA Alloy
690 showed annealing twin boundaries, no visible deformation and very few IG carbides. In the TT
condition, the heat treatment promoted extensive IG carbide precipitation, increased the density of twin
boundaries, while the strain level remained the same. Cold work after water quenching (SACW) promoted
strain localization mostly around GBs, which was also observed in the TTCW condition which included IG
carbides as in the TT condition. TiN particles were observed in all conditions. Figure 3 shows the evolution
of GB in the SA condition during thermal ageing depending on the ageing temperature. Carbide
precipitation was observed at all ageing temperatures, with an especially significant increase between 420
and 475 °C. Wavy GB regions were observed, especially at 475 and 550 °C, typical for diffusion-induced
grain boundary migration (DIGM). The growth of one grain into another is illustrated by an EBSD mapping
of grain orientation (Figure 3 for the ageing at 550 °C). Carbides were observed to precipitate within the
zone between the original position of the GB and the new migrated GB, resulting in cellular-like carbide
structure (Figure 3). The TT, SACW and TTCW microstructures showed similar results, although the extent
of carbide precipitation and DIGM were much higher. Especially, extensive carbide precipitation and

growth was observed within recrystallized area around GBs at 550 °C in both SACW and TTCW
conditions.
TTCW

TT

SA

=100 µm; Local Mo; Step=0.201 µm; Grid1858x1393

=100 µm; Euler; Step=0.1657 µm; Grid2254x1690

Figure 2. EBSD mapping of the as-received SA condition showing the austenitic matrix with twin
boundaries (SA), SEM imaging of the as-received TT condition showing IG carbides (TT), and kernel
average misorientation map (KAM) of the as-received TTCW condition showing high strain levels and
strain localization at GBs (TTCW).

SA

SA475C10

SA550C10H

SA550C10

=20 µm; Euler; Step=0.0686 µm; Grid1089x817

Figure 3. Evolution of GBs in the SA condition from the as-received state (SA) and after 10 000 h at
475 °C (SA475C10H) and 550 °C (SA550C10H). An EBSD mapping for the SA550C10H sample (bottom
right) confirms the occurrence of GB migration.

3.2 Hardness measurements
Figure 4 shows the hardness levels of the SA, TT, SACW and TTCW conditions before and after ageing at
420, 475 and 550 °C for 10 000 h. In the original conditions, cold work increased the hardness of the alloy
(from 371 to 465 HVIT for SA to SACW and from 413 to 507 HVIT for TT to TTCW, respectively), while
heat-treated conditions were harder than the water-quenched conditions (371 and 413 HVIT for SA to TT,
respectively). In all conditions, thermal ageing at 420 °C for 10 000 h increased notably the hardness of
Alloy 690, especially for the TT condition (from 413 HVIT before ageing to 544 HVIT after 10 000 h at
420°C). At 475 and 550 °C, the hardness increase was more limited in the TT condition and a hardness
decrease was observed in the SACW and TTCW conditions. In the SA condition, a hardness increase was
still noticeable at 475 °C, and hardness decreased at 550 °C.
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Figure 4. Nanohardness of as-received samples (AR) and after ageing at 420, 475 and 550 °C for
10 000 h.
Table 3. Hardness variations of aged SA, SACW, TT and TTCW conditions with ageing temperature
relative to the respective as-received condition.
T (°C)

SA

SACW

TT

TTCW

420

+ 30 %

+ 26 %

+ 32 %

+ 14 %

475

+ 14 %

+4%

+3%

–4%

550

+6 %

–1%

+1%

–4%

4. Discussion
Figure 4 shows changes of the hardness with ageing temperature for the different conditions. For more
clarity, however, the results will be discussed based on the relative variations (%) of the hardness, as
shown in Table 3. Prior to thermal ageing, heat treatment increased the hardness of the TT condition as
compared to water quenching in the SA condition (Figure 4). The main visible change in the TT condition
as compared to the SA condition is IG carbide precipitation due to heat treatment (Figure 2). The expected
consequence is usually a drop in hardness resulting from a decrease in solid solution hardening by carbon
after carbide precipitation. Therefore, a higher hardness in TT conditions than in SA ones suggests the
occurrence of SRO upon cooling from the heat treatment. Indeed, as mentioned in the literature, SRO can

nucleate more easily as carbon atoms are not trapping vacancies anymore. Cold work increased the
hardness of the as-received SACW and TTCW conditions as compared to the SA and TT conditions
(Figure 4), related to higher strain levels seen in Figure 2. A high hardness increase was seen for all
conditions aged at 420 °C, expected to be close to the critical temperature for the ordering of Alloy 690
with a 9 wt.% Fe content. The hardness increase is especially strong for the TT condition, which comes
close to the hardness of the cold-worked conditions (Figure 4). Upon ageing at 475 °C, the hardness
decreased in all conditions as compared to the hardness observed upon ageing at 420 °C (Figure 4),
indicating the start of a disordering reaction as this temperature is above the expected critical temperature
for the ordering of Alloy 690 with 9 wt.% Fe content. Some SRO remained, as the hardness was higher in
the SA, SACW and TT conditions than in their as-received state (Table 3). Upon ageing at 550 °C, the
hardness decreased further from the levels observed upon ageing at 420 °C, indicating a stronger
influence of the disordering reaction. In the case of the heat-treated samples, the hardness decrease was
reduced, indicating that the ordering reaction may become saturated (Figure 4). Stress relaxation at higher
temperatures occurred in parallel with the disordering reaction as the hardness decrease was more
pronounced in the CW conditions at 475 and 550 °C. Ageing at 550 °C generated hardness levels similar
to those of the as-received conditions.

5. Conclusions
The effects of thermal ageing on Alloy 690 were studied, with a special focus on SRO, including the
influence of ageing temperature, cold work and heat treatment. The presence of SRO was assessed via
hardness measurements and the results fitted well with previous research. The uncertainty of the
nanoindentation technique was decreased by the high number of measurements. The following were the
main findings of this study:
-

-

-

IG carbide precipitation increased with ageing temperature, while DIGM was promoted at 475 and
550 °C resulting in a typical wavy appearance of GB and bulged zones. Carbides were observed
to grow within the migrated zones forming cellular structures.
SRO was observed in all conditions at 420 °C, while a disordering reaction was noted at 475 and
further at 550 °C, confirming the critical temperature for ordering at around 420 °C for 9.18 wt.%
Fe.
Heat treatment promoted SRO prior to ageing. A lower carbon content after IG carbide
precipitation favors the nucleation of SRO.
Cold work increased the hardness of Alloy 690 prior to ageing due to high strain levels, and stress
relaxation was observed during ageing at higher temperatures, accentuating the hardness
decrease related to the disordering reaction.
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Abstract
Dissimilar metal welds (DMWs) have several different microstructural zones in the vicinity of the low-alloy
steel – Ni-based weld metal fusion boundary that have an effect on the mechanical and fracture mechanical behaviour of the weld joint. These microstructural zones are especially small when modern narrow-gap
(NG) gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) technique is utilized. Determination of the fracture toughness
properties of the microstructural zones of a DMW joint is of utmost importance for successful structural
integrity and lifetime analyses. This paper presents the results from fracture resistance (J-R) tests, microhardness measurements and microstructural characterization performed for a DMW mock-up manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI). The studied material is fully representative to that of OL3 EPR
pressurized water reactor safe-end weld. The results show that the DMW joint is tough at the SA 508 lowalloy steel – Alloy 52 weld metal interface, which typically is the weakest area of a DMW. Fracture surfaces
of the J-R test specimens tested in T-L orientation show a wavy appearance that follows the weld bead
boundaries. Crack propagation path was studied also using optical 3D profilometry. Microhardness results
show that there is a steep hardness gradient at the fusion boundary where the carbon-depleted zone
(CDZ) of the SA 508 exhibits the lowest hardness and the narrow zone exhibiting the highest hardness is
located right next to the fusion boundary at the Alloy 52 side.

1. Introduction
Nickel-based alloy weld metals are often used when welding dissimilar metal combinations, such as
bainitic pressure vessel steels (low-alloy carbon steels) to stainless steels. In these applications, several
inherent properties of nickel-based alloys make them an ideal choice of material. When austenitic stainless
steels are welded directly to carbon steels, the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) can
lead to fatigue and creep failures in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the carbon steel [1]. The CTE of Ni
lies between those of austenitic stainless steels and carbon steels and thus it provides a smooth transition
of CTE across the weld joint and better distributes to thermal stresses that originate from the different

CTEs of the joined materials. Nickel-based weld metals also have good corrosion resistance in as-welded
condition [2] and good impact toughness at low temperatures [3]. Previously widely used Alloy 600 and its
weld metal alloys 182 and 82 have recently been substituted with higher Cr containing Alloy 690 and its
weld metal alloys 152 and 52 due to their better resistance to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in light water
reactor (LWR) environments [4,5].
Dilution of the two different base metals causes a heterogeneous composition distribution within the fusion zones, which may degrade the properties of the weldment in some cases [6]. Large compositional
gradients exist in the fusion boundary region when welding carbon steels with Ni-based alloys. C diffuses
from the HAZ to the fusion zone during welding due to this gradient [7] which can result in formation of
martensite according to the Schaeffler diagram [8]. The tendency for C to migrate from HAZ into the weld
metal during post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) is especially strong in high-Cr alloys, such as Alloy 52
[9,10].
The previous work [10,11] have shown that among the different weld zones, the fusion boundary/near
interface zone exhibits the lowest fracture resistance. The fracture mechanical testing has demonstrated
that dissimilar metal welds are prone to abrupt crack path deviations from the original cracking plane (i.e.,
the location of the pre-fatigue crack tip) into the neighbouring microstructures. This deflection tendency is
shown to be affected by the strength mis-match state. Topographic characterisation of J-R test specimen
fracture surfaces using optical 3D profilometry has been shown capable of revealing sudden crack path
deviations and it illustratively describes the details of the fracture surface. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) examinations have shown that the crack path deflection is in most cases caused by small weld
defects detected in post-test fractography on the fracture surfaces [10].
This paper presents results from material characterization studies performed for as-received DMW
mock-up manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI). Within the same project the effect of thermal
aging on fracture behaviour of the mock-up will also be studied. Thermal aging is performed at 400 °C for
5000 and 10000 h in order to evaluate thermal aging of the actual plant components during 60 years of
operation. The dominating aging phenomenon of the studied DMW joint is believed to be phosphorous
segregation, which has been shown to increase the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature of low-alloy
steels [12]. Other possible metallurgical aging mechanisms include dissolution of cementite (Fe 3C), carbon
diffusion into Alloy 52 weld metal and extension of the carbon-depleted zone (CDZ), as well as strain aging
[13].

2. Experiments
The studied material was a 1:1 scale DMW safe-end mock-up manufactured by MHI. The received piece of
the mock-up is presented in Figure 1. A cross-section of the mock-up showing the SA 508 low-alloy steel,
AISI 308 cladding, Alloy 52 weld metal and AISI 316L stainless steel is presented in Figure 2. The MHI
mock-up is fully representative to the joint that is used in OL3 EPR between the reactor pressure vessel
feedwater nozzles and safe-ends. The weld is manufactured by applying the narrow-gap (NG) gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) method without buttering and using Alloy 52 as welding consumable. After welding the NGW mock-up weld was post-weld heat treated at 550°C for 20 h and at 610°C for 16 h.
This paper concentrates on microstructural and fracture mechanical characterization of the MHI mockup. The applied experimental methods include optical microscopy of the cross-section samples, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), microhardness measurements, fracture resistance (J-R) testing, and optical
3D profilometric measurements of the J-R test fracture surfaces. J-R testing was performed according to
ASTM E 1820-13 standard using 1” C(T) specimens. The nominal fatigue pre-crack location was at the
fusion boundary and the specimen orientation was T-L. A schematic image showing the cutting of the C(T)
specimens from the mock-up is presented in Figure 3. J-R tests were conducted in air at 300 °C.
Cross-section samples were extracted from the mock-up and prepared using standard metallographic
sample preparation techniques. Samples for the optical examination of SA 508 were etched using 2 %
Nital solution and samples for studying Alloy 52 weld metal were etched using Aqua Regia (20% HNO 3 +
60% HCl). Unetched cross-section samples were used for microhardness measurements. Microhardness
measurements were performed using a CMS micro-combi tester equipped with a Vickers tip using an
indentation load of 350 mN and a 50 μm step size.

Figure 1. Received piece of the MHI narrow-gap
weld mock-up.

Figure 2. Cross-section of the MHI narrow-gap weld
mock-up.

W=62,5 mm

B=25 mm
82 mm

12 mm

Figure 3. Cutting of the C(T) specimens from the MHI narrow-gap weld mock-up. Pre-crack plane is the
dashed area in the image.

3. Results
3.1 Optical microscopy
The general microstructural appearance of the SA 508 side of the DMW joint is illustrated in Figure 4.
Width of the HAZ is about 2 mm. The bainitic microstructure of the base metal shows lighter appearing
areas and darker bands in the optical microscopy after etching. The appearance is typical of low-alloy steel
with segregation bands (so called ghost lines). The banded appearance is similar also in the HAZ, with the
difference that the general appearance is darker. The microstructure near the fusion boundary is presented
in Figure 5. Some carbon depletion is observed close to the fusion boundary in SA 508. The carbondepleted zone (CDZ) is not clearly defined and the extent of carbon depletion varies along the fusion
boundary. The average width of the CDZ is small, about 50 µm. Some grain coarsening is observed close
to the fusion boundary but only to a limited extent, which is mainly due to the low heat input of the NGGTAW technique.

Base metal SA 508

Fusion boundary

HAZ

Figure 4. Optical microscope image showing the base metal SA 508, HAZ, fusion boundary and a part of
the Alloy 52 weld (appearing light on the right).

CDZ

Fusion boundary
Figure 5. Optical microscope image showing the SA 508 microstructure near the fusion boundary.
Microstructure of the Alloy 52 weld metal is presented in Figure 6. Weld metal exhibits columnar dendritic
microstructure typical of Alloy 52. Some of the grains are very large and elongated having lengths of several millimetres and the largest ones extend through multiple weld beads. Weld bead (size) thickness at
the location of Figure 6 is about 1,5 mm. Based on the optical microscopy examinations (Figure 4), some
weld beads are slightly larger having a size of about 2 mm. Some swirls of unmelted SA 508 steel have
penetrated into the weld metal at the locations of weld bead boundaries, appearing dark in Figure 6. More
detailed views of the fusion boundary area are presented in Figure 7. Close to the bead boundaries some
Type II boundaries [14] are observed (Figure 7 a). In the middle of the bead such boundaries are not present (Figure 7 b).

Figure 6. Optical microscope image showing the weld metal microstructure close to the SA 508 fusion
boundary.

a)

Fusion boundary

b)

Type II boundary

Figure 7. Optical micrographs from two different locations of the SA 508 – Alloy 52 fusion boundary area. a) a location of a bead boundary where Type II boundary is observed. Further away from the bead
boundaries, b), there are no Type II boundaries present.
3.2 Microhardness measurements
Results from the microhardness measurements are presented as a calculated Matlab map and a hardness
profile across the fusion boundary in Figure 8. The map shows the microhardness profile measured from
the base metal SA 508 (on the left) over the fusion boundary to Alloy 52 weld metal (on the right). The
matrix of the measurement points relative to the cross-section is presented in Figure 8. Both the microhardness map and the profile show that the hardness decreases when moving from grain refining (GR)
zone towards the fusion boundary and the CDZ. The highest microhardness, however, is right at the other

side of the fusion boundary at Alloy 52 weld metal side. The lowest measured microhardness values in the
CDZ are 200-250 HVIT, whereas the highest values at the narrow hard layer in the weld metal side are
600-650 HVIT. Thus there is a great gradient in hardness within a distance of a few micrometres. It was
observed that the base metal (SA 508) exhibits bands of higher hardness. This observation fits well with
the banded appearance observed in optical microscopy presented in Figure 4, and explains the scatter
observed in the LAS HAZ in the hardness profile.

1 mm

Figure 8. Microhardness measurements performed for the fusion boundary region, starting from the base
metal (SA 508) on the left to the HAZ, CDZ, fusion boundary and finally Alloy 52 weld metal. From top to
bottom a visualization of the matrix of indentations, the corresponding hardness map and the corresponding hardness-profile, respectively.
3.3 J-R tests
The J-R test results presented in Figure 9 show that the MHI DMW is tough at the interface. The J Q and
2
J1mm values presented in the graph (374 and 558 kJ/m , respectively) are calculated for the test data between exclusion lines of 0,15 and 1,5 mm acquired for all six specimens. The obtained J Q values for single
2
specimens range between 331-474 kJ/m . The J-R curves have similar shape, although different amounts
of RPV steel and weld metal are visible on the fracture surface.

Figure 9. J-R curves for as-received MHI narrow-gap weld mock-up DMW. Nominal fatigue pre-crack location was at the SA 508 – Alloy 52 fusion boundary
The photographs of the fracture surfaces are presented in Figure 10. The fracture morphology follows
the wavy shape of the fusion boundary illustrated in the cross-section image (Figure 4). The bead size
corresponds well with the frequency of the wavy fracture surface morphology, and the fracture surface
appearance is similar in all the studied samples. Based on the photographs it was observed that the location of the fatigue pre-crack was very close to the fusion boundary because in all cases both materials of
the joint, i.e. Alloy 52 weld metal (lighter in photographs) and SA 508 low-alloy steel (darker in photographs), are present on the fatigue pre-crack fracture surface. The wavy appearance of the onset of the JR test part of the specimen fracture surface is different from the fatigue pre-crack fracture surface where
the morphology is smoother typical of a fatigue pre-crack. The wavy topography is illustrated in optical 3D
topography image shown in Figure 11. It was observed from the sides of the specimen halves that the
Alloy 52 weld metal side of the specimens, shown on the left in images (a) – (f) in Figure 10, were more
deformed during the J-R test than the SA 508 low-alloy steel side.

a)

b)

Machined notch

Fatigue pre-crack
J-R test

Final fracture

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 10. Photographs of fracture surfaces of the J-R test specimens JR1-JR6 from a) to f), respectively.
The different regions of the fracture surface are marked in b), illustrating the specimen JR2, and they exhibit the same pattern for each specimen.

Crack growth direction

SA 508 side
Final
J-R test
Fatigue

fracture
Alloy 52 side

pre-crack

Figure 11. 3D topography image of fracture surface of specimen JR1. The wavy fracture surface topography exhibits a period of roughly 2 mm.
The fracture surface features were studied in more detail using SEM. Both sides of JR1 specimen were
studied in order to study the morphology of fracture. Figure 12 shows that the mating specimen sides
match with each other. A significant amount of plastic deformation and some secondary cracking have
effected on the fracture process and thus the mating fracture surfaces do not match exactly.
The end of the fatigue pre-crack and the start of the J-R test at one representative location are presented in Figure 13. This image, as well as Figure 11, illustrates the Alloy 52 weld metal side of the fractured
specimen, which essentially means that the material at the lower level of the fracture surface is Alloy 52
weld metal and at the higher level SA 508 low-alloy steel. This was confirmed by performing EDS (Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analyses from various locations of the fracture surface. As can be seen in
Figures 12-13, cracking occurs after pre-crack tip blunting entirely in the SA 508 side. However, after some
ductile crack propagation the crack deflects to the Alloy 52 weld metal side at various locations that are
about 2 mm apart in specimen width direction (Figure 11).

Alloy 52
Alloy 52
Alloy 52

SA 508

SA 508

Crack growth direction

Alloy 52

SA 508

SA 508

J-R test
Fatigue pre-crack (SA 508)

Figure 12. SEM images from the both sides of the fractured specimen at the same location showing alternating areas of Alloy 52 weld metal and SA 508 low-alloy steel.

SA 508

Blunting

J-R test

Crack growth direction

Alloy 52

Fatigue pre-crack (SA 508)

Figure 13. A SEM (secondary electron) image showing the fracture surface of the J-R test specimen JR1
at the early part of the test. Fatigue pre-crack tip blunting occurs almost entirely in the SA 508 side of the
joint. After blunting crack propagation onsets in the SA 508 side of the joint and occasionally crack deflects
to Alloy 52 weld metal side (larger dimples).

At some locations there were small weld defects observed on the bottom of the large dimples at the Alloy
52 weld metal side. Two examples of those are presented in Figures 14-15 including detailed views of
weld defects. Some parts of the fracture surface have undergone significant plastic deformation before
fracture and show rough appearance whereas some other areas have a smooth appearance indicating
that the surface represents the solidification structure. The fracture surface is deformed also at the smooth
areas as evident from many slip lines, manifested especially in Figure 14 b), and some cracking of small
particles was observed in these areas. There are also numerous small pores (1-10 µm in diameter) in the
weld defect areas. The total amount of weld defects is, however, small.

a)

b)

Figure 14. In a), a SEM (secondary electron) image of the fracture surface of the J-R test specimen JR1
showing an area where the crack has propagated in the weld metal side of the joint. At the bottom of the
large dimple there is a small weld defect and some pores. Detailed view of the weld defect is shown in b).

a)

b)

Figure 15. In a), a SEM (secondary electron) image of the fracture surface of the J-R test specimen JR1
showing another example of an area where the crack has propagated in the weld metal side of the joint. At
the bottom of the large dimple there is a small weld defect and some pores. Detailed view of the weld
defect is shown in b).

4. Discussion
The fracture mechanical and microstructural examinations were carried out in order to evaluate the asreceived (PWHT) condition of the studied MHI narrow-gap weld mock-up that will be studied later in thermally aged condition. The results presented in this paper have some similarities and some differences with

the results presented in the earlier study [10] where an Alloy 52 NG DMW mock-up manufactured by Aalto
University was studied.
It was observed in the optical microscopy study that the SA 508 steel exhibits a banded microstructure
(Figure 4) where the darker appearing bands show higher values in microhardness measurements (Figure
8). This indicates that the bainitic microstructure is inhomogeneous regarding the carbon distribution. The
appearance is typical for macrosegregation from the manufacturing. The microstructure of Alloy 52 is dendritic including some smooth and some more tortuous grain boundaries. In addition, non-continuous Type
II boundaries were observed close to the fusion boundary in the vicinity of weld bead boundaries.
It should be noted that the hardness values were measured directly from the indentation load and displacement data with a load of 350 mN (corresponding to a load of about 36 g, i.e. HV0,03). Therefore the
hardness values are not directly comparable to the traditional Vickers hardness values determined optically from the cross-sections of the indentations. It must also be pointed out that the microhardness map is an
approximation that is based on the limited amount of data points. The map is not showing exactly the actual hardness at an arbitrary location because its accuracy is limited to the measured points and the map
calculation cannot take into account possible changes in hardness that may occur between the measurement points. This is manifested especially at the area of the narrow hard zone (located right next to the
fusion boundary in weld metal side) that seems discontinuous in the map. However, the apparent discontinuity can be explained by the positions of the hardness measurement points with respect to the hard zone.
In the case of some rows of the measurement matrix the measurement has hit quite exactly the location
where the hard zone is, resulting in high microhardness values. In some other rows the measurement
points are located at both sides of the hard zone but not exactly at the hard zone, which misleadingly indicates that the hard layer is non-existent at some locations. In spite of that, the hardness map illustrates the
overall microhardness distribution quite well. In addition to the hardness map, the hardness profile gives a
good representation of the hardness levels across the fusion boundary. The combination of both hardness
map and hardness profile can well characterize the interface, by giving both the localization and the hardness levels of the hard and soft zones: the softest zone is found in the CDZ of the LAS with 200 HVIT,
while the hardest zone is situated at the fusion boundary in the weld metal side with up to 650 HVIT. As
such, the hardest and softest zones are located next to each other, increasing the strength mis-match of
the weld interface. The influence of banding in the LAS HAZ is well seen in the hardness map.
It was reported by Hänninen et al. [10] that the crack occasionally deflected over the fusion boundary
from SA 508 to Alloy 52 in J-R tests, and the cracking in Alloy 52 side was usually nucleated at small weld
defects observed on the bottom of the large dimples. The same phenomenon was observed in the present
study. However, the different orientation of the J-R test specimens (T-L in the present study, T-S in the
previous study) apparently is a factor resulting in the different morphology of the fracture surface. In the
earlier studied T-S orientation specimens, made from Aalto University’s mock-up, crack deflected first to
the Alloy 52 weld metal side and typically returned to the SA 508 side during the test continuing to grow in
the CDZ close to the fusion boundary. In this study, a wavy pattern showing a period of about 2 mm in
specimen thickness (B) direction was observed on the fracture surfaces of the J-R test specimens. This
pattern is consistent with the bead size. Thus it appears that cracking follows the pattern of the wavy fusion
boundary shown in Figure 4 and deflections towards the Alloy 52 weld metal occur at locations where the
distance from the original cracking plane to the weld metal side is shortest. As can be seen in Figure 10,
once the crack deflects to the Alloy 52 side it typically never returns to the SA 508 side.
The fracture resistance JQ values for the six specimens range between 331-474 kJ/m 2 which is similar
to the results obtained for as-welded (AW) specimens in the previous study, and somewhat higher than the
results obtained for PWHT specimens, which probably was the condition similar to the condition of the now
studied MHI mock-up. There are several possible reasons contributing to the observed difference. The
specimen type was different, C(T) vs. SE(B), and additionally the specimen size was larger in the present
study. Specimen type and size affects the shape of the J-R curves, but initiation toughness (J Q) values are
comparable. As mentioned earlier, the specimen orientation was also different (T-L vs. T-S). Test temperature in the present study was 300 °C, whereas the J-R tests of the previous study [10] were conducted at
room temperature. Also, one has to anticipate the possibility that the local strength mismatch state between two neighbouring microstructures is different at 300 °C and at room temperature, which may affect
the crack propagation behaviour. However, instead of increasing, the higher temperature may decrease

the JQ value, which indicates that the MHI narrow-gap weld mock-up is very tough at the weld interface
compared to the Aalto University mock-up, which showed some J Q values as low as 100 kJ/m 2 in PWHT
condition when tested at room temperature. In the case of ductile crack growth the fracture toughness is
largely governed by the amount of particles that act as nuclei for the dimples, and for the part where the
fracture propagates in the CDZ the difference in fracture resistance for the two mock-ups may be partly
explained by the amount and size of secondary phase particles. However, the particle distribution has not
been studied in detail thus far for the SA 508 steel of the present study. Probably more important factor
affecting the J-R behaviour is the fact that in the case of the studied C(T) specimens (MHI mock-up) the
fracture occurred for the large part (59-73 %) in the weld metal side of the joint. Although there were some
small weld defects observed in the weld metal, it is assumed based on the previous studies that the fracture resistance of Alloy 52 weld metal is superior to that of the low-alloy steel. In order to study the possible
effects of specimen orientation and temperature, additional tests will be performed for the MHI narrow-gap
weld mock-up material in T-S orientation and at room temperature.

5. Conclusions
Based on the results from J-R tests and microstructural characterization it was concluded that the carbon
migration from the LAS to the weld metal promotes the formation of hard and soft zones on both sides of
the weld interface. A soft zone (200 HVIT) was identified in the LAS side close to the fusion boundary and
related to the CDZ of the LAS. A hard zone (650 HVIT) was identified in the weld metal within 0.1 mm of
the fusion boundary. Banding was observed in the LAS side which resulted in harder areas in the HAZ.
2
The fracture resistance of the interface varied between J Q = 331-474 kJ/m and the fracture surfaces of
all the studied specimens consisted of ductile fracture. The crack propagation formed wavy patterns on the
fracture surfaces of the J-R tested specimens. The pattern consisted of alternating fracture surface areas
of SA 508 and Alloy 52 and the alternation is consistent with the weld bead size. Thus, it appears that the
cracking morphology follows the wavy fusion boundary and deflections towards the Alloy 52 weld metal
occur at the locations in which the distance from the original cracking plane to the weld metal is the shortest. Unlike in some previous studies, once the crack deflects to the Alloy 52 weld metal side, it does not
return to the SA 508 side of the fusion boundary.
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Linearization of supports with gaps in
dynamic piping analyses
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Abstract
Nuclear power plant piping systems exhibit dynamic behaviour, and piping supports keep the displacements of the pipes within acceptable limits. The aim of the research is the development of a simplified way
to take into account the nonlinear displacement behaviour of the supports in linear dynamic piping analyses. The research was started as a Master’s thesis with focus on supports with gaps and friction and was
further continued regarding supports with gaps.
The linearization procedure and methods are found in literature and they were further developed in this
study. The goal is to represent the nonlinear system as accurately as possible by an equivalent linear
system. The linearization procedure was investigated in time-domain and frequency-domain analyses
using simplified piping systems. Frequency-domain is of particular interest as nonlinearities cannot be
incorporated into classical mode-based methods.
Equivalent linear systems were determined for the selected load cases and comparison was made between the equivalent linear and original nonlinear systems, time-domain and frequency-domain linearization results and three different linearization methods. Correspondence between equivalent linear and original nonlinear systems was not found accurate, time- and frequency-domain linearization gave similar results and different linearization methods resulted in equivalent linear systems very close to each other.

1. Introduction
Nuclear power plant piping systems exhibit dynamic behaviour as a result of various sources of excitation
in the system. There are various types of piping supports aimed at keeping the pipe movements within
acceptable limits. Often the support forces do not behave linearly with system displacement or velocity,
thereby introducing nonlinearities to the system. Nonlinear dynamic problems are commonly solved by
means of time history analysis. However, solving linear dynamic problems, for example, with response
spectrum method, usually requires less computing effort compared with nonlinear analyses.
The aim of the research is the development of a simplified way to take into account the nonlinear displacement behaviour of the supports in linear dynamic piping analyses. The research was started as a
Master’s thesis [1] with focus on supports with gaps and friction and was further continued regarding supports with gaps. The linearization procedure and methods are found in literature and they were further
developed in this study. The goal is to represent the original nonlinear system as accurately as possible by

an equivalent linear system. The linearization procedure was investigated in time-domain and frequencydomain analyses using simplified piping systems. Frequency-domain is of particular interest as nonlinearities cannot be incorporated into classical mode-based methods.
This conference paper presents the results of the current study that focused on supports with gaps in
time history and response spectrum analyses. It is highlighted that the scope of this conference paper is
limited to supports with gaps. In Section 2 the methods are presented by introducing an iterative procedure
together with linearization and analysis methods. In Section 3 the piping system and load case are presented. In Section 4 the results are shown and in Section 5 the relevant discussion is given and conclusions are drawn.
In the previous study [1], the linearization procedure was applied to an actual piping system with four
gap supports using a sinusoidal point force as the excitation. The equivalent linear system obtained was
compared to the original nonlinear system. Displacements at support locations were of the same order of
magnitude but large differences were observed at single locations. The support forces were generally
found to be smaller in the equivalent linear system. Pipe bending moments at support locations were observed to be significantly different, being both higher and smaller in the linear system.

2. Methods
2.1 Iterative procedure to determine equivalent linear system
The iterative procedure to determine the equivalent linear system presented here is identical to procedures
portrayed in references [2], [3], [4] and [5]. The nonlinear gap supports are replaced by linear springs to
obtain a linear system and an iterative procedure is used to determine the equivalent spring constants. To
illustrate a nonlinear gap support and a corresponding linearized system, single degree-of-freedom systems are shown in Figure 1 with corresponding force-displacement relationships. The iterative procedure is
presented in the flow chart of Figure 2 for a single support. Damping of the supports is neglected for simplicity in this study.

Figure 1. Illustration of a nonlinear system and a corresponding equivalent linear system for a single degree-of freedom gap support with corresponding force-displacement relationships. In the figure d is the gap
size, m the mass of the system, kp the system stiffness, k1 the nonlinear support stiffness, keq the equivalent stiffness, F the support force, x the displacement of the system and xi the maximum displacement of
the system. [1]
The spring constant of the linear system is determined based on the maximum displacement obtained from
dynamic analysis. The dynamic analysis is performed over the full time period of the loading using the
linear system. In other words, the maximum displacement is a function of linearized system stiffness,
which in turn is a function of the maximum displacement. Therefore, an iterative procedure is needed to
find such maximum displacement, that gives an equivalent stiffness, that gives the same maximum displacement in the analysis.

Figure 2. Flow chart of the iterative procedure for a single support.
Figure 2 shows the iterative procedure to create the equivalent linear system. An initial guess is given for
the maximum displacement of the system xi. Determination of the equivalent stiffness keq using xi is performed with Caughey’s method, secant stiffness method or equivalent energy approach presented in Section 2.2. The analysis is performed to obtain the maximum displacement xi+1. In this study the analysis was
conducted by applying both time history analysis and response spectrum method. If the starting point x i
and the resulting displacement xi+1 are relatively close enough to each other, the iteration is considered
converged and the equivalent linear system is obtained.
The starting point (initial value) for the next iteration step x̂ i+1 is calculated using under-relaxation method [6]
x̂ i+1 = xi + (xi+1 – xi) α

(1)

where xi is the initial value of maximum displacement for the iteration step i (i.e. starting point of iteration i),
xi+1 the resulting maximum displacement of iteration i and α is the relaxation parameter. The parameter α
can be held constant or modified between iterations and the value is in the interval 0<α<1. Underrelaxation method was used to improve convergence of the iteration since the iteration was found to be
unstable (divergent).
2.2 Linearization methods
2.2.1 Equivalent stiffness by Caughey’s method
Caughey's method is based on minimization of mean squared error between the nonlinear and equivalent
linear support force-displacement response at the maximum displacement xi. The method has been used
in piping analyses in [2], [7], [8], [9], and in structural analyses in [3]. The derivation was performed in [10]
and the equivalent stiffness according to Caughey’s method is [2]
keq = k1/π*(π - 2θ - sin2θ)

(2)

where
θ = arcsin(d/xi)

(3)

and k1 is the support stiffness, d the gap size and xi the maximum displacement.
2.2.2 Equivalent stiffness by secant method
The equivalent stiffness by secant method is the slope of the line from the origin to the nonlinear forcedisplacement curve at displacement xi. Secant stiffness has been used in analyses of hysteretic systems
and in seismic analyses of buildings in [3], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] and [17] and in piping analyses in
[2]. The equivalent stiffness according to secant stiffness is
keq = k1 *(1 - d/xi)

(4)

where k1 is the support stiffness, d the gap size and xi the maximum displacement.
2.2.3 Equivalent stiffness by equivalent energy approach
Based on the ideas of references [4], [5] and [18] an energy approach can be applied to calculate the
equivalent stiffness. The idea is that the potential energy stored in the spring at the maximum displacement xi is equal in the nonlinear and equivalent linear systems. The equivalent stiffness by equivalent
energy approach is calculated as
keq = k1 *(1 - d/xi)

2

(5)

2.3 Analysis methods
Time history analysis and response spectrum method were used as the analysis methods to obtain the
maximum displacements of the piping system at the support locations. With time history analysis, the loading (acceleration time history) is applied to both pipe ends and the displacement solution is found by integrating the equations of motion using forward Euler explicit time stepping scheme.
The response spectrum method to determine maximum displacement amplitudes is based on calculating the response of each mode of vibration to the excitation and combining the responses of the modes to
get the overall system response. In this study, the square root of the sum of squares method (SRSS) was
used to combine the modal responses.

3. Description of system and loading studied
3.1 System

Figure 3. The example piping system studied. It consists of a 10-element Bernoulli beam with four gap
supports. Nodes and node numbering is shown. The beam is simply supported at its ends and mass of the
beam is lumped to the nodes

Figure 4. Cross-section of the beam where r 1 is the inner radius and r2 is the outer radius.
The simplified piping system investigated in this study is shown in Figure 3 and the cross-section is shown
in Figure 4. The system consists of a 10-element Bernoulli beam with four gap supports. Nodes and node
numbering are indicated in the figure. Each node has two degrees-of-freedom, translation in the direction
of the excitation and rotation about an axis perpendicular to the figure. The beam is simply supported at its
ends and masses and inertias are lumped to the nodes. The translation of the end nodes is controlled by
the loading which is applied directly to them. Properties of the beam are shown in Table 1.
The pipe is supported with four gap supports at the locations indicated in the figure. The supports produce reaction forces if the displacements of the pipe are large enough so that the gap closes. After gap
closure, the supporting force is proportional to the penetration and the supports are modelled as springs.
The supports are symmetrical so that gap sizes di and support stiffnesses ki are equal on both sides of the
pipe. However, the values of support stiffnesses k i vary between the supports. Gap sizes and support
stiffnesses are shown in Table 2. The stiffnesses of the supports are of the same order of magnitude as in
piping whip supports of a nuclear power plant.

Table 1. Properties of the beam.
Parameter
Inner radius
Outer radius
Beam element length
Density
Young’s modulus

Symbol
r1
r2
L
ρ
E

Unit
m
m
m
kg/m3
GPa

Value
0,145
0,16
3
7850
204

Table 2. Gap sizes and support stiffnesses.
Parameter
Gap size
Gap size
Gap size
Gap size
Support stiffness
Support stiffness
Support stiffness
Support stiffness

Symbol
d3
d5
d7
d9
k3
k5
k7
k9

Unit
m
m
m
m
N/m
N/m
N/m
N/m

Value
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
9
1,6*10
9
3,3*10
9
2,5*10
9
2,9*10

3.2 Loading
The pipe is loaded by the 1940 El Centro earthquake. For the frequency-domain analyses response spectra are available and for the time-domain analyses the acceleration time history is known [19]. The loading
was applied at both ends of the pipe and in the time history solution also the supports were moving according to the acceleration time history. The acceleration time history of the earthquake is shown in Figure 5
and the displacement response spectrum for 0 % damping is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The acceleration time history of 1940 El Centro earthquake [19].

Figure 6. Displacement response spectrum for 0 % damping for the 1940 El Centro earthquake. Produced
with the code provided in [19].
In this study, the following load cases were studied:
·
Free pipe with no supports
o Time history analysis
o Response spectrum analysis
·
Pipe with supports
o “Exact” nonlinear analysis using time history analysis
o Equivalent linear analysis using time history analysis
o Equivalent linear analysis using response spectrum method
o Equivalent linear analysis using response spectrum method: comparison of different
linearization methods

4. Results
4.1 Original nonlinear system and equivalent linear systems
The displacement results of the free pipe loaded by El Centro earthquake are shown in Table 3 and the
displacement results of the pipe with supports are shown in Table 4. The equivalent stiffnesses for the
equivalent linear systems are presented in Table 5 and maximum support forces in Table 6. The 10 lowest
eigenfrequencies are shown in Table 7. Caughey’s method was used to calculate the equivalent stiffnesses. The convergence criterion used was ϵ=0,0005 and the relaxation parameter was assigned the value of
α=0,00005 for the time history analysis and α=0,00001 for the response spectrum analyses to find the
solutions.
Table 3. Maximum displacements at support locations of the free pipe loaded by El Centro earthquake
loading.
Displacement
x3
x5
x7
x9

Time history analysis (m)
0,1509
0,2433
0,2433
0,1509

Response spectrum (SRSS) (m)
0,1503
0,2432
0,2432
0,1503

Table 4. Maximum displacements at support locations of the pipe with supports loaded by El Centro earthquake loading.
Displacement
x3
x5
x7
x9

Nonlinear, time history
analysis (m)
0,1007
0,1007
0,1008
0,0926

Equivalent linear, time
history analysis (m)
0,06658
0,10014
0,10006
0,06652

Equivalent linear, response
spectrum (SRSS) (m)
0,06568
0,10005
0,10016
0,06583

Table 5. Equivalent stiffnesses of the supports for the equivalent linear systems.
Equivalent
stiffness
k3,eq
k5,eq
k7,eq
k9,eq

Equivalent linear, time history analysis (kN/m)
0
113,33
114,07
0

Equivalent linear, response spectrum (SRSS) (kN/m)
0
114,17
113,06
0

Table 6. Maximum support forces for the nonlinear and equivalent linear systems.
Force
F3
F5
F7
F9

Nonlinear, time history
analysis (kN)
1171,7
2204,3
1987,1
0

Equivalent linear, time
history analysis (kN)
0
11,348
11,414
0

Equivalent linear, response
spectrum (SRSS) (kN)
0
11,423
11,324
0

Table 7. Lowest natural frequencies of the free pipe and the equivalent linear systems.
Frequency
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Free pipe (Hz)
0,96
3,78
8,34
14,42
21,78
30,13
39,16
48,58
58,09
67,43

Equivalent linear, time
history analysis (Hz)
1,98
3,93
8,41
14,52
21,78
30,17
39,17
48,58
58,10
67,43

Equivalent linear, response
spectrum (SRSS) (Hz)
1,98
3,93
8,41
14,52
21,78
30,17
39,17
48,58
58,10
67,43

4.2 Comparison of different linearization methods
The different linearization methods, Caughey’s method, secant stiffness method and equivalent energy
approach, were compared against each other. The response spectrum method was used as the analysis
method. Table 8 shows the displacement results of converged equivalent linear systems and Table 9 presents the equivalent stiffnesses of the systems. To obtain precise equivalent linear systems, the convergence criterion was assigned the value of ϵ=0,000001 and relaxation parameter had to be assigned the
value α=0,000005 (α=0,000001 for secant stiffness) to find the solutions.

Table 8. Maximum displacements at support locations of the pipe with supports loaded by El Centro earthquake loading. Comparison of Caughey’s method, secant stiffness method and equivalent energy approach.
Displacement
x3
x5
x7
x9

Equivalent linear,
Cauhey’s method (m)
0,06574
0,10009
0,10011
0,06576

Equivalent linear, secant
sitffness method (m)
0,06568
0,100003
0,100005
0,06568

Equivalent linear, equivalent
energy approach (m)
0,06604
0,10059
0,10068
0,06615

Table 9. Equivalent stiffnesses of the supports for the equivalent linear systems. Comparison of Caughey’s
method, secant stiffness method and equivalent energy approach.
Equivalent
stiffness
k3,eq
k5,eq
k7,eq
k9,eq

Equivalent linear, Cauhey’s method (kN/m)
0
113,71
113,52
0

Equivalent linear, secant
sitffness method (kN/m)
0
113,62
113,61
0

Equivalent linear, equivalent
energy approach (kN/m)
0
114,03
113,16
0

During the analyses for comparing the different linearization methods it was found that there was more
than one solution of the iterative procedure, i.e. there were multiple equivalent linear systems for the load
case studied. In Table 10, the equivalent stiffnesses are presented for the other equivalent linear systems
found for the three linearization methods using response spectrum method. The solution where the equivalent stiffnesses are ~160 kN/m was found also using time history analysis.
Table 10. Equivalent stiffnesses of the supports for the equivalent linear systems. Comparison of Caughey’s method, secant stiffness method and equivalent energy approach.
Equivalent
stiffness
k3,eq
k5,eq
k7,eq
k9,eq

Equivalent linear, Cauhey’s method (kN/m)
0
126,00/160,31/240,30
125,79/160,08/240,02
0

Equivalent linear, secant
stiffness method (kN/m)
0
125,91/160,22/240,21
125,90/160,21/240,19
0

Equivalent linear, equivalent
energy approach (kN/m)
0
126,30/160,58/240,56
125,39/159,59/239,43
0

5. Discussion and conclusion
As seen in Table 3, time history analysis and response spectrum method gave well corresponding displacement results for the free pipe. Displacements of the free pipe were large enough so that when the
supports were introduced in the system the gaps were closing and they produced reaction forces. In Table
4 it can be seen that in the nonlinear system the gaps at supports 3, 5 and 7 are closing and at support 9
the gap is left open. The supports restrict efficiently the displacements. In the equivalent linear systems the
displacements at supports 5 and 7 were slightly higher than the gap magnitudes, while at supports 3 and 9
the displacements were below the gap magnitude. In the nonlinear model the gap at support 3 is closing
while in the equivalent linear systems the displacement at support 3 is below the gap magnitude. Time
history analysis and response spectrum method results were close to each other. The equivalent stiffnesses of the equivalent linear systems shown in Table 5 were also close to each other.
The support forces shown in Table 6 were considerably higher in the nonlinear system compared with
the equivalent linear systems. In the equivalent linear systems, the support forces were however close to

each other. Comparison of the lowest natural frequencies in Table 7 shows that the lowest natural frequencies were different between the free pipe and the equivalent linear systems. From the fourth natural
frequency onwards the frequencies were very close to each other. The results for the equivalent linear
systems obtained with time history analysis and response spectrum method were identical within the accuracy of the shown results.
Different linearization methods, Caughey’s method, secant stiffness method and equivalent energy approach, resulted in equivalent linear systems very close to each other. The displacements at supports 3
and 9 were around 0,066 m and at supports 5 and 7 only slightly higher than the gap magnitude as shown
in Table 8. The equivalent energy approach resulted in higher displacements than the other methods,
though the differences were practically negligible. At support locations 5 and 7, where the equivalent stiffnesses have non-zero values, the displacements were very close to the gap magnitude. The resulting
equivalent stiffnesses for all the methods had the values ~114kN/m but showed no clear pattern.
During the analyses, it was found that there were multiple solutions to the iterative procedure, i.e. multiple equivalent linear systems for the load case studied. These different solutions were found by changing
the iteration starting point. The solutions for the equivalent stiffnesses k 5,eq and k7,eq were found to be ~126
kN/m, ~160kN/m and ~240kN/m in addition to the ~114 kN/m solution. When examining the same solution,
the different methods gave very similar results and showed no clear pattern. The solution ~160 kN/m was
found also using time history analysis. The multiple solution phenomenon is thought to originate from the
loading used in this study. For example, when looking at the response spectrum in Figure 6, there are
points where different natural periods result in same displacement response.
The results found using time-domain and frequency-domain analyses corresponded well and there was
no significant difference. Upon this load case and system studied, equivalent linear systems obtained by
time-domain and frequency-domain analyses are well corresponding, on condition that the same solution
is found. Regarding multiple solutions, some criterion is needed to decide which equivalent linear system is
the most relevant.
The conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:
·
Equivalent linear system does not accurately correspond to the original nonlinear system
·
The nonlinear system support forces are considerably different from the equivalent linear system support forces
·
For this problem, the higher natural frequencies of equivalent linear systems remain the same
with the free pipe, but the lowest natural frequencies are different
·
For this system and loading, different linearization methods result in similar equivalent linear
systems
·
Multiple solutions exist for the load case studied, a phenomenon thought to originate from the
nature of the loading
·
Different solutions can be found by altering the iteration initial values
·
Equivalent linear systems obtained by time-domain and frequency-domain analyses are well
corresponding, on condition that the same solution is found
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Creep-fatigue lifetime assessment for cyclic softening steels
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Abstract
For more efficient energy systems ferritic martensitic steels are developed with high tensile and creep
strengths which however are remarkably reduced under cyclic loading due to non-saturating cyclic softening. This phenomenon is more pronounced and complex under creep-fatigue loading as introducing holdtime to the loading cycle not only yields additional softening but also induces asymmetric deformation
behavior. The resulting creep-fatigue lifetime is consequently just as complex and its reliable prediction
requires deep understanding of the softening mechanisms and their consideration in predictive tool for
deformation and damage.
Based on existing lifetime and damage models a new approach is proposed for the assessment of
creep-fatigue lifetime of components made out of cyclic softening steels. For the application of the new
approach among others lifetime data from special tests, in particular creep tests on pre-fatigued specimens
are required. To reduce the number of tests needed and hence the efforts for generating these data a
deformation model for cyclic visco-plasticity with softening is utilized beside well established procedures for
accelerated creep testing.

1. Introduction
For future fusion and GEN-IV fission power plants ferritic-martensitic (F/M) steels are selected as primary
structural material candidates [1,2] mainly due to their high resistance to irradiation induced swelling [3]. In
addition the F/M steels have in comparison to the austenitic steels lower thermal expansion coefficient
which make them good option for constrained high-temperature components, e. g. the pipes of heat
exchanger. During planned operation the F/M steels are subjected to cyclic thermo-mechanical loadings
yielding cyclic softening dependent on the loading level and lifetime limiting creep, fatigue and thus creepfatigue interaction.
Developing creep-fatigue lifetime assessment rules for the reduced activation F/M steel EUROFER, a
structural material candidate for in-vessel components of future fusion power plants, two approaches are
pursued. Within the first approach creep-fatigue rules already established in design codes are considered,
evaluated and modified for reliable sufficiently conservative assessment [4, 5]. The second approach consists of the formulation and verification of new creep-fatigue design rules based on advanced recently
developed damage model [6, 7]. However, both approaches require for the development and qualification
of the rules proper material data to be generated in suitable tests, among others low cycle fatigue (LCF)

tests with long hold-times in which the influence of dwell time on cyclic softening and lifetime is characterized [8].
The assessment performed within the first approach for the applicability of the creep-fatigue
accumulation rule of the ASME-BVP and RCC-MR codes to 9-Cr steels has shown that due to cyclic
softening creep damage is underestimated by the rules what yields quite small allowable creep-fatigue
values and hence too conservative creep-fatigue interaction diagram (envelope), as it is incorporated in the
ASME-BVP code for Grade-91, 9-Cr steel similar to EUROFER [9, 10].
Improving their applicability to cycling softening F/M steels the creep-fatigue accumulation rule of wellestablished design codes is modified based on the knowledge collected so far.

2. Creep-fatigue accumulation rule for F/M steels
Taking into account the facts that cycling softening reduces creep strength and that it, as observed in LCF
tests, mostly appear in the first 10% of the cyclic lifetime the following modification of the creep-fatigue
accumulation rules is proposed:
•

•

Calculation of creep damage portion in the creep fatigue accumulation rule in
-

first 10% of the lifetime using Si from monotonic stress strain curves and design creep
curves of as received material assuming no effect of cyclic softening on stress-to-rupture
curves

-

remaining 90% of the lifetime using Si from cyclic stress strain curves and design creep
curves of cyclic softened material

Using allowable total creep fatigue damage values of RCC-MR for SS 316 and Grade 91 envelope with (0.3,0.3) tip point.

The application of this modification requires material data usually not available for F/M steels, in particular
creep lifetime data for cyclic softened material. Due to cyclic softening accelerated creep and consequently
shorter life time are expected. Quantitatively these effects will depend on the amount of cyclic softening
which increases with increasing loading (strain) amplitude applied during cycling [6]. Therefore at least two
strain amplitudes shall be selected in the test matrix for this type of experiments with which at least two
levels of pre-softening shall be investigated (Figure 1). In the subsequent creep tests the stress is chosen
based on the creep data available for the considered F/M steel. Thereby two types of tests can be aimed,
creep to failure and creep to minimum creep rate (s. Figure 1). The evaluation of both types is then carried
out based on the Monkman-Grant relation [11] between minimum creep rate and creep rupture time which
was found in similar investigations on other steels showing cyclic softening to be independent on precycling and cyclic softening, respectively [12]. The creep tests to failure (1 st type) will be used to verify for
the considered F/M steel the independence of the Monkman-Grant relationship on cyclic softening. With
the verified Monkman-Grant relationship and the minimum creep rates of the 2 nd type of creep tests the
data base of creep lifetime on cyclic softened steel can be than extended to longer lifetimes.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the experimental approach proposed for generating design creep curves of cyclic
softened steel.
Having the creep lifetimes determined for the considered F/M steel pre-softened to different levels,
a
cyclic softening stress factors,
= ( ) will be then identified with which the stresses of design creep
curves of as received material are reduced to obtain the design creep curves of cyclic softened material.
With this simplification the modified creep-fatigue rules can be easily implemented by only introducing two
calculation steps to the existing rules:
Step 1.

Determination of the cyclic softening level
as function of total strain range and
temperature by using monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves.

Step 2.

Determination of the cyclic softening stress factor
given as function of
to the stress considered for calculating creep damage.

and applying it

3. Conclusions
Cyclic softening of ferritic martensitic steel and its impact on creep strength are identified as the main
reason for the strong non-linear creep-fatigue interaction evaluated using conventional creep-fatigue rules.
Based on these findings modification of the creep-fatigue accumulation rules of ASME-BPV and RCC-MR
codes as well as an experimental approach for generating data required for its use and verification have
been proposed. Beside the modification proposed for the creep-fatigue accumulation rule alternative rules
derived from advanced creep-fatigue damage modelling are under development.
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Abstract
In this study, creep-fatigue behavior of modified 9Cr1Mo ferritic-martensitic steel P91 is investigated by
uniaxial low cycle fatigue tests with hold time at 550°C. The influence of hold time duration and position on
softening behavior is of major interest. Further, the impact of hold time on lifetime is characterized.
Additionally to isotropic cyclic softening characteristic of ferritic-martensitic steels, hold time periods
added to the loading path yield further softening only in the direction of loading during hold times – hold
time under tension results in lower stresses under tension in the following cycles, and hold time under
compression results in lower compressive stresses, respectively.
A clear reduction in lifetime was observed for compressive hold times, whereas the influence of tensile
hold time is ambiguous: Short hold times improve lifetime, but longer hold times will lead to shorter
lifetimes than in tests without hold time.
Generally, the influence of hold time on cyclic softening as well as lifetime increases with decreasing
total strain amplitude.

1. Introduction
The increasing share of renewable energy in power supply demands higher flexibility of conventional
power plants. As renewable energy supply is fluctuating and large-scale energy storage systems able to
balance power supply are not ready yet, conventional power plants have to compensate changing power
outputs. Additionally to varying steam pressures, the required load changes lead to thermal gradients on
structural components of power plants. This results in additional fatigue loads interacting with creep
loading already present in high temperature, high pressure environments. Plants originally designed for
base load thus see higher damage rates and premature failures of structural components. Furthermore,
required improvements in plant efficiency necessitate even higher steam temperatures and pressures.
The ferritic-martensitic steel P91 is a frequent choice for high temperature/pressure piping and heat
exchangers in steam-based power plants [1]. Major advantages are good creep strength, low thermal
expansion and, in nuclear applications, low irradiation swelling [2,3]. A crucial limitation of ferriticmartensitic steels under fatigue loading is cyclic softening without stabilization [4], which is based on
microstructural degradation [5,6]. This softening behavior is even more pronounced under combined
creep-fatigue loading [4,7].

Strain-controlled low-cycle fatigue (LCF) tests with hold times under tension and/or compression are
used to represent creep-fatigue loadings in laboratory tests. Although many studies on low cycle fatigue
behavior of ferritic-martensitic steels include tests with hold time only limited data is available on the
influence of hold times on cyclic softening, especially for compressive hold times [8].

2. Experimental observations
This work was divided into two phases. Due to tolerances in composition of Grade 91 steels, different
heats show different stresses and lifetimes in LCF tests. The chemical composition of the material used in
this study is listed in Table 1. Aluminum content is also within tighter limits of T91. The plate was first
austenitized at 1050°C for 30min and then tempered at 780°C for 1h [9]. To compare this material to other
heats, LCF tests without hold time were carried out first. The softening behavior shown in these tests is
subsequently used as a reference for hold-time tests.
Table 1. Chemical composition of studied P91 heat, from [9]
C
0.086

Cr
8.91

Mo
0.917

V
0.198

Nb
0.08

Mn
0.363

Si
0.324

N
0.041

Al
0.018

Ni
0.149

P
0.017

S
0.001

Figure 1 shows observed softening behavior typical for ferritic-martensitic steels [3,5]. Symmetrical
stresses under tension and compression were found. Stresses in all diagrams are true stresses calculated
as σtrue= σ(1+ε). Lifetime is normalized to the number of cycles to failure of the respective tests. Detailed
information on lifetime of each test can be found in Figure 7. Generally, the LCF lifetimes observed in this
study lie on the lower end of the range reported in [8].

Figure 1. Cyclic softening of P91 in LCF reference tests without hold time.
In phase 2, tests with hold time under tension, compression and combined tension and compression in
every cycle were carried out. Beside hold time position, varied parameters are its duration and total strain
amplitude of the test. Hold times of up to 3 hours were considered.
Figure 2 gives an example for the influence of hold time position on cyclic softening. Two tests without
hold time are included to examine the scatter of peak stresses and lifetime between different tests. Varia-

tion of peak stresses between tests with identical parameters is almost non-existent. Additionally to the
softening in LCF tests without hold time, further softening occurs after hold time. Interestingly, tensile hold
time only reduces tensile peak stresses whereas compressive stresses are similar to tests without hold
time. Accordingly, compressive hold time yields lower compressive stresses only, tensile peak stresses are
not reduced by compressive hold time. Lastly, combined hold time under tension and compression results
in further softening under tension and compression of the same magnitude as in tests with hold time on
one side of the loading cycle only. This behavior was found for all considered strain amplitudes and hold
time durations.

Figure 2. Influence of hold time position on cyclic softening.
The amount of additional softening depends on duration of hold time period. Comparing the peak
stresses for tests with tensile hold time of different length (see Figure 3), longer tensile hold times result in
lower tensile peak stresses. Equal behavior was observed for compressive hold times. This effect saturates after 1h of hold time (for this set of parameters), a further increase up to 3h yields no additional softening.
Even though softening behavior is not affected by increase of hold time duration from 1h to 3h, the impact on lifetime is significant. Tensile hold times up to 1h show an ambiguous influence on lifetime – the
1min hold test reached more cycles than the 10min hold test, but less than the 1h hold test. Overall, a
slight increase in lifetime was observed for tests with short tensile hold times. On the other hand, increasing hold time from 1h to 3h reduced lifetime by almost 50%.
In Figure 4, the influence on cyclic softening of 1min hold time under tension is compared for different
total strain amplitudes. It can be noticed that the additional softening due to hold time becomes more pronounced with decreasing strain amplitude. In particular, reduction of strain amplitude from 0.5% to 0.3%
results in a significant increase of hold time induced softening.
This dependence on strain amplitude was also found for cycles to failure (being defined as a 10% load
drop compared to the linear region). For 0.3% strain amplitude, the number of cycles to failure increased
by more than 1500 cycles, which equals to about 30%. In contrast, for larger strain amplitudes and comparatively short tensile hold times, either a modest increase or decrease in lifetime was observed.

Figure 3. Influence of hold time duration on cyclic softening.

Figure 4. Influence of 1min tensile hold time on cyclic softening for different strain amplitudes.
Figure 5 compares the softening behavior and lifetime of tests with 10min compressive hold time. Similarly
to tests with tensile hold time, the influence of hold time on cyclic softening increases with decreasing
strain amplitude. Due to longer hold time, this effect is more pronounced than in Figure 4. E.g. for strain
amplitude of 0.3%, compressive peak stress at half-life is reduced by almost 50MPa due to 10min compressive hold time.
This holds especially true for the detrimental effect of compressive hold time on lifetime of ferriticmartensitic steels. Table 2 summarizes cycles to failure of tests presented in Figure 5. Remarkably, the
lifetime for strain amplitude of 0.3% was reduced to one third of the reference test by addition of compressive hold time. This reduction is much more severe than the drop in lifetime measured for higher strain
amplitudes. Tests with both hold time under tension and compression showed similar lifetime behavior.

Figure 5. Influence of 10min compressive hold time for different strain amplitudes.
Table 2. Influence of compressive hold time on lifetime
Strain amplitude
±0.3%
±0.5%
±0.75%

Lifetime – no hold
5151 cycles
1290 cycles
488 cycles

Lifetime – 10min comp.
1831 cycles
599 cycles
406 cycles

Reduction in lifetime
64%
53%
17%

3. Discussion
Cyclic softening is based on microstructural degradation. Reduction of dislocation density and coarsening
of grains and carbides due to inelastic deformation leads to a continuous decline of material strength,
which is assumed to be of isotropic nature [6,10]. At first glance, additional softening under tension (or
compression, respectively) only cannot be explained by this phenomenon solely.
To get a better understanding of the deformation behavior, additional tests with segments of different
hold time were carried out. Figure 6 shows peak stresses of one such test consisting of 1000 cycles with
1min compressive hold time, 1000 cycles with no hold time (pure cyclic loading), 1000 cycles with 1min
tensile hold time and continuous cycling without hold time till failure.
After compressive hold time is removed from the loading path, a transient stage (lasting for about 10
cycles) is followed by symmetrical peak stresses. Stresses in this second stage are lower than in a test
without hold time from the beginning, with stress range similar to the last cycles with compressive hold
time. This indicates additional isotropic softening due to hold time. This additional softening is overlaid by a
kinematical shift of hysteresis loops during hold time under tension or compression only. This shift happens again after tensile hold time is introduced, with strain range again being equal than in the last cycles
without hold time. After 3000 cycles, hold time is excluded again and difference in peak stresses between
test without hold time from the beginning and test with intermittent hold time increased again, indicating
further additional isotropic softening due to tensile hold period.
Concluding, additional softening under tension only for tensile hold times (or compression for compressive hold times, respectively) is a result of additional isotropic softening (due to increased inelastic deformation), which is still present during subsequent continuous cycling, and an overlaid kinematic shift of
stresses during hold-time phases.

Figure 6. Test with changing hold time position compared to tests with same loading in every cycle.
To estimate lifetime in LCF tests, Coffin-Manson-model is commonly used [11]. This model links inelastic
deformation per cycle to the number of cycles to failure. Repeated inelastic deformation leads to formation
of persistent slip bands and to subsequent crack initiation [12]. Concerning influence of hold time on cycles
to failure, Figure 7 summarizes the different tests of this study in a Coffin-Manson-plot. Parameters of
Coffin-Manson relation are given in this figure; only tests without hold time were used to calculate these
parameters. Note that the choice of half-life cycle for calculation of parameters is arbitrary and only based
on convention, this cycle is not representative for ferritic-martensitic steels like it would be for a material
with stable cyclic behavior after a given number of cycles. Again, the increasing influence of hold time on
lifetime with decreasing strain amplitude as well as the detrimental effect of compressive hold time can be
noted.
Accumulated inelastic deformation alone cannot explain the difference in lifetime between tensile and
compressive hold time as inelastic strain range is equal in both cases. But, for crack formation tensile
stresses as well as rate during inelastic deformation are also of importance [13,4]. To understand the
damaging influence of compressive hold time (compared to tensile hold time) Figure 8 shows inelastic
strain range and tensile peak stresses for different tests with 0.75% total strain amplitude after 250 cycles.

Figure 7. Coffin-Manson-plot for tests with and without hold time.

Figure 8. Tensile peak stress and inelastic strain range for different hold time positions and durations.
Here, different influence on lifetime of different hold time positions can be understand: Compared to tests
without hold time, adding compressive hold period increases inelastic deformation per cycle while tensile
peak stresses are similar to tests without hold time [4]. Furthermore, added inelastic deformation with high
rate takes place under tensile loading entirely, as can be seen in Figure 9. The material deforms inelastically with low rate under compression during hold time, followed by high-rate inelastic deformation
under tension during load change. On the other hand, adding tensile hold time increases inelastic deformation per cycle by similar amount, but peak tensile stresses are reduced and added high-rate inelastic
deformation takes place under compression where crack formation is unlikely. This difference in loading
during high-rate inelastic deformation explains faster crack formation in tests with compressive hold time.
For tests with combined tensile and compressive hold time, further increase in inelastic deformation
goes along with a decrease in tensile stresses. Notably, the increased inelastic deformation at high rate

under tension is also present, albeit at a lower stress than for compressive hold time only. Therefore, the
same reasons for reduced lifetime as in tests with only compressive hold time apply, with similar detrimental effects.
The influence of oxidation has been suggested [14] as a reason for shorter lifetimes with compressive
hold time. Here, formation of oxide layer during compressive hold time and subsequent cracking of brittle
oxide layer during tensile loading is assumed as basic cause for earlier crack initiation. On the other hand,
an oxide layer formed during tensile hold time does not crack during compressive loading; therefore faster
crack formation is not happening for tensile hold times. Although different cracking behavior for tensile
(almost no secondary cracks) and compressive (lots of small coalescing cracks) hold time was noted in
this study, oxidation is not assumed as main cause for shorter lifetime. Local cracking of oxide layer would
be more pronounced for larger strain amplitudes than for small strain amplitudes, accordingly the impact of
local failures in the oxide layer as a starting point for cracks should be larger for larger strains. But, as
shown in Figure 5 and Table 2, the detrimental effect of compressive hold time is more pronounced for
smaller strain amplitudes.

Figure 9. Hysteresis loops for tests with and without compressive hold time at one quarter lifetime.
Figure 9 shows hysteresis loops of LCF tests without hold time at one quarter lifetime and corresponding
loops of tests with 1min compressive hold time of the same cycle number. Here, the bigger influence of
compressive hold time on lifetime for smaller strain amplitudes can be explained: Increase of inelastic
deformation per cycle (around 0.05%) is of similar amount for all strain amplitudes shown. But, the relative
increase compared to each test without hold time (+25% for amplitude of ±0.3%, +4% for ±0.75%) is considerably larger for smaller strain amplitudes, which could justify the larger impact on lifetime.

4. Conclusions
Ferritic-Martensitic steels show desirable mechanical properties in high-temperature applications for power
plants. But, cyclic softening without stabilization leads to continuous degradation of these materials. For
safe and reliable design of plants and components, influences on cyclic softening have to be characterized
and understood.
In this study, the influence of hold time periods on softening behavior was investigated. Additional softening due to hold times was found. The magnitude of additional softening increased with decreasing total

strain amplitude. Further, the detrimental influence of compressive hold time on lifetime was analyzed.
Like for the amount of additional softening, the largest decrease in lifetime due to added hold time was
also found for the smallest total strain amplitude.
This relationship between strain amplitude on one hand and hold time influence on cyclic softening and
lifetime on the other hand is of particular importance. Most test results reported are at comparatively high
strain amplitudes and low number of cycles to failure due to long test duration. But, tests with hold time at
low total strain amplitudes are needed as the influence of hold time at in-service conditions is underestimated otherwise.
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Abstract
The understanding of the creep behavior of nuclear fuel claddings is essential to predict safely and reliably
the thermal performance and mechanical integrity of fuel rods. Fuel cladding tubes experience a range of
changing conditions during their reactor life, further complicating the analysis. Today’s nuclear reactors
widely use zirconium alloys as fuel cladding material. Zirconium alloys exhibit anisotropic creep properties
and their creep behavior depends significantly on the material condition. As for envisaged Gen-IV reactors,
modified austenitic stainless steels and ODS alloys are candidate materials for claddings because of
higher temperatures expected in operating conditions. This paper describes the research activities related
to the creep behavior of cladding materials carried out at VTT. These activities include experimental
research using the newly developed Pneumatic Loading Apparatus (PLA), which is capable of testing the
steady state and transient creep properties of fuel cladding specimens with internal pressure of up to 700
bar and an additional axial force of up to 4 kN in tensile or compressive direction. Furthermore, creep
models for cladding materials are being developed using viscoelastic modelling approach and Logistic
Creep Strain Prediction (LCSP) method.

1. Introduction
The fuel cladding tubes act as the first barriers to the spread of radionuclides in nuclear reactors. The fuel
claddings are subjected to radiation, oxidizing environments as well as to inward and outward stresses
during their service life. Many factors, such as microstructural stability, swelling and creep properties as
well as the oxidation resistance, define the performance of fuel claddings from material point of view.
Today, the two most common types of nuclear reactors in electricity generation are pressurized water
reactors (PWR) and boiling water reactors (BWR), collectively known as light water reactors. In light water
reactors the nuclear fuel is in the form of near-cylindrical UO 2 pellets with a length and diameter of the
order of 1 cm. The pellets are stacked inside a thin-walled tube made from zirconium alloy that is several
metres in height and internally pressurized with helium. The fuel rods are organized into fuel assemblies
that together with the cooling water form a critical configuration capable of sustaining the nuclear chain
reaction.
The Fukushima accident has increased the interest in advanced materials for accident-tolerant fuel
claddings that could withstand accident scenario environments, such as very high temperature exposure in
steam, for several hours. Austenitic stainless steels and Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) alloys are
candidate materials for accident-tolerant fuel claddings. For the envisaged Gen-IV reactors, where the fuel
cladding materials will be subjected to considerably higher temperatures than in currently running reactors,

austenitic stainless steels, high-cromium ferritic/martensitic (F/M) steels and ODS alloys are also relevant
candidates because of their better creep resistance compared to zirconium-based alloys. [1-3]
Zirconium exhibits a low neutron cross-section, and thus is especially suited to be a structural material
in a nuclear reactor. As zirconium is too soft and prone to corrosion to be used as a cladding in itself,
various zirconium-based alloys have been developed for nuclear fuel applications. Zirconium alloys exhibit
a pseudo-compact hexagonal structure (HPC) with α-phase stable until about 800°C. The zirconium alloys
used in fuel claddings are either in cold-worked and stress-relieved or in (partially or fully) recrystallized
material condition. The recrystallized material is usually more equiaxed than stress-relieved material,
which exhibits elongated grains in the laminating direction. Typical grain size in the cladding tubes made of
zirconium alloys is in the range 2–10μm. [1-3]
Specific austenitic stainless steels, such as 15-15Ti, also known as grade 1.4970 austenitic stainless
steel, are candidate materials for fuel claddings for the Gen-IV prototype lead-cooled fast nuclear reactors.
The main advantages of these materials are their good thermal creep behaviour and their excellent
mechanical properties. However, the swelling properties of austenitic stainless steels may not be sufficient
for long term exposure in expected demanding conditions. High-cromium ferritic/martensitic (F/M) steels
exhibit superior swelling resistance which should allow for higher burnup and increased safety margins.
The mechanical strength of (F/M) steels is normally limited for higher temperatures (typically above
650ºC). ODS alloy versions of ferritic steels, reinforced by a distribution of nano-oxides (or nano-clusters,
NC), show higher creep strength and maintain the swelling resistance, making them good candidates for
the cladding of advanced fast reactors. Therefore, ODS ferritic and F/M steels are envisioned as reference
claddings for high burn up fuel in fast reactors. However, manufacturing and especially welding/joining of
ODS steels pose a significant challenge, because fusion welding process causes agglomeration of fine
oxide particles resulting in loss of strength and creep properties of ODS joints. [4]
It is important to understand the creep behavior of nuclear fuel claddings to be able to predict safely and
reliably the thermal performance and mechanical integrity of fuel rods. This paper gives an overview of the
research activities carried out at VTT, which are intended to deepen the knowledge of the creep behavior
of cladding materials. These activities include demanding multiaxial creep tests for specimens made of fuel
cladding materials and creep modelling using viscoelastic modelling approach and Logistic Creep Strain
Prediction (LCSP) method.

2. Experimental
Biaxial creep properties of the fuel cladding materials are usually studied by carrying out creep tests for
internally pressurized tubes and measuring the axial and hoop strain. In the majority of experimental
equipment intended for biaxial creep testing of tubes the axial and hoop stress are produced to the test
specimen by the internal pressure only. In such applications the hoop:axial stress ratio (α) is constant (2:1)
and cannot be manipulated by the testing facility. The VTT biaxial creep testing concept utilizes also the
internal pressure for producing the axial and hoop stress to the test specimen, but the pneumatic loading
units can additionally produce axial load for the tubular test specimen either in push or pull direction, which
enables testing with variable hoop:axial stress ratios. The device is capable of testing the steady state and
transient creep properties of tubular specimens with internal pressure of up to 700 bar and an additional
axial force of up to 4 kN in tensile or compressive direction. The functionality of additional axial load
system by bellows technology has also been demonstrated in several other applications [5-7].
The VTT bi-axial creep testing device has been utilized in EU FP7 projects MATTER and MatISSE. In
these projects, the creep to rupture properties of grade 1.4970 austenitic stainless steel, 9% Cr ODS steel
and 14% Cr ODS steel have been tested with α = 2 at the temperature range of 550-700°C. Figure 1
shows the VTT test results (stress vs. Larson-Miller parameter) for grade 1.4970 austenitic stainless steel
at 24% cold-worked condition and literature data from [8] at the temperature range of 550-750°C.
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Figure 1. Larson-Miller parameter as a function of stress for cold-worked pressurized tubes made of grade
1.4970 austenitic stainless steel at 550-750°C. The Larson-Miller parameter is plotted as a function of the
hoop stress at the clad mid-wall [8].
A future objective for the VTT bi-axial creep testing device is to launch a test programme for zirconiumbased fuel cladding alloys to support the modelling activities described in later in this paper. The intended
test matrix includes tests with variable α values and transients in temperature and stress. The capability of
the device to perform tests which include transients was demonstrated by carrying out a test with stress
ratio of α = 1 and with a temperature transient (from 360°C to 400°C) after 500 hours. Based on the test
results, the testing concept and equipment proved its capability to perform reliably and accurately
demanding biaxial creep tests of fuel cladding materials.

3. Creep models for fuel claddings
Two modelling approaches have been applied at VTT to characterize the creep behaviour of Zircaloy-4
cladding material. The modelling approach based on the LCSP creep strain model and the viscoelastic
modelling methodology are described in this paper.
3.1 LCSP modelling approach
A modelling approach utilizing The LCSP creep strain model and the Wilshire creep to rupture model has
been applied to describe the creep strain behavior of Zircaloy-4 material [9]. The LCSP model describes
the creep curve of material with end limits from the time to rupture. The LCSP function is a non-linear
asymmetric transition function with a steepness regulated by two variables p and x0 and coefficient C. The
transition equation is simple to invert, also giving an algebraic solution for strain as a function of time.
Derivation can the give the strain rate at a specified time and further derivation and finding the root of the
expression gives the minimum creep rate. The LCSP model creep curve is given by [10]:
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where x0 and p are stress and temperature dependent variables and C is coefficient. The applicable limits
of stress and temperature for reliable strain prediction by this approach are set by the available creep
rupture and strain data.

The time to rupture values for the LCSP creep strain model were modelled using the Wilshire modelling
approach. The Wilshire model uses tensile strength normalized creep stress and the model curve is fitted
to temperature compensated time. The Wilshire model avoids the varying stress exponent n, which is
utilized in the Norton law related creep models, and the apparent creep activation energy is definable in a
straightforward way. The Wilshire equation for normalized stress (σ/σUTS) as a function of time to rupture
(tr) is defined as [11]:
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where k and u are fitting constants, Qc* is the apparent activation energy, R is the gas constant, σ is the
applied stress and σUTS is the tensile strength at test temperature (T).
The effect of irradiation on the creep behaviour with this modelling approach can also be taken into
account. The irradiation has been found to cause considerable material hardening, i.e. increase in both
yield stress and ultimate tensile strength and significant decrease of ductility. Irradiated zirconium-based
materials usually exhibit longer creep to rupture times and decreased creep ductility, at least for the short
duration tests. Thus, a correlation between stress parameter (as a function of fluence) and Arrheniusdependent time-temperature parameter can be created to incorporate the effect of irradiation as shown in
Figure 2 [11-13].
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Figure 2. Wilshire model master curve for unirradiated creep data and creep test results for irradiated and
unirradiated samples [12-14]. The level of irradiation (fluence) is given next to the irradiated data. Using
the irradiated test data the corresponding Wilshire model parameters can be calculated for irradiated data.
In an earlier study, a preliminary FEA simulation utilizing the LCSP creep model was carried out for a
zirconium alloy cladding tube at 500°C with an initial maximum principal stress of around 91 MPa to
simulate a system disturbance in reactor leading to elevated temperature. The calibration for the LCSP
model for the case was carried out using two creep datasets; a cold-pilgered material with two intermediate
heat treatments and with a final stress relieving (460°C for 7 h) and a commercial fuel cladding with 74%
reduction in cross section at last rolling (CW = 74%), which was stress-relieved at 500°C for 2.5 h [12, 15].
The stress range was from 68 MPa to 150 MPa and the temperature range was between 450°C and
502°C in the datasets used for the model calibration. The temperature range, which is above the normal
operating conditions in reactors, was justified by a postulated system disturbance scenario leading to

elevated temperature, for which the creep model was calibrated. The scenario parameters lie in the range
where thermal creep dominates, creep strain propagates rapidly and the effect of irradiation on the creep
strain is considered negligible. Thus, the effect irradiation creep was not included in the preliminary case.
In the preliminary FEA simulation the strain accumulated rapidly at the free end of the postulated 500 mm
tube length, leading to nearly 2% strain in 3 hours. The other end of the tube was rigidly constrained in the
FEA simulation.
The LCSP model exhibited a satisfactory correlation between observed and predicted time to strain for
the assessed datasets ([12] and [15]) at higher temperatures (450-500°C).However, when assessing the
LCSP creep strain model performance at lower temperatures (300-400°C), it was observed that the model
overpredicted the creep strains at lower temperatures. Under normal operating conditions, the fuel rods in
commercial reactors are stressed by the coolant overpressure at the beginning of irradiation (compressive
hoop stress of 40-80 MPa) and eventually by fuel swelling at the end of life (tensile hoop stress up to >50
MPa for pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel rods and up to >100 MPa for boiling water reactor (BWR)
fuel rods). The cladding outer-surface temperature is in case of BWR claddings about 290°C and
significantly higher in case of PWR claddings, 320-360°C. Maximum exposure times are up to 10 years for
BWR fuel and up to 6 years for PWR fuel [2]. Figure 3 shows the LSCP model predictions and creep test
results at 360°C for cold-worked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 material [16, 17].
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Figure 3. The creep test results a) 360°C / 78MPa [11], b) 360°C / 90MPa [12] and LCSP model
predictions for cold-worked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 samples with parameters calibrated using
datasets from [12] and [15].
The LCSP model clearly overpredicted the hoop strains throughout the test times with 109.2% error for the
360°C / 78 MPa test and 215.8% error for the 360°C / 90 MPa test. The error (
) for the model
performance is given by:
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where
is predicted strain at given time and
is measured strain at given time. It should be noted
that for the 360°C / 90MPa test creep strain results were only given from time range of 100 - 1200h.
In order to improve the performance of the LCSP model at lower temperatures a new calibration was
carried out for the model using the datasets from [14, 16-18]. With optimized parameters the performance
of the LCSP model was improved for temperatures and stresses relevant to normal operating conditions as
shown in Figure 4. The model predictions were compared to the creep tests carried out at 360°C / 78 MPa
and 360°C / 90 MPa for cold-worked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 material from [16, 17]. The LCSP
model predicted satisfactorily the hoop strains with optimized parameters throughout the test times with
4.3% error for the 360°C / 78 MPa test and 11.8% error for the 360°C / 90 MPa test.
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Figure 4. The creep test results a) 360°C / 78MPa [16], b) 360°C / 90MPa [17] and LCSP model
predictions for cold-worked and stress-relieved Zircoloy-4 samples with optimized model parameters.
The performance of the LSCP model was also assessed in transient creep conditions. Originally the
modelling approach utilizing the LCSP creep strain model and the Wilshire creep to rupture model is
intended to describe the creep strain behavior of Zircaloy-4 under steady-state conditions. Thus, the
application of this modelling approach requires an additional method to address the effects of changes in
stress and/or temperature. A common method to account for the changes in temperature or stress for a
steady-state creep model has traditionally been the utilization of time-hardening or strain-hardening rules.
With the time-hardening rule the cumulative time at the point of stress or temperature change determines
the creep strain rate, which is still calculated using the original model equation. For the strain-hardening
rule, the cumulative creep strain is also determined by means of the original creep model equation, but the
creep rate for changed stress or temperature level now depends on the cumulative strain so that strain
must be tracked in the solution process as a path-dependent history variable.
To evaluate the model performance for load increase the LCSP model predictions were calculated
using three different approaches; LCSP (primary) creep curve without hardening, LCSP time hardening
and LCSP strain hardening. The predictions were compared to hoop creep strain data points from a test
for a cold-worked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 specimen with 78 MPa stress at 390°C for 950 hours
followed by stress increase to 148 MPa for 500 hours, as shown in Figure 5 [19].
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Figure 5. Experimental results for Zircaloy-4 hoop creep strain with load increase and LCSP model
predictions [19].

The LSCP model predicted accurately the first part of the test (78MPa / 390°C / 950h). After the load
increase the best performance was obtained by strain hardening method with 4.7% error. The error for
LCSP (primary) creep curve without hardening method was 32.9% and 15.5% for LCSP time hardening
method.
To evaluate the model performance for load reversals the LCSP model predictions were calculated
using three different approaches; LCSP (primary) creep curve without hardening, LCSP time hardening
and LCSP strain hardening. The predictions were compared to hoop creep strain data points from a test
for a cold-worked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 specimen with load reversal from tensile stress of 148
MPa to compressive stress of 78 MPa and vice versa at 391°C with 250 hour intervals [19]. As expected,
the LCSP model predicted accurately the first part (up to 250 hours) of the test, but none of the three
approaches (LCSP (primary) creep curve without hardening, LCSP time hardening or LCSP strain
hardening) was able to produce satisfactory predictions thereafter. Especially the hardening rule
approaches underpredicted significantly the strain changes during load reversals.
3.2 Viscoelastic model
Several experiments investigating cladding creep response to stress transients have been performed at
the Halden Boiling Water Reactor, the most successful to date being IFA-585 [24] and IFA-699 [25].
Halden reactor features the ability for on-line measurements of in-pile experiments, and these provide a
valuable asset for model development and validation. It was observed in both IFA-585 and IFA-699
experiments that the total saturated transient creep is proportional to the change in the applied stress. This
observation challenges the use of the strain hardening rule as there is no evidence of a hardening
behaviour during subsequent stress steps.
The anelastic contribution to cladding mechanical behaviour has been investigated and accounted for in
some models in the 1970s and 1980s [27, 28]. However, later on it has been neglected [23, 26, 29-34],
either implicitly or explicitly, and several experimentally observed cladding transient responses have
remained unexplained. A modelling approach taking the anelastic deformation into account [20-22] is here
described via so-called mechanical analogues. These combine springs representing the elastic component
of the material to dashpots representing the viscous components. The springs’ displacement is linearly
proportional to stress ( = / ) and the dashpots’ displacement rate is linearly proportional to stress
( ̇ =
).
A model is constructed with a spring for elastic response, n number of parallel spring-dashpot (“Kelvin”)
units and a dashpot for creep deformation, all in series. While conventionally the creep deformation
includes the primary creep, in this model the primary creep is as a whole given by the Kelvin units. This is
in line with observed in-reactor creep behaviour [24, 25]. The system for n = 2 is displayed in Figure 6.

Figure 6. A mechanical analogue for the viscoelastic model.
The number of the components in a system as depicted in the Figure 6 as well as the non-linearity of most
creep deformation correlations makes finding an analytical solution to the system challenging. A common
engineering solution is to use the internal variable approach, where the strain of each individual
component is calculated.
For stress relaxation an explicit numerical solution is used, calculating the stress arising from the elastic
deformation of the lone spring based on the difference between the imposed strain and the strain of Kelvin
units and the lone dashpot as per Equation (4). This stress determines the system stress as a whole. Then

the strains of the Kelvin units and the lone dashpot are calculated assuming the stress stays constant for
the duration of the time step. The strains of the Kelvin units are calculated based on Equation (5) and the
steady state creep strain from Equation (6):
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where
is the total (imposed) strain,
the elastic spring constant, ,
and are the strain, spring
constant and characteristic time of the ith Kelvin unit,
is the steady state creep strain, Δt the time step
used and ( ) the stress. The function ( ( )) denotes the steady state creep rate, which may be a simple
function of stress or a more complex function such as the ones used by Matsuo [18]. This solution scheme
requires using very short time steps.
For solving the system during imposed stress (creep experiment), Equations (5) and (6) can be directly
used as the stress ( ) is known and each Kelvin unit as well as the lone spring and the lone dashpot
experiences the same stress. In order to find out the strain of the whole system
the individual strain
components are combined:
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For the simulations initial values for the internal strains ϵi are needed. In this work an assumed value of
ϵi(0) = 0 has been used unless otherwise specified.
The cases investigated with the developed model were the in-pile experiments IFA-585 (BWR segment)
[20, 24] and IFA-699 (Zircaloy-4 segment) [21, 25]. For the analysis the FRAPCON-3.4’s steady state
correlation was used [34] along with the anelastic model with coefficients as listed in Table 1. Model with
n=1 was considered sufficient for creep experiments. There were uncertainties in the IFA-585 test results
[24], especially related to the effect of the different rates of oxide layer growth between the sample and the
end plugs and experimentally measured secondary creep rate [24]. For the steady state creep it has been
noted that the IFA-585 experiment features very high secondary creep rates [24] compared to other creep
experiments. This was also seen in the initial analysis. For IFA-585 analysis the FRAPCON-3.4 correlation
used for secondary creep rate was multiplied by a factor of 2 in order to better match the experimental
results.
The comparison between the simulated and measured strain, along with the applied effective stress for
IFA-585 experiment, is shown in Figure 7. The mid-wall effective stress with positive values signifying
tension and negative values compression is also shown in Figure 7. The match between the experiment
and the simulation is good, especially at the beginning of the experiment. However, errors compound
during the simulation. These can be mostly attributed to the uncertainties in the secondary creep rate. It
can thus be argued that as the error seen in Figure 7 is mostly due to the uncertainty in the secondary
creep rate, the creep response to stress reversal can be modelled using the viscoelastic model.
Table 1. Coefficients for the anelastic model used in this work.
Cladding
IFA-585
IFA-699

(MPa)
N/A
N/A

(MPa)
5
5.2*10
5
2.0*10

(h)
100
40

For IFA-699 Zircaloy-4 experiment the measured values are shown as dots and the base simulation as the
solid line in Figure 8. The measured values in Figure 8 consistently trend toward the positive (or tensile,
outward) direction. An oxide growth contribution was included to the simulations according to Equation (8):
[35]
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where w is the oxide layer thickness in micrometres assuming a constant temperature, K = 23663.76
∙ ℎ , Qo/R = 8645.4 K is the activation energy term for the oxide formation, T = 625 K is the interaction
layer temperature and t is time in hours. As the oxidation replaces metal with less dense oxide, the net
effect is the increase of the apparent diameter by a fraction of one third of the oxide layer thickness. The
creep with oxide layer contribution is shown with dashed line in Figure 8. This case would represent a
situation where the Zircaloy-4 segment is heated by the fuel inside and thus oxidises faster than the
measurement calibration piece which was assumed to be at coolant temperature (approximately 50 K
lower than the test sample). The used oxide layer equation is a simple formula fitted to publicly available
post-irradiation data for PWR fuels with Zircaloy-4 cladding, and as such caution should be used when
utilizing it for samples in the Halden flask conditions.

Figure 7. Comparison between IFA-585 measurements (circles) and the simulation (line) [24].

Figure 8. Comparison between IFA-699 Zircaloy-4 measurements (circles) and the simulated values
(lines). Blue line corresponds to base simulation, the dashed black line includes an addition of an oxide
layer contribution [25].

4. Discussion
The LSCP modelling approach has been satisfactorily implemented to predict the creep behavior of coldworked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding materials in steady state creep conditions and in cases
of simple load increase. However, a more advanced creep modelling approach than a one utilizing
conventional strain hardening rule is desired when the loading history includes load drops and/or reversals,
which are the situations where the strain-hardening rule is experimentally known to fail. Shifting the stress
state between tension and compression leads to the resumption of primary creep and to relatively large
changes in creep rate. Neither of these conditions are addressed by either standard time- or strainhardening rules. It is an objective of further research to explore whether a methodology, which introduces
internal state variables to a LCSP creep model to represent directional hardening and recovery, or some
other methodology can be implemented into LSCP modelling approach to characterize the transient creep
behaviour of zirconium based nuclear fuel cladding materials. It may also turn out that the LCSP modelling
approach cannot be reasonably implemented to characterize the transient creep behaviour, which would
mean that the development activities should be targeted towards the prediction of creep behaviour in
storage conditions and/or “straightforward” system disturbance conditions, such as the one described in
[9].
The viscoelastic model described in this paper is able to provide a qualitative interpretation of the
observations on the cladding response to transient stresses such as load drops, creep reversal and stress
relaxation. In scenarios where a commonly used strain hardening rule is known to work, such as stress
increases, the viscoelastic model behaves similarly to strain hardening models. The observed time
evolution of the primary creep can be explained by various concurrent processes operating at different
time scales and approximated by a series of relaxation processes. The model can be used to simulate
various creep experiments performed both in laboratory conditions and in-pile.
A future objective is to study whether the creep modelling approaches described above can be
straightforwardly implemented to characterize the creep behaviour of Gen-IV candidate fuel cladding
materials. It should be noted here that the zirconium-based alloys and candidate materials for Gen-IV fuel
cladding exhibit significantly different material properties and the temperatures for the Gen-IV conditions
are considerably higher.

5. Conclusions
Based on the research activities related to the creep behavior of fuel cladding materials, the following
conclusions were drawn:
(1) The newly developed Pneumatic Loading Apparatus (PLA) for bi-axial creep testing is capable of
performing demanding creep tests for fuel cladding materials with variable hoop:axial stress ratios
and with temperature and/or stress transients.
(2) The LCSP modelling approach is capable of describing satisfactorily the steady-state creep
behavior of Zircaloy-4 in cold-worked and stress-relieved condition with existing data.
(3) The viscoelastic modelling approach is able to provide a qualitative interpretation of the
observations on the cladding response to transient stresses such as load drops, creep reversal
and stress relaxation.
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Abstract
Slow strain rate tests on several SCWR candidate materials were done over the last 10 years at VTT. The
test materials were austenitic stainless steels with 15-23% Cr and 10-15% Ni and oxide dispersion
strengthened ferritic/martensitic steels with 12-20% Cr. The tests were performed in supercritical water at
o
250 bar in the temperature range of 500-650 C with 100-150 ppb dissolved oxygen. With regards to the
stress corrosion susceptibility and ductility, the best performer in the tests was AISI 316L steel. On the
other hand, large heat to heat variation can be expected: another heat of 316L was very susceptible to
intergranular stress corrosion cracking. DL-EPR test revealed that at least some heats of low carbon 316
o
are subject to fast thermal sensitisation at 550 C in supercritical water.

1. Introduction
Supercritical water reactors (SCWR) require materials that are resistant to high temperature supercritical
water, have adequate strength, and, in some locations, are as transparent to fission neutrons as possible.
No single cladding alloy has been identified for the thin-walled fuel pins of SCWRs that can well meet
these operational requirements. General corrosion and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) resistances are
two important requirements. The fuel cladding is thin, in the range of 0.5 mm, and has to have low content
of neutron absorbing alloying elements as possible. Zr-alloys are used as a cladding material in present
day LWRs because of their good neutron transparency. Tests have shown that some Zr-alloys form a
o
stable and protective oxide film in the SCWR conditions at temperatures up to 500 C [1]. However, the
o
peak cladding temperature of European High Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR) is ~630 C which
o
is too high for Zr-alloys. The coolant outlet temperature of the HPLWR is 500 C.
Ferritic–martensitic (F/M) steels have superior SCC resistance in supercritical water. On the other hand,
they suffer from high oxidation rates in SCW. Austenitic stainless steels and Ni-base alloys have better
oxidation resistance but both are more susceptible to SCC than F/M steels. Ni-base alloys are not wanted
for internal core components of SCWR due to high Ni concentration. Nickel has a high neutron absorption
cross section compared to Fe or Zr. A higher enrichment is needed for UO 2 fuel if high Ni alloys are used.
Ferritic/martensitic oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steels are one of the long term candidate material
groups for in-reactor applications. They have, typically, Cr content in the range of 9 to 20 % (w) and the
rest is mainly Fe. High temperature strength and creep resistance follow from nano-scale yttrium oxide
particles. Higher Cr range ODS steels are also as resistant against general corrosion as austenitic
stainless steels. Unfortunately, they are expensive due to the difficult manufacturing processes and they

are typically rather brittle. The SCC resistance of the ODS steels in SCW is not a clear issue. As F/M
steels, they can be assumed to be resistant to SCC in SCW. However, there has previously not been
much SCC test data publicly available on the ODS steels.
Tests have been done at VTT on F/M ODS and austenitic stainless steels within EU FP 6 and 7
programs in projects GETMAT, HPLWR Phase 2, and SCWR-FQT. The results are summarized in this
report.

2. Experimental procedures
2.1 Test procedures
The tests were slow strain rate tensile (SSRT) test in supercritical water and air. The strain rate during the
tests was either 3e-7 1/s or 1e-7 1/s. After the tests, the fracture surfaces and the side surfaces of the
gauge sections of the specimens were studied and photographed with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). For two heats grain boundary sensitivity tests were performed.
2.2 Test materials and matrices
Different materials or different heats of the same nominal materials were tested in the above mentioned
three EU projects at VTT.
GETMAT:
Two actual GETMAT materials, 12 and 14% Cr containing ODS steels, and additionally PM2000, were
o
o
tested at 550 C in SCW. The 12Cr and 14Cr ODS steels were tested also at 650 C in SCW. PM2000 was
o
tested additionally at 550 C in air. The compositions are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of the GETMAT ODS steel (w%), Fe = balance.
Material

Cr

Ni

12Cr ODS

12

14Cr ODS

14

0.15

PM2000

20

0.03

W

Mn

2
1

Ti

Al

Si

Other

0.25

0.2Y

0.3
0.0.08

0.43

5.5

0.3

0.3Y

0.02

0.5Y

HPLWR Phase 2:
o
Five materials were tested at 500 C in SCW: PM2000, 316NG, 1.4970, BGA4 and 347H. Three of those
o
materials, 316NG, 1.4970 and 347H, were tested also at 650 C in SCW. The compositions of the
austenitic stainless steels are given in Table 2. The PM2000 was not of the same heat as was tested in the
GETMAT project but the composition is assumed to be close to that presented in Table 1. Of the tested
steels, BGA4 is an experimental creep resistant steel with high Cr and Mn contents.
Table 2. Chemical compositions of the HPLWR Phase 2 steels (w%), Fe = balance.
Material

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Ni

Cr

Mo

316NG

0.014

0.42

0.8

0.032

0.001

11.3

16.6

2.11

1.4970

0.095

0.53

1.68

0.007

0.001

15.3

15

1.18

BGA4

0.11

0.49

6.1

0.024

0.0024

15.4

22.9

0.14

347H

0.048

0.29

1.84

0.013

0.013

10.7

17.58

-

SCWR-FQT:
Initially, three materials were selected for SSRT tests in the beginning of the SCWR-FQT project, 316L,
347H and 08Cr18Ni10Ti which is analogous to grade 321 stainless steel. Later on one additional material
was selected in order to have a look at the heat-to-heat or product form influence on the SCC
susceptibility. The initially tested 316L, 347H and 08Cr18Ni10Ti were in the form of (cross-) rolled and
annealed plates and the tube was cold drawn, annealed and pickled. The chemical compositions are
shown in tables 3 and 4.
Table 3. Chemical composition of the initially tested stainless steels (w%), Fe = balance.
Material

C

Si

Mn

S

P

Cr

Ni

Others

316L

0.22

0.65

1.86

0.001

0.03

16.6

10.12

Mo = 2.06

347H

0.048

0.29

1.84

0.013

0.026

17.6

10.7

Nb = 10xCmin to
1.0 max

O8Cr18Ni10Ti

0.085

0.45

1.07

0.009

18.0

10.0

Ti = 0.64

Table 4. Chemical composition of the additional 316L tube (w%), Fe = balance.
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Ni

Cr

Mo

0.024

0.45

1.26

0.033

0.001

12.06

16.3

2.06

2.3 Specimens
The specimens were mostly plate type tensile specimens. The additional tests on the 316L tube material in
the SCWR-FQT project were sectors cut from a tube with mainly the same dimensions as those of the
plate specimens. The plate specimens were polished with #600 emery paper after cutting. The surfaces of
the specimens cut from the tube remained in the as-received condition except that the side surfaces
(cutting surfaces) were polished with the #600 emery paper. In addition to specimens cut from the asreceived tube, two specimens were cut from a tube that had a circumferential TIG weld in it. 316L filler
metal was used for the TIG weld. Two of the four specimens cut from the tube without the weld remained
in the mill-annealed/pickled/polished condition and two specimens were shot peened prior to the tests (the
cutting surfaces of the weld and shot peening specimens were also polished). The reasons of the tests on
welded and shot peened specimens were that welds have not much been studied in SCW and surface
cold work has been shown to increase general corrosion resistance in SCW in some cases but at the
same time is detrimental to SCC resistance at least in subcritical LWR water. The specimen geometries
and cutting plans are shown in Figure 1.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 1. Geometry of the plate type specimen cut from larger samples used in most of the tests a) cutting
schematic of specimens from as-received or shot peened ~8x0.5 mm tube (left hand side) and from a tube
that had a circumferential TIG weld in it (right hand side) b) and geometry of the specimens cut from the
~8x0.5 mm tube.

2.4 Test equipment and environment
The specimens were exposed to high temperature water in a supercritical autoclave which was connected
to a recirculation water loop, Figure 2. The maximum working temperature and pressure of the system at
VTT is 700°C and 42 MPa, respectively. The high pressure loop is pressurised using a diaphragm pump
3
and a back pressure regulator. The maximum flow rate of the high pressure loop is 5 dm /h. The SSRT
tests were performed using a stepper motor controlled loading device. The tests were performed in SCW
with inlet oxygen content between 100 and 150 ppb. During the tests the inlet water conductivity was

below 0.1μS/cm and outlet conductivity between 0.2 and 0.5 μS/cm. Outlet oxygen content could not be
measured because of slow flow rate used in the tests, 2-10 ml/min (flow rate was limited due to stability
reasons). The reference tests in air were performed in the same autoclave using the same loading
equipment as in the tests in SCW.

Figure 2. A schematic presentation of the SCW testing system at VTT.

3. Results and discussion
GETMAT:
The SSRT stress-strain curves of all tests are shown in Figure 3 and the main results are collected in
o
Table 5. All steels exhibited minimal strain hardening both at 650°C and 550 C. The 12Cr and 14Cr ODS
o
o
steels showed clearly higher ductility and strength at 550ºC than at 650 C. At 550 C the strains to failure
o
were ~12 - 18% and the ultimate tensile strengths ~470 - 510 MPa. At 650 C, the failure strains were only
~3 - 4% and the ultimate tensile strengths 320 - 380 MPa. Due to negligible strain hardening, the yield and
ultimate tensile strengths were in the same range. The yield strengths were determined at 1.0%
permanent strain instead of the typically used 0.2% due to distinguishing problems related to the low
stiffness of the testing machine. The measured strengths and ductilities of the specimens were
considerably lower than reported in GETMAT deliverables [2, 3]. The most apparent reason for the
differences is the applied strain rate. The previously reported values [2, 3] were obtained by standard
tensile tests while the results of this work were obtained by slow strain rate tests.
The appearances of the gauge sections and fracture surfaces of the 12 and 14Cr specimens after tests
at 550oC are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The fracture surfaces were covered by thick oxide layers and the
microscopic morphology (brittle/ductile, intergranular/transgranular) could not be determined. Overall the
appearance of the 12Cr ODS steel fracture surface is very planar without any clear features whereas the
appearance of the fracture surface of 14Cr ODS steel reveals the under-laying microstructure of the steel.
The fracture surface of the 14Cr ODS steel specimen resembles intergranular stress corrosion cracking,
but that may also result from the microstructure of the material instead of any environmental effect. The
appearances of the fracture surfaces were similar after tests at higher test temperature (650°C), Figure 6.
In the case of the 12Cr ODS steel, the sides of the gauge section were filled with numerous secondary
cracks. Similar side cracking has been observed on ferritic-martensitic forged steels after SSRT tests in
SCW [4]. In ref [4] the cracking is attributed to the oxide film: brittle failure of the film results in oxidation of
the revealed metal and subsequent re-cracking due to stress concentration. On the 14% Cr ODS steel,
either the mechanical properties and/or smaller thickness of the film prevent this process.

Both 12 and 14Cr ODS steels show higher strength compared to the high Cr ODS steel PM2000. The
o
yield and ultimate tensile strengths of PM2000 were in the range of 110 - 120 MPa at 550 C in SCW and
also in air. The strength values are below those given by the original materials supplier [5]. However, the
history of the tested heat is not known and the low strengths may be a result of recrystallization. No side
cracking was observed and the tests, when they were continued till the specimens failed, resulted in
~100% necking without any clear fracture surface.
In general, SCC tests in supercritical water have shown that SCC is a significant problem throughout
the SCWR temperature range, i.e. from 290°C (feed water) to 650°C (~outlet water or cladding temp.) with
austenitic stainless steels and nickel base alloys (< 20% Cr) and, in a lesser degree, with F/M steels [611]. However, very little data is available in open literature for the SCC susceptibility of ODS steels in SCW
environment. No clear evidence of SCC was observed in this work, either.

o

Figure 3. Stress-strain curves of the studied ODS steel in SCW and/or air conditions at 550°C and 650 C.
Strain rate was 3e-7 1/s.
Table 5. Summary of GETMAT SSRT tests on three ODS steels at 550 and 650°C in SCW / air.
Specimen /
temperature
12Cr ODS @ 550°C
12Cr ODS @ 650°C
14Cr ODS @ 550°C

Rp1.0%
465
325
502

Rm,
MPa
473
327
507

Ap, % at
max stress
4.3
1.4
3.9

Ap, % at
failure
17.8
6.0
12.1

14Cr ODS @ 650°C

378

379

1.4

2.7

PM2000 @ 550°C
PM2000 @ 550°C in air

118
119

120
119

6.1
1.3

23.3
interrupted
at 9.9

Fracture mode

Side cracks

Brittle*
Brittle*
Brittle*
(macroscopically
resembles
IGSCC)
Brittle*
(macroscopically
resembles
IGSCC)
Ductile
-

Oxide cracking**
Oxide cracking**
No

No

No
No

*Brittle based on negligible reduction in area. Microscopically could not be determined due to oxidation.
**Side cracks caused by brittle repeatedly cracking oxide film.

Figure 4. Post-test SEM photograph of the fracture surface of 12Cr ODS steel specimen after test in SCW
at 550°C.

Figure 5. Post-test SEM photograph of the fracture surface of 14% Cr ODS steel specimen after test in
SCW at 550°C.

Figure 6. Post-test SEM photograph of the fracture surface of 12Cr ODS (left) and 14Cr ODS steel
specimens after test in SCW at 650°C.

HPLWR Phase 2:
o
Stress-strain curves of the tested specimens at 500°C and 650 C are shown in Figures 7 a) and b),
respectively. All austenitic stainless steels exhibited strain hardening at 500°C although the degree of
strain hardening of 1.4970 was rather low. The low degree of strain hardening resulted from cold work
done when the component from which the specimen was cut was prepared. Typically all austenitic
stainless steels behave in the same way as 1.4970 after cold work. Cold work also decreases the strain to
failure, which can be seen in Figure 7 a when 1.4970 steel is compared to the other austenitic stainless
steels which were in solution annealed condition.
The oxide dispersion strengthened steel PM2000 shows two different yielding values because the
specimen was loaded using a strain rate of 3e-8 1/s in the beginning after which the strain rate was
changed to 3e-7 1/s (at about 10% strain). The sudden increase in the stress level when the strain rate
was changed indicates that there is a time dependent component present in the stress-strain behavior, i.e.,
creep. The PM2000 specimen did not show any considerable strain hardening.
When Figures 7 a) and b) are compared, it is evident that the test temperature has a considerable
influence into the stress-strain behavior of all of alloys tested at both temperatures. All strength values
o
have decreased considerably as the test temperature has been increased from 500 to 650 C (strain rate
-7
was the same, 3x10 1/s, in both cases). Especially remarkable decrease has taken place in the yield
stress of PM2000, which has decreased to ~1/3. The reason for this decrease is probably again related to
re-crystallisation as in the GETMAT tests. The decrease in the yield stress was confirmed by performing a
second test (interrupted at 17% strain) using the same test parameters, Figure 7 b).
Post-test SEM studies of the SSRT specimens showed that 347H, 316NG and 1.4970 are possibly
slightly susceptible to SCC at 500°C. No clear SCC was observed on the fracture surfaces, but on side
surfaces there were small cracks of which morphology, however, could not be identified except in the case
of 316NG (which had both inter and transgranular cracks. On the other hand, the experimental creep
resistant steel BGA4 specimen contained a considerable amount of IGSCC both on the fracture surface
o
and the side surfaces. At 500 C, PM2000 did not show any susceptibility to SCC at all. Examples of the
o
fracture surfaces are shown in Figures 8 and 9 (1.4970 and BGA4 tested at 500 C, respectively).
o
Post-test SEM examination of 316NG specimen after the test at 650 C revealed both IGSCC and
TGSCC on the fracture surface, but no cracks were observed on the side surfaces. The fracture surface of
the 1.4970 specimen was badly oxidized and the fracture morphology could not be identified. This
o
specimen had also cracks on the side surfaces, but as after the test at 500 C, the morphology did not have
clear transgranular or intergranular features. PM2000 did not show any stress corrosion or other types of
cracking, but necking continued until the specimen failed (i.e., the fracture location was almost “knife edge”
sharp). The main observation made from the SSRT tests are collected into Table 6.

b)

a)

Figure 7. Stress-strain curves of the studied alloys in SCW conditions at a) 500°C and b) 650 oC. Strain
o
rate was 3e-7 1/s (except in the beginning of the test of PM2000 at 500 C the strain rate was 3e-8 1/s).
Table 6. Summary of HPLWR Phase 2 SSRT tests at 500°C and 650°C in SCW.
Alloy

Rm, MPa

Ap, %

TGSCC

IGSCC (y/n)

(y/n)
347H@ 500°C

455

39

No

No

316NG@ 500°C

Interrupted at 325

Interrupted at 28

No

No

316NG@ 650 °C

190

38

Yes

Yes

1.4970 500°C

640

18

No

No

1.4970@ 650°C

360

28

Badly oxidized

Badly oxidized

BGA4 500°C

240

35

Yes

Yes

BGA4 650°C

NA

NA

NA

NA

PM2000@ 500°C

320

Interrupted at 50

No

No

PM2000@ 650°C

100

40

No

No

a)

b)

Figure 8. SEM images of the fracture surface of stainless steel 1.4970 after SSRT at 500°C. The SEM
photograph shows ductile dimple cracking on the main fracture surface.

a)

b)

Figure 9. SEM images of the fracture surface of alloy BGA4 after SSRT at 500°C showing ductile dimple
cracking, TGSCC and IGSCC on the main fracture surface.
SCWR-FQT:
The SSRT test results of all initially selected materials are shown in Figure 10. All austenitic stainless
steels except 08Cr18Ni10Ti exhibited considerable strain hardening at 550°C in SCW. 316L showed the
highest ductility. 347H and 08Cr18Ni10Ti had only half of the strain to failure of that of 316L. Grade
08Cr18Ni10Ti showed the lowest strength of all three steels. Indications of transgranular stress corrosion
cracking were seen on the fracture surfaces and side surfaces of other austenitic stainless steels except
316L which showed only ductile dimple cracking and no side cracks. An example SEM photograph of the
fracture surface of the 08Cr18Ni10Ti specimen is shown in Figure 11.
The main observation made from the initial SSRT tests are collected into Table 7. In the tests
performed within HPLWR Phase 2, the SSRT tests indicated that 316L might be susceptible to SCC at
500oC although that was not seen in the initial SSRT tests performed in SCWR-FQT project. The HPLWR
Phase 2 tests were performed with “316NG”, which actually is 316L with some nitrogen alloying (typically
also 316L has some nitrogen in order to increase yield strength). Therefore additional tests were
performed on the 316L tube material within the SCWR-FQT project.
The SSRT curves of the additional 316L tests are shown in Figures 12 a) and b). The curves in Figure
12 a) were measured in air at 550oC and the curves in Figure 12 b) in SCW at the same temperature. For

comparison purpose the curves measured on the initial 316L heat are shown in the same figures. In the
tests performed in air the yield strengths of the as-received and the welded tube material were in the same
range as that of the initially tested plate material. However, the elongations to failure were larger and also
the tensile strengths. No notable differences can be seen between the as-received and the welded tube
specimens.
Yield and tensile strengths of the shot-peened tube specimen were much higher than those of the other
specimens. Also, the elongation to failure decreased to less than half of those of the other specimens.
These changes follow from the strain hardening caused by the shot-peening process. The fracture
surfaces of all specimens tested in air were fully ductile with related dimpled structure.
A very notable decrease in mechanical performance caused by the SCW environment can be seen in
the maximum stresses and elongations to failure in all of the specimens cut from the ~8*0.5 mm tube.
However, no notable change can be seen in the yield stress, maximum stress or elongation to failure in the
case of the initially tested 316L specimen cut from the plate. The decrease in the values of the tube
specimens is related to the change in the failure mechanism: a considerable amount of intergranular
cracking was seen on the fracture surfaces of the tube specimens, Figure 13. Yield strengths (Rp1.0%),
ultimate tensile strengths and strains to failure are shown in Table 8 and examples of the fracture surfaces
in Figure 14.
It was expected that the two heats of mill-annealed 316L steel would behave in a similar manner in
SSRT tests in SCW. Both heats have rather similar mechanical properties in air (except the specimen
hardened by shot-peening), similar chemical compositions (slightly more Ni in the tube), similar grain sizes
and both were annealed after cold drawing or cross rolling.
The Double Loop EPR test results give an indication of the underlying reasons for the different
behaviour of the two heats (Table 9): the specimens exposed to SCW have Ir/Ip (catodic/anodic current
peaks during the polarisation loop) ratios of 0.04 (plate) and 0.049 (tube). According to the standard EN
ISO 12732, the ratios below 0.01 indicate that the material is not sensitised, 0.01-0.05 indicates it is
slightly sensitised and >0.05 indicates that it is sensitised [12]. The Ir/Ip ratio of the fresh tube is below
0.01. Cathodic current peak could not be distinguished from the polarisation curve. No fresh samples were
available from the initial SCWR-FQT 316L plate.
Although it seems that the critical degree of sensitization for intergranular cracking in the specific SSRT
test/test environment combination is between the Ir/Ip ratios of 0.04 and 0.049, the reason for the different
degree of sensitisation is not very clear. Although low carbon austenitic stainless steels are generally
considered resistant to sensitisation, long exposures to high temperature can result in carbide
growth/sensitisation in the grain boundaries in them. The sensitisation typically takes place faster the
higher the carbon content. However, the carbon contents of the tested two heats are close to each other
o
and the less sensitised heat was exposed to SCW at 550 C for considerably longer time (i.e. ~1500 h vs.
~500 h).
Several issues have been recognised to affect the sensitivity to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
or degree of sensitisation (DOS). All of them are not linked to grain boundary carbide growth.
- Parvathavarthini et al. [13] propose that Grain boundary engineering in order to produce lower
effective grain boundary energy (EGBE) lowers the tendency to sensitisation. EGBE is a combined factor
of several aspects of the nature of the grain boundary.
- According to Parvathavarthini et al. [14], the limit of carbon content with which a steel is not
susceptible to sensitization is closely connected to the presence of other alloying elements like chromium,
molybdenum, nickel, nitrogen, manganese, boron, silicon as well as titanium and niobium in stabilized
steels. Chromium has a pronounced effect on the passivation characteristics of stainless steel. With higher
chromium contents, time to reach the resistance limit of chromium depletion at the grain boundaries is
shifted to longer time. Alloys with higher chromium contents will be more resistant to sensitization.
- Oh et al. [15] report that their DL-EPR test results indicate that cold work (CW) levels up to 20%
enhance sensitization while 40% CW suppresses sensitization at all aging times. Also, the increase in the
nitrogen content at the similar carbon content accelerated the sensitization at CW levels below 20%.
- Deformation type during production (e.g. cross rolling of a plate vs. cold drawing of a tube) results in
different microstructures. Nezakat et al. [16] report that rolling mode in their tests had a direct effect on the
deformation texture of the remaining austenite. Unidirectional rolling resulted in Brass, Goss and γ-fibre
textures, whereas cross-rolling formed mainly Brass texture in deformed austenite after 90% reduction in
thickness.

- The effect of grain size on the intergranular corrosion susceptibility of 316L stainless steel was
investigated by Li et al. [17]. Both DL-EPR tests and microstructure inspections of 316L with different grain
sizes showed that the susceptibiltity to intergranular corrosion decreased with increasing grain size. Li et
al. [17] suggest that increasing grain size to an optimum level could be an effective way to increase the
intergranular corrosion resistance, but on the other hand, it is a big challenge to improve corrosion
resistance without losing good mechanical properties resulting from small grain size.
- Terada et al. [18] reported DL-EPR test results of 316L(N) steel creep tested at the temperature of
o
600 C for 7500 h and for 85000 h. The DL-EPR tests showed clear sensitisation to intergranular corrosion.
However, they did not observe M23C6 carbides at grain boundaries. Instead, they attribute the sensitisation
to intergranular corrosion to intermetallic phases (mainly sigma phase).
At the present stage, the underlying reason for the different behaviour of the two heats tested here is
not clear. The microstructures of the steels in as-received (mill-annealed) conditions as well as after the
exposure to SCW should be studied more closely before any comparisons to the results of the above
mentioned authors can be done.
Based on the fact that the mill-annealed tube was sensitised during the exposure, it is not surprising
that the shot-peened specimen also failed by intergranular fracture. Shot-peening was performed in order
to simultaneously increase the yield strength of the steel and also to decrease its oxidation rate which both
would be beneficial to SCWR fuel cladding. The oxidation rate of austenitic stainless steels has been
observed to decrease by surface cold work [19]. Cold work also increases the yield strength but at the
same time increases the risk of SCC. In this case, the increased risk could not be distinguished due to the
susceptibility already present in the mill-annealed (+exposure to SCW) condition.
The weld specimen failed in the middle of the weld. The fracture mechanism was intergranular/interdendritic. The strain to failure and also the yield and tensile strengths were very similar to those of the millannealed specimen, i.e. apparently the degree of sensitisation was similar as or higher than the degree of
sensitisation in the base metal. Typically, in sensitised stainless steels, stress corrosion initiates and
propagates in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of the weld due to thermal sensitisation resulting from the heat
input of the welding process. Apparently the welding process did not result in excess sensitisation of the
HAZ in this case.

Figure 10. Stress-strain curves of the initially selected SCWR-FQT steels in SCW and air at 550°C. Strain
rate was 1e-7 1/s.
o

Table 7. Summary of the initial SCWR-FQT SSRT tests performed at 550 C in SCW.
-7

SCWR-FQT (1x10 1/s)

Rp0.2%,
MPa

Rm, MPa

Ap, %

TGSCC
(y/n)

IGSCC
(y/n)

Side cracks
(y/n)

316L @ 550°C

138

305

55.2

n

n

n

347H @ 550°C

181

307

24.1

y

n

y

08Cr18Ni10Ti @ 550°C

155

223

26.8

y

n

y

o

Figure 11. Fracture surface of 08Cr18Ni10Ti steel specimen after a test in SCW at 550 C.

AISI 316L plate & AISI 316L tube (as-rec. welded, SP), SCW
800
Tube, as-received, SCW 550oC
Tube, Shot Peened, SCW 550oC
Tube, welded, SCW 550oC
JRC, as-received, SCW 550oC

Stress, Mpa

600

400

200

0
0

20

40

e, %

a)

b)

Figure 12. Stress-strain curves of the additional 316L SCWR-FQT steel in air a) and SCW b) at 550°C.
Strain rate was 1e-7 1/s in each test. The initial 316L results are also shown for comparison.
Table 8. Yield strengths (Rp1.0%), ultimate tensile strengths (Rm) and plastic strains to failure (Ap) of the
two 316L heats tested within SCWR-FQT project.
Material
Plate
Plate
Tube, mill-annealed
Tube, mill-annealed
Tube, welded
Tube, welded

Environment
Air
SCW
Air
SCW
Air
SCW

Rp1.0%, MPa
170
155
170
180
160
145

Rm, MPa
340
300
460
265
440
245

Ap, %
49
55
61
16
58
12

Tube, shot-peened
Tube, shot-peened

Air
SCW

310
305

580
380

12
5

Fracture mode
Ductile
Ductile
Ductile
Intergranular
Ductile
Intergranular/
interdendritic
Ductile
Intergranular

60

80

a)

b)

Figure 13. Fracture surfaces of specimens cut from the ~8*0.5 mm 316L tube after the SSRT test in SCW
o
at 550 C. As-received specimen a) has almost fully intergranular failure, and welded specimen (fracture in
the middle of the weld) b) has mostly intergranular/interdendritic failure.
Table 9. Double loop EPR test results of the two heats in mill-annealed condition before and/or after the
o
exposure to SCW at 550 C.
Material
Plate, exposed
Plate, ref
Tube, exposed
Tube, ref

Ir, µ A
330
NA
490
<100 *

Ip, µ A
8200
NA
10 000
10 300

Ir/Ip
0.040
NA
0.049
<0.01

*No clear reactivation peak

4. Conclusions
The results indicate that the ODS steels are possibly less susceptible to SCC than austenitic stainless in
o
SCW at 550-650 C. However, ODS steels have been tested very little in SCW and more data is required in
order to make any final conclusions.
The austenitic stainless steels with 15-18% Cr showed a range of behaviours with respect to their SCC
resistances. According to literature there are many possible mechanisms affecting the sensitisation
process in the temperature range relevant to supercritical water reactors. The best performers of austenitic
stainless steels in this study were 1.4970 and 316L. On the other hand, another heat of 316L was
unarguably the worst performer.
If austenitic stainless steels with 15-18% Cr are used in this temperature range in SCW, the
sensitisation behaviour of the specific heat should be studied before the heat is used.
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Abstract
The operation regime of thermal power plants turns out to be more and more flexible. Low cycle fatigue
due to cyclic thermal transients and internal pressure ranges therefore becomes a limiting factor for
operation lifetime, especially for thick-walled components.
The Damage Tolerance concept, based on Fracture Mechanics evaluations, can help to prolong components’ operation lifetime and can be basis for a smart in-service inspection standard.
The paper gives an overview of objectives, partners and methodical approaches of the running research
project THERRI, started to establish the foundations of Damage Tolerance applications to operating thermal power unit components.
Currently the experimental and numerical studies are in their final state. The research results, like
measured fatigue crack growth rates of martensitic power plant steels, are exemplarily applied on thickwalled components in the reference power plant.
Based on the results of THERRI, a draft directive for a smart in-service inspection concept for power
plant components on Fracture Mechanics-based Damage Tolerance methodology has been formulated.
The conceptual structure of the draft directive is presented in the paper. The directive consists of two
parts: The first one is a handbook for the methodological application of the Damage Tolerance concept.
This handbook places special emphasis on the application for thermal power plants. Furthermore the
methodology is extendible for applications in other power industries or even other industrial branches like
process and petrochemical industry.
The second part of the draft directive consists of compilations of standard values and approaches for all
the input that is necessary for assessing maximum allowable in-service inspection intervals according to
part one of the directive. These compilations are supplemented by the computational and experimental
results of the THERRI project.

1. Introduction
Three years ago, at the BALTICA IX conference 2013, the authors presented a concept that allows, on the
one hand, a reduction of conservative assumptions in material fatigue assessments, and on the other hand
the development of new safety standards in the evaluation of the remaining operation lifetime of thermal
power plants in flexible operation regimes /1/.
The conceptual prognosis tools of this concept should allow a timely optimization of plant operating
modes, a smart non-destructive inspection (NDT) concept and finally reduce the lifetime consumption and
the maintenance efforts /1/.
As mentioned in our 2013 presentation /1/, an adequate measure to handle high fatigue utilization factors of components due to flexible plant operation is given by the Damage Tolerance concept on the basis
of fatigue crack propagation analyses in the scope of linear-elastic Fracture Mechanics. Within this concept, the maximum acceptable in-service inspection intervals can be quantified and the inspection instructions can be optimized.
To establish the foundations of Damage Tolerance applications to components of thermal power units,
the German joint research project THERRI was started in autumn 2013 by TÜV NORD together with scientific and industrial partners /2/.

2. Flexible plant operation and damage tolerance concept
The stipulated flexible operation regimes cause a paradigm shift in the in-service material degradation
mechanisms for the thermal power unit components (coal and gas power plants as well as solar power
plants and methane production). Low-cycle fatigue due to more and faster start-up and shut-down
pressure and thermal transients gains in relevance versus creep degradation at constantly high operation
temperature.
Following the causes and preconditions of the degradation mechanisms creep and fatigue, therefore no
longer the components with large strain amplitudes during constant full load at high temperature operation,
such as pipelines, in particular bends, but the thick-walled components with large local thermal stress
amplitudes during start-up and shut down get higher lifetime consumption increments.
The lifetime of a component that is dominantly exposed to cyclic loads can be seen as successive periods of fatigue degradation and fatigue crack growth. The stable phase of fatigue crack growth is a credible
degradation mechanism that can be controlled by means of in-service non-destructive inspections. This
opens - under conditions of plant operation with dominant cyclic loads - significant reserves for the lifetime
assessment as well as for design optimization at least of thick-walled components, as is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Component lifetime under dominant cyclic loads

Figure 2. Schematic crack growth diagram (Damage Tolerance diagram)

Figure 2 gives an image of the Damage Tolerance methodology in principle and its results. The
methodology includes the following basic work steps:
Ø Postulate of an initial crack assumption
(crack postulate depth = NDT detection limit adet)
Ø Calculation of critical crack depth acrit
Ø Calculation of fatigue crack growth for predicted cyclic loads
Ø Comparison of calculated and acceptable crack depth aacc
(aacc = acrit / safety factor)
Ø Necessary in-service NDT before reaching acceptable crack depth a acc
Ú max. acceptable inspection interval
This step list shows the interaction between the in-service inspection and the Fracture Mechanics evaluation within the Damage Tolerance concept.
Moreover, the Damage Tolerance analysis is the only calculation method to quantify maximum
acceptable in-service inspection intervals and thereby to optimize the in-service inspection concept.
The Damage Tolerance1 concept is well-regulated and proven in several industries (see e.g. /3/ to /5/)
but not in thermal power plant industry.

3. Intention and objectives of research project THERRI
3.1 Intention and partners
In fact, there is no clear and normative methodology for handling the new requirements and challenges for
thermal power plants in flexible operation regimes. The existing thermal power plants were originally built
to continuously produce power. Consequently, focusing more on creep and corrosion than on fatigue
cracking degradation, within the rules commonly used for German as well for other European thermal
power plants no Fracture Mechanics methods are described for application. All current regulation
assessments (e.g. in EN 12952 as well as in EN 13445) of plant components’ fatigue lifetime are restricted
in regarding only the period of component fatigue degradation but not the subsequently following period of
stable fatigue crack growth acc. to Figure 1.
On the other hand, Fracture Mechanics applications are not in contradiction to the existing rules. There
is a small note in EN 12952-4, that if necessary, more detailed methods of assessment may be used, e.g.
1

The authors have already proposed in previous publications to use the clearer term "Degradation Tolerance analysis"
instead of the usual but misleading term "Damage Tolerance analysis" since only a potential local component degradation (crack) can be tolerated while the damage (failure) of the component must be excluded.

using British Standard PD 7910 “Guide to methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws in metallic strucst
tures” which has been the 1 interbranch but national standard for Fracture Mechanics component assessment.
Another obstacle of a wide and common application of the Damage Tolerance concept is the very small
data base of Fracture Mechanics parameters (static fracture toughness and fatigue crack propagation
rates) for steels applied in power plants, in particular ferritic-martensitic steels at elevated temperatures.
Knowing this background, essential basics for the application of the Damage Tolerance concept for
thermal power plant components are developed within the research project THERRI.
The research project THERRI, which complete project title is "Determination of characteristic values to
evaluate thermal fatigue crack growth in power plants", has been conceived and launched by TÜV NORD
together with the scientific partners University of Rostock and Forschungszentrum Jülich as well as with
the hard coal-fired power plant KNG Kraftwerk Rostock as our industrial project partner.
The project under the supervision of TÜV NORD has a 3 years run-time and will be finished according
to plan at the end of 2016. The acronym THERRI is derived from the German term “Thermisches Ermüdungsrisswachstum”, which means Thermal Fatigue Crack Growth. The project is funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
(BMWi)).
3.2 Main objectives
One key aspect of the THERRI research project is the experimental determination of the fatigue crack
propagation parameters of martensitic and ferritic-martensitic power plant steels in the temperature range
of 300 - 600°C.
The research project has been oriented already by the choice of material to the residual lifetime determination and extension of existing power plants - not in competition but in addition to other research projects for development and improvement of austenitic and nickel-based materials for new power plants with
higher operation temperatures,.
For all measurements within the THERRI project we got martensitic X 20 CrMoV 12 1 sample material
of two dismantled and replaced turbine bypass valves (HDU) from our industrial project partner Rostock
power plant.
The Fracture Mechanics experiments run in Rostock (University of Rostock, Professorship in Structural
Mechanics StM) and Jülich (Forschungszentrum Jülich, Institute of Energy and Climate Research, Microstructure and Properties of Materials IEK-2). In Jülich take place crack propagation measures in air and in
water steam environment as well as with and without holding times during the load cycles. The fatigue
crack growth experiments with holding times are carried out for the demarcation to the influence and dominance of creep crack growth at higher temperatures. In Rostock, fatigue crack propagation tests with temperature transients are scheduled in addition to the tests at constant temperatures.
The experimental crack growth tests are accompanied by numerical studies to develop and improve assessment tools for thermodynamic and stress as well as Fracture Mechanics analyses of thick-walled plant
components for their industrial applicability.
These themes are supplemented by the further development and qualification of ultrasonic measurement techniques (particularly phased array technique) for thick-walled, multi-curved power plant components. The results of these investigations will be summed up in a process specification.
The overall result of the research project THERRI will be a complete methodology using the Fracture
Mechanics and in-service inspection tools of a Damage Tolerance analysis to disclose and apply the residual lifetime reserves of thick-walled power plant components beyond the classical fatigue analysis.
Going beyond the scope of scientific technical publications, the methodology is manageable described
in a draft directive prepared for general use in thermal power plant industry and to give in the validation
process by the proper industrial boards. This draft directive is currently arising with the actual working title
“Determination of Inspection Intervals of Power Plant Components by Damage Tolerance Analysis”.
Furthermore, to show the practicality of the methodology as well as of the draft directive, the method is
exemplified applied to several thick-walled components of the project reference object, the industrial project partner Rostock power plant. A part of these demonstrator components are the above mentioned
turbine bypass valves (HDU) where the new ones have the same design as the replaced ones. The other
demonstrator object is a boiler circulation pump, see below.

4. Intention and content of the draft directive
4.1 Directive main part
The topic of the currently arising draft directive is to be a guideline to establish the basics for a smart inservice inspection concept for power plant components on Fracture Mechanics-based Damage Tolerance
methodology.
Because we did not want to invent the wheel again, the conceptual structure of the draft directive is similar to other international authorized Fracture Mechanics codes and standards as e.g.:
Ø R6 procedure of British Energy, BNFL Magnox Generation and AEA Technology
Ø British Standard BS 7910
Ø API 579-1/ASME FFS-1 Fitness-for-Service
Ø European FITNET/SINTAP procedure
Ø Swedish proSACC Handbook (SSM report 2008: 01)
Ø German FKM Directive for Fracture Mechanics
Ø German Merkblatt DVS 2401
Ø Appendices of ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI
Ø German KTA 3206
(The sequence of the listed codes is without any judgement, and there is no guarantee for the completeness of the list.)
Like these basic rules our draft directive consists of two parts: The directive’s main part is a handbook
describing the methodological application of the Damage Tolerance concept. Although it places special
emphasis towards the assessment of thick-walled, high temperature transient loaded components in flexible operating thermal power plants, the methodology is extendible for applications in other power industries or even other industrial branches like process and petrochemical industry.
And – although in contradiction to some of the above mentioned international codes and standards we
do not establish a general Fracture Mechanics application guideline – our draft directive offers guidance for
two Fracture Mechanics applications beyond and besides the pure Damage Tolerance concept to prolong
component residual lifetime and to quantify the maximum in-service inspection intervals in existing plants
on the basis of non-existing, postulated cracks:
Ø Evaluation of detected real crack-like indications (Damage analysis)
Ø Component lifetime forecast during the project planning and design phase of new plant projects
Keeping this in mind the table of contents of the draft directive is self-explanatory as follows:
Ø Scope and limitations
Ø Methodology of Damage Tolerance analysis
Ø Transient and stress analysis - component and load ranking
Ø Requirements for non-destructive in-service inspections – derivation of initial crack postulates
Ø Calculation procedure:
Crack growth and frequency of in-service inspections – maximum acceptable inspection intervals
Ø Damage analysis of crack-like indications
Ø Damage Tolerance analysis as a design criterion
The limitations of the concept are set by the dominance of the herewith considered degradation mechanism fatigue crack growth in comparison to other degradation mechanisms (particularly creep and corrosion).
One limiting factor is the component operation temperature range. Creep crack growth is relevant above
about 550°C while corrosion fatigue / strain induced corrosion cracking is relevant below about 300°C.
Another influencing factor is the character of the operation loads, i.e. the load frequency and the occurrence of holding times at high or lower temperatures. Fatigue crack growth dominates in a real cyclic load
regime. Holding times at high temperatures forward creep degradation mechanisms while corrosion mechanisms can act at any temperatures under high stresses or strains.

The Fracture Mechanics experiments carried out by the THERRI project partners in Rostock and Jülich
among others attend to define the limitations of the dominance of the fatigue crack growth and therefore
the applicability of the concept and methodology as described in the draft directive.
The transient and stress analysis for typical operating regimes in coal-fired power plants is another work
package within THERRI and is worked out by University of Rostock, Professorship of Technical Thermodynamics LTT, and TÜV NORD with the immediate support by the industrial project partner Rostock power
plant. The Finite Element stress analyses, partly combined with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
analyses and eXtended Finite Element analyses (XFEM), are carried out by TÜV NORD in collaboration
with Uninversity of Rostock, StM. These analyses serve to determine the component and load case-matrix
(ranking) which should be the basis of the application of the Damage Tolerance concept in power plants.
The main features of our data evaluation of Rostock power plant and other power stations are written into
the draft directive.
An indispensable prerequisite for application of the Damage Tolerance concept including optimization of
the in-service inspection intervals is the verified "crack-free" status in the considered component to determine the crack size postulate on basis of the detection limits of the applied non-destructive testing methods. To meet this, dedicated general requirements are formulated for the NDT in-service inspection methods in the draft directive. More specific requirements are listed in the related appendix, see below.
The calculation procedure for determining the critical crack depths, the predicted crack growth for the initial crack postulates and the derived maximum inspection intervals is illustrated for the user in the draft
directive in a detailed and understandable manner, as is sketched in Figure 2.
4.2 Directive appendices
The annex part of the draft directive consists of compilations of standard values (case catalogues and data
collection) and approaches for the input for the assessment of maximum allowable in-service inspection
intervals according to the main part of the directive. To carry out a practical Damage Tolerance analysis
and to unify and simplify the handling of the draft directive the following appendices are attached - analogous to the modular structure of the above-mentioned Fracture Mechanics codes and standards:
Ø Typical component geometries and initial crack configurations
Ø Load determination (transient and stress analyses) for thermal power plant analyses –
Catalogue of standard load cases and stress profile approaches
Ø NDT process specification for thick-walled power plant components
Ø Stress intensity factor and plastic collapse solutions
Ø Fracture Mechanics parameters of ferritic/martensitic power plant steels
(fracture toughness and crack propagation rates)
Ø Safety factors for the acceptable inspection intervals
Ø Examples of use
As can be seen these appendix titles are similar to the working areas of the research project THERRI. In
these appendices the detailed results of each THERRI work package are directly incorporated, together
with data from open literature and available data bases. The structure of these appendices is designed
such that the database can be extended at any time.
4.3 Further application and verification process
During and after completion work within the research project THERRI we will demonstrate the industrial
applicability of the Damage Tolerance concept using the draft directive. On the other hand, in parallel with
its industrial application, the resulting draft directive is to be routed through a validation process by the
relevant industrial boards. We aspire the acceptance of the methodology by the plant licensees and the
notified bodies / approved inspection agencies as well as the licensing and regulatory authorities – not only
in Germany.
The draft directive offers guidance for two extended Fracture Mechanics applications beyond and besides the pure Damage Tolerance concept, as already mentioned above. For these applications the methodology as described in the draft directive’s main part is completely usable with the special features and
variations explained in the specific chapters “Damage analysis of crack-like indications” and “Damage

Tolerance analysis as a design criterion”, respectively. All the data collected and the approaches described
in the directive’s appendices are completely usable for the Damage analysis of detected crack-like indications too and usable in parts for the design phase of new plants (where perhaps newer materials with
better Fracture Mechanics properties will be inserted).
As our working experiences have shown, the assessment of crack indications detected within the inservice inspections is a good gateway to introduce and establish Fracture Mechanics evaluations in industrial practice /6/. Moreover, in these cases the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) is often helpful in
search of cause and origin as well as of possible further development of the detected cracks in power plant
collectors, coolers, pumps or fittings.
An essential expandability for the industrial applicability of the Damage Tolerance concept can be
gained when the results of THERRI will be brought together with the available approaches and data for
creep and creep-fatigue crack growth in power plant steels at higher temperatures. For this purpose, presently common considerations and discussions occur with amongst others MPA Stuttgart, which have a
leading role in this field, see e.g. /7/.

5. Example: analysis of a boiler circulation pump
We were ask by our industrial project partner to test the Damage Tolerance analysis for its practicability as
evaluation methodology for the remaining lifetime and the necessary inspection intervals of the repaired
circulation boiler pump in Rostock power plant.
Due to a damage event (component failure) of the boiler circulating pump in a German coal-fired power
plant in 2014, the identical designed component in Rostock power plant was inspected immediately. In the
ultrasonic testing (mechanized phased array technique) extensive circumferential cracks of variable depth
were detected in the pump housing, starting from the relief groove in the pump bottom end plate. The
damaged bottom end plate was removed and the housing was completed again by a new forged end plate
of similar design. The power plant was put into further operation with the overhauled circulation pump.
The results of the ultrasonic inspection of the impaired and therefore replaced pump end plate emphasized the evidence of a qualified non-destructive inspection method for thick-walled, multi-curved power
plant components: Only the mechanized phased array ultrasonic testing has identified the circumferential
cracks in the relief groove of the pump end plate.The further material and destructive testing investigations
of the pre-cracked and replaced bottom end plate took place at MPA Stuttgart. These investigations have
confirmed the circumferential cracks of varying depth in the relief groove, see Figure 5 further below.
Fatigue crack growth was find out as main cause of the total pump failure in 2014 as well as of the detected cracks in the circulation pumps in Rostock and some other German power plants.
For our Damage Tolerance analysis of the repaired and furthermore operating pump in Rostock power
plant according to the guidance of our draft directive we have compiled and evaluated the thermodynamic
loads, done the FEA stress analyses and the Fracture Mechanics calculations (including XFEM analysis).
An extra component ranking was not necessary in this case – the choice of the circulation pump was
made by the experience of the damage of the identically designed pump.
To determine the real loads which have led to the crack growing in the replaced end plate and which
could lead to possible crack nucleating and growing in the repaired pump, extensive transient measurements and analyses were done. An extra temperature measurement equipment with 7 vertical positions
was installed at the external pump housing surface additionally to the since 1994 existing online monitoring
system, see Figure 3.
On the basis of the temperature and internal pressure measurement results, the load case list shown in
Figure 4 was derived including the model transient “Cold start-up” as typical cyclic load in the pump housing. Furthermore the transient-depending heat transfer coefficient between medium and pump inner wall
was calibrated within the FEA wall temperature analyses in comparison with the measured temperature
transients.

Figure 3. Boiler circulation pump housing with extra temperature measurement positions

Figure 4. Load cases and model transient “Cold start-up”

The performed XFEM calculations confirmed the crack nucleation position as well as the crack propagation
direction and shape in good concordance which the investigation results of MPA Stuttgart, as can be seen
in Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the FEA-calculated normal stresses in the pump wall perpendicular to the crack plane
for the determining load cases according to Figure 4. The arrows refer to the maximum stress ranges
within the model transient “Cold start-up” and between the stationary load conditions “Full load” and “Light
load”, respectively.

Figure 5. XFEM analysis and comparison with destructive testing results

Figure 6. FEA-calculated stresses normal to the crack plane

For the Fracture Mechanics analyses we could use the current THERRI standard input data set for ferritic /
martensitic steels because the pump housing is made of the ferritic high-temperature steel 15 NiCuMoNb 5
1/2
(WB 36, 1.6368). For the static fracture toughness we used a value of 100 MPa m in good accordance
with all measured values, see e.g. /9/.
For the crack propagation rate we used the covering bilinear curve of Clark /10/ and ASME Code, Section XI /11/ as shown in Figure 7. This conservative curve has not yet taken into account the actual measuring values of the THERRI experiments but common and accepted open literature values as you can find
in our draft directive.

Figure 7. Fatigue crack propagation rates in steel (at stress ratio R = 0)

Using these Fracture Mechanics property values and the loads shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6 we could
establish the Damage Tolerance diagram as shown in Figure 8. The calculated crack growth started at a
postulated crack depth of 2 mm because this crack depth is excluded in the new bottom end plate of the
circulation pump by the manufacturing inspection. Also included in Figure 8 (as in Figure 2) are the calculated critical crack depths a_crit for the load cases “Full load” and for the moment of maximum load within
the model transient “Cold start-up” (36,000 s after transient begins).
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Figure 8. Crack growth diagram on basis of different load ranges
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Comparing with the schematic crack growth diagram (Damage Tolerance diagram) of Figure 2 one can
see the basically feasibility of the methodology but a qualitatively different tendency of crack growth. In the
case of the considered circulation pump under the certain loads the calculated fatigue crack growth of the
postulated (not real) crack increases with increasing crack depth. This underlines the importance of the
appropriate choice of safety factors against the critical crack depth to get acceptable crack depth and acceptable inspection intervals.
In a first evaluation of the driven load cycle numbers of cold and warm start-ups as well as of a simple
forecast of the future operation of Rostock power plant we got the average numbers of 56.1 start-ups per
year and of 34.0 load ranges “Full load” – “Light load” per start-up. In this first evaluation we did not differ
between cold and warm start-ups, we did not differentiate the “Light load” cases and the forecast only
involved the extrapolation of the driven load cycle numbers per year into future operation but no change of
operation regime.
With these assumptions we got the crack growth diagram / Damage Tolerance diagram of Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Crack growth diagram (Damage Tolerance diagram)

As can be seen in Figure 9, the degradation mechanism fatigue crack growth is not excluded for the new
bottom end plate of the circulation pump with only slightly changed design. Moreover, the results indicate
this degradation mechanism as main cause for the detected extended cracks in the replaced end plate as
shown in Figure 5. Although together with our project partners we will enhance the forecast assumptions of
the future power plant operation regime, already the rather simple analysis according to Figure 9 gives the
licensee good advice to plan the further in-service inspections of the repaired circulation pump.

6. Conclusions
The draft directive - established as a main result of the joint research project THERRI - is not in contradiction to the common rules. The rules, in particular EN 12952 parts 3 and 4, shall not be changed but supplemented. The draft directive takes up the fatigue assessment where EN 12952-4 offers no appropriate
approach for thick-walled components under the conditions of flexible plant operation. Moreover, the draft
directive provides a practicable tool to plan and optimize in-service inspection intervals. The shown example demonstrates the applicability of the described Damage Tolerance methodology as well as of the draft
directive.

Both methodology and directive are extendible for other applications in power industries, like evaluation
of detected real crack-like indications or optimizing of component design, or even applicable for other industrial branches.
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Abstract
The probability of detection (POD) curves are often used to estimate the capability of a non-destructive
testing (NDT) method to find flaws. However, the POD information typically requires very many expensive
measurements, so much effort can be spared by obtaining comparable data from computer simulations.
In this study CIVA ultrasound simulation software was used to generate 150 simulations from ultrasonic
inspection of a nozzle. The results were used for training of neural networks that were then used to generate POD-curves. The results of POD-calculation where presented as a function of flaw characteristics and
location in the component.
The results show that the smallest detectable flaw size can be very different in different parts of the
component. The smallest and largest detectable flaws differ by more than an order of magnitude
depending of the flaw location.
The benefits and limitations are discussed with respect to the used methodology that combines
ultrasound simulations with metamodeling and POD-calculations.

1. Introduction
The flaw finding capability of the selected method is essential information to everyone who needs to do
any kind of NDT. If the method can find small flaws with very high reliability, the period between inspections can be extended compared to a method which can find only large flaws. The capability of NDTmethod can be measured in multiple ways. Most typical reliability assessments are conducted by a qualification process, where inspectors aim to detect known artificial flaws in test piece(s) (open trial qualification). If the flaws are found, the method has passed the qualification and the reliability of the method is
considered sufficient.
For detailed experimental evaluation of NDT performance, typically tens, hundreds or even thousands
of measurements are needed. As this is very expensive and laborious, simulation results are often used to
support and complement the evaluation. In this study, ultrasound simulations are combined with metamodeling to obtain a large number of results which are then used to evaluate smallest detectable flaws of
ultrasound simulation as a function of flaw position.
1.1 POD
A good measure to quantify the reliability of non-destructive testing is probability of detection (POD). In
typical POD-curve the probability to find flaw with certain size (length, height, area etc.) is presented as a

function of flaw sizes. POD-curves are typically generated by measuring ca. 40 to 60 flaws and then
recording their response to NDT method and their real size [1]. An example POD-curve is presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. On left, a vs â –plot shows data points of signal amplitude vs. flaw height, linear fit to the data
points and detection limit. On right, a calculated POD-curve from the data and its lower 95% confidence
limit [2]. Typically the 90% probability of detection from the 95% confidence limit curve (a 90/95) is used as a
single number that represents the capability of the NDT method.
1.2 Ultrasound simulation
The set of 40 to 60 different flaws, which are required to make an experimental POD-curve, is typically
expensive to manufacture and inspect. Therefore, recently simulation of NDE has given new ways to estimate NDT responses on different types of reflectors and to determine of probability of detection curves [3].
With computational models, detection probabilities can be rapidly estimated before any measurement is
done. In this study CIVA simulation software with ultrasound module was used. The challenge with the
simulations is that although they are faster than measurements, a complex simulation can require hours of
computation time. If the hours of computation time is multiplied by the high number of simulations required
for one POD-curve, many days or even weeks of computational effort has to be spent.
1.3 Metamodeling
In order to speed up the simulation process, metamodeling can be used to estimate the results of the ultrasonic inspection [4]. In metamodeling, interpolation, artificial neural networks or similar mathematical
models are used to make fast approximations of a more complex model to reduce the computation time. In
this study, the neural network toolbox of MATLAB was used to approximate the complex ultrasound simulations.
The idea of metamodeling is that, first a set of real input parameters are taken and a real simulation tool
is used to simulate the output of the input parameters. Then the combination of input and output
parameters are used to train the metamodel so that it can be then used to estimate output parameters for
a new set of input parameters. After the training of the metamodel, it can be easily used to create data for
POD calculations (also called meta-POD [5]).

2. Materials and methods
To demonstrate the used method, an ultrasound inspection of a nozzle was simulated. The simulation was
done with following parameters:
·
Sample geometry:
o Primary cylinder: outer diameter 1000 mm, wall thickness 50 mm
o Secondary cylinder: outer diameter 100 mm, wall thickness 20 mm,
o Fillet: inner radius 15 mm, outer radius 15 mm
o Material: Steel with cL = 5900 m/s and cS = 3230 m/s
·
Probe: 8×8 elements, 3×3 mm² element size, 2 MHz (bandwidth 80%)
·
Wedge: Angle 1 45°, Angle 2 10°
·
Array settings: Incidence angle 0-80° (step 10°), skew angle 0-70° (step 10°), wavemode longitudinal (Figure 2)
·
Flaw: Semi elliptical crack with aspect ratio of 3:1, orientation parallel to secondary pipe. Flaw
positions are calculated from the end of the 100 mm long secondary cylinder (Figure 3).
·
Inspection was done from the nozzle fillet by scanning the probe 45° over the flaw. The flaws
were always at 0° position.

Figure 2. Top (left) and side (right) view of the nozzle showing scan and skew angles of the probe. The
flaws were situated in the secondary cylinder parallel to its axis.

Figure 3. The flaw positions are calculated from the end of the secondary cylinder and position 100 mm
equals the outside wall level of the primary cylinder (left image), 125 mm is in the middle of the wall (center
picture) and 150 mm equals the inside wall level of primary cylinder (right).

In total 150 simulations were generated with 4 random parameters: flaw height (from 0 to 5 mm), flaw
position (from 100 to 150 mm), tilt and skew angle (±10°). Each simulation took ca. 20 minutes of normal
laptop computers calculation time to finish.
After the simulations were done, the maximum amplitude from each simulation was stored, and a neural
network with three hidden and one output layers was trained. Four parameters (size, position, skew and
tilt) were taken as an input parameters and the maximum amplitude as an output parameter. Data was
divided so that 100 randomly selected data points were used to train the neural network, 25 data points
were used to validate the fitting process and 25 data points were used to measure the goodness of the fit.
Neural network was trained until its RMSE was below 3 dB after which it was stored and the process was
repeated again so that 100 different neural networks were stored. Because the neural network training is
typically started with random parameters, all 100 neural networks were different.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the artificial neural network showing 4 input parameters, 3 hidden
layers and 1 output layers that are trained to calculate 1 output parameter from the input parameters.
The final POD curves were created in the following way:
1. Certain flaw position between 100 and 150 mm was chosen and 10 000 flaws with increasing
size and random tilt and skew angle (standard deviation of 5°) were created
2. The artificial neural network was used to estimate the flaw amplitudes from the input parameters.
3. a vs â –technique was used to calculate the flaw size which is found with 90% probability. Amplitude level of 12 dB below ø3 mm flat bottom hole was used as a detection limit.
This procedure was repeated for 50 positions between 100 mm and 150 mm as well as for each stored
neural network. Computation time for 500 000 simulations with neural networks was less than one minute.

3. Results
The results of neural network training are presented in Figure 5. The average error between CIVA simulation and neural network estimate was 2.11 dB. The training of one neural network took ca. 15 seconds of
computing time and when it was used to estimate output parameters, the computation time for one estimate was few milliseconds.

Figure 5. Input parameters of the training set (left) and comparison of CIVA results to ANN results (right).
Average error between CIVA simulation and its neural network estimate was 2.11 dB.
Neural network estimations between amplitude as function of position are presented in Figure 6. The
calculation was done with and without random tilt and skew variation (standard deviation of 5°) to see the
effect of flaw orientation to the calculation.

Figure 6. The neural network predicted ultrasound amplitude for different height flaws in different positions. On left, no skew nor tilt angle is applied. On right, random ±5° SD in tilt and skew angles are added
to the input parameters.

After POD was calculated for each position between 100 and 150 mm, the calculation was repeated for
each stored neural network and average of the a90/95-sizes was calculated (Figure 7). The smallest detectable flaw is (0.05±0.09) mm at position 100 mm and the largest (3.2±0.6) mm at position 136 mm. The
POD was also calculated so that the position was random parameter between 100 mm and 150 mm and
the a90/95-value was (2.9±0.6) mm.

Figure 7. The smallest detectable flaw size as a function of position. On left, an average a 90/95 flaw size as
a function of flaw position for 100 different neural networks (light lines), average (solid black line) and 95%
confidence limits (dashed black line). If the POD is calculated with random position instead of point-bypoint calculation, a90/95 will be (2.9±0.6) mm which is shown as red point in the left. On right image the
a90/95 flaw size is presented over the nozzle image to show the areas with high and small detectable flaw
size.

4. Discussion
According to Figure 7, more than one order of magnitude differences are seen in smallest detectable flaw
size as a function of flaw location. The smallest flaws are found near the probe scanning location due to
small distance as well as due to beneficial angle between sound beam and the flaw. When the distance
between flaw and probe increases, the smallest detectable flaw size also increases. However, when the
flaw starts to reach the primary cylinder surface, the distance between the probe and flaw again decreases
and the angle between sound beam and flaw turns again beneficial which then rapidly reduces the smallest detectable flaw size.
If the POD would have been calculated in a traditional way, the flaw position should have been also a
random parameter. This would have meant that a90/95 –value would have been 2.9 mm which is very much
larger than the position dependent POD in most of the parts of the component. In other words, the traditional POD would have given very conservative POD values.
The problem with the position dependent POD comes from the neural network. Because the training of
a neural network starts with random values, each neural network is different and the reliability of the methods can be estimated by comparing the results from each individual neural network to each other. If 95%
confidence limits are calculated from the 100 repetitions, a typical error is ca. 20% of the average value.
With small average values, the relative error however rises to >100%. The optimal input/output –
parameters for the training of the metamodel, and its effect to the errors, should be studied in next stage of
the study.
As is typical for model assisted POD calculations, the results are very hard to verify. As the number of
simulations done in this project was 500 000, there is no possibility ever to compare the results to measured ones in similar scale.
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Abstract
Ultrasonic testing is the main tool to inspect the structural integrity of primary circuit components in nuclear
power plants (NPPs) during in-service inspection (ISI). In order to validate an inspection method and to
train inspectors, reference flaws are needed. However, there are not enough real flaws available to be
used for these purposes so artificial flaws must be used. Ultrasonic response from an artificial flaw must be
representative enough so that it can be used as a reference flaw. Otherwise this could lead to a false result
during an ISI. Unfortunately ultrasonic testing is highly dependent on the geometry of the component, the
flaw type and the material in which ultrasound propagates. Therefore numerous flaws are needed to cover
the probable flaw types, sizes and locations.
The aim is to study artificial flaws and acquire wider knowledge on ultrasonic indications from artificial
flaws in austenitic stainless steel weld and to compare them to the results from CIVA simulation. The study
focuses on notches made by electrical discharge machining (EDM). EDM notches were chosen, since they
represent a rough estimate of a crack type flaw and they are fairly quick and easy to manufacture.

1. Introduction
Austenitic stainless steel welds are transversely isotropic. This means that the elastic properties are
independent on direction on one plane as in Figure 1 the XY-plane. The elastic properties are dependent
on the plane perpendicular to it. In austenitic welds the isotropic XY-plane is along the welding direction.
Because of this inhomogeneous anisotropic columnar grain structure, it is difficult to detect flaws in or in
the vicinity of the weld, since this structure affects the propagation of the ultrasound. For example, shear
wave may be reflected from the fusion line. Also it can be reflected due to grain structure of austenite,
causing a false flaw indication and excess attenuation. Longitudinal wave is more favourable in these
situations even though it also suffers from attenuation. Mode conversions on the fusion line and columnar
grains from longitudinal to shear waves cause problems in evaluating the weld’s integrity. [1,2]
It is also possible to use mode conversion as an advantage in inspection. When shear wave probe is
set to the first critical angle, longitudinal wave is also produced into the material. This refracted longitudinal
wave can be used to inspect the weld. This procedure requires experienced operator, since it is important
to distinguish the shear wave and the lateral wave from each other. Rayleigh waves and creeping waves

are also special wave types from mode conversion, which can be used as an advantage in ultrasonic inspection. Especially creeping waves are considered advantageous when testing anisotropic materials.
[3,4]

Figure 1. Transverse isotropic symmetry of austenitic weld [2].
Ultrasonic testing can be used to find following flaws: Cracks, lack of fusion, lack of penetration, cavities,
inclusions, pores, excess penetration, undercut, concavity, burn-trough, mismatch and lamination. Artificial
flaws are required to resemble the postulated types of defects in order to validate a procedure. In this
study the focus is on crack types which are found in ISI. These types of cracks can be artificially produced
by mechanical or thermal fatigue and electric discharge machining (EDM). Although these cracks can be
identified with surface inspection methods such as liquid penetrant testing, cracks usually form in places
where only one surface is accessible. Such an example is the ISI of piping welds in NPPs where a crack
usually forms on the inside surface of the pipe. [5,6]
EDM notches are usually produced in a reference mock-up. Manufacturing process is nonconventional
machining process, in which the material is removed very accurately in a controlled environment. Cutting is
done with an electrode, which is shaped to resemble the desired flaw, only a bit shorter than the flaw desired. The electrode can either cut or burn the material in order to achieve the desired flaw shape and size.
The parameters of a resulted flaw can be easily inspected with cast replica method to ensure that the
desired flaw has been achieved. A typical cross-section of an EDM notch can be seen in Figure 2. [7]

Figure 2. an EDM notch [8]
Unlike thermal fatigue crack tip, EDM notch tip does not have any stresses, which affects the detection by
ultrasound. Due to lack of versatility, EDM notches are normally used as robust artificial flaws, which are
used when mechanical or thermal fatigue crack would be hard to produce on a certain place or the cost of
producing other types of flaws is an issue. [8]

2. Experiments
The agenda of the work was to scan the specimen which had the same kinds of artificial flaws with different locations around the weld. Experiments were conducted with phased array and conventional ultrasonic
methods. Second phase was to compare these results with each other and also with the result from CIVA
simulation.
2.1 Parameters for the test piece
The test piece was 200 mm wide and 299 mm long. Two plates were welded together so that the weld was
placed in the middle of the specimen. The base material was rolled AISI 316L. The weld crown and the
root were completely ground off and the whole surface of the test plate was ground evenly to a thickness
of 22,1 mm. The weld itself was a 60° V-groove butt weld done with MAG welding. The width on top of the
weld was measured with a ruler as 26 mm. The schematics of the specimen can be seen in Figure 3. The
dashed line in the figure represents a surface flaw on top of the surface of the specimen. The unintended
flaw is also marked as an ‘s’ on the figure. This visible flaw could not be detected with ultrasound when the
specimen was inspected for unintended flaws before the machining of the EDM notches, thus it is not
presumed to affect the testing result either.
The idea was to scan the specimen from both sides of the weld, on top side of the plate and approximately on the same distance from the weld. In this thesis these sides are referred as a- and b-side, of
which the a-side is the one closer to the origin. EDM notches were placed on the back side of the plate in
four different locations near or in the weld. The flaw number 2 was placed in the vicinity of the weld in a
way it would not be in direct contact with the weld metal. The fifth EDM notch was placed on the base
material as a reference. The depths and the locations of the EDM notches were measured during the machining of the flaws approximately 5 mm, with exception of flaw number 1 with depth of 5,3 mm. The length
of the flaws was 15 mm.

Figure 3. The test specimen described from the bottom. Letters a and b represent the side from the scan
was made and s the position of the unintended surface flaw. Numbers 1-4 are the EDM notches inside the
weld and number 5 in the base material.

For phased array ultrasonic inspection Zetec Omniscan MX 16/128PR flaw detector was used, which was
linked to a laptop PC for data acquisition and evaluation. Manually used Zetec Manual Pipe Scanner was
used to measure the probe position during scanning of the specimen. Since the scanner was operated
manually, larger variations may have been caused by this factor.
2.2 Ultrasonic testing and simulation procedures
The summary of the used probes, their frequencies and wavelengths can be seen in Table 1. Longitudinal
and transverse wave velocity was set to 5770 m/s and 3150 m/s [9] respectively.
Table 1. Summary of the probes, their frequencies and wavelengths.
2,25 MHz PA 4075°

5 MHz PA 4075°

2 MHz MWB 45°
N2

2 MHz MWB 60°
N2

1,5 MHz TRL 4070°

f
(MHz)

2,25

5

2

2

1,5

λ
(mm)

1,4

0,63

1,58

1,58

3,84

For linear phased array inspection, a 16 element 5 MHz 5L16A10 and a 16 element 2,25 MHz 2.25L16A10
probes with SA10-N55 Rexolite wedge and shear wave were used. The focal laws were set according to
an azimuthal scan between angles 40° and 75° with a step of 1° and to a true depth focus to 22 mm.
Water was used as couplant and it was applied to the surface of the specimen via spraying from a spray
bottle with constant intervals. The calibration of the probes was done with calibration block for range
setting according to SFS-EN ISO 22825 [3] (V2) before conducting the inspection with the probe.
For dual matrix phased array inspection, two 1,5 MHz probes with TRL Rexolite wedge and scan angles
between 40° - 70° with step of 1° were used with focus to true depth of 22 mm. In addition, skew angles of
-15° and 15° were applied. The calibration procedure and the couplant were the same as for linear phased
array probes.
For comparison, two conventional 2 MHz MWB 45° N2 and MWB 60° N2 shear wave probes were
used. The calibration was made also with the V2 block. These angles were chosen, since they are in the
range of the angles of the phased array inspection and the ultrasonic beam from 60° probe would scan the
weld groove perpendicularly with full skip inspection.
Maximum amplitudes were extracted from the acquired data in the positions of the flaws. The noise of
the weld was measured between the flaws 1 and 2 for both a- and b-side. The noise was determined from
the maximum amplitude between these two flaws, with an average of three measurements. The maximum
amplitude was determined by inspecting the echo dynamics of the peak to assure it is not a random amplitude peak. When the noise for a specific technique had been determined, SNR was calculated for each
individual flaw and technique.
CIVA version 11.1 was used in the simulation experiment. Simulation was made for 2,25 MHz linear
phased array probe similar to the one in the conducted test. The specimen was modelled into the simulation software and the anisotropic matrix for the weld was set from an average of two 316L welds from the
literature [10]. The inspection area was narrowed for y direction to the highest points of the elliptical flaws.
The X-coordinates were the same as in the test specimen, with 5 mm steps. Structural noise and mode
conversion were not taken into account in the computation of the model. For flaw response calculation
Kirchoff & GTD model was used.

3. Results
Maximum amplitude is the maximum signal response from a flaw. The lower the amplitude response is the
more the ultrasonic wave has attenuated between the flaw and the ultrasonic transducer. In these tests
flaw number 5 in the base material was chosen as a reference so that the maximum signal response from
this flaw was set to approximately 80% of the full screen height. The scanning was repeated three times,

so the represented values are the average maximum amplitudes of these results. Letter labelling after the
flaw number means the side the flaw was scanned e.g. flaw number 1a represents the average result for
flaw number 1 scanned from the a side.
3.1 Maximum Amplitude
The results for all the techniques for flaw numbers 1-4 can be seen in Figure 4. In this figure, the amplitude
response was changed to decibels, where the acquired maximum amplitude in % was compared to a
100 % amplitude response.
Weld center was chosen as a point of origin. The figure represents the distance from the weld center
along the X-axis. The results are also combined to represent the scanning from the near side and the far
side more clearly. This means that if the flaw location was on the other side than the probe of the weld
center, the flaw would be on the far side, represented as a positive value in the figure. If the flaw was located on the same side as the probe, the flaw would be on the near side, represented as a negative value
in the figure. The figure shows how the austenitic weld attenuates the propagating ultrasonic wave, thus
lowering the amplitude response.
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Figure 4. Comparison of all used techniques. 0 represents the weld center and the flaws are plotted along
the X-axis according to their distance from the weld center. – represents the near side and + the far side.
For the flaws within and in the vicinity of the weld, the flaw number 2 gave the highest amplitude response
from the a-side for all probes and the lowest for the b-side, with exception of TRL probe where the flaw
number 3 gave the lowest amplitude response from the b-side. This might be a consequence of a better
deviation of sound beam to the flaw number 2 than flaw number 3 from the b-side. The probe had a skew
angle of 15° so the deviation of the probe does not seem plausible.

When comparing all the techniques together, excluding these previous observations, the results seem
consistent. TRL probe suffers the least from attenuation and the 5 MHz phased array probe the most, as
expected. The reason for TRL probe to attenuate less than the other probes is due to the fact that TRL
probe uses longitudinal waves whereas the other probes use shear waves. Also the frequency is lower
than that of the other probes, however this lowers the resolution and accuracy of the probe compared to
other probes. The highest amplitude response for TRL probe was achieved from creeping waves, indicating lesser attenuation compared to other wave types in the anisotropic austenitic weld.
The conventional 60° probe gave better amplitude response than the conventional 45° probe. The 60°
probe excelled against the phased array probes while the 45° probe got roughly the same or slightly higher
amplitude response as the 2,25 MHz linear phased array probe. Conventional probes had slightly lower
nominal frequency than the linear phased array probes, however the difference between the results was
higher than expected.
3.2 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
A good SNR was determined as 3 to 1 according to the report [11]. It has been described as a line in the
following figures. Since good SNR is usually determined 2 to 1 or 3 to 1, ratio of 3 to 1 was chosen for the
most secure result. SNR is used to determine how well the flaw is distinguished from the noise, the higher
the SNR the better the flaw stands out from the noise. SNR was calculated using equation 1 with the acquired maximum amplitude response and maximum noise from the weld.
=

(1)

Where Aflaw is the average maximum amplitude response for a flaw and Anoise is the average maximum
noise level measured for the technique. The results can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Comparison of signal-to-noise ratio of all techniques for a- and b-side.

For linear phased array probes, flaw numbers 1-3 gave a good SNR from the a-side. However, when
scanning through the weld, shear wave probes were unable to reach good SNR in any of the artificial flaws
with only exception of 60° conventional probe, which was the only probe achieving a good SNR from flaw
number 4.
Table 2. SNR comparison matrix.
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Despite having the worst overall results for SNR, the SNR of TRL does not improve or reduce much depending on the location of the flaw. TRL actually gave the best SNR for the flaw number 2 from the b-side.
The probes are compared to each other in Table 2. The best SNR for each flaw was given 4 points and
0 to the worst SNR. The points were summed together and 2,25 MHz linear phased array probe achieved
the best overall score. 5 MHz linear phased array probe had the best SNR when scanning the flaw number
2 from the a-side. This is expected, since there is not much noise for 5 MHz noise and the ultrasonic wave
has not yet attenuated by the anisotropic weld at all since the flaw was located outside the weld.

4. Discussion
The test piece was an austenitic stainless steel plate with butt weld and it was scanned with linear phased
array probes, conventional probes and TRL 2D matrix phased array probe. The test piece was also modelled with CIVA software and tested with linear phased array. Maximum amplitudes from the flaws were
recorded and SNR was calculated from the achieved results.
Linear phased array probes had an excellent signal-to-noise ratio compared to the other probes.
Furthermore, attenuation was so strong that the flaws scanned through the weld were not recognizable.
Conventional probes fared surprisingly well in the conducted experiments. However, when compared to
other techniques scanning with conventional probes was significantly slower than for the phased array
probes. This was due to that the beam angle stayed the same, covering a narrower area compared to the
phased array sectorial scan of 40-75°. So in order to get the best possible result, the step size along the Xaxis had to be changed to 2 mm. Also the conventional probes were more susceptible to amplitude loss
from misalignment or loss of couplant.
TRL probe gave the strongest amplitude responses from the flaws. Its advantages were the utilization of
longitudinal waves and by mode conversion creeping waves, lower frequency and separate elements
transmitting and receiving. The 15° skew angle did not give much of an advantage. However it may have
reduced possible amplitude loss if the probe was not completely perpendicular to the flaw. The downside
of the TRL probe is also the longitudinal waves. Since longitudinal waves also mode convert to shear
waves and creeping wave during the inspection at the interfaces, analysis is not as straight forward as for
only shear wave probes. It was important to set the data cursors to right depth in order to prevent excess
noise from mode converted signals. Still the noise level was a limiting factor for this technique.
When evaluating all the SNR results, it can be noted that no single probe achieved the best SNR for
every flaw. Thus, it would be advisable to use different kind of probes during the inspection of the weld
allowing the best possible scope to find flaws in wide range of locations.

It must be noted that the gain in the experiment was set according to the maximum amplitude response
from flaw number 5. It is possible to detect the flaws 4, 3 and 1 through the weld as well with linear phased
array probes and conventional probes by increasing the software gain during the data analysis or hardware gain during the data acquisition. However, comparing the maximum amplitude responses with each
other would be impossible since most of the flaws would have 100% amplitude response with high gain
setting. One plausible way would be to record the gain for each flaw with a constant amplitude response
and compare the difference. However, this experiment method would take a lot of time to conduct.
CIVA simulation software proved to be a useful tool in simulating ultrasonic probes and welds. However,
setting the parameters of the weld, probe and the specimen geometry is not a straightforward process. In
order to achieve the best possible result, there is a requirement for accurate information on the microstructure of the weld. Also the HAZ needs to be taken into account separately for more accurate results. Without these values CIVA can only give indicative results.
Testing setup was not an ideal one, since the scanner was moved manually, causing some possible
deviation of the results. Also the attachment point for the probes seemed to move a bit during the
scanning, causing the slight misalignment of the probe during scanning. Water acted as a good couplant
between the probe and the specimen. However it was applied also manually, which may have caused loss
of couplant during some parts of the scan.
EDM notches performed well as artificial flaws. The flaws were hard to detect through the weld and
gave strong amplitude response in front of the weld as expected. Even though they are just rough estimates of a real flaw they give an excellent and cheap option to study ultrasonic attenuation in different
locations of the weld.

5. Conclusions
Ultrasonic inspection of austenitic stainless steel welds is difficult due to the anisotropic and dendritic structure of the weld. This causes scattering, distortion, deviation and attenuation of the ultrasonic wave, complicating the conducted inspection.
Artificial flaws are used to study the capability of an ultrasonic method to detect flaws of different sizes
and locations. The electric discharge machining (EDM) notches used in this thesis proved to be a reasonable way to produce rough estimates of a crack. The artificial flaws gave expected amplitude responses
from different locations of the weld metal. The responses varied also with different ultrasonic techniques
used in the experiments.
Maximum amplitudes were the strongest for the 1,5 MHz separate transmit-receive longitudinal wave
(TRL) 40-70° matrix probe and the lowest for 5 MHz linear phased array probe. However, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) was the best for 2,25 MHz linear phased array probe and the worst for the TRL probe. CIVA
simulation represented the ultrasonic propagation of 2,25 MHz phased array probe fairly well, so it can be
assumed that with more accurate modelled structure of the weld there can be reliable results from the
simulation as well. When scanning through the weld, only TRL probe could detect the furthest flaw with
creeping waves. This indicates that it would be advisable to use this technique when inspection from both
sides of the weld is not possible. Also it is advisable to use multiple different probes to inspect a weld to
achieve best possible SNR from a flaw regardless the flaw location.
The results were congruent with the theory. When frequency of the probe was lowered, the amplitude
response was stronger. Also the creeping wave proved to give an excellent amplitude response for TRL
probe and it did not suffer from attenuation as much as the shear waves.
The aim of this thesis was to study artificial flaws in austenitic stainless steel. It can be concluded that it
is feasible to study the propagation of ultrasound in austenitic stainless steel with artificial flaws and also to
use simulation tools to support the achieved results from experimental tests.
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Abstract
The Finnish concept of high activity nuclear waste disposal is based on deep geological storage in copper
canisters with cast iron inserts. The development of disposal concept and final disposal in Finland is managed and organised by Posiva Oy. Disposal canisters will be embedded in Olkiluoto bedrock at a depth of
approximately 400 metres. Therefore it is essential to inspect the canisters with non-destructive testing
(NDT) methods as well as possible before the final disposal.
The lid of the copper disposal canister for high activity nuclear waste is sealed with a weld. Before
accepting the canister to the final disposal the weld is planned to be inspected by four non-destructive
testing methods. These methods are ultrasonic testing (UT), radiographic testing (RT), eddy current testing
(ET) and remote visual testing (VT) using cameras. The copper overpack and the lid are also inspected
with multiple NDT methods; UT, ET and VT. The nodular cast iron insert is inspected with UT and VT.
In this paper the four NDT inspection methods (UT, RT, ET, VT) for inspection of different parts of the
disposal canister are presented in brief. All information in this paper is collected and summarised from
public reports and from the procedures of each method and inspection records. All of the four NDT
methods detect defects in slightly different directions and based on different physical principles. The four
methods are therefore supplements to each other in inspection of different parts of the disposal canister.

1. Introduction
The Finnish concept of nuclear waste disposal is based on deep geological storage in copper canisters
with a cast iron insert. The development of disposal concept and final disposal in Finland is managed and
organised by Posiva Oy. Canisters will be embedded in Olkiluoto bedrock at a depth of approximately 400
metres. Therefore it is essential to inspect the canisters with non-destructive inspection methods as well as
possible before the final disposal.
The final disposal canister for high activity nuclear waste consists of a copper overpack, a copper lid
and a nodular cast iron insert. The nodular cast iron insert gives strength to the structure of the canister to
withstand the mechanical stress originating from the bedrock in the underground repository. Oxygen-free
copper overpack forms a corrosion resistant shell to the canister. The copper lid of the canister will be
sealed with friction stir welding (FSW) to the copper overpack.

During manufacturing defects may be generated in the components. The welding process may produce
different types of welding defects, for instance voids, internal root defects, porosity and cavities [4]. Lifting
of the canister at the encapsulation plant is one factor which could cause defects or make small existing
defects grow. Thus, there is a limited number of lifts allowed. Possible handling incidents could cause
defects on the outer surface of the copper overpack.
The disposal canister material quality as well as quality of the weld has to be verified according to acceptance criteria before the final disposal of the canister. Acceptance criteria for the canister are created to
control and ensure the adequate strength and corrosion resistance levels for the canister. Non-destructive
testing (NDT) methods give possibility to reveal defects in the base material and the weld. The four NDT
methods used at the moment in the research are: ultrasonic testing (UT), radiographic testing (RT), eddy
current testing (ET) and remote visual testing (VT) using cameras.
Several different inspection methods are used to gain the best possible information on different types of
discontinuities. Ultrasonic and radiographic methods are used for volumetric inspections. Visual and eddy
current methods are used for surface and near surface inspections.
Non-destructive testing of the canister weld is carried out in the encapsulation plant before the decision
to move the canister to final disposal. The encapsulation plant (Figure 1) is located at the ground level
above the actual repository. All NDT methods will be remotely controlled. Non-destructive testing in encapsulation plant is operated automatically in an isolated area because of the radiation from the high active
spent nuclear fuel in disposal canister. The objective of the NDT testing is to acquire and analyse the data
to detect possible manufacturing defects in the closure weld of the disposal canister.

Figure 1. The encapsulation plant is located above the actual repository (Posiva Oy).

2. Disposal canister
The disposal canister consists of nodular cast iron insert, copper overpack and copper lid (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The disposal canister (Posiva Oy).
2.1 Nodular cast iron insert
The main task for the nodular cast iron insert is to give adequate strength to the structure of the canister to
withstand the mechanical stress originating from the bedrock in the underground repository. There are
three different types of cast iron inserts (Figure 3), one for Loviisa 1 and Loviisa 2 (VVER 440 type), second one for Olkiluoto 1 and Olkiluoto 2 (BWR type) and third one for Olkiluoto 3 (EPR type).

Figure 3. Different types of nodular cast iron inserts for VVER 440, BWR and EPR (from left to right)
(Posiva Oy).

2.2 Oxygen-free copper overpack and lid
Overpack including the bottom and the lid of the canister are made of oxygen-free copper which forms a
corrosion resistant shell to the canister. Thickness of the overpack is 50 mm. In the first stage the geometry of the lid depended on the chosen welding method due to different weld orientation between electron
beam welding and friction stir welding. In 2014 friction stir welding was chosen to be the welding method
for the lid closure weld.

3.

Non-destructive evaluation

At the moment four different methods are used for non-destructive evaluation of disposal canister. For
surface and near surface inspections remote visual testing and eddy current testing are used. For volumetric inspections ultrasonic testing and radiographic testing are used. In all inspections inspectors shall be
qualified according to SFS-EN 473/SFS-EN ISO 9712 level 2 suitable for used method. Only in radiographic inspections the operator shall have at least a level 1 certification according SFS-EN 473/SFS-EN ISO
9712. Nevertheless the person evaluating the radiographic images shall have a level 2 certification according SFS-EN 473/SFS-EN ISO 9712.
3.1

Visual testing

Visual testing is conducted for all the disposal canister components including welds. The visual inspection
in the encapsulation plant will be done remotely with cameras.
After the welding the surface of the upper part of the lid is to be inspected. Especially 100 % of the weld
area and the entire upper end of the lid are inspected. Also the vertical upper outer surface of the lid shell
and the vertical inner surface of the lid are inspected. The illuminance degree is required to be high
enough (minimum 500 lx). Additional lightning is needed from multiple lightning directions due to the
variable reflection of the copper surface because of the characteristics of copper and its oxides. The
surface to be examined is required to be clean.
The purpose of the visual testing is to verify, document and evaluate the surface area. During this
inspection both manufacturing originated surface defects and handling defects can be detected. This
information is critical for the integrity of the canister but also for verifying the indications primarily detected
in eddy current testing and secondly by ultrasonic and radiographic testing. Especially outer surface
defects which can be seen in radiographic images. Indications that exceed reporting limits will be reported
by location, dimensions and defect type. Indication sizes correspondingly locations are tabled and
compared to the relevant acceptance criteria. There are also stamped identification marks in the weld, lid
and shell that need to be documented and checked.
3.2 Eddy current testing
Eddy current testing is a well-known and widely used surface inspection technique. In disposal canister
inspection studies eddy current testing is a combination of low frequency and high frequency probe
measurements. With high frequency technique surface breaking defects and surface extensions can be
accurately measured. With low frequency eddy current technique deeper surface breaking defects and
defects having small ligament can be evaluated. Overpack, lid and weld are inspected with eddy current
technique. At moment the inspection is performed with specially designed equipment and analysis and
visualisation software. The scan is visualised with in a form of colour coded C-scan (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Example of scan visualisation from high frequency coil FSW weld inspection.
A probe array consisting of pancake coils is held on the surface of the copper lid with a probe holder. The
array and the holder are moved by a manipulator (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Eddy current probe holder on the left, HF and LF coils on the right.
The lid is inspected using a coil probe array in order to detect defects. In inspection surface breaking defects will be detected, sized and classified. The inspection speed depends on the effective width of the
probe array and on the frequency of the probe.

3.3 Ultrasonic testing
Ultrasonic testing is a volumetric testing method and in disposal canister inspections it is used for all the
components of the canister. Phased array ultrasonic inspection is used for all inspections due to possibility
to modify electrically the sound field during the inspection. This enables the sound field adjustment dynamically for different situations and for detection of different types of flaws. In cast iron insert inspections also
other ultrasonic methods are used. Frequency of phased array effects on detectability and sizing and
therefore a good compromise 3.5 MHz for both is chosen for copper part inspections. At the moment ultrasonic inspections are performed using the Multi 2000 phased array ultrasonic system of M2M with 128
channels. During the examination of the FSW weld an ultrasonic transducer is scanning the top of the lid
and the outer surface of the lid in circumferential direction. Simultaneously the phased array probe also
carries out electronic scanning in axial direction. A-scan data in RF-form each measurement is stored.
There are about 1500 measurement positions only in circumference.
As can be seen in Figure 6 the ultrasonic phase array probe is positioned on the outer horizontal surface of the canister at the distance of 0.1 mm from the scan surface.
An electronic scan is performed in the direction of the weld penetration. The longitudinal wave velocity
in copper is v = 4760 m/s. The attenuation of the sound is dependent on the grain size in copper, bigger
grains more attenuation. Large grains extending over 2 mm occur in the weld in circumferential direction.
In radial direction the grain size is smaller but large enough to produce higher attenuation compared to
base material of the tube and lid. In some cases also in the tube and the lid large variations in grain size
can be detected. The grain size is controlled in the manufacturing process of the base material in order to
minimise the grain size and its distribution. The ultrasonic testing will be carried out in local immersion at
the encapsulation plant.
Before and after the examination the performance and the stability of the system is verified with a reference block containing different kind of reflectors. The block has the same geometry and material properties
as the canister.

Figure 6. Linear phased array ultrasonic testing of FSW weld.
Nodular cast iron insert is also inspected with ultrasonic methods. The longitudinal wave velocity in nodular
cast iron is v = 5600 m/s. Inspection is performed from the outer surface of the insert. First inspection is
performed with 5 MHz phased array probe to verify the steel channel edge location and the channel
distortion in casting (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. Nearest edge distance point in A-scan is the cross point of the back wall signal and noise where
the signal rises up clearly from the noise.

Figure 8. The minimum distance variation of each steel channel from the surface in axial direction measured from the top of the insert in millimetres.
After steel channel inspections 0⁰ longitudinal wave curved 5 MHz phased array probe using different
focus depths is used for certain areas of insert. Near surface area is inspected with TRL-70⁰ longitudinal
wave (conventional) probes using four inspection directions (0⁰, 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰). Technique TRL A means
that the scanning occurs in axial direction and TRL C corresponding the scanning direction in circumferential direction. The fourth ultrasonic inspection for insert is performed using transmission technique with 2
MHz phased array probes to detect defects between the steel channels. At the same time with the same
probes also transmit-receive inspection is performed for the same area. Due to three different types of
inserts (BWR, VVER 440 and EPR) inspection is also highly dependent on the insert type.
3.4 Radiographic testing
Another used volumetric method is radiographic inspection. Radiographic inspection is used for the disposal canister welds and due to thickness of the component it is carried out at the moment with a 9 MeV
linear accelerator. The centreline of accelerator beam is directed at 8° angle to the weld [8]. For radio-

graphic inspection a digital x-ray detector is used. As can be seen in Figure 9 the detector is placed behind
the outer surface of the canister.
The high energy X-ray equipment used by SKB in Oskarshamn for pilot examination of the lid to canister weld consists of a 9 MeV linear accelerator (Varian Linatron 3000), a collimated line detector and a
manipulator system.

Figure 9. The radiographic setup with accelerator and the detector in SKB Oskarshamn site [8].
The canister will be rotated in a carrier. Rotation speed is controlled by the RT-software that controls the
radiation source and the detector. Before placing the canister on the carrier it is important to center it, the
distance tolerance is maximum 1.5 mm. 100 % of the weld and the surrounding base material; is inspected. There is a marked zero-point on the canister surface. In the circumferential direction scanning exceeds
the total circumference with suitable overlap. The 0 -point and the rotation direction are marked also to the
examination plan.
Before the actual measurement of the canister, calibration test for intensity setting shall be carried out to
check the proper intensity of the detector. A separate calibration block made of the same material as the
canister with known wall thickness is used for calibration. The calibration of the measurement is carried out
simultaneously with the weld inspection.
An image quality indicator (IQI) is placed on the detector side surface of the canister so that the calibration hole in IQI is visible on the x-ray image. Because the quality of the image cannot be controlled during
scanning, the quality of the picture is monitored afterwards with IQI sensitivity and intensity value.
For examination the exposure voltage is nominal voltage of the 9 MeV x-ray accelerator. The minimum
distance from source to object is defined as a factor of maximum allowed geometric unsharpness (Ug).
A minimum contrast ratio is defined for the display in order to evaluate data properly. The images are analysed partly already during the scan in the encapsulation plant.

4. Welding
Lid of the canister is welded with friction stir welding. Friction stir welding and electron beam welding
methods have been studied and the final choice was made in 2014 by Posiva Oy.
4.1 Friction stir welding
Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid state joining method originally developed by TWI. Basic principle is
that the rotating tool is plunged between the pieces to be welded when the friction between the tool and
the piece generates heat and plasticizes the welded material (Figure 10). Then the tool is moved to the

wanted welding direction. There are many advantages in FSW. For example mechanical properties are
good in as-welded state, automation is fairly easy and it can be operated in all welding positions [2].
In spite of advantages in FSW there are several possible defect types in FSW. These include [3,4]:
•
pores and porosity
•
worm hole
•
voids
•
oxide inclusions and entrapped oxide
•
tool trace material
•
incomplete penetration
•
joint line hooking
•
faying surface flaw

Figure 10. Basic principle of FSW and parameters to control [5].

5. Discussion and comparison to design criteria
Cast iron insert is giving the main mechanical strength to entire disposal canister. Therefore it is essential
to identify the criteria to be met. In the shear loading case a semi-elliptical flaw has been identified as the
most dangerous flaw. Acceptable dimension of the flaw are 4.5 mm in depth and 27 mm in length [6,7]. As
mentioned before for the insert surface area TRL ultrasonic inspection is used. In damage tolerance design a90/95 is commonly used as a measure of the minimum size of the reliably detected flaw. With TRL
ultrasonic inspection it is shown that in insert inspection this reliably detected flaw is 15.9 mm2. Compared
to acceptable dimensions the reliably detected flaw could be almost six times larger. Therefore it can be
concluded that this system is adequate for this inspection task. [6]
Above mentioned criteria is of course not the only criteria for the cast iron insert. There are many other
criteria for example related to location of steel channels and geometry etc. which also partly applies to
copper parts of the canister. These issues are not in the scope of this paper and are not presented in detail.
Copper overpack and the lid are the corrosion resistant and gas tight barrier of the disposal canister.
One critical part of the copper canister is the weld. It is known that welding can cause different types of
flaws in material as mentioned already earlier. FSW weld is inspected with all four NDT methods in the
encapsulation plant. Studies made for SKB [7] have shown that for the copper part of the canister, no kind
of postulated crack, defect or cavity of reasonable size has proven to be critical. The copper shell withstands the design loads with a good margin even with large postulated defects. The large variety of material testing that has been conducted during the studies has shown that the cracks in copper blunt under
tension load and no crack growth is detected at applicable temperatures. With copper shell the main design criteria is the corrosion barrier and therefore all the found indications with different NDT methods are
added together to verify the needed corrosion barrier thickness all over the disposal canister. In final disposal environment creep of the copper shell has been an issue of interest and there are several studies
regarding creep behaviour of copper shell.

6. Conclusions
The disposal canister is designed to resist corrosion and to have adequate mechanical strength for final
disposal environment. To be able to predict and ensure the integrity of the disposal canister certain design
criteria has to be set. To ensure that the criteria are met non-destructive methods for inspections are
needed. In this paper the four NDT inspection methods (UT, RT, ET, VT) for inspection of different parts of
the disposal canister are presented in brief. All of the four NDT methods detect defects in slightly different
directions and are based on different physical principles. The four methods are therefore supplements to
each other in inspection of different parts of the disposal canister.
It is shown in different studies [6,7] that applicable criteria for cast iron insert is found and criteria can be
verified with used NDT methods. For the copper parts of the canister as well as weld the most important
criteria is the adequate corrosion barrier for the final disposal timeline. Studies have shown that the welds
can be categorized according the quality and defects have been found [6]. Nevertheless there is still some
techniques that need to be improved. At the moment there are lot of studies going on to improve the inspections in the area of non-destructive testing of disposal canisters. These studies include for example
probability of detection, simulation, human factors, combination of inspection results etc..
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Abstract
In power plants, a reliable operation of the cooling water circuit is of primary importance. Where natural
water is used for cooling, corrosion and biofouling may pose challenges to materials integrity. The brackish
water in Baltic sea is characterized by a relatively low salt content and unique microbial communities, thus
the material challenges may be different from those occurring in sea water.
In this study, biofouling on and corrosion behaviour of stainless steels AISI 304L (EN 1.4307), AISI
316L (EN 1.4404) and 254 SMO (EN 1.4547) were investigated in a pilot scale cooling water circuit using
brackish water of Baltic sea, obtained from Tvärminne zoological station. The pilot was in operation for 8
weeks, during which open circuit potential recording (OCP) was performed. Other electrochemical methods, cyclic anodic and cathodic polarization measurements and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) were applied before and at the end of the pilot experiment. The biofilm coverage was calculated on
surfaces. In this paper the obtained results are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction
Cooling systems are used to remove heat from components and industrial equipment. Cooling of large
industrial facilities, such as chemical factories, petroleum refineries and power plants, is typically carried
out using water. Due to the operation temperature range of the cooling water circuit, and the temperature
changes that occur due to absorption of heat, it is susceptible to biofouling and scaling. Biological growth
on heat exchanger surfaces decreases the water flow and the cooling capacity of the system and
enhances corrosion [1-2]. Brackish sea water in the Baltic sea differs from average sea waters in being
lower in salinity, higher with respect to oxygen content and lower in temperature [3], and containing a
unique fauna of micro- and macro-organisms accommodated to these conditions. Because of the special
characteristics of the environment, it is interesting to see how various stainless steels behave in cooling
water circulations using brackish sea water. Although the conventional austenitic stainless steels, such as
types 304L and 316L, are reasonably corrosion resistant, they are prone to local attack, such as pitting
and crevice corrosion in aggressive environments, mainly affected by chlorides, dissolved oxygen and
temperature [4]. The pitting corrosion resistance of stainless steels can be achieved by bulk alloying with
nitrogen (N), chromium (Cr) and molybdenum (Mo) [4], and described by a so-called pitting resistance
equivalent number (PREN). Typically, the higher the PREN value, the greater is materials resistance to

corrosion. For example, for AISI 304L (EN 1.4307), AISI 316L (EN 1.4404) and 254 SMO (EN 1.4547), the
PREN values of about 19, 26 and 46, respectively, have been reported [5]. Generally, PREN of about 40 is
considered the minimum for sea water pitting resistance [5].
Micro-organisms, i.e., bacteria, archaea, algae and fungi, which exist practically in all natural aqueous
environments, have a tendency to attach to and grow on the surfaces of structural materials [1-2,6]. Attachment of micro-organisms and the development of biofilm have been suggested to have an influence
on the localized corrosion of passive metals, including stainless steel [1,7-9]. The attack on metal occurs
as a result of microbial activity, which creates localized chemical gradients at the metal surface [10-11].
Ennoblement is a phenomenon in which open circuit potential of the metal is elevated easily triggering
localized corrosion. Biologically catalysed ennoblement of stainless steels has been detected in natural
sea water environments [12] as well as in brackish water [13] and natural fresh waters [14-15]. However,
indications also exist that certain types of biofilm may inhibit rather than catalyse the localized corrosion
[16].
In this study, corrosion of and biofouling on stainless steels AISI 304L (EN 1.4307), AISI 316L (EN
1.4404) and 254 SMO (EN 1.4547) were investigated in a pilot scale cooling water circuit using brackish
sea water from Tvärminne zoological station and being operated for 8 weeks at ambient temperature.
Electrochemical results from OCP, anodic and cathodic polarization measurements and EIS are presented
and discussed to distinguish the possible differences in the behaviour of the three stainless steels in the
cooling water circuit. Microbiological analyses of the biofilms formed on the stainless steels surfaces were
performed to define the complex effect of microbes on the corrosion.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
The materials studied were AISI 304L (EN 1.4307), AISI 316L (EN 1.4404) and 254 SMO (EN 1.4547),
from which chemical compositions were analysed with an optical emission spectrometer (Table 1). Surfaces of the samples were as received with a surface finish 2B for AISI 304L and 316L and 2E for 254 SMO.
Before the experiment the sample surfaces were cleaned with 100 % ethanol.
Table 1. The measured chemical compositions of the three stainless steels and the calculated PREN
values (PREN = % Cr + 3.3 x % Mo)

Material

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo Cu

Al

W

V

Ti

Co

Nb PREN

AISI 304L
(EN
0.03 0.48 1.52 0.02 0.001 18.0 9.3 0.23 0.17 0.004 0.04 0.07 <0.01 0.1 0.01
1.4307)

19

AISI 316L
(EN
0.02 0.46 1.73 0.03 0.002 17.0 10.0 2.03 0.42 0.006 0.06 0.06 <0.01 0.2 0.03
1.4404)

24

254 SMO
(EN
1.4547)

41

0.01 0.34 0.54 0.02 0.001 20.1 17.7 6.26 0.8 0.017 0.04 0.05 0.01

0.2 0.01

The sea water in the water circuit was obtained from 34 m depth, 780 m offshore in front of Tvärminne
zoological station (Hanko, Finland, 59°51’32’’N, 23°15’79’’E). Chemical composition of the brackish sea
water used in the experiment was analysed before and after the experiment (presented in Results section,

Table 2). Furthermore, water in the circulation was renewed every two weeks; also here, as-received water
was analysed.
2.2 Methods
The pilot cooling water circuit (Fig. 1) is a closed water cycle. Water tank, from which the water flowed
through the whole circulation, was filled in the beginning of the experiment and changed every two weeks.
The samples were attached to Robbins type polyacetal flow-through sample holders: one for samples for
electrochemical measurements and one for microbiological specimens. Flow rate of the water was maintained at 6 l/min. The circuit was operated at room temperature for 8 weeks, starting on 17 June 2015.
Electrochemical methods: open circuit potential recording (OCP), cyclic anodic and cathodic polarization measurements and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were used for determining the
corrosion behaviour of the materials in the water circuit. Four parallel samples of each material were used.
2
Samples were inserted in a resin with an exposure surface of 3.6 cm . An Ag nail in the brackish sea water
was used as an Ag/AgCl reference electrode in the potential measurements. The used counter electrode
was platinum. Potential values from all electrochemical measurements were converted and shown in saturated calomel electrode (SCE) scale for consistency. Redox potential of the platinum was also monitored
regularly during the experiment.
OCP records were initially collected by an Agilent multi-channel recorder every minute, and after 5 days
of measurements, the sampling frequency was decreased to 5 minutes, which was retained until the end of
the measurement period. OCP measurements were carried out for all parallel samples.
Cyclic polarization curves and EIS measurements were performed before starting the experiment, using
2
new plate specimens, a separate capillary cell, an exposed working electrode area of 3.1 cm , and an
Ag/AgCl reference electrode filled with saturated KCl, and at the end of the experiment for the exposed
specimens using the included Ag nail reference electrodes. Cyclic anodic polarization was conducted (for
one of the parallel samples) from OCP to 800 mV vs. Ag/AgCl and back, while cathodic polarization was
conducted from OCP to -600mV vs. ref. Scan rate was 0.3 mV/s in both polarization measurements. EIS
measurements were conducted for the same sample, for which cathodic polarization was performed by
applying alternating current of the potential amplitude of 10 mV (rms) in the frequency range from 100 kHZ
to 1 mHz. Polarization and EIS measurements were carried out using a Gamry Instruments potentiostat
model Reference 600TM and DC105 and EIS300 software and the data was analysed by using a Gamry
Instruments Echem Analyst software. EIS data was then analysed using the software by fitting appropriate
electrical equivalent circuits and quantifying the numerical values for the circuit components. After experiment the electrochemical samples were washed with ethanol and air-dried.

Figure 1. Photograph of the pilot cooling water circle.
2.3 Biofilm detection
Six parallel samples for microbiological analysis of each material were included into the cooling water
circuit in a Robbins type sample holder, as described above. Two specimens of each material were removed from the system after 4 weeks of experiment and replaced with new specimens. From each time
point (4 weeks from the beginning, 4 remaining weeks and whole 8 weeks period) one specimen of each
material was analysed with epifluorescence microscopy and one specimen was subjected to molecular
biological analyses except for the 8 weeks specimens, both of which went to molecular biological analyses.
At 8-weeks sampling epifluorescence microscopy was performed to specimens which had been in OCP
measurements.
Coupons for microbiological analyses were subjected to biofilm extraction immediately after they were
removed from the cooling water cycle. The biomass from the coupon surfaces was removed by sonicating
the coupons for 10 min (Bransonic 2210-DTH, 47 kHz, 70W) in sterile Ringer-solution and thereafter vortexing for 1 min. The biomass suspensions were filtered into Sterivex-GP 0.22 µm filter units (Millipore,
Billerica, MA, USA) and stored frozen (-80°C) until DNA was extracted. Subsequently the Sterivex filter
units were aseptically broken with a hammer, and the Sterivex filters were cut into pieces with a sterile
scalpel and placed into the lysing tube of the DNA extraction kit with sterile forceps. DNA was extracted
using Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil (MP Biomedicals, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions, with the
modification that the cells were homogenized in a FastPrep-24 instrument (MP Biomedicals, USA) at 6 m
-1
s for 3 min.
The bacterial and archaeal biomass on the surfaces of the samples was evaluated with quantitative
PCR (qPCR) with SYBR Green based detection of double stranded DNA, using the LightCycler 480 instrument (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). The DNA concentration of all samples was adjusted to
-1
< 10 ng ml prior to qPCR in order to avoid PCR inhibition. For bacteria an approximately 200 bp fragment
of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified with primers 358F (5’-CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG-3´) and 534R

(5´-ATT ACC GCG GCT GCT GG-3) [17]. The amplification was done in 10 µL reaction volume with KAPA
Sybr Fast qPCR Master mix optimized for Roche LightCycler 480 (KAPA Biosystems, USA), 150 nM of
each primer and 1 µL of sample DNA. The amplification reaction consisted of initial denaturation at 95°C
for 15 min, 45 cycles with 10 s at 95°C, 35 s at 57°C and 30 s at 72°C, a final elongation of 3 min at 72°C,
and a melting curve analysis. As an external standard, a dilution series (100 – 10 8 cfu / µL) of Escherichia
coli VTT E-90418 genomic DNA was used. For archaea an approximately 400 bp fragment of the 16S
rRNA gene was amplified with primers A344F (5′-ACG GGG TGC AGC AGG CGC GA-3′) [18] and A744R
(5’-CCC GGG TAT CTA ATC C-3’) (modified from 744RA of [19]). The amplification was done in 10 µL
reaction volume with KAPA Sybr Fast qPCR Master mix optimized for Roche LightCycler 480 (KAPA Biosystems, USA), 300 nM of each primer and 1 µL of template DNA. The amplification reaction consisted of
initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 min, 45 cycles with 10 s at 95°C, 35 s at 56°C and 30 s at 72°C, final
elongation of 3 min at 72°C, and a melting curve analysis. As an external standard, a dilution series of
T
7
Halobacterium salinarum VTT E-103154 genomic DNA was used (100 – 10 cells / µL).
For epifluorescence microscopy analyses the specimens were stained using Acridine orange (BD
212536) for 2 minutes, rinsed with MQ-water and air dried. Biofilm was detected using Zeiss Axio Imager.M2 epifluorescence microscope using 63×/1.4 Oil Plan-Apochromat objective (Carl Zeiss, Germany).
Imaging was performed using AxioCam MRm camera and Zen Pro software.

3. Results
3.1 Electrochemical measurements
Examples of OCP records for the three stainless steels are shown in Fig. 2. OCP for all the specimens
started at about 0 mV vs. SCE. A clear increase in OCP (ennoblement) was detected for all the three materials during the experiment. OCP of AISI 304L rose close to 400 mV vs. SCE after 27 days of experiment, and experienced significant scatter, possibly indicating pitting corrosion initiation. OCP of AISI 316L
rose to 330 mV vs. SCE after 28 days of experiment and showed only minor scatter compared to that of
AISI 304L. Scatters, which are seen at the same time points as water renewals (Fig. 2, arrows), are most
likely the consequence of changes in the water oxygen level; in each case, the oxygen content of the water that was circulated in the system decreased towards the end of the two-week period, whereas the fresh
water contained relatively more oxygen. OCP of 254 SMO increased close to 400 mV vs. SCE after 27
days of experiment and did not show significant scatter. OCP measurements showed a gap in the data for
AISI 304L and 316L between 42 and 53 days due to interference of the measurement, but it can be seen
that the potential levels before and after the gap were roughly the same. According to thermodynamics [20]
stainless steels are expected to be in the passive zone at these potential ranges, and therefore no general
corrosion would be expected, but pitting corrosion, however, is possible.

Figure 2. OCP recording of one of the specimen for each material and platinum, time points for renewal of
the test water are showed with arrows.
Cyclic anodic polarization curves before (initial state) and at the end (final state) of the experiment are
shown in Fig. 3. Final polarization curves indicated that ennoblement had taken place in all three materials,
and that the final anodic polarization curves were located at higher potentials compared to the initial
curves. For AISI 304L, OCP changed from the initial value of 0 mV vs. SCE to the final potential level of
150 mV vs. SCE for this sample, whereas the OCP measurements in the previous section showed that the
OCP of parallel samples increased close to 400 mV vs. SCE. For AISI 316L and 254 SMO, the OCP
changed from 50 mV to 400 mV vs. SCE, showing similar or even larger potential changes as described
above for OCP measurements. The curves for AISI 304L and 316L indicated the possibility for pitting corrosion, as charged based on the hysteresis loops that were observed in the curves. AISI 304L experienced
increase in the pitting potential (Pp) from 400 mV vs. SCE to close to 600 mV vs. SCE. Pitting potential of
316L increased from 500-600 mV vs. SCE to 700 mV vs. SCE), which was similar or slightly smaller
change than for 304L. Polarization curve for 254 SMO did not reflect pitting corrosion, as no indication of
hysteresis loop formation was obtained. Repassivation potential (P rp) for AISI 304L was 100 mV vs. SCE
and for 316L 100-200 mV vs. SCE at the initial state (at the final state, repassivation was not achieved, but
according to the Fig. 3 a, Prp is much lower than the initial value at least in the case of AISI 304L). According to [21], Prp for AISI 316L was close to 200 mV vs. SHE (-44 mV vs. SCE) at temperature of 23 °C in
chloride content of 0.2 M. Thus, to summarise, hysteresis loops in anodic curves for AISI 304L and 316L
indicated the possibility for pitting corrosion, and with progress of the exposure to brackish sea water, the
potential difference between OCP and pitting potential became narrower in the case of AISI 316L, implying
an easier initiation of pitting corrosion. However, in both cases, the pitting potentials exist at such noble
values that they require extremely high oxidation capacity from the environment which may be brought up
by e.g. the presence of an oxidizer stronger than oxygen.
Examples of cathodic polarization curves for sample AISI 304L (Fig. 4) confirmed the assumption of a
more noble behaviour of the material after the experiment; cathodic polarization curves for AISI 316L and
254 SMO showed a similar behaviour. Furthermore, for AISI 304L and 254 SMO, cathodic reaction was

inhibited in the final state as compared to initial one, as the curves were shifted towards lower current
densities. For AISI 316L the final curve showed possible acceleration of the cathodic reaction.
Surface of the electrochemical samples after experiment are shown in Fig. 5 (original samples, no polarization applied). According to stereomicroscopic inspections the surfaces of AISI 304L and 316L were
similar and typical of surface finish 2B. Their appearance did not differ remarkably from the initial sample
surfaces. The surfaces of specimens of 254 SMO were clearly rougher than those of the other two steel
grades, typical of finish 2E. No clear evidence of localized corrosion was detected on any of the test materials. It may also be seen in Fig. 5 that some fouling had occurred on the specimens of AISI 304L and
316L.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. Cyclic anodic polarization curves before and after the experiment for a) AISI 304L, b) AISI 316L
and c) 254 SMO.

Figure 4. Cathodic polarization for AISI 304L before and after the experiment.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5. Surfaces of the electrochemical samples after experiment, stereomicroscopic inspection (original
samples, no measurements applied): a) AISI 304L, b) AISI 316L and c) 254 SMO. Surfaces appeared
similar compared to the initial sample surfaces.
Example of collected EIS spectra is shown in Fig. 6, and the numerical values, describing for the two-time
constant system behaviour, for all the materials before and after the experiments are shown in Table 2. For
most of the cases, resistance values of R1 and R2 increased during the experiments, indicating improved
resistance to corrosion. This may be a result of thickening of the passive film or development of the (protective) biofilm, with the latter explanation being more probable. In the case of 254 SMO, the values for n 1
were slightly lower than for the other two materials, indicating slightly more irregular electrolyte-metal interface. This observation is consistent with findings from specimen photographs (Fig. 5).

a)

b)

Figure 6. EIS spectra for 304L: a) Nyquist plot, b) Bode plots.

Figure 7. Electrical equivalent circuit used for data modelling.
Table 2. Numerical values extracted from EIS data modelling using electrical equivalent circuit shown in
Fig. 7. R is the resistance, C is the capacitance and n the constant phase element parameter obtaining
values from 0 to 1 (n=1 represents real capacitance).
Alloy
AISI304L/
EN1.4307
AISI304L/
EN1.4307
AISI316L/
EN1.4404
AISI316L/
EN1.4404
254SMO/
EN1.4547
254SMO/
EN1.4547

Timing

R1, W×cm

Initial

164

Final

2

C1, mF/cm

2

2

C2, mF/cm

2

n1

R2, MW×cm

n2

11

0.91

13

14

0.93

310

8

0.93

220

11

0.91

Initial

186

7

0.91

27

25

0.93

Final

3035

9

0.90

231

7

0.92

Initial

302

7

0.86

41

5

0.96

Final

33

2

0.89

209

24

0.92

3.2 Water analysis
Water analysis of the initial and renewed brackish sea water as well as from the water at the end of the
experiment is shown in Table 3. The initial and renewed values include the lowest and highest values from
all the sea water inputs. The amount of manganese (Mn) was lower at the end of the experiment than in
the initial and renewed waters; the decreased level of manganese might indicate microbial activity. However, the level of sulphate (SO 42-) was higher at the end of the experiment than in the initial and renewed

waters, indicating that no remarkable sulphate reduction had taken place. The pH level and alkalinity of the
sea water had slightly decreased during the experiment.
Table 3. Water analysis of the initial and renewed water as well as from the water at the end of the experiment. Initial and renewed water includes minimum and maximum values from all the water inputs.
Element

Initial and renewed waters

Water at the end

Al (mg/l)

<0.010

<0.010

Ca (mg/l)

70.6- 84.4

72.2

Fe (mg/l)

0.0026- 0.0313

0.0034

Mg (mg/l)

187- 219

178

Mn (mg/l)

0.00155- 0.00713

<0.00050

Na (mg/l)

1560- 1910

1800

pH

7.81- 7.86

7.71

Alkalinity (mmol/l)

1.65- 1.78

1.63

277-477

491

3400-3820

3430

NO3 (mg/l)

<2.0- 2.5

<2.00

NO2 (mg/l)

2-

SO4 (mg/l)
-

Cl (mg/l)
-

<0.6-3.0

<0.800

NH4 (mg/l)

<0.05- 0.303

0.255

TOC (mg/l)

<2.50- 8.74

4.81

<0.04- 0.4

0.056

+

3-

PO4 (mg/l)

3.3 Biofilms
According to microscopy analyses, heterogeneous biofilm, containing structures resembling bacteria, fungi, algae, and protozoa were found on the stainless steel surfaces (Figs. 8-9). Quantitative PCR was used
to determine the number of bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA genes and thus estimate the amount of bacteria and archaea on the surfaces. No significant differences in biofouling on different materials were de5
2
tected. During the first 4 week period the number of bacteria was in the range of 10 /cm and that of ar2
3
2
chaea 10 -10 /cm . During the second 4 week period biofouling was slightly more intensive, the number of
bacteria being 105-106/cm2, and number of archaea 104-105/cm2. Biofilm formation continued during the
6
2
whole experiment period and the number of bacteria was in the range of 10 /cm and that of archaea
5
2
10 /cm after 8 weeks of exposure.

a)

b)

Figure 8. Quantity of bacteria (a) and archaea (b) on the coupon surfaces, determined using quantitative
PCR.

Figure 9. Epifluorescence microscopy images of coupons after 1 month exposure.

4. Discussion
Differences in the behaviour of stainless steels AISI 304L, AISI 316L and 254 SMO were detected in pilot
cooling water circuit using the brackish sea water. As mentioned above, the corrosion resistance of 254
SMO was predicted to be highest of the studied stainless steels based on the amounts of chromium, nitrogen, and molybdenum in the alloy. The results show that 254 SMO did not experience or show any type of
indication of the possibility for localized corrosion, whereas the findings for AISI 304L and AISI 316L revealed the possibility for pitting corrosion and/or metastable pitting. Ennoblement took place in all the three
stainless steels, probably as a result of the accumulation of the biofilm. EIS results demonstrated the
greatest increase in resistance values for AISI 316L, suggesting the most efficient protective scale formation. However, the anodic polarization results suggested the possibility for pitting corrosion for AISI
304L and 316L, yet only under conditions of extremely high oxidation capacity. Under OCP conditions,
such high potential values were not reached and no clear evidence of pitting corrosion was obtained.
However, for example, the disinfection of the water by the use of, e.g., ozone or hypochlorite, is not recommended in the systems involving 304L and 316L, because these oxidisers may increase the potential of
the material to the level where pitting is possible. Also longer exposure in a pilot circuit could have induced
pitting corrosion in 304L and 316L as has been shown in earlier studies either in the laboratory conditions
[13,22] or in the actual Baltic sea [23].
Pitting corrosion of materials in chloride containing environments, like sea water, is one of the most
widely encountered problems in corrosion studies [4]. As mentioned before, brackish sea water differs from
average sea water. Ions know to inhibit pitting corrosion of stainless steels in Cl -containing solutions are,
22to mention few, OH , NO3 , CH3COO , ClO4 , ReO4 , CrO4 , MoO4 , and SO4 [24]. According to the water
2analysis (Table 2) at least NO 3 and SO4 (and also OH ) were detected in the brackish sea water. Howev2er, it should be noticed that the amount of NO 3 and SO4 was low in the brackish sea water compared to
the amount of chloride ions, indicating that these ions might have played a negligible role in inhibiting the
pitting corrosion of stainless steel.
Biofilm was formed on the stainless steel surfaces in this pilot scale system. The intensity of biofilm formation was linked to the temporal changes, and was more intensive in the second half of the experiment,
late summer. Especially archaeal part of biofilm was increased during the second half of the experiment.
The effect of the biofilm formed on the stainless steel surfaces was protective, since the biofilm/scale formation increased the surface resistance of the alloys. The potential role of some biofilms in corrosion protection has been suggested before [25-26].
In this study the effect of temperature changes was not considered, though temperature variation will
remarkably affect the corrosion and scaling behaviour in the cooling water systems [4]. Due to the short
experiment period, differences between the initial and final state are not as pronounced as would be for
longer exposure periods. Another longer experiment in the cooling water circle was started at the end on
year 2015, the results of which will be presented later on.
The results showed that during as short a period as 8 weeks, biofouling occurs on stainless steels in
cooling water system using brackish sea water of Baltic sea. On all three materials, biofouling occurred
equally, i.e., there were no significant differences in biofouling on different materials. However, there were
differences in the corrosion behaviour between the materials, with common austenitic grades AISI 304L

and 316L, showing the possibility of pitting corrosion under extremely highly oxidizing conditions even
during short exposure periods, while 254 SMO was shown to be intact to pitting corrosion in the used
brackish sea water.

5. Conclusions
In this study, the corrosion and biofouling on stainless steels AISI 304L (EN 1.4307), AISI 316L (EN
1.4404) and 254 SMO (EN 1.4547) was investigated in a pilot scale cooling water circuit using brackish
water of Baltic sea, obtained from Tvärminne zoological station. Conclusions made based on the results
are:
-

-

-

Cyclic anodic polarisation curves for AISI 304L and AISI 316L disclosed the possibility for pitting corrosion during relatively short exposure periods under highly oxidising conditions, whereas 254 SMO
was not revealed to be susceptible to pitting corrosion in the used brackish sea water. These findings
are consistent with the PREN values calculated (Table 1) and the recommendation of PREN 40 for
sea water environment.
Ennoblement was detected for all the three materials. The pitting potential of AISI 304L was the lowest
among the studied alloys. Pitting potential shifted upwards during the experiment for AISI 304L and
316L.
The effect of the biofilm formed on the stainless steel surfaces was protective: increase in surface
resistance of the alloys was detected, as well as slight changes in pitting tendency.
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